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CHAPTER I

COMPETITION AND MONOPOLY IN AMERICAN
INDUSTRY^

The line between effective competition and appreciable monopoly
power is sometimes not easy to draw. Some indnstries are clearly
competitive; some are as clearly monopolized. But there remains a
middle area in which markets, seemingly competitive, may actually
be subject to restraints such as the exclusion of independent con'-
cerns or efforts to control the channels of distribution. The situa-
tions which obtain here shade imperceptibly from those which are
more nearly competitive to those which are moi-e nearlv monoDo-
listic-

• ^

There are practical difficulties, too, which obstruct any attempt to
classify markets according to the criteria of competition and monopoly.
Information on some industries is publicly unavailable. Conspiracym restraint of trade, since it is in violation of the law, is usually hidden.
Large establishments frequently produce a variety of products; they
may enjoy a monopoly in one line and free competition in another.
Products and producers are interrelated; a commodity that appears
to be monopolized may actually be in competition with close substi-
tutes; a firm that appears to face many competitors may be found, upon
disclosure of the mterrelationships existing within the industry, to
possess appreciable monopoly power. Market situations are constantly
changnig; mdustries once competitive become less so with the develop-
ment of trade organizations and tlie enactment of restrictive legisla-
tion

;
industries once monopolized become competitive with the estab-

lishment of new^units and the imiovations made possible by discovery
and invention. The best that can be done, consequently, is to analyze
the situation that appears to exist in those industries for Avhich in-
formation is available.

COMPETITIVE MARKETS

The number of producers and the extent to which production is
concentrated in the hands of a few of them do not afford a certain
test of monopoly or competition, since a large number of small firms
may agree upon a common course of action, while a handful of large
firms may engage in vigorous competition; and a concern which

v„''^'M^/5*^'^P^*l'^J^ ^^^^9 lai-gely on Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph
^f PPonnm?."'Pc^'''°/l

^^^ Monopoly in American Industry, by Dr. Clair Wilcox, professorof economics, Swarthiiiore College. It was digested and arranged bv members of the Tem-
?,Zrti ^w-n"'"^'

Economic Committee stntt. following which it was criticized by Dr. Wilcoxand Ur \Villiam N Loueks, professor of economics, Wharton School of Finance and Com-merce, University of Pennsylvania.
- Comiietition may be said to be effective whenever it operates to afford buyers sub-stantial protection against exploitation at the hands of sellers and to afford sellers similarprotection against exploitation by buyers. Appreciable monopoly power is said to existWhenever a single seller or a number of sellers acting in unison control enough of thesupply of a broadly defined commodity to enable them to augment their profit by limitingoutput and raising prices.

»- .> a
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appears coinpletely to liave monopolized a pi-oduct may actually be
coiiipetiiio; ^yith iiuniei'ous producers of substitutes.
The presence or absence of uniformity in price quotations cannot

l>e taken as an index, snice uniformity may either be approached when
competitors attempt to meet the prices set by their rivals, or attained
^yllen conspirators agree, Avhile disparity maV be ])roduced l)oth ^vllen
competitors undercut established prices and Nvlien conspirators rio-
their bids. The degree of price flexibilitv is not a satisfactory
criterion, since competition may make its api)earaiice in forms that
are not reflected m price; custom and convenience, as well as moiioii-
oly, may induce rioidity, and monopolists may choose to alter their
l)rices at will.

However, monopoly almost certainly exists in those industries
characterized by price rigidity over a reasonably long period of time
when It IS accompanied by falling costs of production, declinino- de-
mand, or increasing surpluses in production. Likewise, a simulta-
neous rise m price by various firms in an industry, where there is
no evideiice of any factor tending to increase the price in terms of
increased cost of production, strongly indicates the presence of
nionopoly. Identical bids to the Government are another indication
of appreciable monopoly power. Still another rather effective test
of monopoly is a steady upward movement of prices in a manu-
facturing industry where technological efficiency has materially
reduced costs. Under competition a manufacturiiig industry tends
to lower costs steadily over a period of time if techiiologic-il i)r(;o-
ress has increased. For example, the farm machinery industry Is
clearly revealed a monopoly by this test.
The volume of production and the extent of utilization of produc-

tive capacity are not reliable measures, since declining demand and
dwindling resources may eventually necessitate curtailment of output
and abandonment of capacity in fields which are competitive while
the economies of large-scale production may lead to expansion of
outiuit and full utilization of capacity in fields which are monopolized
The rate of profit is not an adequate test, since firms that face

competition may realize high profits, for a time at least, while a
firm that possesses a monopoly may make low profits or suffer a loss
temporarily. The turnover of producing units and the rate of busi-
ness mortality are not infallible guides, since competitors sometimes
enjoy long lives and monopolists sometimes go bankrupt.
Nor does a combination of several of these indexes necessarily

afford an answer, since those industries that appear most competitive
are the very ones m which at times the greatest efforts have be^n
mad(^, through private aiTangemeuts and throiigli legislation to
bring competition under common control. The problem is further
complicated by the fact that a concern may manufacture several
products and sell m several markets; it may possess a monopoly
over one product and face competition in the sale of another- itmay enjoy a monopoly in one market and meet with competition in
another. It must be noted, moreover, that any one of these conditionsmay be modified with the passage of time. Determination of the
status of an individual trade, therefore, requires nothing less than
a detailed analysis, product by product, market by market and year
by year, of output and prices, of quality, service," and terms of «ale
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of costs and profits, of ]:)rivate n<>-reemeiits and public roo-idatioiis,

and of the eiFcctiveness with which tliese are enforcech

Within those fiekls, however, where producers are numerous, where
tlie de<iree of concentration is low, wliere the prices char<>ed by dif-

ferent firms are not identical, where these prices are not rioidly main-
tained over long periods of time, where the volume of production is

not drastically curtailed at the onset of depression, where productive

capacity is largely utilized during each of the phases of the trade

cycle, where profits are moderate, whei-e the turnover of producing
units is rapid, and where the rate of business mortality is high,

there is a presumption that competition has a good chance to prevail.

These conditions, in part or in full, are characteristic of many Amer-
ican industries. There are, however, many cases in which competition

has been impaired liy restraints even under the designated circum-
stances.

Manufactures.

In tlie great majority of manufacturing industries production is

more highly concentrated than it is in most extractive fields. When
data covering 1,807 representative products, nearly half by number
and more than half by value, of those included in the Census of
Manufactures for 1937 Avere analyzed by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, it was found that the largest manufacturer ac-

counted for less than 5 percent, by value, of the total output of 20
products, for less than 10 percent of 110, and less than 25 percent of

670, and that the 4 largest accounted for less than 10 percent of 8 and
less than 25 percent of 90. When goods which were not sold in

Nation-wide markets and those which had a total value of less than
$10,000,000 are eliminated, there remain 48 important products in

whose manufacture the degree of concentration was relatively low.
If the same situation obtains with respect to goods which were not
covered by the survey, this number could be doubled. The 48 j^roducts
which were included in the Bureau's sample are listed in table 1.

Table 1.

—

Products valued at more than $10,000,000 each, in whose manufacture
the four largest producers controlled less than a quarter of the total output
in J 937

Product

One-piece dresses (except house dresses) made to retail for $2 and over
Coals, women's, misses', and juniors'
Tomatoes, canned
Trousers and knickers, wholly or partly wool
Overcoats and topcoats _

Suits, men's and youths' 3-piece
Suits, women's, misses', and juniors'
Wood bedroom suites
Awnings ".

Beans, canned green-pod
Work pants and breeches
One-piece dresses (except house dresses) made to retail under $2
Wood davenports, sofas, daybeds, studio couches, etc., upholstered...
Wood chairs and rockers, upholstered, pull-up or occasional- . .

Wood living room and library suites, upholstered
Mattresses, other than infler-spring.,.:
Macaroni, spaghetti, and vermicelli.
Ensembles (dresses)
Stove and furnace pipe and flue and air duets
Jigs, fixtures, etc. and specially designed tools
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Table 1—Products valued at more than .$10,000,000 each, in whose manufacture
the four largest producers controlled less than a quarter of the total output
in 1937—Continued

Product
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of these establishments was operated by the same concern, but it is

estimated that there were 1,437,789 separate enterprises in these

trades in 1934, among them 95,416 wholesale and 1,342,373 retail

firms. Numbers are also large within the several subdivisions of the

field.

^

,. . .
, .,

There is much overlapping between these subdivisions—such retail

organizations as mail-order houses, chain stores, and volinitary buying

groups competing with wholesalers; distributors in one line competing

with those in another; drug stores with hardware stores; hardware

stores with auto supply stores; auto supply stores with variety stores;

variety stores with candy stores ; candy stores with food stores ; food

stores with tobacco stores; tobacco stores with drug stores; and mail-

order houses and department stores with stores of every other type.

Wholesale markets in general are national or regional; retail mar-

kets are local, and in the latter case the number of competitors is usually

large. There was one retail outlet to every 80 persons in the United

States, one to every 70 persons in cities with more than 100,000 popula-

tion, one to every 60 in towns and cities with 2,500 to 100,000 popula-

tion, and one to every 100 in other areas in 1935. In almost every trad-

ing center there are several establishments in every line. The local

merchant, moreover, must frequently compete with mail-order and

house-to-house distributors and with stores in nearby towns.

INIost trading establishments are comparatively small. In whole-

saling only one-half of them, and in retailing less than one-sixth, take

the corporate form. Among wholesalers, incorporated establishments

had average sales of $373,000 and unincorporated establishments had

average sales of only $111,000 in 1935. Among retailers, 97 percent had
sales below $100,000, 78 percent below $20,000, and 60 percent below

$10,000. Nearly a million of them rang up less than $33 a day, hun-

dreds of thousands of them less than $12 a day.

Despite the large number of trading establishments and the small

size of most of them, there is substantial concentration in the field.

Although corporations operate a small minority of these establish-

ments, they make three-fifths of all sales. In wholesaling, the incor-

porated half of the establishments handled more than three-fourths

and the unincorporated half less than one-fourth of the trade. In re-

tailing 3 percent of the stores did more than a third of the business and

0.1 percent did more than a tenth. Chain stores made nearly one-fourth

of all retail sales in 1935. There were 9 trading companies among the

250 largest corporations in the United States in that year.

Since distributive enterprises are often localized, however, their

national number cannot be the ultimate test of their competitive

character. Price-fixing conspiracies and obstacles to entrance are

not unknown in this field.

Although mass distributors have attained great size and although

they handle a substantial fraction of the retail trade, it cannot

be said that they possess anything approaching a monopoly. The de-

gree of concentration in this field does not compare with that which
obtains in manufacturing. The chain stores, numl^ering 140,000, were

operated by 6,000 different chains. Independent merchants, each with

a single store, owned nine-tenths of the outlets and made two-thirds of

the sales. Goods of almost every kind are sold by scores of mail-order

houses, hundreds of chains, thousands of department stores, tens of

thousands of independent retailers, and untold numbers of consumers'
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cooperatives, snpennaikets, door-to-door salesincii, an<l roadside
stands, lliere is competition anioiio- distributors of the same tvpeamono- distributors of different ty])es, and amono- distributors of all
t.vi)es and manufacturers who sell directly to consumers. New types
of distributive ao-encies are continuallv sprini.-in«r into life—tlie field
is m a constant state of flux.

.
i

^ ^

Though mass distributors frequently participate in various re-
straints of trade, they have sought to obtain i^-ofits bv selling- in
greater volume at lower prices. By integrating operations, mir-
chasing m quantity, eliminating costly services, increasincr mana-
gerial etiiciency, gutting operating expenses, and reducing profit
margins, they have decreased prices and increased sales. In some
cases their vigorous competition has forced the independent mer-
cnant to serve the consumer more efficiently and at less cost

moi i.^'^™"'^'^ ?^ companies engaged in trade are usually low. In
1936 for example, of the 149,805 trading corporations reporting to
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, less than half had made a profit:
tiieir aggregate net income was little more than 3 percent of total
sales. I he other concerns had operated at a loss. In the whole group,
income was litt e more than 2 percent of sales. Unincorporated
enterprises, which are many times as numerous, may have obtained aneven lower return. These figures cover limited samples which donot include the smallest firms. They apply, moreover, to a profitable
year. Average earnings are probably lower than the published in-
formation would suggest. No data are available covering the rate
of earnings on investment for trading enterprises as a whole Fig-
ures for some of the larger corporations in the field reveal a satis-
tactory return. Most trading companies, however, earn a meacrer
Inang for their owners and little or nothing more. The typical
ent^-epreneur's average annual withdrawal from 1929 through 1937 was

Firms in trade have a^high rate of mortality and a short expec-
tancy of life.^ Among 157 wholesale companies established in Pouo-h-
keepsie, N \ between 1844 and 1926, two-thirds disappeared within
10 years, half within 5 years, one-third within 3 years, one-fourthwithm 2 years, and one-fifth within 12 months. Among 4,998 retail
^iterpris-es set up during the same period, three-fourths disappeared

S.1
" 1.?

>'e^^«' two-thirds within 5 years, half within 3 years, two-
htths within 2 years, and more than one-fourth within 12 monthsUther studies corroborate these findings.

/Service Trades.

More than a million enterprisers are engaged in the business ofrendering nonprofessional services. Included in this group hi 193.5were operators of eating places, barber shops, driiikin| places, auto-mobile garages and repair shops, beauty parlors, cleaning and dye-ing establishments, shoe repair shops, shoe shining parlorsfhat clean-

"bfnf wnt t^'T't: '"-^r^^ T^^'^^^^^-^^'
^^''^'^ I'^^^'^^^-i^'^' blacksmith

shops, watch, clock, and jewelry repair shops, printing shops, auto-mobde storage garages and parking lots, tourist camps, photographic
studios, news dealers, grist-mills, radio repair shops upholstery and
furniture repair shops billiard and pool and bowling alleys, andother thousands of establishments in scores of other trades '
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Competitio!! Avithin each of these fields is confined to local markets

and the number of comi)etitors is usually large. The typical local

service enterprise is small. Among all the enterprises listed by

the census as service establishments, three-fourths took in less than

$3,000, and more than a third took in less than $1,000. On the average,

one or two })ersons are employed as hired liands. In the majority of

cases such enterprises are operated by proprietors or partners and by
members of the family. Aside from such organizations as the motion

picture houses and restaurant chains, there has been little concentration

in the field.

Earnings are even lower and the expectancy of life is even shorter

in local service than in retail trade. Typical annual withdrawals of

entreju-eneurs are around $1,000. High percentages of tliese establish-

ments last less than 10 vears; very substantial percentages last less than

5 years; from a fiftli to a tliird last less than 1 year. Though many
service trades are highly competitive, collusion and agreement are

not unknown. In fact, it is in the service trades that outright

rackets have flourished in some large cities.

MARKETS IN WHICH ONE OR TWO EIRMS CONTROL NINE-TENTHS OR MORE
or THE SUPPLY

Industrial monopoly is no stranger to the American scene. Ever
since the Civil War, business leaders have repeatedly contrived to

eliminate competition, both by getting independent concerns to agree,

secretly or formally, that they would no longer compete and by
bringing former competitors under conunon ownership and control.

It is true that most of these combinations failed to achieve anything
approaching complete monopoly power, that a majority of them were
short-lived, and many ended in financial disaster. But there were, in

1904, 26 trusts which controlled 80 percent or more of the production
in their respective fields.

Of the eight great corporations that almost completely monopolized
their respective industries near the turn of the century -^ only one, the

United Shoe Machinery Corporation, now retains its former degree of

monopoly power. Prosecution under the antitrust laws and the es-

tablishment of competing enterprises have compelled the others to

relinquish exclusive control.

These early trusts and their successor companies no longer enjoy

exclusive occupancy of their respective fields. But the almost com-
plete monopolization of a market by a single firm is by no means a

thing of the past. Today one company in each field controls all, or

nearly all, of the Nation's supply of aluminum, nickel, molybdenum,
magnesium, shoe machinery, glass container machinery, and scien-

tific precision glass, provides nearly all of the domestic telephone

service and all of the trans-oceanic service, and operates all of the

sleeping and parlor cars. Other concerns stand in a similar i>osition

M-ith respect to important segments of the markets for international

cable and radio communication, oil pipe line, and railway freight

transportation and trans-oceanic aviation. There are, in addition,

numerous public utility corporations and innumerable small-town en-

^The Aniprican Can Co.. the Aniorican Sugar Refining Co.. the American Tobacco Co.,

the Corn Products Refining Co.. the International Harvester Co.. the National Cash
Register Co., the Standard Oil Co., and the United Shoe Machinery Co.
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[heylS^!''''^'
'"^"''^' ''''"^'^'^' nioiiopolies in the local markets which

Tlie dominant lirms in these industries are indicated below:
Industry n • ^ ^

Aluminum ,,
r>o,nu,ant flnn or nrma

Nickel ^^"«^'' & I^«»ib Optical Co.

fntSoSZrnnuJcTu^^^^^^^^ ^"^^^^^"° ^^^^^^^^ '^ ^^^^^-P^ Co.

RaX-teleDhou7 ?^^ Oomuumication,s, Inc.

PullSan cars
"^^'^^ Americ-an Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Trans-oceanic--"a;iaTion--"-(Ti~an7-Zm^^^^^^^^
'^""^'" '^°-' ''^'•

BerXm "'''' ^'^^'^^'^^^"^ Pan-American Airways.l^eryinum The Beryllium Corporation.
Pmrs of Firms Approaching Duopoly ^ in the American Market
in some lields two establishments together control the supply Twocompanies provide all of the domestic telegraph service; two control allo± the submarine cables between the United States and several foreign

countries; two offer the only radio-telegraph service to many points

fl.JT ;• r co^^P^^ies, m each field, account for all, or nearly all, ofthe Nation's supply of bananas, of plate glass and safety glass 'ofbulbs, tubing and rod, and bases for electric lamps, of electric Account-ing machines, of railroad air brakes, of oxvacetVlene, of sulphur andcertain chemicals. In many local markets, on a smaller scale, two petty

orSrn!f
l'^'"

l' "/''
r'"' ^"^^^^' circum.stances such as these, formal

nttn nT p"\ T*'^"'l"'^'
governing price and production are readily

attained. Eadi firm of a pair controlling the whole supply is likely
to act as if It were a monopolist. In their effect upon the market

tX}l ^"^i"«^^«P0ly tend to be substantially the same. The dominat-ing pairs of firms are shown below for certain industries :

Industry Pairs of firms
Domestic telegraph service Western Union Telegraph Co
International cable communications SJSnir^^l^one & Tele-

graph System

Bananas Western Union Telegraph Co.
•

United Fruit Co.

Electric accounting machine.
Standard Fruit & Steamship Co.LLuunang machines International Business Machines

Corporation

Plate g]ass__ Remington-Rand, Inc.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.

^^tfonif^ilL^^^^^ niustration« is n.ade in Temporary

conrr^mt^^Z^^^!'^ ll^ZttTtoT^l^L'Hr'''' ^^r^}'
'' ' ^-^^ly defined

raising price. Here the existence of a ^PPnnH^o?r^
their profits by limiting output and

•source of supply. But it is unUklly to afford hinf^nv't-^^
''"^^^ ^" alternative

price, or terms of sale.
"^i^^^y to attoid him any real alternative m quality, service,

grap^h No.Tl^'clKm."^
"'"'" '"'*^^' ^'^ Temporary National Economic Committee Mono-
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Industry Pairs of /inns

Electric lamps/ large glass bulbs, glass tub- General Electric Co.

ing and rod. Corning Glass Works

Metal bases General Electric Co.

Westingbouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Co.

Air brakesi Westingbouse Air Brake Co.

New York Air Brake Co.

Oxyacetylene Union Carbide & Carbon Corpora-
tion

Air Reduction Co.

Sulphur Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.
Freeport Sulphur Co.

In addition to the cases mentioned above, there are still other mark-
ets in which one or two concerns turn out all or almost all of the sup-

ply. Ninety-five percent of the heat-resisting glassware produced
in the United States is manufactured and distributed by the Corning
Glass "Works. Natural gas is delivered to many consuming areas by
a single pipe-line system. The rates and services of pipe lines in

intrastate commerce have long been regulated by State utilities com-
missions, but those of lines in interstate commerce were not subject to

effective control until they were brought within the jurisdiction of the

Federal Power G:)mmission by the Federal Natural Gas Act of 1938.

About 50 percent of the American suppl}^ of borates, used in the pro-

duction of borax and boric acid, has been provided since 1921 by the

Pacific Coast Borax Co., an American affiliate of Borax Consolidated,

Ltd., of Great Britain, another 40 percent by the American Potash &
Chemical Corporation. All of the sodium nitrate sold in the United
States in recent years has been supplied by the Chilean Nitrate Sales

Corporation and the Barrett Co., a subsidiary of the Allied Chemical
& Dye Corporation. The United States Tariff Commission, in a re-

port covering some 2,250 synthetic organic chemicals in 1938, listed

only one producer for nearly 1,200 of these items and only two for

more than 350.

The total number of cases in which one or two firms control nine-

tenths or more of the supply of a good or service in a Nation-wide

market, while undoubtedly larger than that revealed by the preceding

description of specific industries and products, is unknown. The most
reliable source of information on concentration of production in man-
ufacturing industries, the biennial Census of Manufactures, gives no
data on this subject. The census reports do not usually show any
degree of concentration beyond the portion of an industry's output

controlled by its four largest producers. In some cases even this infor-

mation is withheld, since its disclosure might reveal the share con-

trolled b}' specific firms. The Bureau of the Census does not pub-
lish the concentration index for an industry or a product if its

largest producer controls 75 percent or more, or if its two largest pro-

ducers control 90 percent or more of its output, or if the share of the

output which is not controlled by the four largest producers is similarly

concentrated in the hands of one or two concerns.

' The electric lamp industry presents a complex picture of duopoly, monopoly, and
control bv a single firm. See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No.
21, pp. 104-106.
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Amoiiii- tlie 275 industrial categories listed in the Census of Manu-
factures for 1935 there were 9 for which concentration data were with-
lield. These were billiard and pool tables, bowlino- alleys, etc. ; china
firing and decorating not done in potteries; copper "smelting and
refining; essential oils; fuel briquettes; lead smelting and refining;
locomotives, other than electric; tin and otlier foils, not including
gold_ foil; and typewriters and parts. Likewise, in a grouj) of
1,807 products, nearly half of those covered by the census for 1937,
there were 328 for which data were withheld. In these cases, of course,'
production is highly concentrated and it is possible that one or two
firms manufacture nine-tenths or more of the output of some of these
industries or control nine-tenths or more of the supply of several of
these products.
There is little or no information available on the prevalence of sit-

uations approaching complete monopoly or duopoly in regional or local
markets. The figures published by the census, showing only the share
of the total national output of an industry that is controlled by its
four largest firms, may conceal a far higher degree of concentration
w^ithm the several markets in which its products are actually sold.

MARKETS IN WHICH A FEW FIRMS CONTROL ALL OR A MAJOR PART OF THE
SUPPLY

In each of the cases discussed in the preceding section one or two
corporations control nine-tenths or more of the supply of an important
good or service m an American market. Such cases are comparatively
rare, but they are not the only ones in which large establishments may
dominate a trade. In some industries a single firm, producing much
less than nine-tenths of the total output, so far surpasses its rivals in
resources and sales as to govern the market. In others small numbers
of enterprises, roughly comparable in size, each of them overtopping
their smaller competitors, together command the field.

Concentration of Production.

Among 1,807 products, representing nearly half, bv number, and
more than half, by value, of those included in the Census of Manufac-
tures for 1937, there were 291, or more than one-sixth of those in the
sample, in which the leading producer accounted for 50 to 75 percent
of the total supply. Products of which one, two, or three companies
produced a major fraction of the output between 1930 and 1940 or in
some recent year appear in table 2. The percentage in each case is
indicated.
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TABLE 2.—Products in ichich 1, 2, or 3 companies produced the pereentafie

indicated

1 company

'
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Table

^-''^^'^'^l^l^f^fl
tJte J, largest firms producea more than two-thiras,oy value, of the total output in -?955—Continued

Industry

Graphite, ground and refined
Files.

Bluing ......
Safes and vaults...
Writing ink '_'_

Explosives
Firearms. __

""'" ""

Rubber boots and shoes"""
Linoleum
Bone^ black, carbon bl'a'ck^ and"l"a'm"p"bla"ck
Rubber tires and inner tubes
.Tin cans and other tinware.
Corn sirup, corn surar, corn oil, and'starch
Compressed and hquefied gases

ssSe^i^i^Li^sr'^^^'^"^^^--"
Ch°en':fcTfi;e' l^S^^^s""

--t-^-l^"-°dpVoTect"ion apparatus."::

Cork products
Gypsum products '.

Aluminum products
Gold leaf and foil

Rayon and allied products
'".

Soda fountains and accessories
Soap --

Agricultural implements"
Electric and steam railroad cars

Matehes".''"'^.
''^'^°S''^P'^''^ pens; gold","s"te"ei; and brass pen" p"o"in"t"s".:

Cane-sugar refining.:
Motor vehicle bodies and parts

BeetSar"'
^^^^^^^^^ <^°o^°e oils, and saia'dbifs".".".".".::: ::::::::;:

Cereal preparations ".

?hri°i'5® ^^'^ ^'"'^.^ ProductsVe.xcep"t"con"fecti"o"nery"
Abrasive wheels stones, paper, cloth, and related products

IxcllsfOT
° °"^°P^d^° appliances and related product" :::!::::

Billiard and pool tabfe"s",'bowl"in"g"ane"ys,"e"t"c'"'"
iiuel briquettes
Locomotives, other than electric
Copper smelting and refining "

Lead smelting and refining
-----

Tin and other /oils, except gold foil"

Percent
produced
by the 4
largest

(')

(')

(1)

()

«

86.4
85.8
85.1
84.8
83.0
82.0
81.9
81.8
81.6
81.0
80.9
80.8
79.2
79.2
79.1
78.9
77.9
77.1
76.9
76.1

76.0
75.5
74.3
74.0
73.5
72.4
71.7
70.4
70.3
69.6
69.4
69.0
68.8
68.1
67.8
67.4
67.3
67.0

Percent
produced
by the 8

(0
(')

(')

(')

0)
(0

100.0
94.9
100.0
97.5
93. &
93.1
92.4

100.0
100.0
92.1
90.4
85.6
95.0
87.0
96.0
90.4
84.9
87.3
90.2
86.4
83.7
87.4
90.2
80.4
83.1
87.7
84.0
82.8
91.3
88.3
76.8
85.9
89.4
82.2
77.5
74.3
75.1

76.4

TL'flgreSoTbeKr Ui°anl5lndls°n^^^^^^^^^ '^ ''''^ '°' '^dividual enterprises,
is said that the 4 largest comDanie.nrnHn^l^^f^ ^"^n^ ^'f^^'- ^" ^^^ '^^^'^ °^ typewriters, for instance, it

Underwood J^liott FMer^ et^,T n?S ^etween 95 and 98 percent of the new machines. Cf. U. S v.
Indictment, July 28, 1939, p 7 '

'*"^* '^''"'* °' ^^^ United State.s. Southern District of New York,

^^|ource: National Resources Committee, The Structure of the American Economy, Part I, pp. 248-258.

Among the products in the Bureau's sample there were 164, or 9Ci ^n^^'
'"^ '""^"'^^ ^^'^ ^^^^^ manufactured by the 4 lirgest

shTe ^LTl 1
Pf""'f '^? ^^^ ""^^'^'''^ «^ IS l'^'^^''< i" ^hich this

one tPnth n?^
disclosed Thus it appears that somewhere between

Zdp ?n fi.n T''^''^^^'
^^ ^^'^ P^^^^^^t^ ^o^^^^d by the census are

S^^nnlv tI
'^'^^

tS?."^^™.^
controlled nine-tenths or more of the

samnlP J^^^'^Zf^T P^^^^"^^^' ^^.^^^ 37 percent of those in the

Sore fhnn vJ^i t ^'fl?^
companies were reported as producing

wrthhpl f L^ ^ rS^ ^^ ^^^% ^"*f"^
^^' "^ ^l^i^^^ information wal

fTin QO 'l^ \^::'' produced more than 75 percent or 2 moreha 90 percent, and liere were 175 others, nearly 10 percent of thosem the group, for which data wei^e withheld in order to 'avoid disclosureof the share produced by the fifth and successive firms. It thus ap-pears tjiat two-fifths to one-lialf of the goods covered by the censis
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are made in fields where 4 concerns controlled three-fourths or more

of the supply. When products with an annual output valued at less

than $10,000^000 are eliminated, there remain 121 products, valued at

more than $10,000,000, in which it is certain that more than 75 percent,

by value, of the total otitput was mantifactured by 4 firms. These

goods are listed in table 4.

TABLE 4.

—

Products valued at more than $10,000,000 each in whose manufacture
the four largest producers controlled more than three-fourths of the total out-

put in 1931

Product

Inlaid linoleum
Watt-hour meters, alternating current.

Snufl_

Iiroductrs
^j^g 4 Xiixgesi

Refrigerator cabinets, domestic -

Asbestos shingles
Machine-finished paper containing ground wood.
Coal tar products; crudes
Refrigerating systems, complete without cabinets
Power transformers; 501 kw. and over
Lithopone
Hydrocarbon; acetylene
Tractors; "all purpose," wheel type, belt horsepower under 30, steel tires.

Plug chewing tobacco
Oxygen.
Typewriters: standard
Radio receiving tubes for replacement, alternating current, glass and metal
White lead in oil, pure
Tractors; "all purpose," wheel type, belt horsepower 30 and over, rubber tires...

Aluminum ware, cast

Copper plates and sheets
Passenger cars and chassis
Corn starch
Milk bottles -

Metal working files and rasps
Tin cans, vent-hole top ---

Cultivators; 2, 3, and 4, 5, and 6 tractor drawn or mounted
.\luminum ware, stamped
Distributor transformers, Yi to 500 kilowatts ---

Zinc oxides, Chinese white and zinc white..
Scrap chewing tobacco
Steam turbines, other than marine
Carburetor engines, motor vehicle, other types
Steel strips and flats, hot rolled for cold rolUng
Tractors; other than "all purpose," 30 and over, steel and rubber tires

Window glass —
Cigarettes -

Gypsum, neat plaster
Nickel alloys, plates, and sheets
A. C. synchronous timing motors, 1/20 horsepower and over, under 1 horsepower
capacitor type

Steel, rolled blooms and billets for forging...
-Vdding machines
Rubber arctics and gaiters
Refined sugar, soft or brown --

Steel, skelp
Rubber-soled canvas shoes.
Wallboard except gypsum, rigid, cellular fiber ..- —
Aluminum ingots
Matches, strike anywhere -

Wire and cable, paper insulated
Cotton woven chambrays and cheviots -

Rubbers and footholds ---

Machine-made tumblers, goblets, and barware
Batteries, drv, other than 6 inch, U4 volt
Rayon yarns" by denier; KXJ (88-112) -

Motors, direct current, 1 horsepower to 200 horsepower
Partially refined oil sold for rerunning
Combines, harvester-thrasher, (i foot cut and wider...
Steel, plates, universal
Brass and bronze tubing and pipe, seamless
Heating and cooking apparatus, kerosene
Truck and bus tires --

Coal tar resins derived from phenol, and/or cresol

Rayon yarns by denier, 300 (250-374)
Radio receiving sets, beyond standard broadcast, socket power, $45 to $65
Turkish and terry-woven towels

4
4

11

11

8
11

14
15
14

10

23
10

18
26
8
12

106
11

14

17

15
10
12
14

100.0
100.0
99.2
98.6
97.4
96.4
95.6
95.4
95.0
94.6
92.7
92.0
91.7
91.4
91.2
91.2
90.6
90.6
90.5
90.5
90.4
89.2
89.0
89.2

14
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Table 4.—/Vo./«r/,s raliw,! at more than $10,000,000 each in whose manufacture
//(c fo»/- /(/jv/rv? producers controlled more than three-fourths of the total out-put in 1931—Continued

Product

Smoking tobacco
Tobacco and cheese cloth V////^^//_
Machine-glazed Kraft wrapping paper, other .

"" ""'

Domestic refrigerators, 6 foot under 10 foot
Canned meats

""

Passen'icr car tires _V
"'"

Steel; semifinished rolled blooms, billets, and slag.".""/..
Narrow-neclc packers' ware V.\ '_

'

Steel: black for trimming _ '

'" '""

Granulated sugar ----"/'-"/'"'"
Woolen woven goods, other ..--."'__" "" "
A. C synchronous timing motors; 1/20 horsepower and over, under 1 horsepower

split phase '

Passenger car, truck, and bus inner tubes ..__
Commercial cars, trucks, and busses

-----

Thermostats '_'_' '" "_

Steel rails -.I"".".""""" '

Car and locomotive wheels, rolled and forged .V.V.. "J
Lead oxides; litharge /'" "" '"" ^"

Beer cans -".."1"" '" '"

Corn and other sirups -_".'"..""" _" "
Axles, rolled and forged- ''"..'" ''

""

Corn sugar -WW. " '_

Oxides, other --."'"."_
'"

Steel; pierced billets, rounds, and blanks for seamless pipes and'tubes
Electric household ranses, 2\'2 kilowatts or over
Steel: sheet and tin plate

'"
' ""_ ' " '"

Ignition cable sets or wire assemblies for internal combustion e'ngines
Stainless steel plates and sheets
Films, except X-ray
Sensitized photographic paper

_"/"'"/""
Paper: ground wood, printing '"' "" "" " '_'_'

Beer bottles ---].-."_""./" ~"~
^

Lighting glassware, iDcluding electric light bulbs WW/. "
------ --

Cameras, including motion picture
'""

_
""

Packing rings, electrodes; miscellaneous graphite and metalgraphitedspeciafties
Ferro-alloys, electric furnace
Steel; heavy web, 3-inch and over ^ '" '

"""'

Carburetor engines, motor vehicle, industrial stationary".
Wool, meat-packing _ _

" '""

Flat glass, other WWW "
Sanitary cans, including condensed milk cans ...W..W.

"

Carburetor engines, aircraft W' V
""

"

Wallboard, except gypsum "".""
"

""

Cash registers, etc "" "' "'

Storage batteries, other
" "

Spark plugs VW/WWW'.
Power switch-boards and parts

" "'" -----

Telephone and telegraph apparatus WWWSW
Men's work shoes, wood or metal fastened _

'

Canned soups /
'""

Aluminum products, other
'".."'_"" """

Motor vehicle hardware, including iocks ..W.W.
Sheet metdl; culverts, flumes, irrigation pipe, etc

"'.

Metal davenports, sofas, day beds, studio couches, etc , upholstered
Mattresses, innerspring
Cartridges " '"

"

Number of

producers

119
21

23
25
24

26
37
25
12
21

24

29
26
82
54
5

5

5

5

Percent pro-
duced by

the 4 largest

{')

10

10

11

11

11

12

13

13

14

14

16
18
18

18

19
25
27
28
30
31

31

33
44
61
62

105
146

525

0)
(')

(')

(')

(')

(>)

(')

0)
(')

(')

0)
0)
(')

(')

0)
(0
0)
(')

(')

0)
(')

(')

(0
(')

0)
(>)

(')

0)
0)
(')

(')

0)
(')

(')

0)
0)
(f)

(')

0)
0)
0)

77.5
77.2
76.9
76.8
76.5
76.5
76.5
76.3
76.0
75.8
75.6

75.5
7.5.3

75.3
75.1

2 Dat^ot'avan'
W^*"'^ ^° ''^^^^ *° ^^ "''^ ^^^ approximate disclosure of data for individual enterprises.

Pa^rt'v*^ A '^'e™di'x B^
National Economic Committee Monograph No. 27, The Structure of Industry,

Among the 1,807 products in the sample for 1937, there Avere 382
in w-hich 5 to 10 concerns accounted for the whole supply. Eight
companies, in recent years, have produced and distributed 80 to 90
percent of the feature films, and produced, distributed, and exhibited
65 percent of all the motion pictures show^n in the United States.^

'For a discussion of the industry, see Temporary National Economic Committee Mono-
W nnn^^ow.^

"""
'?"t^'T ^r^T I'l'^u^^try—A Pattern of Control, by Daniel Bertrand,

\\
. Duane Evans, and E. L. Blanchard.
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Nine companies have manufactured all the liquid chlorine made for

industrial and connnercial use. Ten companies have supplied the en-

tire domestic output of viscose rayon yarn.

In the cement industry, where 75 companies operated 162 nulls in

1938, the 5 largest produced nearly 40 percent of the total output, the

next 6 produced 16 i:>ercent, and none of the others provided as much

'^^in the'oil industry, between 1936 and 1938, 14 companies, among

several thousand, owned 89 percent of the mileage of crude oil trunk

pipe lines ; 15 companies owned 87 percent of the dead-weight tonnage

of oil tankers; 16 owned 96 percent of the mileage of gasoline pipe

lines; 18 made 80 percent of the domestic sales of gasoline; and 20

i^roduced 52 percent of the crude, owned 57 percent of the mileage of

o-athering lines, 75 percent of the daily crude capacity, and 85 percent

of the daily cracking capacity, made more than 82 percent of the runs

to stills, produced nearly 84 percent of the gasoline, and held 90

percent of the stocks of gasoline, 93 percent of the stocks of lubri-

cants, and more than 96 percent of the stocks of refinable crude.'-^

An even higher degree of concentration obtains within the re-

o-ional markets where the major companies refine and sell their gaso-

Hne. There is no market within which all 20 of these companies

compete ; in 16 States there are fewer than 10 of them. The leadmg

firm sells more than 20 percent of the gasoline consumed m each of

30 States, more than 25 percent in 15, more than 30 percent m 5,

40 percent in Wvoming. and 60 percent in Utah.

In the production of steel, also, a few large firms are dominant.

Integrated enterprises possess about 90 percent of the Nation s pig

iron capacity, 90 percent of the steel ingot capacity, and 85 percent of

the capacity for hot rolled steel. Ten companies owned 88 percent of

the industry's assets in 1937; four companies owned more than 66

percent; 2 companies owned 55 percent. The United States Steel

Corporation, with 40 percent, was two and a half times as large as its

closest rival, the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and Bethlehem was

nearly twice as large as the third concern, the Rei)ublic Steel Corpora-

tion, which, in turn, had assets exceeding the aggregate investment of

all but 6 of the remaining firms. Productive capacity, m the case of

the most important steel products, is similarly concentrated.^"

United States Steel is the giant of the industry. Its manufacturing

capacity is "approximatelv that of all German producers combined.

It is alinost twice that of 'the entire British steel industry and more

than twice that of all the French mills combined." '' By virtue of

its tremendous size and its high degree of integration, the corpora-

tion is in a position to dominate the field.

The production of drugs, medicines, soaps, cosmetics, and toilet

preparations is characterized in general by substantial concentration,

rigid prices, and high profits. The 4 leading producers in each

case accounted for more than three-fourths by value of the output

of 21 among 41 drugs and medicines in 1937, for nearly three-fourths

of the total output of soap, and for more than one-fourth of the

"Sep Temporary National Economic Committ(>e Monograph Xo. 39. Control of the

Petroleum Industry hy Ma.i.)r Oil Companies, by Roy C. Cook
i-v; r-Hnnnqtion

10 See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 41. I'nce Di>crimination

in Steel, by .John M. Blair and Arthur Reeside.
r. ,, v>n,t i*i Tr„n -hkI» Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee. Pait is. lr<.n and

Steel Industry, Iron Ore. Appendix 134!), p. 10410.
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thp'V.'In.or* "f
perfumes cosmetics, and toilet preparations in 1935

h^}^^J!!-T"T''f^'''''.''' ^^'^ l^^t^^' '^'^ undoubtedly beinc^higlioi Ml ere nuhvidual products are concerned. Aside from thosodrugs and medicmes which are sold upon presci^ptimi bv p vTcians, such goods are usually branded and nationally advei'Ledai/dtheir resale prices are maintained. The rate of retun. in /hk fioH

pStt^ rof'';f''T
.,""'" "'"^ -uaii, ob/ai,;;!,':.;;;;.:;. zi^::^perition, 14 of the larger producers of drugs and medicines nndpan avemge net profit on tangible net Morth ?f 28.53 ere? in 1937and 20.77 percent m 1938; 9 manufacturers of soapstnd to let remrations made 9.83 percent m 1937 and 1G.29 percent in 1938. Bu?ifthese trades present any barrier to the admission of new firmf it isto be found less in the cost of the equipment or the c( niplexi'tv ofthe processes employed in the manufacture of their pi"Em the size of the expenditures that are made in ac^^er sinl ielabels Av^liich they bear. The situation in this field is to be auSbutedprimarily to the fact that the consumer lacks knowledge concerWthe qualities of such products, is unable to make compaiisons and if

ti'eb/J^Spetitiv'e'
'' """ ^"' '"" ''''' ''''^ '''' ""'''' ""^^^^^ be effec-

Situations similar to those described above obtain in certain localmarkets where one^or a few establishments control a tiSe TheTeIS a high degree of concentration, for example, in the sale of common brick m New Yoi^, Philadelphia, Washington San Franciscoand Los Angeles, and in the sale of doors, fi-ames sash and of
w'

planing n,ll products in Chicago, Milwauke^SLas 01^7 SeattleTacoma, San Francisco, and Los Ano-eles
"^' ^^^"^^'

nf^bp'^KlP'^^S ^""T'
''"^ "^^^"^ "^"^^^ United States in 1936, halfof the bankers faced no competition in their communities, a quarter

five or mm^ " ^ "' competitor, and only 5 percent of ' thel! liad

In many cities the distribution of milk is in the hands of a fewarge firms. Li some year between 1929 and 1939, two dis?ributoi^handled approximately half of the milk sold in Ne v York ChicagoPhiladelphia, Detroit, Boston, Pittsburgh, San Francisco' M wank^, and Youngstown, two-thirds of that sold in Mtiinore ^a^^^^^

tnan a thud of the milk sold m Pittsburgh, Milwaukee and SnltLake City, half of that sold in Baltimore, VashingtoiAkic^ andRichmond and two-thirds of that sold in Madisonr Many of theseocal distributors are controlled, in turn, by one or the other of twoarge holding companies that operate '01/ a national scale sXsidiaries of tliese concerns handled half or more than half of hemilk distributed m nine of the cities.

Price Leadership.

likdyTooUain' ^/^ .^^^^^^""^^'^te a trade, price leadership is

ablv toL tfp V J.\^^''}S^^ fi.™^ overtops its rivals, it may invari-ably take the initiative m raising or lowering the price If twoor more concerns are dominant, ofie may habitually irve as leack?

in tZ? tT ''''',rV'^^^- ^^^^^ "^ a clifferent territory 01 eSm turn. The smaller firms m such a field will follow the changesthat are announced and sell at the prices that are set. They may
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be subjected to liidden pressure by the leader. They may fear an-

nihilation in the ^Yarfare that would be provoked by an attempt to

undercut him. They may seek to obtain larger profits by taking

refuge under the price umbrella Avhich he holds over the trade.

Thev may merelv find it convenient to follow his lead. In any

case', they abandon independence of judgment and adopt his prices

as their own.
Prices established througli leadership are not effectively com-

petitive. The leader, controlling a substantial portion of the output

of the trade, estimates the sales revenues and the production costs

incident to the quantities salable at various prices and produces _

the amount and sells at the figure calculated to yield him the largest

net return. In short, he behaves as a monopolist. When other sellers

adopt the same price they offer buyers no real alternative, since they

must pav leader and followers the same monopoly price.

Prices'^thus established may be rigidly maintained over long pe-

riods of time. In general, they are likely to be higher than those

that would prevail under active competition. They are sometimes

productive of high profits, but they are not invariably so. In many
cases they temporarily afford a return so large that additional firms

are encouraged to enter the field. The business obtainable at the

fixed price is shared by an increasing number of participants. The

price leader gets a declining percentage of the trade. Idle capacity

piles up, to be carried at heavy cosf. ^Monopoly pricing persists,

but monopoly profits are not secured. Leadership serves but to

forestall the competitive struggle that would otherwise obtain.

Evidence of price leadership is found in the sale of steel, cement,

agricultural implements, gasoline, nonferrous metals, newsprint paper,

glass containers, biscuits and crackers, and in the purchase of crude

petroleum.

Price Agreements.

In markets where sellers are few in number they may more readily

enter into agreements establishing and maintaining uniform prices

and terms of sale. Such agreements, though plainly in violation of

the law forbidding conspiracies in restraint of trade, have not infre-

quentlv occurred. Since 1920, apart from those instances in which a

trade association, industrial institute, or some other common agency

Avas employed, cease and desist orders have been issued by the Fed-

eral Trade" Commission, and decisions have been handed down by the

courts in cases involving the producers of viscose rayon yarn, pin

tickets, tin plate, flannel skirts, turbine generators and condensers,

liquid chlorine, medical cotton goods, calcium chloride, corn cribs

and silos, certain types of water works and gas system fittings, fire

fighting equi]3ment, jjulverized iron, rubber heels, music rolls, litho-

graphed labels, plumbing supplies, fertilizer, metal lath, gasoline,

and brushes.

More recently complaints have been issued by the Commission

against the distributors of foreign-type cheese, the manufacturers of

medical cotton goods, chemical and agricultural lime, and erasers,

•and suits have been initiated by the Department of Justice against

distributors of milk in Chicago, against the producers of newsprint

paper on the Pacific coast, and against firms engaged in the manu-

300282—41 3
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factiire of tobacco ]^i-o(lucts, tyi)e\viiters, ophtlialniic lenses, frames,
and niounti)i<):s, hardboard, and mineral wool for home insulation. It
IS not unlikely that such arranoements have been even more numerous
tiian tlie official record would indicate. Indications of price a^i-ree-
ments have been found in steel, iron ore, gasoline, chemical nitrogen,
potash, typewriters, eyeglasses, cheese, and life insurance.

Delivered Price Systems.

In those industries where a few concerns sell a product so heavy
tliat transportation costs are liigli they have frequently contrived to
eliminate competition by quoting prices which include a charge for
deliveij from a coinmon basing point. This practice compels thebuyer to pay the seller not only for his goods but also for their trans-
portation When he buys from a plant located at the basing point
he pays for delivery a sum which equals the cost the seller has in-
curred. But when he buys from a plant located elsewhere he paysnot the cost of shipment actually involved but freight from the bas-ing point. He may purchase from a nearby mill and pay for freicrhtfrom one located many miles away. The charge for freight included
^1 .n

l^^\\%i«.if;gely fictitious, since it is almost invariably based

t^nrli "wi IT^ ^

'"/"' '?" *^'""-^' ^^^^ ^'^^d^ ^^«^e by water or

mv,n;nt fnv fr
^"y!/^'«"^ ^^^^ ^^^^ or a distant plant hispayment for delivery is the same. He may have goods slipi^ed tohim at equal cost by any firm in the business.

1
1

i"

In industries operating without benefit of basing-point systemsfirms in the home market usually undersell distant rivals Tnt at!market because of the difference in transportation costs Wlierehrms agree on a common basing ])oint, each one, foregoing the com-
petitive advantage inherent m its location, makes its delivery charge

ll " ' """. ''"^^^^^ practically every other producer to sdl in ilshome territory. Too distant firms are, however, at a disadvanta^^e
because they are not able to absorb an unlimited amount of freio-1 ?norder t^ meet prices m a sales territory far removed from 1hem.In itself the basing point method of quoting prices neednot mvo ve price uniformity. The delivered price indudes two elements: the charg^^ for freight, and the price of the product at thebasmg point When base prices as \vell as delivery charo-esa e uniform the delivered price quotations of different sellers areIdentical. This, however, is usually tlie case. But it does notXayshold, for all hat is needed to have an identical delivered price i thatsome particular base price be recognized as applicable in I afven ter-

bare'liric^^^
""' "'"'''"'^ '^''' ''''^' ^^^^ 1^"^^ ^e the same%\ other

An industry so thoroughly in harmony that it can agree upon onee ement m the delivered price is unlikely to encounte? s^-ious d?ffi!culty m reaching some sort of an understanding on the other It ishe combination of price leadership or price ag?eement w th the deive.-ed price practice that makes such price! noncompetitive Ifleadership or agreement were to be abandoned, there would be littlereason for selling on a delivered basis, since 'the practice f^^^idl'
significance m the enforcement of uniformity

dpJ^il'Tnl?""" P^r^^^'^^' ^o™™o" to ^^'l^ole industries, differ indetail In the single basing-pomt system, only one city in the country
IS used as a basing point. In the multiple basing-polit system two
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or more such points are employed. Here each firm quotes the purchaser

a delivered price which is the sum of the base price and the freight

from the basing point nearest him. In the zone-price system, uniform

delivered prices obtain at all destinations within each of two or more

o-eographical areas, varying from one area to another according to the

difference in average freight rates from a common basing point to

tlie several points in each. The zone system is thus akin to the single

basing-point device. Under the freight equalization i)lan, the seller

computes his price to any buyer by first adding together the price

quoted by the plant nearest the buyer and the freight rate for delivery

from that plant and then subtracting from the resulting sum the

freight that he himself must pay. This plan may produce results

resembling intense competition though it partakes of the nature

of a multiple basing-point system, with each plant serving as a basing

point. Each of these systems rests upon a common understanding in

the trade. Each of them contributes to a program which makes prue

quotations uniform at any point of sale. Each operates, in greater or

lesser degree, to raise prices to a level that could not otherwise obtain.

Such systems, in one form or another, have been employed in the

gale of asphalt roofing, bath tubs, bolts and nuts, cast iron pipe, cement,

coffee, copper, corn products, denatured alcohol, fertilizer, gasolnie,

gypsum board, industrial rivets, lead, linseed oil, lumber, metal lath,

newsprint paper, pig iron, power cable and wire, range boilers, salt,

snow fence, soap, steel, stoves, sugar, tiles, turbine generators and con-

densers, and zinc, and also, under N. E. A. codes, in the sale of au-

tomobiles, automobile parts, bearings, builders' supplies, business furni-

ture, china and porcelain, coal, construction machinery, cordage and

twine, farm equipment, food and grocery products, glass containers,

ice, ladders, liquefied gas, lime, lye, paint and varnish, paper and pulp,

paper bags, ready-mixed concrete, refractory products, reinforcing ma-

terials, road machinery, shovels, draglines and cranes, storage and

filing equipment, structural clay products, valves and fittings, and

vitrified clay sewer pipe.

Patents.

A patent confers upon its holder for 17 years the exclusive right to

make, use, and sell the patented product or device. It permits him to

transfer this right to others or to retain it for himself, to employ it in

production, or to withhold it from use. In short, it grants him a

monopoly. The courts, liowever, have been unanimous in holding that

such a grant does not carry with it exemption from the provisions of

the antitrust laws. Thev'have therefore been compelled to draw a

line between the exclusive privileges conferred by patents and the

statutory prohibitions against restraint of trade. Nevertheless,

patents have been used all too frequently as a means of subjecting

prices and production to monopolistic control. The economic rather

than the legal aspects of this development are of concern here.

Although the agencies of government, in their administration and

interpretation of the patent laws, may preserve strict neutrality in

dealing with different applicants for patent rights, inequality in the

financial resources of such applicants may operate to the advantage of

tlie stronger firms. While patent fees are low and the Patent Office

and the courts will grant no special favors to large concerns, the com-

plexity of the system creates potentialities of endless litigation and
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threats of litigation in which the party with the best le-al talent i.

W^I*'' ^.?
victorious. Tlius a powerful patentee may be be to defeat the attempt of a small competitor to obtain or use a 1 .t M,t thlfwould cut into the area of privilige which he ho d" liTterference proceedings may force the smaller firm to sell a pending app] cati^^^^^^buyers price. Infrmgement suits may com,,el a weX ccmimnv t^^transfer its patents to a stronger one/ Exclusive ri^ t^ th s^end togravitate to large concerns, regardless of the legal sta us of 1 eir c^ msMoreover, the holder of a basic patent may be^he onl^'uvJ^to Sn

IS s-r^Sfi^^-^^^
Th€^ patentee who licenses other firms to operate under s n.tPntrights may include in his contracts provision which fdestedTopresei-ve stre^igthen, and extend hii monopoly. He may fe^Tibethe quantity that his licensees may produce the tefrkor es n wh nhthey may sell, the customers with whom thev m-iv dp> nn?f

!

which they must charge, thereby limulig^h'^^f ^tr o cX^^^^
S:mXt^s^^^^^

draw licenses may thus be employed as a weapon whereby vWii J

In industries where essential patents are owned bv several firm,each of them may grant licenses to all of the other^oi all ^f thenfmavtransfer their patents to a common pool. Under such a nlan imnrmt-^

available to all of the participants and costs are reduced by eliminating htiga ion within the group. If unrestricted licenses are ™t^dto all applicants on reasonable terms, cross-licensincr and i .tent ool

bfabiisecf 'tiI
"'"'' '' "^"^^^^^•^- ""''' ^^^^ arrai^emLllft k> niavbe abused The group may employ its combined resources in litio-atioiidesigned to exclude outsiders from the field. It mav ref se icensesto noii-members or grant them only on onerous terms.

*

It m ^'
a e ^Pto limit output, allocate markets, and control the prices c L^ed bv

Market control through patents has been found bv the courts tohave existed, since 1920, among producers of ophthalni c lenses orce^

'hlnrto'w;"''w'V"''^
^""^^"^^; ^^"^^ i^ ««^^-t-^ i" curie 'it com-plaints to have existed among producers of ophthalmic frames andmountings, gypsum board, hardboard, and mineral wool. It as madets api>ea.rance in the g ass container field, where the Hartford EWeease^ have contributed to the suppression of competition by Ihii i"the number of firms permitted to produce each type of ware by in"

fhTilTT'"''' ''\'\' ""^P"^ ^^ '''''^'' ^^'^^^'^^ -^d on the pricesthey may charge, and by supporting the system of price leadershinwhich prevails throughout the trade!^ It ha's existed, too, among prcl^
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diicers of aluminum, shoe machinery, optical glass, telephone equip-

ment, electric lamps, electric accounting machines, air hrakes, sulphur,

asphalt shingle and roofing, and elevators.^^

Competitive Practices of Dominant Firm.s.

Firms dominant in a field, by virtue of their superior bargaining

power, have frequently imposed upon those with whom they deal

arrangements calculated to place their weaker rivals at a competitive

disadvantage. In some cases, they have made exclusive contracts with

the only producers of equipment or materials or refused to buy from
compaiiies who sold to their competitors, thus cutting the latter off

from sources of supply. One instance of such a practice occurred in

the early years of the century, when the American Can Co. contracted

for the entire output of i^lants manufacturing automatic machinery

for making cans. Another was found by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion to have occurred more recently, when the three leading operators

of candy vending machines arranged with the two largest manufac-

turers of chocolate bars to purchase all of the product sold for use in

such machines.
In other cases, dominant firms have demanded and obtained prices

which fell below those charged their competitors by an amount that

could not be justified by differences in cost. Among those found by the

Commission to have benefited from such discrimination are chain-

store organizations, mail-order houses, and other large distributors.

In still other cases, firms purchasing in quantity have compelled com-

panies supplying them with goods or services to buy other goods or

services froni them. Thus, Swift & Co. and Armour & Co., large ship-

pers of meat, were each allied at one time with concerns producing

minor railroad equipment. By threatening to divert their shipments

to other lines, they forced the railroad companies to buy equipment

from these concerns, thus indirectly obtaining lower transportation

costs than those available to their competitors.

Highly integrated firms have sometimes profited at the expense of

independent companies whose operations were confined to a single

stage of the productive process. By establishing a low price for raw
materials and a high price for finished products, they have made it

difficult for other producers of materials to compete; or, by setting a

high price on raw materials and a low price on finished goods, they

have obtained a similar advantage over independent fabricators.

Such practices are said to have been employed, for instance, by
intregrated firms producing aluminum, steel, and gasoline.

Large concerns have frequently attempted to exclude their smaller

rivals from the market by imposing upon distributors contracts for-

bidding them to handle goods produced by other firms. Exclusive

arrangements of this sort have been used, at some time since 1920, by
the Eastman Kodak Co., the National Biscuit Co., the National Broad-

casting Co., and the Columbia Broadcasting System, and have obtained

in the sale of dress patterns, electric switches, music rolls, canned sirups,

tinted lenses, pass books and account books, and automobile carburetors.

Firms producing two or more goods or services have often made
use of still another device—refusing to supply a customer vrith one of

^ For further discussion of the i-ole of patents in limiting competition, see Temporary
National Economic Committee Monograph No. 31, Patents and Free Enterprise, by Walter
II. Hamilton.
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their products unless lie would also take another, thus closin*^ the
market to competitors in the latter field. The United Shoe Maclnnery
Corporation once compelled lessees of its lasting machines to turn to
It for their Avelters, stitchers, and metallic fasteners, and the Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation and Remington-Rand, Inc., each
required lessees of its tabulating machines to buy its tabulating cards.
Tying contracts of this sort have also been found or alleged, since

1920, to have been employed in selling targets to lessees of clay pigeon
traps, accessories to purchasers of pressure gages for automobile tires
valves to lessees of bag-filling machines, paper bags and sticks to lessees
ot machines used m the manufacture of frozen confections, and bands
and wires to lessees of tying machines, in each case giving the producer
of the second article an advantage over his competitors in the produc-
tion of the first.

Firms selling a large number of goods or services have sometimes
followed a similar practice, refusing to supply any of their products
to purchasers who would not agree to take several or all of them.
Manufacturers of agricultural implements, by forcing their full lines
on distributors, manufacturers of automobiles, by requiring dealers
to handle their parts and accessories and to use their subsidiaiy finance
companies m making sales on the installment plan, and producers of
motion pictures, by compelling exhibitors to book their films in blocks
have thus profited at the expense of competitors whose operations were
narrower in scope.

Market Sharing.

In certain industries, dominated by a few large firms, competition
is avoided by behavior which maintains a settled distribution of the
business m the field. Here the dominant concerns amicably share sup-
plies and markets, no one of them attempting to trespass on another's
ground, each of them habitually abstaining from bidding against the
othei^ m making purchases and sales. In some cases thev act in con-
formity with the terms of an explicit agreement; in others! they merelv
follow the conventions of the trade. Such behavior is ciistomarvamong investment bankers.^^ It has made its appearance among
anthracite coal operators and meat packers and is alleged to have
existed m the tobacco industry.

IntercoT'porate Relations.

Common control of enterprises engaged in the same industrv is not
consonant with the existence of bona fide competition among them
Such control may be achieved through the ownership of voting stock'
through interlocking directorates, through financial affiliations, or

nl'^"^
personal ties of a less tangible sort. In the Clayton Act of

1914, Congress undertook to prevent the employment of the first two
ot these devices as means of eliminating competition between two ormore concerns. Section 7 of that act makes it unlawful for a corpora-
tion to acquire the stock of a competitor, or for a holding companv
to acquire the stock of two or more competitors, where the effect of
such action may be substantially to lessen competition or to restrain
commerce, or where it may tend to create a monopoly. '

Section 8 pro-
vides that no person may be a director of two or more coiporations

mitS'pStfll, 2?and 24.
''" "'^"°^' ''^^'''^ '''' Temporary NaUonal Economic Com-
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engcaged in coinmerce, where any one of them has capital, snrphis, and

undivided profits aggregatino- more than $1,000,000 and where elimi-

nation of competition between them would constitute a violation of

the antitrust laws. The scope of these prohibitions, however, was

limited by Congress and has been further restricted by the courts.

Section 7 does not forbid outright mergers and it does not prevent

individuals from holding stock in competing concerns. Section 8 does

not prohibit directors of two corporations in one field from sitting

together on the board of a third corporation in another field.

In 1926, moreover, the Supreme Court of the United States decided,

in the Sivlft and Thatcher cases, that the Federal Trade Commission

could not order a company to divest itself of the assets of a competitor

if it had effected a merger, while the proceeding was pending, by vot-

ing stock wliich it had unlawfully acquired. And again in 1934, the

Court decided, in the Arrow-Hart & Hegemrin case, that the Com-
mission was powerless to act when a holding company after acquiring

the shares of two competing corporations, had distributed them to its

stockholders, who had thereupon voted to merge the two concerns.

As a i-esult of these limitations, stock ownership and interlocking

directorates have continued to contribute to concentration of control.

Stock ownership.—Traffic over the detour which the Court built

around section 7 has been heavy. This route has been followed by
producers of copper, motion pictures, petroleum, salt, and whisky, by
manufacturers of automobile parts, biscuits and crackers, electrical

devices, glass, glass containers, gypsum products, heavy chemicals,

paper and fiber-board boxes, roofing materials, and steel, bj^ packers

of meat, by distributors of dairy products, by lessors of tank cars, and
by firms engaged in many other trades. Among 547 mergers between

1929 and 1936, the Federal Trade Commission found that 54 percent

had been consummated through the acquisition of assets.

Section 7 is thus a source of minor inconvenience to those who seek

to buy up competition or impose control upon competitors, but it is

little more. The Commission has repeatedly urged its amendment to

prohibit the acquisition of assets as well as the acquisition of stock,

and the Temporary National Economic Committee has made a similar

recommendation, in its preliminary and final reports.^^

There are indirect forms of intercorporate stockliolding, not within

tlie purview of section 7, which may also operate to limit competition.

In some cases, competing concerns have owned stock in a corporation

doing business in another field. There are 25 corporations—mostly

pipe line, patent-holding, and foreign enterprises—which are sub-

sidiaries or affiliates of 2 or more of the major oil companies. The
Great Lakes Pipe Line Co., for example, is owned by 8 of thesQ

concerns. Every one of the majors owns stock in some corporation in

which at least 1 of the others has an interest.

In other cases, the chain of relationships has several links. Thus, the

Du Pont Co. and the Dow Chemical Co., two of the largest manufac-
turers of chemicals, are connected through Du Font's ownership of stock

in General Motors, which shares with Standard Oil of New Jersey the

ownership of the Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, which shares with DoW
the ownership of the Ethyl-Dow Corporation. The United States

Rubber Co., which sells tires to General Motors, is also controlled by

" S. Doc. 95. 76th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 20-21 ; S. Doc. 35, 77th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 38-39.
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Dii Pont. In still other cases, stockholdings uniting firms in different
mcinstries may give them an advantage over their competitors in ob-
taining raw materials or in marketing their goods. The ownership
ot pipe lines by oil refiners, iron ore companies by steel producers, and
anthracite mines by railroads are cases in point.
The stock of 2 or more corporations which are nominallv in com-

petition is sometimes held by the same person. In 1939 the stock-
holders o± the Diamond Match Co., which alone accounted for more
than halt o± the American match business, also owned shares of the
Uhio, l^ion, Universal, Federal, and West Virginia match com-
panies Diamond's president held .51 percent and Diamond itself held
tlie other 49 percent of the stock of the Berst-Forster-Dixfield Co
Ihese 7 concerns, together, produced nine-tenths of the Nation's
output ot matches. On December 31, 1938, each of 58 among the 120
largest stockholders m 17 major oil companies owned shares in 2 to
5 ot these concerns; each of the majors, of course, had thousands of

T^ooha?' .
numbers ranging from 3,L52 in the case of Skellv Oil

to 4bt>,658 m the case of Cities Service. But the 100 largest 'Stock-
holders owned more than a fifth of the shares in all 17, more than two-
tilths 111 9, more than three-fifths in 5, and more than four-fifths in
6. And here, as elsewhere, diffusion of ownership facilitated con-
centration of control. Members of the Rockefeller family and foun-
dations established by the Rockefellers were in a controlliiig minority
position 111 at least 6 of the major companies, holding 7.1 percent
of he voting stock m Atlantic Refining, 13.8 percent in Standard of
Indiana, 16 5 peijent m Standard of New Jersey, 16.6 percent in
Standard of California, 20.8 percent in Socony-Vacuum, and 24 ])er-
cent m Ohio Oil.

^

While all of these concerns are independent enterprises, with com-
plete treexlom to determine their own policies, it seems hardly likely
in view of the extent to which they are owned by the same people, thatany one of them would pursue a course which \vas prejudicial to the
interests of the others.

//iferfocA'M^.9'r/?>e^^07'«/e5.—Interlocking directorates between com-
petitors, though not unknown, are uncommon. The Federal TradeCommission has issued only five complaints under section 8 of the Clay-

Q9'7 .1 Ti^l ""i
*^'^'^ ""^'^^ dismissed. The Commission reported in

nrnLwt ;i
^j'^

/,^'Y\^?. Y-'"'^
"'^'^^'^ ^^"^ P^^'<^ «f ^^'^ statute arepiobably due to the fact that its requirements can readily be met andthe desired results obtained by other means." ^'

Section 8, however, does not forbid directors of two competing cor-

otW fi'Tl
%'^'^'^'' together on the board of a third corporation hi an-othei held. Two sue 1 cases may be mentioned. Directors of GeneralElectric and Westmghouse, the two leading manufacturers ofeSSequipment, sat together on the boards of the American Telephone &Telegraph Co the New York, New Haven, and Hartford RailroadCo and the Chase National Bank. Directors of Armour and Wilsontwo ot tiie Big Four" meat packers, sat together on the boards ofInterna lonal Harvester, the Chicago Great Western Railroad Co., andthe Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust Co. There are nomeans of gagmg the^ extent to which such interlocks may operate tolimit competition. It does not seem likely, however, that two pei^

"Federal Trade Commission, Annual Report, 1927, p. 17.
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sons who are harmoniouslj^ associated in an enterprise in one field will

disregard each other's interests in another.

A third type of interlocking occurs in those cases where concerns that

trade with one another have directors in common. Among the 250

corporations studied b}^ the National Resources Committee such rela-

tionships were numerous. Insurance companies, which buy securities,

were widely interlocked with railroads, utilities, and manufacturing

concerns. General Motors and the Chrysler Corporation, heavy pur-

chasers of metals, were interlocked with steel companies; General

Motors with a copper company.

There were many such cases; 225 of the 250 corporations had inter-

locks with others in the gi'oup. A corporation which is thus related

to concerns in other fields may have a marked advantage over its com-

petitors in obtaining supplies" and in marketing its goods and services.

Again, it is impossible to determine whether, or to what extent, inter-

locking directorates are employed to this end; the temptation so to

use them, however, must be felt in nearly every case where such a

link exists.

Interest groupinqs.—In their broadest aspect, intercorporate rela-

tionships take a form which the National Resources Committee desig-

nates as "corporate interest gi^oupings." The members of these groups

may be connected through stock ownership, interlocking directorates,

common affiliations with investment banks, intangible personal ties,

or a combination of these means. Of the 250 corporations which it

studied, the Committee placed 106 within 8 such groups. In the

Morgan-First National gi-oup are 41 concerns, including 2 copper com-

panies, Kennecott and Phelps Dodge, and the two largest anthracite

mining companies, the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Cor-

poration and the Glen Alden Coal Co., which together produce about

31 percent of the hard coal mined in the United States. Of this group

the Committee saj^s

:

While it is certain that the extensive economic activity represented by these

corporations is in no sense subject to a single, centralized control, it is equally

certain that the separate corporations are not completely independent of each

other. The climate of opinion within which their separate policies are developed

is much the same, many of the same people participate in the formulation and

review of the policies of the separate coriwrations, financing is carried on for

the most part through the same channels, and in many other ways this group of

corporations constitutes an interrelated interest group.'"

It closes its report on the investigation with a question which it does

not attempt to answer : "What is the significance of the existence of

more or less closely integrated interest groupings for the pricing

process?"

THE INCIDENCE OF COMPETITION AND MONOPOLY

It is impossible to estimate in precise quantitative terms the com-

parative extent of competition and monopoly at any given time. The
concepts cannot be defined with the precision required in measurement.

The necessary data are not available. The situation, moreover, is a

constantly changing one. Proceedings by both the Department of

Justice and the Federal Trade Commission indicate that monopolistic

control over prices and production has been and is characteristic of a

"National Resources Committee, The Structure of the American Economy, Part I, 1939,

p. 162.
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large, share of American business. This condition is suggested by
studies indicating a higli degree of concentration in corporate busi-
ness, where, according to a report of the National Resources Com-
mittee, "a rough relation is a])parent between concentration and price
insensitivity." Further consideration of the factors tliat influence
the Irequency and amplitude of price changes in manufacturino- dur-
ing the depression led the authors of the report to the conclusion that
tlie dominant factor m making for depression insensitivity of prices

IS the administrative control over prices which results from the rel-
atively small number of concerns dominating particular markets."
Suggestive evidence is also found in the extent of price uniformity
in the submission of bids on public contracts.^^
While no final evaluation is possible concerning the amount of

competition and monopoly present in our economy, certainly mo-
nopoly has greatly increased in American industry during the last
50 years because of the lax enforcement of the antitrust ^laws, the
impetus to price-fixing given by AVorld War I, the tremendous
development of trade associations during the twenties which in-
creased price-fixing, the N. R. A. experiment in 1933, and the oreat
merger movements from 1898 to 1905 and from 1919 to 1929. More-
over, the files of the Federal Trade Commisison are replete with cases
demonstrating increasing monopoly.
In those industries wdiich appear normally to be competitive, com-

petition is constantly breaking down. Competitors continually seek
to limit competition and to obtain for themselves some measure of
monopoly power. Tliey enter into agreements governing prices and
production. They set up associations to enforce such agi-eements.
They procure the enactment of restrictive legislation. For a time they
may succeed in bringing competition under control.

It is sometimes asserted, or assumed, that large-scale production,
under the conditions of modern technology, is so much more efficient
than small-scale production that competition must inevitably give
way to monopoly as large establishments drive their smaller\"ivals
from the field. But such a generalization finds scant support in any
evidence that is now at hand.^^
It is true that there are advantages in size. The large plant can in-

stall big, expensive, and higlily specialized machines; it can provide
them m gi^eat numbers ; and it can arrange them in the proportions
and m the sequences that are most conducive to continuous processes
and low costs. It can realize the economies that are to be obtained
through a minute division of labor. It can utilize byproducts, pur-
chase m quantity, and secure credit on favorable terms. It can employ
skilled managers and technical experts and spend large sums on ex-
perimentation and research. Superiority in these respects, hoAvever,
pertains to the size of the operating unit; it does not necessitate the
combination of several units under a common management. But even
here certain advantages may be obtained. Vertical integration may
insure a steady flow of materials and continuous access to markets.
Horizontal combination may enable managements to specialize in-

9i"nM*'^oQj'''?m^>
^"^^ "^^""^ Temporary National Economic Committoe Monograph No21 pp 299-301, for a summary interpretation of available data relating to concentrationof business activity, uniformity, and rigidity of prices

leiaiing to concentiauon
18 For more detailed discussion see Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 13, Relative Efficiency of Large. Mediiim-Sized and SmaH BusiS.
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dividual plants, to eliminate cross freights, to cut the cost of capital,

to buy materials in even larger quantities, to advertise more widely,

and to reduce the expense involved in making sales.

But size, both in the unit of operation and in the unit of control,

has its disadvantages. A business may become so big that no man
can manage it efficiently. It may present so many changing prob-

lems that no single mind can hope to comprehend them. It may be

so vast, so scattered, and so diversified that no one can really know

what is going on. Under these circumstances the manager is forced

to obtain his information from accounts and statistics, to issue orders

from a distance, and to rely upon paper controls. He may be bogged

down with memoranda, reports, and routine. He may hesitate to

make decisions and waste time in interminable delays. His subordi-

nates may be more concerned with their own advancement than with

the welfare of the enterprise. They may be entangled in red tape.

They may fail to act decisively because they fear to be reversed. They

may shift responsibility to others and waste further time in lost mo-

tion and internal conflict. The whole organization may be beset with

nepotism, political maneuvering, factional warfare, and petty jeal-

ousies. So efficiency mav be sacrificed to size and managements may
grow lax or take refuge in inflexibility, resisting adjustment to chang-

ing conclitions and refusing opportunity to new blood and new ideas.

A business mav be too small to realize the economies that are im-

plicit in modern '^technology; it may be too large to be administered

with competence. Between these extremes there may be a size of

optimum efficiency. But this size will differ from industry to in-

dustry. It may 'change overnight with the develoiDment of new
machinery, new' processes, and new techniques of management. And
no one can locate the optimum in any industry at any time with

any certainty. It mav even be that any one of several sizes will dis-

play the same efficiency. It cannot be said that the largest concern in

an 'industry will invariably have the lowest costs or produce the

highest profits.

The superior efficiency of large establishments has not been demon-

strated; the advantages that are supposed to destroy competition

have failed to manifest themselves in many fields. Nor do the econo-

mies of size, where they exist, invariably necessitate monopoly. These

economies have to do\vith technology in production, power in bar-

gaining, and competence in administration. Monopoly, on the other

hand, has to do with the extent to which a single firm, or a group of

firms acting in unison, controls the supply of a good or a service in a

particular market. The size or the sizes of optimum efficiency may be

reached long before the major part of a supply is subjected to such

control. The conclusion that the advantages of 'large-scale production

must lead inevitably to the abolition of competition cannot be ac-

cepted. It should be noted, moreover, that monopoly is frequently

the product of factors other than the lower costs of greater size. It

is attained through collusive agreements and promoted by public

policies. AVlien these agreements are invalidated and when these

policies are reversed, competitive conditions can be restored.

In those industries where the nature of the product, the market,

the supply of materials, and the technology of production are such
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as to encourao-e, it, coin])etition reasserts itself in the face of collusive
agreements and restrictive legislation. Commodities that cannot be
iclentihed Avith their producers may be provided by many firms
(joods whose sale depends upon their style, articles of distinctive
design, products that are made to order, and services that must be
rendered m person, since they do not lend themselves to standardiza-
tion, mechanization, or mass production, are likely to be sold by sev-
eral establishments no one of which controls a ma'jor part of the sup-
ply. Markets that are large and those that are growing invite the
entrance of numerous concerns. Markets so limited that a small scale
of operations holds down the capital required for admission may also
prove to be hospitable to newcomers. An abundance of materials and
a wide dispersion of the sources of supplv facilitate the erection ofmany plants. A technology that is simple presents no obstacle to new
enterprises. Processes that de])end upon highlv skilled labor, those
that resist mechanization, and those that permit a small establishment
to produce at a low cost, since they do not necessitate a large invest-ment m a smg e plant, favor the formation of a multitude of small
concerns. Each of these factors contributes to the preservation of
competitive conditions in a trade.
In other fields the characteristics of the product, the market the

supply of materials, and the technology of production are conducive
to monopoly A service whose adequate performance requires unified
operation is better rendered by a single concern. Goods that can be
standardized and manufactured in quantity lend themselves to mass
production which, in turn, may sometimes lead to concentration of
control. Products that can be associated with brand names may beremoved in some degree, from competition. The great width of
markets for standardized, machine-made goods may enlaro-e the scale
of production and thus increase the possibilitv of concentration The
narrowness of markets for the products of difficult and costly processesmay deliver them into the hands of a few firms. Scarcity of materialsand paucity of the sources of supply facilitate unified ownership. A
technology which necessitates the acquisition of extensive properties
the construction of huge plants, and the installation of expensive
equipment may prevent the establishment of new concerns Abilitv to
cut unit costs by increasing the scale of production may reduce thenumber of competitors. Heavy fixed charges and fear of the conse-
quences of competitive warfare may inhibit competition on the basis

But monopoly cannot be attributed to characteristics inherent in
products markets, and productive processes alone. It is the product
of formal agreements and secret understandings; of combinations, in-
tercorporate stockholdings, and interlocking directorates: of the ruth-
less employment of superior financial resources and bargainino- power •

of unequal representation before legislatures, courts, and administra-
tive agencies; of the exclusion of competitors from markets, materialsand sources of investment funds; of restrictive contracts and discrimi-natory prices

;
of coercion, intimidation, and violence. It is the prod-

uct too, of institutions of property which permit private enterprises
to take exclusive title to scarce resources; of franchises, permits, and
licenses which confer upon their holders exclusive privileges in the
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employment of limited facilities and the performance of important

services ; of patents which grant to their owners the exclusive right to

control the use of certain machines and processes and the manufacture

and sale of certain goods; of tariffs which exclude foreign producers

from domestic markets; of statutes which exclude out-of-State pro-

ducers and ordinances which exclude out-of-town producers from local

markets; of legislation which limits output, fixes minimum prices, and

handicaps strong competitors; and of inadequate enforcement, over

many years, of the laws that are designed to preserve competition.

In nearly every case in which monopoly persists, it will be found that

artificial factors are involved.





CHAPTER II

CONCENTRATION OF PRODUCTION '

The total national product is the result of economic activity in many
different lines of endeavor. It represents the total output of all com-

modities produced and all services rendered in the country. In many
lines of activity there is no question or problem of concentration. In

agriculture, for example, a large part of the output is the product of

thousands of independent producers, no one of which has control

ovci- any significant portion of the total output. In certain service

activities, such as transportation, communication, and public utilities,

operations are conducted under essentially monopolistic conditions,

but there is Government regulation. In other lines, however, the

})roduction of particular items is concentrated in a very few hands,

yet reliance is placed on comi)etitive forces to organize productive

activitv.

Concentration mav appear at any of the various stages through

which products flow on their way from the extraction of raw materials

through manufacturing and distribution to the final consumer. Con-

centration of production in manufacturing and to a lesser extent con-

centration of production in mining is here analyzed. The.se two

segments of economic activity occupy a prominent place in the total

productive activity of the economy, and around them the questions of

concentration have been most frequently raised.-

In this chapter the concentration of production in manufacturing

will be examined from a number of different angles. The basic operat-

ing unit in manufacturing is the establishment. The first task, then,

is an examination of the trends in the size of manufacturing establish-

ments and an appraisal of the extent to which manufacturing opera-

tions in various industries are concentrated in large establishments.

The analysis at this level is essentially a description of plant size m a

technicarsense. In an examination of the problems of monopoly and

an appraisal of the effectiveness of competition the size of plant is

important chiefly as it is indicative of the ease or difficultly of entrance

into tlie industry, since a single plant is presumably a minimum
requirement.

More than one establishment may be operated by one business

unit. The second level of analysis deals with these multiunit c(m-

cerns, or, in the terminology of" the Bureau of the Census, with the

central-office company. What part of all manufacturing operations

is under central-office control^ How extensive are their operations?

iThi*; ohantpr is based largely on Tomporarv National Economic Committee, Monograph

No 27 Tl^^ Structurro Indus^tW; by Dr! Willard L. Thorp and Walter F Crovyder of the

Department of Commerce. It ^yaV digested and arranged by Mr. Cro^yder, fol owing which

it was criticized by Dr. Clair Wilcox, professor of economics. Swarthmore College, and by

Dr Myron W Watkin.s, professor of economics, New York Uniyersity.
^, ^ ^ , ,. ,

Miicome produced in manufacturing accounted for 24 percent of the total national

income in 1937 and income produced in mining accounted for 2.1 percent of the total.

31
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In tliese two parts cross-section pictures of tlie pliysical and or^aniza-
tioiial structures of manufacturing operations are presentecT The
position occupied by the 50, tlie 100, and the 200 largest manufacturing^
corporations is also examined. "^

Marketwise, the significance of the size of a plant or of an enterprise
IS largely, if not wholly, dependent upon the proportion of the ao-m^e-
gate volume of the particular kind or class of products sold iif any
given period which is manufactured in the given plant or by the given
enterprise. Since the products actually manufactured in these operat-
ing units are the things which are bought and sold, an analysis of
product concentration is of primary impoilance. In the third part
o± this chapter the patterns of output control in the production of a
comprehensive sample of manufactured products and a somewhat re-
stricted list of mineral products are examined. Furthermore, in order
that the role of big manufacturing corporations in the economy may be
appraised, the product structures of the largest 50 manufacturing con-
cerns are analyzed in detail. There the relation between bigness and
concentration is examined.

TRENDS IN SIZE AND CONCENTRATION IN MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS

There has been a definite tendency during the past three decades
tor the average size of manufacturing establishments to increase Asmay be seen m chart I, the average number of wage earners employed
per establishment fluctuated somewhat with business conditions the
fluctuations may be accounted for in part by the difference in coverage
o± the census enumeration, and with the methods employed in takino-
tlie various censuses, but a long-time upward trend is unmistakable''^
Ihis conclusion as to the long-time trend is strengthened when the
ettects of a markecl increase m output per wage earner due to changino-
technology over this period are taken into account. The unusuaT iif-
crease in the size of establishments from 1931 to 1937 should not be
given too much weight in light of the many difficulties encountered
in making valid comparisons over this period. Much of this increase
can probably be accounted for by more complete utilization of plantsduring the recovery in business activity after 1933 and the lower pro-
portion of the number of small establishments in the total. Certainly
before the average for 1937 can be taken as establishing a new andmuch higher level m the average size of plants rather than a tempo-
rary situation m manufacturing industries in that year, it will be
necessary to have it confirmed by succeeding censuses.
Establishments have also increased in size when measured in terms

ot the average value of products per establishment. Ex])ressed asindex numbers, the average value output per establishment increased
.steadily from a base of 100 in 1914 to 177 in 1929, dropped to 163 in
1931 rose slowly to 172 m 1935, and then advanced sharply to an all-
time high of 216 in 1937. The volume of production per establishment
fluctuated rather closely with changes in business conditions and, as in
the value series, the 1937 figure represented the peak for the period.
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In the latter year the index of quantity output per establishment stood

at 185 as compared with 154 in 1929 and 100 in the base year, 1914.

1925 1927 1929

CHART I.—Wage earners and establishments, 1899-1937.

As was pointed out in part I of T. N. E. C. Monograph No. 27,

overall averages of this type are somewhat misleading, since such an

average is calculated merely by dividing the total number of wage
earners by the total number of establishments, etc. In 1937, for

example, there were 51.4 wage earners per establishment. Only about

one-sixth of all establishments, however, were actually this large,

although these relatively few large establishments accounted for

nearly five-sixths of all the wage earners employed in manufacturing.

In other words, the majority of establishments were small, but the

relatively large establishments accounted for the greater portion of

the wage earners employed.

In order that the shifts in size of establishments might be measured,

establishments were distributed on the basis of the actual number of

wage earners employed in each of 4 years (1914. 1919, 1929, and

1937) throughout the period under study. Increases in both the num-
ber of very small establishments and the mmiber of very large estab-

lishments were recorded in the 1914-19 period; there was very little

change in establishment size in the 1919-29 period, while a marked
reduction in the number of smaller establishments and a moderate in-

crease in the number of larger establishments occurred after 1929.

Detailed statistics for each of 204 industries indicate that these

overall fluctuations were not necessarily cliaracteristic of all indus-

tries. Approximately one-third of these industries were actiuilly oper-

ating on a smaller scale in 1937 than in 1914. On the other hand, there

were 31 industries in which employment per establishment more than

doubled. It should be noted, however, that not all of these 31 industries

300282—41 i
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were really large or that employment per establishment was suffi-

ciently great even in 1937 to influence to any very great extent the
overall average cited in preceding paragraphs.
The greater part of the increase in the average size of establislnnents

in all manufacturing was accounted for in very large measure by the
growing ini])ortance of certain large-scale industries. Total employ-
ment in the 50 industries operating the largest establishments increased
37 percent between 1914 and 1937, as compared with a 32.3 percent
increase in employment in all manufacturing. Five of these indus-
tries—steel works and rolling mills, motor vehicles, motor-vehicle
bodies and parts, electrical machinery, and chemicals—accounted for
one-third of the entire increase in plant-size during the 23-year period.
Not only did the average size of establishment increase in these five

instances, but total employment nearly trebled.

Growth in the average size of establishments, however, should not
be confused with growth of an industry. Of the 63 industries in which
the average size of establishment declined, 22 reported an increase in
total employment, while 4 of the 31 industries in which the average
size of establishment more than doubled reported an actual decline in
total employment.

In summary, there has been a slow but definite increase in the size

of establishments—due in large part to the increasing importance of
certain large-scale industries in our economy. ITntil the 1929-33 de-
pression, there was no evidence of a change in the relative number of
small-scale operators. At that time the decrease in small plants was
greater than the decrease in large plants, and since 1933 the come-back
in small plants has not been so great as the increase in the number of
large establishments.
An analysis was also made of the concentration of operations in large

establishments—a concept which refers to the distribution of employ-
ment among the various establishments in an industry. The number
of establishments employing one-half of the wage earners in an in-
dustry was taken as the measure of concentration of operations in big
establishments.

In order that changes in the concentration of operations in the vari-
ous industries might be appraised, two measures of concentration were
developed. The first measure, which was called the absolute index,
was based on the actual number of establishments required to account
for half the wage earners in each industry. The second measure, which
was called the proiDortionate index, was based on the proportion of the
total number of establishments which was required to account for half
the wage earners in each industry.
The establisliments in each industry were arrayed according to the

number of wage earners employed by each, and the number of tlie larg-
est establishments required to account for half the total wage earners
was thus determined. This figure was calculated for seven different
years throughout the period from 1914 to 1937, inclusive, and for 195
industries for which comparable data were available from the Census
of Manufactures. For ease in comparison the figures were converted
to an index with 1914 as the base. In this form an increase in the abso-
lute index from one period to another meant that more establishments'
were necessary to account for half the workers and, thus, that concen-
tration had decreased. A final step was thus necessary in the calcu-
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lation of the indexes in order that they wouhl reflect directly the

changes in concentration. This involved the calculation of tlie recip-

rocafof the indexes for each year. The absohite index of concentra-

tion used in this study, then, was the reciprocal of the index represent-

ing the actual number of establishments employing half the workers.

The proportionate index of concentration was calculated in the same

manner.
Concentration of operations in terms of establishments is a measure

of the extent to which the business of an industry was dcme in a small

number of its largest plants, or conversely, liow evenly it was spread

over the various establishments in the industry. Growth of concen-

tration refers to the expansion of some units at the expense of others.

Concentration increases when the growth in size of establishments, as

measured by the immber of wage earners employed, is among the

larger establishments and decreases when the growth in size is among

tlie" smaller establishments. There are, of course, various combina-

tions of circumstances which account for increases or decreases in

concentration.

In measuring the growth or decline of concentration over a period ot

time, it is important to remember that a good deal depends upon the

degree of concentration in the base year. If the degree of concentra-

tion was exceedingly high in the base year, the same relative growth or

decline in concentration may not be so significant as if the degree of

concentration were low at the outset.

When tliis sort of analysis is applied to the general manufacturmg

data, the most surprising fact is the high degree of establishment

concentration in 1914. A total of 5,950 establishments, or only a.-t

percent of all establishments, employed half the wage earners in manu-

facturins in that year.

Chart II.—Absolute index and proportionate index of concentration for all industries,

1914-37.
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While changes inj concentration since 1914 have been comparatively
small, concentration has nevertheless exceeded this amount in evei7
year for which there are data. The fluctuations in the absolute and
proportionate indexes of concentration are shown graphically in chart
II. Both indexes rose sharply in 1919, dropped in 1921, rose somewhat
in 1923, and exhibited comparatively little change from 1923 to 1929.
Although the fluctuations in the two indexes were not of equal ampli-
tude, tlie direction of change was approximately the same until 1929.
From 1929 to 1933, hoAvever, there was a precipitous decline in the pro-
portionate index and a sizable increase in the absolute index of con-
centration. This movement in opposite directions by the two indexes
during the depression was caused by the fact that the decline in the
total number of establishments was even greater than the decline in the
number of large establishments employing half the wage earners.
From the 1933 level the absolute index declined slightlv in 1935 and

again in 1937 while the proportionate index advanced abruptly in 1935
and then dropped somewhat with the absolute index in 1937. The point
seems to be that the depression reduced the number of enterprises nec-
essaiy to employ one-half the workers, but did not reduce it as rapidly
as the reduction in all establishments. The recovery, on the other
hand, increased the nmnber necessai-y to include one-half the Avorkers
but less rapidly than the increase in smaller establishments.

'

Nearly all of the 25 industries with an exceptionally low degree of
concentration throughout the entire period were relatively small, while
most of the industries with an exceptionally high degree of concentra-
tion during the period were relatively large. Eight of these industries
employed more than 100,000 wage earners—motor-vehicle bodies and

^^uV^'i^!"^"*
^"^^ ^^^ building, newspaper and periodica] printing and

publishing, electrical machinery, cigars and cigarettes, bread and other
bakery products, rubber tires and tubes and other rubber goods except
boots and shoes, and wholesale meat packing. The patterns of fluctua-
tion m the extent of concentration auKmg the individual industries
however, differed widely, and generalizations are difficuk.
The growth or decline of concentration of operations in the laroest

establishments of an industry should not be confused with either'the
growth or decline in total employment or the growth or decline in size
of establishment. Employment in the petroleum-refining industry for
example, increased from 25.400 in 1914 to 83,200 in 1937. The total
number of establishments doubled and the average number of wat^e
earners per establishment increased from 144 to 228. The growth how-
ever, was chiefly in the size of the smaller establishment. The number
of establishments employing half the workers increased from 9 to 21
and the percentage of establishments employing half the workers
increased fi-om 5.1 to 5.8. The absolute index of concentration thus
declined from 100 in 1914 to 43 in 1937 and the proportionate index
declined from 100 to 88.

There is evidence, however, that concentration of operations in verv
large establishments declines when a relativelv small, highly con-
centrated industry expands. In general, the 37 industries for which
at least a 50-percent decline was recorded in the absolute index from
1914 to 1937 were characterized by the above attributes. The screw-
machme products and wood-screws industrv, for example, employed
S,07l wage earners in 70 establishments in 1914, and 21.287 wa^^e earn-
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Prs in 311 estahlisliments in 1937. In 1914 three of the 70 establish-

ments employed half the workers and, in 1937, 19 of the 311 estab-

lislmients eniphn'ed half the workers. Thns, the absohite mcex de-

clined from KXi to 16 and the proportionate index declined from

Most of the 28 industries for which at least a 100-percent increase

was recorded in the absolute index from 1914 to 1937 were charaxiter-

ized by a relatively low de<»ree of concentration m 1914 and by a

i-ednction in total ehiplovment durin<>- the 23-year period. The piano

indnstry, for exami)le, eniployed 23,861 persons in 242 establishments

in 1914 and 5,698 persons in 38 astablishments m 1937. In 1914 the

30 laro-est establisliments in the industry employed half the worliers

and in 1937 four establishments employed half the workers, ihus

the absolute index increased from 100 in 1914 to 750 m 1937 and the

proportionate index increased from 100 to 109.

Of the 20 industries for which at least a 50-percent increase m the

proportionate index was recorded, however, most were characterized

bv a relatively low decree of concentration at the outset but 16 ex-

perienced exinmsion in total employment. The aircraft and parts

industry, foi" example, employed only 162 persons m 12 establish-

ments in 1914 and 24,003 persons in 92 establishments m 1937. In

1914 half the wage earners were employed in two plants, or 17 per-

cent of all the establishments, and in 1937 half the workers were

employed in 5 plants, or 5.4 percent of all establishments. Thus,

while the absolute index therefore declined, the proportionate index

increased from 100 in 1914 to 315 in 1937.
. .

It should be emphasized that no one characteristic nor even any

combination of characteristics was invariably associated with increas-

ing or decreasing concentration of operations as measured by either

the absolute or 'proportionate indexes. Differences arose from in-

dustry to industry according to special circumstances affecting pro-

duction in each industry. For manufacturing as a whole, howevei^

these measures support the conclusions suggested in the analysis ot

size of establishments—that the tendency toward dominance by a

small number of larger establishments is increasing.

CEXTRAL-OmCE CONTROL IN MANUFACTURING

Expansion and growth in size have been common to most phases

of our economic life. They are particularly significant in the manu-

facturing branch of the economy. Here, improvements in machine

technology and in the techniques of management and acbninistration

liave made possible the organization of large masses of men, machin-

ery, and raw materials under central control. Attending these ad-

vances of a more technical nature, there have been developments in

the field of bushiess organization wliich have facilitated the concen-

tration of large aggregates of capital under unified control. In many
instances, the areas of influence and control have grown so large that

they play an important role in economic behavior. An appraisal of

the extent of multiplant operations in manufacturing is the subject

matter of this section.

The problem of measuring the extent and the nature of integi-ation

among manufacturing enterprises and of appraising the structure of

manufacturing operations might be- approached from any one of its
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mimeroiis aspects. Tlie financial relations and lines of control among
enterprises might be investigated, or consideration might be given to
the informal and less tangible forms of effecting control, such as com-
munities of interest, common banking connections, gentlemen's aoi^ee-
inents, etc. The field of inquiry in T. N. E. C. Monograph No. 27'and
the remarks which follow here are limited to an analysis of operating
aggregates in manufacturing for the year 1937 in terms of one of the
simplest and most obvious forms, namely, the central -office groui) In
the terminology of tJie Bureau of the Census, upon whose records the
findings are based, a central-office companv exists when two or more
establishments or plants are operated by a central administrative office.*
Manifestly, a central-office concern may operate plants in nonmanu-
tacturing lines, and to the extent that this is true, the ramifications of
the operations of multiplant concerns as cited here are understated.
For example, large oil companies extend their activities from the pro-
duction and transportation of the crude oil, through the refining
processes, and into the field of distribution. Only the refining or manu-
facturing branch, however, came within tlie purview of the original
study. ^

The extent of this multiijlant operation is indicated bv the fact that

laf^ ^r?!'^
^'^^^ central-office groups active in manufacturing during

193^ Ihese central-office groups comprised only 3.8 percent of the
total number of manufacturing concerns or companies reporting to the
Bureau of the Census in that vear. Their significance in the entire
jactoiy system however, is indicated by the fact that thev employed
51 percent of the total number of wage earners and paid 55 percent of
the total wage bill. Furthermore, the value of products of establish-
ments under central-office management constituted 61 percent of the
total value of products in manufacturing, and the value added by
manufacture m such establishments was 56 percent of the total value
added by manufacture.
During the last decade, central-office operations have increased in

relative importance. These multiunit concerns, as distinguished from
single-plant or independent companies, employed 48 ijercent of tlie
wage earners m 1929, produced 54 percent of the total value output
and accounted for 50 percent of the total value added by manufacture

^'

Although a comparison of the 1929 percentages with^ those for 1937
cannot be made with precise accuracy because of change in cover-
age and m methods of reporting in the two census periods, the higher
ratios m 1937 nevertheless furnish conclusive evidence of the chang-
ing organization of control manufacturing.
That the tendency toward integi-ation as exemplified bv the central-

oHice type of organization has extended to practically the entire field
of manufacturing is clearly brought out by the fact that of the 351
industnas separately distinguished by the 'Bureau of the Census inWo7 there were only 15 industries « in which multiunit concerns were
not active. Ihese few industries were relatively unimportant eco-
iiomically, since m terms of wage earners, wage payments, and value

^
See Census of Manufactures, 1929, vol I p 95
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of products thev made iij) in the aof^reo^ate less than 1 percent of the

respective totals for all nianufacturintr. It is emphasized, however,

that the extent of central-office control varied widely from mdnstiy

to industry. In the blast-furnace jiroducts industry 98 percent of the

total value of products was produced in central-office establishments,

whereas in the fur goods industry the corresponding ratio was less

than 1 percent.

Size arul Diversity of Operations of Central-Office Companies.

A distribution of the 5,625 central offices according to the number

of establishments operated reveals that over half of tlie central

offices operated only two establishments and about four-hlths of the

central offices operated either two, three, or four establishments. At

the other extreme in size there were 11 central offices each of which

operated 100 or more establishments and 28 central offices that

operated 50 to 99 establishments. In one instance a single central

office operated as many as 497 establishments.

Of the 166,794 manufacturing establishments recorded for the yeiir

1937, only 25,699 establishments, or 15 percent, were controlled by

central offices. The extent of the variation among the industry groups

is shown in chart III. Central-office control of plants was highest

among establishments operating in the petroleum and coal products

indusfry group. Here, 48 percent of the total number of establish-

ments were operated by central offices. The next highest concentra-

tion occurred in the chemicals and paper gr> ups in which approxi-

mately 31 percent of the establishments were under central-office man-

agement. Greater than average concentration also occurred in the

transportation equipment, rubber products, stone, clay, and glass

products, food products, and iron and steel groups. The percentages

shown were based upon groups of related industries and thus neces-

sarily obscure the varying degrees of control which undoubtedly

existed among establishments classified in individual industries within

the group.
In the printing and publishing industries group, only 4 percent

of the active establishments were operated by central offices. This

low percentage may be accounted for by the inherent nature of the

activities included in this group. Although included in the Census of

Manufactures, printing and publishing can hardly be considered man-

ufacturing in the ordinary meaning of the word; thus comparisons

with other and more strictly manufacturing industries are of ques-

tionable value. While there were a few large multiplant units in

these industries, the great majority of concerns were under local and

individual management or were large single-unit enterprises.

The analysis of the size of central offices as measured by the num-

ber of establishments operated raises a question concerning the nature

of central-office companies. Do they tend toward specialization by

operating several establishments in similar lines, or is there a diver-

sity of interest involving the operation of i;)lants in different lines of

activity? Generally speaking, the greater the number of establish-

ments operated by 'a central office, the more likely was the central

office to spread its operations among several industries. Of the total

number of central offices active in manufacturing during 1937, there

were 3,574 central offices, or 64 percent, which operated establish-

ments in but one manufacturing industry (see chart IV). In view of
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d,n V fi
•''7-'^'^^ ""^ *^?" ''''^'"'^ ^^ffi^^« operated but two estab-lishments, thishigh proportion of simple or single-industry central-

office cx^ncerns ' IS to be expected. In all manufacturing, there wereonly 34 central offices that operated in 10 or more industries. One!however, operated plants classified in 25 census industries. It shouldbe i-eahzed that the term "industry" « is here used in the meanhu^eniploved by the Bureau of the Census. That is, there is some group^ing of commodities and processes under a single industry titFe.
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length in TemporaryVlt^ZlriX^oVi^c C^^^^'ZZr^^l^^lf^^^tf^jf^ ^^^
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phases of the problems of concentnitioii, it is necessary to extend

the investigation to other measures of size such as the number of wage

earners, amount of wages paid, vahie of products, and vahie added by

manufacture.
As heretofore stated, manufacturing estabhshments under central-

office management employed somewhat over half of the total number

of wage earners in all manufacturing in 1937 (nearly four and a

half million workers) and paid 55 percent of the total wage bill

(over five and a half billion dollars). Central-office control of ac-

tivities tended to be more prevalent in certain types of industries

than in others. The variation in the scale of central-office operations

among the several industry groups in terms of the average number

of wage earners per establishment is shown in chart V. In the petro-

leum and coal products industry group, central-office establishments

employed 90 percent of the total number of wage earners and paid

91 percent of the wage bill for the group. Considerably more than

average concentration was also present in the transportation equip-

ment, chemicals, rubber' products, and iron and steel groups. At the

other extreme, only 21 percent of the wage earners in the printing

and publishing group and 33 percent of those in the forest products

industries Avere employed in central-office establishments. The pro-

portion Avhich wages 'paid in central-office establishments bears to

the total wage bill of all establishments in the various industry groups

is, of course, very closely related to the percentage of all wage earn-

ers in central-office plants.

As an indicator of the significance marketwise of central-office

companies, value of products affords a better, and perhaps the best

available test of the concentration of control effected by central-office

management. The use of this value of product measure, however,

has certain limitations in the evaluation of the significance of central-

office operations. Both a vertically integrated and non-integrated

concern may have equal value of products and thus may be equally

significant in the market, but the value added by the vertically inte-

grated concern will be much larger as more of the stages of manufac-

turing or processing of a commodity toward the final finished good

are counted in the total for that concern than for the non-integrated

company.
Almost 90 percent of the value of products in the petroleum and

coal group and 88 percent in the transportation equipment group

were produced in establishments controlled by central offices. The
proportions of the total value of products accounted for by central-

office establishments in the nonferrous metals, iron and steel, chemicals,

and rubber products groups were closely clustered between 70 and

74 percent. In contradistinction to these high ratios, the contribution

of central-office establishments to the total value of products of the

printing and publishing group was only 24 percent. Less than aver-

age contributions were also recorded by central-office establishments

in the forest products and textiles groups—37 percent and 40 percent

of the totals for the groups, respectively.

The high percentage of the total value of products accounted for

by central-office establishments in certain industry groups affords

no a priori basis for assuming lack of competition. On the con-
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trary, competition may be present among the central-office com-
panies active in the groups. For example, there were 66 central
offices whose principal activity (measured in terms of the value
of products) was in the petroleum and coal products group and
91 central offices were predominantly active in the transportation

Chart IV —Percentage distributiou of central-office companies according to number of

1937"
"^°^ industries in which establishments are operated, by industry groups,
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equipment group.'' These data indicate, however, that certain favor-

able circumstances led to the orouping of establishments under a

central office as the typical form of organization in these groups.

c
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spoiidin^ ratios in the rubber products, chemical, and iron and steelgroups were M percent, 70 percent, and 68 percent, respectively Theowest percentages a,ccounted for by central-office plants were in theprinting and publishing, forest products, and textiles industry groups^
Central-Oifi.ce EstalUshm^nts Vemm Independent EsfaUishments

It will be recalled that only 15 percent of the total number of manu-facturing establishments were under central-office management ac-cording to the Census of Manufactures for 1937. Thus. ourfactoiTsystem is composed ai-gely of numerous independent or single uni^enterprises Not all independent plants are small nor do all cmnb nations signify "big-^busmess." The size of the enterprise varies wh theinherent nature of the industry. In the manufacture of unstandardized

a e itW n 1

'

' T'
1-

'' '
'f'^''''^'

^'' \^'' ^"^^^1 ^^^^^n^rise to predomi-nate. It has already been demonstrated that by specific measures suchas wage earners, wage^payments, value of products, etc cen m-office

oSlons "TfT''^ ^"^^rr '-^^"^
^^'V^

^f '^'' '^'^^ manufactui^ilopeiations. At tins point, the size of the average central-office estab^hshment as compared with that of the average indepeiK enre^abl sh-ment merits some comment.
^^^il f,_Lduiisii

Since central-office companies controlled a comparatively small per-centage of the total number of manufacturing establishments in 1937but employed more than half of the total number of wag eTrner itisat once apparent that employment in the average cent?al-office estab-lishment was on a considerably larger scale than in the a\wage h de-

we eTl2 r^V
^"' '^'' manufacturing industries as a whole! t ereweie almost 6 times as many workers per central-office plant as therewere per independent plant. Variations in emplovment in the twotypes of plants are more forcibly demonstrated by industry- 'roupcomparisons Average employment in central-office Vstablishmens

the ransportation equipment industries was 13 times that Tn inde

n^tais and petroleum and coal products groups workers in central-

prices' On tt^Tl!' T'T^ '' ''r'
^^'^^^ "^ single-plant en er-S , i^-}

°^^'^'"
^'f"'^'

^^'^ ^^""^b«" of wage earners per central-office establishment m the paper and forest products groups wafonlyabout 3 times as great as that in independent establilhments.
^

y\ ith the exception of the textiles industry group, annual wages paidper worker tended to be higher in establishments under cent?aT-office

was as high as 27 percent while m the miscellaneous industries oroup
It was only 3 percent. The divergence in the textile group from thegenera pattern may be accountedl^or in part by the variat ons S the

a,?w / '-^'^^.^^^^blmg the data by the Bureati of the Census and inpait^by the unique organization of the textile industry itself
1 he higher average employment in a central-office establishment

no?a\ion of
«^^^?,^^^P^^^dent establishment carries with it the con-notation of a higher average value added by manufacture and ahigher average value of products. Thus, iii comparing the twotypes of plants, these latter factors warrant little Additional com^ment other than to point out several unusually wide varktions Tncertain mdustry groups. In the nonferrous metals am transporta-tion equipment groups, the value of products of the average cenh'al
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office establishment was over 20 times that of the average independent

establishment. Measured in terms of the average value added by
manufacture, however, the difference in size of central-office and
independent establishments in these industry groups was not so pro-

nounced. The least variation between the size of the average cen-

tral-office plant and the average independent plant (in terms of

both value of products and value added by manufacture) occurred

in the paper and forest products industries where the ratio was
only three to one.

The higher output per wage earner is a significant characteristic

of central-office establishments. In establishments controlled by cen-

tral offices, the average value added by manufacture per Avage earner

was $3,190 in 1937 as contrasted with $2,670 in independent units.

The average wage paid per wage earner in central-office establish-

ments was $1,280 in 1937, whereas the average wage paid per wage
earner in independently operated concerns was $1,080. Thus, while

the production per wage earner in central-office plants was 19.5 per-

cent higher than in independent plants, the average wage paid per

worker was 18.5 percent higher in the former type of establishment.

These observations, of course, are subject to limitations arising from
inconsistencies in methods of classification and reporting and from
imusual circumstances present in one type of plant but not in the

other.

The Role of the Largest Manufacturing Companies.

In the foregoing discussion the concentration of control in manu-
facturing was measured in terms of the significance of central-office

operations in the total factory system. A further manifestation of

the degree of control is that reflected in the relationship of the

activities of the largest companies to those of all manufacturing
concerns. For example, how important are the operations of the

largest 50, the largest 100. or the largest 200 companies? ^^ This
may be indicated briefly on the basis of fundamental overall data

concerning employment, wage payments, value of output, etc.

Although the largest 50 companies represented less than one-tenth

of one percent of all manufacturing companies operating in 1937,

convincing evidence of their major role is afforded by the fact that

they produced 28 percent of the total value of products and ac-

counted for 20 percent of the total value added by manufacture.
Furthermore, this group of companies employed nearly one-sixth

of all wage earners in factories and paid over one-fifth of the total

wages. From these data, it is apparent that wages paid by very
large companies averaged considerably higher than those for manu-
facturing concerns generally.

The 50 companies manufactured products classified in 176 of the

351 census industries throughout all 15 industry groups, but their

predominant activity (measured by vah^e of products) tended to be
concentrated in a few general lines. Ten of the companies were
predominantly active in the iron and steel group, seven in the food

^^ AU of the largest 50 companies were central-office concerns ; the 100- and 200-comixiny
groups, however, included three and eight independent companies, respectively. For an
extended discus.sion of the product structures of large manufacturing enterprises, see
Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 27, "The Structure of Industry,"
Part VI ; a .summary of this discussion is presented in the latter part of the next section
of this chapter.
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and in the petroleum and coal products groups, and five in the trans-
portation equipment group, etc. To some extent, therefore, or in
some products at least, these big corporations were competing with
eacn otiier.

Since all of the 50 largest companies in 1937 were under central-
olface control, the degree of effective concentration within the central-
office type of organization may be expressed by a comparison of the
average size of this group of very large companies with the average
size o± the remaining 5,575 central-office concerns operating in that
year. Although the hirgest 50 comi^anies averaged 57 establishments,
each in contrast with only 4 establishments controlled by the latter
companies, differences in size are even more conspicuous when con-
sideration IS given to other measures. On the average, each large
company employed 52 times as many workers and paid out approxi-
mately 70 times as much in wages as the smaller central-office com-
panies. In terms of value of output and value added by manufac-
ture, the large companies averaged 92 and 64 times, respectively,
the size of other central-office concerns. These average figures of
course, cover enormous variations in size of the 50 and the 5'575
groups. The wider difference in company size-patterns when viewed
Irom^the standpoint of the value of output may be accounted for
largely by the higher average cost of materials and related items
utilized by the large companies which, of course, is reflected in the
value of output. Specifically, the average cost of materials, sup-
plies, fuel, etc., to the typical concern included among the largest 50
companies was more than 100 times as large as that for other central-
office organizations.
The largest 100 and the largest 200 companies in 1937 produced 34

percejit and 41 percent, respectively, of the total value of products
and 26 and 32 percent of the total value added by manufacture
Wage earners employed by the 100-company group represented 21
percent ot all wage earners m comparison with 26 percent for the
200-company group. In terms of wages, the largest 100 companies
paid 27 percent of the total wage bill, whereas the proportion paid
by the largest 200 companies was 33 percent. The value added bv
manufacture per wage earner did not vary greatly for the 50- 100-
and 200-company groups, averaging approximately $3,600 in each'
case. I he corresponding amount for all manufacturing companies
however, was somewliat below $3,000.

PRODUCT CONCENTRATION

In the preceding sections the physical and organizational aspects
ot majiufactunng activity were examined. These establishments
and central-office companies are the operating units—the means—but
the ends of the productive efforts in these units are the products
bought and sold m the market. While the concentration of manu-
tacturing operations m large establishments and the concentration of
production m a few large firms are significant measures of economic
control tor some purposes, concentration in terms of products is amuch more important concept in an analysis of the workings of a
capitalistic price economy.

Industrial enterprises produce and distribute products in accord-
ance with an intricate system of price calculations. Products are
the ends, industrial enterprises are the means, and prices are the
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guides by which resources are allocated. Furthermore, through the

interrelations of prices a scale of values is established and, in re-

sponse to this demand, decisions are made as to what and how much
of the thousands of different products are to be produced. If con-

centration in the control of output of a product frustrates or im-

pedes the free working of the price system, diversions and disloca-

tions result all along the line. If resources are put to some use

where their value output in that use is less than in some other use or

if resources devoted to any particular use are not used u]) to the point

where their value outptit is maximized, waste results and the national

well-being is cut down accordingly. The maladjustments arising in

part at least out of the obstacles to adjustment toward economic equi-

librium imposed by the monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic exercise

of concentrated control over the output of products take the form of

idle men and idle machines.

The analysis which follows is concerned solely with an objective

study of the framework of control. We are concerned oidy with a

description of the extent to which the output of products is controlled

by a few firms or by many. In those situations where three or four

producers control the otitput of a product there is a potentially greater

opportunity for the exercise of that control for monopoly (or oligopoly)

gains, while in those situations where many iirms are active in the pro-

duction of a particular product in a particular market the possibility of

exercising monopoly power is much less. Theoretically, one of the

requirements of a free or purely competitive market is a sufficient

number of buyers and sellers in"^the market so that no one buyer or

seller is in a position to affect prices sufficiently by changing his own
volume of purchases or production to make this a factor in formulating

his own policies. There is no need, of course, that their numbers be

infinite.^^ No account is taken in this study of the number of buyers

of the various products, but it is recognized that this is an important

consideration in the study of price behavior. Neither is any account

taken of instances in which monopoly power is exercised by agree-

ment.
It is easier to effect collusions, understandings, or agreements among

a few producers than among many, but mutual understandings among
numerous producers are not uncommon. Insofar as concentration

of control is affected by these methods, its extent is not fully revealed

by this analysis.^- To that degree, then, the range of effective con-

centration of control is understated. The number of cases in which

concentration of control is high by the measure developed here is

sufficiently large, however, to afford some indication of the behavior

of products produced under conditions of concentrated control.

The Concentration of Production in Manufactimng.

The findings of T. N. E. C. Monograph No. 27, Part V, The Concen-

tration of Production in Manufacturing, are based on product data as

distinguished in the Census of Manufactures for 1937. A cross-section

sample of 1,807 manufactured products was analyzed. This sample was
selected in such a manner that it presented a comprehensive overall

picture of the situation existing in the entire manufacttu-ing segment

of the economy. The products analyzed accounted for slightly less

'^ Edward ChamberUn, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition, Harvard Uuiversity
Press, Cambridce, 1933. p. 7.

"For a discussion of other methods of control, see ch. I supra, and ch. IV Infra.
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(hail one-lialf of tlie total miniber of census-distin^iiislied products and
their aggreoate vahie made up more than one-half the total value of
all manufactured jH-oducts. The sample covered all the products
listed m 11 ( census industries (with only minor exceptions), and these
industries were selected from all industry grou])s except the printin^r
and publishino- group.

' ^

The concentration in the production of each of these products is ex-
pressed as a proportion (percentage) of the total United States valuc
of each product accounted for by the output of the leading four pro-
ducers of that product. This measure of concentration in the produc-
tion of census products is called the concentration ratio. It should be
noted that the concentration ratio for each product was computed on a,company basis, not on an establishment basis. Thus, the production
of a product m various establishments operated by a common owner-
ship was aggregated to ascertain the company's total output of a
product Ihis measure of concentration represents only the control
exercised by companies and subsidiaries in which they have a maior-
ity stock ownership. No account is taken of those many other types
of relationship which bring companies together into operatino-
unity—cases m which control is actually established or enhanced by
agreements, collusion, conspiracies or "understandinas" amono- the
producers. ^ *=

Distribution of the number and value of products hy concentra-
tion. yY//^^.v.—Approximately one-half of the analyzed products had
concentration ratios above 75 percent. This means that for one-half
ot the 1,80

<
products the leading four manufacturers of those prod-

ucts accounted for 75 percent or more of the total United States
output. Further, three-fourths of the total number of products
were produced under such conditions of control that the leadino-
lour producers accounted for one-half or more of the total United
states output. The distributions of the number and value of all
analyzed products by concentration ratio classes are ])resented in
chart VI.
In terms of the extremes, about 27 percent of all the products had

concentration ratios above 90 percent, while only 5 percent of all
the products had concentration ratios below 25" percent and onlvone product had a concentration ratio below 5 percent. Thus, for
all the ana yzed products there was a significant degree of concen-
tration Ihe extent of the concentration and the effectiveness withwhich that concentration may be used for controlling i^rice and pro-
duction policies of individual products varies with the institutional
conditions surrounding the production and marketing of the productand with the distribution and number of the remaining producers
In contrast with the preponderant number of products occurring

in the upper concentration classes, a somewhat higher percentao-e ofthe aggregate value of the products was accounted for by productsm the middle concentration range. One-fifth of the total value of
all analyzed products was accounted for by products with concen-
tration ratios below 35 percent, while only one-tenth of the number
of products had concentration ratios below 35 percent. Or a<rain
the value of products with concentration ratios less than 60 Descentmade up more than one-half the total value of products analvzed,
but on y one-third of the total number of products had concentration
latios less than 60 percent. In the high concentration levels, almost
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20 percent of the total value of ])roduc'ts analyzed may be accounted

for by those items ^vhich had concentration ratios hio;her than 90

percent, while 27 percent of the number of i)roducts had concen-

tration ratios above 90 percent. The outstanding characteristic of

the distribution of the number and value is, thus, the larger propor-

tion of the number of products falling in the upper concentration

ranges and the larger propoilion of the value of products appearing

in tlie middle concentration range. This means that, in general,

those products which were relatively important valuewise in the

economy were produced mider conditions of less than average con-

centration.

Chart VI.—lastribution of number of products aud value of products by concentration
ratio classes, all industry groups combined, 1037.

1 Witbheld to avoid disclosures amons the leading four companies.
' Withheld to avoid disclosures among the remaining companies. There is not neces-

sarily a disclosure among tlie four companies.

The overall picture of the distribution of the number and value of

products by concentration classes conceals wide divergence in the dis-

tributions among the various census industry groups, as may be seen

in charts Vll-a and Vll-b. Approximately 42 percent of the total

number of products in the food group and 38 percent of the number of

items in the forest products, in the paper products, and in the petro-

leum products groups had concentration ratios below 50 percent. On
the other hand, only 5 percent of the total number of products an-

alyzed in the rubber and in the machinery groups had concentration

ratios below 50 percent. Furthermore, the distribution patterns of

the various industry groups were almost as widely divergent in the

case of the value of products as in that of the number of products.

300282—41 5
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Chart Vll-a.—Distribution of number of products and valup of products bv concentration
ratio classes, by industry groups, 1937.
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^ Withheld to avoid disclosures among the leading four companies.
' Withheld to avoid disclosures among the remaining companies. There is not neces-

sarily a disclosure among the four companies.
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Relation of concentration to number of companies.—It might be as-
sumed a priori that in cases wliere products were manufactured by a
large number of companies tlie proportion of the total contributed* by
any one or any four com])anies woukl be smaller than in cases where
only a few companies i)r<)duced tlie product. The evidence assembled
in the study tends to support this assumption, but only within rather
broad limits. If the numl)er of companies was small, the inverse re-
lation was rather close, but for those products manufactured by more
than 100 concerns there was no apparent relation between the number
of companies and the concentration ratios for the products.
There appeared to be only a slight inverse relation between the con-

centration ratio of a product and the total United States value of that
product. In general this means that products with high value and
with low value may have been produced under either high or low con-
centration. As was indicated earlier, there was a tendency for the
more important products valuewise to have concentration ratios in
the middle range.
The role of the production of the leader.—To say that 80 percent of

the output of a product was accounted for by the production of the
leading 4 producers raises another question. How was the produc-
tion of the four leaders distributed? Did one account for 23 percent
of the total and the other 3 producers 19 percent each, did one ac-
count for 50 percent and the other 3 producers 10 percent each, or
did 1 account for 77 percent and the 3 producers 1 percent each?
An inspection of the data indicates a tendency for the percent which
the output of the leader bears to the total United States value to in-
crease as the concentration ratio increases. Thus, in the cases of those
products with high concentration ratios, the leading producer usually
accounted for a high proportion of the total value of production of
these products.
Of the 1,807 analyzed products there were only 20 products in which

the output of the leading producer accounted for as low as 5 percent
of the United States totaL^^ Approximately one-half of the total
number of products were those in which the leading producer ac-
counted for 30 percent or less of the total value, while 64 percent of
the value of all products analyzed was accounted for by products
in which the output of the leader made up 30 percent or 'less of the
total value of each product. At the upper end of the distribution,
there were 64 products in which the leader's output accounted for
more than 70 percent of the United States total.

There w^as considerable variation in the importance of the leading-
producer among the industry groups. The majority of the number
and value of products in the food, in the textiles, in the forest products,
in the paper, and in the ])etroleum groups were products in which the
leading producer contributed a relatively small percentage of the
total United States ^-alue. On the other hand, in the machinery group
and in the chemicals group the leading producers accounted for a
high percentage of the total value of the individual products.
Frequency iiiith ivhich haders appeared.—Were the leading pro-

ducers different for each product analyzed or did some companies
appear as one of the leading producers of many commodities ? A total

" Distributions of the number and value of products by percentage of total value ac-
counted for by the leading producer are presented in Temporary National Economic
i-ommittee Monograph No. 27 ; The Structure of Industry, Part V, tables 3 and 4.
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of 3,752 individual companies appeared as one of the leading? 4 pro-

ducers of at least 1 of the 1,807 products included
Jj;

the s ud^^

About three-fifths of these companies were classified by the i^m au oi

the Census as independents or sino-le-plant companies while tie

remainino- concerns were central-office compames or multiple-plant

enterprises. Althouoh the number of central-olhce companies made

up only 3.8 percent of all concerns reporting to the Bureau ot the

Census these multiunit concerns accounted for 38 percent of the total

number of companies appearincr as leading manufacturers ot products

covered in T. N. E. C. Monograph No. 27.
,,.. ,,^^qq

One company '' appeared among the leading 4 producei s (
t 99

different products, a second company made 82 appearances, and a third

made 72 Appearances. By far the greater proportion ot the companies

api^eared as leading producers in only a few products. I here were

2 656 companies which manufactured a sufficient value of an "^^^i/jf
^^1

product to place them among the leading 4 producers of that item.

Approximatelv a fifth of the leading producers made two or three

appearances, there being 547 companies and 222 companies at these

levels, respectively. , .

There was a marked tendencv for a company making many appeal

-

ances to have those appearances in first or second place while those

companies making only a few appearances tended to have those appear-

ance^ in third or fourth place. Of the 2,656 companies which appeared

as one of the leading producers of a single product, 488 were in hrst

place, and 807 in fourth place. At the opposite extreme the 1 com-

panv appearing as a leader in the manufacture ot 99 products made 65

of its appearances in first place and only 5 m fourth place.

Since central-office companies tended to be the largest producers,

a considerably larger number of first-place appearances were made by

them than bv independent concerns at each appearance level witli the

exceiition of the 1-appearance level. At the 1-appearance level, 35

percent of the total number of company-appearances were made by

central-office companies and 65 percent by independents; at the 11-

appearance level, however, the comparable ratios were 86 and 14

percent respectively.
, • -• t., .

Relation of concentration to various product cfiaractermttcs—UvAi

a lar<^e number of products are manufactured under conditions of

relatively high concentration has already been emphasized. A further

step in tiie inquiry is concerned with the character of the commodities

that are produced under such circumstances and the varying degrees of

control associated with different economic attributes.^'' In order that

these relationships might be appraised, tlie 1,807 census products w^hich

formed the nucleus of the study of product concentration were classi-

fied on the basis of (1) type of immediate purchaser (producer or con-

sumer) ; (2) type of ultimate user (producer or consumer)
; (3) degree

of durability' (nondurable, semidurable, or durable)
; (4) degree of

fabrication '(semimanufactured or finished); (5) type of market

"This company actually manufactured ::U)2 census products but only 142 of them were

Included in the 1 S07 items analyzed in tlie stiidy.
, . f„ *.,„;„„

^^Sral-ofBce companies represented 3.8 percent of the number of manufacturing

concerns ?n 1937, but they accounted for 61.1 percent of the value of all manufactured

products (see Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 27, Part II, The

'"^^.'l^or aVllr'r/Sn"o^f ZVfXfchnA an explanation of the methods of classiflca-

tion of products, see ibid, Part V, oh. Ill, and appendix D.
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(national or regional)
; (6) source of raw material (a^Ticulture, minesor forests); (7) construction materials; and (8) producers' sup lies'Certain general observations predicated ui,on the forem)inff type ofanalysis may be made. Products pm-chased by producers tended to be

Z^l^""f "f
"

rr^^^^^"^^
''^ appi.ciabi; hi<,].er concentraScmthan n^oods purcliased by consumers. As a matter of fact, in 1937approximately 80 percent of the number of items destined to be pur-

cliasex by producers had concentration ratios above 50 percent whereas

br cl ets^r!
'* the consumer items were in these hi^h concentration

I lackets. In terms of value, however, the concentration patterns forhe hyo classes of products were of the same general conformation, andn both cases the more important products valuewise had relativelylower concentration ratios. Products to be used ultimately by pro^dicers were likewise manufactured under conditions of considerably

ofume:^'^''
"''"" "^ '"''''''^ '^''''' ^^^^^^ ^^ '^^ "«^^1 ultimately bj

At this point it is important to realize that these broad generaliza-tions obscure the varying degrees of concentration among commoditieswhich represent the output of different types of industi-ies buT Xdiotherwise possess the same economic characteristics. For exampleonly 9 percent of the value of tomatoes canned in 1937 was acSimtedfor by the leading four producers of this product, wherel theTaligfour producers of passenger-car tires manufactured 77 percent of thftotal value of such g.,ods. Both of these products are consumer itesut are products of distinctly different industrial groups and ha"^distinctly different marketing patterns.
^

the i^X?^'r
in production varies with the degree of durability ofthe pioduct. Goods whose use extends over a number of years were

?lY ";^^^^^^«^^f;tiO"^of higher concentration than the slm"

off \ H. n
^^"^^^l"^-^^ble products, the levels of concentration tapering

off as the products are less durable in nature. The durable goods in

t^^^x^i::"" '''''-' ''''''''' '""'^^'^ ^^ ^^-- -^-^-- p-
No striking differences are apparent in the concentration patterns ofsemimanufactured and finished goods. If raw materials were takenmto account, considerable variations would undoubtedly be notedThis analysis, however, relates only to products which have undergonetransformation m one or more manufacturing processes

^
it IS

.' ™7tT'^' *^''
"'^'i'?

^^ ^-^P' ^* "^'^^-^^^^^ ^'''^ to concentration,

Jonm ft P P -T^T ^'''^r'
^''''^

J^
^^ ™^^'k^t li"^its for certain

wl^t f^ln^f
Perishable goods or goods which cannot be transportedwith facility cannot be marketed on a national scale. In the case ofa product inarketed regionally, the output may be highly contmlledbut this fact would not be revealed in concentration cakulations basedupon Nation-wide production data. The drawing of inferences witrespect to the type of market in relation to concentration is tSyore

m^n^^f^n^n^r^ "'/^f' ""T^^^ ^']'^'''^'- ^''^'^'^ «^^ undeiSaL-'ment of actual market concentration, however, well over a third of the231 "regionaF' products included in the basic study of produc concentration had national concentration ratios greater tlian 60 percentWhen attention is focused upon the source of raw material enteringthe manufactured goods, quite different patterns of concentration ar?evident. Products derived from agricultural sources tended ?o bunch
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heavily in the low concentration classes, whereas those produced from

minerals had hi^h concentration ratios. Products which were pre-

dominantly manufactured from forest materials were more evenly

distributed amono- the concentration classes.^^ Fifty-seven percent ot

the value of products from aorieuhural sources and only 31 percent

of the products fabricated from minerals had concentration ratios m
1987 of less than 50 percent.

, .,
i ^ ^

Construction materials and producers supplies exhibited somewhat

similar concentration patterns, both in terms of number and ot value.

In each case most of the items were produced under conditions of rela-

tivelv hio-h concentration, althoudi for both types of products the items

produced under hioh concentration were somewhat less important on

the basis of value than those produced under lesser deo-rees of concen-

tration. It should be kept in mind that construction materials are

distributed in considerable measure in reo-ional markets, thus, the

limitations mentioned in connection with the distributions of products

bv tvpe of market apply in this instance as well.
.

i ,

'

The concentration pattern, in 1935 and m m-37.—A particular phase

of the study of concentration centers upon changes m the pat^tern ot

the distribution of control from one period to another. In order that

further light might be thrown on this subject an investigation was

made of changes in concentration, in quantity produced, and m the

overage realized price of products from 1935 to 1937.^^ To what extent

did tlie concentration picture change over the period ? If shifts m con-

centration ratios of products occurred, were the increases or decreases

in certain types of products more pronounced than in others, or, again,

were the clianges in certain lines of activity more significant than in

others? AVere changes in concentration paralleled by variations m
quantity produced and by changes in average realized prices ?

1 study of changes in the concentration ratios for 392 products

which were identical in 1935 and 1937 provides factual information on

the actual courses of concentration in the 2-year period. The overall

picture of the shifts in concentration experienced by these products

between 1935 and 1937 indicates no "wholesale" movement toward an

increase or decrease in concentration ratios. The pattern of change

is shown in chart VIII. Almost two-thirds of the products showed

"no change" or an increase or decrease of less than 10 percent m their

concentration ratios. Approximately 8 percent of the products

reo-istered more than a 20-percent increase and about 7 percent ex-

pe'i'ienced a decrease of more than 20 percent. Thus it may be said

that the changes in concentration ratios are essentially random in

nature. This was certainly true for the particular interval under study,

but it, probablv holds triie for longer periods of time. The reasons

underlying this position center in the fact that each product appears

to have its own particular set of distinct and separate factors which

determine its behavior. ^Many of these factors may be formulated in

o-eneral terms and may be applied to all sections of the manufacturing

process. Nevertheless, they affect each product at different times in

varying degrees, so that for a given period they form a unique set of

conditions for each product or for a group of closely related products.

Products of like nature did not exhibit a similar degree or direction

" For basic date, see ibid., Part V, chart 14, and appendix D, table 8D.
" Ibid., Part V, eh. IV.
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of ohan^o. m their concentration ratios between 1935 and 1937 Anexanunation ot a selected list of prodncts reveals a wide variety ofchanges among products in the same industrv, anion^ cZpedn^produces, among products fnlfilling the same t>Tes of ^"int^ mo"!products purchased by the same group of users ec Further"

Je\'Mlv^'7-ff"''';^'i""^^
''''''''''^ "^ cc^nccfntration did not show 1:

m con^emS
^^^^^'^^'^^-^-^ ^"^ ^hose products .vhich decreS
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the product structure of uiniuifacturini:' \va^ subject to wide shifts over

the short run. Furthermore, the chauoes whicli did occur were ran-

dom in nature. .

An invest i<i-at ion of chan^-es in concentration and ciumaes ni_ the

vohm^e of ouFpnt and in the avera<re realized price ^'^ of products from

1935 to 1937 reveals no si«nificant correlation between the variables.

Proditcts for which the quantity produced increased or decreased were

equally likelv to have been products for which the v^ercentajLie of sup-

ply controlled by the laroest four companies either increased or

decreased. Likewise, the iiicreases and decreases in averao-e realized

price over the 2-year period were evenly divided between ]M-oducts

with positive and negative changes in concentration. This random-

ness may be due to the shortness of the period under study.

The Concentration of Production in Mining.

The discussion of product concentration up to this ixnnt has been

concerned solelv with manufactured products. Production in the

field of mining'is likewise characterized by a high degree of concen-

tration. This topic will be commented u])on here only briefly, since

basic data relating to the subject are of a more or less fragmentary

nature. The available material is sufficient, however, to justify the

observation that in many lines mineral output is predominantly con-

trolled by a relatively small number of producers."" The statistics

quoted below are, for 'the most part, in terms of the proportion of the

total value of output of a specific mineral accounted for by the leading

four i:>roducers of that mineral. Thus, they are comparable to the

concentration ratios widely nsed in the preceding analysis of manu-

factured pioducts. They 'relate to the year 1935, however, and not

to 1937.
'

. ^

Among the jn-oducts of mines for which concentration data are

readily available, potash and bauxite give evidence of the highest

degree of concentration. In the case of potash, four producers ac-

counted for the entire output in 1935. More than one-half the supply

for domestic use in that year, however, came from imports. In the

same year, the leading three producers of bauxite were responsible

for 93 percent of the total value output of that product. The pro-

duction of ingot aluminum, however, was even more concentrated

since the reduction of bauxite to aluminum was under the control of

a single company. Other minerals having a high degree of concen-

tration in 1935 were marble with a concentration ratio of 84 percent;

gypsum, 80 percent; copper, 78 percent; mercury, 71 percent; and

n'on ore, 6-4 percent. Low concentration was apparent in the produc-

tion of sand and gravel, limestone, bituminous coal, basalt, and gran-

ite, the concentration ratios for these items ranging from 10 to 18

percent.
. .

The importance of the mineral fuels, petroleum and coal, is indi-

cated by the fact that in recent years they have constituted approxi-

mately "half of the total vahie of mineral production in the United

States. In the })roduction of these impoi'tant items, concentration

19 The nature and limitations of the average-realized-price measure are set forth in

detail in ibid.. Part V. cli. IV. j. ^ i. ^
'•> Basir concentration data for selected mineral products, accordins: to reports prepared

for the Temporary National Economic Committee by the Bureau of Mines, are pre.sented

in ibid., Part V. Appendix F.
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Nvas relatively low. Tlie leadino; f,„n- ()il-pr()duciii<r companies ac-
counted for one-fifth of tlie total value of ci-iide oil output in 1935 It
must be^ understood that the concentration ratios here noted are in
terms of ''production'' of tlie basic mineral, and that concentration in
subsequent processes (such as maiiufacturino-, transportation, and mar-
keting) m which integrated companies undoubtedly engage is not
measured here. The leading four bituminous coal' companies pro-
duced only 11 percent of the total value of tlie product, but in the case
of anthracite the largest four operators accounted for about half of
the total value. Concentration ratios for gold, silver, and zinc were
61, 41. and 46 percent, respectively.

The Product Structures of the Largest Fifty Mumifacturmq Com-
panies.

The role played by the largest 50 manufacturing comi)anies in all
manufacturing was examined in a preceding section. There it was
noted that these 50 companies, all of which were central-office com-
panies, accounted for 16 percent of the average number of wage earners
employed during 1937, paid 21 percent of the entire wage bill and
produced a value of output equal to approximately 28 i^ercent of the
totalm all manufacturing. In addition to this Overall picture of
the significance of these large companies, there is the basic problem
of measuring or describing the product comiX)sition of each company's
output and of analyzing the extent of control which each of these com-
panies had over the supply of the individual products it produced
Ihis section is concerned then with measuring (1) the importance to
the corporations of each product which they manufactured, and (2) the
extent to which these big corporations controlled the suiDplv of the
}iroducts made by them.
The basic data'used in this section were assembled from unpublished

^oo°'Tr
^^mpi ed m connection with the Census of Manufactures for

.1 Vii •
^^^"^ '^^ released by the Bureau of the Census included

the following information for each of the largest 50 companies: Thenumber of establishments operated by each company, the number
of products manufactured in each establishment, the number of indus-
tries m which the establishments were classified, the number of prod-
ucts manufactured by each company, the number of industries inwhich the products were classified, and for each product (1) the per-
centage relationship between the value of each product and the total
value of products of the company, and (2) the percentage relationship
between the company's aggregate value of the product and the total
Uni ed .States value of that ])roduct. The latter figure is referred to
in the study as the United States concentration percentao-e or more
simply the concentration percentage for a product. This concei^t
should not be confused with the concentration ratio used in the pre-
ceding section. (The concentration ratio measures the proportion of
the total domestic output of a product accounted for by the leading
lour producers of that product, while the concentration percental
measures the proportion of the total domestic output of a product
accounted for by one producer.) Since data of this nature are the
result of original tabulations and may not be found elsewhere, the

Struc^'uJ^oTr/rle^'c^rpratlons^''"'^
Committee Monograph No. 27, Tart VI. The Product
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ensiiin*! discussion consists more or less of epitomizino- the major find-

ings of this basic study.

The extent of the opemtkym of the largest oO manufacturuuj com-

pame.'i^—ln general, the operations of these 50 companies were ex-

tended through many lines of activity. Altogether, these companies

manufactured 2,043 distinct census products classified in 176 of the

351 census industries scattered throughout all 15 of the industry

groups designated bv the Bureau of the Census. The number of in-

dustries in which each company was operating, however, varied rather

widely. One company operat'ed establishments which were classified

in 25 census industries, while the operations of -t other companies were

confined to 2 industries. A better picture of the diverse nature of the

activities of these companies is afi'orded by the computation of the

number of industries in which the products manufactured by them

were classified.-- One of the companies actually manufactured prod-

ucts which were classified in 39 census industries. Furthermore, 27

of the 50 companies manufactured products classified in at least: 10

dilFerent industries, while only 15 of the companies operated establish-

ments classified in 10 or more industries. It should be recognized,

liowever, that both the major and the minor products were produced

in the same establishments and in part, at least, the minor products

may have resulted from the processing of byproducts or waste

materials.

The number of establishments operated by a concern depends partly

upon the total number of products manufactured by the company and

partly upon the nature of these products. These 50 companies oper-

ated 'from 7 to 497 establishments each, but half of the companies

operated 25 or fewer establishments. In general, there was a tendency

for the concerns to organize their activity in such a manner that only

a few products were manufactured in each establishment. At least

one-foui-th of the establishments operated by them produced only one

product and three-fourths of the establishments produced not more

than five products.

There was considerable variation in the actual number of products

manufactured by each of the 50 companies, as may be seen in chart

IX.^^

At the extremes, 1 company manufactured only 6 products and 1 com-

pany manufactured a total of 302 products. Between these limits,

the companies tended to cluster at the lower end of the range. Ap-
proximately three-fourths of the companies manufactured 100 or less

])roducts.

The importance to the individual company of each product manu-
factured.—Tlie majority of the products manufactured by these large

companies made relatively small contributions percentagewise to the

total value of products of the companies. Conversely, the major por-

tion of the total value of products of these companies was accounted

for by the value contributions of relatively few products.

22 The Bureau of the Census classifies each establishment in the industry in which its

major product is classified. The establishment may, however, produce one or more minor
products classified in other industries. Thus, the number of industries in which a com-
pany's various products are classified may exceed the number of industries in which its

establishments are classified.
-3 In charts IX, X, and XI the identity of each company is indicated by the same code

letter. The assignment of letters was hot related in any way to a particular company
characteristic.
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-NumlMjr of products manufactured by each of the largest 50 manufacturing
companies, 1937.

Of the 2,043 distinct and separate census products manufactured by
the largest 50 companies, almost one-half were produced by two or
more of the 50 companies. If the number of products manufactured by
each of the companies is merely cumulated, the 50 companies may be
said to hare manufactured 4,085 products. Of this total, there were
1,472 ])roducts, or 36 percent, which accounted individually for less
than 0.1 percent of the total output of each company. Furthermore,
there were 1,929 products which accounted for 0.1 to 1.0 percent of each
company's total. In other words, 83.3 percent of all the products man-
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ufactured bv these 50 companies accounted individually for 1 percent

or less of the compan^-'s total output and 94.7 percent of the total num-

ber of i)roducts manufactured accounted individually for o percent or

less of each company's output. Stated on a company basis, at least

four-fifths of the products manufactured by 45 of the 50 companies

accounted individually for 5 percent or less of the total value of prod-

ucts of these companies. .

On the other hand, these 50 companies tended to derive a very sig-

nificant portion of their revenue from the sale of one or two major

j)r()ducts. The percentag-e contribution of each product to the total

value output of each of the companies is shown in chart X. At the ex-

tremes the leadino- product of three of the companies contributed less

than lb percent of the total value output of each of the companies,

while the leadino- i)roduct of three other companies contributed between

80 and 85 percent of the total value output of each of these companies.

The leadino- product of 28 of the 50 companies, however, accounted for

more tlian 25 percent of the total value of products of these companies.

The a<'-<>regate contribution of the leading 5 products accounted for at

least iJ^fpercent of the value output of 49 of the 50 companies, at least

50 percent of the value output of 35 of the companies, and at least 75

percent of the value output of 20 of the companies.

The importance of the leading products in the output of each of the

50 companies may be judged also by the number of products necessary

to make up selected percentages of the total value of products of the

companies. In no case was it necessaiy to add more than six products

to account for 25 percent of the value output of these companies.

Fifty percent of the total value output of 47 of the companies was

derived from 8 or fewer products and 75 percent of the total value out-

put of 45 of the companies was derived from less than 20 products.

Thii-ty of the companies derived 75 percent of their total value of

products from 10 ]n-oducts or less.

In summary, then, these 50 companies were producing a large

mimber of products, but derived the major portion of their value

output from a comparatively small number of products.

Proportion of the total United States output of individiuil prod-

ucts accounted for ly each company.—\\\ the preceding paragraphs,

the importance of each item in the product structure of each of these

large corporations was evaluated in terms of the relative contribution

of The individual product to the company's total value of products.

In this section the output of each product of each company is meas-

ured against the total domestic output of the product. The data

presented will help clarify the relationship between corporation size

and concentration in the control of supply.

The product data were coni]nited on a national basis, and the out-

put of a given product by an individual company represents the

aggregate production of that product in the various plants operated

by^the concern. To the extent that the market for any particular

product was not national in scope the measure of concentration of

control understates the true situation. As the Commerce study states,

however, this limitation is not particularly important. For these

large corporations to attain their size the major products manufac-

tured by them must ipso facto be products for which there is an

enormous mass demand derived from a large part of the population.
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PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCT
-1° ?2 30 40 SO 60 TO 80 90 100

The proportion of each eompany^s output of each of its i)roducts

nP.^p' ''''V^''"'''^f
/^"^^"^'^'^^^ °^ ^^'^'' P^-«^^"^^« (the concintr t onpercentage) ranged from a truly infinitesimal figure for some prod

"e^ ?hose^r^r 'r
'^

1

""• ^^" "^'^'"''y «f ^^^^ productsTo^Cr,
sm.ll nroL, • 1\f'^' company's output represented a relatively'small proportion of the aggregate production. As was noted previ-
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ouslv if the luiniber of census products produced by each of the 50

couuKinies are added tooether, it is found that these companies manu-

factured 4,085 products (not all ditferent). Forty-three percent of

this number, or 1,758 products, were items in which the companies

individually manufactured less than 5 percent of the total value ot

the in-oduct. Further, 58 percent of all the products were items in

which each company's output amounted to 10 percent or less ot the

° in' the up])er concentration rano-e there were 59 products for which

the output of individual companies accounted for 95 to 100 percent

of the total Furthermore, about one-fifth of the total number ot

products were those for which the output of individual companies

accounted for more than 25 percent of the total.
„ „ ,„

While the above figures apply to all of the products of the 50 com-

panies taken together, the same generalizations hold tor each ot tlie

companies considered separately. At the extremes, one company

manufactured no product in which it accounted for as little as o percent

of the United States total, while 80 to 85 percent of the prcxlucts ot

another company fell in the "less than 5 percent" concentration class.

In the first case'the company manufactured only 10 products and m
the latter case the company manufactured 42 products. About^ one-

half of the products of one-half of the companies were manutactured

under conditions such that the output of these particular products was

le^s than 5 percent of the United States total. Approximately 60 per-

ceiit of the products of half of the companies had concentration per-

centages of 10 percent or less.
4^ ^ i u ,

\lthouo-h the majority of the number of products manufactured by

these 50 companies were products with low concentration percentages,

the o-reatest portion of the aggregate value of the output ot these

companies was derived from products with higher concentration per-

centao-es While 43 percent of the tot al number of i^roduct s were those

in wluch the individual company output was 5 percent or ess ot the

I'nited States total, the value of these products made up oiily ().3 per-

cent of the total value of products of the companies. Ihe relative

number and value of products were quite similar m the next two con-

centration classes, 5.1 to 10.0 and 10.1 to 15.0 percent, but tor products

with concentration percentages above 15 percent the value greatly ex-

ceeded the number. In fact, only one-third ot the number ot pnx nets

fell in this range, 15.1 to 100.0 percent, but these products accounted tor

more than two-thirds of the total value of all the products.

In o-eneral then, those products in which the company proportion of

the domestic'total was low were the relatively less important products

valuewise, while the most important products were those m whicli the

out]^ut of individual companies represented an important portion ot

the United States total.
^ ^ ^ a

V picture of the relationsliip between the number and value ot prod-

ucts manufactured by each company which accounted fm- specified per-

centacre'^ of the United States total is shown m chart Xi.

Relafwn. behoeen the importance of each product^ to each company

and the importance of each product in the do?nest2C fofcd.—In order

that the interrelation between the importance of a product to the com-

pany and its importance in the United States might be made to stand

out more sharply, it was necessary to set up certain arbitrary limits by

which "importance- could be measured. In the study upon which this
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section is based, products representing o percent or less of the com-

pany's total value of products were considered unimportant to the com-

pany, and products with a concentration percentage of 10 percent or

less were considered unimportant in the total domestic production of

those ]5roducts.

These limits, of course, were quite arbitrary. The decision of jus-t

what percentao-e of the total should be selected to divide the important

from the unimportant could not be made on the basis of any hard and

fast criteria but was subject in each case to ])articular and unique

conditions of production surrounding each product. One company's

output of a product may have constituted 10 percent of the total pro-

duction of that product and yet have been relatively unimportant, if

there were a number of other concerns each producing an equal or

larger portion of tlie total, while another company may have been

manufacturing 10 percent of the total of a product and have been a

dominant factor in the field if the balance of the output was accounted

for by a large number of producers whose individual contributions

to the total were very small. The same general sort of reasoning ap-

plies, of course, to the selection of 5 ])ercent of the company's total as

a breaking point.

]M()re than half the products manufactured by the largest 50 com-

panies were items which were relatively unimportant to the individual

companies and were also items in which each company's output was

relatively unimportant in the United States total. Of the jn-oducts

which were important valuewise to the companies (218 out of the total

of 4,085), approximately three-fourths were also products in which the

individual company's output represented an important share of the

total domestic output. Of the products which were unimportant

valuewise to the companies (3,867 out of the total of 4,085), about 40

])ercent were important in the total. There were 42 products in which

the individual company outi)ut accounted for the entire domestic

producti<m, and in every case these products were unimportant to the

companies.
The role of the largest 50 manufacturing companies as leading pro-

ducers.—A further indication of the market position of these corpo-

rations is afforded by an examination of the number of instances in

which they were ''leading producers" of their products. In the first

part of tliis section, the total value output of 1,807 census products

accounted for bv the leading 4 jiroducers of each of those products

was presented. From this material it was possible to express in terms

of another measure the importance or significance of the largest 50

companies in the whole picture of manu fracturing. Two lines of in-

vestigation were pursued: (1) The significance of the largest 50 com-

panies (as a group) among all the leading producei-s of these analyzed

products, and (2) the fi-equency with which each company appeared

as a leading producer of its analyzed {)roducts.
^

Of the 1,H07 census products analyzed, there were 3,752 different

companies which ai)peared as either the largest or the second largest

protlucer of most of the product. Among these companies were 47

of the largest 50 companies in the I'liited States.--*

" In selecting the products to be included in Tart V of Temporary National Economic

Committee Monograph No. 27, the products classified in approximately two-thirds of the

cen^jus industries were not analyzed. Two of the 50 companies had all of their oi)erations

confined to these omitted industries, while the remaining company produced as by-products

small (luantities of 6 of the analyzed products.

300282—41 6
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ThoTioli nninberiii^ only 1 i)eiwnt of all the leaders, these 47 com-
panies accounted for ll.is percent of all the appearances and 18.2
])ercent of all the appearances in first place. Further, they ac-
counted for 13.1 percent of all the appearances in products with
concentration ratios greater than 75 percent, and 21.3 percent of
all the first -place appearances amono- these products with hi^^h con-
centration ratios.

Not all of the analyzed products were manufactured by the largest
50 companies and not all of the products of the largest 50 companies
were included. Specifically, only 40 percent of all the products made
by these 50 companies were included in the products analyzed in
the earlier study. One of the largest 50 companies appeared as a
leading producer of only one product, while another of the com-
panies appeared as a leading producer of 99 different analyzed
products. In general, however, these large companies appeared
among the leaders in a number of different products. Approximately
one-half of the companies appeared as a leading producer of 10 or
inore products. Half of the companies not only appeared a number
of times, but their appearances represented more than half of their
opportunities for appearance. That is to say, they appeared as a
leading producer of more than half of the products which they
manufactured and which were also analyzed for concentration. Fur-
thermore, a majority of the companies had more than 60 percent
of their appearances in first and second place. Thus, they were
either the largest or the second largest producer of most of the ])rod-
ucts m which they led at all. Finally, a majority of their appearances
were m products with concentration ratios greater than 75 percent



CHAPTER III

MANAGED INDUSTRIAL PRICES ^

The behavior of prices is of primary importance in our system of

free enterprise. In tlie absence of any authoritarian controls of pro-

duction or consumption, it is the price structure—the interrehitionships

of thousands and thousands of prices that prevad m the connnunity—

which determines liow much shall be spent and for what, who shall

have things and how^ much, and what shall be produced and by whom.

Prices ouide human beinos ''to make and accept myriads of decisions—

about the wav in which thev shall spend their income, what they shall

do for a livino-, how they shall invest their savings, and how nuich

thev shall produce." ^
• ^ i

•

From day to day the behavior of prices exercises a tar-reachnig

influence upon the rate of business activity and the level of production

and employment. In the long run, prices play a major role iii deter-

miniiiii- how our human and material resources are expended, where

production shall be increased and where reduced, which industries shall

grow and which shall decline.

In a large sense, therefore, it is the price system—or more accu-

rately the svstem of prices—that is in good part responsible for the

way in which the economy works, for its success or failure in achieving

and maintaining a satisfactory level of employment and of production,

in providiiiii- an adequate living standard for the population, and for

its ability raj^dlv and effectively to meet the demands of a grave

national emeroency. This responsibility must in turn be shared by

those business executives who are in a i)osition to influence appreciably

the prices of individual products which they buy or sell.

For the prices of a vast range of industrial commodities and even of

some agricultural products are controlled to a material extent by the

policy decisions of business executives acting individually or in con-

cert.* Unlike such products as wheat, over whose price no individual

buyer or seller can exert any appreciable influence, the prices of such

commodities as steel, alumiiium, automobiles, cigarettes, and bread are

all subject to a substantial degree of control by a limited number of

executives in a few large companies. This is probably inevitable in

any economy characterized by large-scale production and concentra-

tion of economic power.

It is inevitable, too, that the price policy decisions of businessmen are

primarily directed toward improving the position of their individual

^ This chapter was written by Saul Nelson, senior industrial economist, Bureau of Labor

Statistics Department of Labor, following which it was criticized by Tlieodore J Kreps

professor "of business economics. Graduate School of Business. Stanford 1 niyersit.v. and

Corwin I) Edward^, economic consultant. Department of Justice. Much of the material

is based upon Temporary National Economic Committeo hearings and monographs, esp^^ci-

allv Temporarv National Economic Committee Monograph No 1, Price Behavior and

Business Policy, and Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 5, Indus-

trial Wage Rates. Labor Costs, and Price Policies.

sBconSmic Problems in a Chaniiing World, edited by Willard L. Thorp. Farrar & Kine-

hart. New York. 1939, p. 240.
o7
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concerns, ^ile this is a universal goal, different individuals arelikely lo ad(,pt very different knids of policies in striving to attain it
1 US some busmess executives are far more conscious than others ofthe relationship between price and volume, and are consequently mo?evimno- o experiment with lower prices in an effort to i, crea e a eswhile others prefer to avoid the hazard of price reductions and arecontent witli higher unit profits at smaller volume. Some busi es inenaccept the view that the best way of increasing sales is to kee m^es^^^ow as possible; others may prefer to seek business bv spen i g Wesums on advertising or by guaranteeing wide margins to he chs-tributors of their products. Some executives are likfly to base theirdecisions regarding prices primarily upon dav-to<lay Lisidelationsfollowmg whichever course seems likely to yield an immSe ncrease m revenues, while others, taking a longer view, maTprefer osacrifice immediate profit possibilities in favor of a sustai^{^Sume o?sales and profits over the vears to come
The actual price policies of business executives depend upon theirdecisions regarding these and a thousand other similar quest on Thecourse of industrial prices reflects to a very material ex et thesebusiness policy decisions, and they, in turn, reflect the backgroundspi^ferences, prejudices, and abilities of the human heing^tCZte

who-
'^ language of the Brookings Institution, the business executive

t]nV\?^r^'H'''"''%'f^
directs a control mechanism toward the attainment of

vlL ff! n ,

''^'"^^ "^'''" hnnseU the responsibility for the sta iTi 1 ofiijg tor an ever larger proportion of our people. Much as he gene 4 Iv hnfpf

can freely determine the price of what he has to sell or buy There isno single cominodity and no single market in which such completepower exists. The objective factors of cost and of demand ad theavailabi ity of substitute products, set limits upon the freedom ofprice policy decisions. These limits will be very lide in a iomrtelvmonopolized industry covering the economic area within wiich substitution IS not possible, and they will be quite narrow in a Idglivcompetitive one, but they are always present ^ '^

Most businessmen constantly seek to extend these limits-to increase(his area of discretion-and to have a freer hand in settin- the micSof what they have to sell or to buy. From the point of view of sod t

v

any such extension of business control over prices beyond the 1 m tJinherent in mo^lern technology is clearly undesirable, botl be autof he danger of entrusting such great power to fallible human bein" sand because the profi motive can only be truly effective in expan ifo:production and emi,loyment and in raising the standard of 1 v i ^^when i>rohts must be sought by increasing efficiency rather thabvmerely manipulating prices.
"

President Roosevelt in his message to Congress asking for the cre-ation^fdie Temporary National Economic Committee expressed par-
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ticular concern Avith these effoi-ts of businessmen to extend their

control over prices, and with tlie consequences flowing from the way

in which such control has been exercised in the past

:

One of the nrimarv causes of our present difficulties lies in the disapneariince

of price cnipetition 'in many industrial fields, particularly in basic manutactnre

where concentrated economic power is m..st evident—and where rigid prices and

fluctuating pay rolls are general.
^

Managed industrial prices mean fewer jobs * .

When prices are privately managed at levels above those which would be

determined by free competition, everybody pays * '"''":,
,., ,, ^„^,

* * * The combined effect of the monopolistic controls which each busi-

ness group imposes for its own benefit inevitably destroys the buying ])ower

of the Nation as a whole.''

The problem of managed industrial prices was accordingly placed

liio-h on tlie list of the iiuiuiries made by the Temporary National

Eronomic Committee. T. X. E. 0. Monograph No. 1 contains some ot

the research findings.^ Detailed case studies were also made, notably

of prices in wartime/' steel prices," copper prices,* and of the prices

of building materials.^ To tiy to summarize here the resuhs obtained

in all these inquiries is impossible because price problems are extraor-

dinarily complicated and intertwined with all phases of economic

activity. ^ • i . •
i

Three aspects of the problem of managed industrial prices are

treated here:

1 In what ways can businessmen exercise control over prices

in iiidustrial markets ? How eifective are these controls, and what

are their inherent limitations?
• / n

2. What are the eifects of managed industrial prices (a) on the

severity of fluctuations in the volume of business and (b) on the

level of national income and employment ?

3. What types of action suggest themselves?

TYPES OF MARKET CONl Rf L

The variety of controls which exist in industrial markets is legion,

ran^ino- from outright monopoly or a smoothly working collusive

ao-reenient at one extreme to tlie indefinable elements of prestige, con-

venience, or pevsonalitv, which yield the small producer in a highly

competitive field some 'slight voice in charging more or less continu-

ously a price a little above or below the prevailing market. Ihe nian-

agement of industrial prices shows, therefore, innumerable variations

in scope and degree of etfectiveness, in mechanisms utilized, and m the

number of firms that have the "say-so."

The Avidest degree of control tends to exist in those rare instances

in which one producer or seller controls the whole of the supply m a

o-iven industry or market. This sort of monopoly is enjoyed, for ex-

ample, bv the'Climax Molvbdenum Corporation, and to a lesser extent

by the Aluminum Co. of 'America.^" Moreover, ^'almost as complete

IkSrBlS^^l^BnJ^^tvA'i'Srt I by Nelson and Keim. Tart 11 by Nelson,

Part III bv Nelson and Brown.
, _ . ^ -4.^ „ r.„„,. .^i

"Hearings before t' e Temporary National Economic Committee, Part -i.

"> Ibid., Parts 19 and 20.

'Ibid:: Part'n; Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, Toward

M,.re TrAii^ino- hv Peter \ Stone and R. Hat-old Denton: and cf. ch. XIII below.

'0 Of course,' there are inanv govenVmental m.mor>olies. such as the post office. They are

more numerous in other countries than in the United States.
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a decree of control may be nchievod tliroiioh such devices as patent
pools and ri<rid Jiccnsino; arranoemenls, such as ai)parentlv prevail in
t he glass container and plaster-board industries." In sucl^ monopolies
the "iatitude m price policy formulation is limited onlv by the possi-
bility that expenditures will be diverted to other products." '^

But whde outricrht monopoly of this sort is rare, there are many
industries composed of a very small number of large companies lii
some mstances, foi' example, in the sulphur industry, there may be
only two firms. But more commonly ?, to 6 firms control 50 percent ormore of the total output. The facts have been abundantly amplified
by a detailed analysis of 1,807 commodities made for the T N E Cby the Department of Commerce.^^
It has been demonstrated rather conclusively that in closely knit

industries of this kind the practical result, as far as the level and'move-ment of prices is concerned, is not likely to vary much from whatwould occur for a single concern which controlled the total output
hiich Indus ries have been described in economic literature as "duop-
olies or oligopolies," the former term relating to a market in which
only two large sellers operate, the latter to a small oligarchy of sellers "
But even in the absence of such concentration of control, there i« awide variety of conditions under which the individual businessman

can exercise a substantial voice in setting the price of his product.
borne of these conditions are treated at length in Temporary NationalEconomic Committee Monograph No. 1- and Temporary NationalEconomic C ommittee Monograph No. 21.^^
One of the most important methods by which the individual business

concern can achieve a substantial degree of control over prices is by

^enern! th\JTl'^' ^''"'V'^' ^'T *^^"^^* '^^ '^'^^^'- ^^ ^^^^^ ^e said ingeneial that whenever buyers have come to prefer the product of any

sXt:^T;/V'"' '%''rr-'.^^
that seller^utomaticlny ^cqul^ri

tW fhi • ^^''fi
^^

^''f''''' ? ^™^ P^"^^^«- This does not meanthat there IS anything inherently undesirable about such diiferentia-
tion especially when it reflects an effort on the i^art of the individualpioducer to place a better and more useful product upon the market.But buyer preference may be gained not only by offering an articlesuperior m quality and content; it may also be gained in other ways inthe absence of intrinsic differences.^^ In consumer goods markets forexample, brand names and the effective use of adveitising often estab-
lish such strong buyer preference that substantial pric? differentialsmay be maintained oyer long ])eriods of time between products whichare virually identical physically. All that is important is the buyei'
psychological appraisal; it is merely necessary that a substantial groupof consumei-s believe that the product sold by Jones is better thaiTtha?
sold by Smith, whether or not such a belief is warranted
In many cases this technique may yield a very high degree of controloverprices. For example, the price of one wickly Advertised brXl of

i6^'°™P^*'"°V"^^ Monopoly in American Industrv bv Clair Wilnnv

wa:d^^S^li^?%"'^iif-^'-iV^"°re'*^ ^^-^^^ also Ed-
Economic Committee, part 8

hearings before the Temporary National
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men's shirts changed not at all during the 1929-33 depression although

he niakei-s of les's popnlar hrands rednced their prices substantially.

Tire retaTl price ()!• one well-knoMii brand of aspirin has been main-

taiTied at a nininium of 59 cents per 100 tablets for a number of years

althou^i competing brands have been available during the same period

for anywhere from 39 cents to as little as 8 cents per 100

A best, situations of this kincl increase. price -^^^^ ^^^"^^^^
free the individual manufacturer from having o folio v a 1

1 «; P^; ^

downs of the market ; consumers will not switch from his brand to that

of IS HvaK n the absence of a material difference m price. In the

extreme \4se however, the seller of a widely advertised brand may

en ov a P<.sit on little dilVerent in its practical effects fi-om die more

o?n4itional forms of monopolv. He. can iiever - "-^^^^-^ ^
price policies of competitors selling similar articles but l^^^^^^\^

K^/ ^^^

. essentially the same as that imposed upon an outright monopoh by

he availability of substitute products. Thus, a consumer may shift

fron o le brand of shirt or face powder to another if the price cli ff er-

enti 1 is substantial, but industrial buyers also can and do shift from

a^mlnunUo copper or magnesium if the difference in ccj^Sn^
crreat to warrant the change. In some cases, at least the latiti^icie

fielded by the former type of control may be as wide as that accruing

'"K product differentiation has been discussed in tenns of fimsM

c(,nsumer o-oods because it is in relation to j^roducts of this k nd hat

1 fteient aHon is })robably most effective. Most such goods by then-

very nat m-e. are d ffictdt to standardize. Moreover, the mdivKlual con-

sumer is rarely well enouch informed technica y to be able to trans-

Hte with any 'real precision differences in quality, appearance, style,

workmanship, or name into terms of dollars and cents.

Product differences are not confined, however, to consumer goods,

since they are also an important factor m many producers' goods n ai-

kets Industrial buyers may be influenced to purchase from one seller

ra her than from another because of such elements as actual differences

n cual tv and services or guaranties, and also by many other collatera

drcumstances such as intercorporate ties, reciprocal buying etc. In

oe of te studies prepared for the Temporary National Economic

Committee by the Bureau of Labor Sttitistics. for example, it was

slK n tl at a paper manufacturer had managed to acquire a fair degree

of freech m ii\ lis pricing policies because of his ability to supply the

needfof his customers promptly and because he had become accus-

toined to meetino- their special requirements ; a modera e difference m
price therefore, did not suffice to cause them to turn to his rivals.

However, there are apparent limits to the extent to which a con-

cern may achieve control iver its prices by differentiating its products

and its services from those of its competitors. There are many in-

dustries in which any effective differentiation is largely impractical

In view of these limits to the ability of any single company to fix

prices to its liking, there have been innumerable and constant at-

lempts mi the part'^f businessmen in almost all lines to get together

"The.e and many similar examples are d.^crii^d
^|!J^7™-47,,f']^^Tru.s\'nSToL-

Committee Monograph No. 1, I'art 1. cb. IlL Fu^*
".f^^'^l^^^'

'l" ^/^^ 35.5-3S5.
metics aro also presonted in Part 3 eh. ^l, «f

^{V^^^^'^i"^ ", "^"^''V i\X^ Wage Rates,
IS Temporary National Economic <'onimittee ^Ionoglaph No -j inciu^tria g

Labor Costs, and Price Policies, by Douglass \. Blown and otliers, p. -».
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in some yvay witli renjurcj to prices. The reasons for these efforts are
obvions; there are few, if any, businessmen who are vmreservedlv will-mcr to all(>w the prices of what they have to sell to be determined en-
tirely by the impersonal forces of the market. This is particularly
true during- periods of declinincr demand when prices, if left to them-
selves, Avoiild rapidly fall to unprofitable levels
The most obvious of these efforts to -et together is outri-ht col-

lusion. The records of the Federal Trade Commission and 'the De-
l)artment ot Justice ;« bear M'.itness to the multitude of forms which
such activity may take

; it is no part of the present discussion to re-
count these in detail. However, there are many wavs of oettin<>- to-
gether on prices which do not involve the more obvious" forins of
collusion. In many industries, for example, it is customary to allowsome one concern, usually outstanding in size or in prestige,"to initiate
alf changes m prices while its competitors consistently "follow the
leafier. Various conventional types of pricing practice's such as bas-
nig point systems, zone systems, and "base price" systems render the
manitenance of customs of this kind simple by making it i^ossibie for
a single price quotation to determine automatically the prices of a
considerable variety of products sold under a wide range of condi-
tions. Open price systems which allow each concern to know exactlywhat Its competitors are charging and uniform cost accountin.r sys-
tems whereby all concerns base their pricing policies upon idcmtical
or similar methods of calculations are also widelv used to reduce
the intensity of price competition.

In some cases, practices of this kind conceal more direct schemes
tor restraint of trade. For example, the following letter from the
sales manager of a minor steel producer to the president of his corpora-
tion apparently describes a meeting of members of the industry at
which prices were decided upon. .

Mr. A. K. Andbews,
Pootes Bay, Ontario, Canada.

mFn'^%>ti\t}^\V ^^'\"^t definitely decided until late last evening to putinto effect for fourth quarter a one-price policy allowing tlie galvanized slieetprice to remain at $3.10 per 100 pounds for No. 24 gage tase f o h PittsburghA few of the larger intere.sts such as Weirton and Inland wS-e in fa^.r of

fin«m!Tf"l T'\'^ ^^ ''-^'' '''' ""'' 24 gage f. o. b. Pittsburgh b t s was
in effect

"™ '^^''""'^ ^'' ''"'•^' ^" ^'"''^' ^« ^•^'"="" «^^ ^^™^ as nTw

m.^'f /''"T"^"'!"^ ""^ "•" ^"'"'^^' J'^bber allowance after October 1 will bemade by Continental on Tuesday of next week after which all mills c-an announce likewise. We, of course, in the meantime will notify our people whk-h

u.^ii^
™^ intention to discuss this with Mr. Little this morning so that we will

TnZrz'izro!iz:,ir!' '"^" "=»' -^ '*^ »""- -'" '» <•»-" »"-

I discussed the automotive situation with Neil Flora [.secretarv of the Na-tional Association of Flat Rolled Steel Manufacturers] last evening and he in-formed me that while some little tonnage was placed several weeks ago nothingmore has been done and that all the mills are holding firmlv to the'ii priceland are expecting that additional tonnages will have to be placed soonT"
It should not be assumed that price uniformity among competitors

necessarily involves collusion or even price leadership. Trade custom
"^^y Q^^^^ achieve the same end in highly competitive industries.

^ Summarized in Temporary National Economic Committee Monoeranh No 21^Mleanngs before the Temporary National Economic ConimitterP^rt 2?, p i428].
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The practice kno^vn as "'price linin":'" '^ is a case in point. There are

many kinds of garments, for example, whose prices have been fixed at

certain levels by custom ; these levels are accepted by both buyers and

sellers as virtually immutable, at least under ordinary circumstances,

and sales emphasis necessarily shifts to elements other than price.

But as price uniformity may often be achieved without collusion,

so collusive agreements may be manifested in ways other than in

identical prices. In the building industry, for example, one or two

producers often supjdv more than 90 percent of the brick, cement,

tile, etc., in a particular area.-- These local groups frequently agree

on price, sometimes establishing bid depositories -' for that purpose,

not by putting in identical bids but by rotating bids. In such ni-

stances there is managed diversity of price. There may even be price

discrimination, the group consistently favoring one set of purchasers

as opposed to another. IVIanaged diversity may thus be as effective as

managed uniformity in increasing the degree of control over prices

enjoved bv business executives.

In some markets the balance of power is in the hands of buyers,

rather than sellers. These buyers often make common cause against

the sellers or suppliers. The' purpose is to depress prices or keep

them -down, often to levels which cause acute distress to producers.

Farmei-s in particular seem to have suffered. Thus, for example,

investiirations have shown that the "Big Four" in the meat-packing

industrv never fail to get about the same share of the livestock offer-

inos, their respective percentages having varied hardly at all for

many years."-* Complaints have been made frequently of local buying

combinations in numerous agricuhural products, for example, milk,"

various kinds of fruit, tomatoes, and cottonseed. Fishermen are also

frequentlv confronted with such organized buying.-'^ So are the

sellers of"scrap metal '' and in some areas the producers of crude oil.

According to one investigation, "crude prices are determined by

the decisions of a few large purchasing companies." -^

The modus operandi of an effective buying combination can be

briefly illustrated by the geographic price structure for cottonseed.

The producing territory—the Cotton Belt—was divided into a number of

zones whose boundaries corresponded with the jurisdictions of the millers' trade

associations. Within each of these zones the mills published the prices which

they were willing: to pay for cottonseed f. o. b. shipping point. * * * The

maintenance of price uniformity at the shipping point means that each mill is

bidding the same price for supplies at every point and that there is no incen-

tive for the seller to deal with one mill rather than with another. This may
lessen the likelihood of prices being bid up by competition among buyers. * *

The buyers of cottonseed—the cottonseed oil mills—are in general larger and

more concentrated than are the sellers and are therefore in a position to exert

a substantial influence over the prices which they pay for th(Mr raw material.

=1 Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 1, I'art I. appendix B, pp.

S spe -wiiiard Thorp's testimony. Hearings before the Temporary National Economic

Committpp. Part 11. pp. rilTl. pp. 5171-5235.
2'Thnrman Arnold, ibid., pp. ril44-r)l(j2.

. rn^^n,^<
2* See Hearings before ihe Temnorary National Economic Committee Part 25, Cartels,

p 13575 exhibit No. 2177 : also an earlier investigation by the Federal Trade Commission,

Investigation of the Meat Packing Industry, 1918-20. ^ < k
2s Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committe^, Fart 5.

i^- ff.
scReport^of the Royal Commis.sion on Price Spreads, Ottawa, Canada, 193.0, p. 1

' ?^
n

.

also National Recovery Administration, Division of Review, The Fishery Industry, ^at,h-

insrton. 1936. ,, r. t^t -i oirv
2' Temporarv National Economic Committee Monograph No. 1. P- -i-*"-

^ „ . „ «*^
2^^ Federal Trade Commission. Investigation of the Petroleum Industry, Prices, I rohts.

and Comi)etition. 1927, p. xix.
v v i ^ oqq^ Temporary National Economic Committe<» Monograph No. 1. p. 2V6.
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In cappraisiiig the significance of all these devices for minimizing
tiie impact of price competition whether in bnyin^ or in sellino- andwhether or not outright collusion be involve.l, it is import.mt toaccord due weight to the attitude of businessmen toward the prob-
lem. During the past 20 years, the philosophy that price competi-
tion IS inexpedient and even somehow unethical has come to be vervwidely accepted m many business circles. There is little question
that a substantial number of businessmen today take the position thatcompetition should center largely upon such elements as quality, serv-
ices, advertising, and the like, that is, upon aspects other than price,and that price-cutting for the purpose of obtaining a competitiveadvantage should be avoided rigorously.- Each firm is acutely con!
scions ot the fact that if it cuts prices below the prevailing leveUtmay break the market and that expansion beyond its "niche in thetrade" will certainly arouse the resentment of its rivals and mavmean going after higher cost and less profitable business. Thisfurnishes a tremendous incentive to restrict output and uphold pricem order to achieve maximum profits.

^

The belief that price competition should be avoided was clearlvexpressed m an interchange which occurred when the steel company
executive referre^ to above - was called upon to explain his letter bya member of the Temporary National Economic Committee.

^
Mr. O'CoNNKLL [Representing the committee]. In this case vou followerl on

fnrara";™pric?'''
'''' ""'' '''''''''' Continintal you ZZiZye'Tel'jn-

Mr. DoBENBUscH. That is right.
Mr. O'CONNELL. Would that not have been competitive'
Mr. DoRBNBUscH. I don't get the question.
Mr O'CoNNELL. Wouldn't that have been competitive to sell at a lower nnVp"?

IZ 'iTfT"^ 'n^'K''
^'"•'^ competition that required n.u o some exte^^ aleast to follow Continental on the way up on the price increase Would vounot have be^en competitive had you either reduced your iSSs or kept themlower than Continental prices after this increase-?

Mr. DoRENBUscH. I don't think so.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. You don't?
Mr. DORENBUSCH. No.

prfces.^'^"'"'''^-
^*''" ^'^"n^etition to your mind is following someone else's

Mr. DoRENBuscH. Well, that is the system that is in effect."

Obviously businessmen who accept this conception of a competitive
price are unlikely to adopt price policies of the kind needed tobroaden demand and increase production. Thus, ac^-ordino- to arecent study by the Brookings Institution :

"^

As the years have passed the necessity of progressive reductions as a me^n^.of expanding purchasing power and markets appears to Mve been forgotfenalike by business managers and economic statesmen. * * * What we ?plnrdas a serious abuse of the profits system and the institutions of prhlaTe cS
* [has] grown up in modern times. This is the tendency to centralize

prrSnicl'l^e"'''"'
*' '''''''' ^"^^""^ ^"^^"^^^ enterprises by'pro^ec^^i^r the

^'e'^'^r "MnnUnT 1^^ Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 27 n 14084
IQSo^'pp^-lKdTei"'"™" '"'' Economic Progress, Brookings Institluon!' ^^asWngton,
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Prof Frederick C. Mills, in the course of his empirical studies of

price behavior since 1900 reached the conclusion tlmt the immedia e

paihw on to consumers (includinc. buyers of capital ^roods) of the

^%^vt of the o-ains of increasino- inchistnal productivity through

educed prices is Essential to provide maximum diffusion of the en-

u leed 1
urchasincv power, so that it may be most promptly brought

ito c ntact withThi released productive energies; - that such imme-

i?e utilizaticm of the released productive forces by the enlarged

urchasing power is the direct means to nicreased employment of

productive resources and to imin'oved living standards r^_ that m
the period 191-t-8;^ the major benefits of the rapidly increasing pro-

ductivity in manufacturing went to owners, managers, and employed

wao-6 earners in the industries alfected, instead of to consumers; •«

and that the subnormal production, persistent unemployment and

spotty prosperity of the post-war period (1919-30) ;^i;^;^^-e\ated to

(i) the o-reat increase in industrial productivity, and (2) the high

prices for finished goods, representing failure of producing groups

to share with consumers more than a small portion of the immecliate

benefits of this advance, in association with (3) the prevalent inflex-

ible prices and other economic fi-ictions impeding prompt adaptation

to such marked industrial change.^'^

As Professor Mills says:

Here is tbe central fact that emerges from this analysis. A lios-t of economic

frlctionf impede the readlnstments made necessary by increasing uidustria

effic Lno' The machine process itself, with its heavy fixed charges, has placed

n^jor barriers in the way of prompt adaptations of prices t^o changing condi-

Uoiis. Most of the obligations of a modern business are fixed in terms of

dollars and these rigid monetary charges tend to freeze great areas of the

mice system To these elements we must add monopolistic and seramionopo-

Ustic controls, public regulations: of rates, the persistence of ^"^tomary pnce^

and scores Qf other factors that impede pnce changes and restiict the flow

of capital, labor, and enterprise."'

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the prices of a

wide range of commodities are directly influenced, though to dif-

ferent degrees, by business decisions in the field of price policy, it

is clear, too, that* the manner in which these private individuals exer-

cise such power has very important effects upon the economy and

that, in the eyes of some observers at least, ihis power has not m the

past' been employed along lines consonant with the broad public

interest. . ,, -.

The actual effects of the existence of these ''managed prices and

of the ways in which they are managed are exceedingly complex, and

a thorough analysis is beyond the scope of the present chapter.

Instead, the follm\ing discission is confined to two of the leading

problems in this field: The effect of managed prices upon business

fluctuations, and the effect of managed pviees upon the use of our

resources and upon the general standard of living.

w F C Mills Prices in Recession and Recovery, National Bureau of Economic Research,

New Yorls 19.36, pp. 436-441, especially pp. 440, 441, .o64. 460.

3' Ibid'' pn^'lls 4.54 Even as late as January 6, 1940, in the New York Sun of that

date Profes^sor Mills pointed out "The advance of some ::0 percent in man-hour output in

manufacturing industries since 1929 is only in Pa/lt reflected in P"^^|,to consumers to.hiy

»^ Summarized on pp. 462. 46.3; see also pp. 4ui6-460. Cf. also PH. Douglas, What
Shall We Do About Monopoly Prices V, Society for Advancement of Management Journal,

March 2, 193T, pp. 45. 46.
»8 "Man and Machine," Today, 1936.
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EFFECT OF MANAGED IXDITSTRIAL PiaCES ON BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS

Prices of some products do not chanoe so frequently or freelvas those of others. There is no doubt that these differences in be

wkeVancUhe!£'"' ''f''
differences in both tlie natur'of themaiket and the decree of control exercised by a few firms Tn the

^rmit^'^iX^h^''
^""" ""^

'"^^^r^
''^'--^ ^ai'VS

nW nVfl • 'V V*
"^ varvmn^ moods of the market Typical exam

^ coU^
T

y^y ^diff"
agricultural staples, such a/S.™ Sa

,

those industries in whi^i uhe See of rnlTtvn
"''' '°"?P«"!<'« »"d ">

m,e!nXns'forJ";rtTof"^ ^'S*l',
'<> ^™''' *-<"™t l-i-

tnte business pknnh™.'^ jCf oncen ^Eh'" "'"? *° *«"^
form of catalogs or price 1 s?s ^nd Tmwl,' * "'' ^"'^ '" *<>

price n,a,ntenance contracts are in force, tliereTs I hld^d iLblem

rp^ fVt:.!;,?^^^^^^
changed for substantial periods of time. Price cutt n/'seSo detect. Such schemes as basing point systems, zone prices.Tvsenaicfreight equalization would become e.xfremely cumber, ,e»rLchanges were frequent. In such industries as the steel ind tr w' ethe prices of a wide variety of products are determined by refei4 ce oajew^se prices,- it is almost imperative that the bai price be

y4|-"i*i.v"de'a?,!* tt i^a^'!;:'S^JSi'^;!?^:';is^r"r i'""'"";
- "» »»*'

and thus cn.iblps the factories to nlm aiirt oK.'ril! „..
.1'"'"'

'i'
*« "^ ami 6.T the puhllc
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Stable ill order to avoid confusion as well as to achieve the goal of

inaintainino- a high degree of price uniformity among competing

producers Where "price leadership" is the rule, it is obviously easier

to "follow the leader'' when prices are changed once a year or per-

haps once a quarter than if they are ahered each week. °

Finally, business concerns are often reluctant to reduce prices

when demand falls off because they anticipate difficulty m restx)rmg

the former level when conditions improve. Price increases are likely

to meet resistance even if they merely cancel an earher decrease; the

maintenance of a uniform level of prices avoids this ditticulty.

For all these reasons the markets for a great many products are

characterized by a much greater degree of price stability than are

those of others. This is by no means a new phenomenon; it is prob-

able that industrial prices have always moved less frequently and

more narrowly than agricultural prices. However, there is some

ground for beJieving that "rigid" or "inflexible" prices play a some-

what more important role in our economy today than they (id 40 or

50 vears a<'-o. A constantly increasing share of our national iiicome

now o()es for manufactured products. In addition, as goods offered

for siTle become more highlv fabricated and more complex, the oppor-

tunhies for product differentiation whh its attendant increased

control over prices multiply."
i

• .„
These differences in price behavior become more striking during

periods of wide economic upheaval. From 1929 to 1933 for example,

while the prices of such commodities as copper and hides showed

extreme declines of over TO percent, the prices of others such as steel

rails sulfuric acid, and anthracite coal scarcely fell at all. Ihe eltcct

of these differences in "price flexibility" upon the severity and dura-

ation of business fluctuations has been the subject of much debate

in recent years.
. i i.

•
^i

In the first place, it is evident that m an economy characterized

by managed prices, price adjustments cannot be rapid enough to

prevent sharp business fluctuations from developing. It is almost

certainly true that prompter and more adequate price readjustments

in markets which are subject to a high degree of control would ap-

preciablv cushion the force of a business downswing and probably

limit its^luration, but this is not equivalent to saying that such down-

swing's could be avoided entirely. Even if all of the conscious ele-

ment's of control were eliminated from industrial markets, the inevi-

table lag between changes in market conditions and decisions by

business concerns to alter prices accordingly, between the decision

and the announcement, and between wholesale and retail price ad-

justments, is such that production must necessarily be affected be-

fore the sequence of price adjustment can be completed.

Granting, however, that it is futile to expect price readjustments

to be rapid enough to ward off recessions entirely, it still remains im-

portant to examine the role which price readjustments can play m
reversing a downtrend and bringing about recovery. Ihe setting

of the problem here relates to the behavior of prices over moderately

extended periods of time; that is, over months and years, rather than

^"Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 1, pp 9-10, 34-36
;
also see

Heirhig' before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Parts 19, 20, on the lion

and Steel Industry.
. ^ ,, i x- -r .. lo

*i Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph -No. 1, p. ly.
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over days and weeks. In T. N. E. C. IVIonocrrapli No. 1 this question
lias been discussed under tlie specific lieading of "cyclical flexibilitv"
us distinct from flexibility over the short term.^-
To some extent the two problems are related. There is ample

statistical evidence to show that prices which do not adiust quicklyand constantly are also likely to respond less fully to the broad up-swings and downswings of business activity and of the general level
of commodity prices. The prices of such products as wheat, corn
hogs, and cotton not only change constantly but also dropped very
severely during the 1929-33 downswing, while the prices of steel,
chemicals and agricultural implements not only change infrequently
but also declined very narrowly during the same period. While this
is by no means an invariable rule, the correlation is close enough to
be signmcant.'*^ °

Esseiitially this implies that prices which are subject to a fairlv
high degree ot control tend to remain far more stable durincr aperiod of business recession than do prices where control elementslire
weaker or absent. The reasons which impel "price managers" toavoid frequent changes m price have already been discussed, but the
motives whicli keep such changes, when made, within narrow bounds
go considerably deeper.
One of the most important of these reasons is the tendency on the

part of a very large number of business executives to look upon the

tiZSit'i ^''^'"'^ '' ' ^/"'^ quantum largely independent
ot piice.^* For a wide range of goods this is individually true
especially those for which there is a joint demand. If $10 worth ofdoorknobs are used in a $4,000 house, obviously no appreciable in-crease IS going to take place in the amount of home building andthe demanc for doorknobs if their price is cut in half to $5 This
IS equally true for many other materials and for many types ofcraftsman's service jointly demanded in the liouse. The seller of
p asterboard and the plasterer, the seller of electrical fixtures andthe electrician, alike see clearly that if they are the only ones toreduce prices or wages there will be little increase, if any, n thedemand for their commodities or services
Many analysts have pointed out that fallacies usually consist ofunwarranted extensions of the particular into the general Businessxecutiyes, for example, who have argued that wfge rechicS alalong the me are essential for getting out of depression have fordecades chided labor which adopted a^-ca-canny'^oi-Wke work-policy and resisted downward changes in wage rates as beiiii deTudedby the "lump of labor" fallacy: Yet oddl^ enough pSlytWAvho see the fallacy in labor's intellectual processing ofteifover ookthe far more injurious fallacy in their own. To lump from hidividual experience in the case of articles of joint or\wed ema dto the conclusion that a dynamic price policy generalirfo iwedwill not s imulate demand is to be deludecl by a nnich worse fallLvthan the lump of labor fallacy. It is to be afflictecVwTtrthe mo^t

^::^^''F:^l^^l^''''^'i{
of modem times, the lunTp oVbus elallacy. For it is this fallacy that makes modern industry collec-

*= Ibid., pp. 20-21.
*?Ib|d-. pp. 31-32, 170 £f.^ Ibid., pp. 34-37.

'rhoS'^'f27'7n'iTb':Tl.''' ^''''''''' ^'«"^°^« - - Changing World, edited by Willard
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tivelv afraid of production, brings about no small amount of "ron-

ciemiou withdrawal of efficiency," and generates the tremendous

ener<rv back of repeated agitation for fixing of prices by tarilfs, by
'

ecml Government boards, by the X. R. A, by resale price main-

tenance legislation, etc. It is for this reason, more than any other,

hat inflexTble prices tend too often to be high prices, and high prices

for key commodities not only have a distinct bearing mi the length

and severitv of depressions but they also prevent the efficient use of

the Nation's human and material resources during recovery.

The maintenance of high prices for the products of industry during

Deriods of recession also creates serious disparities between freely com-

petitive and manaized areas of the economy. This issue has been most

commonlv formulated with special emi^hasis ^Pon.the positicm ot the

ao-ricultural producer. During the period between 1929 and 1933, toi

example, the prices of what the farmer had to sell, which were largely

flexible and determined in highly competitive markets fell about o2

percent, while the prices of commodities which the farmer bmiglit,

manv of which were comparatively inflexible, dropped on y 29 per-

cent '^-^ This situation had two immediate consequences, both undesir-

able"- the farmer's standard of living was directly impaired and at the

same time his reduced abilitv to purchase industrial goods meant

lower sales and emplovment in manufacturing. However, it must be

lecoo-nized that reduction in the price of farm products in relation to

other prices influences the purchasing power not only of the farmer

but also of the nonfarm population. Thus, if lower farm prices mean

that the industrial worker must pay less for food than for clothing,

while his income remains the same, he will thereby have a larger sum

left for expenditure elsewhere. It is clear that all these factors must

be o-iven due weight in anv appraisal of the issues.

On balance, however, if the group whose purchasing power is sharply

curtailed is one which normallv spends the bulk of its income for con-

sumer ooods, the net effect is likelv to be adverse. It is for this reason

that the purchasing power of the farm population is of critical signih-

cance and that anv sudden and sharp drop in farm prices compared

with prices of industrial commodities is usually accompanied by a

serious business recession.
.

Moreover, as price disparities of this kind become more glaring, and

as distress anions the groups directly affected becomes more acute,

political pressures are often built up whose long-run consequences may

be at least as serious as the immediate, direct effect on the economy.

Farmers, seeing the price of farm implements maintained while the

prices of"farm products are crashing, demand relief through crop-cur-

tailment programs which may lead to a permanent loss of foreign mar-

kets and still further curtailment; milk producers advocate or ac-

quiesce in controls of retail milk prices which accelerate the trend

toward canned milk among consumers: coal miners try to protect their

jobs by fixing minimum prices for coal; druggists campaign for resale

price maintenance to raise their margins to more profitable levels; and

a host of other groups seek political aid to achieve protected monopoly

positions of the sort thev sense to prevail in the industries whose prices

have not come down. This means, in effect, that each such group is

seekins to promote its own special interests without regard for the

"Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 23, .\griculture and the Na-

tional Economy, table 10. p. 39.
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level of prices under conditions of "pure competition" will be equal

to '^niarcnnal costs" of production, while m mmiopolistic markets

this level will be such as to yield maximum prohts to the seller or

sellers of the product.*** vc 4.1 „

Like most broad generalizations, this somewhat oversimplifies the

issues involved. To sav that prices are necessarily higher m con-

trolled than in hiffhlv competitive markets assumes a similarity ot

ccmditioii^ whk-h need not necessarily prevail. In particular, there

L no a priori reason for believino- that costs of production would

4 the same in the two cases. The competitive market of classical

theory is attainable only when each market is divided among a large

number of independent enterprises, no one of which is a dominant

factor in the market. It is not compatible with large-scale mass pro-

duction It is practicallv certain that there are many industries m
which cost economies achieved through large-scale operation more

than compensate for the ability of large producers to exercise some

control over price. In other words, within limits bigness has its

'idvantao-es as well as its penalties and it is impossible to say without

Special analysis whether in any specific case costs would be lower

with smaller business units and more intense competition, or with

laroer units and less competition. It may wel be that m niost

industries there is some point at which these advantages and dis-

advantacves approximately balance each other; below this point,

ai-eater competition can only be achieved at an undue sacrifice m
operatinn- costs, while above this point further operating economies,

if any, will fail to prevent a generally higher pnce level.

These considerations apply, however, only to the degree of control

which directly reflects the position of the individual concern m an

ndii.try They obviously do not relate to any of the devices which

ave been used to enhance such control, whether by collusion or

coercion or bv the conscious avoidance of price competition, or by

die obse'rvance of anv of the forms of conventional practices which

ave been described "earlier in this chapter. All these schemes in-

fluence prices in wavs which bear at best a remote relation to cost

economies. Their effect is almost always to maintain prices at

hicrher levels than would prevail in their absence.

With reo-ard to outright collusion or coercion, the imphcations aie

too obvioirs to require any extensive consideration. Highei- prices

achieved throu<rh these methods can have no economic ]ustification

and represent simply an added toll upon the consuming public

achieved in direct violation of the provisions of the antitnist^laws.

They constitute in the truest sense "economic frictions which pre-

vent the economv from adjusting rapidly and effectively to changed

conditions, retard the expansion of national income and emp oyment

and hold down the American standard of living tar below the level

which our resources and technology have made possible.

A far more complex problem is presented when a concern manages

to increase its control over ]^rices by emphasizing elements other than

price in its sales policy. This entire problem of nonprice competi-

ion-that is, of emphasis upon such factors as quahty, services, ap-

pearance, packaging, brands, trademarks, and advertising *«-is by no

Sie^e^T^m'ATry'^^^^^^^^ Comn.ittee Monograph No. 1, Part I, eh. Ill, pp.

.'i4-101.

a00282—41- 7
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^vide ffai)s between the price of the product aiid its physical costs of

production. An outstanding example of this situation is the drug and

cosmetic market. Thus, a comi^^irison bet^yeon the prices of < ^^"^ ber

of standard drugs sold under their proprietary names and tlie same

druos sold under their recognized chemical names shows that the

fo ner may be many times the latter, despite the fact that either variety

will fulfilfthe same' need with equal satisfaction.- The primaiT diffi-

cultv here arises because the average consumer is not sufficiently well

infoVmed to be able to make the necessary price comparisons; he is

naware that the two articles are, in fact, identical except m name.

Th s situation is not, by any means, confined to drugs and cosmetics

but peAaces the entire" field of consumer goods to a greater or lesser

extent - In cases of this sort it may not be unfair to mfer that the

diversion of competitive effort to the promotion of distmctive brand

names is not conducive to a high degree of economic efficiency

Even here, however, there are still two sides to the question. It

has been contended frequently that the effective use of advertising

makes possible the mass demand which, in turn, is the essential pre-

requisite of mass production.- It is again necessary to balance gams

agiinst disadvantages. All that can be said with assurance is that

there are undoubtedly many cases m which a disproportionate

amount of competitive effort and of expense has been devoted to the

popularization of a brand name or a trade-mark for the purpose ot

avoiding price competition and that if the same attention had been

directed"" toward outright price reductions, the consumer would bene-

fit appreciably. Anv such benefit to the consumer, moreover, might

well be reflected in 'an increased potential demand for goods and

services and in a higher level of employment and production ^'^

A partial solution of the problem of achieving the most desirable

balance between the price and nonprice aspects of competition may

be to render it possible for the consumer to express himseit more

effectively in the market. This means that the consumer shoulcl be

iriven everv opportunitv to ascertain the relative merits ot rival

products He should be told about their quality and their content,

and their probable performance in terms which he can understand

and measure, so that he can translate these differences in his own

mind into terms of price. It is obvious that a branded drug; could

not sell for five times the price of its unbranded equivalent it con-

sumers were generally aware that the ingredients of the two were

laroelv identical. At the same time the consumer might well be

wiffin'g to ])av a reasonable premium for the product ot a well known

makeAvhose^-eputation for quality had been firmly established. Ihe

net result of such a program should be desirable from every angle; it

should benefit the adveVtiser who has a truly superior article to sell

as well as the consumer who will be in a position to spend his money

more intelligently and without being called upon to defray the huge

costs involved in building up markets by stressing unreal and mis-

leading values.

Ssee^il^arinJs ^before the Temporary National Econoniio Committee, Part 8, Problems

"'"^'see'Tof^x'ample '"The Service of Advertising." a report of tl,e Domestic Distrilmtion

rommfttee! Chambe? of Commerce of the United States, Washington, October 10..,
.
pp.

'''Se- Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 1. pp. 106-107.





CHAPTER IV

CONTROLLED PRODUCTION AND SALES—TRADE
ASSOCIATIONS AND CARTELS^

Preceding chapters have explored the incidence of competition

and monopoly and the concentration of production in American

industry. This chapter is concerned with the place of the trade

association and the cartel in our economy, since through these media

control is frequently achieved in fields where firms are numerous

and none is dominant.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

A trade association or industrial institute is an agency through

which many or all of the sellers of a like commodity unite to promote

their common interests. It exists solely to serve its members; it

does not itself engage in the production or sale of goods. An as-

sociation may be incorporated or unincorporated. It is usually gov-

erned by a board of directors elected by its members and financed by

dues which they contribute in proportion to their output, pay rolls,

capital, or sales. Its activities are administered by a salaried secre-

tary and carried on by a paid staff. The members of such an as-

sociation retain their legal independence. They are free to enter or

to withdraw from it at will. They cannot even be compelled to pay

their dues. An association, therefore, may be strong or weak, ac-

cording to the force of circumstances making for vohmtary coopera-

tion within the trade. In 19^0 there were more than 8,000 trade

associations, local, regional, and national, in the United States, some

2,000 of them national in scope.

Association Activities.

The functions performed by trade associations for the benefit of

their members are numerous '^ and diverse. Many of them do not

appear to be inconsistent with the preservation of competition ; many
others involve the imposition of restraints. Typical association ac-

tivities include cooperative industrial research, market surveys, the

development of new uses for products, the provision of traffic in-

formation, the operation of employment bureaus, collective bar-

gaining with organized labor, mutual insurance, commercial arbitra-

tion, the publication of trade journals, joint advertising and pub-

licity, and joint representation before legislative and administrative

agencies—all undertakings that may serve a trade without disservice

to its customers.

They also include the establishment of common cost accounting

procedures, the collection and dissemination of statistics, the opera-

1 This chapter is based largely on Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph
No 21 Competition and Monopoly in American Industry, by Dr. Clair \^ ilcox, professor

of ecoiioniies, Swarthmore Collese. It was digested and arranged by members of tlie

Temporary National Economic Committee staff, following which it was criticized by Dr.

Wilcox aiid Dr William N. Loucks, professor of economics, Wharton School ot finance

and Commerce, University of IVnnsvh aiiia. For more detailed discussion, see Temporary
National Economic Comniittee Monographs No. fi. Export Prices and Export Cartels (Webb-
I'omerene Associations), by Milton Gilbert and Paul D. Dickens, Department of Com-
merce, and members of the Federal Trade Commission staff ; and No. 18, Trade Association

Survey, by C. A. Pearce ; also Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Com-
mittee, Part 25, Cartels.
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tion of price reporting plans, the standardization of products, terms
ot contracts, and price lists and differentials, the provision of credit
intoi mation, the mterchano-e of patent rights, the administration
ot basing point systems, the joint purchasing of supplies, and the
promulgation of codes of business ethics, each of them practices whichmay operate to restrain competition in quality, service, price, or

Table 5 gives in compact form not only an idea of the scope of
trade association activities but also of the number of associations en-gaging m each type of activity. Some of the activities, such as or-
ganized research, development of new uses for products, and the
operation ot employment bureaus, are of direct or indirect benefit
even to the consumers of commodities sold by members of the asso
ciations.

Trade associations in general have manifested less interest in those
activities which are designed to enable the members of a tradewithout sacrificing their essential independence of action, to cooperatem increasing efficiency, reducing costs, and improving their service
to the public, than m those which are calculated to secure their ad-herence to a common policy governing production and ])rice

It IS impossible to measure the extent to which member^ of trade
associations are actually engaged in cooperating to serve the publicor conspiring against it. The line between cooperation and con-spiracy IS not an easy one to draw. The courts, to be sure, mustattempt to draw it. Price reporting, for instance, is held to be leo-al
If reports are confined to past transactions. It is of uncertain le^l.
ity It they coyer current or future transactions and if members lirerequired to adhere to the prices they have filed. It is illegal if essen-
tial information is withheld from buyers, if sellers are identified
If members agree npon the prices they will file, and if adherence tothese prices is enforced by detailed supervision and by the imposi-
lon of penalties. But no one can say with confidence "how many ofthe price-reporting systems now in operation fail to ovei-step "this

line. And so it is with many other phases of association work.

Table ^.-Num}>er and percent of total number of national and realonal tradeassomations engaged in specified activities, 1938-89 "

Activity

Total
number
of asso'

cia-

tions

Total number of associations

Government relations:

"'bodie"""°°
"'" ^^^'^'^"^e given to Government

"Acting as industry representatives in contactinV''
'Legislative bodies
"Tariffs and trade-agreements ^encies''
Taxation agencies"

"Scientific or technical agencies"'

,,o
"*^*'?'''" executive or administrative agencies"

_
Keportmg governmental activities"

Percent
of total

number

Associations
indicating

major degree
of activity

621

556
396
302
391
562
783

49.9

44.7
31.8
24.3
31.4
45.2
62.9
19.0

Num-
ber

Percent
of total
number

Associations
indicating

minor degree
of activity

Num
ber

190
122
145
262
401

29.8

23.2
15.3

9.8
11.7
21.1

32.2
7.2

250

267
206
180

246
300
382
147

Percent
oftota 1

number

'Drafting and promoting model laws"
| 236

20.1

21.5
16.5
14.5
19.7
24.1
30.7
11.8

tbe limitations of the data see Temporary National E
statement of the nature of the items andconomic Committee Monograph No. 18, pp. 21-25.
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Table 5.

—

Niimder and percent of total number of national and regional trade

associations engaged in specified activities, 1938-39—Continued

Activity

Total
number
of asso-

cia-

tions

Employer-employee relations:

"Surveys, advice, and assistance relative to labor rela-

tions:"
"Wages, hours, working conditions".

"Collective bargaining"
"Welfare, including safety"
"Employee training"
"Placement service" ---

"Public relations"

Trade promotion:
"Cooperative advertising"
"Technical" and/or "commercial publications"

"Exhibitions"
"New uses for industry products"
"New markets for industry products"
'

' Foreign trade promotion"
"Market research"
"Technical merchandising advice"

Standardization and simplification:

"Standardization and simplification".

"Establishment of quality standards"

Technical research and advisory services:

"Operations of research laboratory"
'*r\tV»nr frtrmc nf f ophnipill rpt^PflrCh"Other forms of technical research

"Technical advisory services"

Trade statistics

Price and bid information
Accounting, cost statistics and studies:

"Establishment of uniform accounting"..
"Industry cost studies"

Statistical republications and special studies

Traffic and transportation:
"Packaging and shipping"
"Freight rate books, etc."

"Credit information service"

"Collection service". _

Trade practices:

"Classification of customers"
"Classification of sales areas"..
"Trade practice conferences"
"Standard business forms and contracts"... —
"Combatting unfair competition"
"Cooperative selling"

"Commercial arbitration" -.--

"Registration of patents, trade-marks, designs, and styles

Miscellaneous services:

"Insurance assistance" --- -

"Legal services"
"Library service"
"Patent cross-licensing or pooling"
"Used machinery exchange"
"Cooperative buj-ing," including assistance in buying

"Conventions"

Percent
of total

number

Num-
ber

642
197
271
199
169
638

347
467
416
307
390
120
426
266

611

571

180
362
379
548
187

348
470
678

202
150
355
151

60
30

433
339
670
15

215
145

225
426
249

95
53
667

51.6
15.8
21.8
16.0
13.6
51.3

27.9
37.5
33.4
24.7
31.4
9.6
34.2
21.4

49.1
45.9

14.5
29.1
30.5
44.1
15.0

28.0
37.8
54.5

16.2
12.1

28.5
12.1

4.8
2.4
34.8
27.3
53.9
1.2

17.3
11.7

Associations
indicating

major degree
of activity

Percent
of total

number

281

1)3

85
84
23

321

174
293
190
137
150
36
165

113

343
356

87
193
194
428
100

158
212
332

61
84
159
54

333
5

91

33

Associations
indicating

minor degree
of activity

Num-
ber

18.1
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Lhmtatwiv of Competition Through Trade Assocmthm.
The fact that trade associatic.iis have freqiientlv succeeded in

by'Ks^/lts'f?'
^'^^^^ .under commo?. confrolTrevealedby tiie lesiilts of economic inquiries published by the Federal Trade

SSe'^Su^^th^
mdependent in^.sti^ators,^ cease ^^lH de^s

the rmnS T,*^ ^^'f
Commission and by decisions handed down by

fhP Pnn • ^ '' also suo:p-ested by numerous complaints issued bytlie Commission and by indictments returned by £ri<md iuries inroceedino^s which are still open. A partial lis o"f tJie stances

diffew "Tt''^' "'Y-^Y"^ 'T' ^^^ ^"^«"P^^ "^ ^«re than aCdred
i1W 90 vl fi' ? ^Y\ '^' ^^'' '^PP^'^i-ed at some time during thepast 20 years that a trade association, industrial institute or othercommon agency was exercising some fo'rm of control ove pj-oduct^onprice, and terms of sale in national or regional markets Amoi^S thetrades represented are manufacturers of agricultiird implementsaluminum cooking utensils, brick, brooms, brushes, caiZ Srscarpets and rugs, elevators, glass containers, dil'sse^ feusehoMfiirniture, s ee

,
copper, and bituminous coal; dealers in Xlesalegi-oceries, wholesale hardware, retail iewelry,'life insmSicI HauorWu ors^o7fl^'°'^' t°'"V^

\^^'^^^«' ^'^ goodsl^^nd no ?onT;distributors of flowers, glass, lumber, paper, plumbing suDDlies

aS' '^^^^^i^''^ '' -tomobSerand^ccessoiisriSS?
;

The list includes no suits instituted by private parties It includpsonly one of the, cases decided under the^ntitrust^aws of the ev^ralStates. It includes no case in which the Federal Trade Commllstondismissed a complaint and, with but few exceptions, none o?S
a^ tttnt ottl^eTuX^^^'^^-

''^'''^'' ^ ^^^ ^ ^^--^ ^^^
fi,^^ 'i^^^^"^' lio^^yer, that the area in which the economist willfind effec ive competition to be superseded by commoircontrol mTistbe much larger than that in which the courts will ho I sud coSrolto constitute a conspiracy in i^estraint of trade. The niiXr of cases

Ts tZf
/^''

'^"1^\^'^T
'^ competition through common agencies

T.h PR r'T' K?;f
"^^-^^^^^^ ^^'^'^^^1- than the lisl reveals. "Table 6 lists 206 associations which have been named as defendantsn antitrust proceedings by the Department of JustLe ' mTiv ofthese associations have been defendants in more than 1 procTcfin"One hundred and twenty associations have been defei dants i^i'

1 or more cases since March 24, 1938. It is probable tTtthk
rtlP 'hn ^^'l

'"
i'"''i

'^'' ^"^^^^^^^« "^ -^^-I^ inilaw?ul itt ^Jnts oftrade have developed among trade associations. The personnel ofthe An itrust Division has been insufficient to investioate and mose

^rf^s^^'^:'i:r'^t'f
wWch have come to-lfs^atlE^xneie is leason to believe that a broader program of investio-aHon™^ld_have resulted in cases against additional' association!^
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S'"'''rt;!l'^J' with™, enlnie and n the negotiation of agreements on
"|nlee^^a ^, " '''" '

J'';^ V-X.,, „f America, another national group,

°*
Price fixing was fonnd to be a characteristic »rtivitp' of cert^ii, t™le

Tv tl fhet«~iu- of prXcts created b^ variations in style IMs

ttap warovercome\n part by the assocrat.on program, but the

^tf.rr,;:Ue;r:n"^^^^^^^^^^^^

iiiiiiiipsSi
f^l "f '1 ir" nrices • that is, those which would insure a profit the crushers

Zu S etwe™ me tr^bv elephonc and telegraph, and assooia ion

s^S'wrdtheinf,,vM,:;t,out'o,,.her members. I" ^""-
'.»
J^^^ ^

were released to the public through newspaper or r»<'>?', ™'
y>'^f

^r^Ji^^:Z!^s;::!^ i:;'S^:;;;er:i':»st thesmngie

«nd Roo'Li Tnsit ite and its ofiicials, charcrincr that its members had
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^^id:^!:.^;:;:;!^^::;;^^^ ^^ pnee .epoetin, s^sten. uncle,
others, aiul that liev e fcm o V

P"'^' '"'^^^'^"^ ^''^^ notifying the
ties. The sultV^l:o^^^^^^^'-^--\^ ^? f--tar^ I^^nal
had been approved by tlie N. K. A " '

^'^ ^^''' ^^^P^^tition
Aceordino- to the Fpdpi-ii 'i\. ..i /^

Institute required its m^mbe^^
C.)n,,,, „^ ^j ^^^^^^ ^^,

threatening to iniposepenSi on tl.f'T t^?tablislled prices by
of snow f^nce, orl^iileTtVL It /'V?° '""^i

^«^' ^^««- I'l-oducers
ciation, maintained ^systemod^ ^v''''

Manufacturers' Asso-
a l)rice reporting schemr Twi .v^^^^^^^
j;ere threitened'and c t off f,0^ tt s2'^^''^ '? "''"f^"^

tliese'prices
T^de Co..nission ..ued f S^S ^dS^^^^^!^^13 S^^^

^ong their n^r^l^^^^t^J^ undertaken to distribute
"It appears to be a w dely accenfed ? ' ^^8;;^"Ps of customers.
Trade Commission, "that concems^t li

•''^. "'
,
'^-^^ ^^'^ federal

others in the indu try lou 1 ^^sDec t 5 "' -^^^^ ^^'^' territories of
ocal concern. Cases o'f ^olt^orofthistinS T^^^^lished by the
to association executives who in ?nrr 1

P'"?^ P^^ ^^^ve been reported
:ng member." ^ While sudlac vHv J "^'Z''^''^'

^^ ^^'^^^^ the offend-
another's market, it c enTefhim tbp^.^ 7?^%^^^' ™^"^ber to invade
the basis of price Whde It Z ^^\^^^^^^to do so by competing on
sive territoriL, ft dir y pohitter hTdi"' r'

allocatioi/of efclu-
however, in which the dfviS of ma i Pt r'^K

''• ^^''''' '^^^ ^^^^S'
Allocation of marl-pf^ ^ ^ maikets has been complete

smner credi" r^SfbSn"faTon^' '^"^ ^^"^^^^^^ - ^he con-
tors of window irlass an o3 1 f ^ manufacturers and distribu-
the textile refiniS'^ incksfry '^J[; ZYf''^ ''''''r^''^

^^^ in
divided the country into reS ^nd o I ^""'i.f'^'^'

*^^^ assodation
porting territories to membe^ a

'
ncfes F"^- ^^'^^ ""^ ^^^^"^^^^ re,

were classified according to thfsi/e of ?/ T^^^^ow^ glass, customers
were published to correspond WM^f. rvT-J^^^^^^^ ^'''^ P^^es
buyer was assigned a restiie^Pd /p. •.

^^^^^"butors each "quantity"
beyond its boufKlarijl g^ltnled ^d/T

"^'^^ was forbidden to sJlI
mg through committees mX took tn'"^"^''^^^"'^!

^^^alers, work-
materials to "recognized'' dSlersT»^^^ ^-' distribution of
mended that market territor^l ^ •

^^^ittee for cement recom-
facturers should not bTpe^^itHo^'f- '' ^'"'^^'^ '^^^^^ '^^' ^-^-
jobs outside the prescriLd bom!^l^ A^

'^'-'^'^^ ^^ construction
practically all tho^se n the New

C)rganized firms, including
and sponging cloth for clothing mnn^f

/^''^' '"^^^^^'^ "^ examinini
ing npon prices and terms of sL aS^^^d t^^ ^" '-'''~
ufacturer to a single member of th^^lf 5 ^"^"^e«s of each man-
manufacturer to conformTo this . 1 '^association and compelled the

ms P^'^f-,-- foXic^X ^F^^^^^^^^^ Tr^fe C""
"^^^-^'^^^^-^^

iy'33, 1936, and 1937.
ecierai Irade Commission in
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bv assio-nino- fixed shares in producti.Mi and sales. Tn some, case^,

his has'tii^n the fonn of a reduction in ontpnt based upon prodnc-

H^o capadt^c^ upon the voUmie of ^oods soUl ma PJ-^iou. >^ea^

In (,n!ers, it has involved the adoption of an ehd)orate system ot

'^'pnuUiction has been allocated thronoh concerted restriction of

J^'^y producers of canned peas, copper, ^oi^J^^^^
tik>^ windoAV olass, and wooden containers. Duiing the t^^entles

^ tnctive pro^sions were arranged under Uie ^^^^^^f^^^^
tional Window Glass Manufacturers' Association, he ^oi liein \ a n

S inners' Association, and the Wisconsin Canners' Association, lie

nrocers of copper, meetino- under the auspices of lie Copper In-

^H? te DledcrtS in 1930 to cut outi)ut by IG percent, and

m u)^mced f 93^^^^^^^^^ production should be limited to 26.5 percent

of . mc y In 1932 the Cotton Textile Institute promoted cui-

tailme t poonuns in several branches of the industry. Print cloth

fequhod '™m to restrict production by 25 percent and forbade them,

Aviihnut T^ermission, to sell from stocks on hand. £ a

In m X i^ ed in 1940, the Federal Trade Commission found

tin ttiidv five firms, members of the Standard Container Manufac-

m-ers' A ocktion, producing all of the baskets, boxes crates, hampers

amrothei wooden containeis for fruits and veo-etables made m the

Stie of Fl r la and Georo-ia, had agreed, among othe^lnno-s, to

ciutal the production of such containers and had enforced this agi^e-

ment bv requiring each member to check on the output of some other

me bel- and report on his compliance with the scheme. In each of

Sese cases it appears that the several firms m an mdustry have m
eift't been allotted shares in its market on the basis of their past

fnlUicm or ampacity. In other words, definite quotas have, beei.

"""'a quota svstem controlled the oil refining industry in California

unViUt was outlawed by a consent decree in 1930 A similar system

existed mider an N. R. A. code. A current indictment charges that

the members of an association of seven ma]or companies and an

assocktion of 30 independent companies shared their customeirs,

-efus no- to supply gasoline to dealers who were being served or had

bfeii cid, oil bv others, unless permitted to do so by the latter con-

ceins The quota svstem supplemented a program of price control

by preventing the expansion of output and the consequent depression

of the established price. . .

The National Elevator Manufacturing Industry, a trade association

whose members control 98 percent of the elevator business m the

uXl States, fixecl prices knd terms of sale, assigned production

quotas, and compelled them by threats and penalties to maintain the

established prices and remain within the prescribed quotas. The

a^)ciation ill this industry assigned to. its
-^r^^^,}'^IT^' ^Z^"^^^^

based upon the share of the total business handled by each ol them

in the years from 1928 through 191^3 and adopted a rule which bound

them to refuse to accept orders in exc-ess of these shares. I compelled

them to adhere to the established prices and ([uotas by threatening
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'^<^f'm<^t''!^^TS!::^'Zw}l'/'' !'""
*''ri"

?!-i f"'- ">'•'"««-
fiw^ c

i''^^^'i;^ij^ju.s II tiie\ laiJecl to do so. On Octohpi- ^0 iq^qilie iSupreiiie Court of tliP Cif..f„ ^,-e xt ,^ , .
^ v>'iAouei 6V. i\)6\),

have been projS One of ,1,^/,.,,
"""''. ^y«t«ns <<>« known to

ternL)fiirqnanHtv&^^^^^^
for processed rice, and uniform

made monthly reports wliirli IJvrfi
'^^'^^^^i"j? ^o the program and

expenses were noirF flio .>^,^
.^^iLsiue lus quota. Atter association

Federal Trade CoZ^ssL^onlSylMsst'"'
"'''"' ""'"' "^ ""=

Trade. Association Boycotts.
Trade associations have frequently undertakpn fr> o,.f ^i •

programs by organizing boycotts or L. 7? . x
^^^^o^'^e then-

have sought to confine the bTw^. n/
^^^"^^^ ^^\^"^- ^o do so. They

bers, to force nonmember coSi^ ^f^^ association meni-

^;^^o:d£js\-StiS^

indirectly by 1 efus ^St"h"f' "'"' """"ember competitors, and
or to ^d^^^^^^^^Z^l^^'^^ sold to them

etrX,-n- ^:;i£?S^'^ -:l£?e."te-i'd» It^
forcedoutsiders ocoS; toti • ^V-'^T membership and have
them of markets anTJupphes

^'^^'^'^ ^^^ threatening to deprive

tic^fomiStSj^?^^:^Jl,S/-^-al and regional associa-

20 years, and assoS rLn?f^^^^^^^^^
^-^^^""g' ^^^ Tfthose whose members were engrge^in tlf'ustHb^^ '"V

"^'^ "
parts and accessories, building^uaterl;^^^
flowers, glassware ^rocerip^ l.^vrir^ i

'
^^"^-^^ .^^al, dry goods,

hot air' irnace \fweh4 linZ^ '\^''"'''' ^""^ ^^'^"^^'^^ goods
soles, shoe fincffn^s sT>on^' s ^ ?l ^'™^T'-

P'^'""' '""^b^^' ^^^^^^ ^'^^

and by threats of boycotfs the e ^vn^'''\
instruments. By boycotts

such ^ds from tl^XlS I^^S^lXi^: i^^^^l^lj^i^^
^
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the phrase of the Federal Trade Commission, have taken toll on it

as it has passed.

Association members in other fields have attempted to monopolize

their respective trades by employin*^ similar tactics. Jobbers of

plumbing supplies and plumbing contractors have been charged with

conspiring to maintain a '^restricted system of distribution" under

which goods were to move only from manufacturers, through the job-

bers, to the contractors, who sold and installed them, the jobbers con-

fining their purchases to manufacturers who sold only to them and

refusing to install equipment which had not arrived by the desig-

nated route. Cigar manufacturers have refused to buy cigar boxes,

cap manufacturers have refused to buy visors and trimming, and

hiundry owners have refused to buy machinery and supplies from

firms who have sold to competitors who were not approved by then-

respective associations. Hat frame manufacturers and peanut sliel-

lers and cleaners have refused to deal with competitors who have

failed to adhere to association rules, and hardwood lumber producers

have been charged with similar activity. Millinery manufacturers

have refused to sell to retailers who have handled copies of styles

which they claim to have originated, and the manufacturers of fire-

works, power cable and wire, and snow fence, among others, have

refused to sell to distributors who have failed to maintain fixed resale

prices. In all of these cases, association members have employed the

boycott as a means of forcing outsiders to conform to programs which

they have adopted in their own interest.

Local Associations.

In local, as well as in national markets, the presence of many
sellers affords no guarantee that active competition will prevail.

Bakers, barbers, building contractors, cleaners and dyers, coal deal-

ers, cold storage houses, garages and parking lots, hotels, ice manu-

facturers, laundrymen, lumberyards, milliners, movers, printers,

restaurants, retailers of every description, shoe repairmen, tailors,

theaters, truckmen and undertakers all had their "codes of fair

competition" during the days of the N. R. A. Many of them, before

and since, have entered into price agreements, shared markets, and

inflicted boycotts on those who dealt with their competitors. A par-

tial list of instances, involving more than 150 groups in some 50

different trades in many different localities suggests the extent to

which a trade association, a trade union, or some other group, formal

or informal, has imposed limitations on competition in local markets

at some time during the past 20 years. -^

Competition auiong retailers in each of a number of local markets

has freciuently been suppressed through the efforts of associations

organized on a regional and national scale. The Federal Trade Com-

mi'ssion reported in 1929 that retailers of drugs had long followed

the practice of marking prices on copies of prescriptions by employ-

ing the code word "pharmocist" or "pharmecist" in which, by elimi-

nadng one duplication, the successive letters were made to stand for

the numerals 1 to 9, the last letter representing zero, thus compelling

the customer who took a prescri]:>tion to a second druggist to be re-

filled to inform him, inadvertently, concerning the price charged by

= The list Is given in Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 21, pp.

280-2*5.
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?Zu^f ^^'^ pressure that has induced legislatures to enact "fairlade laws and compelled manufacturers to sign resale price main-tenance contracts has come, in the main, from an association repre-

ftn;.p^\'''''^'ru^^'^'"-'- ^^'', 1^^^^^"^-^ tl^^t has persuaded leg s-itures to enact "unfair practice" and chain store tai laws has cmnekrgely from associations representing retailers of groceries. Mem
it'cfifficuhl;. H '

^''''' ^^ttempted, through such measures, to make

Jricr
'""'"^ powerful rivals to compete on the basis of

Local associations of automobile dealers have employed a varietyof devices for the purpose of restricting competition, principally bycontrolling trade-in a lowances. Oth?r arAngemen s cover suchmatters as new car prices, discounts, rebates, accessories, Jnd supplementary services which might be used as means of granZindirect concessions in making sales. Exclusive territories L com"monly assigned to dealers in cars of the same make and the observ-ance of territorial boundaries is enforced by penalties. T e Federll

hi 193S fZT'''T
"' ''' inyestigation of the automobile inlustiy

Ihe trade
' '

arrangements to be widely prevalent throughout

Price fixing arrangements have also characterized the cleaningam dyeing trade m many communities. In Denver, Detroit StLouis, and Portland, Oreg., and in certain localities in Io'^^whereno provision was made for their enforcement, "gentlemen's' ao eements" establishing common charges have brokfn dow In" theTwin Cities the Cleaners and Dyers Institute of Minnesota sue!ceeded for a time m maintaining a minimum price issued Tn emblemto cooperating plants, and coifducted an acWisinrcan'^^^^^
signed to convince consumers that cleaners displayniP he emblemofered a superior quality of work. In Montgome'^ lla thTlocSassociation required members to cut prices sharply h orc?er fo biW

sociations of dealers in various building materials by the oner. ti on

and, in some cases, to effect a diyision of the mXt Memhe -s nfassocia ions at various stages of the distribuive processW ,^^1
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and sellino- price, promising- to adhere to some recoonized price list,

or conspiring with gronps of manufactnrers to set up a joint system

of price control. Such agreements have been found or alleged to

exist at various times, and in widely scattered cities and localities,

among dealers in sand and gravel, plumbing supplies, tile, sewer

pipe, electrical supplies, lumber, and plaster and plastering materials

dealers. Members of dealers' associations have sometimes gone

beyond mere price-fixing to agree upon a division of the market,

assigning to each of their number a certain percentage of the total

business, oi- assigning certain customers to certain firms. Markets

have been shared in this way by lumber dealers in the coast counties

of California, are alleged to have been shared by lumber dealers in

the harbor district, by marble dealers in southern California, by

glass distributors in northern California and in Chicago, and by steel

sash dealers in Cleveland.

Local rings of subcontractors m the various branches of the build-

ino- trades have concerned themselves principally with the determina-

tion of bids submitted by their members and with the allocation

of contracts among them." In some cases, such a group operates a

central estimating bureau which either maintains a uniform costing

system and circulates specifications for the material and labor to be

included in each job, thus e^iabling all of its members to arrive at the

same bid, or itself calculates the cost of jobs and tells its members

what to charge. Since identical bids result, contract-letting author-

ities are forced to award contracts by lot and every member of the

bidding group is ultimately afforded an equal share in the market,

each of them accepting the particular jobs that come to him by

chance. In other cases, the group determines in advance which of its

members is to get a job and so arranges the bids that his is lower

than the rest. In still others, it maintains a depository where copies

of estimates and bids are filed. Here members may open, read, and

revise their bids before submitting them to architects or general con-

tractors. They may raise the level of these bids by making certain

that they conform to prescribed prices for materials, labor, and over-

head, or bv requiring that an arbitrary sum be added to each. They

may allocate contracts according to some general rule, making the

lowest bidder withdraw- his bid and submit a new one higher than

the hiohest, averaging the bids and throwing out those that fall more

than 10 percent below the average, or assigning each job to the bidder

whose bid comes closest to the average, and requiring those whose

bids fall below- this figure to submit new bids to exceed it. Or they

may merely decide which of their number is to receive each contract

and rig the bids accordingly. Practices such as these have been

found to exist in numerous cities throughout the country among con-

tractors in many types of building supplies and building jobs.

In a few cases, contractor groups appear to have gone beyond mere

price-fixing to establish profit pools. It has recently been found, for

instance, that general contractors in New Orleans had agreed to add

to their estimates sums sufficient to enable successful bidders to reim-

burse unsuccessful ])idders for costs assertedly incurred in connection

with their bids.

Subcontractor groups have sought not only to com])el their mem-

bers to adhere to their price-fixing plans, but to cripple or eliminate

their competitors by excluding outside contractors from the local
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market, by preventinp tlie eniploynieiit of nonmenibeis, by forbiddinff
builders to use prefabricated products or materials produced by out-
siders by forcing them to make their purchases through "regular"
channels and in some cases by requiring them to use materials which
the members of the group control.
Municipal ordinances give boards of contractors authority to licenseand register members of the trade, and, with it, the power to dis-

cipline them by refusing or withdrawing the right to do business,
liuiiding ordinances, ostensibly designed to eliminate health and
safety hazards sometimes contain provisions which operate to excludema erials produced by outsiders from the local market and to compel
builders to use materials controlled by local firms. Many iurisdic-
tions now require State and local authorities to let contracts for
public construction by preference to resident firms. It is saidmoreover that building inspectors have often been in league with
rings of local contractors. Subcontractor associations have also con-
trived to cut nonmembers off from supplies of material and labor byentering into agreements with associations of producers and distribu-
toi^, and by entering into similar agreements with trade unions

lo the restraints which they have enforced on behalf of subcon-
tractor groups, craft unions in the building trades have added re-
straints of their own. In certain trades when members of the sameunion woi-k at successive stages of the productive process, those atthe later stages have sometimes refused to work with materials whichhave not passed through the hands of their fellow members at an
earlier stage. Trade unions have also resisted the introduction of
Uiaterials and processes which reduce the amount of work required
of artisans at the building site. In some cases, a single union hasprevented the use of prefabricated products by refusing to supply
labor for jobs where they were to be employed, by calling strikesagainst jobs where they were introduced, and by threatening to do

such re^'ssu^s
"" ^'''''"^' sympathetic unions has combined to apply

mett n'/ln^'r" T ™^^^^\tlie campaign initiated by the Depart-

huUUut iT\
^''''

^
n' enforcement of the antitrust laws in thebuilding trades is well under way. New indictments are beine:

Ih^^ T""
^'''^

'r'''^''^
'^^'^''^^ accepted by trade and labor groupldm ng each succeeding week. It seems probable that practices sudias those described above are more widespread than even these Jose-cutions have revealed. The combined effect of the restraints hnposedby associations of producers and distributors of materials! byKof subcontractoi-s, and by trade unions probably has so inc -eased thecost 01 construction as seriously to limit the volume of building.

CARTELS

A cartel is an association of independent enterprises in the sameor similar branches, of industry, formed for the purpose of increas-ng the profits of its members by subjecting their compet it veacivities to some form of common control. Membe.shi \'n leh an

rTf !
^ 7^'' association may be limited in form to a con-t actual agreement or it may involve the establishment of admi'dltrative agencies. It may be limited m duration to a few m ths or
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it mav persist for many vears. It may or may not achieve, a posi-

on of substantial monopoly power. 'The members of such an as-

s^ktion ren^ain under sepaVate ownership, retamms their freedom

o? action with respect to matters which are not mchided and sur-

?en ledno- k only with respe^'t to matters which are mcluded withm

[he scopS of their aoreement. The distinoiushmo- characteristic of

t e ca?tel is that this acrreement invariably requires the substitution

of common for indepeiurent policies in the determination ot price and

^'olrterivpes. differentiated according to tlie inethods wliich they

employ, fal into four major categ-ories. In the first are those asso-

da io^ that attempt^ to control the conditions surrounding a sal^;

n the second, associations that undertake to hx prices; m the third,

associations that undertake to distribute amoiio; their members par-

tk'ular productiye activities, sales territories and customers; m the

foui h/iTociations that undertake to award each member a fixed

si re of the business. In the widest definition of the term, cartels

are taken to include associations that fall within any of these four

cateoiries: in a narrower definition they are taken to include only

fCe that fall within the last three; in the strictest defimtion they

areHkeii to include only those that fall withm the last two: associa-

ti<m. thit d stribute production or sales among their members by

markini off exclusive areas of activity or setting up a sys em of

qu.tas The methods employed by a single cartel may place t

w hin more than one of these categories Cartels of all types at-

Te t to re<nilate the terms of sale but few cartels stop here; the

e deiicv has been to move on from those forms of control that are

mid and simple to those that are stringent and complex In its

hi!:herdevelopment-the syndicate-the cartel combines the tunc-

fimm rharacteristic of many cartel types.
. , , -a

Tn a few h dii^ries. m a few countries, cartelization has been required

by aw El e.yhere the enforcement of cartel arrangements depends

UDon persuasion backed by various forms of economic pressure.

Cartels are hi a position to discipline their members by revoking

Ucenses 'nanted under patents which they hold in a common pool

by nporino- fines against money which they hold on deposit, and by

^it dino" payments from equalization pools, profit pools, sales re-

ceipt luA^^^^ funds whichShey controL They -- -"^^^^^
;

siders to become members or may even drive them out of bus ness

by offer n'Tovaltv discounts to customers who do not deal with them

by boycot'tin- suppliers who sell to them and custi^mers who buy

fi'oih Ihem and by making exclusive contracts with suppliers and

with cXieifwhich cut Them off from access to materials and to

markets.

Intermtional Cartels.
. . ^ •

i i „f o,.

A.n international cartel may be an association of independent en-

teiwiis Wed in two or more countries. It may be a super-cartel

Xo^d of a ^ of national cartels. It may include m its

mSrlip publicly <.wiied or opei-ated -terpri.es or ev^n^ve^-

nipnts themselves The purpose ot such an association is tlie same

as" .to? a national c.v.ll: lo increase Uu- proli.s
,^ ^^-XTS'l

bv checkiiKT competition, in this cnse. lio« ever, in mm kels loiat

Kvona n"tk,inU bmindaries. Since an international eavtel afrre.ment

.•^00282—41 8
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transcends national sovereio-ntv if^ 1.1.^..^;.^
law. Each such aoroei.ienT^rftre'ffv .

'"' ?""«t be enforced by
each such cartel, in eE^S^ a tJ^^^'^^^^^^^^'T'^'''' n^'' '^many international cartels JTn^l^L^f .' ^"^ """^ ^'"^^^« J^ow
said to have nu.nberec llTin 1914 A 1 tf' ? • T'"^,

^"^''- '^^^^^-^ ^"'^

46; one published in 1940 indtdet 5? ^L^^^^^^^^are known to have affected ra e «i-
I"^f"'^^<^«"'il agreements

two decades, in such basL'mtoT^l^n^^
«ome t,n,e during- the past

sugar, whea
, and nmnermrmeHk' ""^^ ^"^^^ ^«ke, rubber,

ni bottles, ceramics TnaelSlw^^^ "^
"V^^'^-^^

chemicals
sulphite pulp, newsprint packing

^^^''' ^"d porcelain
; in

and Avool textiles, felt clotW^f^ ^'^P'^' ^" fl^^' ^'^Von
glue, oils, fats and gi^^ases f'nSnv Z I""' ? ''""^^"'^' ^^'^^j^^r,

of other fabricated goods an in 3^ Pi'o^lwcts; m a variety
ping, cable and radiCmmu L" i^ m^^^^^^^^^^^

'' transoceanic ship":

tribution of motion picturrfilnf ' ' insurance, and the dis-

Oartels in the Amenca7i Market

trade association attempts ?o retuhtrtlt? '^^T'S ^^"^""^^ ^^^^y
ciations attempt to control the ifr pp. n / i^'T'

^^
f^^^'

^^"^^ ^^^so-

allocate markets and c stome^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^'^ sold. Some

curtailment of output on t^ basS of nt'J' ''"'f^T'
^'^'^'^ ^^^^

Still others assign each of L Z!J,: ^ '''^ Production or capacity.
of production o? sales TheirhavTe '

n I
^''''' "' '^'' ^^^^^ '«1"^^«

mon selling agency, like the Eu o^ea s^k^^^^^^^
''] ^''^'^'

\ ^-->5uch agencies made their appearance ..nt'
1'

^l''''
^"^^^^^^

and 1940, among the cannei4 oTior^l^!'
"'^ ^T^ between 1920

publishers of copyi^Cl iiusL amor?'
""'""^ ^¥ composers and

ducers of bituminous coa lum£r S/ "'T'' ''"f
^^"^^"^ ^^^^ P^'o-

crete pipe, and water-markedtd 'J^i\^\l^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^n-

^^^"2^^^^^^^-^^ the boycott, a
may be drawn betwee trade nsson/f'"''

'^' '^'' ^^^ P^^'^ll^l that
support to the stateme t n a L bvXlS^ f'^^

""'^^ ^^^^^^^ies lends
that led to the creation of the Tp^'!^ ^^ the message
mittee. "Private en e wise '' l.I fP?'^u--^'

^'^tmn^l Economi " "
prise and is becom n^^r.l'.i! "^"^1 > ^'^^^^ to be free

lie Co-m-
prise and is becoming 'a cluster of ' > r^"'']]^

^^ ^^ ^^'^^ ^"ter-
Jtself as a system of f"ee enternrise nr'^^'lf

collect visms; masking
in fact becoming a conce. p? .0 f i^'""

^'^ American model, it i1

model."

«

*= concealed cartel system after the European

'^^^^^^^^^^tfht^^^^ adopted by a trade asso-
ni the trade. Where one or two il^^

^^ g^^^^^al
t.ion, fear of retaliation imv keen 1^ ™' ^^T"^^^^ ^^ ^««ocia-
ime. Where members TremorPn? i"" '''J'^"'"

competitors in

6 S n„^ 1^0 _ 1^
^ S. Doc. 173 7nf-h Pr.rio. 01I'o, (orn Long., 3d sess P. 3.
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sion is required. Members may be grafted
7;;:j;f^;\/5^^^?S,^~

•md tlireateiied with revocation and mlrmgement suits iliey may

ieVsedo enter into contracts which provide lor the payment

o? da yrin the event of a violation of their tenns. They may

be required to make deposits against which penal les can be im-

posed 11 ey may be threatened with boycotts which would de-

rive 'them of markets and supplies. They may be subjected to

pressure b^ persuading outsiders with whom they deal to cooperate

threnti^enent of the plan. But each of these measures has

ts mi' t ons. Patents miy either be lacking or of insufficient

mport'ii ce to enable their holders to exercise effective control.

Co ?^^!cts affecting prices and production may not be upheld by

he courts Scakitn minorities may refuse either to make de-

posits or to participate in boycotts. Outsiders may be unwillmg

oat as enfo^-cement agencies.' If general adherence to association

pro^nams is to be insured, they must be enacted into law and enforced

brthe Stat; This was one of the effects of the National Industrial

Kecoverv Act from 1933 to 1935. .

'
C'Vodes of fair competition" which governed American nKkistry

du im^ e Ufe of tlie N. R. A. were exempt from the prohibitions

of t e"an itrust laws. Violation of any of tlieir provisions w.^ made

an unf m thod of competition subject to action by f^/f^
Tnide Commission, and a misdemeanor punishable by a hue of $dOO

for plerv day in which it occurred. These codes were originated,

ahnost wlltut exclption, by trade associations. The code authorities

wSch were set up to administer them were frequently composed of

or selectecl bv trade associations. In three cases out of four the code

TutWv secretary and the trade association secretary bore the same

li^^me and did business at the same address. Code administration

wa usu Iv
^^^^^ by mandatory assessments imposed upon each

/fl.a fi mi in -m industry. In the garment trades, collection of the

1^^ wS^^^ed b'tV^uirementlhat a label purclia^ed tan t^

code authority must be sewn in every garment sold, fhe piogiam

s nvS in some cases a virtual delegation to trade associations

of ^.e i)m;-eA of government, including in many cases tlie power to

^"^The N R A. undertook, in the words of its own cleclaration of

policy "to build up and strengthen trade associations throughout all

LSrce and industry.'' ^ It^conferred new powers and immunities

onrron- associations; invigorated weak associations, aroused mori-

S^i^^5)C Sio s, consolidated small associations, and called some

SO^new Associations into life. It sought to employ these agencies as

instnunents in the promotion of industrial recovery. But many ol the

pi-ovisions which it permitted them to write into their c(,ck^s were lib

dpsio-ned to achieve this end. ,

The N R A. approved 557 basic codes, 189 supplementary codes

109 d visional codls, and 19 joint N. R. A.-A.. A. A. codes, a grai d

total of 874. All of these codes contained provisions which gmeined

thl tenns and conditions of sale. A mere listing of the categories

of re-nlations involved in the various codes covers more than .)0

nLps of sino-le-spaced typewritten material. In general, these provi-

STwerTde'ig^^^^^ the allocation of business among the

J N. R. A. Bulletin No. T, January 22, 1934.
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firms witJiiii a trade and to i>ievent the grantino- of any indirectcom-ec-sion wliich would operate to reduce a price
^ manect

Of the first 677 codes, 560 contained some pnn'isions for the director indirect control of price. Of tliese, 361 provided for the estab shme^it of standard costmo: systems; 403 prohibited sales below W'.
3 2 forbade members to sell below their individual "costs"- ancMl"'

Thh-tt'ufne Y'l "r^ r"^-^^'
''^ ^^- whole iiKluy

theN;E.A ^ standard costing systems were approved by

Four iiundred and twenty-two codes provided for the establishinent of open-price reporting systems. Most of these systems we^"
elli

'?''-"'
'^'f\r'^'^

1^^'^bably have been outlawed under th^earl er decisions of the Supreme Court. One hundred and sixtv rZof them gave no information to buyers; all of em ideiitTfied'?leprices reported by individual seller^; ail of them req lei ^ell^^^^o adhere to the prices they had filed; 297 of them required a waitingperiod before a new filing was permitted to take effe -t In mnnfcases the reporting system was 'employed as a means of ei foSa code provision against sales below a "cost-covering}-W^e^^^^^or minimum price '^^^^'^o^ emergency,

cant In son.e o^ u'Jeft, Sl'tST tSre-tcd^itt
'^^

oertai.'aiea. f Pv t i
'
"" ^^'

"""^l"
««""ations since 1935. Inalea^, the. have been leenacted into law. In others, such

I
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reenactment has been proposed. The policies embodied in the codes

still connnand the supi)ort of a seoment of the busniess commnnity.

The movement toward "self o^overnment m industry has been

checked, bnt not reversed. The looicul ontcome of this inovcment,

as it is revealed by tlic contents of the codes, is the collective deter-

mination of prices, the curtailment of output, the allocation of mar-

kets and iH-oduction, and the enforcement of these arranoements by

the imposition of penahies; in short, the complete cartehzation ol

American business.

EXPORT ASSOCIATIONS

European producers have long been permitted and even encouraged

to combine for joint action in the export trade. American prodiic-ers

before 1918 were prohibited by the provisions of the Sherman Act

from so doing. It was consequently argued that this situation pre-

vented the expansion of American exports by compelling American

firms to act independently when competing with and when selling

to foreit^n firms which were united in cartels. In response to this

contention, Congress in 1918 passed the Webb-Pomerene Export

Trade Act, exempting from the provisions of the antitrust laws any

association entered into for the sole purpose of engaging in export trade and

actually engaged solely in such export trade * * *

thus legalizing the formation of export cartels in the United States.

The act expressly forbade collective action within the domestic mar-

ket, approving it only for foreign sales, and only

provided such association, agreement, or act is not in restraint of trade witliiu

the United States, and is not in restraint of the exptu-t trade of any domestic

competitor of such association. And provided further, that such association

does not either in the United States or elsewhere, enter into any agreement,

understanding, or conspiracv to do any act which artificially or intentionally

enhances or depresses prices within the United States of c(jmmodities of the

class exported by such association, or which substantially lessens competition

within the United States or otherwise restrains trade therein.

Associations were directed to file their charters, bylaws, agreements,

and other data with the Federal Trade Commission and to make peri-

odic reports to that body. The Commission was not aiithorized to

issue orders to cease and 'desist from violations of the law, but it was

permitted to investigate association activities, to recommend read-

justments that would keep such activities within the scope of the

exemption granted bv the law, and where deemed necessary to refer

its findings and recoinmendations to the Attorney General for action.

The number of export associations formed between 1918 and 1940

was 120, the number on file with the Commission at the end "f each

year ranging from 43 to 57 with an annual average of 50. Of the

74 associations which were liquidated before 1940, 39 had been m
existence for more than 5 vears and 13 for more than 10 years. Ot

the 44 associations surviving in 1940, 30 were more than 10 years ot

age and 14 were more than 20 years of age.

The value of the goods exported by such associations rose from

$75,000,000 in 1919 to $724,000,000 in 1929, fell to $143,000,000 m 1933,

and had risen to $198,(^0,000 in 1937. Associations handled 17 per-

cent of American exports in 1930, 13 percent in 1931, 9 percent m
1932 and 1933, 7 percent in 1934, and 6 jx^-cent in 1935, 1936, and 1937.
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The direction in which export associations have developed has beenmfluenced by the liberal niterin-etation which the Federal Trade
( ommission has placed upon the law. Most of the earlier associations-were operatni^ aoe„eies, making sales abroad, allocating oX' at

n^M^wn^^t r%l
"-^

'^''''T^ ^r^'^
"^^^'^•"^ collectionsfand r mH-

! . i^ -^
.

^^''"' members. It was generally assumed that merepnce md quota agreements did not fall within the scope of theexemption gnxnted by the act. In 1924, however, the (V)mm ssioninj^esponse to an mqniry from a group of silver producers, ckclared

The act does not require that the as.sociation shall perform all the nnem^;,...of selling its members' product to a foreign buyer * * * a assoHnth n

TLr'^T' "^«^^^«^^-ily involving conflict with the act, be enga4 in nl St i

nS^^rSs i? "^^j^:^.^"^'
^" «-- -'-« - wh^ir?;!;^Ss

A majority of the associations formed subsequent to the publicationof this statement have left to their members the work of maCc^ saleshipping goods, and collecting payments, themselves un e Sfeng tofix prices or to assign quotas or both. In the course of the sfnlopinion, the Commission asserted that—
'

Sn^Hr r'esiLZ S'th" uXd ^tat-''""!""? T"^'^^^«" --^^-^ ^'

JiS^^^'S"£~ .=;^^riaS::

s^^s^s^?£E5-- sihH-=rli^—e S^„?
Many American export associations subsequently accepted this ODeninvitation to participate in international cartels

^ ^
Ev«rtl^utT foit'n 'f

^^'' legislation has not escaped criticism,

not ecessS^lv f^^^^^^^^^ f^"
permitted to unite in cartels, it doesnot necessauly follow that American exports will suffer unless theirAmerican compe itors are also permitted to do so. Cartels arelikeh

orXrinns'shoulcW ""I
^""^ ^'''^'' The cartel i^al ion S

curfnV AI^^ i
therefore make it easier, rather than more diffi-cult, foi their American rivals to undersell them. Cartels to be suremay sometimes follow the policy of charging high pi ic4 in tariff

^

encircled home markets and dumping at low pricfs iiffWr LiketsIn such a case a competing American association, adopting a simTl u^pattern might capture the latter markets by dumping^at prLs^venower than those charged by its foreign rivals. Buf, it won d also

UnSd Vtot'''°"P
'^'

\''T-
by ^^^binhig to raise prices wTthhi theUmted States, a project which the act specifically condemns Ameri

S£ 'o"Sz:crfor\f
'"^ "'^"' '7 P-:^-il-^te "^ inteSontl ca :

But thfs does not n.^'' ^'''?T ?/
"'^^'"'^ P^'^^^^ "^ ^«rld markets.±^ut this does not appear to be the most promising method of Dromotmg foreign sales. Expansion of exports is to be encouraoU bvotlier means, notably by the reduction of^ariffs aiXhrSers to

Doubt has been expressed, too, that firms can assign quotas and

tic S'et'thaTfL"'"'"'^ 7''''f
influencing prices^in Ihe Somesric market tiiat they can combine for sales abroad without abandonmg competition at home. Collective decisions gove^ iTthrvdi^^^^^of exports must inevitably affect the volume of llomestic'sales m tl evolume and cost of production, and thus the prices which domestc
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consumers are required to pay. Territorial cartels that grant each

group of producers exchisive occupancy of its national market,

thereby placing a complete embargo on foreign goods, afford domestic

monopoly greater protection than does a tariff, which allows some

goods to pass. Export associations might conceivably engage in

activities affecting local prices without committing those overt acts

that would bring them into open conflict with the law. Prices agreed

upon in making foreign sales might be adopted, without formal col-

lusion, in making sales at home. It may be doubted that the vigi-

lance of the Federal Trade Commission can keep the left hand of

industry from knowing what its right hand is doing. Competitors

with common offices, adopting common policies, may not succeed

completely in attaining that singleness of purpose which the law

requires.

Of the operation of Webb-Pomerene associations, in general, and

of their consequences, little is known. ^ No comprehensive study of

the subject has been published after an experience of more than 20

years. The Federal Trade Commission lists the names of the asso-

ciations on file and gives the total value of their exports in its annual

reports. Beyond this, it vouchsafed in 1935 : "No case has arisen in

which an association has refused to comply with recommendations of

the Commission ; and no violations of law have been referred by the

Commission to the Attorney General." ^

8 See Temporary National Economic Committee Monouiaph No. 6, Export Prices and
Export Cartels ( Webbromerene Associations), Wasliiiiiitou. 1940.

'Federal Trade Commission, Practice and Procedure under the Export Trade Act, p. S.





CHAPTER V

TECHNOLOGY IN OUR ECONOMY ^

Technology refers to the use of physical thhigs to attain results

which humSn hands and bodies unaided are nicapable of achie n g

In tliis sense technology reaches back to the beginnings of human

culture, has allays placed a highly significant role m social evolu-

tion and will remain a mainstay of civilization.

If the present period is peculiarly technological, it is not solely

because of its own technical creations, importaiit as these are, but

because it is the recipient of an accumulation of technical resources

tharhave been piling up through the centuries. What was once a

thin thread in the evolAtion of culture has now become a gigantic

s rand binding and sustaining a colossal economic system, and

trail mitthig it^s releases and tensions throughout, the entire body

of contemp^orary culture. Technology, an historical developmen

without general plan or purpose, has come to dominate the pattern

of node?n living. Benefits and disadvantages are consequently

?nterinied and interspersed within the complexities of the cur-

rent sUuStion, and await' analysis and evaluation -m some centra

viewpoint grounded in considerations of economic health and human

""The'emergence of technology in the history of western culture is

sugo^estively indicated by lists of inventions winch have been com-

pld by interested students and identified with the centuries m which

fhev appeared Such a list was presented before the Temporary Na-

tioim^Tcononic Cominittee.^ It includes only those innovations,

chiefly hiventions, which have been of major importance for modem

"^TheTiumber of major industrial inventions assigned to the cen-

turies beginning with the tenth follow

:

^ Number of
Number of p„,if-„rv—routinued inventions

Century' inventions ( entury v^ouiiuueu

Tenth <5 Sixteenth 15

c^, ^„Vi: 4 Seventeenth 17

SS"!:::::::::::::::::::::: n m>^>^ «

CSSir.-;.::-:-:;::::::::: 1? ^rS^ahrouVh i^t,.. 27

Fifteenth ^
The catalog begins with a reference to inventions and discoveries

of the period prior to the tenth century, among which are mentioned

^ This chapter is based largely on Temporary National Economic Co-mittee^Monograph

No. 22. Tedniology >» Our Economy by Dr Dewey Ande^^^^^^^
National

and from Recent Social Trends, 1932, pp. l.;.;)-14^.
^^^
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"r ^- i!^^.:::;;;^' Hr^^':^^ ''1 ^f-f P^ane and the
tlnvad, cord and roprof in^o Hon^ "i"''

-^^ ^'^"'^' *^^^ ^^^^"^ «f
breodinc. and tJie X'of tho fu ..V

'"^/''^^ reoeneration, ofcattle
glass, pSttery and msl^et nnknw'o/n' '^"'^"^P^^^^ ^he invention of
inills and bolts witl sa'ls of b w ^hX'""'']

Yiachnies such as water
with cutting edges. ^ ^J^J^^^^^t^":^]]^^'^^ f^.^-1^
the inventive genius of earlier times

^^'' ^^^^turies to

diSl^^jl^rteii^J^f^e^'^ll^tf^^ ^^^^f
^-^^ ^« --

tradition of its own it is dwiv7infr /^''^"'''^''-•>' ^'^^ ^'^ o^'ganic
phase or epoch, an'cfas h TtterXrs thion' 1

"/""^
'i"'"^^^'"^'"technology alters with it Wl!of f i /

through tune the role of
the essential c^rXi ics of tU''

\"^'^-'^ ^' ^^" '^^'' ^^^P^^^^^ "Pon
time and place-thedi cohered ^/TTF^'^r'"''''^ "^'^^«^' ^t iny
the recog/iized forms orphyl;Tlre4v''fhe^"^f' '^T' ™^^^^^^^^^
ownership or control of thei th n!^^« fi^' i

technical heritage, the
hibor foie; the nature of the ''ifn.

^h^^^ter of the available
lective,or otherwise the coUositir7-^^C-

""'^-'^^'''^ capitalist, col-
current standards of wCdtt "1 °^J^^^7^« «f ^'"Ihig classes;
them; prevailing populaih^biis of tlLf^K^'^^'^

correspond with
whether animisSc, magical or .clnflfi'

'"'^^^°"' ^"^ apprehension,
economic regions of tlStme4e^^^^^^^^^^^ ^'' -'^^""^^^^ ^^ ^he non-'

conspicuous trend ITaSlxnZfo/l'"" "
J""'", '"^""S "* <^*rt="n

wh,eh at .. .ncneut -o;rZt;?,!ifSfo "t^^'el^^^^^
POWER AND ENEKGY

In pmyer from steam to electricityIn fiiels, from coal to oil and natural gas.

T7I , .
USB OF MATERr\r«From textiles to paper.

From Portland to <luicli-settlnrcen,M,t

acetic acM!'aceto"ne)"
"' 'i'*"™"-'^

<» chemical s„b.stltt,tes (e. g., methanol

waste products as sources of derivatives.

MECHANICAL PROCESSES

Multiple-function machinerv fe ^ th^ .. ,
mill in iron and steel maniTfactn?.?^^^'^"''^!'* ""^ «^^ ^^'-i^d mill by the strin
beating, hammering, VounZTZlk'i" Zl'l'!f

''''''' "^^" '''''^' ^^oSu^
«tamp,ng process in automobife SSonTfhe^'SS Son'^).^

'"' '""^'"^'
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NONMECHANICAL PKOCESSES

The Utilization of chemical attraction in the conversion of ores, in smelting and

refinhi- operations, in ^nnding operations, and in the reverberatory furnace
,

[he ri^ioiSie separation of oresl organic accelerators in the rubber tire nnlustry

;

theSSution of welding for riveting; the chemical bleachmg ot pulp ni paper

making, etc.

IXUIVIUUAT: SlNGLE-FrNCTIO.N MACHINERY

Involving llie elimination of hand operations, the increase of speed in the machine,

enlargem'-at of capacity.

MANAGEMENT METHODS

Selection and training of workers, rest pauses, incentive remuneration, the analysis

and dhiiion of industrial work processes into component motions, extension of

T^^iSlSl^^^u^S^-ot production, a chain of workers on one unit of product.

STANDARDIZATION

Reduction of the variety of goods effecting an increased production of the standard-

ized articles at smaller cost per unit.

INCREASE OF OUTPUT

Involving a diminished cost per unit of output.

A reference to one point in the history of technology cannot be

omitted This was the period of its acceptance and exploitation by the

system of private capitalism, which antedated it and mcorpoi-ated it

wkhin tlie structure of capitalism itself The techniques of capi-

talism-those of a money economy-took form m the fourteenth cen-

tury It was an economy of acquisition rather than one of need.

Everything salable and purchasable was converted into a money nie-

diuin. Qualitative diiferences in commodities were subordinated to a

numerical monetary symbolism which later shaped and was shaped

by the abstract ioiLs" and principles of science and technology.-

'Thus capitalism and technology are clearly distinguishable althougH

the two"have been intimately associated during the period of their com-

mon history. Prior to this, technology had made gams without capi-

talist support, and elsewhere capitalism has existed m cultures with a

relatively undeveloped technology. In the historical association of the

two, each conditioned the other. The capitalist accumulated the neces-

sary funds wherewith technoloirv was exploited, broadened the range

of Its effects, hastened the productive process for a more rapid return

of income, and found new areas for technical applications; the inventor

devised new methods and materials of productioii and thought of new

things to be produced. There was a conflict of interest bet^veen tlie

twilt times, but since the capitalist was the partner with the con-

trolling resources, his will in the long run had the right-of-way

The fundamental interest of the capitalist ni the utilization of tech-

nology was private profit. Capitalism has had the effect of speeding

up the development of machinery and of promoting incessant changes

and improvements. This rapid tempo of change, required by the

3 On this and points to follow, see Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization, pp. 2f^28, ff.
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its technical advances ullC 1 ^^.J ^ fclfW "l

'^^" '-^^'^^'y ^^
he controiH necessary to tlieii ette, s^ . T '''" '",-''^'^^t that
la^oed beliind, so that the mac i,iP L^nJ ^m?" ^'''''^ "ften
and even barb\u-ons purposes W^^^^

for medieval
tliis kind, however. Anv moclenf i,

'
?•

^^''^'''^^ "manifestation of
fonnd exploited in sc>m n w^ b^^

consequence M^ill be
relatively prinntive. Cm n > .cxfes n?T

' f '""''''^ conscience is

of advertisino- the inab i( nf .
recreation, prevailinjr styles

flagrant abusSJ,callosi,^;;i":^ '" P^^^^^^ the consumel- dom
resources of theeconomy I:;"" ^?^^^tTr"^of competitive individualism' wh chV^

hold-over of crude forms
civilized aspirations of deuce h ention "^T «?"tradict the more
Modern capitalism is noT ^n mTp^^

eno-,neermg.

tory by reaso/i of thJ slmrt run sel f n 1 ''TT^' ^^ ^'''''' «^'t of his-

enterprisers. It deTi^4d its Dec^^
''^ innumerable

tions and circumstances of L^oH^^^^
^^''•"^ the condi-

time evolve an ideology wVh the hi of^^'^/'^"''"*-. ^"^ it did in
gave it a social nieaniL- ai d in j?fi^ r

^'^^^t economic thinkers who
gemality with the prlnllf^^So^Ss^S '^ ^^^^^ "-

wi^^S-try;:^^—-^^ has been

tions. In this log c a toiSc sys em isT''
'" '''

''T''''' ^"^l^^^^-
mous institution.

^^^^omic system is a service and not an autono-

t^^eX ^it^^^^iS,?::?.;:^;^ ;;-;,;;;---' -".,ie ot i.Hvi..ai.
a segment of the commnnity cLl%Zf.lT^ ^'"•''^'' '"'^ services. It is not
abor consumers, or farmers TSn"! s iSo^"?,.^*?

^"^^^' '^^^"^^"^^ ^^^^ a«
It IS the community engaged in ge Hn^ iff1 w . T^'^tI'^''

^'' ^^'^ community,
welfare are inseparable from the goa^f a ul ? i-or

^''^- ^^' ^"''^'''' ^^^ ethics, lis
niunity. No matter how nnich nS how c^l'/lnT^'^

'"'^^^'"'^ ^'^ ^^"^ ^«'»-
community activity may be abstracfpr .nni

,''' l>nsmess phases of social or
t^amen.1 an. orgiLic "^ttSfZ^^ S^'^S^ ^IS^

relatively neuS t etiorel ^ ""^J"'^
'" /•^'^ ^"*"^'^- Technolooy is

tem that contTo s it If this^!^"'
^'''''''

n'
^''^^^"" the economic'svs-

mentof te?hiX4willbe o^^^^^ !' 'T' ^ ^vholesome, its employ-
its influence wHr^br uneven re^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^ ^'^ ^^«« than this,

the wo ker ? V;:stoi S Tl/'T^ ^"
^^^^^J.^^^ '^ ^^^ —-er,

that the in ei-eL Jf anv one ^
^"terpriser. This does not mean

others or fmm tl e preSn^lf:^"^^ 'fli^'
^^^^'^^^^^ ^^'^"^ those of

^"^ presiding interest of the entire economy. But it

Pelf^o'rX'cY-^,^!^,!:^!,^^^^^ No. 7. Measurement of the Social
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does testify to the fact that the first or more direct impact of the

several applications of technology falls upon one group rather than

another, and that the interests of the several groups are not always

in harmony. It may also serve to draw attention to the nature of

Ihe conflict involved^lnd to the necessity of resolving it in the com-

mon interest.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE CONSUMER

The consumer's interest in technology is treated under: (1) The

trend in productivity—the degree in which teclniology makes for a

more economical use of labor and capital in the creation of a given ag-

gregate of goods and services
;
(2) the trend in production—whether

the vohnne of goods and services actually produced corresponds

with the volume that might reasonably be' expected from existing

productive efficiency; (3) the trend in prices—the degree in which

a lower cost of production attributable to technology is reflected

in lower charges to the consumer; and (4) the degree in which

lowered prices made possible by technology benefit the various income

classes.

Productivity as Labor-saving.

A number of methods of measuring change in productivity have

been distinguished.^ Of these volume of physical output per wage

earner and volume of output per man-hour have been used most fre-

quently. Of the two the second is more exact because the validity of

this measure is not affected by changes in hours worked or changes in

prices. Labor is regarded simply as the number of hours workecl.

Comparable data are available in man-hour output for the years

1909 through 1939 in manufacturing, bituminous coal mining, and

anthracite mining, and for the years 1914-39 in steam railroads, as

shown in chart XII, table 7. In these four important segments of the

economy labor productivity has made striking advances, reaching an

all-time high in 1939. It has been relatively unaffected by the major

cyclical downturns and, except for a few brief interruptions, has stead-

ily increased. In three of the fields the rate of advance has greatly

accelerated in the last decade.

A more explicit indication of increasing productivity in these four

fields is shown in tal)le 8, where the percentage change in i)r()duction

and in man-hour output for the i)erio(l 1923-29 is coinpared with tliat

of 1929-39. In the earlier period an increase of 31.9 percent in laboi-

productivity in manufacturing was matched by a rise of 30.1 percent in

production. In bituminous coal mining labor productivity remained

fairly stable, increasing only 8.1 percent, while production decreased

5.3 percent. Labor in-oductiVity in anthracite mining actually declined

3.6 j)ercent, while production went down 20.9 percent. In steam rail-

roads an increase of 18.2 percent in labor productivity w^as accom-

panied by a rise of 3.3 percent in production.

^ These are considered in Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 22,

Part I, and in Part II. appendix A. E'er a discussion of the concept, man-hour produc-
tivity, .'lee Spursreon BeU, I'roductivity, Wages, and National Income. Brookings Institu-

tion,' 1940, p. 200 ff.
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Labor productivity increased much more rapidly during 1929-39
than durin<r 1928-29 in steam raih-oads, bituminous coal mining, and
anthracite mining, as the comparison of the two figin-es in the right-
hand cohunn of the table under each of these heads clearly indicates.
Oidy in mamifacturing was the increase in 192:3-29 at all comparable
with that of 1929-39. This long-term increase in labor productivity
is remarkable because increases in output per man-hour occurring
between 1929 and 1939 were achieved despite a lower level of output
in the latter year.

Of equal interest is the extent of the changes in labor productivity
in specific manufacturing industries. In table 9, indexes are shown
of (uitput per man-hour in 40 of the 59 industries reported by the
National Kesearch Project for wdiich man-hour data were available.^

Table 9.—Indexes of output per man-hour, 1929, 1936, 1939; J,0 manufacturing
industries

[1923 = 100]

Industry

Agricultural implements
Beet sugar
Boots and shoes
Bread and other bakery products
Cane-sugar refining
Canned and preserved fruits and vegetables-
Canned and cured fish

Cement
Chemicals
Clay products, other than pottery..
Cotton goods
Fertilizers

Flour and other grain-mill products.
Furniture
Glass.
Ice cream
Iron and steel
Knit goods
Byproduct coke-
Leather
Logging camps
Sawmills and saw-plane mills
Manufactured ice

Motor vehicles
Newspapers and periodicals
Primary smelters and refineries
Alloyers, rolling mills, and foundries.
Paints and varnishes
Paper manufacturing
Pulp manufacturing
Petroleum refining
Planing mill products
Rubber tires and tubes
Other rubber goods
Silk end rayon goods '..

Slaughtering and meat packing
Cigars
Cigarettes
Chewing and smoking tobacco
Woolen and worsted goods

130.4
127.9
123. 5

102.7
120.0
103.6
108.7
129.0
153.6
109.5
105.3
113.6
131.4
130.0
llfi.3

129.9
136.6
114.4
120.0
105.8
119.0
113.5
108.0
143.3
122.4
152.

155.3
110.1
120.2
145. 1

140. 1

115.2
167.2
104.4
138. 3

107.0
121.7
182.5
126.3
105.7

1936

153.

8

' 162.

4

168.8
107.7
167.2
145. 6

1 169.

2

165.5
181.6
105.

139.9
138.9
132.6
126. 5
188.8
190.8
153.0

1 166. 2
119.9
136.0
151. 7
142.8

' 152.

8

161.3
148.1

136.9
I 133. 2
133.8
142.8
195.2
221.0

1 112.0

304.7
1 127. 7
1 212.

117.8
190.4
248.7
157.1

153.7

172.5
113.8

117.1
146.7

140.3

"l87.2

166.9
140.0

168.1
2 229. 7

259.9
3 114.7

129.4

1 1935. 2 1938. 3 1937.

Source. Works Progress Admmistration, National Research Project, Production, Employment, and Pro-cuctivity m 59 Manufacturing Industries, 1919-36, pt. II. The 1939 figures were projected'by the NationalResearch Project staff and transmitted by letter to the Temporary National Economic Committee Forthe 15 mdustries with 1939 figures the 1936 figures are revised.
uiunjiitee. r or

Changes are indicated from the base year 1923, to 1929 and 1936 for
each of the industries. It was also possible to project the series for-
ward to 1939 for 15 of the industries.

Wherever pos.sible data were secured relating to specific industries rather than to in-
ciustry groups. In the case of leather, in order not to overweiffht the table by theinclusion of five specific leather industries, the entire leather Industrv is utilized
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Productivity increased in each of these industries over the base year

in both 1929 and 1936. It likewise increased between 1929 and 1936 m
most of the industries. In contrast, production in 1936 was below

the 1929 level in two-thirds of the 40 industries as reported by the

National Research Project. Despite this generally lower level of

production, output per man-hour in 34 industries was higher m 1936

than in 1929, strikingly indicating the intensity and rapidity with

which technological improvements were introduced during that 7-

year period.

Indexes are available for man-hour productivity in mining in-

cluding petroleum and natural gas, and for the electric light and

power industry.^ The former shows a rapid and fairly steady over^

all increase from 1919 to 1938 amounting to 130 percent, associated

with a peak production increase in 1929 of 20 percent, which was

not exceeded in 1937. A similar and still more striking over-all in-

crease in productivity occurred in the electric light and power in-

dustry from 1920 to 1938, amounting to over 120 percent, associated

with an increase in output reaching 170 percent, which embraced a

decline of some 16 percent only for the depression years 1931-33. The

unlike trends in these two industries show a striking difference m the

relation of production to productivity. In the one, production failed

to keep abreast of productivity after 1929. In the other, the depres-

sion reduction was only a temporary decline in a rapidly mounting

output. . _,. 1.1- ..1

A National Research Project study indicates that chirmg the

period 1921-37, as a whole, productivity measured in terms of

output per worker showed about the same general gains in agricuhure

and manufacturing. But from another study using the same

measures, it appears that the statement needs some qualification.

This indicates that while agriculture made little or no gams from

1900 to 1910, manufacturing output per worker increased 17 percent.

From 1910 to 1920 the situation was somewhat altered. Agriculture

gained 19 percent, manufacturing 12 percent, and mining 34 percent.

The over-all gain for the first 30 years of the century was 41 percent

in ao-riculture, 63 percent in manufacturing, 47 percent m mmmg.
It is1;o be recalled in this connection, however, that output per worker

is not a precise measure of productivity.

Farmers have difficulty in retaining their productivity gams. Ihis

is due to the large number of farmers who individually have no way

of influencing prices, and to the tendency of production to outrun the

consumption'c)f farm products. Increased production, therefore, tends

to depress prices below corresponding price levels in industry, where

controlled prices are not infrequent. Since current technological de-

velopments increase the farmer's dependence upon industrial prod-

ucts this problem is not a diminishing one.«

The data canvassed relate to representative sections ot manufac-

turing, to bituminous coal mining, anthracite mining, the steam rail-

road industry, mining (including petroleum and natural-gas produc-

tion), the electric light and power industry, and agriculture. A
substantial segment of the total economy is thus represented. In all

slrs^DeparfrieTt ol^Alr'lcuUurltTechnSSy on the Farm. August 1040. pp. 72-73.

300282—41 9
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these fields strikiiio- lono-nm oains in procluctivitv are indicated ex-
tending- even tlirounrliout tlio depression period, with one exception

While It cannot be concluded beyond question that correspondin^r
gains have been made througliout the entire economy, indications favo?
the belief that they have. One reasonably concludes that the emplov-ment of technology m all types of production has raised the productive
elhciency of the American economy to high and unprecedented levels.

Productivity as Capital Saving.
Productivity may be increased by a relatively small capital invest-ment 111 equii^ment that, at the same time, makes comparatively slightdemands upon labor. For example, the production of industrial m-

struments involves little labor, yet they have proved most effective in
increasing output. The development of controlling devices which
safeguard machinery against breakdowns and excessive wear has less-ened greatly the continual demand for capital goods caused by rapid
obsolescence. Industrial instruments not only reduce the volume ofreplacement orders m the capital goods industries but they also make
possible careful analyses of existing industrial equipment to determinewhether it is being used to its fullest capacity. In many cases m-eater

hiS'i^^l- teiipo'"
'"""""'^ "'"''"^^ ^^ operating existent equipment at a

The use of new alloys for metal tools and parts is another method

^ood'i''!f
'^ Pi'oduction which exerts only a small demand on capitagoods. Many new chemical processes are put into operation withextremely small capital expenditures. The new carboloy cutting tooa mixture of tungsten and tantalum carbides, is able to Vithstaml thewear of high-speed machine cutting with gi-eat resistance to high tem-perature much beyond the capacity of its predecessors. If an iiS-txy requiring a saw m its production uses one with carboloy teeth itwould exert a much smaller demand on capital goods

'

cai>^t.l ST;'^
adaptability of many existing techniques is similar tocapital-saving innovations m their effect upon employment in the cap-

ital goods nidus ries. Numerous techniques can 'readily be changed

iatecl ZTl'^'^'T'- 'T "^ ^"?^^^' ^« 1^^'°^^"^^ ^ comparatively ifre-lated and often dissimilar product. This obviates the necessity ofacquiring new equipmeiit. If a considerable proportion of our poten

fn?i ^-f 1 ^'J'"'^ T rearranging existing techniques, the demand

t:::^^s^^.til'''^ "^^^^^ -^ '''"^ pUction-woui^

thp^^fnlfiit^^'^'l^'^'i^
^'''' '"'"^"^'^^y ^^"^ impressively demonstrated by

rerf.! f"^ ''^ requirements for the national defense programCertain techniques are so adaptable that with practically no caSoutlay they have easily been shifted from the production of peace? megoods to the manufacture of unrelated wartime products
^''^''^'"'^

.

Three examples of the great adaptability of general-purpose tech-niques deserve special attention: (1) Without any change wXerTnthe process, welding has been applied to the laiie-scale manuf ictureof airplane bombs formerly produced from forgiiigs Gun Jarrk^^esare now made by means of structural welding in place of the forme?method which iiivo yed forging, casting, and Hvetiiig. (2) The punchpress has been easily adapted to the manufacture'of cl ps forSbullets and of all types of standard quartermaster ha 4are-belt
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eyelets, etc. Draw presses, originally desio;ned to produce acetylene

gas bottles or large milk cans, are now turning out cartridge eases m
great numbers. (3) The automatic screw machine is capable of mak-

ing practically any small metal part in enormous quantities. Its value

to^iational defens'e is chiefly in the production of fuses, boosters, and

primers of annnunition. As in the case of the press and of wielding, the

screw machine was adai)ted to tliis new use with practically no cap-

ital outlays.

Farm implement manufacturers readily adapted their processes to

the production of small gun carriages, transmissions for tanks, and

machine-gun tripods. Equipment for the production of prmtmg
presses was found readily ada])table to the manufacture of gun car-

riages, nun tools, and recoil mechanisms. Makers of heayy Diesel

en^nnes went readily into the production of cannon and mountings for

cannon, while crane and shoyel firms shifted to the manufacture of

o-un carriages and railway mounts. Similarly, locomotive producers

found that with little added expense they could turn out gun carriages,

and the transmission, driving, and track mechanisms of tanks. Manu-

facturers of heavy electrical equipment shifted to the production of

such diversified goods as turbines, drive shafts for destroyers, cannon,

and gun carriages.

Manufacturers of cash registers and adding machines changed to

the production of bomb fuses. Factories formerly producing ladies'

underwear shifted to mosquito netting for troops in the field. Makers

of vacuum cleaners transformed their in'ocesses to tlie mass production

of gas masks. Among the more unusual adaptations w^as the change

by manufacturers of church pipe organs to the production of wooden

framework for army saddles. Likewise, firms which had been making

lathes to turn out wooden ducks for shooting galleries went readily

into the production of lathes for Army shoes.

It is evident that (1) industries can develop and greatly increase

their production by using capital-saving innovations, and (2) the

production of new iind different products can often be effected merely

by minor changes in existing techniques.

Production.

Jklodern technology has affected many segments of the economy and

a notably increased productivity has been general. If these productive

advantages had been well used, there would have been no decline in

output of goods and services in recent decades, but on the contrary a

steady expansion of this output, except in declining industries, for the

reduced cost per unit would have induced additional production m all

commodities and services the demand for which was elastic, with which

must be included the production required by a growing population.

Dr Frederick C. Mills records estimates of the rate of increase of

manufactured output prior to the first World War. From 1901 to

1913, "the output of manufactured goods in the United States advanced

at a' rate of approximately 3.9 percent a year; the volume of raw

materials produced increased at an average rate of 2.2 percent^ a

year" ^—a rate comfortably in excess of the rate of growth of popula-

tion (2.0 percent a year). The margin of approximately 0.6 percent

a year represents the increase in volume of consumption goods avail-

•F. C. Mills. Economic Tendencies in the United States, National Bureau of Economic
Research, New York, 1932, p. 12.
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able, per capita of the population, for raising the standard of living.
In his ex[)lanation of this growth in physical volume of production

in manufacturing during this period, Dr. Mills charges it to an annual
increase in the number of wage earners averaging 2.'2 percent, together
with an average annual increase of 1.7 percent in productivity, the
latter being measured in terms of output per wage earner, without
including the salaried personnel and with no allowances for changes in
the number of hours worked per week and of other factors, the possible
presence of which the writer acknowledges.^"
For the period 1922-29 Dr. Mills makes similar estimates. The

average annual rate of increase in volume of production of movable
goods excluding construction was 3.8 percent, the population rate 1.4
percent, the per capita increase 2.4 percent. Again the per capita
increase in production exceeds the population rate. Both aggregate
and per capita increases in production were higher than in the prewar
period 1907-13. With respect to services rendered and not embodiedm measurable output, while the rate of advance of production of this
nonmaterial type cannot be estimated with any accuracy, the writer
affirms there is reason to believe that this was grownng in relative im-
portance. "There are clear signs here," says Dr. Mills, "of the grow-
ing emphasis upon technical efficiency and"enhanced productivity per
unit as factors of increased production, an emphasis which has been
even more pronounced in recent years." "
The rate of growth was unlike in different sectors of the economy.

The output of raw materials increased at an annual average rate of
2.5 percent; manufactured goods at a rate of 4.5 percent. Farm prod-
ucts advanced at a rate of 2.0 percent a year, nonfarm products at
5.1 percent. Within these major groups there were also wide diver-
gences m the rate of growth of individual industries, and great
differences marked the production of consumption goods during the
period.^-

The rate of production for the last two decades has been shown for
four segments of the economy by indexes based upon the years 1923-25
(at 100).^*

Manufacturing
Class I railroads "'_'_'__

Minerals rincluding petroleum andna'turargas)
Electric ligiit and power

84.8
95.5
76.3

165.2

1929

127.7
105.6
120.7
170.6

1932

70.9
55.

8

74.8
160.8

1937

124.2
84.9
117.0
237.8

1 Figure for 1920.

For three of these important segments of the economy the curve by
years has a somewhat uniform shape, showing a positive over-all in-
crease from 1919 to 1929, a sharp decline for the low depression years
and a sharp increase to 1937 which did not reach the 1929 figure.

^

The
exception is the electric light and power industry, whose depression
decline was not serious and whose revival figure at 1937 (and 1938)

1" Ibid., pp. 21-22.
" Ibid., pp. .S.9, ?Q
" Ibid., p. 264 fif.

270,273!'-274"2^7"'
P''°*^"c"^ity' ^ages, and National Income, 1940, pp. 53, 63, 67, 78.
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„..„atl^, pxceeded that of 1929. As imliciitod by chart XII, table 7,

fnd S foffo ^ industries-selected manufactures, ^team railroads

St'.Lino„sc.,inn,n„g^^

^Sr'fi'url ta'u>y cTs "%n trselected ^^

howe&indS figure for 1939 closely approKunates that of 1929.

I„ apiculture, indexes for the J»- lM,^;,^/X%fafw3VSe<t t'Se"".'-

"tL national income is the sum of all goods and services &'' ^S'™"

vM, measured in dollars. Changes in this income over a period of

^rs^an te measnml in dollar values current in each yeais or in erms

S constant dollars, using tlie prices of 1
fr/^^^'^Xme ^/l ys a\

case, the national income may be thought of as volume ot phjsicai

""when the index line for the national income in constant dollars

(1926=100) is charted for the years 1850-1937, >t ™'^^/.I^LT^^

rr "rir-ptfnf"V^^^^r^^ ?-s "« -^ '-
to about 15 pel cent, ineieciiiei luc x . ,. ,

fio^^i^ s 82 for 1932. The recovery years restore the upward trendS the index reaches 107.9 in 1937 about 1 P.-^ff,.-,^«- f^^^f,
index figure. In general, the national income since 1850 has shown a

stealy a^id accelerated growth, except for
f-J|l--^^-^|^^^^^^^^^^ been

The losses from 1929-38 were exceedingly serious. They have been

estimated as follows (money values m constant dollars) .

$132,600,000,000
In the national income - "

gg^ 4qq^ (300^ OoO
In gross farm income- _--—--- .

gg . q^^^ qqq
In wages and salaries (nonagricultural)

"irHIIIIIII 20,100,000,000
In dividends

"
' 43' 435, oOO

In man-years of employment
. , i 1

These estimates presuppose that the conditions of 1929 might have been

maiSSied and ?re blsld on this assumption. „^- -J^P^o'fth^^^^^^^
takes no account of an ncreased population of 6,000,0UU o\ei tnat 01

Im "T^significance of the loss'es is recognized -1- they
-^^^^^^^

Dared with the figures of the prosperous year 1929. 1 he loss m saiai les

^nd wges was 6% percent giLter than the tota nationa n^^^^^^^^^

to farnTers, businessmen, labor, and others m 1929. The loss to m
vestors was 3 times the sum of dividends disbursed m that >ear.

The loss ?o farmers was 3 times the amount all farmers received

for their products in the year 1929. The total loss to the na^^^^^^^^^

income wa^ about $133,000,000,000 as compared with he
19f ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

{R81 000 000 000. The loss in man-years is practically the equnaient

of dTars and 2 months, presupposing a gainfully employed population

equivalent to that of 1929.^^
-, . -i ^ ^,.0,. fi^P mtP of

Yerv heavy depression losses, and a failure to recover the late ot

gain ill production of the pre-depression period show unmistakably

'
^I^^Jio^S^aX Economic Conimittee Monograph No 7. p 54 chart 2.S

;
and

''^^^^^Zk^^^'^'^^^^'^^^^'^oS:^^ c;in?niftU^^aA%. Economic

Prologue PD 3-19 ; 196-197.
, ^ , .

" Ibid.; pp. 3-19, testimony of Dr. Isador Lubin.
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that since. 1929 production has be«i unable to rpnli^o ih^ ,. •

j,

ex,sHng potential ,.r,„luetivity. TherstsX^fl fa "tuKKvto 1)0 foiMid 111 an eeononiic system which is as vet nninf ,;,;;,,„
'^

restraints upon this productrvity instead of Xsing it
^ *''"

Productivity and Prices.

A fundamental tenet of historical economic theory assumes that anvowering of cost m the production of a commodity fn^e onJ nmTesuits m the lowenng of price so thit xvithnnf /L ,V • ii^

ment fl,''"''';"'"
"^ ^T'™^ producers' costs, and since he eimS

Bomic power and price inflexibility has beerfreqneX F°"example, a recent study of the National Resources clSS^,, 1°"

noC SudvancTs" C? "'* ^^? "'* *"^ -"iq-rs of fech"!

tical clinmtl T apparently the most important single prac-

^pio^'emrt' tr^-^^n:^^:^^^^ -i'

-hine^ the ^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^JT^J^.
" The Structure of the American Economy, Part I, 1939, p. 143.
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tiles fabrics, shoe leather, of food in cans, etc. However, the avoid-

ance of price competition and the resultant nianitenance of high

pHces mike it impossible for those in the lower income gronps to

purchase some commodities no matter how excellent their quality

^
To ascertain whether or not technological improvements have been

translated into price reductions a study was made of the relation-

shi between tlfe behavior of labor productivity and of prices m
nine maior industries. The industries were separated into two

Zups concentrated and nonconcentrated, the principal stanclard

of deUneMion being the percent of the industry's output produced by

"piSfili^S™ in the concentrated industries tend to remain well

above their prewar position, while the price series of the nonconcen-

tn'te Hmlustries cloLly approach the 1914. level The unit labor re^

quirement series tends to drop more extensively than price since 1919

?n the concentrated industries, while the two series tend to parallel

eac other in the nonconcentrated industries, with the price series

often maintaining a position below the unit labor requirement index

for sustained peHods. This difference m the t>pe of relationship is

ffraphicallv api^arent in the comparison between the cement and tur-

Se industrL (see chart XIII) and also characterizes the other

concentrated industries-iron and steel, nonferrous ^efIs, autxm o-

biles, cigarettes, electric light and power-as well as the two otliei

nonconcentrated industries, cotton and woolen goods. .-^.^
The tendency of unit labor requirements to decline more extensively

than price in the concentrated industries naturally varies m degree

and in time among them. It was most noticeable in the iron and steel

hidustry during 1919-29 and again during 1933-37. In the nonfenmis

metals industry, it continued throughout the entire penod, except fox

brief interruptions in 1931-32 and 1934-35. In the motor vehicles in-

dustry, the price series declined about as expensively as imit labor

requirements from 1921 to 1926. During the periods 1919-21, 1926-30

and 1933-37. however, the tendency was reversed. In the cigarette

industry, the general decline in unit labor requirements throughout the

entire period was far greater than any decrease m price, except for

1933-34 The overall decline in unit labor requirements m tlie electric

lio-ht and power industry was considerably greater than the decrease

in price, despite the relatively large expenditures of man-hours during

the twenties involved in the installation of new light and power

facilities.
. ^ ,

. . • i ;,, fi.^

In rather sharp contrast, the unit labor requirement index m the

nonconcentrated industries seldom declined more extensively than the

price series. In the cotton goods industry the two indexes tended to

parallel each other during 1920-30. Durhig 1932-37 the price series

turned upward from its depression low, but even the material decline

of the unit labor requirement index during 1931-36 did not take it much

below the position of the price index. The productivity-price relation-

ship in the woolen and worsted goods industry parallels almost exactly

that of the cotton goods industry throughout the entire period. In the

furniture industry the two indexes moved closely together until 1930,

after which the price series fluctuated at a level well below that ot the

i» A detailed analysis of productivity and prices in each iiul>isti-y will be found in

Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph Xo. 22, Appendix U.
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Chart XIII

INDEXES OF UNIT LABOR REQUIREMENTS
AND PRICES
UNITED STATES

INDEX NUMBERS
(1926 '1001

200 CEMENT INDEX NUMBERS
(I926-I00)
1200

PNDEX NUMBERS
(1926.100)

200 FURNITURE INDEX NUMBERS
(1926.100)

l200

.,^„ ,^,^ ,^J^ IJ,;^ ly^g ^j
Soukce: Temporary National Economic Commit^tee Monograph No. 22, Appendix H,
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unit labor requirement index. In the cement industry however, the

unit hxbor requirement index fell considerably below the price mdex

^^Perhaps of greatest pertinence is the divergence of trends between

unit labor requirements and prices since 1929. The enlargeme.it of the

spread may be attributed to the upturn of prices from the depths of

193^33 which took place from 1934 to 1937. By 1937 the price series

in the concentrated industries (except in the electric light and power

industrv) had risen to levels onlv slightly below—and m some cases

actually above—the 1929 levels. But the unit labor requirement series

turned sharply downward after 1933, following its rise m the worst

years of the depression because of curtailment of output, reaching an

aU-timelowby 1936 (except in nonferrous metals). ^°

.^^ . , ,

It is apparent that lowered production costs made possible by tech-

nical advances have not been permitted to express themselves freely m
lower prices in important sections of the economy. The consequent dis-

advantage to the consumer is obvious, and the wage earner has

also been deprived of employment opportunities which would have

followed increased production of goods at lowered prices. How
far-reaching this influence has been it is difficult to say. But

more than a hint is found in a monograph of the Temporary National

Economic Committee devoted to a survey of competition and monopoly

in American inclustrv.^-^ The concluding chapter groups American

business .activity into two broad divisions. In tlie one, where com-

petition is said'to be "more usual," prices are "relatively flexible
;
m

the other, where "it is possible monopoly is as usual as competition,

prices are "relatively rigid." The first gi^oup produces nearly 40 per-

cent of the national income, the second more than 45 percent.

Prices and the Spread, of Comwners' Income.

A price reduction of a given amount does not affect equally those

with a $500 a year income and those with a $5,000 income. Iheretore

lowered prices are a greater boon to those of smaller incomes msotar

as the lowered prices affect items embraced within their customary

scales of living. The diversion of productive gams toward the labor

fund rather than to capital gains, while not necessarily disturbing

income differentials seriously, would raise the purchasing power ot

wages and salaries and improve consumers' standards oi living m
general.

TECHNOLOGY .^ND THE WORKER

The wacre earner's interest in technology has been represented as

an unequal balance of losses and compensations. Among the losses

are (1) his general inabilitv to share in the new productivity m terms

of higher leal wages; (2/ the loss of jobs resulting fi-om the sub-

stitutTon for labor of machines and better organization; (3) displace-

ment from the labor markets for periods of long duration or entirely;

(4) obsolescence or cheapening of his skill because of technical in-

struments and processes which substitute machme-tenclmg for crafts-

manship; (5) the emergence of conditions due to tex^hnology which

affect disadvantageously his physical and mental well-being, bet ott

«> Further data supporting these findings are to be found in Spurgeon Bell, Productivity.

"^^Si^wScS^CoSitfon 'an/Monopoly in American Industry. Temporary National

Economic Committee Monograph No. 21, ch. VI.
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reduction iii arduous emijloyment. ' ^^
Productivity and 'Wages.

|H= yv^:?Si?SiiSE^«

some, especially of spokesmen for „2S hbor t ,^ T"°"
"'

rise. 0.1 C other hV^rf'fr-""''°'-'''^' """ '"'"" ™«ts would

=4ris°i-i'>Ls^^^^^^^

Industry

Iron and steel.
Chemicals
Rubber products
Paper and pulp
Paints and varnishes
Boots and shoes

------

Leather
'"

Cotton goods.-,
" """

Woolen and worsted goods"
Knit goods
Newspapers and periodicaTs"

Percent change from 1923
to 1935 in-

Average I Output
I

Unit
hourly per jabor
earnmgs man-hour cost

-20.0
-29.5
-32.2
-30.0
-15.5
-38.8
-20.6
-22.4
-26.3
-21.9
-20.1

industries. 1919 to 1936." p. HoZ' -^^^^^^er :939, 'Employment and Production in ManSfactlSS
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In eacli of the industries the increase in output per man-hour was

far greater tlian the advance in hourly earnings. Consequently, unit

labor costs in each were materially lower in the latter than ni the

former year. Interestino-ly enouoh. those industries in which average

hourly earnings advanced most noticeably—knit goods (36.1 percent),

rubber pro(Uicts (28 percent), newspapers and periodicals (24.4 per-

cent)—were characterized by some of tlie most extensive increases m
output per man-hour (66.2, 79.6, and 45.8 percent, respectively).

RetJ-ardless of whether increased hourly earnings made it necessary

foi^producers to increase greatly the productivity of the labor force,

or whether the increase in output per man-hour made it possible lor

producers to pay higher hourly wages, the important fact is that unit

labor costs did decline.
, i. i .-. •

i

This decrease was less than 20 percent m only 1 ol tlie 11 indus-

tries—paints and varnishes. It should be noted that this comparison

stops short of very recent years in which advances in hourly earn-

ino-s took place caused by such legislation as the National Industrial

Recovery Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act, and the National Labor

Relations Act, together with the marked growth in union organi-

zation. .
,

A comparison of changes in hourly earnings, output per man-hour,

and unit labor costs in the short but dynamic period of 1935-39 can

be made for 13 diversified industries (table 11).

Table 11.

—

Percent change in hourly earnings, output per man-hour, and unit

lahar cost in IS manufacturing industries, 1935-39

Industry

Iron and steel.

Petroleum refining

Chetnicals
Paints and varnishes
Rayon
Cement
Cotton goods
Boots and shoes -

Paper and pulp
Newspapers and periodicals

Bread and other bakery products.

Flour
Cane-sugar refining

Percent change from 1935 to
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umt labor costs in 1939 were at an all-time low in anthracite mining
and were almost down to tlie previous all-time low in steam railroads
(hee chart XIV.) In manufacturing, unit labor costs dropped in 1939
to a lovel below which only the depression lows of 1932-35 and 1935-36
tell, when liourly earnnigs were also less than in 1939.
The increase in average hourly earnings during the latter part of

the tiiirties represented in eacli case a striking departure from the
long-term trend. As is well known, a combination of factors, includ-
ing the enactment of labor legislation validated by the Supreme Court
were largely responsible for this sudden upturn in wages. Since it is
unlikely that this combination of factors will recur in the near future
a leveling off m the rate of increase in hourly earnings may be expected.'^o such behavior m the rate of increase in labor productivity is any-
where indicated; on the contrary, even more rapid advances in output
per man-hour are possible.
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TLp nnssible wideniiio- of the spread between labor productivity and

houdySfgs Si^sly means even greater decline m nmt abor

.n^V Tf Di-ices remain constant-and in a large segment ot the

efnm^ftl ey Sv^^ markedly stable-this declme m nmt labor

cos s will I'm ther reduce labor's share of the value of products

Tn n OT cu ure a comparison of trend lines based upon index figures

for mfme tsTc> f a^^^^^^ workers and hired hands and for the total mcome

Drouc"(^^ during the period 1919-38, shows a close correspondence
protluci^c

,
aui 111^ I i

conclusion that the dollars re-

'3trfa™l';:"at golrairectly to t,„,se gahjf^^^^^^^^

fbp f1 vni Thev have not gone to niterest and dividends." i his is not

to s-w however, thit productivity gains have been retained by the

farnSs! Most of thesl undoubtedly were absorbed by the lowering

nf nrices of aoricultural products. „ .

A oeneral Nation for the entire economy is not possible, but a fair

inference is that, for the period 1919-39, in a substantial portion of it

g^nsTpro luc iv^ have not been paralleled by gains m workers'

farnimi This long-run trend was somewhat modified m the ate

diiitierby legislatiSi effecting an improvement m wages, but this

may be outwerghed in the future by advances in output per man-hoim

It has been aniply demonstrated that the labor fund must be greatly

enl'uoid if it is to absorb the production now made possible by

appteations of the new technology.- This requires a much more

pSe sharing of productive gains by .labor than seems to have

obtained recently. Existing conditions m many segments ot the

economy do not promise thil ontcome for the immediate or even the

mormnote future. The contribution of technology to the interests

of labor in this connection therefore leaves much to be desired.

Amount of Unemploy7nent.
. .

i .. -r^- • ^

One of the effects of the adoption of new technical facilities is to

reduce the time required to produce a given quantity of goods Un ess

demand for goods increases proportionately, it is plain that less labor

will be requi?ed and unemployment will follow. Unemployment may

^lus result from the use of technology or from essened demand, or

from both The two things are so closely interrelated that it is most

difficult to separate the effect of technology upon unemployment taken

by itself, or to measure this effect. The disturbed conditions of the

years of depression and recovery add to the difficulty

Dr Frederick Mills studied the relation ot productivity to produc-

tion and employment in manufacturing extending from the period

pHor to 1919 down to the year 1935, finding : (1) There was a steady

Fncrease in the proportion of the population of the United Stat^

engao-ed in manufacturing industries prior to 1919 Fiom 1899 to

1919, though productivity increased greatly, the total number ot em^

ployees m?re than doubled, average normal hours decreased from 59

to 52 a week, but the total employment in man-hours per week in-

creased 70 percent. In short, the gainfully occupied population in

manufacturing, its productivity, number of employees, and man-hour

employment increased concurrently with a decrease m working hours

SIfe TCTeSo^r^orL^^a^r fflS:"^e^arSra^e ^2e VnipSrVy National

Economic Committee, Part I, pp. 74-80.
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chancres. HoMoAer fhp Xr ,, .'l. ^ i'"''"'
^^"'' *'' technological

^ndu^rles Zl^^lS2^]^'^;^Z ''"'^ ;^'^'^^ tJie nature of tlie

served to-offset Xnc^^ Idt^K^f^^i^^
'.^^^^ -^^P"^

were accommodated by reentr-m ^e ; it fi'n
,f^^'l^\^^'^"^e.nt..s of workers

while the new labor ente^wfp .\"f""*^''*"''"^^ ^^ ^ ^^'^^ole,

growth was absorbed I^ nonim, f/"^ ^^^ ''''''''' ^^ Population

ployment was clue in Dar^ to tl,o f»;i;,,,„ ] / ^ (lecliiie in em-

p.-ocl„ctivity requirng as nailer vo to,V W „ 0?^ '" ""'"sfial
ployment decline in ntin-,o, ,,,,,,?,,T t

•"• P^ *'"' ^'=t"a' «'"-

1929 and 1935, sIii^^,tK less in
,?'"""« mdnstries between

changes in prodiictiv tv • nfe , If,
'^^"^ apparently be charged to

of dedinin|p"« icti^^
'

Re ,red"ll''
^"^'^''^"'"gly the consequence

market con'dition:t,ra^„,d7ttr,n;t^^^
more important than increasecUnan-lo rprodi rthity

'''""' *"^

Sdir'Sen^ltiXTln'i?^^^^
steam railroads, 'and 40 4rfewerT, hl?f

' ° '"'" ™ge earners in

ductions of 20.2 peiwM and Q 7 „ '"*™""o"s .™al mining," re-

7 years.
^ ""'' ^'^ P*''^'=™'^ respectively, within only

ad^l'sLrm^K«^l^n:tS'"•''' ^'^Pl--ent of over 2.000,000

30^,000 man-yei: hi ste^
' dl™ rfntf"ir'40 om'^'f

'""-'^
coal mining in only 7 years requiSo etboratToif'

" '" b.tnmmous

r/ui Duration of Vnemploynwnt

ex4S^^:;i^^{S;f^-;;^e witlK>ut work remain Jobless for
of unemplUnent have been^.^ i\''''.f^^t"""^

'^"^^^« «f duration
of the Work PioiecL Admin^^^^^^^^^^^

^\' ^^^Tf ^^^^^^'^^ Project
of the duration oTiiLnnW^^^^^ ^i ^^^^if^^^^Pl^a ^n analysis

considerable indust"laTSSv Th"
"""^^^ "' ^^^ ^^''^^'

'^ ^^onth of
included about 9 percent of th; pS%'T'''''i^^ 1^'^'^^ liouseholds,

the citv.
^ °* *^^ estimated employable population of

of^Snj^^i^l;;^;;;^ j^^-^-l activity. "In 1930 about half
and mechan carindus?Ss Tn wT.T''

' -^"'^''^^ *° ^^^^ manufacturing

^l^i^^^nufactu^llSS^-^^
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tion predominated. One-fifth of the gainful workers ni 1930 were

employed in trade, and the remainder m other types of industries -

The duration of unemployment in this study was defined as the

lencrth of time from the date of the loss of the last nonrelief ]ob which

last'ed 1 month or more to June 1, 1987.'' Employment on Emergency

Works Program Projects was counted as unemployment. I^oi the

maiority of workers the duration of unempk)yment represented the

length of time they had been seeking work since the loss of heir last

job but for an undetermined number it may have included some

periods of time out of the labor market
•

-pi n
The duration of unemployment for both men and women in Plul-

adelphia, as of ^lay 1937, is summarized in the following table

:

Duration of unempJovment since last nonrelief joD, Philadelphia, May 1937-

All unemployed

Duration of unemployment
in months, total

Cumulative per-

centages

Men

100.0
61.7
48.0

Women

100.0
48.8
34.9

Duration of unemployment
in months, total

36 to 47

48 to 59

60 and over.

Cumulative per-

centages

Men

37.7
29.4
21.6

Women

26.1
19.6
14.2

Otoll
]2to23
24 to 35

"';;;;;;;rVvorks progress Administration National Research Project, Employment and Unemployment

in Philadelphia in 1936 and 1937, Part U, May 193<, 1938, p. 26.

Lono--term unemployment characterizes a substantial pi^oportion of

the jobless in this labor market. Forty-eight .Percent of the men and

34 9 percent of the women had been without private jobs (^yhlch lasted

more than 1 month) for 2 years or over; 29.4 percent of the men and

19.6 percent of the women had been unable to obtain ]obs tor 4 years

or more. The large proportion of women engaged m the textile and

clothing industries, which were not so seriously affected as other indus-

tries by curtailment of production, probably accounts for their being

less seriously affected than men.
. . . •

, a f ^^r.

The Federal Keserve Board reported that industrial production,

adjusted for seasonal variation, had risen to 118 by May 1937 compared

with 122 for the corresponding month in 1929. Hence that period

was by no means one of unusually depressed conditions. \ et a fourth

of the persons in this labor market in May 1937 were totally un-

employed The seriousness of the duration of unemployment is even

more acute in particular fields of work. For example, men customarily

employed in the manufacture of transportation equipment had been

out ofwork in May 1937 for an average of 40.2 months; those usually

employed in the m'anufacture of metal products for 39.3 months. An

average of 34.3 months of unemployment was reported by men nor-

mally working for public utilities, and 31.5 months by men m the

building and construction field.

The role of technology in long-term unemployment cannot be pre-

cisely determined, but it is undoubtedly great. In the industries in

which technological advances have been greatest there are large num-

bers of unemployed who have remained jobless for long periods. For

^MVorks Progress Administration, National Research Project. Recent Trends in Em-

ployment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, 19o7, Part II, p. .^.
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especially in telephone and telegraph companies." ^«
^^i'uis;

,

Technology/ and the Displacejnent of SMU.
Technology not only reduces the amount of labor required to npr

are of a distinctly skilleti tvne fs rp^kfivii n
^"^^S^cl in hand crafts that

building industries * i l^-
relatively small, especially if we exclude the

wood shaper now turns out special shapes of ii^nh,. boarrt
^^^^"^^^^

ator simplv stacks » nnmW r.^ u Y"^*"^ j^ J^^ng ooaicls. Iheoper-
one time by t!,e S^achh^e h^ tf ''''

''''",'='' ^'''' ™*^ »»d **Ped at

others. FormerrrSeAt^ V "^ *-}" «"' boards and inserts

ironing board al-^un "?h cSng tod trtUfte^e'r"'"'''' " ='"Sle
and even.

tuning tool until the edges were smooth

produce up to 24 identTcaTcarvin^^frnf"""e*'"'5'> ^'"'=h <=an

the skilled carver ifaim skilled nne,T
?"'**''' *''™- Koplacing

of carving with hand twirOnlv.T^y^ 1 g^^'aHy incapabll
and these only rnaehieSt, 1 f

/''' <=™ft«'™n are retained-
master forms.^ Cv^JmOhi^tTr.

foctones-to make the original

mold is filled with fluid c av LdUtL ^"^tead a plaster-of-paris

breaks open the moU to'dYiharg:'the
™''""''™'^ ""*""'<^™*-

distalmSnZi'^ ?hSf™^„if7"1'-^'?"'-P<'- *yP« "f «kill-

into a larger numbeTof fillds Tlfe sk H dk?f
'™ ''''"^'"y. '^^'''"'^^d

mstruments which control nromn.!
*''«''splacmg potentialities of

indicate or record Of a° the ,?pw n^^*"' * "''"/hose which merely
during the period im^l'lVZ^r'TZ ?''r'\,°"

"^^ ""^'^^^
most sharply. In 1928 onlv s r^Il^ / /.,

'ont'-ollmg type rose
control devices- hvtoqwK • ^ ™"' ?* "'« '«^'' instruments were
The propSn'ot ™ ordin^ ins/JZ"'/"'! Y T,™ '° ^0 percent
from IS^to U perS^'n"! ilirZ^^felrS t8T4'i":,r™?
inIt:kfetr!e"S^^^^^ insPnmeit^hf. S^^'

^ 3
George E. Barnett, Macbinery and Labor. Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 1926!
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In recent years changes of almost revolutionary character have

affected certain basic stages of metal work The most striking are

stamping and welding. AVhen metals were formed into shape with

planers,1athes, broachers, shapers, and files the skill requirements per

unit of output were among the highest in the industrial world But

today, the role of manv metal workers is becoming increasingly that ot

an attendant to a machine which batters and hammers the metal mto

form with tremendous force and extreme precision at an almost in-

credible speed. This machine is the punch press. The punch press and

closelv related types of equipment are today capable of tnmmmg,

shearing, parting, notching, blanking, punching, piercing, bendmg,

beading, e^cpanding, curling, contracting, burrmg, wiring, drawmg

extrudnig, forging (hot and cold), swaging, flanging, embossing, and

pinching" The speed of the punch press has been steadily increased.

The amount of skill per unit of output has been decreased not only

by the speed of these modern battering rams; their very development

has completely eliminated certain functions formerly performed by

skilled workers. , , , , , ,

Not many years ago the electric arc and the acetylene torch were

reo-arded me/ely as tools for repair. The riveter, formerly a highly

skUled worker in the steel trades, has been practically displaced by

the development of the resistance welder and the spot welder, ihe

science of welding has been so developed that the worker only needs

to know how to make good welds. A lengthy experience with, the

process and an intimate knowledge of metals are no longer requisites

of the occupation.
. , , i i ^i.^ o,.^f

The skill-displacement caused by the punch-press and the spot-

welding process is reflected in the occupational requirements ot an

industry in which thev are widely used. It has been reported that m
the plants of one large automobile company, 43 percent of the work-

ers require onlv 1 day to learn their jobs, 36 percent up to 8 days 6

percent up to 2 weeks, 14 percent from a month to a year, and only

1 percent more than a year.

All new techniques, however, do not result m a reduction or elimi-

nation of skill requirements. In certain cases, new techniques cause

the replacement of a large number of semi- or miskilled workers by

a few hiohly skilled operators. The tendency toward the creation

of new skills is important, but even though a new skill is created by a

new technique, unit labor requirements m the process as a whole

are o-enerally reduced. Furthermore, producers sooner or later de-

velop new mechanisms which eliminate the new skill or standardize

its operation, so that the function can be performed by a semi- or

unskilled worker.
. .-u u t-

Reduced occupational training requirements.—ferimps the best

method of ascertaining changes in skill requirements is to compare the

amount of time required for training at different periods, ihe

method rests upon the reasonable assumption that under normal con-

ditions a decrease in the length of the training period generally

indicates a decrease in the amount of skill required.
. x n

The changes in the length of the training periods required tor all

production workers in 1931 and 1936 in five diversified industries—

metal working, baking (hand-operated), creamery, printing (en^

300282—41 10
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^M-avinnr) and lauiidiy—Mere studied in Minnesofa 29 tIio fo,w]

In metal-working only 4 [wiwHt of (l,,e production woikers in 10-?1required a ranuns period of less than half a mo tl hv ic^fi If Iproportion had risen to 20 percent On t o nthl, I 'i ^i
^ *'''"

tion of workers which .-equi;;?! ft" n 2 to 4 yea of raininrtvil'IT'-
42 percent of the total in 1931 to only 7 pirceSt in lOTfi *^T1

'

d^'re: "f" ','1,
"*

^F:\ ""^^r^'
»"^' ot'hJr'dXs wh cf;«,^ cedX

in,S!o;,:rirSSer"v,i;'':r;;.?,oV:i ;™r
'^'''" '"'-''^^7-

^5^pe^Sr^^r?^rjit^^^
Had maJ; r'compS^-^SS' a^ty^riftf^ fr'T-'-^'

°"" "-
worker perfonnin',, one' sim 'k'opSL?t f^jSl^^^d' TltT"'stnkmg .llustrat.on of the use of chain woA to sa 4 labor

"

Avorkers. In 1931 vii^tnolW 111 fi? •
i . •

^^""^^er of production

TAe TFo^'X'^r'5 Mental and Physical Well-behg

P^duct^processes that the individ«:i ^X.^^IS^.^ttSrlrmi'
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automatic machine, monotony and boredom are inevitable, and the

worker who prefers the monotonous routine nnposed by numerous

technolooical processes is generally of relatively low intelligence.

In recent years technology has perhaps tended to lessen the amount

of hiohly repetitious, standardized work, but in so doing it has en-

tirelv'^displaced the individual worker with completely automatic proc-

esses^ or multipurpose machines which ])erform the necessary func-

tions For example, Morse telegraphers have become unnecessary

where the Morse key has been displaced by the teletype machine.

Monotony, in addition to stunting personality development and

stiflino- ima<nnation, contributes to the occurrence of industrial acci-

dents
"^

J^Ioirotony also may lead to actual decreases in worker pro-

ductivity. Discontent often leads to a deliberate slowmg-down of

work in' all types of employment.

Machinery "over whose speed and rhythm the worker has no control

is liable to produce strain and tension accompanied by sullen acquies-

cence or even resentment. Machine-feeding of a more or less auto-

matic kind is, therefore, likely to involve human costs which are seldom

fully evaluated, but which contribute to industrial inefficiency. Among

them are the definite costs of unrest, absence, ill health, accidents, etc.

The British Medical Research Council discovered that when machinery

was operated at an abnormal rate of speed, output per worker, after

rising in the early part of the spell, began to fall at an extremely rapid

rate until the work ceased.
i- w

The terms "speed-up" and "stretch-out" have been applied to prac-

tically every type of labor intensification. The former indicates an

increase in the rapidity with which a worker must perform a given

set of functions, while the latter connotes an increase m the number of

functions a worker must perform within a given period of time.

Labor-intensification systems have been widely applied throughout

the industrial world, there is, for example, the speed-up inherent in

the application of the straight-line system of production m lieu of

the bundle system in the manufacture of cotton garments 1 he

straio-ht-line system makes the operator keenly aware that if she tails

behind in her "work the operator next in line is rendered idle, wjxiting

for the ^rarment on which she is working. Unless each operation is

completed promptly, the rest of the line will be delayed and the tore-

man will arrive to "investigate the trouble.
,i • .

The speed-up system may derive its teini)o either from the mter-

spersion of the niore efficient workers throughout the abor force or

from the operation of machinery at a speed higher than the usual

rate of the average worker. The latter method is particularly ^appli-

cable to those machine-feeding processes in which the operator s fail-

ure to keei^ the machine fully supplied with material does not injure

the machine or the product! In such cases the machine has often

been set at a speed which equals or exceeds the highest rate attainable

by the best operator, since it is believed that this increases output.

The fear of unemployment resulting from the introduction of speed-

up and stretch-out systems leads to discontent and. m some cases, to

strikes. For example, the application of the stretch-out system m a

cotton mill increased the numl)er of automatic looms attended by an

individual weaver from 35 to as many as 100 and made possible a

reduction in labor costs by the use of less skilled, lower-paid workers.
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i?I?/l'''''f^'
^^'^ workers, tlirough a fully recognized and long-estab-lished trade union, were given tlie right to cooperate Mdth manage-ment m determining conditions unde? which the stretch out svstfLwas to be applied, the attendant labor displacement became an ii^

Sp;s^s:t?sr -' ^^-^^^^^-^-^ ^-^-.^ fi-^^^ to^a ^tSr
Systems of intensified labor—all designed to place the amount to

moKonv ^!^;;";^-f.P-^^"^^V-,
basis-ha%e aggra^.ited nervous "rainmonotony, and fatigue, and decreased productivity. In some casesthese systems have increased industrial accidents

Imlustrml cwddents.~^m^^\^ industrial accidents, largely as a result

h.v'f"Y"i¥ f'i^'
"^^ '^'^ ?^^^* «f ^^^^^«"« governmfntll agendehaTe tended to decline over a long-term period, their incidence is stil

nlr -In^ltr'
""'"

'^'T
"" --i-\^ha^'-teristic of modern tech-

18SS^0nnini ? '

f
•^'^•'"'^''^ moderately intense activity, a total of

1,8^8,000 industrial injuries occurred throughout the Umted Statesrepresentmg 40,159 injuries per 1,000,000 workers
OcowfaUonal diseases.-Q^vi^m technological processes contain the

Tin fpd ' ^L^i^ iJ

certainty of occupational disease. In 1933 theUnited States Bureau of Labor Statistics listed approximately 900hazardous occupations, and during the period 1922 to 1933 the number
^ i^^^^TT^

substances considered increased from 52 to 94
1 he following classification, prepared by Dr. Carroll Daugherty

indicates the scope of occuj^ational groupings in which occupStional
diseases are a definite hazard

:

^i^upaiiondi

(1) The dusty trades.
(2) The poisonous trades, other than dusty.
(3) Occupations producing germ diseases.
(4) Occupations producing slvin infections.
(5) Occupations involving extremes in temperature

(7) I^rSpel'SrnT"'^
^""'^ '"^ compressed or rarefied atmospheres.

(8) Occupations requiring constant use of certain parts of the body
(9) Processes requirmg artificial humidity.^"

Tks older worher.—lt is widely believed that older workers areunable to keep up with the pace of modern technology. But the beliefthat older workers are less efficient under modern methods of produc-
tion IS without factual foundation. Productivity of older workers hasbeen found to be higher than the average for all age groups generally in
skilled crafts, and frequently m mass-production industries ^^

Apparently the driving tempo of modem mass-production fails to
lessen the effectiveness of older workers. They also hold their ownin trades requiring skilled craftsmanship. For example, a study ofproductivity of skilled cigar-makers found that the numl]er of cigarsper 40-hour week rolled by workers in the 41 to 50-year-old wLe-
^5'Tn'J™'!P ^^^ ^'^^^' compared with an average for all a^e otoudsof 3^30; 542 of the 1 909 workers included in thf sample wfre^' the41-50 age group. If there are obstacles to the emplovment of olderworkers, their existence appears to be due to factors other than tech-

1933^pp°12S"?''*^'
^^''^'' ^'^""^^^^ i" American Industry, Houghton Mifflin, Boston,

Committ^'fne!I^^wi'orlrilirpp'^^^^^^^^^ ^™''"°' ''""^ ^'''' ^^^y- ^"blic Affairs
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COMPENSATIONS

The effects of technolocv upon the worker's wage, employment, skill,

phTsfc^laM mental weil-liing indicate that^ he 1-- -f-/ -^^

stantial losses from the technical advances of recent decades. Are

? Se comp^^^^ that can be set oif against.these losses to balance

e accovn t? Two matters have been stressed m this connection- he

rediXn of hours of work and the emergence of new industries which

offHie worker new opportunities in place of those which have been

lost or circumscribed.

Reduction of Tloum.
^ \^ a

Reduction of hours per week in recent decades has been an undoubted

P-ain to labor in terms of increased leisure, if this has not been more

\\Z counter-balanced by a loss of employment or.of re.x iijme A

complete audit in this account cannot be written m terms of the cir-

uZances of employed labor alone. The interests of
f^^^^f^^^

fully occupied popuhition must be considered, not to mention the

iCiiremeits of the consuming public which needs a greater rather

tha aSler output of goods and services. Considermg the mtereste

of the entire body of workers, hours of work have to be compared with

^ssockted trends in employment, m the
^^^-\"^\^f.ttwrthe

wages, and with possible long-run cultural gams to be realized m the

use of the new leisure.
. -, i • ^i i <- ^^,.f ,.t.^t

Hours of work have declined extensively during the last centuij.

In 1851 a union of newspaper compositors in New York City recom-

mended a work week of six 12-hour days, or 72 hours. By 1938 com-

positors worked 37% hours a week. Blast furnace employees worked

a full-time week of 84 hours as late as 1900; today their hours are

Troni 1890-1937 the average work week of factory employees in tlie

United States fell from about 60 to 42 hours; in the building trades

from 55 to 39; in steam railroads from 60 to 48; m aaithracite and

bituminous coal mining from 60 to 35 This decline m l^ours has been

punctuated by two precipitous dips followed by periods of relatne

stability. The first abrupt downturn took place during the World

War when the average full-time work week fell from 55.1 to ol.O

hours. This was due largely to shortages in labor and the competi-

tion for workers among industries. The number of hours worked per

week then remained relatively stable throughout the 1920 s

The second abrupt dip occurred under the National Industrial Ke-

covery Act when the 40-hour week was commonly established by the

codes of fair competition, while in certain industries, principally

clothing and coal mining, hours were reduced to 35 or 36 per week

For the majority of workers the 40-hour week meant a reduction ot

8 to 10 hours a week.
i ^i at t t? \ i « «

In most cases the decreases brought about by the JN. 1. K. A. na^e

remained in effect due in large part to the hicreasing organization ot

labor and the enactment of labor legislation which has been held

constitutional by the United States Supreme Court.

The Fair Labor Standards Act, which became effective October 24,

1938, limits the hours of persons employed in interstate comnierce or m
the production of goods for interstate commerce (with specihed excep-

tions) to 44 per week during the year beginning October 1938, 42 the
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second year, and 40 hours theiviffm- Aiif^., •

conCtion. are specially refc.ulatecri;;S;airg afk ,
"'"'" "°'*'"^

abanclon,nent of the 72-hrr workweek
"'"'^ ''""''"« *° "'«

Development of Newi Indmtries

S;fe:s" iBrf-r?--

-

placement of'ordir!i!>^J^r°'l'
industries are stimulated by the

minf "^''°*''"?^°* '"?'" '"diistries is emphasized by the fact that 18manufacturing mdustnes which came into existence s.ncTl879ab-
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sorbed almost one-seventh of all the labor employed in manufacturing

in 1929. The number employed by these industries does not include

either those engaged in the production of the necessary capital goods

or those required in the fields of distribution, transportation, and

service.

While new industries are rapidly expanding they are most effective

as stimulants to economic activity. New plants are constructed, new

workers are hired, and a new demand is created for matexials. The

im]X)rtance of a new industry diminishes, however, as it develops

sufficient capacity to meet a foreseeable demand, and as the capital

goods industries su|>plying the necessary productive equipnient ex-

pand to a point where 'they can meet any expected demand from the

new industries. Certain new industries tend to pass quickly through

this vital growing stage, such as those which produce durable goods

and are affected by a rapid increase in market saturation.

The mere development of a new product, or perhaps a new industry,

does not necessarily result in a net gain in employment and purchiis-

ino- power equivalent to the consumption of the new product. The

new o-ood may be merely a substitute for other commodities. The im-

portaiice of a"^new good'for an increase in employment and purchasing

power depends greatly upon the intensity of its appeal to all classes of

consumers. The greater utility of motor transportation over that

of the horse-drawn vehicle and the railroad in the movement of in-

dustrial goods is only a part of its general usefulness. The attractive-

ness of the automobile to families for its prestige value, for greater

general convenience, and particularly for its recreational values is so

great as to minimize the importance of numerous other goods and

Services. In order to possess one, economies are required m many

items of the family budget. Its purchase draws heavily upon savings

and upon future income in the shape of partial payments, which m
themselves prohibit in advance many customary expenditures.

While more units of the new product may be sold than of the old,

as in the substitution of the automobile for the horse-drawn vehicle,

this gain might be offset by lower unit labor requirements m the pro-

'ductfon of the new commodity. Its net advantage to employment

and purchasing power would require an exact comparison of the pro-

duction and unit labor requirements of the new industry ^yltll those

of the whole range of commodities whose consumption was diminished

by the substitution of the new product, a comparison which seems

quite impossible to make.
.

Finally, to summarize the importance of the "new industries stimu-

lus" to eiiterprise and prosperity.

We should be careful * * * not to over-weight this new-iiiflustry argu-

ment. In any period of prosiierity the great bulk of capital formation occurs in

industries that have been long established. * * * That the bulk of such

expansion during the decade (of the twenties) occurred in industries either old

or middle-aged seems unquestionable. We have only to consider the tremendous

expansion outlays in housing, railroads, telephones, electric power, commercial

construction, and the like, to confirm the conclusion. * * * As a matter of

fact the more mature and elaborate a technology becomes, the more likely it is

that expansion will occur through thousands of individually minor advances,

rather than through a few inventions of a fundamental and revolutionary

character.^

'oSavlno-s and Investment in the American Enterprise System, Machinery anil Allied

Products Institute, July 1&39, pp. 22, 23, 26.
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A sigiiificant compensation to the worker's loss of emplovment onportunities IS not. found and is probably not toLXelZV^^^^either neAv industries or the expansion of old ones as such TIp^are dynamic forces lyin^ below the surface in tli^s conne tion whichiieed to be recognized and controlled. Most impoZ t of he^e inhe opinion of many are (1) the expansion of the labor fumlmd Spurchasing power and (2) the remoyal of resti.aints whiX^^^^^^^^^^

aL-Idc^^lX ,lf-^^-lled prices-together with such Lsodatedaite ations m the economy as these basic changes make necessary

upo^thrSilIthrj' TT" ^'^^^-'^^ - anothe^X/it^ationupon tne stimuJating effect of new mdustr es. Because oyer twothirds of the Nation's families and indiyiduals are in the Lwer hiclp
fneX'r?'.^i

«'^"' ^'' iiew products is automatical^ hnitld TbZtone-third (31.6 peix^ent of the total number of families and Wle
nlfafitn'''"T? r'^^r 'V''' '^'^'^ ^^^0 "^ 193^36 iSrly 01? !

cent; less than !i5l,5O0. At the other end of the income scale abont
2 percent had incomes of $5,000 and oyer and less thnn i .L. .incomes of $10,000 and oyer

' ^ percent

£rJunsTdWpfil'^/''"''^'""
^^ PT^^"^ "^^l^^^^^l "^ the lower-income

come rSlnn .^
measured m terms of the consuming units' in

mg units receiye Ipss tbnn «i nnn n
^^o-^|"icls of all consum-

generally amo^tiTo \e
"
tTioZrc^i oTfht^Io'tT™ ""^''f

ers^tr^hS^^^^^^^^^^^ - refrigerators, vacuum oleax.:
the lower-income groZs Lust bTdi^^^^^^^^^ "^'f-

^^"" ^^'^^ ^^^ "^^an that*,itiips must be diopped from consideration as a potential market
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for these goods. * * * Obviously, if tliese markets are to be tapped, prices

must be low and payments must be extended over substantial periods of time.

The smallness of the income residual among the lower-income groups

will not necessarily prevent the development of any new nidustry, but

the present pattern of income distribution must be regarded as an

obstacle to the extensive development of any new industry.

TECHNOLOGY, INVESTORS, AND ENTERPRISERS

Presupposing insatiability of wants on the part of the consuming

public, the necessary purchasing power, and the continuing emergence

of new technical ideas, it woidd follow that an expandnig economy

would ever call for new capital and so provide continuing opportunity

for investment. From the viewpoint of the investing public, tech-

nology may have created obstructions to its continuing advantage, or

it may have created positive gains. Here as elsewhere a balance must

be struck between the disadvantages and benefits of technology. But

in the misuse of patents and the control of research by large business

groups technology is contributing to the increased unbalance of the

economy.

Misuse of Patents.

Patents have been used in a wide variety of ways to establish a high

degree of economic power over an industry. But the power exerted is

frequently far greater than might be inferred from the existence of a

l7-vear legal monopoly.
there are two principal reasons for this : (1) control may be extended

well beyond the termination of the basic patent by means of so-called

improvement or indirect patents. The operation of the basic equip-

ment without these patented improvements is often impracticable and

thus control may be extended an additional number of years for each

patent improvement. (2) The life of a patent affords the company

controlling it a considerable amount of time in which to become en-

trenched in a position of dominant economic power. During this

period its monopoly income may enable it to engage in activities to

secure the field to itself after the patent control is legally ended. The

company may purchase potential rivals outright or buy their patents;

it may contract for the services of the leading inventive talent m the

field ; it may bring expensive lawsuits upon so-called infringers, the

expense of which, in most instances, can be borne much more readily

by the established firm than by the accused companies; it may pursue

policies of predatory price cutting, designed to force out of business

those firms with less financial staying-power. In short, it may accumu-

late during the period of its patent control such financial strength that

it can vigorously pursue any of the numerous policies designed to con-

trol the extent of competitors' operations, or to force competitors com-

pletely out of business.

A partial list of the techniques for effecting economic control through

patents includes the use of patents to establish command over the pro-

duction of a given commodity (1) by compelling members of an in-

dustry to lease patented equipment; (2) by dividing territory and

^See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 1, Price Behavior and

Business Policy, p. 131.
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nllnin:;';^;^^:^^!;;;'^--^!^^ (3) bydeter-
equipment; and (4) bv Win ."ST

^"^ produced witli patented
nio^ty to Ml^^eZiZ^'S^'^Z;^!^^ retailers of a ^i4n com-
producers in an industry.""

»^'^'1^^^^'"8- policies of patent-holding

Control of Industrial Research

^^^^^"^^^^^ ^^-- - P-^-bly no other
enormous concernsTTe Nation T^^^^^ S ^^•'^"""^^^d by a few
companies with the lai-lsf eSa vlw^ff ^'°^''* -^^"^^^^ ^'^^^ "1'^

larpe research abora/oriS "a 1^^^",' 'T '"""'"™,'' ''^ »">>' 4r>

by con>panies which ".'riot^' e^N tl^^'-gS^'^,::;!!"
<> -''t™".^

corporations." ^s '^ i-^auons ^uu leading nonfinancial

trid rlSSdll^isXt/"^"''"^'
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^- concentration of indus-

^~^^^IS^"i^S^^^^^^^ '" the course of inUust.ia,
A though a few large concen s wlU^S?rorP^^^ ^^"^ '''''''''' ''^ ^^^ laboratory,
sciences frequently publish theTesults of fl p . S "''•'^^ "^^^'^'^'^ ^" fundamental
of industrial research. The proportion of to i, i^'r"""^ ^« »«t typical
having industrial laboratories'^ smly a frac Sn nf nF ''''^''''^''^ l>y concenis
academic and governmental laboraor es P pn t l^^'^Port^o'^ published by
given to individual scientists wSn^ in induJf, . loh'''*^!

""^^^"^ permission is
experimental findings, the mana-emenf f«n u

laboratories to publish their
such technical papers/ modify their^oenN.ui '''^"''' "^^ '"'^^^ '^ ^^'«""^e
wl^n It tinc^ that this wou& "^^S:S^^lS ^S^e^c^S^^^^" '''''

J^':o:^!rt:rS^:^ l!
^^ --^ characteristic of large than of

firms able to pur i^ it tedino^^^^^^^
advantage^ to those

to the concenJration of tt'otl^Zf^ ""^" "^'""^^^^ ^'^'^ "^^1^^-

Diversion of Productive Gains

cu™;:^:';,xz: tszt^i -^t^-i >-? ^-i^ "p » p.-
to be absorbefl b, . „„

' v "'™ ""^ ''<'<'" Jibsorbed. or promises
serio', ded^ein-'his nmXib '"^ '™''"'''' °* P»''^l'««i"g pow" a
tion but also Lnin he' he reTl^i'"''''''

"°* •"" -^ ""^ do,™ produc-
sion" occurs, to ^overcome onl Z '""T

'"'"*"' ""•''^«- ^ "depres-
ing power. Tlie i,"ve tZ ™ L ff*^ * ""^ "'''<^''^°" "* P'»-*«s-

tli ra e™ t ;°'-- f-^-;^f
.
C. M,i that dS^^ibe period 1922-2.

tl".t of all dasles ofcS sS.o /^n f °''^5'P.'V" ,«l'"P'»"'t exceeded
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Tanced 7.3 percent a year, while transportation equipnient declined 1.1

percent a year.^^ In jjeneral, an increasmoj proportion ot the total

output of goods took the form of equipment designed further to expand

productive capacity.
. , ,, ^ . j? j? i

As for consumption goods durino- this period, the output ot foods

increased at an annual rate of l.G percent (barely above the rate ot

population gi^owth, 1.4 percent) ; other ])erishable goods, with certain

exceptions, also lagged behind the general advance in prothiction, as

did the production of semidurable goods like boots and shoes, textiles,

etc Among durable consumption goods, such as automobiles, furni-

ture, electrical equipment, etc., the rate of advance was 6.3 percent a

year, while that of residential construction was 4.3 percent.

This disparitv between the more rapid advance of capital goods

production and the slower advance of the output of consumption

goods during the wars preceding 1929 is held by Dr. INIills (and by

other economists) to have been a factor in the collapse of that year.

Prof. Theodore Kreps has undertaken the difficult task of com-

paring the shares of labor and of capital in the value of the production

output of certain major groups of industries during the period 1919

to 1938.3' This he has done by means of indexes for three measures:

what he calls "consumer funds absorbed," pay rolls, and dividends

and interest. The first represents the net dollar value of goods pro-

duced in the productive process in terms of what the purchasers paid

for them; the second is the sum of wages and salaries in dollars; and

the third an estimate of the sums allotted to capital in the form of

interest and dividends.

From summarized data Professor Kreps hazards a generalization

for the economy as a whole:

* * * the outstanding fact is the manner in which dividends and interest

rose faster than national income or labor income in the twenties, maintained itself

in 1930, and has kept well above both national income and labor income right up

to the end of the period, though the gap has been narrowing rapidly in the last

2 or 3 years. These facts show upon whom falls the real impact of depression,

for labor income rose and fell with national income. Labor bore its full share

of the depression. The theory held in some quarters that property—that is,

stockholders and bondholders—take the risk is not borne out by the facts."''

TECHNOLOGY AND THE GENERAL ECONOMY

If a ''normal'' economic system be thought of—one with a stationary

population and no external trading, running at full employment and

at full plant capacity—the sum of money saved by the recipients

of income (whether' individuals, business linns, or institutions),

must be offset by an equivalent investment, otherwise the income

stream is reduced and trouble ensues.^°

If investment exactly balances the amount that individuals choose

to save, full employment will exist. New investments will naturally

make use of new ideas and processes, so that an increase of out]3ut per

man-hour will occur yielding productive gains over previous produc-

tion from an equal expenditure of capital and labor. Some of these

^Economic Tendencies in the United States, pp. 274-276, 281.
. .- .u c. • i

=« Temporarv National Economic Committee Monograph No. 7, Measurement ot the Social
s9 Ibid., p. 105. ,, , . TTT -n- -^^^
«»On the topic of a balanced economy, see, among other references, A. W. \V right.

What's Wrong With the Eoonnniic System, 1939.
Performance of Business, ch. III.
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accrue to consumers when enterprisers hope to enlarge their profitsby reducing prices, or when competition compels themlo lower piicesto conserve profits. In either case lowered prices enlarge puicl asnig power and so aid in maintaining the balance bet^'i hives

-'

gains will oidinarily remain over in prosperous times for distribution among those who share in the production process Whoeverthese are, they must enlarge their scale of living to compensate for

foTliw'T^
co«t o^^^'^'^"'*^""' o«^erwise some tnemployme U miis[

Tl i lifP ' P^'«t'' -^^
'T'^

consumption must rise coVrespondiZ y

Joods clsmned ' " "^ consumable goods must equal the rate^o'f

f^^^^'flfr ^^'^ persons sharing in the production process most likelvo profit by productive gams? Since control of productio Ts i the-hands of enterprisers working for profit, they wi 1 have Ttheir d s

cosTiaTe mel"' tT'^'' ? ^-Pl^- after lint, i^iterest, labor and other

as a mnttPr nf .
costs will be kept at the lowest possible minimum

^4ste R,?fH. •'''• 4mT' ^«'^t^can be reduced by eliminating:
Av aste. But the saving of labor costs is not an advantage to the seneraleconomy if it amounts to restricting the purchasing poTve of thf^eatbulk of coiisumers Adequate purchasing power is required to^onsume the additional production made possible by improved produc-tivity The balance of production with consumption's by so muSidisturbed since labor income must advance in keeping wilhth? increased productivity if this balance is to be presein^ed

^
An economy with extreme differences in iiicome and without controlof income distribution can maintain a balance of product Tand consumption only with great difficulty. Periods of prosSy ^?ve lise"to excessive savings m the higher income brackets derived fromlxceDtional profits, followed by periods of depression iiXced bv Ze corr^spondmg reductions of labor income in the lower bracket^ A serTou;

mtesses'Sw^^^^
''""'

''^'''V'
^^^^ ^"^^^^ '^ correction bypiocesses miierent m the economy or by way of external circumstances

past T^T^ character which have affected such a correctri n thepast. The current situation may be one of this order

resuuUTo'n^rt'%'^r ^''T'''^ ^"^^^ ^^ '^'' ^^' ^^^ lo««es

the stotf nf off •
J'^^clmology m recent years clearly suggeststhe state of affairs just described. These gains and losst^s as ?hev

tedz c '^elhr^f^r t"^^
^^^

i^^^^P^^^^^^
'^l^-- They a1; ch™^teiizecl as either of short-run or long-run character Bv a lono- nm

SwVStLTll, °'" "''"" - "", obviously penZL't '?e™
dSbv tPinnnvn.. fl "TT^^ o'le wh.ch will not be substantially

=,,!; 1 u-^. 'i"'*'^
fluctuations ni its circumstances. It is not ai

™X hattt istT'T'" 'f'' '™y "°* ''^^ *" ^ considerable tn'e^

ati.5ylort p™iod
"""'^ '""™'""' """ '^ '>^ ^^ '^entified with

GAINS AND LOSSES TO THE TOTAL ECONOMY FEOM THE USE OF TEOHNOLOOY INRecent Yeaks

GAINS

Extraordinary long-run gains in productivity.

Presumnif^ 1?"* ^''"^"'"" ^^'''^ *" "^^ reduction of hours of labor

tolTrX^eSs""? ISSrs'
''''' ^-^«^'-- ^- ^^^ -^-tion of arduous

I
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LOSSES

the new
Heavy short-run losses in production from the failure to exploit

^""wenvv'short-run losses in man-hours of labor from the same cause.

'T±ur;™;?u„' lo.rii"n,!;TS:;S;. », „ c,a.s ot workers capable or

^!^;^Z£^S^'S1^'^^'^^'^^ o. .e„a„n. a. a oo„..

^T«?oSs'fot-n"l l:S;To"an";S.vn percentage of wov.e,. from nervous

^"ieS?lbo;itr,;Stri„r ';roTSe'ir';^bno,o.y from mo^

i„dn.trial research
f'"J/'r

»'«
"f™7/,SSts from an excessive diversion

0f1.S<^'V"rg;"isrcVpi.ar"pa;n5en?s'^'^^^ conse,nent restriction of par-

chasing power.

Evidence of the lack of balance between investment and consump-

tion necessary for the maintenance of a "balanced economy" is un-

mistakable An excessive diversion of productive surplus to capital

myme ts has undoubtedly included large profits of prosperous

periodfdue to increased productivity. Uncompensated by a corre-

sPoncUno expansion of purchasing power, a restriction of investment

was inevitable, resulting in idle money and idle men. The made-

lacv of urchasing power to command the use of idle capital and idle

workers iTsid)stantkllY accounted for by the failure of hourly earn-

ng'i parallel an increase in output per man-hour and by he facX

ihSt in k large section of the economy prices of goods did not fall m
keep nAvith a striking reduction in unit labor costs. The heavy de-

pression losses in production and income reported, as well as those

Sifch continue to accumulate from a distinctly partial recovery, were

the inevitable consequences of these conditions.

But a discussion if the requirements of a balanced economy is not

identical wTth an appraisal if the economic effects of
.
technology at

We Gains and losses of a more inclusive kind are involved. Ex-

traordinary long-run gains in productivity might seem to represeiit an

ZaMe/ advantage to all parties concerned, but tins Productivity

wS itself achieved by change.' in the circumstances of labor which led

to ^eiT er ous ong-run losSes-presumptive losses m morale, positive

ois'in s^ lossS dre to a reversal of a democratic trend m the dis-

1? bution of workers toward the less exacting and lower-paid gi^ades

7i w n?.r1 toward denressino- rather than stimulating types of occu-

Sal Perforrait are not so tangible as wages and

Eom" pSS. and income, but they may have deep significance

to the ultimate well-being of the working population

Recen Iv the advance Sf technology has met with obstructmns. The

monopoUzing^ much industrial research by concentrated mdustres

fgJ-llshZL ha?nfssed to the interests of a relatively small number
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of 1-ecipients of capitalincome, to tlie disadvanhim^ of consumers anfl

^vt^^nt f dl^li^S^-^
-'' -'-'-^ -^^"^^^ ^---—J t^

..2vnl ^^fIfS^!^f^'J^'sadvantages are to be set long-run gains to

w H 11 fl
'^'"^ significance, the reduction of hours 5 borwi h all this promises m the future, and the reduction of arduous

persons.
""^' "'"'"' '"™^^' ^^™^ '^""''^'^ ^^^ other classes of

fJu.^^'^T^-' 'i
''?''''''* ^^ '^^^ *^^^*' tl^e benefits of technology have

1 P vv f,^:"^"^^^:«^:^/«
^'^y «ne of the groups within the economf Thelieavy depression losses were chiefly borne by consumers on the lower

'ndf,'
/"'""'§

^T ""r^"''^
""'''^ ^y ^ preponderance of enteTprS

cr oHpIT'- P""'^^
'^^Ivantage as there was accrued to a small num-bei of recipients of capital income. Long-rmi gains, on the otherhand, went to consumers especially, and nota'bly to labor However ifIt should turn out that what have been designated short-run losses aremerely indications of a long-run trend, consumers and labor as well asenterprisers and investors, are bound to sustain further loses whichcannot be compensated for by mere promises of better possib IkLr



CHAPTER VI

INTERSTATE TRADE BARRIERS '

Our National Goveinmeut was founded as a federation of States,

each expecting benefits from the Union. Foremost m importance

we^ Sose expected from outh^wmg- State tariffs and from establish^

ing and maintaining a national area of free interstate trade^ The

Co^nstHution delegat'ed plenary powers over commerce to the Federal

^
Bu" m'th^ hist 25 years hundreds of laws, regulations, ordinances,

and administrative oVders have been passed which "^^P^de the free

flow of commerce between the States and even between localities

Some of these were designed to restrain trade whi e others restrain

trade unintentionally because there are so many conflicting provisions

'""TTX'barHers aft'ect prices, the movement of goods and services

betw;en States and lesser political jurisdictions, the ff^"^H^^'fr^'de"
of the American public, and in general the level of domestic ti ade.

Thev have alreadv inflicted widespread damage on our domestic eco-

nomic structure. ^Oleomargarine has been taxed out of the reach of

millions of families who cannot afford butter. Nonuniformity m
State Tegislation prescribing motortruck weight, length, load, and

Lfety lequirements seriously impedes highway-borne commerce.

Prices are increased and markets limited by improper use of inspec-

tion and quarantine laws. Economic dislocation, slack business, and

widesm-ead unemployment are the result. In the trade-barrier move-

ment, the ''principle fundamental to prosperity is now bemg vio-

lated; protectionism turning inward has been invoked by State

ao-ainst State, industry against industry." -

^ -, j c
^The term " trade barrier," according to a generally accepted defa-

nition, is "a statute, regulation, or practice which operates or tenda

to operate to the disadvantage of persons, products, or services com-

ing from sister States, to the advantage of local residents, products,

and enterprises."
^ ........ i 4

Trade barrier laws may be divided into four classes

:

(1) Laws which are openly discriminatory toward out-ot-htate

enterprise.

Stanford University HasKell r)onolio, So c tor s omcf- V;^; •

agsistant executive director.

^^^^lit^f^^n^o^^v/^t ^:;^iu::^'^ernment. Harvard University;

nnd nr F Eusene Melder, economist, Clark T nivprsit\

.

. ,^00 ,./^i 1 « r. ^o

tS^ ti^ Ke;;Sor^;^ja'SnS A^lS^^^a^f2J.^i^e5^ate Trade

^""sef's "s 'opyenheim. "The Nature and Extent of State Trade Barrier I^^^j^^lfo°|;'

Proceedings of the National Conference on Int^sta^e Trade Barriers April 193fl p. 23.

°Heari5gs before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 29, p. 1.3780.
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(2) Laws which are statedly nondiscriminatorv, but in i)rac-
tice establish disci-immation. %.

^

(3) Laws which apply both to residents and nonresidents butin practice burden out-of-State enterprise. Appearing
in several States, the cumulative effect is to throttle inter
state trade.

(4) Laws chanicterized by discriminatory or burdensome ad-
ministration. Almost any State law can be administered
in tavor of local enterprises, since the discretionary
authority vested m the agency is generally broad.

Some consider trade barriers "the greatest single obstacle to eco-

urtLfrr\'?^ prosperity,- "There is no condition in theUnited States today that requires as careful watching and decisive

fw'r oifr Sra'e? " "" ^^"™^ '''''' '' ^-^^^ barrieiTe'

The multiplication of State trade barriers is now being challeno-ed

h? oo? ^ r
"'"' themselves and by the Federal Governnfenr Eadym 1938 the Council of State Governments recognized the movementas a menace to economic and political unity. In April 1939 at Hic^go, the council conducted a National Conference on llrstL TradeBarriers,^ which attracted national attention. Throuoh the councilState commissions on interstate cooperation work together for the

S nUeS h ,3*:r?--
Regional conferences of Statt officials hiveiq.ulted in I lilted action based on the sentiment that "there is no onething that the Governors of the States of the United States Sin dothrough their council of State governments that will benefit the wholepeople as much as will the successful elimination of exfst'ng nteSa etracle barriers and the prevention of the use of new ones " '

"''""''^^^

.

Early in 1939 the United States Department of Agriculture lon^

t'flntrna^^Tr'r" 'V^" ''^^ ^^
^''''' P^'-^-^-^' P"blisM BaVderf

;1 f J^li
'^."^^ "\/ai™ Products. Also, early in 1939 at the

sXevoftl^V^^^^^^^^
'' State Governments, theVrketlngW:

a ar?s^of S nte s7.ff T^'^f
Administration published Comi^irative

In%t^m^^^^^^ ^n^'''''''
*« ^rade Between States.

Tnfi i^^'^"^'^^^
1^^9 Secretary of Commerce Hopkins formed theInterdepartmental Committee on Interstate Trade Barriers com osedof representatives of the Departments of Agi-iculture (ConsimS

^T'IKPTT"^^ J^^^*^^^' Labor, State, and the Trea^uTtheFederal Works Agency, the Tariff Commission, and the TSstateCommerce Commission. Committee functions include the coo^xWion of present trade barrier activities within the Fede 'al GoXme fthe promotion and implementation of research on this subject Xreverpracticable cooperation with States through the Council of Stie Governments, the elimination of trade barriers, and the carr, in. on of abroad program of educational publicity. ^ ""

In line with this program, the interdepartmental committee held

v^ommittee m Maich 1940. Twenty-nine witnesses testified on the

s4^^-*^fla?p%^rl^^oSer'79J^^ ^o Autarchy, Tariff Barriers Between

Co„/rn"Irce':'SnwauStlar1hT5'l"^^ '^ ^'^ ^^'^'"^^^ '"''^''^ Wisconsin State Chamber of

State Go';re°rnmentl' Iprl'^lJ^So"""^'
Conference on Interstate Trade Barriers, Council of

«Fred I. Kent, "The Effect of Trade Wars on Our National Life." ibid pp 49-59
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the liquor industry, and standards.

GROWTH OF TRADE BARRIER MOVEMENT

The Ainerican domestic economy was bmlt l^^'g^X-^f^^^^^^^^
of free trade throudiout the country.'^ But as marketmg piocesses

became more complex there arose a need for trade regulation. F ee

tr.Hr does not require that commerce and transportation go un-

fptnlated ''- Re a i^ns^ consuming and producing areas from
regulated Keia ions u

^^^^.^^^ required prevention

Mws Processed foods required inspection to pieieiit auuiteranoii.

'
"With the great increase in these regulations t-o c ose y re ted

miglit aiise to ubt
\:.i,;i,, r^f.^siblv helDino- local producers or deal-

; rC°otli:rt.oX-;-^'" '"SkiSl ail oonsuLr^^eg^eciany i^

I

Tdministered according to local
7»™!XVaSle aJsS d to

production
»".''

f
''","*:*,°°,tdurin» the 1860's and 1900-10, in which

and in South Dakota m 1897.^^

TRADE BARRIER LEGISLATION, 19 3 0-40
^^

to to "he nSleale covered or the amount of license fees paid or

revenue received by the interstate carrier.

p. 294. ^ , T-^ o. T TJnrti^ Frederick V. Waugh, Barriers to Internal Trade

L'SI-ScS: T-"t"n.?|f.fv.??"^'sS- TH^oriSi ^^. A<....«..lo„ :
H. C.

^ usee A J Widderburn. Extent »"<! i^l^-V'^^,V,'ono-rPssional Politics.'' Political Science

Bannlrd:^=-The Oleomargarine Law A Study of Cob.^^^^
» 30 (1898) ) ;

Quarterly, vol. 2 pp. »47, .18^7 .
toums ^. -

| pj„,„Zcj/ v. Massachusetts (155 U. S.

SchoUenherger v. Pennsijlvama (1<1 u. o. J- vxoj7c.;;

^^urrVvlor Burtis, and Waush, op. cit.. p. 18- ,, ,.,„^.;-,„ t „„-„ Survev research. See also

trating barriers to trade between the States.

300282—41 11
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. ^'l^o'/f'T''^
,^^'^^^s, adopted statutes levying a ton-mile tax onout-ot-State trucks, unless reciprocal privileges were ^ranted 1 v the

P^n!i;^:^^:ti^!^^^'^'''^^
^^-—-d s.nce then without

In 1933, PO}'[oi entry legislation first made its appearance TheKansas law of that year was directed merely at petroleum and petroleum products, but m January 1934 it was extended to all moto? .Ir"ners entering the State. In 1935, Nebraska, New Mexic Tnd Okk'homa enacted this type of legislation, followed in quick succes ion by"

TeTn^'ee^anfT^x^ "^Okn' ^^f^
''^'^'^^^^' ColoradorSevada^X eiiiiebsee, anci lexas. Oklahoma s law was renpilprl ii^ iq^q Tk ^

7939 Net^Mr"" T^'^^^r'^^
^«ws, buTcEtlf^ftW ^i^1939 New Mexico dropped direct reference to ports of entrv bu^the new act accomplishes the same purpose ^^ ^' ^

Cosely allied to the mot or-vehicle problem is that of the merchanttrucker. Idaho and Washington impose annual fees of $300 ii?eachcoimty, plus a surety deposit of $50oVith the county treasurer Itin

iSfse"ISfs" '^"^ ""^^ ^^^^™^"^"^^^ "^ 22 legislatures during'^^

Restrictive liquor legislation Ijegan in 1934 with the repeal of n«

Thet^JS^i^^^w^'l^^^f^^^
of -,,,,,ory .IS^X slZ'.xne restiictive laws of California, Missour

, M chio-an Minneqotaand Kentucky were upheld by the Supreme' Court "3,houdCal^foniia and Missouri have repealed their statutes
'
^''''°"^^^ ^^l^"

Uleomargarine laws prior to 1929 w^ro ^nr- fi^r. ^ 4. ^

attempts to^re.ent fraljd and^rafsfiSnt tm.f &Z^l
^t^n r'rt"! 'tSisIation has been enacted since hat dne In

rfne In m?''!) 4 rl'.f' "?""'' f™^« '^^ "" uncoloredTnargt"rme. m lydl, 10 states followed, and today nearly half thp q^-c^o.

co'ilslfttrtheir H ''V''-''''' H'^'' ^- Wa'Kngtin'^d^^^
1931 DroTib fir "^T ^r P^^'^ ^^^ «^ ^^1 mar|arines. Since

Montratd Wi^c^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ *« other^restrictions in

Since these tax measures are prohibitive, they have produced littVrevalue and have drastically curtailed retail o\itle s C nwi^^^^^^^^^^In Washington, with a 15-cent tax, no revenue was collected in 1937 Inthe same year m Wisconsin, also with a 15-cent tax oX il^ fo
collected. Moreover in 1998 ^ q«r alJ: t ' ,^ USA2 was
rine in Wasl^in^^^'a^ SVfWk o";^" fS' ™,W '] /"f^"H> Was ungton were so licensed, and 3 ?"

Wisconsin^'
""'^ " ''""''

thereafta S'I*foi^'''''''»PP/ '"^' """^ >""g«ri'>e outlets. Shortly

,

The Supreme Court upheld the Washino-ton tax in iQ^-iis ;^a- ^ing small possibility of judicial relLf from V^nrlf^ '
'"^^c^.^"

this field. As far back as 188S thlcnuT ^^^^^!^ Earner practices m
l-^Kesale of ^^r,:h-^l'l!^^-ij^X:^:l^oS

J^oivell V. Pennsylvania, 127 U. S. 678
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as a proper article of commerce, whose sale after entry j^to inter-

state commerce in the original package, could not be prohibited by

the States '°

A typical indication of the attitude of the dairy industry m this

connection appears in the following resolution

:

Resolved, That we favor legislation against the niannfactiire and sale of any

substituted for dairy products, believing the manufacture and sale ot such

produSs to be detrimental to the health of the public as well as harmful to the

^""RlsolveTThat we endorse the continued good work of the National Dairy

Un^on in protecting the dairy interests relative to the sale of substitutes for

butter.''

In 1935 the National Cooperative Milk Producers Federation peti-

tioned the Congress to enact three types of legislation
:

--

1 A new Federal tax of 5 cents a pound on all oleomargarine

2. The equivalent of an import, excise, or processing tax of at

least 5 cents per pound on all imported fats and oils used m
the United States.

3. A Federal law to prohibit the use of interstate commerce to

nullify State oleomargarine taxes.

It was further stated in support of this program that—

* * * the competition between butter and oleomargarine is entirely on the

basis of price—the substitute undersells butter. The effect of this competition

is to take away a part of the consumer demand for butter and to lower prices

to American producers of dairy products. Detailed studies show that the spread

between the retail prices of the two products is the one big factor influencing

competitive relationships at any time. When the spread is high—the rosult

usuallv of an increase in butter prices—oleomargarine consumption is high and

butter"^ consumption is low. A change in the spread causes a proportionate shift

in consumption very quickly. These shifts are disastrous to butter prices

because the lower demand forces prices down. A rise in butter prices is jeopar-

dized immediately by this competition. The same conditions have existed since

oleomargarine has been in the picture, but at no time were more damaging to

butter prices than in the spring of 1935."

Another example of an attempt by one group to use State legis-

lation to control a competitive group is found in the obvious interest

of the railroads in laws regulating motor vehicles. In 1934 the United

States Chamber of Commerce issued a re]wrt, endorsed by numerous

organizations, recommending standards for highway vehicles.-*

The Association of American Kailroads has said

:

An analysis of motortrucks now in use and those engaged in interstate com-

merce provides further convincing proof of the fact that any increase in per-

missible size and weight of motortrucks is wholly unnecessary and that the

^ SSchoUenherger \. Pcnnsiilrania, 171 U. S. 1.
n„4^f„,. n-h^^a^

21 National Creamery Hurtermakers Association annual convention, l\)Z.i, liutter, t^neese,

and Eiig Journal, Novemlier 14, lVtL'4. ^ , , . tt •<- r.,.«o. Woir, V/^rU-
22WR Pabst. Jr., Butter and Oleomargarine. Columbia University Press, New York,

1937, p. 85. Also Oleonuir^rarine, hearings before Subcominittee on Agriculture on H. K.

""^^ BuHetin No ^t Tbe Farmer l^ooL aT'tbe Oleomargarine Picture, National Cooperative

Milk Prddupers Federation, Heccmber 19?..5, p. 67. For retaliatory measures considered by

nondairv States, see Tavlor. Burtis, Waugli, op. cit., pp. 1(-3.j. ^x,-„^
"Standards for Highway Vehicles, United States Chamber of Commerce, Washington,

^^The' AmlHctn Association of State Highway Officials, cooperating with the Bureau o^

Public Roads, worked out a set of standards which were endorsed by the Automobile Ma^^^^

facturers Association. National Association of Motor Bus Opr^ators ^^Jnenr^in I etro eum

Institute, Rubber Manufacturers Association. Amer'ca^ Inirm Bureau Fedeati^^^^^^
^'?/t,nuo

Grange. National Highway Users Conference. Industrial Trafnc Le.ague, American Automo-

bile Association, and American Motorists Association.
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K'rreasouabll'"^"'''^
"""^'"^ ""^ *^' '""^'"'^ *" accomplish that purpose would

An interesting and illuminating account of rail activities seeking
to control or 'evaluate and coordinate" truck competition in Mid^
western States chiefly Iowa, is found in the Senate hearings on rail-
roads and holding companies.-"

"Green River ordinances" and other legislation regulating merchant
truckers and itinerant merchants constitute another type of leo-is-
lation enacted to protect local merchants from outside competition ^^

lliese laws require medical examinations with unreasonable frequency
high license fees, and other restrictive requirements favorino- the local
merchant. ^

The great mass of legislation affecting the dairy industry has been
enacted m the past 10 or 15 years. Its primary purpose has been to
protect public health, but economic conditions, sucli as the effect of
long-distance truck competition upon the local producer, have also
been important. Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, Jvew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Florida in the past 10
years have passed laws requiring all milk entering the State to comefrom lanns that have either been licensed or inspected by such State,
femce 1921, 2o States have limited milksheds and stabilized prices bvprice-hxmg measures. -^

Laws^ requiring preference in State purchases for State residents or
products (and sometimes both) have a long history. Among others,
Califomia had such a law in 1897, Colorado in 1919, and 0?egon in
1901. But, withm the past 10 years, such legislation has greatly in-
creased.

_

Since 1929, preference laws of one type of another have been
enacted m the following States

:

California (1931) . Montana (1933)
Colorado (1937) Nevada (1931)
Georgia (1931) (1933) New Jersey (1934)
Illinois (1937) New Mexico (1933) (1938)
Indiana (1931) North Carolina (1931)W (1934) (1937) North Dakota (1929 to 1938)
Kansas (1931) South Dakota (1939)
Louisiana (1934) Utah (1933)
Maryland (1939) Vermont (1933)
Massachusetts (1931) Washington (1933)
Missouri (1937) Wyoming (1931)
Mississippi (1932)

a, v
/

The free movement of livestock and nurserv stock is often impeded
by inspection and quarantine laws. Administrative rules and regula-
tions are often used m time of economic distress, to keep out-of-State
products out of local markets. An example is the Bano-'s disease
regulation adopted by New York State in 1932. Sucli action often
leads to retaliation; for example, in 1938 Louisiana enacted retaliatory
quarantines and embargoes.

loJ'ff^l^^'^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^^^ standards and labels, wliile M^ell known before

1J29, has greatly increased since then (for example) the minimum

rordf.%Sfn^t"on,^9:C*p ^o^^"**'^
Vehicles, A Handbook, Association of American Rail-

befo/e°Ts!^1™n.m3'lf '"i'A Hol^i"" Companies, and Affiliated Companies, hearings

to S Res "i^Tt 23 pp 1016^-10215
°'' Interstate Commerce, U. S. Senate, pursuant

I'^Hearings'before 'the' Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 29, pp. 15965-15986
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Standard laws of California, Arizona, and Colorado, definin- specific

standards for specified fruits and vegetables) Snnilar grading and

kbe ng laws have been passed since 1929 by Ohio, Indiana, Oi-egon

Washincrton, Maine, and New York (now repealed). The lack of

imilormity between the requirements enforced m the various States

nnnounts to a trade barrier. Also, there are some instances where the

Riding or Lbeling requirements' give an unfair advantage to home

'' E^cFkgiskdon has also been of long standing, but in recent years

many^amendments or new enactments have been made, for example,

1931_California, Iowa, Oregon, Nebraska.

1933_California, Arizona, Colorado, I^lorida.

1933-39—Idaho.

l935-FLT-ida7Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hamp-

shire.

1939—Missouri.

Wliile the lack of uniformity is in itself onerous, the provisions

designed to protect home industry are particularly burdensome upon

STATE POWERS AND TRADE BARRIER LAWS

The various classes of trade barrier laws are enacted and adminis-

tered under one of three paramount State powers.-

First is the power of taxation, which includes

:

a. Taxes levied to exclude certain products or services in favor of

products or services of a home enterprise.

l Taxes levied to eliminate a competitve type of merchandising.

c. Taxes which because of their multiplicity have a cmnulative

barrier effect.

Second is the police power, for the protection of the public health,

morals and welfare—that is, the power to inspect, quarantine, etc.

Third are the powers inherent to the State through its proprietary

interest in its own natural resources ^^ and public property. Ihis

power is now employed in 47 States to grant preferences for State

products or State labor when spending public funds. The one excep-

tion is the State of Alabama. .
,,

No criticism of the States m the proper exercise of any or all

of the foregoing powers is intended. Aside from the economic

damages of trade restriction, the real danger in the trade barrier move-

ment lies in the trend toward the improper use, or abuse, ot these

powers by local groups for commercial gain^ As Attorney Geneial

Sackson has indicated, the courts and the Federal Governm^^^^^ are

naturally disinclined to impute improper purposes to the btate, it the

Statute Is apparently nondiscriminatory.- This is especially triie

when the State avows its intention to protect an important local need,

however the recent trend toward economic sectionalism and local pro-

tectionism has made imperative the examination of the practical effects

of these statutes on interstate commerce.

2»Ibid., p. 15782.
29 Idem.
30 See R<:

tional Con
Interstate — „„
January 1940, vol. 207, p. 70.
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FEDERAL POWERS RELATING TO TOADE BARRIERS ^^

While Congress has pk^iary power over interstate commerce, full
control has m one instance been given to the States. Under the
twenty-hrst amendment, each State completely controls the liquor
jndustiy withm Its own borders. Even as earlv as 1890 the WilsonAct subjected alcoholic beverages to State police regulations imme-
diately upon entry into the State. Court decisions on this act served
to decrease its effectiveness; hence, the Webb-Kenyon Act of 1913was passed tx) be superseded in turn by the twenty-first amendment.

Ihe constitutionality of these measures seems well established by
tiie leading case of State Board of Equalization of Califorma IYoungs Market Company-^ In this case the court upheld a Cali-fornia statute levying a $500 license fee on importers of out-of-State
beer The statute was repealed in 1937, reputedly because of theenactment of retahation laws by other States, a particular examplebeing the Missouri law (now also repealed) which bars entry to all

Oth^ rP. r.°'' ^r™ "7 ^'""'^ ''''^' dis^-riminatorv liquor laws.

FloXl/ P 7 1^^^^ «f.^''^rying severity have been adopted by
J^loiida, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Connecticut.^^ The question still
persists whether the States in controlling the productiol ales, and

nrotPrVl' "^''i^T'"^'',
^^'^"^^^ ^^ permitted to enact laws whichprotect home industry at the expense of out-of-State producers. Suchdiscrimination apparently neither protects the public welfare norstimulates commerce and trade.

In the second instance the Federal Government has, throuo-h theHawes-Cooper Act, passed in 1929 and effective 5 years later and the

the States a part of its power over interstate commeixe. These actswere designed to control the production and sale of prison-macegoods a program which had been urged for more than 25 veLrs by

XfhTsS rr^
f^f\

^^-^tev^^^d groups. Prior 'to theseacts the States had attempted to control the marketing of prison-made goods within their boundaries through labeling arts, h?gh^

-

cense fee laws, and other regulatory measure! The New York sfatutewas invalidated because it was held to be m conflict with the commerce clause of the. Constitution.- A State apparently Jo Id piSertocal industry agamst competitive goods from its own prisons but

ti^t^^ ^''"'''*
'^T ""^^"^ prison-made goods entering

' in ointeist^te commerce without congressional approval. It was ureedupon Congress that no State should have the legal right on Mythe will of a sister State; hence the removal ofIhe interstate commerce impediment to the operation of State laws was n^cessarv to the

he HnwP r'' ^'"""fT I}'
^^^1^^-^^^^ C°"^-^ nnanimous y-'uplidd

Z'^^^:^t^^ ^'^'^''^ ^' ''''^ -^ ^^- SumnerslAs^urst

yc^yll ^^J;?^:
commercial arenas there exists an "intergovernmentalzone m which Congress has the power to regulate interstate com-

B/a°Gavit'Th| crmlrce°Cla1!se inX 'fT,K''i^.\^ = '^' °^?^°'°^ «f commerce, see
Bloomington, 1932

^^iaiise in the United States Constitution, Principia Press
=-'299 U. S. 59.

IS^sSeofl-So^ *""" Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 29, pp. 15786^

Laws''-Two''unfninSfZl>rtme'^CourtVeciSl'"n^^^^^ %' ^'"'^rT' *« P^«^-t State
terjtate Commerce Clause TKawsTnd Briefs?

""^ ^"'''"^^ Authority Under In-
^ Idem.
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merce but has not fully occupied the field The States, therefore, have

enacted a variety of laws which impose a direct, substantial, and cumu-

lative burden on interstate commerce. A Supreme Court decision is

elearlv the onlv solution for the conflict arising, and this is a long

and expensive 'process; therefore, little practical relief is provided

since the few cases of this type reach final adjudication.

For some time, the Court has been pointiuir out to Congress the

necessity for more adequate regulation of interstate commerce. As

far back as 18T9, in Guy v. Baltimore^'' Justice Harlan said:

No State can cousistentlv with the Federal Constitution, impose upon the prod-

ucts of other States, brought therein for sale or use. or uiion citizens because en-

gaged in the sale therein, or the transportation thereto, ot the products of othei

States, more onerous public burdens or taxes than it imposes upon the like prod-

"'k ;£s wS" ot^' h is easy to perceive how the power of Congress to regulate

co^ieice with foreign nations and among the several states could be practicall^^^

annulled and the equality of commercial privileges secured by the ledeial Con-

Stion to dtizens of the several States be materially abridged and unpaired.

A number of Supreme Court decisions from 1880 to 1930 attempted

to establish a line of demarkation on interstate trade barriers. In

certain comparatively recent decisions, the Supreme Court has stated

applicable principles and has issued warnings to the States, in Jiaia-

win v. SeeJig,^^ Mr. Justice Cardoza stated

:

What is ultimate is the principle that one State in its dealings with anotlier

mav not place itself in a position of economic isolation. Formulas and catch-

words are sibordinate to aiis over-mastering requirement. Neither the power

to tax nor the police po^'er may be issued by the State of ^estination witl aim

and effect of establishing an economic barrier against competition with the piod-

ucts of another State or the labor of its residents. Restrictions so contrived are

an unreasonable clog upon the mobility of commerce. They set up wliat
J^

eq™
lent to a rampart of customs duties designed to neutralize advantages belonging

to the place of origin. They are hostile in conception as well as burdensome in

result.

In the recent tax case of McGoUnck v. Berwirul-'Wkite Coal Min-

inq Co.,'' Justice Stone pointed out that the problem involved a

weighing of the right of interstate commerce to protection from

unfair State laws, and that of the States to collect a fair share of its

taxes from interstate commerce.
, . . i <-•

No attempt was made in the T. N. E. C. hearings to analyze consti-

tutional issues. The legal staff of the W. P A. Marketing Laws

Survey, after long and careful study, concluded that most of the laws

analyzed by the Survey as creating trade barriers are probably consti-

tutional within the decisions of the Supreme Court,*° although the

Court has frequently indicated that court decisions alone cannot solve

the trade barrier problem.

Motor Vehicles.*^

The courts have approved small nondiscriminatory flat license and

registration fees based on horsepower, or have at least required the

State to show that these fees bear a reasonable relation to highway use.

In practice, however, the State may meet this requirement by a purely

formal showing, and the burden rests on the taxpayer to show that tiie

fee is unreasonable. The difficulty of an attempt by a single litigant

'^
H^arYnes' btfore the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 29, pp. 16087-

16114 See also Tocker. op. cit., and Taylor, Burtis, and Waugh, op. cit.

»s294 U. S. 511 (1935).

S 'nlariAgs before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 29, p. 15783.

*i Ibid., pp. 15938-57, 16001-24, 16031-81.
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to prove payment of an unreasonable sum for use of the highways indi-
cates the need for coordination between State and Federal law, and a
greater degree of uniformity between State laws.
The assessment of mileage taxes would seem a more equitable method

of levying just charges for highway usage. The lower courts have
uniformly followed the Supreme Court in approving a mileage tax on
interstate carriers, in the absence of proof of unfair discrimination
since it was reasonable on its face.

'

Gasoline sales taxes are likely to be a very small burden on interstate
commerce since all vehicles, whether in inter- or intrastate commerce,
must pay the tax. Taxes on gasoline carried as a reserve, and not used
withm the taxing State, are not related to the use of the road and
burden the free movement of interstate motor carriers : hence thev have
been held invalid by the Supreme Court.*^

-^

Nontax nonuniform State regulations pertaining to weight length
load, speed, safety requirements, lighting equipment, permit require-
ments, etc., constitute a most vexing deterrent to interstate hidiwav-
borne commerce. Testimony in the T. N. E. C. hearings, as well as
various court decisions, clearly indicates that congressional action is
needed to eliminate this difficulty. The Motor Carriers Act of 1935
was passed largely because the States were apparentlv unable to regu-
late competition between interstate motor carriers! However the
States were at no time divested of power to discriminate in favor of
their own carriers. Generally caiTiers for hire must, after receiving
a J^ ederal certificate of convenience and necessity, apply to State admin
istrative boards for license. The granting or refusing of these State
licenses supposedly depends upon safety factors, as, for example, road
congestion. As a practical matter, however, these boards often are able
to weigh the intra- and interstate competitive situation and thus achieve
unfair discrimination m the gi^anting of licenses.

Merchant Tramfers and Itinerant Merchants.^^

Interstate trade barriers applying to the merchant trucker and the
Itinerant merchant are many. Some of the fees exacted bv the States
discriminate against the itinerant because he comes from another Stateand are clearly illegal in view of past court decisions. They are asburdensome as they are illegal, however, because of the financial inabil-
ity of these small enterprises to take their cases through the courts

Moreover, not all discriminatory taxes upon itinerants have beenheld illegal A leading case « ruled that the onlv question involvedwas that pf due process" under the fourteenth amendment and, in that
case the issue was not clearly so unreasonable as to warrant overthrow-ing the statute. Other cases condemned discrimination against mer-
chants on th^ ground of nonresidence or on the sale of out-of-State
goods. Generally, questions of legality aside, there are serious doubts
concerning the ability of nonresident itinerant truckers and mer-chants to avoid unfair discrimination based on nonresidence.
Labeling, Grading, and Standards.""''

Trade barrier as a result of State labeling and grading regulations
appear when discriminatory measures give domestic products an unjus-

t^^l^f''°^^ ^I^^'^^e Greyhound Unes. 309 U. S. 176 FPbruarv 12 1940

'^^^^ZJSl'^"f^^'^^Vl^ ^"rl"'-
B^c^eli, 233 U. S. 304 (1914).

15818-l47?6088S:!6093%6T6%0-0^.''^*'°°'' Emonomic Committee, Part 29, pp.
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tified advantage. So Ion. as
^^^"t^'fi^^^^^Sl'^

But beyond this the poorer IS uncertain.
^,^^

SrsStes in their efforts to regulate mtersUite commerce, and might

eliminate considerable confusion.

^pr/rro'/ quarantine sometimes completely control the interstate

mov^oirof TSous agricultural products and livestock. When m-

TedSiis n?ade by duly qualified out-of-State mspectors are no ac.

SSlc? Th^prohibitive cost of travel for State mspectors provides a

Xtandil baiTier to interstate trade. Furthermore, duplicate mspec-

tion serves no useful purpose.

ECONOIkllC EFFECTS OF TRADE BARRIERS*''

The effects upon the protected market are specific. The flow o^

entering -oodss curtailed or stopped, and local producers en]oy the

sSmulu! Sf the unsatisfied demand which, they think, must perforce

urto them to supply the goods formerly brought m from ou^de.

Rut the effects on the rest of the counti^ are often haicl to ^jiscem

fspecklly w^^^^^^ the barricaded market is relatively small, for the

faksTosJ^by outsiders may represent but a small proportion of the

^nS'ai"ublished volume and price figures are of little

help in determining the effect of a trade barrier. Seasona changes

in ^suppl el' maccm-acies in reporting, technological developments

shiS demand, variations in supply (of fann products) c^^sed by

weSher conditions-all these and many other factors are of greater

^portance, quantitatively, in accounting for market changers than a

slight decrease in demand caused by loss of \"^^;-ket
Y^^^^ ?J,^;:^ff^

took, for example, 1 percent of the total output.
.

The chfficulty of

isolating the effects of trade barriers and the scarcity of data on the

interstate movement of commodities are the two chiei reasons foi the

lack of statistical measurements of the economic effects of internal

^'"The^difficulty of measuring the effects of individualtrade barriers

accounts in part for the popular notion that trade barriers as a whole

a^a rather harmless, though deplorable, phenomenon. But oii^ inight

as well conclude that because a single termite looks msignihcant a

colony of them must be harmless. For it is not individual trade bai-

« Ibid., pp. 15912-35. 15999-lfiOOO. 16088-89, 1609a-96, 16100-01.

*« Taylor, Burtis, and Waugh, op. cit.
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hirioVtanc^e'''"
cumulative effect, that makes the problem one of grave

How then, appraise the economic effects of trade barriers if thevcannot be directly measured ?
^

In general terms we know that trade barriers—
(1) Raise prices in the protected markets

;

!q1 l^f"f^Se shifts in production to areas with higher production costs-(3) Interfere with, regional specialization;
^uLuoncosub,

(4) Raise the cost (or lower the standard) of living.

But no adequate statistical measurement exists, althouo-h there arelegions ot striking examples. During the hearii'igs before the T NKG., a witness pointed out that in the Washingt(m and New YorkCity markets, which are closed to western cream, consumers paid 16 andi7 cen s per half pint for cream, while in the Boston area, which is opento western cream, they pay only 11 cents a half pint.^^
^

1 he price-raising effect of barriers directed not against siDecific com-modities but against particular methods of handling oi- niodes oftransportation is perhaps not so evident, but nevertheless existsWherever there is effective competition among dealers and mi diemengoods are handled by the least expensive methods available Mer-

?hose Iho df Th "^V'"'^'^'^!'^'^-'
'''' ™^^^^'^«1^^ ^nd squeezed out bytliose^who do. Therefore, barriers restricting the use of certain meth-ods of handlmg or of transportation force thJuse of other and peSiapsmore expensive methods. The resulting increase in costs w cfens themargin between producers and consumers, and a part of the increased

t'StTil^ ^fefffcf
^^^ "^ '''^''''- ^^-- "^ ^^- -- -^-e barriero'f

Another price-raising barrier is the imposition of State licensino-and registration fees which, when they are imposed by more than a f^wStates ana more than nominal in amount, seriously burden interstate

ceZ'to iu^d nern
''

'''''f''^
^""""^•^^^' ^™ "^ States Xecoivceins so buidened have no local competitors, costs are raised and com-petition is reduced. For unless they make 'an abnormal profi on theatncle they cannot absorb the tax, and must raise the priJe

the ckifvTdust'^v - rr'''''
'^''' mentioned above is illustrated in

all renorted f ;!7;i ' ^^^J'^'^'^^Sf^ «* several midwestern milk plantsjepoited that their volume of cream shipments had been severely

ke[ "The^tlmZ^ff 't' ^^^^T-^-f
-^."l^tions in the "stern mS^ets. 1 he ultimate effect on midwestern dairy farmers was not touched

Z7eXrL ?hl" fo ""S ^'^
f'''

''''' ''^'^'^^'y -- sold tCthmese plants m the form of sweet cream must go into a cheaper use

SstjrelltivefvTw''^^!^
production is decreased in are'at wlS

dvely hi^!^^^^^
^

'
""'"'^ encouraged m areas where they are rela-

The benefits which producers anticij^ate from enactment of tradebarrier legislation are often disappointing. The l.rc'h bTt ve marta

ZVTtl '" 'r% ^'^'^ ^^'''' ^'''^^'^' ^' interes\Lig case inToint"Even if the sale of margarine were prohibited throughout the UnitedStates, the price of butter would not rise appreciably « hence stoppingthe consumption of margarine in a single State wh^ch exportsKc_annoU3e^xpected to substantially raise^the farm pHce of but'ei

«S."Tn. 'ltsfi;-So''''l^oJ's''l'5^97i
^^^""'"•^ Committee, Part 29, p. 15960.

Wbj^ Wa?h?n|to1?l9!^'.'"*
^^^^^'°°' Agricultural Adjustment Administration, What and
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Also, Michigan protects wine made from Michigan gf.ape^ ^y "npos-

ing a 1 ioh differential tax on imported wmes In anticipation ot an

ni;ased demand, Michigan growers ^^^^^^^ f^^^^^^^l^
o-raDes only to tind that Michigan consumers did not substitiite JNliclii

laXhie for other wines, but t^u-ned to other alcoholic drinks mstejid.

The percapita consumption of wine declined m Michigan, while the

pe cLita consumption of other alcoholic beverages increased. As

?esult,Uy a part if the crop of wine grapes was ^^^J^^^^^
price of $r,5 per ton.-^'° The rest have had to be sold on the leguiar

market at from $10 to $12 a ton.
, ,i.,n ^ntP and

In ovneral Xation-wide commerce is more complex than fetate and

State'than local connnerce. When production is specialized and the

gap he veen manufacturers and farmers, on the one hand and con-

fumers on the other, is wide, a much more highly organized and more

eXs ve distribution system is required than when trading is on a

local basis. In other words, middlemen are necessarily
J^^J^^^^^^^^^^

to the economic system when tmde is on a Nation-wide basi. th n v en

it is on a local scale. Hence dealers as a group stand to lose by trade

barriers which tend to restrict Nation-wide commerce m favor ot

intrastate or even local trade.
, . „ fl> „ -n„f

When prices are raised by trade barriers, all consumers siiffei. 13ut

those at the bottom suffer most, because the increase represents a gi'eater

proportion of their incomes.
_ . -^ -, ^ xi r „

This regi^essive effect of trade barriers is intensified by the applica-

tion of a ^-eat many of them to farm products therefore affecting food

prices. Poor people spend a much larger share of their income on

food than do people of more abundant means. Restrictions on the

movement of farm products are, therefore, doubly regressive.

Sales taxes on margarine are especially open to this criticism, i.iere

is little room for doubt that margarine is consumed chiefly by families

of moderate and low incomes,^^ so that these taxes fall almost entirely

on the poorer members of the community.
, . i

•

A survey of the economic effects of trade barriers would be incom-

plete if it did not call attention to effects on individual business enter-

prises. Results which may be imperceptible in general statistics often

loom large in the affairs of manufacturers, dealers, or farmers directly

affected. Two examples will suffice to indicate the problems.

^ nurseryman in a Texas town 10 miles south of the Oklahoma bor-

der formeHy did about half his business in Oklahoma having no

competitors in that direction within 50 miles. Then the State of Okla-

home devised the following requirements: He had to stop at a port-

of-entry station. (This law has since been repealed.) There he had

to show an Oklahoma commercial license for the truck, a bil ot sale,

and an Oklahoma permit to haul commercial loads on the Olvlalioma

hio-hwavs He had to deposit $50 as collateral against payment ot his

ton-mile tax on his way out of the State, and he had to report the

itinerary he expected to" follow. Then, he had to show a permit, cost-

ino- $20 'a year, to sell plants he liad grown and plants he had bought

fo? resale."^ Moreover, he was not permitted to carry anything on his

truck that had not been previously ordered. Rose stock had to be

XjUhoT Review. April 1940, p. 929.
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accompanied by a certificate showing that it had been graded as to
color and variety. His business was cut in lialf.^^

In April 1939 a Connecticut ice cream manufacturer located near
the New York State line, who sells about one-half his output in New
York, was refused a renewal of his license to ship ice cream into New
York. Upon inquiry, he found himself a victim of retaliation Con-
necticut had refused to permit the importation of ice-cream mix unless
It was subsequently pasteurized in Connecticut—even if it had already
been pasteurized and met Connecticut's standards of quality
Conferences between State officials proved unsuccessful, but theNew York authorities relented by permitting him to continue to sellm ^ew York. However, when April 1940 rolled around he was again

threatened with loss of his license for the same reason. He is still in
constant danger of havnig half of the market for his product taken
away from him.^^

SOCIAI. EFFECTS OF TRADE BARRIERS

If the economic effects of trade barriers are often difficult to measure
there is nothing complex or obscure about their social effects. Trade
barriers are an unfailing source of ill will, hard feelings, and resent-
ment.
The dispute between New York and Connecticut over regulations

affecting milk and dairy products goes back at least 9 years, when
Connecticut suddenly forbade New York farmers to ship milk into the
^tate.^ This action closed markets that had been profitable to New
1 ork fc5tate farmers living close to the Connecticut line. Indignation
ran high. Mass meetings were held. New Yorkers living near the
border decided to boycott Connecticut merchants. In one border
town alone the loss was estimated at $25,000 a week. Even thouo-h
the embargo was rescinded after 30 days, some of the dairy concernsm Connecticut cities wlio had been buying milk from New York
farmers never resumed their purchases.
Enforcement of State motor-vehicle laws has given rise to a whole

series of incidents involving strained relations between States. Non-
unitormity m these laws has led to differences in the terms on which
neighboring States will admit out-of-State trucks, and this lack of
reciprocity has led m turn to disputes and "border wars." A study of
reports m the press from 1931 to 1937 revealed 13 "wars" involving 29
different States.^^ These "wars" were of course bloodlass, but they
were accompanied by a considerable show of bad feeling. One case
IS reported m which a Nebraska constable fired on a Kansas truck
during a motor-vehicle dispute between the two States. In the course
of a dispute between Maine and adjoining States, Maine held a New
York truck driver and forced him to pav $75 for a license fee for his
truck; whereupon New York held two Maine truck drivers for not
having New York plates. A trucker with a Tennessee registration
was halted on the Baltimore-Washington highway, and fined $30 for

^2 Melder. op. cit.. pp. 5-7.

rier7^'hP^^n^n'Sf''ny°5.51 ^r^
Interdepartmental Committee on Interstate Trade Bar-

Interstate roonP,Urn,,^*h[» i^''^'''r°'"*'°*^-M^'''^
^^'''^ ""'^^ Connecticut Commissions on

r^^lfln +!f ^V P^/^^i'"' *]^^^ ^^^'^ temporarily was settled, within 6 davs after beine re-

nlan? of theM°n''''''f-P^'.*°'^"*H
Committee, by the New York authorities inspecting theplant of the Connecticut manufacturer and issuing a certificate for 1940 InforniTtion

DaTburv'conn
°*''*^'^^''*°''°*^^ Committee, report^ed by com|llinant RWer DafrT Co!!

^Hawes. Walsh, Geaslin, op. cit.
=• See Taylor, Burtis, and Waugh, op. cit., pp. 41-43.
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not havino- a Maryland license plate.^« Then his truck was towed to

S?e Set of Columbia line and he was required to pay towage

chL-es This unfriendly treatment was in retaliation for Tennessee s

refii?ar to permit out-of:State trucks to use her roads even for one

lip as in some States, without taking out a Tennessee license.

These a?e spectacular cases. But disputes over the treatment of

motor vehicles^re frequently accompanied by .
numerous arre.ts of

truckers delaving of trucks, and spoilage of perishable foods

ProTably no tfade barrier measure has provoked so much resent-

ment and so many threats of retaliation as the margarine taxes"

many Southern States levy taxes on the sale of margarine but exempt

Slvgli^e^^d^^^^^ domitic oils.) No sooner had Wisconsin passed

its 15-cent per pound tax on all types of margaiyie than a wave of

p?otesrcame fiom the South. The Governor of Alabama and the

F^oimnissio^er of Agriculture of Louisiana issued public protes s.

TSfd-South Cotton Growers' Association stated in its official pubh-

cation

:

We ire Wisconsin's best customer for butter, cheese, condensed milk, farm

im^ements^iaiTlight plants, plumbing supplies, and ^oad buildmg maehinery

wtfhnnt mir nationa^e she would indeed be in a sad plight. She has in\ited

such a c'Samity'^Spon ilersdf She has chosen to wall herself in. Let her see how

"^Cotton oil is to the Cotton States what butterfat is to Wisconsin and' what hog

i.S^l to the corn ho- States. Any interferences with the free movement of

cot?o "on smkeTat the helTrt of the'cotton grower and the South generally-and

cannot be tolerated.
o, -i i j

There have been numerous reports that firms in the South canceled

orders for the industrial wares of Wisconsin Some southerners have

sugirested that the taste of Wisconsin beex has g^-^Y^^^itt^r to their

tongues. Recently a story appeared m the press that a Texa^ fo«^

had issued the following memorandum to members of its purchasing

department

:

Maybe we are buying some things in Wisconsin that we could
^^^f^^^^l;^

^!^^:^^^^^^S^'^^^i^^ Who are t^^gSl^

"^roth\?wo?Sf^fwfsconsin wants to tax heavily one of the major products of

Sontton^^^^^^^^^^^^ taken any official retaliatory action, though Arkan-

sas had considered a proposal to tax at the rate of 25 percent ad v.i orem

all Arkansas sales of milk, cream, butter, and apples grown m Wiscon-

c n MinnSa Iowa, and WashiAgton. In October 1939, however, the

Sector of the Georgia Department of Public AVelfare "ordered the

Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation to stop distributmg Wis-

consin daiiv products to relief clients in Georgia until the Northern

State withdrew its tax on oleomargarine.'^'' ,,.,,,
In 1934 before the alarm over internal trade barriers had become as

widespread as it now is, Charles A. Urner, commenting on certain effg

llws with rather extreme trade barrier features, said: "Such rank

d^Icri^Snltion is in my opinion one of the neatest tools to use to take

^ Hearings before the Temporary N.ntional Economic Committee, Part 29. p. 16048.

6TIbid.. pp. 15823-1 5SR7 15784-15786.
58 Dairv Produce. November 30, 19.:iy, p. cS.

raNew'York Journal of Commerce, October 5, lJci«.
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the United States apart that has been fashioned since the days of
slavery."*^"

Laws deliberately used to give home-Stat« producers an advantao-e
over out-of-State producers are outward signs of an extreme sectional-
ism—of a frame of mind which consents to helping one group of Amer-
ican producers by hurting another. A similar frame of mind during
the twenties and thirties kept the little nation-states in central and
southeastern Europe from sinking their differences and cooi)erating
economically on a broad scale and, as events have proved, was one of
the major factors leading to their downfall.
There are many trade barrier situations which have grown up acci-

dentally out of nonuniformities in State laws, or as unanticipated con-
sequences of laws passed for a legitimate purpose. These situations
however, as well as those deliberately created, have caused friction and
ill will.

It does not seem likely that internal trade barriers will succeed in
taking the United States apart," but it does seem likely that, if they

are allowed to continue, they may seriously impair our Federal systeni.
The right to self-government is inextricably enmeshed with the duty of self-

restraint. Just as individual freedom is eventually curbed when the individual
fails to subordinate the exercise of his liberty to the general welfare of the com-

i?Z -IsVo?
^ " P^^celess States' rights will gradually be lost to Federal dominance

If the State governmental agencies fail to give due consideration to equally priceless interstate rights.®"
c^ucm^ puLe

PRESENT INTERGOVERNMENTAL, DEVICES

There are several existing intergovernmental devices which may be
used to combat the trend toward trade barriers. Such devices have
been described as "short circuits," «^ since they provide direct contact
between structurally separate portions of the governmental system.
Interstate Com'pacts.

The development and use of interstate compacts, reciprocal agree-
ments, etc came early in the history of American intergovernmental
devices. The Constitution, in forbidding the States to enter into any
agreement or compact without the consent of Congress," «3 indirectly

assents to this method of contact among the governments of the several
states Ihe hrst State compact, ratified in 1789, settled a boundary
dispute between Virginia and Kentucky. Since that time TO coniDacts
have been negotiated and 59 of them formally approved by State le-is-
latures and Congress. In several instances, although Congress hasgiven previous consent to the enactment of a compact on a particular
subject, the States have failed to take action.
During the past 5 years some 20 interstate compacts have been

promulgated, covering such subjects as crime control, water resources
oil conservation tobacco regulations, as well as establishing in some'
instances park, bridge, and transportation authorities. Thirty-one ofthe compacts adopted and in force at the present time deal with
bounciary and jurisdictional adjustments, 13 are concerned with the

M «f'?ri^^°.^''*^''*™^^y ^"'3 Poultry Products Review October 17 iq'?4 n S77

u. b. constitution, art. I, see. 10, provision 3.
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lecriilation of interstate streams, harbors, and water ^'^^o^^rcis 11 of

hem apply to engineering pro ects, 3 to the regulation of ceitam

!.;romKf activities: and 1 to the conservation ol ^^^tiu-al resour^^^^^^^

Prior to 1920 nearly all State compacts were used m the settlement

of disputes over State boundaries and problems m connection with

criminal iurisdiction. They have been used more recently to effect

movements dictated by public need. Interstate water and trans-

rtation problems between^^ew York and New Jersey led to a series

oi agreements reo-arding the construction of the Hudson tubes the

TTolhmd tunnel, the George Washington Bridge, the ^-^^^yl'^^jo;^ «^.t^

f
harbor through the port authority, and the Palisades Interstate Paik.

The disposition of water resources on an intersjitc watershed was

arranoed through the Colorado River compact. Six States have con-

sented to the allocation of State petroleum production m accordance

with the oil compact of 1935.
, ^, . -r^- i i^

One water pollution compact dealing with the Ohio River hf been

ratified by Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, New York, Ohio and West

Viro-inia. Anothei' covering the Potomac River and its tributaries has

been approved by the District of Columbia, Mary and and Virgima.-

The Interstate Compact for the Supervision of Out-of-State 1 aroiees

•md Probationers, drafted by the Interstate Commission on Crime and

sponsored by many of the commissions on interstate cooperation is now

ill etfect in 32 States, thus constituting the most widely adopted inter-

state compact this country has ever known. The Crime Commission

was oro-aiiized in 1935 following the first interstate crime conference,

which was called by the New Jersey Commission on Interstate Coop-

eration.

Boiuidary ngreements usually provide for permanent settlements.

In other cases, where permanent settlement is not possible, periodic

revision is stipulated, or permanent administrative agencies are set up,

with sufficient discretional^ power to decide questions incidental to

the main objectives. The compacting States frequently enact other

legislation in order to carry out the provisions of the agreement.

Interstate compacts are unlikely to be successful unless they include

all the States involved in the ])roblem. The compact method is ade-

quate to deal with definitely localized interstate problems, but it is

less successful where the problem involves competitive interests ot a

State in the national market, or where the compact is not signed by all

the States concerned with the problem.
, , ,n , i

Compacts are difficult to negotiate, because the legal form demands

absolute agreement, and difficult to ratify since the approval of the

compacting States is wholly voluntary. Although they are considered

irrevocable until the period of expiration, or cmly after a specified

notice period of withdrawal, there is no certainty of their continued

enforcement. The best use of the interstate compact is m agreement

on sectional or local problems.

The interstate compact offers no short cut around the delays wliich

are frequently a necessary part of democratic government, ih©

decisions and solutions reached by such agreements are not definitely

« Recent Development in Interstate Compacts (ndapted from a
«\"5„^y,.^^=yys41es^

Dofld United States Law Review. February inilt), pp. S6-88)^ The Book ol btates,

19:W-^40, published b.v Council of State Governments W-^-\-^-'-.^.^^.. rnnnention "
«5 Sec Hubert R. Gallas^her, "Work of the Commissions . on Interstate .^ooperation

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, January 1940, vol. 207.

p. 103.
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valid. Hence, interstate compacts, while having some usefulness, are
not adequate for controlling interstate trade barriers.

Grcmts-in-Aid.

A second device frequently suggested for controlling trade barriers
is that of using grants-in-aid. The increase in use of this method of
financmg has been rapid since 1916. The passage of the highway act of
that year brouglit the total Federal grants-in-aid disbursements to
$100,000,000 m 1918.6^ During the next 10 years, the only substantial
grants-ni-aid were for highway construction. With the comino- of
the depression and its attendant financial stresses, funds of greliter
magnitude and for many other purposes were provided the ^States
The figure now may well be over $1,000,000,000 annually, a smn con-
stitutmg roughly one-half of all State and one-sixth of all local
expenditures.
The use of grants-in-aid has been questioned on the grounds that

the extensive use of this power "almost eliminates any question of
Federal constitutionality." There is also the tendency for political
niteTests m State governments to use Federal funds for mmecessarv
projects. Wealthier jurisdictions, it is alleged, are taxed more heavilym order to pay the costs of helping poorer jurisdictions.

?^^ .J^\Y^^^^^^
o^ ^^e plan believe that it provides a greater degree

of flexibility sorely needed under our rigid constitutional system It
also constitutes one type of tax reform in that it puts both taxation
and the hnancmg of national services on a basis of greater equality
from the standpoint of both need for the services and ability to bear
the tax load. Moreover, the institution of State government has been
strengthened by the provision of funds for regular functions which
would otherwise not be performed. The utiliz'ation of grants-in-aidm the solution of the trade barrier problem would involve an effort
to make State laws comparable,«^ a careful study of the facts in each
case, and the development of adequate State administration to assure
efficient spending of the grant-in-aid funds.

Council of State Governments.
Under the Constitution, the powers of Federal Government are

limited; all powers not definitely assigned to the Federal Government
are reserved to the 48 States. Problems frequentlv arise which no
single State can solve, and for which Federal action alone may not
be suitable—sometimes because the necessary constitutional power is
lacking, sometimes because the problem is regional rather than na-
tional, and sometimes because Federal action needs to be supplemented
by State cooperation. One agency which provides a basis for coop-
eration between Federal and State Governments is the Council of
State Governments, which was set up in 1925 and organized on its
present basis m 1935.«8 It also aids in the exchange between States
ot valuable information on State administration and State legislation.

"•plfeP^w- Harris. "The Future of Federal Grants-in-Aid," and George C S Benson

eral Grants-in Aid, New Yok Tax CommiJsiol?; J 3o"Srd. Kev f The "dm f: 'tmtlon'ofFederal Grants to States Public Administration Service, 1937 • Sidney W™bbGran^^
te^ice^inX"^?tis1fi:.^pi^e^°P'^^^^'

^-^--^^' ^-^ ^^-•^•' l^^O,' for°d\^veTol,'^en?rf'tlJ?s

167o9.''''"°^'
''*'^'"''' ^^"^ Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 29, pp. 16097-

«« The Book of the States, 193»-^0 and prior issues.
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Tlie crrowth of the Council has served to emphasize the need for ef-

ficient cooperation between all levels of Government

The Council, as the secretariat of the Governors' Conference, the

Nat onal Association of Attorneys-General, and the National Assoc a-

tion of Secretaries of State, acts as a clearing house and research center

nTonly foi them but also for legislators and legislative reference

^'it provides a medium through which many Federal-State and inter-

state^p?oblems are resolved and a forum for the consideration of an

in^eisin' mmber of problems which overhip State boundaries
:
Ques-

tions of fliod control, stream polhition. highway safety,, interstate

trTck Regulations, conflicting taxation, interstate trade barriers, liquor

control relief, social security, and transiency. In Chicago m April

19S9 at the National Conference on Interstate Trade Barriers organ-

Led by thfcouncil of State Governments, some 400 State ofhcials from

43 of the 48 States met, adopted resolutions against the rapidly devel-

opinVmenace of interstate trade barriers, developed a plan of action

and ro all intents and purposes stopped the spread of such barriers m
the United States.««

Commissions on Interstate Cooperation.

The Commissions on Interstate Cooperation,- which have b^^^^^^

tablished in 44 States, are the backbone of the Conncil of Stat_e Gov-

ernments. Practically all these commissions consist of 10 legislative

mentes and 5 administrative officials. Many are fully organized

with adequate staifs and funds for carrying on their functions By

rssuming the initiative in matters of interstate or interregional con-

flict thev have achieved progi^ess in eliminating many types of trade

barrier'^ California, Missom-i, Texas, Ohio, Oregon, Connecticut, and

other State commissions on interstate cooperation have vigorously

opposed the enactment of new trade barrier laws and have secured

^Imslir^thfCommissions have been more effective in preventing

the passao-e of proposed trade barrier legislation than m repealing

existhig t'ade Uirrier laws; indeed, opposition from pressure groups

and lobbies has on occasion defeated the work of the commissions.

Generally, however, the Council of State Governments has demon-

strated tint this method of cooperation among the seyera States and

between the States and the Federal Government is valuable, practical,

and necessary.

op. cit., p. 103.

300282—41 12





CHAPTER VII

CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP OF CORPORATE

ASSETS, EARNINGS, AND PROFITS^

A knowledge of the concentration of ownership of corporate assets,

eaminrand profits is vital to a stndy of investment problems and the

::^Sdon If economic power. The ^0.^^^!!-^^^J-^^'

outlets

"^^'mZ^tion of the immense wealth in the hands of corpora^

tioirmayb' gained from the fact that in 1937 the total assets of

cSwiions s^bmittnig balance sheets to the Bnrean of Internal

rXuc were over $303:000,000,()00. The valne of tl- -^' -^.l^^^fJ
and ecuiipment of these corporations is listed as over $1^0,000 000,000

Corporations are significant not, however, ^i^ly becaiise they^^^^^^

property but because they^shaj^^omi. ^a^n^y^^

m-

rr)me ^ Ihev are rne inusi uiipwiLam. «_^/iiixxK—.v^--- — J3 busine'^s wealth. W. L. Thorp estimated that corporations do

from 60 o 65 percent of the total volume of business m the country.

(See table 12.) Berle and Means estimated that 78 percent of Ameri-

can business wealth was corporate wealth.*

TABi^ 12.-Importance of cwporate activity tjy hrancJics of industry, 1937

INDUSTRY AND PERCENT OF BUSINESS DONE BY CORPORATIONS IN EACH INDUSTRY

Percent
7

Agriculture <X5

Electric light and power, and manufactured gas
III"! 92

Manufactiu-iug IIIIZIII-II— 36
Contract construction g^
Transportation ' ~ " jqo
Coniiuunication

.This Chapter was .vritton by
^^l-J;^X^,f^^,!^\f^^^^^^^^^^^

tional Economic CommittGe staff. .^^"<'| ,0^ ^^^^^'^Vo^uctive Activitios, and New Invcst-
Economic Commitee Monographs No 12, 1 lohts.

.^n\? y "'.J^t Nonfinaneial Oorporations.
nient, and No. 29. Distribution ^^ Ownership in

200^^^^^^^ Temporary
The chapter was reviewed by Dr

^«:^,;7i^^Y„,"r>oniicrl' of the Brookings Institution.

^t^ ffsc^^^Tltniar^en^J^'econrist 'o?^ the 'n "ioLlVesources Planning Board.

W|t/°|t°^Ve°asurv Department. Statistics of Income
19f -

^art II, p. 22. The assets

^^^^^^a^l^S^^^i^^.J^^^^'^^-ntrcl^ Place, New YorU. 19.7.

erty. Macmillan. New York, 10|'.2, p.
-^l^ „ . :„/i,.„(.rv otouds varies greatly, as can be

Brookings Institution, Washington, 19o9, vol. I, pp. 4J.<-i.».j.)
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Table 12.—Importance of corporaic activity by branches of industry, 19.37—Con.

Percent
Trade gg
Finance

~

J~~ g^
Government—including work relief wages ~~~_

53
Service ~ ~ ~

g^
Miscellnneous 2 HZ 33

Source
:
Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee Part 1

p. 96.
' '

CONCENTRATION OP OWNERSHIP OP ALL CORPORATIONS

Since corporations are owned by their stockholders, a study of the
o\ynership distribution of stocklioldings reveals the ownership dis-
tribution of corporate wealth. It has often been claimed that there is
a rather widespread dispersion of ownership of the stock of corpora-
tions. It is true that tliere are many stockholders and that in some of
the largest corporations the principal holder owns less than 1 percent
of the outstanding stock.^ Estimates of the total number of stock-
holders of American corporations range from 4 million to 12 mil-
lion.'^ Even if the larger figure is used, the owners of American
corporations would comprise less than one-third of the total 29 mil-
lion families and 10 million single individuals in the Nation." But

Table 13.

—

Dividends of dbmestic corporations received, hy various types of
dividend receivers, 1921 and 1930 ^
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would indicate.

Dividend Payments. ^ •
i ^ ^i„o +n fhp con-

centration ot htockiioiaingb. ^;'"'*^
^'^ ^(,07 ^.^a 1930 From this

tW ds o tt UvS ,ds p^id -and hence that they probubly owned

about two-thirds of the total stocks of
*'«?f^H C'.hare of the

Tlio fimncial corporations accounted for the laigei snaie oi ii e

Ser, Martin Taitel has analyzed the income tax data and the net

?r;'e\c'::;r,nore„f«.e,.^^^^^^^

SStin'V.' k, i5 eivS'n *e"di^to

The conclnhat on of dividend income is indicated by tlie fact that

II re fomfly in six pays income taxes, and only one out of four ot

fhnqp nivino- income taxes receives any dividends.

A fStli^amlysis of income tax retnrns for persons with net 111-

coLovJr$5Sy showed that this gTonp has received o5 percent or

SS-e of the net dividend outgo of the corporate system. Only 60

peiSnt of this group, which has iiever --^^ered n^c 1 over a n^^^

''' 't:::^^^^^^^'^s nu!ni!^^vS:i^
sTrlgl iidi^'Xa s i

"^^^^^^^^^ Moreover, the 25,000 taxpayers

reporti - le greatest amounts of dividend receipts^ ^epresentiiig less

than o e-tenth of 1 percent of all families and single individuals,

received dh 1 lend payments from 1929 to 1937 which accounted for

rouihlv 35 percent of the net dividend outgo of all corporations.-

Take! conduded that most of the dividends have been received in

rekSfely TaiTa^ by a small section of the population, while

held around 6.", percent of the ^ alue "|/;?P P™""p^ 10 percent of the stock. (Federal

8Temporary National Economic Committee MonogiapU Ao. i-, froiits,

?e^Js^^fifn
f^^;i^^Je^nt^'o/re"t^ot.^i''tlx^?etil'Bllor"V^I'8:'reported all hut 3.4 ix^rcent of

the dividend receipts reported m that year.

" Ibid., p. 49.
." Ibid., p. 50, especially table IX.
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tlie remainder went in relatively small amounts to a much larger
section of the population. He summarized his findings as follows

:

(1) Less than 0.1 percent of the families and single individuals received 40
percent of the dividends.

(2) Less than 1 percent received another 20 percent of the dividends
(3) Less than 2 percent received still another 20 percent of the dividends
(4) The remaining 90 percent or more of the families and single individuals

got the last 20 percent of the dividends, but most of these pecjple received no
dividends.

The Securities and Exchange Commission study on distribution of
stock ownership estimates that there is an even greater concentration
of corporate ownership. According to this study, the 10,000 persons
witii tJie highest dividend incomes in 1937 owned about one-fourth
ot all stock of American corporations. Less than 75,000 persons, or
le|s than 1 percent of all stockholders, and considerably less than one-
tittii of 1 percent of all income recipients, accounted for fully one-half
of all corporate stock owned by individuals."

Dividend Payments hy Income Levels.
Concentration of ownership of corporations within the compara-

tively small group of individuals which receives the bulk of dividends
is shown by an analysis of dividend distribution by income levels of
the recijDients. Although it is not possible to determine how all
dividends are distributed by income level, Taitel obtained ai^proxi-
mations for most of the dividends from income tax data. His tabu-

tabTl4
'" ^^""^^'^ ^^^''^ between 1920 and 1937 is reproduced in

Table l^.—Blvide^uL receipts classified by the income level of the recinients
selected years 1920-37

Year
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Table 14—Dividend receipts classified by the income level of the recipients,

selected years if^20-37—Continued

Year

Net divi-

dend out-
go of the
corporate
system

Unclas-
sified '

Income level in tbousands of 1935-36 dollars

Total, 5

and over
5-10 10-15 15-20

20 and
over

1937 »

1936 2.

1935-
1932-
1929-
1925-
1920-

Percent of net dividend outgo

1937 K
1936 K
1935-

1929.
1925-
1920.

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

41.6
44.5
36.8
38.5
29.0
25.3
23.1

58.4
55.5
63.2
61.5
71.0
74.7
76.9

9.6
9.0
9.4
9.4
9.7
9.9
13.8

6.2
5.5
6.7
7.4
7.2
8.2
9.2

4.8
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.6
6.6
7.0

37.8
36.5
42.0
39.5
48.5
50.0
46.9

Percent of dividend receipts reported by income tax payers with

incomes of 5,000 or more 1935-36 dollars

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.

100.0

16.5
16.3
14.8
15.2
13.6
13.3
17.9

10.7
9.9
10.7
12.1
10.1
11.0
12.0

8.2
8.1
8.0
8.4
7.9

64.6
65.7
66.5
64.3
68.4
66.9
61.0

« Includes dividends not reported as dividends by income tax W'ers.
rr.^rr,r^^rarv National Economic

J Tabulating procedure for individual tax returns changed m 1936. See Temporary National i!.conomii-

Committee Monograph No. 12, appendix I, sec. E.

Source: Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 12, Profits, Productive Activities-

and New Investment, p. 58.

This table reveals that individuals with incomes over $20,000 (ex-

clusive of capital gains and losses) have collected between 40 and 50

percent of all dividends.^'
. . i

• j:

An even more vivid picture of the concentration of ownership ot

corporations within the upper income levels is shown by an analysis

of 1937 income and estate tax data, which presents both percentages

and average amounts of dividends received by income levels and ot

stock held bv estate classes. In 1937 the Treasury Department s sta-

tistics of Income included for the first time estimates of the total

number of taxpayers reporting dividend income. Table 15 presents

an analysis of the figures for that year.

^s Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 12, p. 5-8. The A^/'e''. i,'|

the tMl™} indpr "Unclassified" included dividends received by mdividua a estiniate^d to fall

beLw he $5,000 level.\nd dividends received by (a) °o"Pf"fit '^J^titu joi^s and

nnrntions not reciuired to file tax returns: (&) by income taxpajei.^ eMinuitt a to laii n oxe

Is.OOO but not reported as such ; and (c) by nonincome taxpayers falling above the $5,000

level.
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Table 15.

—

Individuals reporting income from dividends on stock of domestic and
foreign corporations and the amount of dividends received, 1937 ^
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T.BIE IG -Distribution of o^mersMp of corpa,-ation stocl^ iv individuaJs in

lABLE lo. x^o
^^arious net estate classes

Under $100,000. _

$100,000 and under $.500,000

$500,000 and under $1,000,000

$1,000,000 and under $2,500,000

$2,500,000 and under $5,000,000

$5,000,000 and under $10,000,000

$10,000,000 and over

Total

See Statistics of Income for 1937, pp.
1 Based OB estate tax returns filed during the calendar year 1938.

54-61.

CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP OF THE LARGE CORPORATIONS

The material already summarized makes it clear that the relatively

few weTlthv own the American corporations. However an eveii more

si^Xnt poiTi^p^^ in connection with the ownership of the big

corporations.

Podtion of Large Corporation in the Eco^wmy.

The bulk of corporate wealth and income are located ma com-

r.nr.tuX small number of big corporations. Summaries of corpo-

ra eIncome ax Xns for 1937 show that the 394 largest corpora-

[f^ns-Sne hundredths of 1 percent of the total
"^jf

- -l^f
JJ

S"
owned about 45 percent of the total ^o^'P^^'^te assets On the other

hand the 228,721 corporations with average total assets ot less thaji

$50 000 comprised 55 percent of the number, but owned only 1.4 per-

cent of the total assets of reporting corporations.
, , . ^^ .x,^

The distribution of net income also is highly po^^^^trated. In the

first place, 285.810 corporations reported no
^^^V?r"'^^Hpfoornora

192 028 con^orations reported net incomes. Of these latter corpora-

ions onlv248-one-tenth of 1 percent of them-had net incomes of

$5 millioVi and over, but this group received 40 P-^fJ^^^the ^^^^^^^

net income of all income-reporting corporations. At the o^J^i ^^^

of the scale 65 percent of the prohtable
'^\l'%^l'''J''-T^^'^^^

income below $5.000—received 1.7 percent of the total net income.

ITmUar concentration of net income received is shown by examina^

tion of a representative group of large corporations over a penod ot

years. Standard Statistics presents a composite income
^^^^^"^^/^^^^^

groups of selected corporations over the last decade. .J^ey
ha^e in

cludJcl the same companies throughout t^e entire periocL Tables
1^

and IS compare the net income receipts of these two Jjoj^PSJfj^
^^^^^

of all corporations reporting to the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

" U. S. Treasury Department, Statistics of Income, 1937, Part II, PP. 9, 26-27.
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TABLE 17.—A^e^ income of 951 leading nonfinancial corporations compared with

that of all corporations, 192G-S7

[In millions of dollars]

Year

Net income received by 951
largest nonfinancial corpora-
tions before intercorporate
dividends 2

Amount

1937.
1936-

1935.
1934.

1933..

1932..

1931..

1930..

1929..

1928 -.

1927..

1926-

.

Percentage of
total received
by all corpor-

ations

6, 554
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tions were reporting deficits, these leading corporations were continu-

ino- to make profits. In the period when there was an aggregate net

income for all corporations, the 951 corporations received 75 percent m
the best year and, in the worst, 43 percent of all the corporate nicome

reported. The 403 leading corporations received, m these same years,

65 percent and 36 percent, respectively.

The pattern of concentration is shown, agam, m the stndy made by

the Securities and Exchange Commission. This study estimates that

the 200 largest nonfinancial corporations paid out dividends of a little

over $2,000,000,000 in 1937, which was around 40 percent of the divi-

dends paid out by all domestic corporations in that year, and somewhat

less than 45 percent of the dividends paid out by all nonfananciai

corporations.^**

Ownership of the Large Goryorations.
^

Since it is clear that the very wealthy receive the bulk of the divi-

dends, and that the bio- corporations have the big dividends to pay, it

follows that the wealthv own a large proportion of the stock of the

bier corporations.^^ In" view of the importance of these large cor-

porations in the economic scene, concentration of ownership here has

significant implications for the system as a whole. It is true that

co1i3orations can be, and often are, controlled and directed by others

than their owners.^" Nevertheless, ownership of a majority or ot

a fairly substantial minority of the stock of a corporation is one ot the

most imiiortant and one of the surest means of exerting control.

Throu^rh the researches of the Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee, inore data are available than there were previously on the con-

centration of ownershi]) among the largest corporations, although a

great deal of work remains to be done in the field.

Some indication of concentration of ownership of the large oil com-

panies is given in the testimony presented to the Committee in the

hearings on the petroleum industry (Parts 14, 14-A, 15, 15-A, 16 17,

17- A.) Table 19 oives the amount and percentage of common stock

held by the hundred largest stockholders in each of 18 oil companies.

Although this table reveals a wide variation between wrporations m
the amount of concentration of ownership among the 100 largest stock-

holders, casual inspection indicates that at least one-third of the cor-

porate stock was held by 100 individuals in over two-thirds of the cor-

porations examined, the fact that in 3 of the 18 corporations over

80 percent of the stock was held by 100 stockliolders is also enlightening.

"Exclusive of intercorporate dividends. (Temporary National Economic Committee

^'-See'\';i'o''E.'D: ?&nn!d??Dividends to Pay, Roynal ^.H'S^l-^'^l;.
^ew

1^^^^^^

must own very much more than one-third of those key concerns.

2«For a discussion of this point, see Berle and Means, op. cit.
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CONCENTRATION OF ECONOMIC POWER

-Shares of common stock held ly the 100 lan/cst stoclholdcrs of the
major oil companies, Dec. 31, 193S

Name of company
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The families with these stockholdings
porations was $2,700,000,000.

are listed in table 20.

Family Holdings.
i. .o x r ^

Four oreat pools of wealth stand out in this group of 13 families.

Tl^ ForflTmiW w'th holdings estimated at $625,000 000, the Du Fonts

with $574 00?^ the liockef'llers with $397,000,000, and the Mellons

w $391 0,000 Moreover, it should be noted that these sums com-

prised only ^^^^ holdings in the 200 largest nonfinancial corporations,

Fnsofai as these were irientified among the 20 largest record share-

hSdinos 'nt^ give no clue to any smaller holdings m the 200 cor-

porations nor to any holdings outside these corporations. ^ or was

any attenit made to estimate the aggregate wealth of any of these

famines nor to estimate what proportion of their wealth was invested

inTqSty securities. Even this partial report indicates that the con-

centration of wealth is startling.

TABLE •2X).-IdenU1iea stoclcJwldings in 200lar„est nonfinancial corporations of 13
^

familij interest groups vyith holdings of over $50,000,000

[Value of holdings ' in thousands of dollars]

Family

1. Ford
2. DuPont-

3. Kockefeller..

4. Mellon

5. McCormick.
6. Harford
7. Harkness

—

8. Duke-

9. Pew
10. Pitcairn-..

11. Clark
12. Reynolds-
13. Kress

Total

-

Total

2 624, 975

573, 690

3 396, 583

i 390, 943

111,102
105, 702

5 104, 891

6 89, 459

75, 628
65, 576
57, 215
54, 766

7 50, 044

CommoD
stock

624, 975

562, 650

371. 777

350, 801

84, 854
86,331
100, 054

77, 465

75, 555
64, 981

57, 215
54,766
43, 098

Preferred
stock

2, 700, 574

11,040

24, 806

40, 142

26, 248

19, 371

4,837

11, 994

73
595

Corporations in which main holdings are—

6,946

Ford Motor Co. ^ -rr -^ ^ c. *

E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co.; Unitea btates

Rubher Co. ^ ^. j --, ,-

Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey, Indiana, and Cali-

fornia); Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.

Gulf Oil Corporation; Aluminum Co. of America;

Koppers United Co.
International Harvester Co.

Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., of America.

Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey, Indiana, and Cali-

fornia); Socony-Vacuum Oil.

Duke Power Co.; Aluminum Co. of America,

Lieeett & Myers Tobacco.
Sun Oil Co.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

Singer Manufacturing Co.

R. J. Rejmolds Tobacco Co.

S. H. Kress & Co.

1 includes only holdings of family -embers and famOy endowed f^^^^^^^^^^

^^?Uclud°ef $4T2Torcommon stock held by
"fV;eS'st^ocfhd;rb^- family endowed foundations.

3 Includes $93,768 o common s ock and $ 8,69. o PreKma s ock ma dj a
^^ endowed foundations.

4 includes .?26.114 of common f
"ck amUl 1.900 o^^^^^^ 5

endowed foundations.
i Includes $8,779 of common stock and $4,087 of prtfm^^^^

endowed foundations.

Source: Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 29, table 6, p. 116.

In terms of industrial empires controlled, three families—the Du

Fonts, Rockefellers, and Mellons—dominate the corporate scene

Their equity holdings in the 200 corporations were valued at the end

of 1937 -it nearly $lSoO million (see Table 9). This was about 4 per-

cent of the value of the equity securities of the 200 corporations and

about 14 percent of the value of the equity holdings of the 20 largest

holders of record in these corporations.^'^ Directly or indirectly, these

3 families controlled 15 of the 200 corporations, whose aggregate assets

included more than 11 percent of the total assets of the 200 corpora-

Ibid., ch. Vll.
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wp','ith\v^i^f l^
'^'"."^'^ ^ /'^'x.'?

*^^^ *^^^^ g^^'-^t accumulations ofM eolith which pennit control ot large corporations may contribute toa further nicrease in the concentration of wealth and of economicE whTI •;'
-.Ithv family not only can afford to allow a co'po;^lion wh ch It contro s to use corporate earnings to buy stock in othercorporations mstead of paying dividends to stockholders but fre-quently finds it advantageous to do so. These investments by thean-ijoration add to the value of the corporate stock, but the smallTtock!holdermay be obliged, m the absence of dividends, to sell his stock.

=^ Ibid., p. XVI.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP ^

Information eoncernino- the ownership of weaUh is important for

a study of the concentration of economic power, snice wealth is a

source of power, and if wealth is concentrated in the hands of a tew,

then economic power is likely to be concentrated in a smiilar fashion.

Ownership of a natural resource, for example, provides an obvious

basis for monopoly. Whether ownershi]^ of wealth is, m fact, more

important as a source of ])ower than various methods of control which

are exerted even without ownership, it is not the province of this

chapter to decide. Here, the material on ownership is examined m
an attempt to discover how the Nation's wealth is distributed.

Unfortunately, there is little precise information on the ownership

distribution of wealth.- Estimates of the total amount of the national

wealth vary widely and are of doubtful significance. It is not pos-

sible therefore, to proceed by ascertaining the ownership of a known

aggretrate of wealth. Nor is it possible to add together the separate

seo-ments of wealth concerning which there is some information. Too

little is known about the ownership of many of the components of the

national weahh, and these components involve duplications. Some of

the material is concerned with capital goods, and some with claims

to capital goods, as, for example, the farm, and the mortgage on the

farm. Another complication lies in the fact that the values placed

upon wealth are based upon guesses as to what will happen m the

future, and the guesses are subject to change with time. Unfor-

tunately, the information on the ownership of various forms of wealth

refers to different periods of time.

The material presented is necessarily, then, a collection of samples

which gives an incomplete picture, but this cannot obscure the fact

that o-reat aggregates of w^ealth are concentrated in the hands of a

relatively few'^individuals. And some conclusion as to the degree of

concentration can be drawn from the available material.

Lack of time and means for original research has caused this chapter

to be, in the main, a compilation and exposition of existing material.

The available information is presented in the following sections:

Savings, debt, real estate, and homes. The amount of space devoted

to the different sections reflects in general the availability of informa-

tion rather than order of importance.

There is considerable material on the intermediary holdings of such

institutional owners as banks, life insurance companies, and nonfinan-

cial corporations. It should be noted that institutional ownership of

iThis chapter was writton bv Dr. Eloanor Poland, economist of the Temporary National

Economic Committee staff. Some of the data were taken from Temporary National Eco-

nomic Committee Monographs No. 4. Concentration and Conipositum of Individual Incomes

191.S-1937 and No 37 Savinsj, Investment, and National Income. The chapter was reviewed

bv Dr Dewev Anderson, executive secretary. Temporary National Economic Committee; Dr.

Maurice Leven. formerly of the Brool<ings Institution : and Dr. Oscar Altman, senior econ-

omist. National Resources Planning Board, Washington, D. C. ^. , ., ^. ..
- It should be noted that distribution of wealth differs from distribution of income pri-

marilv because the latter includes worl< income as well as property income and because

some "kinds of propertv vield higher returns than others. See Temporary National Eco-

nomic Committee Monograph No. 4, Concentration and Composition of Individual Incomes,

1918-1937, by Adolph Goldenthal.
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wealth is a significant aspect of the concentration of economic power,
since the control of such wealth may be in the hands of a small number
of individuals. Information on direct ownership by individuals is

presented through income tax and estate tax data. The estate tax
material gives a picture of the accumulated wealth in an individual's

hands, while the income tax data shows the annual receipts from
various types of property.

Much of the detailed material in the chapter deals with the owner-
ship of wealth in income classes of $1,000 and above and in estate

classes of $5,000 and above. It has been presented not only because, in

most cases, it is the only available statistical material on ownership dis-

tribution of wealth but also because the extent of concentration within
this gi'oup is of interest. Concentration within this group varies

among the different fields considered. Yet any comments to this effect

should not distract attention from the basic fact of great concentration
of ownership, since only about 6,000,000 individuals out of a population
of over 130,000,000, or less than 15 percent of the 29,000.000 income-
receiving families and 10,000,000 income-receiving individuals, make
income tax returns.^

There is a tendency, in discussing incomes ranging from $5,000 to

$1,000,000, to consider those people in the lower brackets as poor. And
relative to the millionaires, they are poor. But compared with the
two-thirds of the Nation receiving less than $1,500, they are rich.

To avoid confusion, therefore, throughout this chapter the people re-

ceiving annually less than $1,000 are referred to as the "poor" or as
the "low-income groups" ; the people receiving from $1,000 to $5,000 are
referred to as the "middle class" or the "middle-income groups," and
those receiving $5,000 and more are called "the wealthy" or the "upper
or high-income groups." Within this last class some comparison is

possible by the use of the terms "the moderately wealthy" and "the
extremely wealthy."

OWNERSHIP OF SAVINGS

The first material presented here concerns the amounts saved an-
nually by different income groups, since there is little information
available concerning the ownership distribution of the accumulated
reserA^oir of savings. Such data indicate the process of accumulation,
because they represent periodic additions to the reservoir of savings.
If the annual additions are not evenly distributed among the members
of the population, it is probable that the ownership of the accumulated
savings will also be unevenly distributed.

Saving is done by individuals, by business, and by government.
One estimate of the amounts saved by each group from 1933 to 1937
is given in table 21. Clearly individuals do by far the largest amount
of saving, although the business depression existing in these years
probably accentuates the difference between individual and business
savings. Since the saving done by government is measured by the
difference between current receipts and current expenditures, and since
government receipts depend on taxation, a discussion of the owner-
ship of government saving would involve a study of the incidence of
taxation, which is beyond the province of this chapter.*

^TJ. S. Treasury Department. Stntistics of Income, ]9o7, pt. 1. p. S, and National Re-
sources Committee, Consumer Incomes in the United States. 1935-36, Washinaton, 1938.

* See eh. XVI and Tempornry National Economic Committee Monographs No. 3, Who
Pays the Taxes?, and No. 20, Taxation, Recovery, and Defense, for discussion of this point.
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TABLE 2\.-Nct sariu!,s in the Vmtcd states, 1933-37'

[Billions of dollars]

Individual saving—
In liquid form:

Currency and deposits.

Building and loan associations.

.

Insurance and pension reserves.

Through absorption of securities.

In durable consumers' goods:

Nonfarm dwellings.

Automobiles
Other
Total

Business saving:
Agriculture
Corporate -

Government saving: _ _ I +0. 5

State and local.-. - "' -0.5
Federal .- 1-6.1
Total national saving.

Volume and Components of Savings inineLmuc ^20.

Bureau of Economic Research, Ne« \ ork, 19^y, voi. ^ •
'

^j
j^Tg^ York,

Source- National Bureau of Economic Research, Studies m Income and ealth.

1939, p. 227.

Iiulividual Savings. ^
.

ings iBstitutK,,, stmUs '^•'"^"g
''?:,i^^^"doltrs' The National Be-

bu^gets,e5tiniatestliefigurea 17.8 bi ion coiu^is^

sources Connnittee report, f
on^"»«':,.^^ *" ^^

,'e savings of indi-

States,estinu,ted from «™We cons u^^«

viduals for the }eai llM,>-^b ^^ele
"l"^''' vpnre'^ented 19.1 percent of

im-ome, ^vhile the Brookrngs figure
^^^^^f^^Xg 2 ^^^^^^^^ ^^°""^^' ^^

income. Even ^vhen allowance is made ^y*^^^ f ^^^^ tl,,i^ esti-

'^^S^^tS r5';:^e"st^a";jat of the National

in savings come fvo.n est,n.a es »^, ™y^^^-J ^fetudy provided
income oroups. The National

/^.^f"|"J:; , . ,1 • i •

^^^ it presents

the most^-omprehensive and detailed
fj^^>^«j;;\\tn^lh^- at different

estimates of the average patterns «^ .^"
;"{f^ -^'.la g ,,t?s hi 1935-36.

levels of Income for the population ot the laiitecl siaies

"TTTT^'h and M. R. (^ain.bru.h. Hi.h-Lt.el Om^mp.n.n^M

193^ PP -Vs^n; M. Leven, H. «. Moulton and ( lark NA ai U rr 1
^^._. j^o^,^^ excludes

tional Resourfe.s Committee, Consumti r.^-i

1939. pp. 68-70.

S00282— 4 1 1

3
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Table 22 presents the general pictnre of income and savings of Ameri-
can consumers.^
The authors of the study state that, although the sample data were

more adequate than any previously available, the number of hio-h-
mcomc famdies mcluded in the survey was verv small, and it was nec'^es-
sary, m estnnatmg savnigs f(n- incomes of $20,000 and over, "to relv
almost entirely" on extrapolations based on data from the lower-
income groups. p]ven allowing for some error here, however it is
obvious that the high-income classes accumulate most of the savings of
American families. Table 22 reveals that 59 percent of the consumer
units, those with incomes below $1,250. incurred larp-e net deficits
instead of accumulating savings; that is, their expenditures for con-
sumption were greater than their income in that vear. On the other
hand 41 P^™^^^ of the consumer units, those with incomes above
$1,250, saved $7,511,000,000.

TABM3 22.—Aggregate savmgs of American consumers hi/ income level, 1935-36

Families and single
individuals '

Income level

Under $500
$500-$750
$750-$ 1,000.

_

$U000-$],250
$1,250-$1,500
$1,500-$1,750
$l,750-$2.000

I 5'5nfi'n99
|2'Oooi2,5oo ::::::::::::::::::::::::! iUsen

Number

6,710,911
5, 771, 960
5, 876, 078
4, 990, 995
3, 743, 428
2, 889, 904

Aggregate income Aggregate savings

Amount
Percent fin mil-

lions)

$2,500-$3,000
$3,000-$4,000 .

$4,000-$5,000
$5.000-$10,000
$io,ooo-$i5,noo
$15,000-$20,000
$20,000 and over

All levels.

1, 475, 474
1, 354, 078

464, 191

595. 908
152, 682
67, 923

110, 135

39, 458, 300

17.0
14.6
14.9
12.7
9.5
7.3
5.8
7.5
3.7
3.4
1.2
1.5
.4
.2
.3

100.0

2,061
3,615
5,130
5,589
5,109
4,661
4,214
6,572
4,005
4,599
2,045
4,092
1,747
1,175
4,645

Percent

59, 259

3.5
6.1
8.6
9.4
8.6
7.9
7.1

11.1

6.8
7.8
3.4
6.9
3,0
2.0
7.8

Amount
(in mil-
lions)

-800
-382
-254
-97
95
196
245
587
482
742
434

1,218
679
473

2,360

Percent

ICO.O

-13.4
-6.4
-4.3
-1.6
1.6
3.3
4.1
9.8
8.1
12.4
7.2

20.4
11.4
7.9

39.5

5,978 100.0

I Includes all families and single individuals, but excludes residents in institutional groups.

imp.%^''^'°''''^
Resources Committee, Consumer Expenditures in the United States, Washington

The National Resources Committee study further records the net
savings for each tenth and for each third 'of the Nation. Those in
the poorest six-tenths had net negative savings or deficits ao-'n-eoatino-
$1,523,000,000. Those in the ne5t three-tenrhs had net Wive sav"

Tc^o^L''"^'^
$1,216,000,000, but the top tenth-th.ose with incomes

ot St)2,600 and over—had net positive savings of $6,285,000,000, or 105
percent of the net-savings figure for all income levels combined The
lower two-thirds of the Nation had only negative saving • The lower
third, $1,207,000,000; the middle third, $252,000,000. The top third
however, saved $7,437,000,000, an amount equal to 124 percent of the
net savings of the Nation as a whole.^

nai dn^rf^?.®^^^'^^^*'""'^*^ '"i^
^^^ "?* Change in assets and liabilities of the familv or individ-

or dPDr^oHt^'^n^1?V^:^'''\''''^''^^^"
"'^ "•• lo^^-^^f'-^m revaluation of assets Appredation

:n^n^!?nrW.^.^'n.°° (f^H' If 2^"
)'^^""-^°^ ^*'^*^^- '''' '-"' " ^^^eJ^!^^{^^^^^^^

« Ibid., pp. 54-,55.
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The Brookings study also sho^vs that most of the -™g >|
'1™« by

families and individuals m the ng^^^^^^^^

Zn with ncomes fiom $2,000 to $5,000, saved approxnnately 3.8

Wll ol, dolar 2 milU<,n families (7 percent) with incomes from

«^nno f.> «20 000 saved apinoximately 4.6 billion dollars: and the

Il9,000 faSes with inconies over $20,000 saved more than 8 bdhon

dollars.

TAm.K 2S.-Affffrcgate sarhujs of families, hii ivvomc ijroups, 1929

Income class (in dollars)

UnderOi
Oto 1,000

1,000 to 2,000

2,000 to 3,000

3,000 to 4.000

4,000 to 5.000

5.000 to 10,000..-
10,000 to 20.000...

20,000 10 50,000 -.

50,000 to 100,000..

100,000 and over.

Number of

families

All classes-

120. 000

5. 779, 000
10, 455, 000
5. 192, 000

2, 440, 000
1,232,000

1, 625, 000
412, 000
156, 000
39, 000
24,000

Aggregate savings

Millions of

dollars

27, 474, 000

-1,588
-550
801

1,490
1,319
998

2,549
2,003
1,836
1,165
5,116

Percent-
age of

total

15. 139

-10
-5

5

10
9
7

17

13

12
8
34

lOO

T»« 'm" vo„. H. O. M.u.,o„. ... C,.* W.rb»..., A„„ic.'s C.pa»« to Co.s„„,. «,»...«

Institution. Wssbington, 1934, p. 93.

The study also shows that 2.3 percent of all families-those with

incomes over $io.000-contribnted two-thirds '^i^^'L^^^^^Z!^

:'n\rrj.'7«:eS^on^

^''^able 24 shows the amount an.l l>"«"'^g<' ^ '^oX ^inis^aif
\™

and nonfarn, families ^y^'-^^^g-^J-^^e'i 0,^1^41. ll-

the total monettiry savings.^"

•.. ^^ Qo n-i This also was a study based on sample

»Leven and associates. _y.,cU..^prK ^9_^^Tb.^^\^C^«^^ The

data, but the sample was smaller ;""." v; ,;^-- ,, ^fg and health insurance .uieii.iu.x.o, <...

^^^^'^^S^nr^^ln.^^^^lntrea^ estate, and all increases m banK

deposits. —
10 Ibid., p. 94.
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Table 24.

—

Savings of farm and nonfarm families, 1929

Income class (in dollars)

Farm families.

Under
to 500. -

600 to 1,000.

1,000 to 1,500-.
1.500 to 2.000 .

2,000 to 3,000--
3,000 to 4,000-.
4,000 to 6,000-.
6,000 to 10,000

Number of
families (in

thousands)

Xonfarm familics-

UnderO
to 1,000-- --

1,000 to 1,500--.
1,.500 to 2,000-.
2,000 to 3,000-
3,000 to 4, 000
4,000 to 6,000
6,000 to 10,000-
10,000 to 20,000--.
20,000 to 50,000 .

50,000 to 100.000
100.000 to 250.000-
250.000 to 1,000,000
1,000,000 and over

70

1,382
1,712
1, 005
607
614
230
142
34

Aggregate
savings (in

millions of
dollars)

1,405

21, 678

Farm and nonfarm families-

50
2, 685
4,749
4,094
4,578
2,210
1,756
925
412
156
39
16

7

1

-117
-35
99

225
476
334
348
159

Percentage
of income
saved

13, 734

27, 474

-1,504
-398

73

404
1,014
985

1.390
1, 650
2,003
1,836
1,165
1,069
1,648
2,399

-27
-3
8

21

32
42
52
64

20

15, 139

-22
1

6

9
13

17

24

36
39
44
49
.56

66

In1mXn%aSt?n, m^^p^'^f'
'°' '''"'' ^^^^^b^^-' -^--'ca's Capacity to Consume, Brookings

Concentratdon of sayings in the high-income levels is strikinglyshown ni table 25, which divides the population as a whole into 10 eqnal
numerical groups, each of which contains 2.75 million families Theupper 10 percent of the families, including those with incomes above
$4,600, accounted for about 86 percent of the total saving. The secondgroup, with incomes from $3,100 to $4,600, saved 12 percent of the
total while the 80 percent of the population with the lowest incomessaved the remaining 2 percent of the total."

Table 2o.~Affgregate savings of families, by income groups, 1929
[Aggregates are in billions of dollars]

Income class ' (in dollars)

4,600 and over _

3,100 to 4,600
2,450 to 3,100
2,000 to 2,450
1,700 to 2,000
1,450 to 1,700
1,2.50 to 1,450
950 to 1.250
600 to 950-
to 600 2

Under 2

All classes

Aggregate
income

Aggregate Percentage
'of mcome

saved
savmgs

34.6
10.3
7.7
6.4
4.8
4.2
3.6
3.0
2.2
.9

-.6

77.1

13.0
1.8

1.0
.7

.4

.2

.1

.0

-.1
-.4
-1.6

15.1

o

38
17

13

11

8
5

3

-5
-44

20

Each income class consists of 2.75 million families

InS?on!VaSt?n,?93?p"96."' ''"' ""'"'^ Warburton, America's Capacity to Consume. Broofng

th;\vea'rs ?9lf-35l''hJ"'trnnuaTlltimTte''ol^^^^^^^^
saving, of

_

income ta.xpayens for
Statistics, vol. 19. 1937, pp. 178-191

Savings by Individuals," Review of Economic
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Thos^^vith iiicome. of from $500 to $600 had an average deficit ot $80
iiiose AMui lULuiiit-. V

reached was there
and not until, the income level $l,oOO ^^

^^^^^ ;\^^ \^;\^. .
^^^ i,,ex)me

•1 nositive saving, which averaged $19. i^ amines in me uiw,i

ievTstudied' $3:600 and over, had an average positive saving of $231.

/nstifutional Processes of Saving.
e^^nncr^; in

wU -iroonnted for by governmental pensions and trust ^n^^^s unciua

;^:ci:t"i'ctf;;.^ payments), by postal -vhgs, a,,d by baby b^nds

, S ^..vn.irc Ts held bv life insurance companies." At the piesem
hucd SiUings IS. Ml" u> '

reserve life insurance companies own
„me »PP™^""»*?14fo«ooTOoi?' a^Kl have an annual income total-

mf:;«.1?OOoS~^lonnt slightly te-Jl-^^- -f^^
..fihe Unhed States Government an. e^^^^^

;?l;SJo 000 SrJ^i .oleics va?„«;,t ainnoxin W^^^^^^^^^

poHcies l;^r well as the benefits received from life msurance are un-

-^S^ S^riri^lld L'mdSS^'ni the form of "ordinar,^'

or 4,Xstriar poiiiies, or it may be sold to a group of persons,

.Savings in this study represented net d,»n«, <J,H;.t,,f,i'S"i^e1.°"SnT„ir''s''°v'!

'SS''S''^&^S^^^'^>SS''^<''^«S''ii^^^-'''''' Review. Jn„- 19-10. i,..

"InSrings l,efore the Temporarj National Ec.nomie Committee, part 9, Savings and

Investment. PP- -^"''^-r^^^lv^' Jil'oi .,«Vts nf fotmal savings institutions were owned by life

,r:^^!o^S^^^i^lt^^&^'i^^^oUe Vlitea states, 1930, pp. 2o4, 2G4.

^«e;f!^r^Lrve life i-nrance oon^p^ies^av. wrUt^.^^
ance in" force in th«^^^"\ted f

ates^
Tempm-a^v N^timS Economic Committee Mono.^raph

%l^ '^'l^r:^ l^^^^e Lift iJsnrknce Companies, p. 5.

'Tl^I^ih^il®- D 5 There is no indication, however, of the location of these 64,000,000

poUc%l&. either a?to"ncome level or family interrelationship.
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customarily employees of a single employer. Ordinary policies arensua ly issnerl m units of $1,000 or more, and industrial poHcfes'which are primarily for persons in the low-income brackets/are forsmaller face amounts. At the end of 1938, of the 124,000,000 policiesoutstanding, approximately 88,000,000 were industrial policies lieldby some oO,000,000 people. These policies represented $21,000 000 000of insurance m force. Ordinary policies, including group policies,

mmO^^J'-'''^
^^""^^^^^^ ''^'''^''' -^ ™- v^alued at

There is no estimate available of the number of people holdin<r ordi-nary policies. However some of the holders of industrial policies a oown ordinary policies. Hence, the number of people owning ordinary
life msura^ice is probably greater than the 14.000.000 derived bv sub

o?64;i0 000'''r ""\T'"'^'
policyholders from the estimated t^tiol 64,000 000. Even allowing for such duplications, over 80 percentot the total insurance m force is held in units of $1,000 and over bv arelatively small proportion of the individuals owning insurance poli-

cies.-^ On the other hand, the holders of industrial insurance polFcSs,who constitute^the large majority of the number of individuals insuredown less than 20 percent of the amount of insurance in force
Although insurance policies are probably not used extensively bydie extremely wealthy as a means of saving, since they have outletswhich yield more profitable returns, the moderately wealthy undoubt-

edly own considerably more insurance than do the people in the low-income levels. This is true both because they carry larger policiesand because many of them own more than one policy
The Prudential Life Insurance Co. studied a sample group of de-

ceased policyholders (2,499 married men and 215 single men) who had
held insurance m the Prudential and other companies in amounts
ranging m the aggregate from $5,000 to $40,000 per individual.
Ihese data are classified m table 26, according to the approximate an-
nual income of the policyholder prior to death.

Table 26 -AmoHuf of insurance carried ly a selected group of policuholdcrs
Classified according to approximate annual income prior to death

Amount of annual income

Under $1,500
$1,500-$2,000
$2,000-$2,500
$2,.500-$3,500

$3,500-$5,000
$5,00a $7,500
$7,500-$10.000
$10,000 and over

Total

Insured individuals Insurance carried

Number Percent Amount Percent

226
267
354
581
430
444
108
504

8.3
9.8
13.0
21.4
15.8
16.5
4.0
11.2

$1, 684, 901
2, 027, 798
2,910,611
5, 121, 912
4,813,354
5, 898. 997
1, 670, 383
5, 086, 146

5.8
6.9
10.0
17.5
16.5
20.2
5.7

17.4

Average
amount of
insurance
per person

$7, 455
7,595
8,222
8,515

11, 194

13, 286
15, 466
16, 731

2,714 100. 29, 214, 132 100.0 10, 764

onZ'^-^L'?iR'^^^^^^,%'X^l^'
'"'"'""

'" ^'^ '-''''''^ ^'''^' M-«"--«0"^ contributions

E<||^f^^^U^|^'^^3Sf^-ig^^^te^^3^,i^,f3, and Temporary National

^^S:^^^T^r.i\ltfef^\Uf'^ l\l,^''-^''
^---« Com^mittee on\L rS^TcM
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level, and they earned ™g
^f^if'^h'^,^'

*
^I^'est „u„>ber of indiv.duals

canied by tlie g"»P;, ^^f'°rt4 500 income level, 11.2 percent were

S t^rsr:rh;'t^1^000:°^>Krcarvied 1^4 pe'rcent of the

insurance of the group. ^ nroordina: to D. H.

deposits
^}.''»'''>l'"f,'^'i,,tp,.e,t rates paid on savings accounts."

^;^e^™rt^depS:sa\d:indicated\hat savings accounts are

primarily "-''^y the noddle class."
.^^ i„ y,, ,„„„ership

?IS!\rt.^ysi!!TvalLsedont^^^^^^^
of account, and '« ™"?y

"f/^™;';; "f «ncen ration in ownership

S'^XSrStthe^fo^!.! t ^the extent that individuals with

all accounih, uui n vi^t-o
n^^OiK nnn^a information is not avail-

mutual saviuirs )anks were under $5.0UU. inioinuuion ^^
^ ^ ^mutual

J;^;
^; ^ .| J distribution of accounts under $5,00U.

able.unfoitunatel> astotncsize^
made in insured cominer-

ci^b^'^ea s'S^lnSiS^ 1938. 98.9 percent of the savings
cial bdiiKb le^eals iimi j ^ i

nercent of the deposits. Ac-

sf:™-''5iooo%tesrt;;i':il^ "* <- '•>"'"-

"*r:s^;^;t?;^^™si:Hr<:r^:^i^^^ see„ in the d^.^
depos ts of connnercial hanks, although this >s '™1<>»]*'; 1/,/'""

'°

ri,e OT-eat nreuonderance of business accounts. Nevertheless, there

t fome iSidual accounts which are «ry large. I-r e-mpK

accounts of individua s wtth .l^?; a>-«| ^^ '^^^^'^O'^^V^,:;, ^^00.13

31. 1935."

.Ibid Part 9 pp. 3771-3772. Information as to the concentration of assets in

geograpWc areL and fn certain large banks is siven on pp. 37o8-37bo.

^^^^r't^^^^^'^Z^^^^^^^^^^^^''^^^^ banus. information

from tlie F. D. I. C.
Hor,r.«it« would be insured if there were a maximum cover-

23 xinety-eight percent of total deposits ^^.o"*^„"*: *^,."„p 'f '!;'>-) 000 F. D. I. C, Annual
age of $10,000. and 99 percent with a maximum co^e^age ot !?-o,UUU.

Report. 1938, p. 99.
i.-'orior-ii Denosit Insurance Corporation.

_

^^SX^^Wall^'^eiSu/tS- aal^sls\fDepoK^^^^ Federal Reserve Bulletin, May

1940, p. 402.
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In 1930 there were 12,000,000 members of building and loan asso-
ciations which owned assets of $8,800,000,000.'« Conccrnin<r postal
savings, there were on June 30, 1939, 2.767,417 depositors and a bal-
ance ^to the credit of depositors of $1,202,291,829.-^ la 1929, only
11,037 out of 416,584 depositors owned deposits of $2,500, the niaxf-mum permitted. 2"*

While formal savings institutions may for the most part be uti-
lized by those who have comparatively small or medium-sized
amounts to invest, very wealthy individuals tend either to invest
their savings directly or place them in the hands of trustees for in-
vestnient. Such savings are reflected in the ownership of real estate^
of private and public debt, and of corporate stock, and are discussed
elsewiiere m this chapter.

Busbiess Savings.

Business savings are defined by Altman as "the amount of money
left m the hands of a business enterprise after paying all the expenses
of production including rent, interest, wages, taxes, etc., and after
payment of diviaends to preferred and common stockholders In
the case of unincorporated business enterprises savings are equaJ
to the amount left m the business after the payment of profits to the
owners. -^ He estimates that business enterprises in prosperous years
have contributed about two-fifths of total gross savinos «o His c4lcu'
lations of busniess savings for all nonfinancial enterprises, unadiusted
lor capital gams and losses, are as follows, for selected years : ^^

^^o^ +$2, 274, 000, 000 1937 -4-«i;qiO OOft ma
JqS -26,000,000 i938_____::::::::::: -tS'X'oS1936 +1,014,000,000 1939 -^778,000,^

Corporations account for the bulk of business savings. There is con-
siderable evidence of a high degree of concentration of corporate sav-
ings 111 the hands of the large corporations.^" In 1936, of the 478 857

iTnnn)Sn'''''"P'''"fi?'.'i.'^^^
corporations-those with assets over

$50,000 000-saved $1,165,000,000 out of the $2,924,000,000 gross sav-
ings of all reportmg corporations. In other words, less than two-
tenths of 1 percent of the corporations accounted for over 40 percent
of the gross savmgs. In 1937, of the 477,838 reporting corporations,
749-with assets over $50,000,000-made gross savings of $1,344,000,000out of the total of $2,906,000,000 reported. Less than two-tenths of
1 percent of the corporations accounted for more than 46 percent ofthe gross savmgs.^^ ^

2? nnftn^^ltl'^^°'"-g *^*!, Temporary National Economic Committee Part n -^779

^^.ll^XilT!Sri\'' ^''''''''' P^'^t''^^ ^'-^^-^^ «^«t"™. Anntml Report^lIL-postal

tion'^Sfr foSO tte"'deno'Sto"r'J^'ere °^^:l'*'^*^^
Postal Savings System, in prepara-

urban centers
I but since tlifdep 4ss1on therf ?n« hi^'^'l"-'^

^ low-income group, living in
well as an increase in the nuS of denositori Tn^'rif-

^^'''°^<? '" ^^"^ t^P^ «f depositor as

1031 ^i;!s^^r^-^t depositors ^^T^^^^on^A^I^^^E^^^
to Consume, p 9S

^
•
'^°° Maurice Leven and associates, America's Capacity

NaHon^l^nco^ii'p^'so"'
'^'""""^''^ Committee Monograph No. 37, Savings. Investment, and

"^ Ibid., appendix I.
32 Ibid., p. 22.

the"r™uVnsTcSoTa?ions*suSin|rafan^ ^f^''^^
'^"•^.* necessarily come from

that corporations which do not siihmft bnlnnp^ i^^^^^^^
y.^^ '^ considered probable, however,

hearings before the Templar''; ^lSa^E?o'nUKo^^^^^^ «-
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The available information concernin<T the ownership of corporations

which do the saving is contained in chapter VII.

OWNERSHIP OF DEBT

Debts incurred by individuals, business enterprises, and Govern-

ment bodies are owned by other individuals and groups who hold the

debt certificates. While a debt certificate—in the form of a bond,

mortgage, note, etc.—is issued to tlie lender at the tune the obliga-

tion Ts incurred, it may pass through the hands of many owners

through subsequent transfers. The question of whether or not con-

centration exists in the ownership of debt, therefore, must be

answered by determining the aggregate volume of the various classes

of outstanding debt and the aniounts held by the present owners.

The following section is a brief discussion of the avadable material

on the amount, composition, and ownership of the Government, or

public, debt and of such private categories as farm mortgage debt,

urban mortgage debt, and corporate debt.

Puhlic Debt.

The public debt is made up of obligations of the Federal. State,

and local governments to make payments of interest or principal, or

both on stated or determinable dates. The Treasury computed the

totaf gross Federal debt to be $36,425,000,000 in 1937 and $37,165,-

000,000 in 1938. .. . . ^ • m ,

If the contingent or guaranteed debt of the United States is added,

the o-ross Federal debt was $41,120,000,000 in 1937 and $42,143,000,000

in 1938 3* Probablv the best estimate for the total State and local

debt was made by the Treasury also. It was $19,595,000,000 for

1937.^^

Several estimates have been made of the distribution of the owner-

ship of the public debt by tvpe of holder. Tables 27 and 28 are esti-

mates by the National City Bank of New York and by the United

States Treasury.

Table 27 —Distribution of Uvitcd States Government direct arut gmiraviced debt

as of June SO, 19S0 and 1940

[In millions of dollars]

Outstandine;
Total direct debt
Total guaranteed debt

.

Total debt-

June 30, June 30,

1930 1940

16, 185

16, 185

42, 968
5,560

48,528

Change

-1-26, 783

+5, 560

4-32, 343

3«rortain governmental corporations and agencies are authorized to issue bonds and

other oWiVatToL^SimrS tbe United States Although these ^re prmianly obl^a-

?ions of tte issuing agencies, and the assets of these agencies are to bfi"sedj«r their

payment, they are classified as contingent liabilities of the United States. (Annual Keport

''
S^r^^:::^Ue^r^^l^^ni^k^t'hr!^ t^ Frdl^raf'in^come Tax as of June 30

19S7 hem iter re er^ed to^ a^^^^ Greybook), p. 52. Gross debt includes all types

oveHawtn- debt as that which is' incurred at two or more stages in the Performance of a

si^n%emr5ose ''Thus when the Federal Government or a Federal corporation issues

hadt whk'h in turn n -ovide funds to purchase mortgages on households the overlappingS of tbe'^n?ermediP^ry agency must be eliminated, leaving only the debts of the end

borrower in the net-debt totals" (Ibid., p. 13).
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TABBr> 27.—Distribution of United States Government direct and guaranteed debt
as of June dO, 1930 and 19J,i)—Continued.

[In millions of dollars]
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Table 29, eoinpiled bv the Treasury Department, gives an estimate

of the holdincrs of tax-exempt securities by various classes ot m-

ve^toil, for chftes ranging from 1934 to 1937. The hnancial corpora-

tions (banking, insurance, real estate, holding companies, stock and

bond brokers, etc.) are the largest single group of corporate owners

of tax exempt securities. Moi^eover, the Treasury Department has

estimated that their share of these securities has been increasing from

TABLE 29 -AV^//K//cd total volume of tax-rxcmpt securities and recorded noldimjs
•

of selected categwies of im-estors {as of varying recent dates)

[In millions of dollars]

Category Date

Total volume of tax-exempt securities ---v""
Holdings of the various governments and tne

Federal Reserve banks .- - - -

Net outstanding volume of tax-exempt securities.

Recorded holdings of selected categories of

private investors: i
. ,- nm

Individuals with net income under $5,000

—

Individuals with net income of $5,000 or

over- .----.-

Banks (excluding mutual savmgs).

Life insurance companies ---

other insurance companies
Nonflnanee corporations

Mutual savings banks
Fraternal benefit societies

Foundations
Universities and colleges

June 30,1937

...do-

.__.do.

Dec. 31,1934

Dec. 31,1935
June 30,1937
Dec. 31,1937

Dec. 31, 1936

Dec. 31.1935
June 30,1937
Dec. 31,1936

do
Dec. 31,1935

Total

65, 648

15, 126

50, 522

1,334

4, 625

17, 685
5,840
1,157

2, 126

3,231
550
67
25

Securities of

the U. S.

Government
and Federal

agencies

46, 350

10, 802

35, 548

827

2,063
14, 916
4,416

835
1,767
2,400

Securities of

State, local.

and Territorial
governments

19,298

4,324
14,974

507

2,562
2,769
1,424
322
359
831

64

iTheavailable records ofprivateinve.tme^^^^

a 3-vear period and. therefore, are not totalea. {" J'i^.%?p'^S^a"'_^"'^> ^" ^ ^
i^^

agencv securities

or 36.6 billion dollars, consisting of 27.3 biHion doUars «
lur^herino" thf,ax-exempt security holdings

and 9.3 billion dollars of State local, and Territoria issues i^urthtrmo^
incomplete. Securities

of the individual categories of private
'^^'fto^/,^^.'l'',,^,^i^„^f^S to be incomplete due to

[^rii^dt;-S;r^^g':^r--i^s^^
fiduciaries.

;o''t:^?:U.'fTretu:y Department, Securities Exempt From the Federal Income Tax as of June 30, 1937

verr to vear from 67 percent of all tax-exempt obligations owned by

SriKmiHmis submitting balance sheets in 1926 to 74 i^rcent m 1930

^tj;::^S;^ir;l^;Lhip appe.irs in both the institutional^an^

individual holdings of public debt. The largest corporations and the

weakhiest individuals tend to own the largest proportion ot the tax-

exempt securities.-*' ,^1.;,. ,.4= foY
One indication of the concentration ot corporate owneislup ot tax-

exempt securities is seen in table 30. which shows receipts ot tax-

aa Treasury. Greybook^ p. ^^7 The percenta^^f the V^^^^^^^^i^J^t
Debts and RecoveiT. Twentieth Centup' Fund, 1 Job, p 1-...)

Territorial debt in

l.'r,SfCLerKa»''™'S,?S,,;.'!Si?n'=S''?ori?,°Jis^s„?h as sicurme. issued b.
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exempt interest in 1937 by corporations of different sizes. Although
tlie amount of interest reoeiA-ed does not increase steadily in size of
asset class, there is an extraordinary concentration in receipts by the
largest corporations. The corporations in the asset classes iinder
$1,000,000, which comprise 94.4 percent of the corporations submitting
balance sheets, received only 5 percent of the tax-exempt interest
reported. On the other hand, the corporations in the asset classes
oyer $1,000,000, comprising but 5.6 percent of the reporting corpora-
tions, received 95 percent of the interest reported by all corporations
submitting balance sheets. Moreover, the 394 largest corporations—
those with assets of over $100,000,000—accounted for 56.8 percent of
the interest received by the 416,902 reporting corporations.

Table 30.

—

WhoUy tax-exempt interest receipts for all corporations siihmifting
balance sheets, by asset classes, for the year 1937
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and insular securities, according to the data compiled in Statistics of

Income These holdings are analyzed by size ot mcome class m
table 31.

TABLE SI -Percentaffc rlisfribution of tax-exempt oWigations on-ned, hu net

income classes, 19So

$5,000 to $in,ooo_.

$10,000 to $25,000,

$25,0C0 to $50,000-

339, 842

123, 564

26, 029

15.0
24.4
19.4

.$50,000 to $100,000-

-

$100,000 to $150,000-

Over $150,000

8,033
1,.395

1,252

14.5
7.2
19.5

t Statistics of Income, 1935, Part. I, p. 10.

Source: Treasury Oreybook, p. 102.

Althouo-h the percentao-e of tax-exempt securities owned by each

clats oirnot show a steady growth with increase m mcome, never-

?heles. a relatively large proportion of these seminties was owned by

t e cmnparatively few^indiviJuals with very high
i^^^^^^^^^' fi^.^,

^1^2

Dercent was owned by those 10,680 persons with incomes over $50,000,

aS 7 percent was owned by the 2,647 individuals with incomes over

^^MOTCover the average holding of these securities per reporting indi-

viduSXnvs an imprelsive increase by income brackets, as ca,. be se.n

from table 32. Of the people reportmg incomes above $5,000 2 pei-

ceT or those with incoines over $50,000, owned 43 percent ot the tax-

exempt obligations held by the group, whereas 67 percent, or tho e

with incomes from $5,000 to $10,000, owned only 15 percent of the

obligations reported.^''

TABLE 2,2 -Tax-exempt oUimtiom reported by individrmU with net incomes

over $5,000, hy net income classes, 1935

Income class

339, 842
$5,000 to $10,000

-•

v...... 123,564
$10,000 to $25,000

-

$25,000 to $50,000 .-

$50,000 to $100,000-

_

$100,000 to $150,000-

Over $150.000

Number
of

returns i

Value of tax-exempt
obligations owned

Total 2 (000
omitted)

Total.

26, 029
8,033
1,395
1,252

500, 115

$694,916
1,127,219

899, 600
671,338
332, 070
900, 043

Average
per

return

$2, 045
9,123

34, 561

83, 573
238, 043
718, 884

4, 625, 186

1 Statistics of Income, 1935, Part 1, p. 10.

8 Treasury Greybook, p. 102.

30 A pattern of concentration of -^J^l^Kf{^,^^Si!or^^l/m^^ 1923.''The
by income tax data appears ,n tbe I cdeial I.ade c™

^^.^^ ^j^^.^^

iZ:^Z^L''^:^^:'^r^^^^^^^ -^o were "reputed to be-

-^l^Ko individuals with ^^^^^ncc^ne^^e^^^
held tax-ex'-mpt seeimties. The piopoition

18 persons in the $500,000 to
viduals in the $10,000 to *2.),000

'^^f^^!'^*^
. 8 pe^ tern ro t. e^^^

$1,000,000 dropped to 71.4
$1,000,000 group The figure to ^tho^ere^^^^

percent, but the drop is not
«if°'f,^^'^,V;^^,,^ was the proportion of individuals who owned

"^
The higher the income group the gieaU^i was the loPo^r

^^ ^^^^^^ ,,,urities per indi-
tax-exenipt securities : the

"Jf
'^^ei \v ere^^^^^^^

whoUy tax-free securities owned.

li.S4/ T^aie''^cSl^s\oTi,^^Ta^a«o^n:'^am^ Ineo^me, S. Doe. 148, 68th Cong.,

1st Sfss.. 1924. p. :?.)
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Table 33 jjives a cumulative percentage distribution of nniuber of
returns and value of obligations owned in 1987, by net in('«)me class.

Table 33.

—

Value of tax-exempt ohlujations oivned by imlividiiols iritJi net
incomes over $3,000, by net income classes, 1937
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The extremely wealthy estates have tended to own the l"Sh^s\P|r-

centage of the wholly tax-exen.pt secunties not only for 1 year but for

the last decade, as can be seen from table do.

Tartf S.5—Anioi(uts of certain mvcstmeyits hi esiatcs fax
PABLi. d.J. A»(j«

208,503 estates, -by size of nM estate

[Dollar figures in thousands]

rctions. J926-36

Returns
Federal bonds

Wholly exempt
Partially exempt

State and local bonds
All other bonds
Capital ^t^ck.!::::::::::::::::::

5,o8i,805

Source: Temporary National Economic Com

fense, p. 193.

mitteb Monograph No. 20, Taxation, Recovery, and De-

t.^^^ '^^^^o^^:}!^!^ ^^•o^'"'uf P^^Vion -i^fJax-ex^pt^ secnn^ities

rl^cSlp^riS'p^X^'S'<e^^^^.^Jty•Law School, vol.
that
ow
Law

Reduce High Surtaxes,

7, 1940, p. 188).
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PHvafe Debt.

The aggregate debt of individuals, unincorporated businesses and•orporate enterprises is usually divided into wo broad crSrieslong-term debts, with a maturity of a year or more ; md s&t te"debts, with a maturity of less than 1 year.^^
'

,

.Tlie volume of private long-term debt in 1937 amounted to 70 ^bi ion CO ars. Of this total, railway funded deb aceoZted for S"1

li litL 1 TlS?
corporation debt, 7.8 billion dollars -publijutilities, 13.9 billion dollars; farm mortgage debt, 7.1 billion lolhu-s-and urban mortgage debt, 28.5 billion dolfars.- No recei t es ma esof the ownership of these debt categories are available except i^ thecase of farm mortgages and urban mortgages secured by homes Adistribution of the farm mortgage debt bfpT-incipal lender gZips has

?9 S'tht tt'^^^""r"l°l^^"?^'"^"i^^^^-^^i^^ for^l7yea?iJiO -39, while the I^ederal Home Loan Bank Board has comniled

19^0 3V'Trh'^r -^™r^g'^g^^«
«n urban homes fo7?he iS

nnt: ViT ' best available estimates of the ownership of railroad

1932 an'jrigir
''' "''''^^ ^ong-t^rm debts are those of Horton for

Farm mortgage deU.-T^hl^ 36 shows significant chancres in the

""iTtl^^f
farm mortgage debt during th? past three detdJs!

eaual shareA"; rf
'' ""^ ^^'' ^'^™ mortgage debt was held in almostequal shares by life insurance companies and commercial banks while

iftheS "bI 1930' 'r'n.
-t specified, held some thrJe fCtl!:oi tlie debt. By 1930, due to the establishment of the ioint-stock land

Snffic^' fl" ^/if""^
^"^' '"^^^ ^^^"^^^- 1^^^' «- Picture'lladd'Ssignihcantly. Life insurance companies owned 21.9 i)ercent of thetotal commercial banks had dropped to 10.3 percent, and in lividua sand others to 49.0 percent. Joint stock land banks ancrF dera Sbanks had gradually increased their holdings so that by 1930 thevheld over 18 percent of the outstanding debt. "During the th rties theshares m a decreasing total held by the private lending agencies andby individuals and others" on the whole declined, whfle the Federalland banks and the land bank commissioner held increasiigly lai^erportions of the total."** *^^ I'libei

By 1939 life insurance companies held 12.6 percent of the farm mort-
gage_clebt; commercial banks, 7.3 percent; the joint stock lanTbTnksthe Federal and banks, and the land bank commissioners 39 7 per-cent; and individuals and others, 40.4 percent. Thus, in 1939"fii an
cial institutions owned about 20 percent of the debt, the ioint stockand banks, the Federal land banks, and the land bank commissione,^held nearly 40 percent and individuals and others owned about 4^
percent.^.^ It is clear that the trend in the farm mortgage fidd hasbeen away from individual investors and toward institutional lendersincluding Government sponsored agencies.

'

nominally Lssued but not aetnallv -Jnl^ tn V?nJ?a fi^l
leportmg as a nnit and ohli-ations

«T^''fc-'^l'i*rf*°^i','^?^ •'^^i?''^
^^'6 in process of li(iuidation after Mav 19-"?

.iduIis"al"onl, S'^a^l1n's°t?t\';fi^^n^ffe^n^JrTrt^i;^," thL^'^tt^
'''t"4r ^'^^'^ '^-^ 5"'^''-

in thi.s catsgory!
ni'uionai lenaer.s othei than tho.se specified have been included
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TABLE SQ.-Amount and percentage dhtrihufiov of outsMndivg farm mortgage

debt held by principal lender groups, 1910-Si)

[In millions of dollars]

Calendar year

Total
amount

outstanding

1910.

1920.
1930.
1935.

1936.
1937-

1938.
1939.

3,208
8,449
9,631
7,786
7,639
7,390
7,214
7,071

Life insurance
companies

Amount

387
975

2,106
1,259
1,055
936
895
887

Percent

12.1
11.5
21.9
16.2
13.8
12.7
12.4
12.6

Commercial
banks

'

Amount

406
1,204
997
499
487
488
501
519

Percent

12.6
14.3
10.3
6.4
6.4
6.6
6.9
7.3

Joint Stock land
banks *

Amount

60
627
256
176
134

104

Percent

0.7
6.5
3.3
2.3
1.8
1.4
1.2

Calendar year

1910-

1920
1930-
1935.
1936.
1937-

1938.

1939.

Federal land
banks ^

.'Imount Percent

296
1,186
1,885
2,060
2,053
2,025
1,972

3.5
12.3
24.2
27.0
27.8
28.1
27.9

Land Bank
Commissioners '-

Amount Percent

617
794
836
812
752

7.9
10.4
11.3
11.3
10.6

Individuals
and others

Amount Percent

2.415
5,400
4,715
3,270
3,067
2,943
2,877
2,854

75. 3

70.0
49.0
42.0
40.1
39.8
39.9
40.4

. For the years 1910-33, inclusive, this column relates to open State and national banks; for the years 1934

to 1939 the figures relate to insured commercial banks.

2 Includes banks in receivership.
» Excludes Puerto Rico.

Source: Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Commit-

tee, Part. 28, exhibit 2274, p. 1^501.

Urhan.mortgaqe debt.—X compilation of the ownersliip distribution

of mortffa"-e debt outstanding on nonfarm one-to-tour family dwell-

ings for the vears 1929-39 is shown in table 37 Amoj^f the institu-

tional lenders, savings and loan associations, which held 32 4 percent

of this class of urban mortgage debt in 1929, decreased their share

during the depression. Whde some recovery was shown toward the

end of the period, they acounted for only 21.5 percent ot the total in

1939 There was some variation in the insurance company and mutua I

savings bank holdings over the 11-year period, but the relative shares

held in 1939 were approximately the same as m 1929, or about 8 and 15

percent of the total, respectively. Commercial banks at the begin

-

niiK. of the period held 11.5 percent of the total. During the depres-

sion their slire was drastically reduced birt, by 1939 it had again risen

to 9 8 i:.ercent. Although the amount held by individuals and others

in 1939 was less than in 1929, their share in «;%total was relatively

higher, shifting from 33.2 percent to 35 percent of be total. In U66

th^Hoine Owners' Loan Corporation entered the field to refinance dis-

tressed home mortgages, and although the expiration of its lending

power has caused a |radual decrease in its share, it still owned over

11 percent of the debt in 1939.

300282—41 14
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Table 37.

—

Amount and jjcicaitaf/c (]istrihution of ouffttcuidinfj niotff/iKjc loiDin
on nonfarm 1- to Jf-faniily direllings by ii/pc of mortfjaffc, J!)29-J!)

Type of Mortgagee
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holdings ^« If the portion held in trnst accounts is combined with the

share attributed to ndividual holdinos, roughly 42 percen of the rail-

^^xy fimded deU was owned by individuals, directly or nidirectly, and

nhout 58 Dercent bv institutional lenders.

Of the tot^^^^ outstanding public utility funded debt, which agore-

crated 15 1 billion dollars in 1932,^^ about 18 percent was held in per-

^on1l trust accounts. 14 percent by life insurance companies 10 per-

ce t bv kinl^. 3 peicent by public welfare and educational institu-

tions and 3 percent by utilities other than the issuing company. Over

onThaf heVotal is lift unacc<nint.d for, but "d<)ubtless a large part

ofthe remainder is held by individual investors^ " Approximately

20 percent of the debt was thus held by institutions, including utili-

ties^other than the issuing company, and 80 percent m personal trust

accounts and bv individuals. .
.

X^uise of lack of reliable data, Hc>rton did not maloj snndar es^

mates on the distribution of ownership of industrial funded debt

S^Lei-, he made rough approximations cm the b^isi. o ex^ng m-

formation which indicated that, of the outstanding
^.'^^^

" 1^^^;^
(^^^

$1,350,000,000 of industrial ™>rtgage^.were "heh 1 gely by h^^^^^^^

institutions," while the remainder m industrial ^^-"^^l
^

"d
^^^^^^^

distributed as follows: Insuranae companies, ^420,000.om>,DanKfe,

^P^ot\^st institutions, $900,000,000; public -el^ve fom^^^^^^^^

tions $200 000,000; and other industrial corpoi:ations, $900,000 000

This'acc Its for ittle more than half the total industna debt, so

Sat 4 large part of the total debt is held by individuals and agencies

not discussed above." ^-
„

,ioi.f holrlinos bv
Long-term, private dsht.-The conce^itration of debt -holdings D>

life insurance companies is shown m table 38.

TABI.E 38-P.;r.«/.</r of total tom,-tenn ael>t. of various <^a.ses held by 26

life insurance companies

Public debt
Federal
State and local

Total
Private debt:

Railroad
Industrial
Public utility

Farm mortgage
Urban Tnortgage
Total

Total long-term debt

^^^^^;^^—^;^^^;:^^^^^^^^;^;^^ committee, Part 28, exhibit 2259. p. 15493.

Scmie idea of the extent of concentration in o^^'^f
^'^^^^

"V^"'!'!/
long-term debt within the various pups ^f^^^^^t
tained from information on interest receipts from debt '^o'^l

-^ /^J

indi^luals and corporations. The tables presented here are compiled

-'•No data are included for bonds 1-^ by religious^ instltut^^^^^^^

tions. and the lar.se sroup ot mi«f-''l}?,"':"»«
^"'^ronns held a largo part of the remaining

learned societies. It is improbable that these groups nem a lai^^ i

:'.0 percent not accounted for." Hlorton o'^; f"'^-- P.-^^;,
so that the aggregate is inflated

J" Estimate was based on consolidated balance stioets, so

to sonu' Extent. See Sternberg, loc. cit.. footnote, p. 10.

^ Horton, op. cit.. p. TO.
" Ihid., p. 110.

, ^ , 1 .,4^ «a oRA noft 000 is nrobablv somewhat exag-
s^ The aggregate, estimated to ''•^ ,?['""|, ^,'lvnrnrfile^^^^ Bi'^fau of Internal

srerated. since it is based on consolidated return.s tiiui

Revenue. (Ibid., pp. 104-100.1
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from individual and corporation income tax returns, and from estate
tax returns filed for decedents as presented in the Statistics of Income
for 1937.

The data presented in table 39 show a pronounced de^rree of con-
centration of ownership of taxable interest income by corporations,
since the amount of interest increases with the size of 'the asset class,'
while the number of corporations in each class diminishes.

Fifty-five percent of the reporting corporations showed assets under
$5().()00, but they received only six-tenths of 1 percent of the total
taxable interest. On the other hand corporations with assets over
$100,000,000, representing but one-tenth of 1 percent of the number
reporting-, received over 50 percent of the total interest income. More-
over, the largest 10 percent of the corporations—those in the asset

Table 39.~Tax(ib1e intereH rreewcfl hy all corporations^ mbmifting halance
sheets, hy asset classes, for the year 1937

Asset class
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TABLE 40.-rawohle interest received 6?/ ivdividuaJs from
^/'^^Iff.^.f'^

«^'^*'
lABLE

-^-^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^j^ corporation bonds, ly net income classes, WS^

Net income class

Under $5,000 (estimated) '47l'l71
$5,000 and under $10.000 178* 44fi

$10,000 and under $2.i,000

$25,000 and under $50,000

$50,000 and under $UM),00()

$100,000 and under $150,000

$150,000 and under $H(iO,000

$300,000 and under $500,000

$500,000 and under $1,000,000

$1,000,000 and over

Total.

1 Includes taxable interest received on partially tax-exempt Government obligations.

: ^fl^umVefof all retuSver $100,000 constitutes about 1 percent of the total.

Source: U. S. Treasury Department, Statistics of Income for 1937, Part. I, p. 13.

Similarly, from estate tax returns it can be seen that the bulk of

moit^agi^ and cash- is owned by the estate classes under

SnOO as shown in table 41. These estates comprised 95 percent of

fhe mimbe? itPing and they owned nearly 80 percent of the amount

reported.^®

Table 42 shows that estates under $100,000, constituting U percent

of the total number of estates, owned 24.2 percent of the nonpublic

?unded debt The 4,105 estates in the $100,000-$500,000 estate class,

TABLE ^.-DistriMtion of ovmership of mortffaffes, notes and oa.h hy individ-

uals in various net estate classes, 19Sb

Net estate classes

«

Under $100,000.

$100,000 and under $500,000.

$500,000 and under $1,080,000

$1,000,000 and under $2,500,000

$2,500,000 and under $5,000,000

$5,000,000 and under $10,000,000.

$10,000,000 and over

Total.

1 Based on estate tax returns filed during the calendar V^^r 1938^
succession taxes paid to any State or

T:r^^%rtS^tS"of^oi^:^^i."n^d^^

Source: Based on U. S. Treasury Department, Statistics of Income for 1937, pp. 54-61.

- It 1. impossible in these data to separate the holdings of mortgage indebtedness from

^^l^^^^^/^^^l^aa^returns for tl^ p^icK, 1^^^
^^V^ .rrlo^-^-^-Yw. r&ru^^^^L^ i^iSulirn^ol ^^l^^^l^.)
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or 31 percent of the total, held the largest block of debt, their share
amounting to almost one-lialf the total. Estates over $500,000 ac-
counted for 4.9 percent of the number, and owned some 29 percent
of this type of debt. It should be noted, however, that the average
holdings tend to increase by size of estate.^^

Table 42.

—

Distribution of oinicrsJiii) of nonpuhJir fiindrd (]<hf hi/ individuals
in various net estate classes, 1938
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Real property, and particularly land, as a factor of
If'^^^^'^j^;;' j^

vastly niore important for some enterprises than lor others. While

land constitutes a part of the capital equipment of .ul enterprises, it

obviously plavs a much more important role ni agriculture Ihe re-

mainder of the discussion is devoted to a brief survey of farm land

ownership in the United States.

Mechanization of Farm Operations and the Inereme in Tenancy.

The drastic change in the ownership pattern in American agricul-

ture since the frontier period of settlement can be seen from the in-

crease in tenancv in almost all farm areas, and the appearance of large

quasi-industriaffarm enterprises. In 1880 tenants openited 25.6 per-

cent of all farms, while in 1910 the figure had risen to 3< percent, and

in 1935 to 42 percent.^'^
.

In recent years the increase in the use of farm maclimery has exei-

cised a strong pressure toward expansion of farming operations,

which has tended to increase the number of large landholdmgs at the

expense of other farm owners and tenants. Furthermore, mechani-

zation has tended to force displaced owners from the bett^- lands to

uneconomic subsistence agriculture in the poorer areas. Those who

are dispossessed altogether have become a part of an agricultural pro-

letariat which must seek employment m those areas where farming

processes have not become completely mechanized."

Displacement of farm families has taken place m the Corn Belt, as

well as in the Cotton and \\nieat Belts.

It h-is •int>eared m tlie Arkansas delta and the Missouri boot heel, in the onion

fieJi^SS^^nty, Ohio, where industrialized
^^j-^l"- -;-^^::S;

in the potato lields of southern New Jersey, the pea tields of Idaho, tie cotton

fields ofArLona, in California, and in the orchards of Yakima \ alley, Wash.

The development of large-scale processing industries has also

affected concentration in the ownership of farm lands For example^

the California Packing Corporation owns and operates some 20,000

a res o farm land in dlifornia valued at $9,000,0()a The^orpora ion

leases and operates an additional 47,000 acres m Illinois, Hawai^ a^id

the Philippine Islands. American Fruit Growers, 1"^., another ^a^

tion-wide shipping and brokerage firm, owns some lo,000 acies of

farm land in 10 States, of ^yhich 2,500 were planted with citrus fruits,

grapes, and vegetables in California.'^=' .,^^^,..^
While the increase in tenancy may not directly measure the ex e t

of concentration of ownership of farm lands it

f^^V''?';... Wed o a
creased number of small landholders, once displaced or

i^^^^^\^f \Jo f
tenant status, will find no opportunity to regain tl^e^^;^;"^/^^^^^^^^^^^

tion The process of concentration is occurring at a time when vn

tualiy all the better lands are already under cultivation.

In€rea.se in the Holdings of Finaneial Institution^.

The decline in agricultural income after 1929 and the drought of

the middle thirties caused widespread mortgivsie foreclosures and trans-

feis of land because of tax delinquencies. Thus, the real estate hold-

ings of institutional lenders and governmental "»^ts have increased

tremendouslv, at the expense of individual owners, fy^f
.onjd/M^

are available on the extent of land transfers through tax deeds, but

-Bureau of the Census fnited States Censu. of Agricv,ltm-e^^^^^^^^^^^ ni ^^lOT-^^^^^

"Mleariniis before the Temporary National Economic commuiee,

ami Concentration of Economic Power, pp. 1 <04--l <04...

«2 Ibid., p. 17068.
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table 43 sIioms tlio value (^f farm real estate held by the leading lendino-
aj^encies from 1929 to 1939.

'^

Tabijb 43.

—

Farm real eniate held hi/ Icadhuj lending oyeneies, Jan. 1, 1929-39

[In thousands of dollars]

Year
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there were 7,875 farms whose vahie of products was $30,000 or over.

These were distributed in various regions of the counti-y as follows: '^'

New England and Middle Atlantic ^79

North Central °J^
South Atlantic and East South Central olU

West South Central ^^^
Mountain

J- J-J
Pacific rf,do»

It can be seen that large-scale operations were particularly charac-

teristic of the West South Central, Mountain, and Pacific States.

Table 44 indicates that while large-scale farms constituted only one-

half of 1 percent of all farms in the Mountain region, they accounted

for 17.2 percent of all land in fanns of that region, 6.8 percent of the

Tale 4i.—Famis irith product voinc over $.iO,000. as percentage of all farms,

in various regions, 1929

Region

New England and Middle Atlantic
North CesntraL
South Atlantic and East South Central-.

West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
Washington and Oregon
California-
United States

Numher
of farms

Percent
0.2

(1)

(')

.1

.5
1.3
.4

2.1

.1

Acres of

land in
farms

Percent
0.7
1.2
.7

13.3
17.2
18.2
11.0
25.4
6.9

Acres of
cropland
harvested

Percent
0.8
.5
.6

1.1

3.6
13.5
5.5

21.4
1.3

Value of

land and
building

Percent
2.1
.5

2.2
4.9
6.8
15.4
4.9
19.8
3.2

Expendi-
ture for

hired
labor

Percent
9.0
2.2
7.2
8.7
18.0
29.0
13.7
34.6
11.0

Value of

all prod-
ucts sold

Percent
4.1
1.5
1.9
4.5
10.9
21.1
7.5
28.5
4.5

» Less than Ho of 1 percent.

Source: R. D. .Tennings, Large-Scale Farming in the United States, 1929. Fifteenth Cen.sus of the

United States. 1930, Agriculture, Washington, 1933, pp. 24-25.

total value of land and buildings, 18 percent of all expenditures for

hired labor, and 10.9 percent of the values of all products sold.

Large farms are prevalent throughout the Pacific States, but they

are predominant in California. Although the State had only 2.2 per-

cent of all farms in the United States,^^ it had 3,338 (36.7 percent)

of the 7,875 large farms (product value over $30,000). According to

table 24, 2.1 percent of the farms in California containing 25.4 percent

of all farm land, accounted for 21.4 percent of all acreage harvested,

received 28.5 ]3ercent of the value of all farm products, and paid 34.6

percent of all wages paid for farm labor in the State.

The apparent predominance of large landholdings in the Mountani

and Pacific Coast States shown in this study is no doubt due m- part

to the exclusion of tenant- and cropper-operated areas, particularly

in the South. Another studv completed in 1933, employmg a some-

what different definition of a"^ large-scale farm ^'^ and including a wide

variety of farm tenure, indicated that, with the exception of California,

the largest numbers of large-scale farms were located in the Eastern

and Southern States.^"

^^ G.'^ Al?in "^Carpenter, Farm Size in California, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

^*'^¥)!^Cu?ti's^MumF6rd", Large-Soalc Farming in the United States, Bureau of Agricul-

tural Economies, Washington. 19.3S. ,

"A larsre-scale" farm was defined as a single farm or a group of farms under one closely

controlled and supervised management, if the size of its total farm business was at least

five to eiffht times as lartve as the typical farm business in the same locality producing the

same Iduds of nroducts (ibid., p. 2).

'"Ibid., pp. V-0.
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Of the 1,116 farms studied in this survey, 53.9 percent were owned by
individuals, 25.4 percent by corj)()rations, 17.7 percent by partnerships,

and 3.0 percent by estates, trusts, and combinations of the above-
mentioned cate<2:ories of oAvnership. These were farms actually in

operation, and the corporate holdings do not reflect the ownership of

financial institutions holding lands for resale. Corporate ownership
was found to be most frequent in the Mountain and Pacific States.'^^

Plamtation.^ in the SouthJ-—The plantation area of the South has
traditionally been characterized by concentration of ownership of large

tracts of land. However, changes have occurred in the size of planta-

tions since the Civil War.'^^

Up to about 1910 there was a disintegration of the extremely large

plantations (many of these were over 1,000 acres) and an increase in

the number of smaller "family-sized" farms. In a study made of 20
Georgia plantation counties, tracts of 260 acres or more (which con-

stituted 38 percent of all tracts in 1873) were found to be 16 percent

of the total in 1934. Most of these changes took place between 1873
and 1902, but there was a steady decline in the average size of agri-

cultural proprietorships, from 343 acres in 1873 to 185 acres in 1934.^*

In 38 selected counties in North Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi in

the same year, 12 percent of the proprietorships were 260 acres and
over, 53 percent were between 50 and 260 acres, and 35 percent were
below 50 acres.'^

In recent years, however, recurrent agricultural crises have greatly

increased tenancy at the expense of ownership among the small farm
operators. While the large landowners have reduced th.eir debts,

expanded their acreage and investments, and increased their incomes,
small farm owners have been forced off the better land or reduced to

the status of tenant or sharecropper. Many of those already in the
latter class have been displaced altogether from the farm economy of
the South."«

Lai'ge landholdings have persisted most markedly in the areas

adapted to large-scale cotton production. In addition to the owner-
ship of large acreages of the best land in these areas, plantation owners
have acquired, through rental or purchase, additional lands in other
parts of the South. A survey made in 1937 of the 38 counties studied
in 1934 showed that if rented lands and purchases of noncontiguous
tracts were included, the average size of plantations increased from
955 acres in 1934 to 1,014 in 1937." In 1934, 39 percent of the land-
lords reported owning other farms with an average of 2.9 other farms
per multiple owner.^^

From 1910 to 1923 large areas in the South were progressively laid

waste by the boll weevil, with the result that banks, insurance com-

'1 Ibid., pp. 22-23.
"For a more adequate discussion of land ownership in the South, see T. J. Woofter. Jr.,

et al., I^andlord and Tenant on tbe Cotton Plantation, Works Progress Administration,
Uesearch Monograph V, Washington, 1936, especially pp. 15-24 ; Work Projects Adminis-
tration, The Plantation South Today, Social Problems Series No. 5, Washington, 1940,
pp. 1-7 ; and William C. HoUey, Ellen Winston, and T. J. Woofter, Jr., The Plantation
South, 1934-37, Work Projects Administration, Research Monograph XXII, Washington,
1040.

^^ T. J. Woofter et al.. Landlord and Tenant on the Cotton Plantation, p. xix.
"" Ibid., p. 17.
'^ Idem.
™ See Work Projects Administration, The Plantation South Todav, pp. 7-8.
" Iliid., p. 8.
™ T. .1. Woofter et al.. Landlord and Tenant on the Cotton Plantation, pp. 20-21. It is

interesting to note the method of acquisition of the original plantation tracts. Of the 031
planters studied in 1934, 186 acquired their first tract by inheritance, 5 by marriage, 21
by foreclosure, 3jjl7 by purchase, and 62 by renting. Only 21 percent of the acreage sur-
veyed had been acquired before 1910, while 41 percent had been acquired since 1925, and
21 percent had been held less than 5 years. (Idem.)
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panies, and mort^aee companies took over by foreclosure vast acreages

in holdings scattered throughout the plantation belt. The depression

of the 1930's added still more foreclosures, so that by 1934 a large num-

ber of tracts was held bv financial corporations. The sample study ot

38 counties in 1937 inclicated that about 10 percent of the la^nl was

corporate-owned. In some countie.s the proportion of corporation-lield

land was as high as 20 percent of the total acreage. '«

OWNERSHir OF HOMES

The census of 1930 indicated that about 14,000,000 homes, or 48

percent, were owner-occupied, out of a total of a little ^moi^_
^^^^^^

09 000 OOO farm and urban homes m the United States. Ot the 22,850,-

000 urban homes, 4(J percent were owned and 54 percent rented, while

of the 6,290,000 farm homes 57 percent were owned and 43 ])ercent

i^nted ^^' These data, however, do not reflect the number of homes

lost through mortgage foreclosures and tax sales during the depression

Even at the end of 1938 the total value of repossessed residential

real estate held by financial institutions and individuals alone was

estimated to be well aboue $4,000,000,000.^^

Table 45 shows the value of one- to four-family dwclhngs o^^ned

by selected financial institutions on December 31, 1938.

Table 4o—E.^timftt(<l admitted hohHn(/,s of rcvdnitial irroijciiies hy selected

finmwlal ivstitvtUms. Dee. m. W^S
^^^^^^

{millions)
Type of leuding institution : ^„_^

Savings and loan associations *•

-J

Mutual savinss hanlvs ' ^^
Commercial banlis' __,q

Life insurance companies" „„

Home Owners' Loan Corporation ^
„ , , 2,830
Total „ -

1 Estimate based on reports received by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

^^'Estimate of the Ferleral Home Loan Bank Board based on a questionnaire survey of

the largest life insurance companies.

Source : Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Annual Report, 1939, p. 28.

The studies on consumer incomes and expenditures of the National

Resources Committee indicate that homes owned by individuals have

by no means bpen equally distributed among the various income classes.

Table 46 shows that in 1935-36, an increasing proportion of the fam-

ilies owned homes as the family income level increased. AV hile the

table describes urban families only, essentially the same pattern of

ownership is discernible for rural nonfarm and farm families except

that in (he case of the last two groups a larger percentage ot the fam-

ilies in all income groups owned homes.**-

^ Bureau of tlie Census. Statistical Abstract, 1939 pp. 50-55.

81 Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Annual Report, 19,59, p. f^- . -po^iiT, w-r
'= Serforthcomini publication by the National Resources Planning Board, Famdy Ex-

penditures in the United States.
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Table 48.

—

Proiiortinn of iirlicn faiv'dicft'^ oirni)i(/ and rciitivr/ homes, lnj income
level, 1935-36

Income level



CHAPTER IX

CONCENTRATION OF SAVINGS ^

Gross saying is the differeuce between current income and current

expenditures, whether for an individual, a family, a nonprofit organi-

zation, a business, or a govermnent. Subtracting from gross savnig

depreciation, obsoleseenw, and other charges necessary to kee}> the body

of one's capital unimpaired, one has net savings. This chapter deals

primarily with gross savings, for two reasons. In the first place, net

savings are more difficult to estimatCj either for individuals or for

businesses. Most individuals and families either keep no accounts, or

limit themselves to itemizing cash income and cash outgo. Also, there

is little uniformity in business practice as to the proper charges for

obsolescence and depreciation.

Furthermore, gross saving is the more important fagure, so far as

the flow of national income and the level of economic activity are

concerned. It states how much is being subtracted from the current

flow of national income—how much is not being spent for consumption

goods. It states how much must be spent on other than consumption

o-oods if the level of national income is to be maintained. It states

how much is available for that new (gross) investment which main-

tains and expands productive capacity and modifies the structure of

the economy. .

These sums are substantial. In good years the gross savings ot

nonfinancial business enterprises range from 5.5 billion dollars (m

1927 and 1937) to 7.4 billion dollars (in 1929), and account for 35

percent of all gross saving.- The bulk of this business saving is

invested directly, and never passes through the capital markets.

Governmental savings, too, are substantial. Governments save that

part of their revenue which exceeds current expenditure. Some of

this gross savins goes into public construction, that is, is invested

directly; governments transfer the balance to others in the com-

munity. The transfer is effected through retirement of the pubhc

debt ; through purchases for the account of sinking, trust, and in-

vestment funds; or through building up bank balances. From 1921

through 1929 all governments—Federal, State, and local—spent an

average of $2,000,000,000 per year for construction. If we add to this

the average annual cash debt retirement by the Federal Government

($280,000,000) and subtract the increase in debt of the State and local

governments ($800,000,000), we get a figure for gross savings of all

>This chapter was originally written by Dr. Oscar L. Altman senior economist National

Resources Planning Board. It was revised by Dr. Theodore J. Kreps, professor of business

economics. Graduate School of Business, Stanford Univer.sity.
Co,.i„„c onH

2 Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, SaMugs and

Investment, exhibit No. 580, p. 404i. _
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governments of about 1.5 billion dollars per year.^ Most of this saving

was invested directly.

THE PROBLEMS OF HOARDING AND KANK CREDIT

Whether savings are invested or are siphoned into consumption is

not important to the continuity and flow of the income stream. So
long as savings are absorbed—that is, finally reach the hands of laborers

and others who spend them—the levels of employment and national

income are not materially affected.

But savings may be hoarded. They may be put in a mattress, a safe

deposit box, or an idle bank balance. Whatever the form, hoarding
breaks the flow of the income stream. According to Lauchlin Currie

:

If we think of the national income as a stream of goods and services, all rep-

resented by their dollar equivalents, we can take the next step and consider the

factors that tend to keep the stream going uninterruptedly, and the factors that

tend to obstruct and divert the stream. When a person earns wages and spends
them for living expenses as rapidly as he receives them, there is no interruption.

When a corporation takes in money in exchange for the goods it produces and
disburses it at the same rate for wages, materials, power, and dividends, there

is no interruption.

When, however, a part of the wages received or of money realized for sales is

not disbursed but is retained by the individual either in the form of cash or of

deposits, or is used to pay off debts, or even if it is invested in securities, there
may be an interruption in the even flow of the money stream. Whether there is

or is not depends on whether the money thus withdrawn is kept idle, or hoarded,
or whether it is returned to the stream through disbursement for new plant and
equipment, or for renovation or enlargement of existing plant, or offset by the
exijenditure of an equal amount.^

If savings are not returned to the. income stream, if they are hoarded,
the community's expenditure for consumption and investment is re-

duced, and the decrease in expenditures makes it impossible to sell the

output at current prices.

Hoarding ma}^ easily have serious consequences for the functioning
of the economy. Business enterprises have to reduce prices, or output,

or both. Employment is curtailed. The rate of operations is de-

creased. Many of the persons who are currently saving—whether
their savings are being invested or hoarded—find that with the
changed conditions their income falls. As their income drops, their

savings are either curtailed or take a larger amount of income away
from the amount devoted to consumers goods. Savings decreases both
in dollar amount and in proportion to national income. The reasons

for this are clear. Profits decline or turn into losses; the incomes of
wage and salarj^ workers are reduced. Unemployed workers, and
bankrupt and other business enterprises are forced to sell their pos-
sessions, thus absorbing a good part of the savings of more fortunate
individuals. Many people go into debt to pay for food, rent, clothing.

Hence the amount of new saving decreases, while an increasing
amount of new saving is canceled by drawing upon old saving. The
process of contraction, in other words, is not a voluntary one. It will,

in fact, continue until the whole community has reduced its saving
to an amount that can currently be absorbed. Thus depression forces
people to reduce their saving by the poverty and distress it creates.

There is always a certain amount of hoarding in the community.

s Temporary National Ecouoinic Committee Monograph No. o7. Saving. Investment, and
National Income, hy Oscar L. Allman, pp. 24-25.

* Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 3521-3522.
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There is ahva3'S a certain amount of income which for the time bein<!;

is subtracted from current income. Yet the community has frequently

operated at very hiah levels of employment and output. There are

two explanations for this. In the first jilace, the importance of hoard-

ing changes greatly accordhig to the stage of the business cycle. At

some stages it may be negligible, or it may be more than ort'set by

more ra}:>id spending. But the second, and more important factor is the

creation of new money by the banking system. Some individuals may
have been reducing the net income stream by hoarding, but others were

swelling it by persuading the banks to create new money for them.

In some periods hoarding is offset by the creation of new money.

The income stream remains unchanged, and except for minor disloca-

tions, the economic machine continues to operate at its current level.

But bank credit and hoarding do not usually maintain such a nice

balance. When bank credit increases, during the upswing, it tends to

be greater than hoarding. Then the income stream swells, and the

level of economic activity rises. Here it is precisely the creation of

new money which makes it ])ossible for hoarders to subtract current

purchasing power without throwing the economic machine into low

gear.

But the connnunity pays dearly for its bank credit supercharger.

This supercharger is erratic. On the one hand, it may accelerate the

climb into a stratosphere of inflation ; on the other, and more impor-

tant, it throws deflation into a power dive. For the bank credit mech-

anism may, and in periods of downswing does, reinforce hoarding.

Part of the current income stream is diverted to pay off bank loans,

and the supply of monev decreases. The balance of current income

cannot take all the currently produced output off the market at cur-

rent prices. Prices fall. Outjnit decreases. Credit requirements be-

come increasingly stringent. The first cycle is repeated; and the eco-

nomic recession becomes a rout.
_

It is impossible here to go into an exhaustive discussion of the role of

bank credit; ^ it is sufficient for our purposes to indicate that the crea-

tion of new money mav offset hoarding in some periods, increasing the

income stream, and stimulating investment. At other times it acts

with economic perversity to reinforce the effects of hoarding. By
decreasing the income stream, and particularly the savings segment, it

depresses investment, induces deflation, and accentuates the problems

of unemployment and idle capacity.

WHO SAVES?

The best available data on who does the saving are summarized in ta-

bles 47 to 50. In prosperous years all three groups, business enterprises,

governments, and private individuals, contribute to the pool of savings.

5 One of the most thorough expositions of this, phenomenon may '^•^„,^o""<^_|." P:^:^„

Robertson Banking Policy and the Price Level, Kins, London I'.tJi.. T^"*" eccentncitiPh

of the banlshig system have given impetus to a system for the elimination of manufacture

and destruction of money. (See MeaVings before, the Temporary .National Economi^^^

mittee Part 9. pn 3706-26.) For one discussion of the possible direction ot nankin„

Xrm. see Henr^-' Simons, A^'ositive Program for ]'^^>f^-f^J^^\y'^'fi^,l^„^\;S
Pres« 1984 Tlie proposal for a capital credit banl< by A. A B^'le, Jr. (Hearings Detore

the Tomporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 4066-79) is .based in part upon

the iKissii.ility of using banlc credit to raise the level of economic activity to full

employment.
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Note that business is by no means the vSole source of savings, nor does it

provide even half of the savings. The percentage is usually slightly
less than two-fifths. During depression, however, both business enter-
prises ^ and governments draw upon past accumulations and upon the
savings of the community.

These figures are aggregates. Not all business enterprises save in
prosperous years. By no means all lose money in periods of depres-
sion. The same is true for governmental units. Some States, like
Nebraska, are saving, while others are going into debt to a greater or
lesser extent. The same is likewise true for individuals. But in all

three categories the notable feature is the fact of concentration.

Table 47—Coinponenis of savings, 1925-29 and 1935-39
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Table 4S.—CaIruhitio,i of gross saviiu/s hii business enterprises, 1923-39

[Millions of dollars]

Net business savings

'

National
income

National
income
paid out

Business
savings

Depre-
ciation

and de-

pletion 2

82, 885
68,901
54,310
40, 074

42, 430
50, 347

55, 870

65, 165

71, 172

63, 610
69, 378

80, 611

74, 211

62, 816
49,289
45, 515

51, 788
55, 896
64,151
70, 262

65, 007
68, 600

-f2, 432

-f 1, 463

-f2, 851

+2, 223

+996
-1-2, 830

+2, 274
-5,310
-8,506
-9,215
-3, 085
-1,441

-26
+1,014
+910

-1,397
+778

Gross
savings
by enter-

prises '

3,190
3,282
3,976
4,551
4,487
4, 799

5, 145

5,118
4,897
4, 550
4,354
4, 265
4,291
4,414
4,609

< 4, 350
* 4, 550

+5, 622

+4, 745

+6, 827

+6, 774

+5,483
+7,629
+7,419
-192

-3, 609
-4, 665

+ 1, 299

+2,824
+4, 265

+5, 428
+5, 5l9

+2, 953

+5, 328

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933 -

1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939 _^____

t Department of Commerce calculations. Data from 1929 to date computed from Survey

I"ni'lh:a"r^lv^f=fllTnrm-iee^'%"t'^T|g%;y^
the O^emporary National

Economic Committee, Part 8, pp. 368 (-3690.

* Estimated.

Table 4<).—Composition of gross saving hg gorernments. 1921-39

[Millions of dollars]

Year

1921...

1922..
1923.-
1924..

1925..
1926..
1927-

.

1928-
1929..

1930..
1931.-

1932-
1933-
1934..

1935 -.

1936.
19.37.

1938-
1939.

Cash receipts minus cash
expenditures

'

„ J , State and
Federal

^^^^^

250
54

301

319

295
509
459
78
235

-386
-2,419
-1,880
-1,928
-3.428

-3, 730
-4, 337
-1.092
-2. 377
-3.651

Public construction

-802
-649
-934

-824
-753
-827
-811
-931

-1,116
-1,365
-724

811

1,157

771
373
215
455
78

Total

-748
-348
-615

-529
-244
-368
-733
-696

-1,502
-3, 784
-2, 604
-1,117
-2,271

-2,959
-3, 964
-S77

-1,922
-3, 573

Federal
State and ^otal

397
306
22:5

231

217
193
196
232
271

357
460
499
606
978

1.106
1.858
1,6:^2

1,883
2,300

local

1,356
I

1,480
1,422
1,673

1,925
1,945
2.199
2,267
2,187

2,470
2,155
1,382

740
826

746
813
892

1,020
1,400

Gross savings by Government

Federal

1,753
1,786
1, 645

1,904

2,142
2,138
2,395
2,499
2,458

2,827
2,615
1,881
1,346
1,804

1,851
2,671

2, .524

2,903
3,700

647
360
524
550

512
702
6.55

310
506

-29
-1,959
-1,381
-1,322
-2.450

-2.624
-2.479

540
-494

-1,351

State and
local

4.58

678
773
739

1.101
1,192
1,372
1,456
2,256

1,354
790
658

1,551
1,983

1,517
1,186
1,107

1, 475
1,478

Total

1,105
1,038
1,297
1,289

1,613
1,894
2,027
1.766
1.762

1.325
-1. 169
-723

229
-467

-1.107
-1.293

1,047
981

127

. The net governmental contribution to or subtmc"on from

measure the difference bet^^;een the ""tlays o pubhc bod.e^ that^
Hearings before the Tempo-

;;r^f.uot^rE^o^xr^sJfc^cl7S?^ -"-^-' -^ ^-^^^ "^ '^ '^'^

'^ ^^"Is b^ore the Temporary Xational Economic f-nn^tee Part^^^4140 l^ugl,U|^^^

S^^^^^^l^^r^iSe^^-^-^X^':^^l^^^^^ eon^n^tion.

Source: Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph 3,, appendix II, p. HI-

300282—41 15
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Table HO.

—

Gros.s saritu/s hi/ iiKliridiials ami others. 192-')~i;i aud 19.i.')-39

[Millions of dollars]

Year: Year:
1925 10,771 1985 6 107
1926 10,369 1936 9' 68"
1927 10,698 1937 lo' 331
1928 8,429 1938 8 810
1929 11,117 1939 10,145

Source and method : Gross savinss by Individuals and others represent total gross sav-

]^.^t ^*1'J. ^V ^IV^^ Sioss savings by business enterprises (table 48) and governments
(table 49). For the reasons given in table 48, footnote 3. the estimates made by thismethod are particularly inaccurate in depression years. Other estimates of individualsavings are not precisely comparable with this one.

. "^^f ^l^Y^^^S'^ '° J^"'y*:"-
-^loulton, and Warburton, America's Capacity to Consume, Brook-ings Institution. \yasliin;.;toii, 1!»;J4. is .$17.8 billion for 1929. Excluding their $6 2 billion

of capital gains, their estimate is $11.6 billion (pp. 96, 260 261 265)The estimate by the National Resources Committee was $6 billion in 1935-36 (Con-sumer Expenditures in the United States, Washington, 1939 p 51 )The estimates by Lough were (in billions) : 1923, $7.8:'l924 $8 7 • 19'?5 $10 6- 19'>6
$10.6; 1927 .$10.4; 1928, $8.5; 1929, $9.:^; 1930, \$8..5 ;' 19-ri,\$l.l.W mgh^ Lev^^^

Ccntal^^ains*^™" "' '' ^ ^' "^^'^'^ Lough's method would tend to eliminate

As pointed out in the last chapter, a fraction of the American
people receives the bulk of the dividends from American corporations;
and this fraction is roughly identical with that group responsible
for the bulk of savings by individuals. The same fraction, by reason
of stockholdings in American corporations, is ultimately responsible
for, or is the beneficiary of, gross savings by business enterprises.'

Concentration of Business Savings.

Corporations are responsible for the bulk of business gross savings,
and the large corporations contribute the lion's share. In 1937, the
latest year for which data are available, the Statistics of Income indi-
cate that 318,000 nonfinancial corporations showed gross savings of
$2,869,000,000.^ The 210 corporations with assets of more than $100,-
000,000 contributed 30 percent of these total gross savings ; the 2,900
corporations with assets of more than $5,000,000 contributed 70 percent.
The 4.2 percent of all nonfinancial corporations with assets over
$1,000,000 contributed 88 percent of all these gross savings. There
were 189,000 nonfinancial corporations with assets of less tlian $50,000m 193 <. These small corporations constituted 59 percent of the total
number); their contribution to gross savings was netrative (-2 4
percent).

!- v
•

In bad years the concentration is even greater. In 1933, for exam-
ple, of 288,000 nonfinancial corporations, 375 (0.13 percent) with
assets m excess of $50,000,000 reported 74 percent of the total crross
savings.^

*~

.nd^^"^' ^^,«"^y t^^ose corporations that had net income (which in
1937 were 139,440 out of a total of 318,464) are considered, those with

Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 4049.
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assets of more than $1,000,000 (6I/2 percent of the total luunhor) did 80

percent of the saving.

C(mcentmtion. of Government Savings.

All o-overnnients. Federal, State, and local, saved during the 1920 s,

bnt diH-ino- the 1930V. with the exception of 3 years, they dissavec or

had negligible savings. This reversal of pattern is easily misunder-

^tood unless it is remembered that savings, governmental as well as in-

dividual are the ditference between current income ancl current ex-

penditure, or, ahernatively, the net change in assets or
^^^^'^^

Jf^;".;^-
clusive of gains or losses from the revaluation of assets. If a goxein-

ment collects $10,000,000 in taxes, builds a water supply system costing

$1,000,000, and spends the balance for operating ^^^Pf^^es it has

.uved $1,000,000. If it spends $500,000 for the water system $500,000

for debt retirement, and $9,(X)0,0()() for oi)erating expenses it has still

saved $1,000,000. But suppose it raised only $9,000,000 from taxes,

and borrowed $1,000,000 to meet its plant outlay and ^^^J^^^^
In this case current income and current expenditure were $9,000,000

and nothing was saved. Governmental gross savings, therefore equal

capital outkvs phis decrease in debt (or minus increase m debt)

.

Durino- the 1920's the Federal Government invested—spent tor the

constriK-rion of buildings, roads, harbors, and so forth-an average ot

$250,000,000 per vear. This figure does not include mvestments foi

machinery and equipment, for which data are not available, riiis

$250 000 000 i)er year was derived from taxes. At he same time the

Fecleral Ci^^n-ernment was reducing its debt. The difference between

cash income and outlav is the best measure of savings so far as con-

cei s the effect of Federal activity upon the savings-investment

stream - From 1921 to 1929, Federal net cash income averaged

$280,000,000 more than net cash outlay. On this conservative basis,

therefore, gross savings averaged $530,000,000 per year during the

^^State and local o„vernments from 1921 through 1929 spent^an aver-

age of $1,8CX),000,000 per year for construction. Of these fu'?^!^^ ^tj

pfrcent or $725.0(K),000, were borrowed; m fact, it has been intimated

Aarall State aid local bond issues during the 1920's were for ^'pro.

ducti'v' 1^^^^^^^ On balance, therefore. States and local govern-

Ss haJl airage gross sayings of $1,000.0(X),()(X^ per ,^.u

.

Federal, State, and local gross savings during 1921-29 '^veiagc l

$1 5mO(M)00() per vear. of which the Federal Government accounted

for a third The concentration of savings among the remaimng 180-

S) govermnents in tlie United States has never been determined,

although it is substantial.

-in computing savings each government must be treated on ^^^^^^^Zir^^
fers to trust funds, etc must be adjusted

4°';,. ^'^^^f, 'come and Wealth. National Bu-
Components of Saving m the 1 mted States, ^tudus in 1 c

following formula for

reau of Economic Research ^e^ ^ "'•';•
1;!;^^^ j-oceipts equ 1 total receipts minus; (1) capital

Federal gross savings, lp.^,.i-U . (a) orient
l'^\^n\^^l.f,s equal total expenditures minus

receipts and (11) seigniorage; (b) ^.^ 7*^"* n^j'tJn'ks u (m) subscrijitions to-

(I) public works, including f-^^^^^, ,f.o/ I^^^'l'^t ^^^.e.lts ouUay of W. P. A.,

capital stock and paid in surplus. < '^ >
J''''/,,^^^ '.*^^°1,\'\V i

on gold, etc.

C. W. A., and ('. C. C, (v.) '^'^y'"^ '

'f,*^' ^^^^^'^Vof
^^^^^^^ or otherwise

n Caknilntion of savings on h s
'j^^-; ;•;; '"^^^'^^^^''^sfon fun and other noncash outlays

_

adjusted dehr. allows for transters to mist finrt Pension 1
^ -^ ^. p.,pital issues. This

'^•Moody-s Investors Service has
Pr<'P'*^.<J./,fjl'i^^f

"^. ^^^ purposes—for invcst-

series contains all capital issues ^^ \\<:h
.^\^^^. "X ^1 at al iss es bv S ate and local govern-

ment. Moody's tabulations or h^ 1^'^
^co v^i'ient ^umn aVv of these results in Moulton

'J^r^rr^I^^'"^ lS. S^al^K^i^^f Employment and Economic Stability.

Brookings iJ^tftution, Washington. 1910, PP. 2.-29 and ,U0-oo4.)
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Since the depression the distribution and character of governmental
savings liave changed. The States and localities continued to save
each year (generally with the aid of Federal funds), but the Federal
Government did not. State and local gross savings ranged from
$700,000,000 in 1932 to $2,000,000,000 in 1934; in 1939 they were $1,500,-
000,000. The Federal Government saved only in 1937 (a year marked,
incidentally, by one of the sharpest business recessions on record) . The
decline of Federal savings has decreased the concentration of govern-
mental saving, both because the greatest concentration existed in the
Federal sector, and because much of the Federal deficit has gone
to bolster up the finances of the weaker governmental units.

Concentration of Individual Gross ^Savings.

The concentration of individual savings within the higher income
brackets is so striking that it requires no emphasis here.^^ Some
27,000,000 families at the bottom of the income scale, taken as a group,
are unable to do any saving at all ; but the 110.000 families and indi-
viduals in the group receiving more than $20,000 a year accumulated
40 percent of the total of $6,000,000,000 saved.^* 'And the 927,000
families and individuals (2.4 percent of the total) with incomes of
over $5,000 accumulated 79 percent.
In fact, those who benefit by trust funds save about as much as 37

million of the 391/0 million families and individuals. The adoption of
a separate income-tax schedule for fiduciaries for 1937,^^ coupled with
separate tabulations in the Statistics of Income for 1937, for the first
time permits a fairly accurate analysis of savings by trusts.^^ The
Bureau does not, however, tabulate the amount of wholly and partially
tax-exempt income for balance deficit trusts, or for trusts with balance
incomes below $5,000. A conservative estimate of the wholly and par-
tially tax-exempt income so excluded is $20,000,000.1" With these cor-
rections, trusts in 1937 appear to have saved 26 percent of their balance
income, as follows:

[000,000 omitted]

1. Gross taxable income (excluding partially taxable income) $1 516
2. Partially and wholly tax-exempt income '

101

3. Compiled gross income
, 1 qu

4. Total deductions^* ^~_ '260

5. Compiled balance income 1 357
6. Distributed to beneficiaries ~

I'oOS

7. Undistributed balance 352
8. Percentage of balance income saved (i)ercent) 26

" For full discussion, see ch. VIII

xnu^t'^'bl.^Sed'wtrcfutL'n*'^
^'''''' ''''' "'^'^ ^'^ ^°^«"- ^^°—

"

'"^^^ ^he result
IS Form 1041.

iQ^Q-^fi?'^'"*^
accurate analysis -will be made possible by tbe data for 1938. Many trusts in193< filed on the old B^orm 1040, which masked distribution to beneficiaries. The Bureauof Internal Revenue announced that some 1938 returns were made on Form 1040 but that

Releli'^i^No 21-V9.Tu2Ji^?7°f9*i^^^^^
^°^- distributions (Bureau of Internal Revenue Press

"Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 37, p. 19, footnote 20 Foi-full account of methods, see pp. 19-20, appendixes 3 and 4, pp II1I112 " '^^ ^"- ri>.

^tw*H'^H,'^°*-^®*""'^l'nl^- ^^JM^P otjhe deductions on Form 1040 between distributions andother deductions. This division does not affect the final estimate of savings.
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Thus the 182,973 families apparently saved $352,000,000 in 1937 ^'^

This was approximately equal to the amount saved m 193;>-36 by the

37,000,000 American families with incomes up to $3,000, who consti-

tuted 93 percent of all families.

REASONS FOR SAVING

It is clear that the amount of individual savings depends primarily

on the amount of income. Savings are not "saved," they are accumu-

lated. They are not induced by the interest rate, they are the sur-

pluses above consumption of those with high incomes. Even the

declining interest rates of the last few years, at relatively stable levels

of national income, have been unable to effect any decline m the rate

of saving. £ a
Even with any given national income, concentration ot income, ana

tax structure, it must not be assumed that savings increase as rates of in-

terest increase. For individuals who have contracted to save through

life insurance and other contractual plans may find themselve| saving

more, unexpectedly and unintentionally. As dividends on life insur-

ance policies decrease, premium payments increase, entailing increased

saving. It is unlikelv that these increases in premium payments are

offset'in full by decreases in other forms of saving. The larger the

stake in such contractual forms of saving, the harder it is to decrease

saving when rates of interest fall.

So far as life insurance is concerned, there is every pressure upon

the policyholder to maintain his policy in force at its full value, tor

all attempts by the policvholder to do otherwise involve expense or

loss of savings. Those w^hose policies are of several years' standing

have a vested interest in continuing to save, even though interest rates

decline and the cost of saving increases, for the decline in interest rates

appears not to have affected all policyholders equally. One indication

is the relative increase in the net premiums on old policies (ot, say, 10

or 15 years' standing) compared with that on new policies. L ollowmg

the drop in interest rates since 1933, net premiums (premium rate

minus dividend payments) have been adjusted at an average between

the old and new costs, so that new policyholders pay relatively less tor

their insurance than do older ones whose stake m their policies is

larger Another indication is that the branches of the life insurance

business which have grown most rapidly in the past decade are those

where the savings element is greatest—annuities and investment ot

balances—despite the fall of interest rates.
•. •

If and insofar as saving does vary directly with its reward, it i9

essential to note that there is no one interest rate throughout the com-

munity. Saving takes place at many different interest rates. Ihe

market for savings is discontinuous and disparate.^^ Those with small

incomes, who find it hardest to save, receive the smallest net returns

upon their savings, because the cost of the savings methods open to

them is relatively the greatest. Any comparison of the cost of mdus-

wTndicatpd on both Fonn 1040 and Form 1041. Does not include any adjustment in the

tru.tffo? capital gains anS losses, since these are «h9wn "net" for all ^et^^^fpf \emDom?y
on this score would reduce current savings to approximately $2o0,000,000. (Cf. iemporary

National Economic Committee Monograph No. oT, p. 19 )
»•, nftft whnlo life

^-Even in life insurance the discounted net cost for 10 Jears of a 11.000 ^hole life

Dolicv ace 25 varied among the 26 largest companies from $u5.93 to $87.04 i. e., by more

than'so percent (See Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee,

Part 10-A, pp. 300 flf.
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trial insurance with tliat of ordinary life insurance makes this cost

differential obvious. Those with the lartjest incomes, who find it easi-

est to save and whose saving is to some dejiree automatic, receive the
highest rates of return upon tlieir saving because they emi)loy low-cost
methods and because tlie information available to tliem i)ermits them
to take advantage of liigh-yield opportunities.-^

The tax structure of the Federal, State, and local governments, de-
spite the tax measures which have progressive features, does not appear
to have affected the volume of saving in recent years. The Twentieth
Century Fund found that the combined tax structure in 1936 was
regressive up to an income level of $2,000 per year,- and thus fell with
disproportionate weight upon those least able to save and to make ends
meet. On the basis of the Colm and Lehmann study in 1938. it

would seem that the Federal tax system, particularly since the re])eal

of the undistributed profits tax, has increased rather than decreased
the volume of savings.-^ Dennison estimated that the Federal
State, and local tax system fell 73 percent upon consumption and 27
l^ercent upon savings"^ in 1936.'* It has been estimated that the tax
structure in 1938-39 fell w^ith approximately the same weight upon
savings as in 1936.

In recent years, therefore, the volume of saving has for practical
purposes been a function of the level of national income and of the
concentration of individual and corporate income.

THE RESERVOIRS IN WHICH SA\^NGS ARE COLLECTED

Savings may move into investment directly or indirectly. The
indirect movement involves the transfer of savings from the saver,
through one or more intermediaries, to the investor,^^ A simple case
may involve only the placing of mortgage money through a local
real estate broker, or the deposit of funds with a building and loan
association which lends these funds on mortgage. A more complex
movement may easily involve two or more intermediaries. The saver
pays a premium to his life insurance company; the life insurance
company buys newly issued bonds offered by an investment banker;
the investment banker, who has bought the bonds from the issuing
corporation, in effect transfers the funds to the issuing corporation

;

and the latter invests them. In recent years life insurance companies
and other financial institutions have bought more and more new bond
issues directly from the issuing corporations, thus by-passing the
investment banker.^"

The transfer mechanism, wdiether simple or complex, is generally
termed the capital market; and this term is convenient so long as
it does not obscure the fact that the capital market consists of not
one but many markets, that the connections among these markets are

T
"Compare the advantage of wealthy individuals and others. The former were on the

J. P. Morgan & Co. "preferred lists." On the other hand, the "immigrant population who
untrained in banking habits and frequentl.v the victims of unscrupulous banking practices
prefer the safety afforded" by postal savings banks at 2 percent. ("Postal Savings Banks "
Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, vol. XII, pp. 268-269.)

22 Facing the Tax Problem. Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1937. especially p 233
bee also Temporary National Economic Committee Monographs No. 3 and No. 20 pp Iti ft^'G Colm and F. Lehmann, Economic Consequences of Recent American Tax PolicvNew School for Social Research. 1938, p. 42.
^H. S. Dennison et al.. Toward Full Employment, McGraw-Hill. New York, 1938, p 185^ See the discussion by D. H. Davenport in Hearings before the Temporarv Nationai

Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 3726-3734.
«Ibid.. exhibit No. 618, p. 8816.
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freqiientlv extremely tenuous, and that corresponding to these markets

is an interest rate structure rather than a unitorm niterest I'-'te. ll^e

maior savin^rs institutions in the capital market, as described by

Davenport, are the life insurance companies, the mutual ^^vin-s banks

the commercial banks, United States saving (^'kiby )
bonds, the

Postal Saviniis Svstem, the social security and the Federal, State and

other pension and retirement funds, buildin- and loan associations,

investment trusts, and corporate and individual trustees.- Ihe prin-

cipal auxiliary meclianisms in the capital market are the stock ex-

chano-es secur'itv brokers and dealers, and the investment bankers.

To'' the mdividual saver the indirect movement of savin^js mto

investment offers many advantajres. It means greater diversihcation,

greater security, ^-eater liquidity. To the investor it opens the possi-

bility of obtaiiiincr funds in larger amounts and on a variety ot terms.

To the communitv the mobilization and allocation ot savings through

the capital market may result in their most effective emph)yment and

expenditure. Savings in large and small amounts flow into savings

reservoirs to be assembled and auctioned off to the highest bidders.

To the extent that savings really go to the highest bidder (taking into

consideration the risk involved) and to the extent that the greatest

rate of return corresponds with the greatest social need, savings are

most effectivelv employed.
. .

On the other hand, the direct movement of savings into investment—

where the saver invests his own saving-s—though involving no expense,

may not result in the most efficient use of savings. Savings may be

invested directly in low-yield employments instead of indirectly in

hio-her-yield employments. Complaints were made during the ly^Us

th?t the growing corporate practice of achieving hnancial self-suffi-

ciency was freeing investment policy from the "testing of the capital

Whetiier the indirect movement of savings into investment is more

effective socially than the direct movement depends upon ^vhetlier

the capital market mechanism operates without bias and in the full

litrht of day. Various congressional investigations since 1931 have

eshiblished 'that the unregulated markets of the boom era did not

operate in that manner. But the facts disclosed by the Hearings on

the Sale of Foreign Securities,'^^ the Hearings on Ltility Corpora-

tions,^« the Investigation of Railroads, Holding and Affiliated Com-

panies,^« the Hearings on Stock Exchange - and the Keports on 1 ro-

tective and Reorganization Committees ^'^ have had their eitect. Ihe

enactment of the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934, the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, and (he

revisions of the bankruptcy and reorganization procedures have done a

o-reat deal to remove the abuses of the boom era and to make the

c^apital markets function more adequately. It is probably true that the

principles of full disclosure and adequate information—some con-

ditions of a properly functioning market—are more thorouglily ob-

served now than ever before.

^' Ibid., p. 3727.
=-"<S Rent. 41. 73d Cong.. 1st sess.
-•» Pursuant to S. Res. 83. 74th Cong.. 1st sess.

=" Pursuant to S. Res. 71. 74th Cong., l/t sess., l^^'r:;^' •„ „„
^" Pursuant to S. Res. 84. 72d Cong., and S Res. 56, 73d Cong.

»2 Securities and Exchange Commission, IW^b.
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INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF SAVINGS

In 1922 the assets of the principal savings institutions totaled $30,-
000,000,000; in 1929, $55,000,000,000; and in 1939, $69;0()0,000,000.3*
The yearly increase in the assets of the principal savings institutions
averaged more from 1937 to 1939 than from 1927 to 1929. The average
yearly increase relative to national income, however, was greater in the
later period. For the 3 years 1927-29 the average ratio of the yearly
increase in assets to national income was 4.5 percent ; for the 3 years
1937-39 the ratio was 5.9 percent.
These data not only suggest the efforts of the American people to

save but they testify to the institutionalization of savings. An analysis
of all savings by individuals in the period 193^-37 illustrates this 'sit-
uation m another way. From 1933 through 1937 individuals had gross
savmgs of 1.9 billion dollars.^* This was the final result of saving
16.1 billion dollars in some forms, and of drawing upon 5.2 billion
dollars in other forms. Individuals reduced their holdings of securities
by 2.1 billion dollars, and their ownership of homes, automobiles, and
household property by 3.1 billion dollars. On the other hand, they
saved 16.1 billion dollars through financial institutions. These savings
were represented by

;

Billion
An increase in currency and deposits 8.3
An increase in insurance and pension reserves ~__ 9. 4
A decrease in equities in building and loan associations 1. 6

A net increase in all these forms 16.

1

These 16.1 billion dollars of individuals' savings were institutional-
ized and becanie the investment problem of financial institutions.
The institutionalization of individual savings may be indicated in

another manner. The increase in the assets of the principal savings
institutions represents principally savings bv individuals, although
some small business savings are undoubtedly' ineluded.^^ From 1927
to 1929 slightly less than half, and from 1936 to 1939 slightly more than
half, of individual savings flowed through these institutions.
Most of the individual savings flowing into savings institutions go

into the assets of life insurance companies, the time deposits of com-
mercial banks, and mutual savings banks. In 1939, when the assets
of the principal savings institutions totaled $69,000,000,000, life insur-
ance company assets were $27,000,000,000, time deposits in commerecial
banks totaled $15,000,000,000, and mutual savings banks assets were
$12,000,000,000. The remaining $15,000,000,000 was divided among
building and loan associations, governmental pension and trust funds,
postal savings, and United States savings bonds. The growth of these
components is sketched in table 51.

« ?^''!^^^''-'lll^
National Economic Committpe Monos;raph No. 37, appendix XII, p. 120^ Ooldsmith and Salant, op. cit., vol. Ill, p. 237

SB For an e.stimate of the number of persons emplovins the various savings processes seehearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 4063
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Table 51— Assets or funds in the principal savi)if/s institutions in the United

States, 1922-39

[Amounts in millions of dollars]

Year
(as of June 30)
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assets entrusted to corporate and individual trustees is not known with
any precision, but it may amount to $50,000,000,000, or almo.st twice as
mucli as the assets of life insurance companies. The control over trust
assets i-ests primarily in New York and a few other cities.

CONCENTRATION OF SAVINGS IN LARGE INSTITUTIONS ^^

^
Savings are larg:ely concentrated in the large savings institutions.

The 308 legal reserve life insurance companies under investigation re-
ported total admitted assets of $26,000,000,000 at the end of 1937. The
five largest companies held 54 percent of this total

:
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in commercial banks, 14,000,000 depositors in the mutual savnigs

banks, 6,000,000 members of buildino^ and loali associations, and

3,000,000 depositors in the Postal Savings System."

RESULTS OF CONCENTRATION OF SAVINGS

Once the savings pile up in these huge reservoirs they tend to become

idle, or go into Government bonds, or into securities earning a low

rate of return.
. i i j *

The extent to which life insurance companies have hundreds oi

millions of dollars in banks which earn no return is dealt with in a lat«T

chapter.*- But they are not the only institutions embarrassed by an

oversupply of funds. The mutual savings banks had $572,000,000 of

cash on deposit in 1938. Tlie excess reserves and cash holdings of

commercial banks have likewise reached all-time highs.

Commercial banks, savings banks, insurance comijanies, and trus-

tees have increasingly turned to Government bonds as outlets for their

funds. In 1921, member banks of the Federal Reserve System held

$2,600,000,000 of Government obligations, or 11 percent of their loans

and investments ; in 1938, they held $12,300,000,000, or 40 percent. In

the 1920*s two-thirds of the assets of commercial banks were invested

in short-term commercial loans. Today only one-third is so invested.

The balance is in Governments, real-estate mortgages, and other long

term securities. Commercial banks are losing their traditional com-

mercial banking functions. More and more they are coining to re-

semble investment trusts purchasing fixed-interest-bearing securities.

Savino-s banks show a similar trend to Government securities. From

1931 to 1938, the New York savings banks increased their holdings in

Governments from 5 to 23 percent of their assets.*^' In the same 7

vears the 26 largest legal reserve life insurance companies in the

United States increased their holdings of Governments from $347,-

000.000, or 2 percent of their assets, to $4,500,000,000, or 19 percent.

Both trustees and trust companies, according to the testimony of

William R. White, superintendent of banks of the State of New York,

have also been investing more heavily in Government securities."

Interest yields have fallen sharply, as table 52 shows.

Table 52.

—

Interest yields, 1929-JfO

Year

Average:
1929 ..

1933 ..

1938 -
1939.-.

May 1940-

U. S. Gov-
ernment
long-term
bonds

(percent)

3.60
3.31
2.56
2.36
2.38

Municipal
bonds

(percent)

4.27
4.71
2.91
2.76
2.81

Highest
grade

corporate
bonds

(percent)

4.73
4.49
3. 19

3.01
2.93

So.irce: Government bond yields: Average yield of all
rE'*^^'^'°^H^°"n^nnod\?'sfaL7a"f ^^^^^^^^

romnilpft hv the U S Trea'^urv Department; municipal bond yields compiled b> btanaara Maiibui^

Corporation: corporate bond yield figu'res since 1937 from Federal Reserve Bulletin, and earlier figures from

Federal Reserve Board Annual Report for 1937, p. 80.

" Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 4063.

« Hearings before rte Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 3801.

"Mbid.. p. 3800.
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Interest rates on loans by commercial banks have shown similar or
greater declines. Rates charged in New York City declined from 5.88
in 1929 to 2.26 percent in 1939, those charged in ^8 other eastern and
northern cities declined from 6.04 to 3.37 percent, and those charged
in 27 southern and western cities declined from 6.14 to 4.10 percent.*^
Mortgages appear to have shown no such declines. The records of

the Bowery Savings Bank in New York City indicate that interest
rates on urban mortgages decreased from 5.93 percent in 1929 to 4.41
percent in 1937.^^ The effective interest rates charged by savings and
loan associations have shown general decreases throughout the coun-
try; in Illinois and Wisconsin, for example, thev decreased from 7.4
percent in 1931 to 6.4 percent in 1936.*'

Interest rates on farm mortgages, on the whole, appear to have de-
creased less than any otlier type of interest rate. In Iowa they de-
creased from 5.5 percent in 1929 to 4.9 percent in 19^5, and for the
United States as a whole they appear to have decreased from 6.2 per-
cent in 1929 to 5.5 percent iii 1935.*^ Farm mortgages may be in a
class by themselves, insulated from general money market conditions.
Or, as abundantly illustrated in the testimony of the executives of
large financial institutions, there may have been a concept of a rea-
sonable rate for farmers, accompanied by a general habit-pattern of
business conduct not to take business away from other companies by
quoting lower interest rates. It was stated on behalf of the Metro-
politan that it did not go after loans on the books of other companies ;

^
and it appeared that the Prudential instructed its agents not to ''raid"
the business of others.^" Thus farmer find it relatively difficult to
obtain interest rate concessions on their mortgages. They cannot re-
fund their obligations when money market conditions are favorable,
as the large business enterprises can. Without Government interven-
tion, the decline in farm and urban mortgage interest rates would
have been even less.

The concentration of funds in savings institutions, by sharply re-
ducing the number of persons responsible for investment decisions,
has limited competition in important respects.

Concentration has made it possible to dam off part of the savings
stream, diverting part of the flow of savings into cash balances—idle
cash hoards. This diversion has reduced the pressure of savings upon
interest rates, and has prevented them from falling to competitive levels.

Concentration has not permitted the pressure of the flow of savings
to affect all streams of investment equally. Those who can tap the
€entral money markets for large amounts have been the principal ben-
eficiaries—the Federal Government, States, and municipalities, and,
perhaps most of all, industrials and public utilities, as shown by

/t!o^^?*?r*'}\''^
Annual Report of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Svstem

(1936), table 44, p. 120 ; Federal Reserve Bulletin, Julv 1939. p. ."i87.
M. H. Hoffman, "Rate of Return on New Mortgage Loans Made by the Bowerv SavingsBank. Association News Bulletin of the Savings Bank Association of the State of New

lork, vol. XIX, p. 1.54.

!I
Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 11, p 5485«From data prepared by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics in conjunction with theWork Projects Administration. Data on contract rates charged on life insurance com-

P'^'i^o °T^ ^K^ '° Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee Part 10-A
p. lb.j. It should be noted that the rates there shown are probablv for the best grade ofmortgage and for mortgages of increasing qualitv.
The average rate of interest paid on all outstanding farm indebtedness appears to have

decre^i.sed from 5.96 percent in 1929 to 5.59 percent in 1933, to 4.95 percent in 1938 (Hear-
'°?»'tu. ,'''''i,*'^^

Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 28, ex. 2270 p. 15498)^ Ibid., Part 28, p. 14979.w Ibid., Part 4, p. 1224.
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decreasing interest rate differentials in face of the increasing advan-

tages of tax exemption. The rates charged by banks on commercial

loans show the same characteristics. The gi^eatest reductions have gone

to large business enterprises who can shuttle between the banks and

the security markets. For them the banks have offered term loans up

to 10 years" at very low rates.
. vi i

Farmers and owners of small urban properties cannot readily change

from one institution to another. Hence rates do not fall to competitive

levels; the interest rate structure becomes distorted, and potentially

large fields of investment are choked off.

When these trends are coupled with the element that many large

corporations tap the capital markets very infrequently, that many are

able to finance their requirements from internal sources, as inchcated

in the next chapter, the problem of putting all our savings to work

emerges in all its gravity.





CHAPTER X

CONCENTRATED CONTROL OF INVESTMENT POLICIES^

The evidence summarized in the precedino- chapter shows that

expansion of national income is not limited by shortaoes of lunds.

Gross savin*>-s always provide a volume of funds sufficient to finance

the capital exi)enditures necessary to maintain the level of national

"'when an individual makes what he calls an ''investment," he usually

means that he has bought out in whole or in part somebody else s

investment. He speaks of "investino" in bonds or stocks. But that

is merelv exchanoe «,f ownership. Obviously, no matter how often or

at what" in-ices the shares of United States Steel are boug-ht ami sold

on the New York Stock Exchan^^e, ingot capacity remains unattected,

unless the executives of the company take either their own money or

other people's monev and build new coke ovens and furnaces. Invest-

ment refers to the physical fact of spendino- money for capital «:oods

Emplovmeiit is thus created by investment m the ])roduction ot

capital ooods, whether thev be producers' capital—for example, i)lant

and eqmi)ment—consumei^' capital, such as houses, or community

capital such as brid<res or roads. ' Whether or not any of these in-

vestments" pav makes no difference so far as initial employment is

concerned. The buildinjr of a factory which later jroes bankrupt and

ceases to oi^erate gives just as much employment at the time of build-

ino- as one that earns steady returns. Employment is created whetlier

oiMiot proiects are self-liquidating. Nor does it make any signihcant

diiference who spends the money—a businessman, a home-owner, or a

Government official, or whether it comes from long- or short-term

funds, from savincs already made, or from bank credit.

The i^roce^s of investment performs two useful functions. In the

first place it maintains and expands productive capacity. In good

times investment exi)enditures provide approximately 20 percent ot

the cn-oss national income. In financial and accounting tenns, approxi-

mately one-half ihe gross investment in the I'nited States in good

yearsRepresents replacement. In the same terms, approximately two-

1 Tbi« chapter was oricinallv written by Dr. Oscar L. Altmnn. ^<'"i"%''CO"omist National

Resources IMannins Board. It was read by Dr. AlvinH. nansen professor of ec^^

H-irvii-ri T'nivpi-sitv Dr F \ Goldenwei.ser, director of reseaicn ana btatisticb, aiui vreuigc

?^iteh F. derll Reserve^^ revised by Dr. Theodore J. Kreps. professor of business

''f^i:.^S:^l'^^^^^=^!^ S^itle^'^l^S^ph Xo. 12. Profits. Productive

^'^^^''^iJ^t^^Jl^fl^Hrl^rrn^fcii^^^idered }}ere-i- ^,^f ^^^^^^^^^^^^^CJ^

x^!itZs'^r;!';-4;S^ii^A?^:^?ri\i^.J^^^^^
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thirds of business investment, excluding net changes in inventories,
represents replacement.^
In the financial terms, business investment, for example, during

1931-34 was alleged insufficient to maintain plant and equipment.'
But in "real" temis productive capacity seems not t« have diminished.

In short, accounting calculations of the net expansion or the net
contraction of the amount of capital goods used by business enter-
prises do not necessarily reflect changes in industrial capacity. As
A. H. Hansen explained

:

It is quite possible that those capital outlays which were made on renewals
aud replacements, introducing through those capital outlays new technics and
improved machinery, may have left your total capital plant as productive as
before, despite the fact that the accounting figures would indicate a decline in
the total capital stock."

And as he noted later

:

The expenditures from depreciation and depletion allowances may often have
no relation to any specific worn-out machines. Newly built plant aud equipment
will not need to be replaced for many years and sometimes even decades yet
the annual depreciation allowances on such equipment will be available year by
year for expansion.''

The second important function performed by the investment process
]s graphically illustrated in chart XV. For it is investment that main-
tains purchasing power, the level of employment, and national income.
It IS clear from the chart that hoarding ultimately restricts national
income, but putting money to work making goods increases national
income.

hn.3.!rh^^^'^^ divisions of investment between maintenance and expansion must
^P^rn^H''*'

Interpreted with caution. These allocations of investment between re^ace-ment and expansion are made in financial terms. Thev do not necessarily anolv to real

nrodl'^'^Vhi'l
investment after adjustment for changes in pricerqualf, and tjpe of

and the senarftion^nf^.^.'l^Lf'^
difficult complicated, and theoretically unsatisfactory,

fniflv In Tv Pvpnt /h/loU ?'''^^™''"*, '°^^ maintenance aud replacement suffers accord-ingly in any event, the very term "replacement' in a dynamic economy is misleadinir Thefour-high continuous strip mill is not the same as the two-high SntiXuTmm' it replaces, nor is the new house the same as the old. The type, quality and spfciflcationtolerances of the steel produced with the new machine, the standard of ivi^g Ind comfort
'^P.*f ^.i"*'''' ^f"^*'- '''f,

different from the old. Gross investment, katheithfn net invest-ment alone, changes the direction, tempo, output, and productive methods ot' the economy
hrtwf''°^

purposes it is impossible, and even theoretically undesirable, to diltin-u"s^hbetween replacement and expansion as components of gross investment
Q'stin^uish

H^^i^' V^- ^i ^^'JPital consumption due to depreciation differ from the provisions fordepreciation made by business enterprises and others. Business entw-Driseskcin recordsof depreciation to help them recapture funds invested in capital good" To do so theycharge current receipts for current depreciation. Hence depreciation is almost always
h.%'estnT,? ?n1irnL'^f •

•
^'^ '}"' ?«^er hand, the subtraction'of an aHoeated part of ^ast

i^Hfln^i, 'f° *f™^ °r
original prices, from present investment in current prices gives no

'^^^^^^r^I'^X^tJl^r^^''''^ ^"^•^^^"^^'^^ -^^ -P"-^ conLmptifnVft^i^

shL^rbnit^e^fXt^Yhe'^^S'pr^

Kfve BSnetT7uly'V^4(r'^*^
''"'°'-^' ^" ^'^ ^''^•^'^"^ °' ManuVltm-ln^^C^acitTF^Val

" Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 9 d 353q For
?„°^;?fr^''^-''T™^'"-^

''^ evidence showing that investment during the late thirties has maintamed productive capacity at least at the 192» level, see T J Kreps ronstmDtion—

A

mrua^ry 19l!:'';pPf77?l';^^°'"''=
^'°""'^'-' '^"^^i^an Economic KeviX'; vol "so,^ No. 5^
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Durinf; the short periods represented by business depression, the
income-distributing aspect of investment may well be more important
than the capital goods production aspect. Considered only in their

physical aspects, the postponement of a new i-oad for a year or two
Avould not greatly affect transportation costs, and a yeai-'s dehiy in

constructing a new refinery would not substantially modify oil output
or oil prices. Even the drying-up of investment for 2 or 3 years
Avould not substantially affect the volume of consumi)tion. The dry-
ing-up of investment does, however, seriously interrupt the flow of
income. If $1,000 is saved and invested, the money turns up as in-

come within the community ; if $1,000 is saved but not invested, income
is decreased, and production and employment follow suit. The un-
employed suffer the most, but all parts of the community are affected.

Concentration of control over the making of investment decisions
is, therefore, of great importance. In this chapter three questions
are treated.

1. Who makes investment decisions?
2. What types of goods do investment decisions produce ?

3. To what extent is there concentration of control over invest-
ment decisions? and with what results?

WHO MAKES INVESTMENT DECISIONS?

In some cases those who make or control the savings also make the
investments. This is particularly true of business concerns. In other
cases, intermediaries take the savings and place them at the disposal
of government and business.

Direct Iwoestrnent.

American business enterprises have been able to finance the bulk of
their investments in plant and equipment from internal sources. For
example, while business outlays for plant and equipment in 1929
reached an all-time high of 10 billion dollars, gross business savings
were 7.6 billion dollars, or sufficient to finance three-quarters of it. In
the same year more than 10 billion dollars of securities were issued,
less than, 2 billion dollars of which were used for ''productive" pur-
poses.^

If in years like 1929 business firms required less than a quarter of
their funds from outside sources, in ordinary years they are much
more self-sufficient. Altman summarized the 'situation as' follows:

In years of high business activity, business enterprises draw upon the capital
market, that is, the savings of individuals and institutional investors, but never
since 1922 for more than $2,000,000,000 a year. During years of low activity
business enterprises do not require any funds from the capital market.

Instead, they contribute funds to the capital market, either by i)aying out
dividends in excess of earnings or by converting depreciation and depletion
allowances into bank deposits or securities, thus making them available to other
types of investors."

Proof of this important point was provided in the T. N. E. C. hear-
ings not only by specific examples of the largest domestic corporations
but by figures for industry in general. For example, Edward R.
Stettmius, chairman of the board of the United States Steel Corpora-

te
" '?/"'''"'"?,^^ before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. .S6SS Cf.

Of, -V-'i^'
Edwards, MaRee, and Lewis, Capital Expansion. Employment, and Economic

^talulity, Brool<inKs Institution, Washington. 1040, pp. .'?49-3."i4
Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 9, pp 3696-3697
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tion. testified that from 1921 throuoh 1988 his company had invested

-$1222 000 000 in plant and equipment. Nmety-six percent ot the

^Sanunmt can.? frou. internal
---«-^^^^«f'*''<

l*'^ _;•;;;;; li;!;^^;^
tion reserves $192,0()0,()()(> from prohts retained, and ^oO,000,000 tiom

^x ref u ds! a jzrand total of $1,180,000,000.- Book value ot plant be-

tween 192(5 and 19:^ decreased 18 j)ercent, but physical capacity to

-nroduce increased over K^ ])ercent.^^
, ^ i -n>i ^

•

^
In a similar vein Owen D. Youno- testitied that the Cxeneral Ele€tric

Co imv has resourc-es of $322,()00.0(K). Of this. $192,000 000 came from

mdirtributed profits, $92,000,000 from sales of stocks -^^^^^
for cash, and $38,000,000 from properties acquired m exchanoc toi

stock - From 1921 to 1939, the company did not spend as much lor

pkm and equipment as ^vas accumulated in depreciation i-^serves.
\o-nn \ Ifred P Sloan Jr., cha rman ot the board of General Mo-

toiiCp^^l^ll^e^tm^Uha; his company had earned $^,3004)OC)^00

in the last 18 years. Roughly. 8() percent of this had
J>^- P^^^\«^^

dividends, 20 percent retained m the busmess.^^ In the 18-yeai

period thJre hal been substantially no outside financing, 'he test.hexU

Total funds available from internal sources ^^^^^^j^^^^^^"
^f^^^^^S

Avith $520,000,000 from allowances for depreciation and $490,000,000

from undistributed profits. Total expenditures on plant were $nO,-

000 000, leaving a balance of $240,000,000 with which to finance subsid-

iaries, inventories, installment sales, and so forth.

Mr NFHFMKis WoiiW it be a correct statemeut, Mr. Sloan, to say that General

Mo^orf^Ta )Osmon loday to do most of its internal financing ont of earnu.gs.

Tntiu additioi to finance the ultimate consumers of your product a. N^ell i

Mr SLOAN. I think that is a correct statement of fact.

If the national income should jump to $80,000,000,000, i:equiring an

increased demand for motor vehicles, -I am quite certain," said h oan

''thatwecanhan<lleanvthino-
* * * from the internal funds without

rim/int(. the monev' market." - The present plant investment of

the while automobire industry has the capacity, m his opinion, to

take care of all normal demands m the future.
P

F B Rentschler, chairman of the board of I nited Aircraft Coi

-

DoratL Ukewise testified that his company intended to continue

ftrpoUcy of meeting expenditures on plant out of earnings and

deprecSon, and would have no occasion to go to the capital markets.

He summarized the experience of his company as follows.

cur company has ^ien.ons,n.t.d its abiUt^^o ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
requirements ^'if^^^^l^'^'Z^^^^r^anii owne.l entir<-ly by its approxi-

^r^9S'^!"monSShoMe^TK"yan.^ whatever, and we

believe with adequate working; capital for the future.

lohn W Barriger. Ill, chief examiner of the Railroad Division

Eecostiwtion Finance Corporation, presented figures on the railroad

hXtry as a whole. From 1921 through 193T, Barriger testified. (2

peTcen?of the expenditures by railroads for plant and e(itiipment

"Ibid" ?>ar?l?6, exhibit 1409. pp. 13746, 13849.

12 mid.. Part 9. PP. 3599, 361a.
M Ibid., pp. 3620-3621.
1* Ibid., p. 3651.
15 THpTH

"Ibid.,' pp. 3651-3652, 4031-4032.
" Ibid., p. 3657.
" Ibid., p. 3661.
^Ibid., p. 3637.
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were financed from internal sources, 19 percent from new issues of
stocks and bonds, 9 percent from reductions in working capital.-'^

The financing of 58 large industrial companies for the years 1930-
39 was likewise largely internal. ^^ The size of thcvse companies is-

indicated by their $12 billion of assets in 1938; the composition of the
sample was as follows:

BiUiorv

9 steel compauies $3.6
7 automobile companies 1. 6

11 petroleum companies 3. .)

23 machinery companies 2.0
4 rubber and tire companies .7
4 tobacco companies

. 7

58 companies in sample 12.

1

During the 10 years studied, these 58 companies invested $5,557,-

000,000, as follows

:

Use
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savines provided 57 percent ; conversion of assets, 16 percent; and the

<^apital (and credit) markets, the balance of 27 percent.
_

The extent to which the business doing the saving controlled in-

vestment varied with the typos of companies. During 1930-38 the

funds available from internal sources to 7 large automobile com-

panies, including General Motors Corporation, were 31 percent greater

than all their outlays for plant and equipment Eleven large oil

companies met 95 percent of their expenditures for plant and equip-

ment from funds accumulated from internal sources. Nine steel

companies, including the United States Steel Corporation met 58

percent of these outlays from internal sources,-' despite the fact that

some branches of the steel industry have undergone virtually a techno-

ioo-ical revolution in the last decade.
. ^ n *

Altman presented data summarizing the situation for all American

buMues- enterprises. From 1923 to 1929, business enterprises invested

on' the average 8.7 billion dollars each year in plant and equipment.

Of thi^ 6 4 billion dollars, or 74 percent, came from funds accumu-

lated from internal sources. After the depression, the ratio was

somewhat higher. During the 5 years 1935-39, average outlays for

plant and equipment were 5.8 billion dollars. Of this amount 4.8

billion dollars, or 83 percent came from internal sources (see table 56)

.

T.4BLE 53.—Fhwncing husiness inrestiuents in plant and cqnipmmt, 1923-S9

[In millions of dollars]

Gross saving

Year

1923 _

-

1924..
1925-

-

1926..
1927..

1928..
1929..
1930.

.

1931..
1932..

1933.
1934.
1935.
1936.
1937.

1938.
1939.

Net
saving

'

2,432
1,463
2,851
2.223

996
2,830
2,390

-4,954
-7, 781
-8,446
-2.488
-828
377

1,152
946

-1,285
829

Deprecia-
tion and

depletion ''

3,190
3,282
3,976
4,551
4,487
4,799
5,145
5,118
4,897
4,550
4,354
4,265
4,291
4,414
4,609

5 4, 350
5 4, 550

Total

5,622
4,745
6,827
6.774
5,483
7,629
7,535

164
-2,884
-3, 896

1,866
3,437
4,668
5.566
5,555
3,065
5,379

"Produc-
tive" secur-

ity issues

'

1,624
1,941
1,824
1,801
1,781
1,495
1,787
1,939
796
203
106
63
94
379
635
417
191

Outlays for

plant and
equipment *

7,902
7,650
8,189
9. 126

8,777
8,846

10, 157

8,340
5, 123

2,799
2,371

3, 436
4,349
5,783
7,570
5,389
6,135

and arc iispd with permission of Dr. Fabricant and the National Bureau

npiled bv Moody's Investors Service.
.

"Productive" issues aret
37^nTr,„ilPd bv Moodv's Investors Service, "i^roaucuve i^su.-.. a.r those adding to capital goods, by

'sourerAdapted from Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 9, p. 4041.

=3 Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 369.V3694,

^
"t,^^t^pp. 3684, 3692. Data have been revised in accordance with the latest estimates

•of the Department of Commerce (June 1940).
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The amounts of funds available from internal sources are under-
stated by the precedinji; calculation for four principal reasons, par-

ticularly in periods of depression and fallinj>: ])rices. (1) In many
cases business expenditures for machines, implements, dies, small tools,,

and other plant additions are charged directly to the income account.

(2) Every year business enterprises receive insurance settlements for
property that has been destroyed by fire, shipwreck, flood, and other

damage. The value of these settlements is not available, but a con-

servative estimate would indicate that business enterprises receive at

least $150,000,000 a year for losses covered by insurance. (3) The
establishment of contingency and other reserves, when charged to cur-

rent income, reduces current undistributed profits or business savings.

For example, when a reserve is set up in connection wath a portfolio

of market securities, or with accounts receivable, and these reserves are

charged to current income, the profits of the business enterprise are

reduced, but the enterprise has as much funds after the bookkeeping
reduction of net profit as before, (4) Another source of understate-
ment, particularly in periods of business recession and price decline,

is the current accounting treatment of inventory. Inventory write-

downs in such periods are substantial, but they present no similar
problem in periods of prosperity and increasing prices. When prices

remain constant or increase, goods are charged in and out at cost ; and
inventories at year-end are not revalued, because they are valued at

cost or market, whichever is lower. During periods of falling prices,

however, the application of the same accounting principle of cost or
market, whichever is lower, has quite different results. Inventory
charged out at one price may be replaced by inventory purchased at

a lower price, but at the end of the fiscal year all of the inventory is

revalued. All of the goods purchased at higher prices are revalued
down to the prevailing price level. The amount of gross saving is not
decreased, however, when inventory is marked down, for example,
from $1,000,000 to $800,000 and the difference of $200,000 is charged
to profit and loss.

Internal financing, not security issues, provides the bulk of "venture
capital" for American industry. For only in a financial sense are de-
preciation and depletion funds used for replacement. The new build-
ing is not the same as the old, and the new machine is the best, the most
efficient that can be bought. Funds from all sources—from deprecia-
tion and depletion, from retained earnings, from new security issues,

from sale and conversion of assets—are commingled. They become
one investment fund. All investment is financed from this one fund.
The steel industry in the past decade has been revolutionized with its

four-high strip mills, automatic operations, and shift to lighter steel

products. General Motors Corporation has "ventured" into refrigera-
tors, Diesel engines, and Allison liquid-cooled airplane motors, E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., stated that in 1937, 40 percent of their
sales came from products which they had not begun to make in 1928."*

The Monsanto Chemical Co. rejjorted that j^roducts which they began
to manufacture after 1929 accounted for 39 percent of total "sales in
1939.^° These and countless similar examples are all "ventures" ; they
were all made possible by investments using "venture capital." But
the bulk of the "venture capital" came from internal sources.

2« Annual Report, 1937, pp. 12-13.
^s Annual Report, 1939, p. 4.
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^ When businesses invest their own funds it must not be assumed that

the actual sa\-ers are identical with those who make the investment

decisions. In lepd theory the savers are the stockholders, thoujrh in

practice it is the mana*iers who decide how much should be set aside

for reserves and expansion. They handle other people's money,

thou<di the cor])oration does not. In theory the stockholders have the

ri'dit'^to determine whether investment of the earnings of their prop-

erty should be made at all, and how much. Actually, in most cases,

they play no effective part in the decisions.

Private PJaeement.

Where business concerns seek to invest funds otlier than those they

have themselves saved, they have to go to a lender or broker. Jhey

then issue bonds or other securities and oifer them for sale. If the

buyer bvpasses the investment banker by direct negotiation and direct

safe, the process is known as private placement. During the 5 years

1934-38 ihe 26 largest legal reserve life insurance companies purchased

1 8 billion dollars of corporate bonds privately from the issuing corpo-

rations.-" The total amount of corporate bonds and notes privately

placed with all purchasers during this period was 2.1 billion dollars.

Their relative importance is indicated in table 54.

i Table 54—Total rornnrate bonds (unt notes issued and aiiioiiuts

\

'

193.'i-38

[In millions of dollars]

l)l(te('d i>riratehj.

Year
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major industries.-^ Extensive diagrams portray the spheres of in-

fluence of such well-known banking firms as J. P. Morgan, Kuhn-
Loeb, etc.-'* But the large volume of savings, the concentration of in-

dividual savings in savings institutions, and the relative importance
of internal financing, particularly for the larger corporations, have
left their impression upon the capital markets. They have changed
the scope and the nature of commercial banking, and they have re-

duced the area of investment banking.
The traditional field of the commercial banks has always been re-

garded as the making of short-term commercial loans. For two de-
cades, however, commercial loans in particular, and short-term loans
in general, have steadily been decreasing in importance. In 1921,
short-term loans constituted 70 percent of all member bank loans
and investments, and commercial loans by themselves constituted 52
percent. In 1929, short-term loans were 63 percent and commercial
loans 36 percent of their loans and investments. By 1938, short-term
loans were only 34 percent of loans and investments, and commercial
loans had fallen to 23 percent of the total.^^

The growing self-sufficiency of large business enterprises has made
them for the most part independent of bank credit. It has been an
important factor in the decline of the commercial and short-term
loan. During the 1920's many corporations paid off their bank debts
through the issue of bonds and stock, attacking the field of short-
term credit from another angle.

As a result the character of commercial banking has changed radi-
cally. Two-thirds of all the loans and investments of commercial
banks in 1938 represented United States Government, other securi-
ties, and real estate loans. ^° In consequence, commercial banks now
resernble investment tmsts buying and selling fixed interest-bearing
securities rather than traditional banks investing in commercial paper.
Banks have openl}^ recognized their function to provide the Nation's
money and to furnish bookkeeping services. They have recognized
their status as a service agency, instituting service charges. They
have eliminated interest payments on demand deposits, and drastically
reduced interest payments on time deposits. The banks have had to
uncover new sources of revenue to replace the commercial business
loan. They have established personal loan departments to make loans
which are largely for consumption purposes; they furnish a large
part of the capital for the finance companies, which make similar
loans; they have begun to advertise their willingness to make loans on
life insurance policies. In large part they finance Government lending
activities. The commercial banks hold Government obligations, while
ad hoc Government corporations make loans on urban and farm real
estate, extend intermediate term loans to business enterprises, make
crop and production loans to farmers, finance foreign trade, and
engage in other banking activities.

Faced with declining outlets for the profitable use of their funds
in short-term commitments, commercial banks have been forced to

2T House Committee on Banking and Currency, Money Trust Investigations, pursuant to
H. Res. 429. 504, 62d Cong., 2d sess.
^ National Resources Committee, Tiie Structure of the American Economy, Washington,

^ Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 4056.
30 Idem.
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make long-term investments. Their first attempts in this field bore

maturities of 2 or 3 years; soon loans were made for 5 years; and at

the present time loans for as long as 10 or 15 years are not unusual.

Such loans are competing with and replacing short-term bond and

note issues which were formerly handled by the mvestment bankmg

machinery. Connnercial banks recently invaded the prized invest-

ment bai'iking field of e(|uii)ment trust issues by making a 10-year

term loan for the purchase of air transports.

Most of these loans bear serial maturities. So important have term

loans become that ''in some weeks gains in commercial loans by banks

in New York City have been accounted for almost entirely by iiicreases

in term loans." - A survey by the Board of Governors of the Fedei-al

Reserve System of the 400 reporting banks m 101 cities m April 1939

indicated that approximately 25 percent of their outstanding com-

mercial industrial, and agricultural loans had a term when made

of a year or more. About 70 percent of the loans for a year or more

had a term when made of 3 years or more. The size of these loans

is evidence that they do not represent accommodation for small busi-

ness Fifty-six percent were for $1,000,000 or more, 32 percent for

amounts ranging from $100,000 to $1,000,000, while the remaining 12

percent were for amounts smaller than $100,000.-'-

The role of the investment banker in supplying funds tor the expan-

sion of American industry is subordinate to internal financing and

direct investment by individuals. Furthermore, investment banking

has never financed more than a small segment of Ainerican investment.

It is not now, nor has it ever been, concerned with the financing ot

small business enterprises, farms, and sma 11 homes. It has played little

more than a minor role in the financing of new business enterprises and

of large-scale real estate developments. Even m 1929, when the coun-

try was most conscious of its investment banking machinery, it is

doubtful whether this machinery was directly concerned with as much

as a fifth of the country's total investment in plant, machinery, and

other capital goods. . . n^r...^
In recent years even this small share has been diminishing. Coipo-

rate financing has tended more and more to by-pass the investment

banker The maior reasons for this development appear clearly from

certain intensive studies which the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion has made of the sale, redistribution, and mechanics of placement

of several high-grade bond issues. These studies, together with a

comparable study by an investment banking firm, indicate that, on the

average, sales by the investment banking (distributing) group during

the first week after public offering were made as follows

:

Buyer and percent of issue bought

„ , __ 46.5
Banks 3g ^
Insurance companies o' o

Charitable and educational foundations ^-

^

Security dealers " g g
Individuals

'

T„,„,
l°»-»

n New York Times, July 14, 1940 -anr.ao
"Federal Reserve Bulletin, July 19,^?!). pp. .jb»)-ot)-.

o-rhihif 2074
« Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part -4. exhibit ^uit.

p. 13005.
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The institutional cliaracter of the buyers' market is clearly indicated.
Ei<rhty-eight percent of the first public sales of these publicly issued
securities were made to institutions. Furthermore, the major part
of the sale_s to security dealers undoubtedly found their way to institu-
tions witliin a sliort time. The difference between distribution effected
throu^li i)ublic offering- and that effected by private placement is

blurred wheii, as in the case of one issue, the distributing group sold
74 percent directly to insurance companies and sold another 19 percent
to banks.

Further studies by the Securities and Exchange Commission indi-
cate that the banks are only temporary stopping-places for these
bonds.^^ The banks resold from one-half to four-fifths of their pur-
chases from the distributing group within 3 months. As might be
expected, life insurance companies were the principal purchasers,
taking from two-fifths to three-fourths of the total amount resold.-'^

In addition, the life insurance compairies bought blocks of these issues
on the oj:)en market and from security dealers; they continued to buy
during the period studied.

It is, therefore, not surprising to discover that the life insurance
companies engaged in a large number of transactions to acquire their
holdings. In the case of 2 issues of tw^enty-five and thirty million
dollars, the companies on the average required 67 and 66" separate
transactions, respectively; and in the case of 2 larger issues of one
hundred and forty and one hundred and thirty million dollars they
required 93 and 101 transactions on the average, respectively. Most
of these transactions were small. In all, the insurance companies
made 4,294 separate transactions in connection with the 5 issues studied.
There were 32 purchases in $1,000 lots and 142 in blocks of $2,000.
More than one-third of the transactions were in blocks of $5,000 or
less. More than three-quarters were in amounts of less than $30,000,
though they accounted for only 21 percent of the total purchasecl.

In the cases studied, insurance companies were the largest single
group of purchasers, but they were obviously put to much time, effort,
and expense to acquire the amounts they did. If one may judge by
other evidence, they probably did not succeed in purchasing as much
of these issues as they wanted to. If the issues had been privately
placed, the probability is that the investment bankers' commission
would have been divided betw^een the issuing company and the life
insurance buyers, with the former getting more for the bonds and
the latter paying less for them.

These facts by no means describe all the elements in the contro-
versy between private placement and public offering. They do indi-
cate, however, that private placement has a solid institutional base
derived from the concentration of savings and the coming-of-age of

«* Ibid pp. 13021-13035.
s«In the case of one issue, tbe United States Steel Corporation Si^'s of 1948, the

amount resold to insurance companies was only 7 percent of the total. This issue was
different from the others, however, because insurance companies had bought only a small
part from the distributing group. The explanation in both cases was that the issue was
regarded liy the "trade" as a "banking issue" by reason of the short maturity and the
industry involved.
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both the insurance conii):inies and the issuino- coriiorations. Private

phicement is merely another chanoe, this tnne m tlie hekl ot invest-

ment banking, residtin^ from concentration m industry and hnance.

Tlie im]:.act of these forces is such as to take away from investment

bankers some part of the power of decidino- what industries shall be

able to borrow and vest it in the executives of insurance companies

knd of large industrial cori)orations. But the banks still deter-

mine how a oood deal of individual savings shall be invested More-

over the investment bankers still exert a large measure ot control

over'our largest industries and even over insurance companies.

WHAT TYPES OF GOODS DO INVESTMENT DECISIONS PRODUCE?

The end product of the investment process is physical capital, the

imi)lements of production, items such as hoines, offices, bridges, and

hi^diwavs that give oil' services for a i)eriod of years.

The demand for capital is in the main a derived demand, ^o one

wants a steel mill or cement works or glue factory for its own sake,

T)ut for the consumable goods it produces. As Fortune points out:

The tools and extensions of industrialization do not exist for their own siike.

Thev exist for the individual, known in tliis cnnection as the ^ou^nmi^r The

entire producers' goods industry whose punu'se is the maknig of tools is quite

lecorrd^frv to tlie ival purpose of industrialization. That real purpose of indus-

trialization inav he defined as an increase in the power to consume

m centr c^.ononiic problem is not a revival in tlu- producers' industry ah

thouii that would help Nor can it he "investment" m the old sense of the

;™i The central economic problem is simply the conversn.n of a high poten-

tial power to consume into an actual power to consume.

New aircraft plants or ravon plants or Viridges or homes are built

because there is an active consumer demand for the product or service.

The laro-er the volume of consumption, the faster goocls move and the

more capital formation takes place. (See table 55.) In the words of

the Brookings Institution:

We found from a study of our industrial history that the growth of capital is

cl^^,iXi,Sfdto and lependc.f upon an expanding demand for consump.on

-mxls * * * Fluctuations in the construction of capital g(X)ds have usually

f.Xowed rather than preceded fluctuations in the output of consumption goods^

Tie controlling impor ance of consumption was, however, more «">''lfi^l^. . ,^

veiled bv the cliscovery that the rate of growth of new plant adjusted to the ra e

of increase of consumptive demand rather than to the volume of savings available

for investment purposes.'"

=6 Fortune, "United States Inrtustriallzation,-' February 1940 PP. fO.
160

WashinRton,
"Harold G. Moulton, Income and Economic Progress, Brookings Institution, vyabuiu^,iuu,

193."). p. 43-. [Italics in original.]
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TAiiLE 5^.~l7wonic-pro(lu(iuf/ expend it urefi that offset saritx/ and gross national
income, 1921-39

[In millions of dollars]

Year

1921

1922
1923.

1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930.

1931
1932
1933
1934.

1935.

1936.

1937.

1938.

1939.

Gross
national
income

63,751
64, 295
74, 784
75,161
79, 686
84, 813
82, 708
86, 167

89, 984
79, 764
63, 901
47, 446
46, 217
55, 839
61, 681

« 71, 400
8 79, 400
8 70, 800
8 75, 710

Income-producing.expenditures that offsetsaving

Plant
and

equip-
ment '

5,233
5,784
7,902
7,650
8,189
9,126
8,777
8,846

10, 157

8,340
5,123
2,799
2,371
3,436
4,349
5,783
7,570
5,389

« 6, 135

Private
housing
and
non-
profit

con-
struc-
tion 2

2,313
3,801
4,821
5,229
5,750
5,535
5,357
5,019
3,761
2,291
1,735

709
458
521

913
1,536
1,908
1,817

» 2, 270

Change
in

inven-
tories 3

47
514

2,964
-1,056

1,.523

1,246
308
102

2,146
-631
1,190
2,369

-1,106
1,552

767
1,790
3,072
-604
9 990

Foreign
bal-

ance *

1,327
293
-91
530
199
-39
301
518
240
388
47
32
195
460
183

-152
-13

1,026
»781

Govern
ment '

648
748
348
615
529
244
368
733
696

1,502
3,784
2,604
1,117
2,271
2,959
3,964

877
1,922

« 3, 573

Change
in con-
sumer
credit

'

8 -20
8 730

i 1,046
311
842
648
217
821

987
-613

-1,128
-1,485

150
415
858

1, 355
891

-1,400
«900

Total

9,548
11,870
16,990
13, 279
17,032
16, 760
15,328
16.039
17,987
11,277
8,371
2,290
2,885
5,551

10, 029
14, 276
14,305
» 8, 150

» 14, 649

Adjusted
total

10. 941
14. 942
14, 763
15,531
16, 869
15,901
15, 755
17,208
13, 961

9,533
4.722
2,647
4,485
8,238

12, 577
14, 293

« 10,612
9 12,049

Adjusted
total as
percent
of gross
national
income

17.0
20.0
19.6
19.5
19.9
19.2
18.3
19.1

17.5
14.9
10.0
5.7
8.0
13.4
17.6
18.0

«15.0
"15.9

> Estimated by George Terborgh.
2 Estimates by D. L. Wickens and R. R. Foster for the National Bureau of Economic Research, the De-

partment of Atsiiculture, and the Department of Commerce.
3 Prmcipally from Simon Kuzncts, Commodity Flow and Capital Formation (1938).
* From the Department of Commerce.
5 Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
Estimates for 1923-37 by Rolf Nugent; other years, by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System.

I
Equal to 60 percent of the current year, plus 40 percent of the preceding year.

' Estimated.
' Preliminary.

Source: Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9; Savings and Invest-
ment, pp. 4010-4018, 4122, as revised, where sources and methods are described.

From the last column of table 55 it is probable that less capital was
required on the average in the 1930's to produce a given volume of
national income than in the late 1920's.
Some of the more important factors leading toward increased pro-

ductivity in recent years have been increasing utilization of large-
capacity equipment, accompanied by decreases in equipment expendi-
tures per unit of capacity ; use of industrial measuring, recording, and
controlling devices; improvements in the composition of metals, var-
nishes, and lacquers, and in concentration processes; biological im-
provements

;
and managerial improvements resulting in better factory

lay-out, and more effective flow of production.
The effects of increases in productivity upon investment are strik-

ingly clear in many industries.^^ For example, investment in fixed
capital in the automobile industry in 1938 was 38 percent less than in
1926, while output (of vastly improved quality) increased by 22 per-
cent.^^

In 1926 the fixed capital invested in the iron and steel industry was
valued at 3.8 billion dollars ; in 1937, at 3 billion dollars

;
yet capacity

=8 See Work Projects Administration, National Research Project, Production, Employ-
ment, and Productivity in 59 Manufacturing Industries, 1939-40.
^ SpuTgeon Bell, Productivity, Wages, and National Income, Brookings Institution,.

Washmgton, 1940, pp. 288-290, 299.
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was 57.8 million tons in the former year, compared with 69.8 million

tons in the latter." The data presented by the United States Steel

Corporation to the Temporary National Economic Committee illus-

trate these trends for one company. Between 192G and 1937 the book

value of fixed assets decreased from 1.7 bilHon dolhirs to 1.4 billion

dollars, but ingot capacity increased from 22 to 25 million tons.

The estimated value of 'fixed capital in the privately owned segment

of the electric light and power industry was 7 billion dollars in 1926

and 10 9 billion dollars in 1938; output' (measured in index numbers)

lose from 106 in 1926 to 239 in 1938.^^^ Thus, from 1926 to 1938 invest-

ment increased bv 56 percent, but output increased by 125 percent.

In the rnilroad'industry, with a IT billion dollars investment in pl:mt

and equipment, creosoting has more than doubled the life of ties and

heavier rails and steel rolling stock have reduced replacement costs.

Locomotive tractive power has increased, more efficient locomotive

designs and the widespread use of water treatment have reduced repairs

and increased both the capacity and the life of steam engines. The

decrease in passenger traffic, the decline in less-than-carload-lot ship-

ments, and the increase in the average length of haul have reduced the

wear and tear. Utilization of existing plant has increased. Train

speeds have increased sharply, and terminal facilities operate with

greater rapiditv.

Finally, in the machine tool industry a recent survey indicated that

of a total of 11,610 machines purchased in 1936-37, the 4.666 acquired

for the specific purpose of replacing old ones were substituted for 7,377

machines. "It may well be assumed that the total capacity of the

machines used for^-eplacement was at least equal to that of the ma-

chines which were scrapped." ^^

Plant and Equipment.

As table 55 indicates, investment in plant and equipment by all

business enterprises totaled 10.2 billion dollars in 1929 (4.6 billion

dollars for plant, 5.6 billion dollars for equipment), 7.6 billion dollars

in 1937 (2.3 and 5.3 billion dollars respectively), and 6.2 billion

dollars in 1939 (1.9 and 4.3 billion dollars respectively).^'' Equip-

ment outlays of 5.3 billion dollars for all enterprises in 1937 were

higher than those of any year in the 1920's except 1929. In view of

decreases in prices and "increases in productivity during the period,

the equipment outlays in 1937 undoubtedly reflected more real in-

vestment and substantially more productive capacity than in 1929.

But plant out lavs followed a different course. The 2.3 billion dollars

of plant outlavs in 1937 were less than those in every year in the

1920's, and only half the outlay in 1929.

Many contend that increases in productivity, particularly those

designated as "managerial," have reduced the demand for plant in

relation to equipment. Following an exhaustive study of changes in

productivity, it was reported that

—

In the automobile industry particularly, but in other uianufacturins; in-

dustries as well, improvements in plant lay-out appear to have been greatly

^'Data conipilt'd by the American Iron and Steel Institute, as of January 1. Cf. Bell,

op. cit.. pp. 288-289."
*i Bell. op. cit.. pp. 275-27". ^ , .. t.
*2 David Weintrauli. Effect of Current and Prospective Technolosiical Developments I pen

Capital Formation, Report G-4, National Research Project, Work Projects Administration,

pp. 12-13 (Reprinted in American Economic Review Supplement, vol. 29, 19.S9, pp. 10-...2.

" Prom estimates of Georgre Terborgh, "Estimated Expenditures for New Durable Goods,

1919-.3S," Federal Resprve Bulletin, September 1939 and February 1940. For evaluation
and greater detail see Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 37, espe-

cially appendixes III. IV, and VI.
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stimulated by the depression, with resulting better eontinuity of the flow of work
and savings in direct and suix^rvisory labor, ecinipment. floor siiace. and in-

M^ntories."

For example, in 1934 throu<zh chan^iiiji' its lay-out, Packard cut
floor space per unit of output nearly in half, and was left with a
vacant building. When Western Electric substituted straight-line

for functional manufacture it reduced its required floor space by 17
percent.*^ At the levels of industrial production which have prevailed
in the last decade it has been possible to modernize machinery and
equipment without adding substantially to plant floor space.

Annual expenditures for equipment did not increase greatly from
1923 to 1928. Currie testified that during this period "despite rapidly-

increasing production, despite rapidly increasing consumption, and
despite the smallness of the increase in equipment expenditures, ihere
was no evidence of any growing strain on our productive facilities." *^

Plant and equipment outlays in mining and manufacturing, and i^
agriculture, recovered almost completely between 1929 and 1937, but
investments therein by railroads and transit companies in 1937 were
63 percent and 75 percent, respectively, of the 1929 totals, while those
in the electric power and telephone industries were only 52 percent and
57 percent, respectively.

Agi'icultural outlays for equipment were 14 percent higher in 1937
than in 1929, despite the fact that outlays for plant were more than one-
third lower. The growing strides of mechanization are indicated by
the continued high level of post -depression equipment expenditures:
1936-39 was 6 percent higher than 1926-29, despite the increases in
productivity and the deci-eases in prices that had occui'red in the
meantime.*^

Railroad outlays for plant are far short of the level of the late

1920's; the abandonment of trackage is continuing, while the con-
struction of new unified railroad terminals in the 1920's did not need
to be repeated or extended in the 1930's. Equipment expenditures in
1937 werei as high as in 1929, though less than half of what they had
been in 1923. The volume of cai'loadings has decreased by one-third
from 1926-29, the average number of serviceable freight cars and loco-

motives needed has decreased because of striking increases in the speed
and efficiency of railroad transportation.

Residential Construction.

Since a separate chapter ia devoted to housing,^^ the discussion here
is restricted to a few^ pertinent facts. Housing does not follow the
cycle of general business, but traces a pattern all its own of roughly
15-year swings. The volume of construction rose from 2 billion

dollars in 1919 to a peak of 5.1 billion dollars in 1925, declined steadily
during the next 8 years to a low of 375 million dollars in 1933. and rose
steadily to 2.1 billion dollars in 1939.*^ The trend is still upward.
In 1939, 76 percent of all new dwelling units w^ere one-family houses^

as opposed to but 59 percent in the 3- ears 1924—26. The rapid shift

" Welntraub, op. cit., pp. 12-13.
*» Ibid., pp. 12-13. footnote 29.
*' Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 3524.
*'' George Terborgh, "Estimated Expenditures for New Durable Goods, 1919-38," Fed.

Res. Bull., Sept., 1939.
^^'Ch. xin.
4" Terborgh's estimates (Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph 37, appen-

dix III). Kuznets' estimates (ibid., appendix I) show a similar pattern.
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of population to the Piu-ifie coast and to Texas has increased the

proportion of new units built there as op])osed to New Eng-land.

About 1 house out of 6, or about 4,000,()(X) units, are "unfit for human
occupancy or in need of major repairs." =" In 1939 the American

people invested in about 465,000 new units, of which only 6,041 were

made available by the United States Housino- Authority. Practically

no new^ houses are being built that those 19,000,000 (or, roughly, two-

thirds of our families) who get less than $1,500 a year income can

affiord.^^
. . . ^

It is not impossible to provide new dwellings in proportion to the

distribution of incomes wdthin the community. The experience of

EnoJand and Wales is instructive. In 1934-35, 45 percent of the

faniilies in England and Wales had incomes comparable to incomes

of less than $1,000 in the United States. Fifty-one percent of the new

dwellings constructed in England and Wales during these years was

designed for the occupancy of this income group. In the United

States, on the other hand,' 36 percent of all nonfarm families had

incomes of less than $1,000 in 1935, whereas 10 percent of the new

dwellings were designed for this group."

Public Comtmction.

Public construction outlays during 1921-29 averaged 2.7 billion dol-

lars per year, or 23 percent of all construction outlays in the United

States. (Maintenance is included in both cases.) As the depression

deepened, private construction decreased more rapidly than public, so

that by 1934 the latter constituted 51 percent of the total. After 1934

there was a slight expansion of private, as compared with public con-

struction. This reduced the share of public construction to 41 percent

of the total in 1938.

The absolute volume of public construction, however, did not return

to the level of the late twenties until 1936, and the average outlays

in 1936-38 were smaller than in 1928-30. (See table 56.)

The sources of the funds for public construction were changecl dras-

tically by the depression. Federal funds in the twenties paid for

one-eighth of public construction and maintenance; at the present time

they pay for more than one-half.

During 1920-29 the Federal Government sj^eiit directly au average

of $267,000,000 per year for construction and maintenance, excluding

aid to States, which during these years averaged $79,000,000 per year.

Federal fmids, directly and indirectly, thus paid for 13 percent of all

public outlays for construction and maintenance, and State and local

funds paid for the remaining 87 percent—equal to average expendi-

tures of $2,355,000,000 per year.

«> Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 11, p. 4958.
" Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. S, p. 2o ff.

^ Ibid., p. 4983.
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Table 56.

—

Total coihstniciioii and Ihc amount and -soiircrs of fiinils for public

construction, 1920-39—includes maintenance and part of work relief^

[In millions of dollars
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1 2 billion dollars, while total public construction outlays were 2.5

billion dollars. In 1937, 850 million dollars ol the total outlays ot

2 209 million dollars (excluding relief outlays) went for highways,

and an equivalent '^ of 202 million dollars out of 448 million dollars

of Works Progress Administration expenditures for construction were

spent for highways.

Table 57—Uses of funds for public construction, 1920-39 (maintenance and work-

relief construction excluded)

[Millions of dollars]

Year

1920-

-

1921..
1922 _.

1923..

1924..

1925.
1926.
1927.
1928.
1929.

1930.
1931;
1932.
.1933.

1934.

1935.
1936.
1937.
1938.
1939.

Total
public

construc-
tion

1,536
1,753
1,786
1,645
1,904

2,142
2,138
2,395
2,499
2,458

2,827
2,615
1,881
1,297
1,559

1,667
2,111
2,209
2,308
2,825

High-
ways

Sewerage
disposal
and water
supply

640
840
851
783
951

1,056
1,039
1,190
1,270
1,248

1,481

1,323
916
675
821

622
876
850
900
950

153
178
201
203
263

278
285
312
300
253

343
270
156
81
131

159
215
174

179
255

Public
educa-
tional

buildings

197
279
348
359
369

415
414
382
390
387

361

273
142
56
74

165
249
226
273
399

Nonresi-
dential

buildings,
excluding
public
educa
tional

108
133
122
125

158
189
214
248
255

286
318
269
147
107

128
37
214
245
313

Naval
and

military

363
252
154
63
51

42
36
39
52
66

79
78
73
84
114

169
212
219
253
352

Conser-
vation
and

develop-
ment

Miscella-
neous

construc-
tion

111

135
139
168

246

319
338
306
293
324

42
44
51

50
66

120
114
195
167
163

166
218
186

105
184
220
165
232

1 Includes expenditures for construction of new vessels.

Source: Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee Part 8- P-
406f:.„|^\^^^^^

•

from US Department of Commerce, Construction Activity m the_^l-nited States, 1915-37 (1938), table 3,

p 18. Data for 1936-39 are from work sheets of the Department of Commerce.

The relative importance of the various types of public construction

outlays (excluding relief expenditures and maintenance outlays) may

be seen from the following summaries for 1937 and 1939

:

Highways
Sewage disposal and water supply
Public educational buildings ...... . - - . . - - .-_.-.--.- -

Nonresidential buildines, e.Kcludmg public educational buildmgs.

Naval and military construction, including new vessels...

(Conservation and development
Miscellaneous --

Total percent
Total amount (millions) .

1937

Percent
38.5
7.9
10.2
9.7
9.9
13.9
9.9

1939

Percent
33.6
9.0
14.1
11.1

12. 5

11.5
8.2

100.0
.$2, 209

100.0
.$2, 825

It has been indicated that since 1933 the expansion of direct^ and in-

direct Federal expenditures for construction merely counterbalanced

wThe estimated phy.sical equivalent was 50 percent of the amount of Works Progress

Administration expenditure.

300282—41-——17
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the decline in State and local construction oiitlays.^^ Total public out-
lays were not chan^fed by the laroer Federal outlay, and hence did not
take up any of the slack resulting from the decline of private construc-
tion. The divergent trends in public construction outlays are im-
portant in any consideration of the divergent trends in the oAviiership

of public property and the course of public debt.

During the twenties the debt of State and local governments in-

creased at the rate of 780 million dollars per year.^*^ Net State and
local debt " increased from 6.7 billion dollars in 1920 to 14.5 billion

dollars in 1929. During this period the net Federal debt fell from 24.3
billion dollars to 16.7 billion dollars.^^ The shift in the burden of
financing both public construction and relief from State and local

governments to the Federal Government has been a major factor in

altering the course of government debt. The net debt of State and
local governments increased from 15.2 billion dollars in 1931 to only
15.5 billion dollars in 1939 while net Federal debt amounted to 38.4
billion dollars by June 30, 1939.5'-'

A good share of this increase in debt is represented by public works
of various kinds and by loans and advances. The Federal debt in-

creased by 21 billion dollars in 1931-38; the National Resources Com-
mittee estimated that 14.5 billion dollars of this amount was
represented by public construction, and by loans, advances, and stock
purchases (after write-oifs). Depreciation and amortization were
estimated at 2.9 billion dollars and net investment at 11.7 billion dol-

lars.^" This is approximately the growth of assets that would be
shown on Federal accounting records if, like private business records,
they capitalized outlays for plant and securities.

CONCENTRATION OF CONTROL OVER INVESTjMENT DECISIONS

The decision of when, how much, and where to invest may rest in

an individual, a corporate executive, or in the hands of a governmental
body. The decision to make a public investment is largely concen-
trated in the Congress of the United States and other legislative

bodies. To the extent that they in fact represent the people, the
decision to make public investments rests in the electorate. Only
in the case of boss rule is there a concentration of investment decisions
in a bureaucracy more or less self-perpetuating. But even the tenure
of bosses is short compared with that of the executive personnel of
large corporations.
The concentration of decisions to invest in industrial plant and

equipment presents puzzling ramifications. What, for example, is

the amount of investment in different segments of the economy?
What is the concentration of investment within each of these segments,
and within the whole economy? How much is invested by large and
small business enterprises, by corporations and other types of busi-

es For a survey of Federal outlays and loans to State and local governments under the
Public Works Administration, see America Builds : The Record of PWA, Washington,
1939.

"^ Up to May 1938, Moody's Investors Service considered all State and local bond issues
as "productive"—that is. as resulting in capital outlays. (See Moulton, Edwards, Magee,
and Lewis, Capital Expansion, Employment, and Economic Stability, Brookings Institu-
tion, Washington, 1940. pp. 349-354.)

^^ After deduction of State and local securities held in State and local pension, trust, and
Investment funds.

^8 After the deduction of Federal securities held in Federal trust and sinking funds.
"9 Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1939, pp. 454, 509-512.
•0 Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 4090-4095.
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nes« enterprises, by old and new business enterprises? Who makes

investment decisions in diiTerent segments of the economy^ How
large is this gronp ? What is the role of investment bankers, lawyers,

acwnnlants. and other professional consultants in determnung the

amount and direction of investment? Wliat are the background,

training, outlook, interest, environment, and other major character-

istics of the group of i)ersons responsible for the bulk of our invest-

ment decisions? What criteria and data are employed to decide

whether or not to invest? Practically nothing is known about some

of these questions at the present time, and about none are the data

complete.
, i- w .1 ^ ^-

Recent investigations have thrown much light on the relative im-

portance of different sectors of investment. In table 6 these data on

business investment in plant and equii)ment are summarized for 3

years- 1923, the peak vear of railroad investment; 1929, the peak

year of business investiiient : and 1937, the peak year of post-depi-es-

sion business investment.
_

Business investments in plant and equipment accounted tor more

than half of total investment in 1923, 1929, and 1937. How many

business enterprises were responsible for the bulk of this investment?

Table 58 shows that 26.9 percent of business investment in 1929 was

made in the field of transportation and public utilities, a field pre-

domniantly characterized by large enterprises. The investments

made by individual comi)anies in the various lines of enterprise can

be calculated onlv with considerable difficulty . On the other hand,

the concentration of capital assets, after deduction of reserves foi

depreciation and depletion, furnishes a rough index of the flow ol

investment.

Table 08—Business inre.itmmt in pUint and (qnUjinent in major segments ol

the economy, 1923, 1929, and 193'::

Industry

Total business investment in plant and equipment (millions of

dollars) -

Transportation and utilities:

Railroads
Electric power.
Telephones
Transit
Other utilities

1923

Total -wr-
Mining and manufacturmg: Total..

Other:
Agriculture
Commercial and miscellaneous.

Total

Qrand total.

7,902

Percent
13.6
9.2
4.0
2.3
3.1

32.2
33.9

1929

10, 157

Percent
8.3
7.6
6.1
1.3

3.6

26.9
35.4

9.5
24.4

9.6
27.9

33.9 37.7

100.0 100.0

1937

7,670

Percent
6.0
5.3
4.6
1.3
2.1

20.2
41.3

12.2
26.3

38.5

100.0

Source: Terborgh's estimates. See appendix HI of Temporary National Economic Committee Mono-

graph No. 37.

A special study of corporation income tax returns by the National

Resources Committee ^^ compiled data on a consolidated basis of assets

•t National Resources Committee. The Structure of the American Economy, Washington,

19n9, appendix 11, p. 286.
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and income in major lines of activity. According to this study thtt

92 largest transportation and other public utility corporations held
81.9 percent of the net (depreciated) capital assets in this group in

1929, and the largest 92 corporations held 88.4 percent of the net ca])ital

assets in 1933. The Statistics of Income for 1937''- furnishes the
latest data available on this point, although these data seriously under-
state the degree of concentration, since most of the returns are filed

on an unconsolidated basis. (The studies of the National Resources
Committee show that the degree of concentration, for this purpose,
is understated even when corporations file on a consolidated basis.)

In 1937 there were 114 transportation and other public utility com-
panies with assets of more than $100,000,000; and these companies
held 63 percent of the net capital assets in the group.
Investment decisions in this field were even more concentrated than

these data indicate. Apart from the common and interlocking direc-
tors, who constitute a significant fraction of the total executive offi-

cials in the field,*''' the holding company structures in electric light and
power, natural gas, water, and railroads still further concentrate the
number of companies and therefore the number of persons ultimately
responsible for investment and other business decisions.

Approximately 40 percent of business investments in plant and
equipment are made in the fields of manufacturing and mining.
Holdings of net capital assets in these fields, and consequently in-
vestment and investment decisions, show a substantial degree of
concentration. In 1929 the 82 largest manufacturing corporations
held 42 percent of the net capital assets of all manufacturing cor-
jDorations ; and in 1933 the 78 largest manufacturing coi-porations held
46 percent of the net capital assets.^* Data in the Statistics of Income
for 1937, though understating the degree of business concentration,
indicate that the 77 manufacturing corporations with assets of more
than $100,000,000 held 34 percent of the net capital assets in the group.
The concentration in the manufacturing subgroups naturally varies
with the character of the product and the nature of the technology
employed. The situation in a few industrial subgroups may serve to
illustrate the situation

:

Thirty-nine liquor and beverage companie.s bad assets of more than $5,000,000;
they held 28 percent of the net capital assets in the group.

Fifteon tobacco companies had assets of more than $10,000,000; they held 81
l>ercent of the net capital assets in the group.
One hundred and nine apparel and clothing companies had assets of more

than $1,000,000; they held 36 percent of the net capital assets in the group .

Thirty-four printing and publishing' companies had assets of more than
$10 000,000 ; they held 24 percent of the net capital assets in the group.
Three motor-vehicle companies had assets of more than $100,000,000; they

Jield 68 ijercent of the net capital assets in the group.

Though construction and trade are widely diversified industries,
the 14 corporations in the construction group in 1937 with assets of
more than $10,000,000 held 22 percent of the construction net capital
assets, while the 173 corporations in the trade group with assets of more
than $10,000,000 held 30 j^ercent of the trade net capital assets.

Cori:>orations play a relatively small part in agriculture and related
industries. This corporate segment, however, shows some degree of

"2 U. S. Treasury Department. Washinajton, 1930.
o-'* The Structure of the American Economy, appendix 12. p 298 flf
^* Ibid., appendix 11, p. 285.
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concentration. Tlie 48 corporations with assets of more than, $5,000,-

000 held 24 percent of the net capital assets m the group.

This disciission of concentration is not concerned with the presence

or absence of competition, or with the price, production, or other busi-

ne<^s policies flowino- therefrom. It is directed merely to the number

of business enterprises responsible for the bulk of business investment

The 200 laro-est nonfinancial corporations m 1933 held 64 percent of

the net capital assets of all corporations.^^ They probably account

for at least the same proportion of business investment It is prot>

able that 5,000 business enterprises hold two-thirds of net capital

assets and therefore account for a similar percentage of business

investment. Since there are approximately 2,100,000 business enter-

prises in the United States at the present time one^-quarter ot 1 per-

cent of all business enterprises are responsible tor two-tliircls ot

business investment. .,,,.,• •
t. ^^+5

How laroe is the group of men responsible tor business investment f

No studies have been made on this point, but Fortune, m an article

on "The 30 000 IManasers,'' estimated that there were probably 4 or 5

officials in each of the larger companies who were really responsible

for the determination of business policy.«« Taking the dominant

OToup of business enterprises as approximately 5,650 on the basis ot

sales and assets, and assuming 4 to 5 top executives per company, and

adding several thousand lawyers, accountants, investment bankers,

and other professional persons, Fortune estimated that 30 000 persons

constitute the "managers"' of our business economy, llus estimate

does not seem too small. On the contrary, decisions with respect to

business policy may probably be ranked according to the number ot

officials responsible for policy varying with the type of decision under

consideration. The decision' of how much, when, and where to invest

is admittedly a most important policy decision, and is made by a

relativelv sniall group, usually the finance committee.

Furthermore, even separate business enterprises to some degree tall

into "interest groups." The National Resources Committee analyzed

eicrht such groups, and found that the assets of the corporations in these

eroups ao-o-regated $98,000,000,000 in 1935, distributed as follows:

Railroads "$24,000,000,000: utilities, $25,000,000,000; industrials, $25,-

000 000,000; and banks, $21,000,000,000.*^^ No quantitative effect can

be assio-ned to tlie activity of these "interest groups," but their activity

is clearly to limit and reduce the number of business executives respon-

sible for investment decisions.
i

• • i

It IS likewise probable that the control of investment decisions has

become relatively more concentrated within the past two decades.

Large corporations have become relatively more important i" the

economy througli growth, merger, and absorption. The automobile,

electric" light and power, copper mining, air trans])ortation, and pe-

troleum industries are illustrations. The gi^owth of hotel, foocl, drug,

variety, and other chains has concentrated investment decisions m
these fields. The number of new enterprises started each year has

declined in recent years, while the number of business enterprises per

thousand of population declined from a high of 18.5 in 1926 to 15.6 m
1933-35, and then increased slightly to 16.1 m 1938.««

•= structure of the American Economy, p. 284.
«" Fortune, February 1940, p. 58. nna re
«' Structure of tbe American Economy, appendix 1.3 pp, .SObff.

Statistical Ab-
<« From estimates ot population and number of business enterprises in &tausiicai ^

stract of the United States, 19:W. Washington, 1940, pp. 2 and o07.
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With regard to two of the questions posed at the beginning of this
section—what kind of people make business investment decisions and
what criteria tliey employ—the data leave much to be desired. Taussig
and Joslyn in 1932 made a comprehensive study of the social classes
that su})ply American business leaders and of tlie relative importance
of hereditary and environmental factors in determining the class from
which they spring.^^

The bulk of American leaders come from business or professional
backgrounds and from corresponding income levels. Business fam-
ilies make the largest contribution to the class of business executives

;

laboring families make extremely small contributions. A large and
increasing proportion of American business executives have college
or technical training.

Even less is known of the criteria that actually determine invest-
ment decisions. There are theoretical formulations of the criteria
that determine investment and expansion.^" But it is important to
know what social, personal, and political elements determine when.
how much, and where investment will be made. It has been alleged
that some telephone and public utility companies expanded their in-
vestment programs in 1930 in response to requests by President
Hoover; is it generally true that noneconomic considerations affect
investment decisions ? The hearings on the sale of foreign securities
in 1931-32 '^ indicated that in some cases the export of American capital
was facilitated by special rewards (undisclosed at the time) to various
foreigners, and by high commissions to iuA'estment bankers. To
what extent may investment decisions be affected by institutional
factors of this character? To what extent do sociaf conditionings
affect the direction and the timing of investment? No answer can be
given to any of these questions at the present time.
On the role of profits, however, new evidence has been gathered

and presented to the Temporary National Economic Committee.
High rates of profit do not of themselves attract new investment,
nor low rates deter it. For example, exhibit No. 2441 ^^ (ggg ^Iso
table 59) shows that in even so profitable an industry as the manu-
facture of automobiles capital has been going out of the industry
ever since 1926. In fact, the most extensive investment made there
was made by the Ford Motor Co. when it changed from model T
to model A. In the steel industry similar large investments were
made in 1934 and 1935 to put up new automatic high-speed strip-
rolling mills. If high profit rates always attracted new investment,
a business boom would never end. Nor is certainty of making a ])rofit

a substantial factor. The great uncertain periods of war are uni-
formly periods of large-scale investment, as are periods of rapid
technological change or large-scale migration of population and
industry.

-.^o^o^- ^- T-^ussig and C. S. Joslyn, Ampriran Business Leaders. Macmillan. New Yoi-k,
1942. See the references there given and F. L. Allen. Lords of Creation, Harper, New
York. Ifl35.

^

^".Amorg the recfnt works in tiiis field, tho following may be cited: J. R. Hicks. Value
f If! ^arital, Oxford. Toronto. iO.'^S: A. O. Hart. "Antioinations. Business Planning, and
tlie Cycle," Qnarterly .Tonrnal of Economics. February 19S7 ; Ben W. Lewis, "The Corporate
Ent'-pnt-eneur." Onarterly .Tonrnal of Economics. May 1937.
" Hearings before the Senate Finance Commi<-tpe on the sale of foreign bonds and securi-

ties in the TTnited States, pursuant to S. Res. 19, 72d Cong., 1st sess.
'3 Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 30, p. 17310.
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Table 59—Rates of retun> on invested capital for 3 major automohiJc companies,
'

1927-37

1927-

1928.

1929.

1930.

1931.

1932.

1933-

General
Motors

48.77
45.75
37.02
20.71
15.64
1.34

12.57

Chrysler

43.49
34.91
19.37

.71

4.35
-C.86
15. 6S

Ford

-3.97
-10.31
13.73
5.79

-4. 93
-10.46
-1.20

Year

1934
1935.

1936.

1937.

.\verage-

General
Motors

15.19
25.62
32.82
28.23

25. 25

Chrysler

11.10
40.61
61.12
48.89

23.59

Ford

3.75
3.25
3.98
1.45

.04

Source: Federal Trade Commission, Report on the Motor Vehicle Industry, Washington, 1939, pp. 487.

618, 671.

Factors other than the amount or the rate of profit have been the

maior determinants of capital expenditures of groups of companies

in the same industrv. and hence of business as a whole. Of these other

factors the most important have been the level of output and the

pressure upon business for the introduction of available new tech-

nologies.'^^
. ,

, , , 1 . ii-iAn,.,*.

Hence the fundamental question can be rephrased to read. U Hat

has restricted the vokune of output and the rate of technological ad-

vance so that all too frequently they have been inadequate to draw forth

the volume of capital expenditures required to expand or to maintain

the national income?''
i „,^,ui.

An increase in the degree of concentration of income and wealth

raises the volume of capital expenditures required to prevent declines

in the national income. This results from the fact that the volume

of savings is less when losses and profits accrue to different gi^oups than

when they accrue to the same gi'oups, even though net profits or losses

are the same in both instances.
,

.

Not only does an increase in concentration raise the volume of capital

expenditures required to prevent declines in activity but it also lowers

the outlets for such expenditures. This latter is a consequence of the

fact that concentration limits the extent to which capital expenditures

can or will be made for capital goods to take business away from

existing facilities.

"This and the following paragraphs are quoted from Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee Monograph No. 12, pp. 131, 133.





CHAPTER XI

CONCENTRATION OF CONTROL AND INVESTMENTS IN
CONCbiMti

^^^^ INSURANCE^

The discussion of the -ving—-^^^^
chapters has necessarily dealt to no ^m-^ extenL a^^^^^

concrete

Antitrust Laws, President Roosevelt stated

.

The tremendous investment fu^ds contr^f^^^l f^ SpaS'^;^" as

have a certain kinship to
.

"^^^«tment trus s m tlm these cop
j^^^^^^^ge

trustees the savings of
"V"'*?''^! fn makr'.finvS^ the facts relating

SrXS^SwSS^t^^^^;;^^ar^]S£n ^\he^ use as an instrument of

2

"xThis chapter was written by Gerhard A^^GeseJ\^pe^ialc^^^^^^^^^^ r^I^^^;?p"ofes|;

change Commission It was criticized a^^^^ by^^D^
^ ^^^^^^_ ^^^.^^. ,,,^omist.

of business economics, Stantora Linners,iL>,

National Resources
i'^f

""i»4B^u-d^
^938 p. g.

^^^^^^'^ of^inll^T^eVerthe;s«,unU^and E^ ^^S^trus^^d ii^l

exlmustive investigation into the activities and opeiations or in
^^^^^ ^_^ ^.^ .

vestment companies. .The Commissnon has i^eleased seve.al pam^^
investment companies ;

in.r thP ivitiire classification, and origin ot i"^?*''^"'^'^"^ „'^ " vipw of certain abuses and ae-

kstatfstical survey of such trusts and companies and a review otcwtam
^^^ ^^

ficfencies found m their organization and operation Tb%Vie InSnent Ad^;isers Act of

enactmeHt of the Investment Company ^ct ot 1J4U anu i e^
^^^ President on

1940 Both acts were passed unanimously by the Congress ana . j,

^"i-^^l^iporarv "National Economic Committee .Monograph No 28 Study of Legal^ Reserve

Life Sra^nce Companies The Conimss.on's report contans
2^^^

^^^ct^^^,^
Hfe-insurance

various topics, including the fo^o^^iii? •

„^'^f„i^"^ interlocking directorships; failure, of

companies; control of
\^^>^-''^f?^^^!'%f,?^SoVaif^^^^^^

^"''
^^^''^r'^L^nr^

directors to attend board meetings , actn it esotnre^cr ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ .,nd directors ,

changes of plan of company operation to ^'enent P_' sonai
profits ; company retlr^

responsibilities of life-insurance company
•^JJ'^'^J"' VtitfoS • the life-insurance lobby ;

classes

Ss? intercompany a.greements to eluninat^ t of ordinary

and tvpe of life insurance. sold ;
Pohcj teminati .ns

^ -^ . operating results ,r^
Hfe insurance; industrial insurance ; savini-s-banU me in

jj^^.g^^ment practices. The

ports to bondholders and accounting pi acticesa^sers a u^.^^^^ MonogrnpM No 2

uresi^dents of five life insurance companies on behalf oti.^>c^^^ various

^ons^ffof a commentary from the PO^nt of ^^e^^^f I^'4Va"n^e^^^^^^^ analysis of the

discussions and conclusions ?° ^be Sec r.ues ana i.. c
supplementary monograph

^
AloiSiph No. 28-A in addition contams a stat^^^^^^

filed with the

ance and the National Association of .in^u'^'J"*^^pV"p'"r> Robbins, manager and general

Temporary National Economic Committee by Co^^^
companies, the names

counsel, American Life Con\ention on oti iii u 61-64.
of which appear at the beginning of the statement, pp. o

^^^
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In addition there are six yolumes of testimony * comprising nearly
^Ithot the total number of volumes of hearings held by the Tempo-rary JjJational Economic Committee. Any attempt to ju-esent a con-densed report must consequently lean heavily on sumnlaries of factsrather than on the facts themselves.
Among life insurance companies are found the largest corporationsm the ^^^rld the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., for exaniple, hav-ing assets of over $5,000,000,000, and investing more than $2,000 000every business day.; Their executives are par excellence bi<. business

executives. A study of their origins, selection, interconnections, and

St iTwork
""'' "' "" ''^ illustration of large-scale manage-

Life insurance companies collect funds in small amounts from mil-
lions of provident citizens seeking to assure protection in event ofneed to themselves and their loved ones. From these (and their in-
vestments) they collect annually over $5,000,000,000, an amount gi^eater

TT '^l'^SVT%^^f' ^^'^ ^^'^ collections of the Government of theU ited States.'' In fact, so strongly are payments of insurance pre-miums regarded as a fixed charge by policyholders that premium in-come of life insuraiice companies rose from 4.1 percent of national in-come m 1929 to 8.8 percent m 1932 and 7.9 percent in 1933, and total
insurance income rose from 5.4 percent of national income in 1929 to
11.6 percent in 1932 and 10.9 percent in 1933.^ These contrachial savmgs represent from one-half to two-thirds annually of all accumula-
tions by individuals constituting for millions of families the only sav-ings they have. Life insurance is an important factor affecting the
flow and maintenance of consumer spending.

^

In 1938 life-insurance companies held 44 percent of the assets ofthe principal savmgs institutions.^ In that year they purchased nearly
one-half of al corporate bonds and notes issued, they held about an

I'^A rrf^
loiig--term bonds and nearly a fifth of all public utility

bonds. Ihey exercise a vital if not dominant influence in the securi-
ties markets. They are important owners and managers of farm andurban properties. Life insurance companies are a vital factor affect-
ing the volume, timing, and direction of the flow of investment funds

1 here are numerous other phases of concentration of economic power
in the life insurance industry evident from the record of the commit-
tee phases of great importance which deserve extended treatment.

T the scope of this chapter compels limiting the discussion to

:

1. Who are the managers who wield extensive economic power, as
Illustrated by the life insurance business? How are they selected?What are their interconnections with banks and other corporations

«

-How do they operate?
2. So far as experience in the life-insurance industry is concerned,

what IS the extent and what are the effects of concentration of eco-
nomic power over savings and over investment decisions?

nHn/id^tLf.? fiff-
°^ its life-insurance inquiries tlie Committee heard 131 witnesses and

Ue^ Ind V'^ohT^iTn^'
t^'^ether with research results obtained by the staff of thIslcuH

CoLmft'tee%?A"^4%aTo"-r'l?'ll%K"^' '"'"'^ *^' Tempor^ary National EconS
anc^pp'olfnK'"''''

"'^ Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 10-A, Life InsuK

'Ibid' P«rt q' ¥JS ^"'^"•ance, exhibit No. 218. pp. 1177 and 1512.
8 o+ ;! i^^^^t r;

Savings and Investment, p. 4055.
Statistical Ab.stract. 1939. pp. 254, 269 293
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As of December 31, 1938, there were approximately 366 legal reserve

life insurance companies operating in the United States.^ These com-

panies had assets in excess of $28,000,000,000 and policies outstanding

with a face amount of about $111,000,000,000." This has been the

result of 50 years trulv spectacular growth at a rate 2o times as last

as poDulation. In the ]3eriod since 1910 alone their assets have in-

creased 800 percent.i^ Even since 1929 the assets ot the principal

companies have grown by almost 50 percentJ^ Though the future

growth of life insurance companies may not continue at tins rapia

rate it bids fair, according to one estimate, to increase until assets

reacii the $40,000,000,000 mark in 1950."
, •

i ,

The control of more than 54 percent of the total assets rests m only

five companies,^^ all of them with assets in excess of 1 billion doUars,

the largest. Metropolitan, with assets of 5.1 billion dollars (December

31 1939). All do business throughout the United States, but all have

their main offices in New York City or its immediate vicinity.^

The assets of life insurance companies represent ^^e major portion

of recent net increases in total public saving. From 1929 to 1938, tor

example, the total assets of principal savings institutions, including lite

insurance companies and fraternal associations, deposits of com-

mercial banks, assets of mutual savings banks, building and loan as-

sociations. Government pension funds and t^'^^^!"",^^',;!
J^OO^l^^"^^?

deposits and babv bonds increased slightly over $11,000,000,000. Ut

this increase, 94.7 percent is accounted for by the increase m the assets

of life insurance companies and fraternal associations. These com-

panies now take in over $4,000,000,000 annually m the form of premi-

ums from their 64,000,000 policyholders. So rapid has been the ex-

pansion of the total amount of insurance outstanding that from 1J2J

to 1938, the total income of principal life insurance companies ex-

ceeded by over $10,000,000,000 both the amount disbursed to policy-

holders and that needed to meet operating expenses of the business.

»The Securities and E^chang. C^nunis.ion -^^^d Jts
^ie. to le^je^rvejife

insurance com.ianies These account toi about Jo pe^^^^^^^ «
^^^^ ^^ ^

in force, a reserve as defined by la)\ based on tc ^^If '"^'''(j^^Ijp aggregate constitute
tality and interest assumptions

"^i? \^nm,,,,Tiii<,n f^Tleen ed exact! j sufficient to guar-

'''^'lle"1n?,°'£'S.''SrT™por«r, National Economic Comnnttce. Part 4. pp. 1170 t.

National Economic Committee, Part 4, R-^^j'-ij^/i^^^^'^ranee Co of America. New York

!!^ S;S;cr'^o.^Su!^e^'i:^e'Asstfr^°sSi<^'J^\h; United States, and Mutual

"^^^^^^r^?.^ ^r^Sorary Natioiial Eccnionnc Con^^ I^
^aifSJ^s't

percent. , (-o-
iMbid., Part 28, LKe Insurance. P. 14 <2o

$42,679,883,000 and disburse-

I^'^o.fl"';'U^°qof 000 ^Siuce 1890 there have been but 4 years in which total pre-
ments were 5^2,094,901,Otio '^'"^„*;/,p^", ^^'prve life insurance companies did not exceed

hibit No. 218, pp. 1175-1178.)
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THE MANAGEMENT OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Who manage and control the life insurance companies ? The affilia-

tions, interests, control, and concentration represented by the directors
and officers of life insurance companies were investigated by the Arm-
strong Committee in 1906,^^ ^^y ^j^g p^^j^ Committee in lOlS,^** and by
the Temporary National Economic Committee. All have shown that
the life insurance industry is managed and controlled by a small
number of men.

NoTnimation and Election.

Life insurance executives and directors constitute a small group that
is self-appointing and self-perpetuating. The facts are discussed first
with respect to the mutual companies, which control $22,000,000,000
of assets, or 80 percent of the total,2o and secondly with respect to the
stock companies, which control $5,000,000,000 of assets.

The mutual companies are theoretically owned and controlled by
their policyholders and operated on the 'principle that each policy-
holder is entitled to one vote, regardless of the amount of his insur-
ance. But the election mechanism and the legal election requirements
make it difficult to nominate or elect any director not sponsored by the
management.^! Though the policyholders are widely scattered, "New
York State's insurance statutes require that individual nominations be
supported by a petition of one-tenth of 1 percent of the number of
existing policyholders." In the case of the Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Co., with its 25,000,000 policyholders, this requires a nominating
petition signed by 25,000 policyholders. Securing such a large number
of signatures is, even under the most favorable circumstances, difficult
and expensive. No policyholder would be financially able to under-
take such a task.

Furthermore, the companies do not keep a complete list of all policy-
holders readily available. The Prudential testified that it had no list
of policyholders and that it would find it extremely difficult to prepare
one.-2 The Metropolitan said that it had a card record of all persons
carrying ordinary life-insurance policies, and that it could prepare a
list from this file. Though ordinary life-insurance policyholders in
the Metropolitan pay for the bulk of the outstanding insurance, they
constitute less than 10 percent of the total number of policyholders.
More than 90 percent of the total number of potential voters are indus-
trial policyholders, of which the home office has no list. These lists are
decentralized and kept in the various branch agencies charged with
the collection of premiums.-*
Nomination is thus in the hands of the management, and election

of the slate selected by the management is a foregone conclusion.
Voting in most cases is a formality.^^ In 1938, for example, the direc-
tors of the Equitable, a $2,000,000,000 company, were elected by 532
votes, representing one-twentieth of 1 percent 'of the eligible voters.

"i'?^i'?I*..*l'i'^:?
Joint Committee of the Senate and Assembly (New York) to investigate

eney on Money Trust Investiga-

tlie life insurance companies, February 12, 1906, vols. I to X
!' Report of the Flouse Committee on Banking and Curr

tion, pursuant to H. J. Res. 429. tiOl. 62d Cong.. 2d sess^ Compiled from Spectator Year Boolv, 1939.
21 The Metropolitan advertises the approach of an election only after the close of the

period within which the policyholders may make independent nominations. (Hearings
hetore the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 4, p. 1375.)

22 Ibid., pp. 1399, 1405-1406.
2^ Ibid., Part 12, Industrial Insurance, p. 5921.
^ Ibid., Part 4. pp. 1305-1306.
25 But data were presented to indicate that even tho formalities were not correctly ob-

^^^^'^L. S^^J''i<i' PP- 1295-1296, 1302-1303, 1313-1369, 1398, 1409-1410, and Part 12,
pp. 5924-5925,
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In that year 1.76 percent of Metropolitan's, and 2.51 percent of Pru-

dential's policyholders voted;^'^ The average for the 12 largest mutual

companies, which at that time accounted for 72 percent ot the assets

of all American life insurance companies, was even lower, only slightly

more than one lialf of 1 percent of the eligible policyholder votes being

cast
'' Even this small percentage of votes is unnecessary, tor under

section 94 of the New York Insurance Law a single vote is siifticieiit

to elect the slate if no independent nomination has been made^ In

some instances when policyholders have not been notihed ot their

right to vote, it happens that the only policyholders voting are em-

ployees of the company.-'^ v i 1

1

Manao-ements seem to have made little effort to keep policyholders

aware of their franchise privileges. Many companies do not advise

their iDolicyholders in any way with respect to their right to vote.

In other cases the notice is completely inadequate and tails to serve

any useful purpose.^" With but one or two exceptions companies do not

advise their policyholders of their right to make independent nom-

inations to the board.^^ Often the policyholder must scan the hnanciai

iournals to learn the final results of the election.^^ In fact, in letters

to the Temporary National Economic Committee many policyholders

of inutal companies expressed astonishment that they were eligible

to vote in the election of directors of their companies."

In the case of the two largest companies, evidence was presented

indicatino- that agents instructed by the company to solicit policy-

holders' signatures to proxies on occasion signed the proxies them-

selves without the knowledge or consent of the policyholders. J^ ur-

thermore, it appeared that both of these companies used their investi-

gative forces to inquire into the personal histoi-y of policyholders who

requested more detailed information as to their rights to vote.

Opportunity for policvholders of mutual companies actually to take

part in the management^of their companies is even less than the tore-

eoino- would indicate. The absence of provision for cumulative vot-

ino-,3^the occasional use of perpetual or long-term proxies by which

poticvholders are asked to sign away their voting rights for a period

of years,^^ the staggering of directors' terms,^« the failure of com-

panies to bring thSr management face to race with policyholders at.

annual meetings even to the small extent that takes place m most

stockholders' meetings,^^ and the policyholders' lack ot legal access to

the books and records of their companies,^" are all factors^ tending to

disfranchise the policyholders and to entrench management m control.

The nomination and election of officers and directors of stock com-

panies is somewhat different. As corporations they are legally con-

2» Ibid., Part 4. p. 1400. _
^ Ibid., exhibit No. 25.5, p. lou2 voar* (^xccnt in the case of one small
2SNo election has been contested in ^ew \oi-k i"l».J ears except in nie ca^e o

mutual assessment company in 1932. (Ibid., pp. 140o-140b.)

this analysis.
31 Ibid., p. 1378 ff.

•"Ibid., exhibit No. 256, p. 1400.
33 Ibid p 1403

^]^''^.^]:!^'^i^ill^^'^^^'tl. 5923 and Kxl^it N. 1010.

Parr 12. Ex'nbit No. 1073.
. ^„„„r,i, xt„ oc n 25

88 Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph ^o. 2S, p. ^o.

39 Ibid., p. 23.
«> Ibid., pp. 23-24.
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trolled by their stockholders. Special studies by the Securities and
Exchange Commission indicate that officers and directors frequently
o^yn a majority interest, and in almost all other cases a substantial
minorit}^ interest. Continuity of management suggests that such
stock interest, coupled with control of the proxy machinery and (in
inany cases) the use of long-term proxies, connotes effective control.

Policyholders contribute the bulk of the companies' funds. The
ratio of policyholders' liabilities to total assets in the seven largest
stock companies ranged from 82 to 95 percent." Furthermore, six of
these seven companies have participating policies outstanding. These
policyholders had the right to share in the profits, but the determina-
tion of the amount of their share was left to the stockholders.
Thus both mutual and stock companies present the familiar phe-

nomenon of owners who do not control.'*^ It is by no means a recent
phenomenon and has been noted many times. *^ In 1927, Mr. James A.
Beha, superintendent of insurance of the State of New York, described
it as follows

:

All of the directors of our mutual life insurance companies are men of affairs,
men of good standing in their respective communities, and men of honor and
ability. They serve on these boards as directors for a nominal fee. They are
active in their own special work and undertakings and can give only limited con-
sideration to the affairs of these life insurance companies.
While nominally elected by the policyholders, they are actually selected by the

management of each of the companies themselves. Section 94, which pi-ovides for
the election of directors, while intended to give policyholders a voice in the selec-
tion of directors, nevertheless sets up a plan which is not woi'kable to accomplish
its object ; and, as already stated, the directors are. for all intents and purposes,
selected by the management of the company. It is these directors so selected who
in turn elect the officers of the companies and are expected to supervise their
ananagement.^*

In brief, as in so many other American industries, there are in the life

insurance business numerous directors who do not direct,*^ self-per-

petuating directorates safe from interference by policyholders, and the
pyramiding of economic power in a handful of corporate giants cen-
tralizing their operational controls in the same city.

Interlocking Relationships.

Life insurance officers and directors have varied and far-flung finan-
cial and industrial connections. Data on the business affiliations of
135 directors on the boards of the five largest insurance companies

—

Metropolitan, Prudential, New York Life, Equitable, and Mutual
Life—indicate that among these 135 directors may be found the direc-
tors of 100 other insurance companies, 145 banks or other financial
institutions, and 534 industrial, real estate or miscellaneous corpora-
tions. Each director of these life companies was on the average a
director of six other corporations.^'^ The life insurance directors are
predominantly directors of industrials and public utilities.*' Further

"Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 10-A, p. 101.
*^ A. characteristic phenomenon of large-scale enterprise. Of. A. A. Berle and G. C.

Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property. Macmillan, New York, 1932.
*» Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 4, pp. 1555-1557." Ibid., p. 1.557.

,r^o.^^® ^^^" ^'- ^- Douglas, Directors Who Do Not Direct, Harvard Law Review, June
1934, p. i:!0,>.

See comment. Temporary Economic Committee Monograph 28-A on behalf of insurance
companies, "Integrity—the Foundation of Life Insurance." pp. 6-7.

*^ See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, p. 29. Data were
)mpiled from replies to a questionnaire by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
*' Including United States Steel Corporation, Bethlehem Corporation, Great Atlantic &

compi
^'II

. _ _^^_ „„, „^^^ ^_ ^„.l.„. „..„.. v...„. ...„.„, ,v.

n^^^'^f iv?"*^^^^"-, '*LA™^'"i*^'^;,
American Telepiione"& Telegraph "Co.V"Con'soiidated "Edison.^., nn_ _, c .. . „ ^ .. ^y Co., General Electric Co., and E. I.

replies to a Securities and Exchange
Co. of New York, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co., General'Electric Co., and E. I.
du Font de Nemours and Co. (Data compiled from replies to a Securities and Exch
Commission questionnaire.)
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details conceruino- the nature and extent of the existing interlocking

connections of the five largest life insurance companies are shown in

exhibit No. 1345, Part 13 of the committee hearings/*'

Most striking is the connection bet^yeen insurance companies and

banking institutions. The five largest companies, for example, are

affiliated through common directors with 23 large commercial banks

having total assets of over $16,000,000,000. Thirteen of these banks

are in'^the New York City area, among them the National City, Chase

National, Guaranty Trust. Bankers Trust, First National, and Irving

Ti-ust. These have a total of 48 interlocking directors on the boards

of the five insurance companies, or more than a third of the total

membership of the five boards.

In the case of the Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York over

half of its directors are also officers or director of large connnercial

banks in the New York area. Eight of the 13 banks have either their

president or the chairman of their board on the boards of the big five

life companies. The interlocking banking connections are further

cemented by preferential bank deposits'*" and business dealings of

various kinds. ^" Frequently the banker-director is a member or even

chairman of the finance connnittee of the insurance company ,|^^ the

committee generally charged with the investment of company funds.

In short, banks and insurance companies have often a considerable

degree of identical management.

Cartels in the Life liimrmwe Bu.nness.

Life insurance companies concentrate, in a handful of individuals,

power so absolute that they can, if they wish, bend their organiza-

tions to their own personal ends, even at the cost of policyholders and

owners. But besides tliis concentration of economic power in indi-

sidual companies there is the far more important problem of the

[)ower which they exert collectively. Here again the data are mere

samples. However, a series of intercompany agreements were found,

designed to eliminate competition or to organize a united front on

legislation, etc. The hearings, confined entirely to intercompany

agreements entered into among the larger eastern companies, estab-

lished the existence of anticompetitive understandings affecting policy

rates, underwriting practices, and various important ]X)licy provisions.

These intercompany agreements take many forms. In some in-

Btances policy rates are fixed directly. In others, merely a minimum
scale is adopted, below whi(h no company may quote rates without

breaching the agreement. Sometimes these intercompany arrimge-

ments do not involve rate fixing, but rather set up rules re(iuiring

uniform underwriting practices, and policy provisions. These de-

vices are analogous to the various price-fixing arrangements found in

a larire sector of industry.^- They also increase the emphasis upon

nonju-ice com]:>etition service and other devices of high-pressure sales-

mansliij) which raise selling expense.

There are two noteworthy aspects of this procedure: (1) The ab-

sence of participation by regulatory officials, and a corresixinding

« Interlocking connections have been partially responsible for the poor attendance

records of certain life insurance directors who have sometimes failed to attend any
meetinirs at all over a consideralile period of years. (For a full discussion of this sub-

ject, see Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, pp. 29 ff.)

^» Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, p. 46 ,_,„^
=" Hearings "before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 28, pp. lol8t>-

ir»2.'?4.
" Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, p. 34.
^2 See ch. HI, supra, on Managed Industrial Prices.
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attempt to maintain secrecy concerning the agreements. (2) The
frequent abandonment of independent judgment by individual com-

panies in order to secure unanimous action on majority -decisions.

In every instance these intercompany agreements have lessened com-

petition among tlie companies and further solidified power in the

hands of the larger companies which dominate the industry.-''-^

One of the more interesting examples of such anticompetitive agree-

ments is the series arrived at through the "Hunter Conferences." For
nearly 20 years actuaries representing the principal life insurance com-
panies have met in the offices of the chief actuary of the New York
Life Insurance Co. to discuss annuity rates, policy provisions, under-

writing problems, dividends, and similar matters. The conferences

take place from two to four times a year. Usually representatives of

as many as 20 of the largest companies are present. '^^

Notices of the meetings and agenda are sent to company representa-

tives in advance. The proceedings are informal. The problems cov-

ered by the agenda are discussed intensively following which the par-

ticipants either vote to commit their companies to a certain course of

action, or indicate what recommendations they will make to their fel-

low executives.^^ Conferees are generally authorized to speak for their

companies,"^^ and quite often a formal vote by show of hands is taken.-"

Frequently companies agree to a particular recommendation provided

that other companies follow suit.^^

Following a conference Dr. Hunter acts as a sort of "clearing house"

;

representatives not authorized to bind their companies at the confer-

ence may report back to him the final decision reached. Thereafter,

follow-up letters keep every company informed of the action taken by
the other companies. Successive meetings are sometimes necessary to

crystallize opinion. Subcommittees have sometimes been chosen to

explore a problem and report on the most likely basis for uniform
agreement.^^ The five largest companies take the lead in these confer-

ences, and frequently hold advance meetings to agree on a program
for submission to the larger group.*'°

No minutes are kept of the conference proceedings, and at the end
of each year Dr. Hunter's files relating to any subject upon which
discussion has been closed are destroyed.''^ No publicity is given the

deliberations and no public official is present or invited to attend. All

communications relating to the activities of the conferences are

confidential.

^' See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, pp. 141-63. See also
Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 2S-A. p. 7.
w Hearings before tlie Temporary National Economic Committee, I'art 10, Life Insurance,

pp. 4;j08, 4503, exhibits Nos. 704 and 799. On one occasion companies represented at
the conference accounted for over 80 percent of the admitted assets of all United S*^ates
companies. (Ibid., exhibit No. 7r)4.)

5»Ibid., pp. 4^^10, 4.511, 4517, 4518.
™ Ibid., p. 4522. After preliminary conferences, it was often urged that conferees have

full authority to speak for their companies. For example, a memorandum entitled "Steps
in Preparation for Inter-Comjany Conferences on June 3," prepared by Mr. Ray D. Murphy,
vice president and actuary of the Equitable, states in part :

"Progress can only be made if individual companies are willing to waive small differences
in viewpoint because of the much greater advantage which will accrue to all through the
sound solution of tbese problems. At th's stage it is most desirable that each representa-
tive come to the conference invested ^^ith authority to speak for his company as to its
willingness to nccept each of the above rules individually, provided that the great ma-
jority of the other companies are willing to do likewise." (Ibid., exhibit No. 785.)

^'^ Ibid., p. 4517.
^ Ibid., pp. 4520 and 4522.
^''Ibid., pp. 4510. 4511, 4517. 4535, 4575, 4576, 4585.
«" See. for evamp'e, ibid., exhibit No. 754, pp. 4828-4829.
*^ Ibid., p. 4511. Dr. Hunter stated, "It never crossed my mind for a moment that any-

one, including such a body as this, would be interested in notes made in connection with
informal discussions" (idem).
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One of the chief subjects considered in recent conferences was annu-

ity rates.*'^ Companies had been experiencing heavy losses and were

anxious to pull themselves out of their difficulties by raisinjr rates.®^

No company appeared willing to take the initial step in this direction.

An attempt was made, therefore, to arrive at a progi-am for uniform

rate increases. Over a 5-year period 4 annuity rate increases were

agreed to and put into effect by from 18 to 2"^ principal companies.'^-*

In addition, many other phases of the annuity problem were discussed.

in order to standardize practices and to limit the number of types of

annuity contracts sold.*'^ An important step was the establishment of

a system of uniform commission rates for agents selling annuities.^''

In short, however justitiable some rate increase may have been (that

point is not at issue here), the concentration of economic power in the

life insurance business is so great tliat trial-and-error competitive

rate increases were su])erseded by agreement on ]H'actically a national

scale, without any public audit or even any public representative with

the responsibiiitv of protecting the public interest. Yet the public

paid the bill. The life insurance industry created and enforced a

national cartel agreement, thus establishing and wielding a Nation-

wide concentration of private economic power, wdiile the regulatory

forces rei^resenting the public interest remained part of 48 separate

State governments.
There are abundant demonstrations of the essentially national

character of the life insurance business. For instance, for oyer 20

years com])anies writing group insurance have quoted uniform initial

rates.*^' For several years the three leading companies writing non-

paiticipating insurance have agreed upon uniform rates, and also

ujwn rate increases.*^^ In the field of reinsurance, there is a so-called

reinsurance conference, of which principal companies carrying re-

insurance are members. This has fixed rates, eliminated rate cutting,

and created uniform underwriting practices.^" Furthermore, the

leading American and Canadian companies are signatories to the

Replacement Agreement, the objects of which are to discourage the

switching of life insurance from one company to another, and to

establish a system for reporting agents who attempt to do so for any

cause.'' In addition, a medical information bureau, composed of

250 member and associate member companies, has as its object the

interchange of information bearing on the insurability of prospective

policyholders.'^ With a similar end in view, a committee on uiider-

writing large risks, composed of actuaries and medical officers of the

principal companies, has established uniform underwriting rules for

policies over $50,000.^- Also, some 62 United States and Canadian

companies have signed an Agency Practice Agreement regarding the

selection and training of agents.''^

6= other subiects considered and agreed upon during the Hunter conferences were agree-

ments establishing uniform surrender values and fixing settlement option rules (ibid., pp.

8 Ibid., exhibits Nos. 752, 753.
^ Ibid., pp. 4517, 4581, 4 5.34-4537, 4540,
- Ibid., pp. 4510. 4533. 4534-4537. 4540,

,
4544.
4544

8« nui.'. exiiiiiits "Nos. 762, 763, 764
^ Ibid., pp. 415i-4424.
<^^ Uiid.. pp. 4224-4281.
«' Iliid., pp. 4t;0S-46S4.
" Ibid., pp. 4648-4068.
"1 Ibid., pp. 463.3-4042.
2 Ibid., pp. 4642-4648.
" Ibid., Part 13, exhibits Nos. 1.337, 133S.

300282—41 IS
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Besides these understandings governing various technical features
of the insurance business, numerous trade associations serve as the
vehicle for united action.^* Most inii)ortant of these is the Association
of Life Insurance Presidents, which operates a Nation-wide lobby
actively combatting "adverse" legislation.^" Whether or not any or
all of the agreements or organizations are in the public interest "is a
question for extended treatment exceeding the scope of this analysis.
The only point made here is that these are national cartel arrangements
representing Nation-wide concentration of economic power.

INSURANCE AND THE SAVINGS-INVESTMENT DILEMMA

As has already been shown, ^'^ the savings-investment problem is one
of the most important and complicated economic problems of the
present day. Whether concentration of economic power in the life
insurance industry tends to aggravate the difficulties of that problem
is therefore of great significance. What does life insurance do to
the process of saving? Who are the buyers of life insurance? Who
receive the benefits ? What happens to the funds thus amassed ? Are
large investments favored over small ? Are investment opportunities
in the large cities or near New York City more likely to be seized than
those farther away? Are certain types of industries favored over
others? How do life insurance companies affect the supply of venture
capital or the oversupply of investment funds? Is the concentration
of investment decisions in few hands partly responsible for the gravity
of the problem of idle money, idle machines, and idle men ? These are
only a few of the important questions that might be raised, of which
only three can b© dealt with at this time. (1) Does life insurance
make the saving process automatic? (2) What types of investment do
insurance executives regard as sound? (3) What has been the effect
on the dire^'tion and level of general business ?

//«.5 Life Inmiramce Made the Sa/vings Process Automatic?
In the economic textbooks, life insurance premiums are said to be a

"costless supply of funds," that is, savings made without regard to the
rate of interest, savings induced primarily by desire to protect loved
ones against contingencies, rather than by a' thrifty weighing of the
additional economic reward in the future against ])resent satisfactions.
If true, it would help to explain why savings continue to overflow the
vaults of the banks even in times of depression and low interest rates.

It would help to explain why lowering the interest rate fails to deflect
more of the national income into expenditures on consumption goods.
In short, it would throw light on reasons why the problem of idle

money remains unsolved.
The question, therefore, is vital and. without belaboring the point,

the evidence indicates that life insurance companies have introduced an
important element of automaticity into the savings process. The cre-

'^ Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, p. 164.
''^ Ibid., Part 10, pp. 4345^449. See Temporary National Economic Committee Mono-

grapli No. 26, Economic Power and Political Pre.ssuves. for extensive treatment. The asso-
ciation represents 85 percent of the legal reserve life insurance business in the United
States. In the period from 1935 to 1938 it disbursed $559,751 for legislative activity. The
staff of the association analyzes about 10,000 bills a year, and where a particular bill is
deemed adverse to the life insurance interests or otherwise ob.iectiouable, efforts are made
through locjil representatives to quash the proposal "in committee" or prevent its passage
on the floor. Agents of member companies are frequently used to create sentiment and to
communicate with legislators. The association's organization is well integrated and effec-
tive. Its methods are often clandestine and devious.
™ Chs. IX and X.
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ation of a high-powered and extensive agency staff has built up a

orroup of specialists that stiniulaie the demand for life nisurance. So

far as each individual is concerned, stinudation of savings habits and

of thrift is highly desirable. But the life insurance companies con-

tinue to stimulate savings although they find it more and more dif-

ficuh to invest tliese savings. Life insurance is m effect purchased on

the installment plan; that is. any year's payment on an existing life

insurance policy rei^resents a rehitivelv small part of the total invest-

ment in (cost of) life insurance. Hence, the demand for life nisur-

ance, as measured by. say, the seventh annual payment on a policy is

very inelastic. The' ceaseless flow of most of the savings to a few lite

insurance companies, therefore, creates an investment problem. Since

the companies testifv that thev find it difficult, if not impossible, t^o

invest all these funds, concentration encourages and stimulates hoard-

ino- From this point of view, the flow of savings to life insurance com-

panies has deflationary effects on national income and restrictive effects

on total employment.
. v ^ -i ^•

Unfortunately there is no adequate information on the distribution

of insurance policies bv income level, nor by size of policy. Never-

theless it is clear that "the ownership of policies as well as the bene-

fits received from life insurance are unevenly distributed among the

^4,000,000 policvholders.

Holders of industrial insurance are very numerous, but they hold

less than a fourth as much insurance as the much smaller group carry-

ing orclinarv insurance. At the end of 1938, of the 124,000.000 policies

outstandin*^, approximately 88,000,000 were industrial policies, held

bv some 50,000,000 people.
' These policies represented $21,000,000,000

of insurance in force. Ordinary policies, including group policies,

on the other hand, numbered 36,000,000, and had a face value of

$90 000 000 000.^' How many of these were covered only by group

T^olicies is unknown, but even allowing for such ^hiplications over

80 percent of the total insurance in force is held m units of ^1,(M)

and over, by a relativelv small proportion of the policyholders. Un

the other hand, industrial policyholders, who constitute the large

majority of the number of individuals insured, own less tlian 20

percent of the total insurance.

Most of the ordinarv insurance taken out is bought by persons m
the upper-income brackets, according to a sample study of persons

who held insurance in various companies in amounts ^^frcregating

at least $5,000.^« (Those holding over $40,000 were excluded )
Ot

tliese individuals, 8.3 percent had incomes below $1,500, though they

constituted more than two-thirds of the income i^cipients m the

economv. They carried only 5.8 percent of the total insurance. On

the other hand, persons with incomes over $10,000, or 1 percent of he

total numher of income recipients, constituted 11.2 percent of the

persons in the sam])le, and carried 17.4 percent of the insurance

The bulk of life-insurance policies in force, ordmaiy and mdustr al,

is issued bv mutual companies, which return to the policyholder the

difference i3etween the premium paid in and the amount necessarj to

meet the requirements of the business. Policyholders who meet pie-

miums regularly, therefore, in addition to receiving their insurance

Monograph No. 28, p. 248.
'8 See ch. VIII.
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wlien due, presumably receive in the form of dividends any excess
premiums paid in. Those who cannot continue premium payments and
are forced to lapse or surrender their policies may lose all or part of the
premiums accumulated with the company.

Durin^r the 10-year period, 1928-37, $126,675,000,000 in insurance
was terminated. Of tliis amount, only 21.6 percent represented termi-
nations which came about through accomplishment of the purposes of
insurance, while 78.4 percent represented terminations by lapse or sur-
render. In industrial policies alone the terminations due to lapse or
surrender are even greater. Of the 187,761,000 policies terminated
from 1928 to 1937, only 4.5 percent were terminated by death and less

than 1 percent by maturity. On the other hand, 20.5 percent were
terminated by surrender and 70.7 percent by lapsing.^^ Kecent experi-
ence has led even Metropolitan, the largest company selling industrial
insurance, to expect 20 percent of the policies issued to lapse before
premiums have been paid for 26 weeks.^° Lapses and surrenders for the
three largest mutual companies selling industrial insurance totaled
$46,280,000 in 1938. Of this amount 79 percent was attributable to the
industrial insurance departments of those companies.^^
Thus those whose families reap the benefits of insurance, so far as

amount of insurance is concerned, are primarily those who already
have a relatively high income, steady enough so that they can see their

polic.y through to the finish, and wliose beneficiaries are least likely to

spend the life-insurance proceeds for consumption goods, and most
likely to try to invest them. Therefore, so far as savings are amassed
through the medium of insurance, they are in large part amassed by the
U])per income groups, who are already making disproportionate con-
tributions to the pile of idle money. Those in the lower income brack-
ets try but fail to put much aside for their loved ones who would spend
it on consumption goods. The economic effect is doubly adverse.

'What Inv^estments are Sound.

Among savings institutions the insurance companies enjoy a com-
manding position. To New York are drawn funds from all quarters
of the country, there to be amassed and managed in large aggregates.
In the last 10 years the principal companies have had over $26,C00 000,-

000 to invest. In 1938, in addition to purchasing large blocks of Gov-
enment bonds and investing over $651,000,000 in farm and urban
mortgages,*^ these companies purchased 47.7 percent of all corporate
bonds and notes issued.^^ In that year the 26 major companies invested
about $4,G00,000,000,«*_more than $10,000,000 a day. What the execu-
tives of these companies regard as sound investment is, therefore, of
vital importance.
The first prerequisite is safety, which the insurance companies and

government bodies have always been careful not to impair in any way.

"'^ Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 28, pp. 278-27f>.
*" Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 12, p. 5963. For a

discussion of industrial insurance from the point of view of some insurance companies, see
Temporary National Economic Committee IMonograph No. 2S-A, pp. 12-18.

^^ Ibid., p. 5610. It should be noted, however, that these are accounting figures, which
cannot be talcen at their face value.
/2 Hearinars before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 10-A, pp. 162, 192.

Figures incluie purchase money mortgages. See Temporary National Economic Committee
Monograph No. 28-A for comments on behalf of certain life insurance companies on the
problems of investment, particul^irly "Experimentation with Common Stocl-:s," pp. S-5.
See also address of Dwight C. Kose on equity investments, ibid., pp. 32-54.

83 ibid.^ p. 12.5. Many of the new corporate issues were not eligible investments for life
insu'-nnce compinies, v'hif-h makes the significance of this percentage even more apparent.
^ Ibid., Part 28, p. 14698.
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Associate Justice William O. Douglas, then chairman of the Securities

and Exchange Commission, remarked at the openmg ot the insurance

hearings '"no policyholder need have any concern that any lactg

brought out in this inquiry will in any way jeopardize the protection

which he counts upon through his insurance policy. ' '^ Ihis statement

was reiterated by other committee members. The exhaustive studies •

of the investments of the larger life insurance companies confirm the

fact that the principal companies studied have on the whole n'lvested

their funds in the safest bonds and mortgages which money can buy.

Legal Req^drements.

The investment policies of the major savings institutions are cir-

cumscribed by law. These legal requirements vary from State to State

and from one type of savings institution to another. Since the assets

of the major savings institutions are to a substantial extent concen-

trated in New York, and since many of the other States follow JNew

York, no significant departure from fact will be made if the discussion

is based upon New York requirements alone."

The investments of savings banl^s and trustees m New York are

largely governed by the "legal list," which was described by William

K. White, Superintendent of Banks of the State of New \ork, as

follows

:

The legal list is a ducumeut Published annually byJhe New York
^^^^^^

ing Depf
of bank
law and ..^.^^ - - . . , ^ a
banks and for trustees. The fact that securities are excluded

to be taken as definitely meaning that those securities are not legal Ho%Aevei, the

fact that securities are included in the list affords some protection to savings

banks and trustees investing in those securities and, in fact investment in other

secuHties is barred by savings banks and by trustee^ unless the instrument

creating the trust authorizes investment beyond the list.

White further testified that the great majority of States have legal

lists smiilar to New York's, and that some States incorporate hj

reference the New York legal list without setting up one of their owrn^

Apart from obligations of the United States, all of which are eligible

for investment, the legal list in 1931, the last year m which it reflected

the predepression situation, consisted of

—

^^,. .• ^c1^,f«c $2,301,000,000
Obligations of States _- "^ ' ^„ ,^^ ^^
Obligations of municipalities 7 602 OOo'oOO
Obligations of railroads

|

; ^
Obligations of utilities '

„ , ,
20,842,000,000

Total

Except for the railroads, the situation has not changed materially

since 1931. By 1939 less than $1,000,000,000 of railroad securities

could have met^the 1931 standards, though 2.5 billion dollars remained

on the list because the statutory requirements had been relaxed.

White was of the opinion that the legal list was unduly restrictive

in some respects. He suggested that the securities of other mdus-

8^ Ibid., Part 4. p. 1162.

s'lbid.V Part 9^'p^'3803.^' It has been estimated that at least 25 States follow the New
York re"4iilations.

-^ Ihid.. p. S703.
89 Ibid., p. 37fM.
»« Ibid., pp. 3794-3795.
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tries—specifically foods, oils, tobaccos, and steel—might be made avail-

able for investment. ^^ He thonght, too, that there were "undoubtedly
a substantial number of corporations which fail to meet the technical
requii'enients of the banking law, but whose securities might properly
be considered as investments for savings banks or for trustees."-

• He pointed out that the securities which had been on the legal list

but had been removed woidd need a further period of reasoning
before they again became eligible. If a railroad or a public utility

defaulted on its securities and was then reorganized, the new securi-

ties would not be placed upon the legal list, regardless of the future
prospects of the company, until at least 6 years had elapsed.^^ The
investigation of protective and reorganization committees by the
Securities and Exchange Commission indicated that municipalities
frequently went to great lengths to disguise or cure defaults. They
recognized that one default might deprive them of their institutional
market for many years.^*

In the face of this contraction, the only move to liberalize the scope
of the legal list was an amendment to the banking law in 1938 au-
thorizing the State banking board, upon application of a group of
savings banks, to add corjDorate interest-bearing obligations not other-
wise eligible for investment to the legal list. These additions to the
list have not been substantial, consisting of debentures totaling only
$577,000,000.^'^

The New York regulations governing the investments of life in-
surance companies are somewhat broader than those for savings banks
and trustees. A summary of the provisions governing life insurance
company investments i]i 11 States, including the principal States in
which the 26 largest companies operate may be more helpful than
a detailed description.

Some of the States are more liberal than others, but in general the legal
restrictions are somewhat similar. Generally speaking Government ohligations
of the United States and its various political subdivisions are eligible for invest-
ment and loan purix>ses, as are the obligations of the Dominion of Canada and its
Provinces. Many of the States permit investments in obUgations of political
subdivisions in Canada, while a few authorize direct investment in Canadian
industrials.

Corporate obligations of some companies are legal investments in all States
under a wide range of restrictions, limitations and earnings requirements.
Two of the States reviewed, that is, Wisconsin and Iowa, permit the acquisition
of corporate shares of any description, while two, New York and Ohio, specifi-
cally pi-ohibit investment in common stocks. The other seven States permit
investments in common stocks under various limitations.
Loans on mortgages secured by real estate in the United States are generally

permitted while some States permit loans on mortgages secured by real estate
in Canada.
Mortgage loans in all cases examined are restricted to first liens and may be

made up to various percentages of tlie appraised value of the real estate at the
date the loan is made.

M Tbid., p. 37fl6.
«2 IMd., p. 3795.
93 Idem.
»^ Cf. Report on Protective and Reorganization Committees. Part IV, Committees for the

Holders of Municipal and Quasi-Municipal Obligations (IG.SG). pp. 9-12. L. Arnold Frye
testified that in the event of default. "The market for its bonds is verv much limited, and
in consequence their value is diminished, because most of the institutions—and thev are
the largest buyers—whether or not they are reouired under the statute relating to fiduci-
aries and trustees, and so forth, do in fact usually govern their purchases bv the provisions
of those acts, and do not buy the bonds which are not on the legal list" (ibid., n 10).

»» Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. .S799. These
debentures were issued by the following companies : American Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.. Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co., Soeony Vacuum
Oil Co., and Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co.
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Tl)i^5 percentage is 66-,^^ percent in all of tlie 11 States exaininecl except Massa-

chusetts and Iowa, which permit 60 percent, and Wisconsin, which permits loans

only to the extent of 50 percent. In New Jersey, while the general pro-vision

is 66% percent, under certain circumstances mortgages up to 75 percent of the

appraisal value may be made. A'l States permit policy loans. In every instance,

investment in real estate is definitely restricted to the business needs of the

company although real property acquired as the result of foreclosure or in

satisfaction of debts previously contracted may be held for a limited period."*

The Supply of Securities.

The supply of securities available for investment since 1929 has not

kept pace with the flow of savings to savings institutions, "^^^lile this

annual flow, particularly to life insurance companies, has continued

at high levels, the amount of all securities, except Federal, outstanding

and available for purchase has decreasecl. Default and deficits have

removed $5,000,000,000 of railroad securities from the legal list since

1931. An excess of retirements over new issues of public utility securi-

ties decreased the outstanding supply by $739,000,000 from 1933

through 1939. Federal securities alone showed an increase during the

period, as indicated in table 60.

In view of the restricted supply of eligible securities, the growth of

life insurance holdings of cash and Federal securities, the reactions

of life insurance executives to desirability of broadening the legal

limits of investment are particularly pertinent.

T.\i!LE 60.

—

Kct fhanye in the outsfcvdiiHf (iinoioit of the prlnnixtl cJaases of

securities, 1933-39

[Excess of deficit (-) of new issues over retirements]

[Millions of dollars]
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your purposes, and even if thoy were removed you would proljably lie still In-

vesting in the same field in which you are now investing.

Mr. Stedman. I think that is correct."^

A vice-president of the Mutual Life stated: "I think that our law
is liberal enough for us to purchase any sound, high-grade industrial

bonds we would consider suitable for our investment purposes." He
added that he thought great care should be exercised in liberalizing

laws and lowering standards because, as he explained, "It is not that

I have fear in strong companies. It is the weak companies that would
take advantage of that liberality." ®^

/Specific Investment Policies and Practices.

Within the limitations imposed by legal lists and other legal re-

quirements, the managements of financial institutions have wide lati-

tude. The investment policy actually followed depends upon the
membership and outlook of the management group, and the type of
investment standards which the group accepts as "sound."

It is impossible in this section to discuss in detail the composition
and shifts of life insurance company assets. It is sufficient to note

that from 1929 to 1938 the composition of the assets of the 26 largest

legal reserve life insurance companies domiciled in the United States

changed markedly.^ Cash and bank deposits, Government bonds,

and policy loans became relatively more important assets; farm and
urban mortgages and industrial securities became relatively less im-

portant. There was some increase in holdings of urban and farm real

estate which, though substantial in aggregate, were not of great rela-

tive importance in terms of total assets.

Gash.—The cash holdings of the 26 largest legal reserve life insur-

ance companies increased from $102,000,000 to $665,000,000 from 1929

to 1938. The Metropolitan alone held more cash in 1938 than all 26

companies held in 1929.^

These cash and deposit balances earned negligible amounts of inter-

est. In 1929 all 26 companies earned $3,700,000 upon their cash bal-

ances; in 1938, $273,000. In 1929 all of the 26 companies reported

interest income on cash balan<"es ; in 1938, 7 companies earned nothing,

and another 7 earned less than $1,000. The New York Life, for ex-

ample, reported $43 of interest income during 1938 on cash balances

aggregating $50,000,000. The Prudential reported no interest income
during the year on $95,000,000 of cash.^

All the executives questioned agreed that their cash holdings were
greatly in excess of normal requirements. They explained that they

held excess cash because they were unable to find investment outlets.*

M Ibid., pp. 15278-15279.
*" Ibid., p. 15306. This opinion is interesting in the ligrht of testimony by Alfred Best,

editor of some of the best Icnown insurance statistical publications. He discussed the 19
life insurance company failures in 1930-.38. In his opinion the general cause of these fail-

ures was the holding of too much home office real estate, but that in one case it was the
holding of too much stoclv in other life insurance companies, and in another it was an in-

vestment in a speculative real estate scheme in the Texas grapefruit area (ibid., pp. 15390-
15414).

1 For a list of these companies, to which the discussion in this section is confined, see
ibid.. Part 10-A, pp. iii, iv.

2 Ibid., pp. Q'J-IOO.
=" Ibid., jip. 106-107. The Pacific Mutual was the only company to earn a noticeable re-

turn on its cash holdings. It had $3,400,000 of its total cash holdings of $3,900,-
000 at interest in California banks in 1938, and earned $39,944 interest, or more than
all the other companies except two (Ibid., Part 28, p. 14824).

Mbid., pp. 14759, 1524.3-15244. 15295-15296.
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There was no evidence tliat their inability to find investments, even in

low-vield short-term Governments, ^vas the resuh, ot any concerted m-

vestment policy. However, the companies, apart from their cash aie

probably more liquid than ever before by reason of their large holdmp

of Governments. It Avould be to the advantao-e ot any one company to

invest its surplus cash. If other companies'^followed suit, the com-

petition would undoubtedly have a marked effect upon both long- and

short-term interest rates. . . , ^.i^^,^

Govermnent honds.-lAi^ insurance companies, together witli othei

'^avincrs institutions, have invested heavily m United States Govern-

ment bonds since tlie depression. Federal bonds constituted 2 percent

of the assets of the 49 largest companies in 1929 and 17.9 percent m
1938^ The rate of interest on these bonds has fallen sharply, in

1929"the computed interest rate on all outstanding interest-bearing debt

was 3.9 percent; in 1939 it was 2.6 percent." If the experience of 1

company discussed during the hearings is any guide, the lite insurance

companies have made relatively heavy investments m the shorter term

maturities, for it was stated that this company m 1937 earned only 1.&

i^ercent on its Government.' . . ,

The witnesses o-enerally agreed that the insurance companies invested

in Governments because 'they could not find any higher yield securities

elsewhere since the decline in the vield on Government securities was

symptomatic of the decline in the yield of all classes of securities.

However, although income taxes have increased the relative advan-

tao-es of tax-exempt securities, declining interest rates have been ac-

companied bv a narrowing in the spread between interest rates on

Governments"^and those on the highest grade private securities.

Corporate bonds and notes.—lj\iQ insurance companies confine their

investments in corporate bonds and notes to the issues ot large cor-

porations. The president of New York Life, for e^J^^mpl^' testified

ihat the minimum investment by his company was $100 000. ihe

Prudential has a similar policy. Stedman described tlie eflorts ot his

company to make "small industrial loans," explaining that even m tins

class "we didn't want to go much below one hundred thousand, possibly

fifty " In this range, certainly not the range of small business, the

Prudential found that it could make only two loans m 18 months

through the efforts of one full-time man."

Policy loans.—VoYicy loans are the highest-yield investments^of lite

insurance companies. In 1932, when policy loans constituted 1</ Per-

cent of total assets, they were responsible for 22.8 percent ot total

investment income. In 1938, when they constituted 11.6 percent ot

total assets, they were responsible for 18.7 percent of total investment

income. The 26 companies averaged a return of 5.79 percent upon

« AnniLarRppoVt 'of'W'SecretaiT of the Treasury, 1939, p. 41 „, , . „ -.oo^
' He-iiin-s before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 4, p. 122o.

»In'l9'!^tL''!;p^-?ad'bet'we4'Moog'^^^ corporate bonds and long-term U^ ^^^OQZ
ment bomls was ?.02 percent; in 1929, 1.13 Percent ; in 1933 1.18 perc<^^

nprfoiit fvield on Government bonds, from Annual Report of the ^^ccretaij- oi tne iitabuii,

percent ; January 19^0, 0.51 percent (ibid., Aprd 1940, p. 2< )•

i» Hearings before the TNEC, Part 28, p. 14 (o4.

" Ibid., p. 15270.
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tlieir policy loans in 1938, in comparison with 4.95 percent upon stocks,
4.T4 percent upon mortgages, and 3.47 percent upon bonds.^-

Tlie high interest rates charged on policy loans are not based upon
compensation for risk. There is no risk in this type of investment.
Policy loans are the life insurance companies' safest form of invest-
ment—safer even than Government bonds

:

Mr. LuHiN. And is there any other type of investment an insurance company
could make that would be as sound as such a loan?
Mr. Howe. There is no possibility of loss involved in a transaction of that sort

so long as the thing is accurately handled mechanically. * * *

Mr. LUBiN. So, in reality, the return is largest on the safest investment you
can make?
Mr. Howe. That is right."

The interest rate on policy loans is set fortli in the policy contract.
The contract rate was 6 percent until 1937, when a few of" the major
companies reduced it to 5 percent on new policies. A year later some
of them extended the 5 percent rate to old policyholders. Even after
this reduction the decline in the interest rate on policy loans was much
less than that on any other type of investment.

Life insurance company executives offered no clear explanation of
this differential. Consideration of safety would have moved the differ-
ential in the other direction, in favor of policy loans; and the expense
of making such loans was not great.^* No witness pointed out that it
might be necessary to keep the rates high merely to discourage borrow-
ing, though Buckner indicated that policy loans were frequently fol-
lowed by surrender of the policy.^^ No evidence was introduced re-
garding intercompany agreements on a uniform interest rate, though a
large amount of testimony indicated intercompany agreements with
respect to rates, surrender charges, and other important aspects of the
business.^**

It may be asked why policyholders, in view of these differentials, did
not borrow from commercial banks, using their policies as collateral.
(They did this in borrowing from insurance companies. The answers
are revealing.

(1) Though such loans presented practically no risk, they were not
the traditional commercial loan banks cared to make.

(2) Though interest rates fell during the 1930's, they fell A^ery un-
evenly. The rates on term loans to the' larger corporations fell drasti-
cally

;
the rates on the better type of mortgage loans fell appreciably

largely because of the competition of Government lending agencies.
The rates on personal loans, however, fell least. For several years,
therefore, there was no great advantage in borrowing money from a
commercial bank as compared with a life insurance company." During
the last 3 or 4 years the further decline in interest rates and the in-
creasing pressure of excess reserves have increased the willingness of
commercial banks to make policy loans. For the first time one now
sees advertisements of commercial banks offering to make loans on
life insurance policies at 4 percent.^^

There was apparently one other factor in the situation, illustrated
by a $50,000-a-year advertising executive's attempt to borrow $20,000

^2 Ibid., Part 10-A, pD. S-10 flS
"Ibid., Part 28, pp. 14807-14808.

^''•iF-!l®oo?fo*'
^^

°,®^Jl^'. ^^.1°"^*^ *'*' ascertained, was said to be one-half of 1 percent (Ibid.,
extubit Jc!02, pp. 15524-15525). There are, of course, costs involved in making other in-
vestments.

i^Ibid., p. 14737.
1' Generally discussed in ibid.. Part 10.
" Of. ibid.. Part 28, pp. 14814-14815.
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upon a policy which had a cash surrender value of more than this

amount. A Metropolitan agent acted on behalf of the assured in

attempting to obtain the loan from the Bank of Manhattan, i he bank

wrote the Metropolitan that—

AS Tou know, wo fi 1(1 it (liffic'iilt to obtain good loans f^lay, but nevertheless do

not feel that we should lake policy loans away from the insurance company where

the business rightfully belongs.'"

The Bank of Manhattan did not make the loan, and the agent was

reproved by the Metropolitan.

This company has very close relations with many of the large banks in New

York City and elsewhere. Some of these banks, for reasons of then- own do

not look wi?h favm-Tipon life insurance policies as collateral, and some o them

out of regard for the life insurance business decline at least to solicit this type of

business.'"

The assistant treasurer of the Metropolitan stated

:

It has been communicated to me by my superior officers, and time and tlmea^n

I hare told mquiHng hankers that we certainly had no objections whatsoeAer to

their making loans on life insurance if thoy thought tliat was good business.

The hesitation of this commercial bank to "take policy loans away

from the insurance company where the business rightfully belongs

is an interesting example of lack of competition.

U7'ha;n and farm martqages.-At the end of 1938 the 26 major com-

panies held 3.9 billion dollars of urban mortgages, of which one-third

was on New York property. On the average, 60 percent: of all urban

morto-ao-es were concentrated in 10 metropolitan areas '^ with 32 percent

of the total in New York City and 8 percent in Chicago^^

Some of the New York City companies show a high degree of concen-

tration in that area. Almost half of Metropolitan's urban mortgages

are on property there, for which Mr. F. W. Ecker gave several reasons

:

In the first place, I think you will find with almost all corporations, that they

ordinarily have a very sizable percentage of their loans in the immediate area^

S may run from 40 to 50 i^rcent, some place in there. Now the reason s

obvTo/s, that if it is a good area to lend in and there is a ^'^X^\J^ ^le
because it is the most readily suiier\ised, your best people, that is youi people

afthe top of tie organization, are more familiar with values close by than

elsewhere."^

In contrast is the position of New England Mutual, with only 9

percent of its urban mortgages on property m the home otbce city,

and the largest metropolitan concentration (almost 25 percent ot the

total) in Chicago.-* u, qq
The Mutual showed the highest degree of concentration, with 8y

percent of all its urban loans on New York City property. A member

of the company's real estate department stated :

Mr I^IcLMJGiiUN. * * * From the beginning the Mutual has favored New

York'city loans, and they have proven to be very successful, ^^ow, we have not

made residential or farm loans since the latter nineties, and the
^^.'^f

"
f"^

^hat

is because of the losses we sustainetl in farm loans and residences that ^^ele made

in the eighties and the latter seventies.
. , -_, ioni-ki>

Mr. Geseix. You have made no residential or farm loans since before 1900?

" Ibid., p. 15232.
18 IdPTTl.

^J^^-^j:r,l'^l|f^hAShia:^Sr^ngelos. Detroit. Washington. Cleveland, San

^'S"i^;rinS"'b;?oVethe''S^rary National Economic Committee, Part 10-A. pp. 201-

200.
23 Ibid., Part 28. D. 15141.
«Ibid

, pp. 15078-15088 and Part 10-A, p. 201.
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Mr. McLaxTghlin. Yes; tliat is right—no, that isn't correct. We have made
residential loans ; no farm loans.

Mr. GesI'XL. Residential loans have been rather slight, have they not?
Mr. McLaughlin. In coniparisoii with the whole, very light, yes."

The Mutual's concentration in the New York City area is so great
and so long-continued that it has no organization to make urban h)ans
in other areas.-''

Some of tlie hirgest companies indicated a general preference for
large loans rather tlian small ones. This was tlie case with Metro-
politan.-^ New York Life/^ and Mutual, although the latter's post-
depression experience has indicated that it is difficult to dispose of the
large properties which are foreclosed.^^ The Metropolitan's expe-
rience with its $27,500,000 mortgage on the Empire State Building
points in the same direction. The contract rate was 6 percent during
construction of the building and 5 percent after 1940. Tlie Metro-
politan has negotiated a settlement, by which it has been receiving
only 21/2 percent a year, and it explained that it could not foreclose
because the property did not earn even that much.^o This single in-

vestment contrasts rather interestingly with the fact that the total
urban mortgage investments of 13 companies in the sample of the 26
largest in 1938 were less than $27,500,000.
Farm mortgages show a lesser concentration than urban mortgages,

though 55 percent of the total are in Iowa, Illinois, Kansas, and
Nebraska, with 25 percent in Iowa alone. ^^ Less than 10 percent of
farm mortgages were for amounts greater than $25,000.^'-

The Prudential owned more farm mortgages than any other com-
pany; it showed both the widest geographical and size distribution.
The company gave three reasons for this investment policy : Its good
experience with farm mortgages; its desire to invest premiums where
they are collected ; and the findings of the Armstrong investigation in
1906 that urban concentration was unwise and that diversification was
preferable.^^ But many companies do not take this view of invest-
ment possibilities. The Mutual has made no farm loans for 40 years,^*

has made no survey of investment prospects in the field for at least 10
years,^'^ and has no staff to make such loans even if it wanted to.^** The
New York Life for a long time has had an extremely small investment
in farm mortgages, and it explained that it would have to reorganize
its staff if it wanted to make any.^^ The New England Mutual ex-
plained that the need for an enlarged organization was one element
deterring them from farm mortgages.^^
One explanation given many times during the hearings was that

life insurance companies did not make farm mortgage loans in any
area unless the available number and amount of such loans was large.
Rogers of Metropolitan explained: "In order for an insurance com-
pany * * * to lend money at present day rates of interest, we
must be able to obtain a volume of loans of considerable size within a

25 Ibid., p. 15053.
28 Idem.
27 Ibid., p. 15146.
2s Ibid., p. 14751.
=0 Ibid., p. 1506.S.
s» Ibid., pp. 15170^15178.
31 Thid., p. 14826 and exhibit 2275, p. 15502.
32 Ibid., Part IG-A, p. 172.
^ Ibid., Part 28, p. 15038.
^Ibid., p. 15055.
'5 Ibid., p. 15066.
3' Ibid., p. 15053.
"Ibi-1., p. 14756.
S8 Ibid., p. 15081.
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relatively small area." And he added that "to build a branch office

t^trvTceCs and to make loans, I believe, that $5 000.000 .vould be

the minimum." ^=' Hence, he explained that the Metropolitan made

,10 loans in Oregon and Utah because the volume of busmess ^vas

insufficient; that it made no loans in Texas even though Texas has

excellent land," because it feels that it could not build a $5,000,000

volume there; and that it made no loans m California because Cali-

fornia is a long wav from New York, for one thing. ^°

Life insurance funds are not venture capital ; they are seeking safe,

lono--term investments, preferably the bonds of well-established enter-

prises or governments. Thus at the end of 1937 the 49 largest life

insurance companies held 12.4 percent of the total lono--tcrm debt in

Ihe United States, 10.5 percent of farm mortgages, 13.0 percent o±

all urban mortgages, 11.6 percent of Federal Government bonds 11.7

percent of all industrial bonds, 17.4 percent of railroad debt, and 18.2

percent of all public utiiitv bonds.^^ With such heavy investments

in railroads and utilities, the managers of life insurance companies

have souo-ht to safeguard these funds not only by interlocking direc-

torships but have exercised considerable influence on management

policies particularly in times of reorganization. Then they play a

dominant role on protective connnittees.*^^ This has appeared repeat-

edly in the records of railroad reorganizations.^ and m Securities

and Exchange Commission studies of the role of protective com-

mittees.**

In recent years, partly as a result of foreclosures, life insurance

companies have become enterprisers despite themselves. For example,

they have been compelled to take over a good deal of farm and urban

real estate ^^ They are now large owners of farm properties. Ihe

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., for example, operates more than

7 000 separate farms, representing an investment of close to Jt)80,U0U,UUU

iA 25 States. It employs over 350 farm managers, appraisers, and

ao-ricultural exjx^rts, and carries out extensive undertakings for the

rdiabilitation of farm property, repairing barns and l^omes building

fences etc In 1937 alone it harvested 50,000 bales of cotton, 10,000.0(X)

bushels of corn, 5,000,000 bushels of wheat, 6,000,000 pounds of pea-

nuts, and 1.000,000 pounds of tobacco.*^

So far as urban real estate is concerned, m addition to managing

thousands of one- to four-family houses, apartments, hotels, stores,

office buildings, theaters, banking houses, schools, and varied types

of business properties," some of the larger companies are putting

hundreds of millions of dollars into large-scale housing proects.*^

«• Ihid., p. 14955.
>" Irtom.
*i Ibid., exhibit No. 2259. p. 15493.

^3 li'nrinS'bef^re Uie'' SVnate Committee. on Interstate Commerce Investigation of rall-

Vi\MU lioldfns companies, affiliated companies, pursuant to S. Res. d. i4th Cong., -d hC^s.

^'Securities and Kxchaiige Commission report on tl.e stud.v and investigation of the vv;ork

activities personnel, and functions of protective and reorganr/ation comnutteeR \\ asli-

^niton 19:3^0 Pkrtieularly in instances of default of municipal
^^f

aunties, life insur-

ance companies seem to have i^layed no small part in determining whether local go%ein-

ments should borrow, how, at what rate of interest, etc

« Hearin-s before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 10-A, pp. l»u

and "l7 In the 7 vears 1932-38, the principal companies foreclosed farm mortgages

""th "an unpaid principal amount of $069,559,000 and urban mortgages with an unpaid

principal amount of ."Rl. 229,849,000. (Ibid., pp. 165 and 199.)

^«Ibid., Part 28. 14950.

«For'a^'rfe"i^monVf''!iie\l^\le^^^^ and an estimate of their importance, see

Temporary Naiional Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, Towafd More Housing, and

•oh. XIII, infra.





CHAPTER XII

STIMULATING INVESTMENT^

UNDERLYING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The difficulties in trying to raise the level of investment have been

summarized for the Tcmporai-y National Economic Conmiittee by

Prof. Alvin H. Hansen.

Let us consider what is necessary in order to keep the income stream ilowing

on a high level. * * * The income received or realized out of the produc-

tion process of the prior week or month will either be expended for consump-

tion or it will be saved. The part that is spent on consumption goods and

services automatically becomes the source of a new income t>tream. The part

that is saved may or may not feed into the income stream, (lep<'nding upon

whether or not these savings are used either by the saver himself or by a bor-

rower for the purpose of capital goods, plant, machinery, in(histrial and com-

mercial const niction, houses, office buildings, schools, or public works.

If the saver dues not himself use the funds, or if he fails to find a borrower

who will use them to purchase plant, equipment, and other capital goods, the

income stream dries up and unemployment prevails in the capital-goods indus-

tries. * * * If the amount which is saved is large, as it is likely to be

at a high income level, it is nece.ssary that equally large outlets be available for

these savings in equipment and plant expansion, and in residential and public

construction.

-

Professor Hansen in eifect considers saving, or withholding money

from consumption, as an interruption in the smooth How of income.

If saving is not offset by simultaneous investment—the two need not

stand in ii cause-and-effect relation to each other—the consequence

will be a decline in national income and an increase in unemployment.'

It follows from this analysis that, "If it can be established what

proportion of an assumed national income w^ill be saved, or withheld

from current consumption, it is also established how large the outlets

for or offset to saving will have to be to attain and sustain that national

income. Hence the problem of nuiintaining full employment is the

problem of securing sufficient outlets for the saving that will accom-

pany full employment." *

The magnitude of the problem of securing adequate investment

opportunities, and thus of utilizing savings and maintaining a high

level of income and em])loyment, dejiends upon the amounts wdiich

the community desires to withhold from consumption at a level of

income corresponding to full employment. In_ a pure consumi)tion

economy everyone would desire to consume his full income, whatever

its sizej and in such a society no investment jn-oblem would exist.

In a high-savings economy the distribution of income and habits of

professor of economies.
Economics, Harvard rniversity.

. -^^ r, ,. r. '^-aa o-m
2 Hearings before the Temporary National P:conomic Committee Part 9. pp. .:!:.00-.,r)01.

3 See also the exposition of Dr. Laucblin Currie, ibia., pp. 6521-65^^.
* Ibid., p. .3523.
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thrift are such that a relatively large amount is saved in prosperous

times. The United States today falls into the category of a higli-

savings economy/' The problem of investment outlets thus becomes
one of paramount importance to the economic well-being of the

country.

One of the special characteristics of a high-savings economy is

that it possesses potentialities of rapid progress and dynamic change.

A large part of its resources are continuously available for doing new
things in new ways. If conditions are favorable it can settle new
areas, add new industries, absorb large population nicreases without

curtailing its accustomed standard of living.

At the same time, however, a high-savings economy is inherently

subject to sharp fluctuations in economic activity and national in-

come. Any saturation of investment outlets, however temporary
in nature, is certain to be accompanied by a sharp decline in output

and employment. The appearance of new^ opportunities for expan-

sion, on the other hand, can give rise to an immediate resumption of

the interrupted upward trend.

Finally, as Hansen pointed out to the committee—

-

If such an economy fails to find adequate investment outlets in plant and
equipment for its new savings and for its depreciation allovpances, it will lose

its dynamic quality and become a depressed and stagnant economy, with a large

volume of chronic unemployment. The high-savings economy can escape a fall

in income and employment only through the continuous development of 3iew

outlets for capital exi>enditures on industrial plant and equipment, and on com-
mercial, residential, and public construction.*'

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The decade of unemployment through which we have just passed

is quite unprecedented as lo both duration and severity. According
to one witness testifying before the Temporary National Economic
Committee, this may properly be regarded as a symptom that we are

now experiencing the consequences of certain major economic changes

as fundamental as the industrial revolution of 150 years ago.'^

The dominant characteristic of the nineteenth century was a vast

expansion in population and corres])ondingly great migrations into

new and previously largely unsettled areas. Territorial and popula-

tion expansion accounted, directly and indirectly, for perhaps one-half

of total capital outlays throughout the nineteenth century.*

This great movement, unique in world history, reached its apex in

the decade immediately preceding the World War of 1914-18. So far

as the United States is concerned, the largest absolute population

increment occurred during the decade 1901-10, an increase which was
not quite equaled during the 1920's, and which fell off by about one-

half during the 1930's. All estimates indicate the probability of a

further continuous decline in the decennial increase of population.^

This decline in the rate of growth is in itself sufficient to exert a de-

pressing effect, since the system has been geared to absorb the larger

^ Both Hansen and Currie appear to hold this view. See Hearings before the Temporary
National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 3536-3537. For further supporting evidence,
see ch. IX, supra.

" Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. 3503.
' Idem.
* Ibid., p. 3504.
» Idem.
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increments of past periods.-' To illustrate: if, as Hansen believes to

l^ the case the loner-term trend of residential construction tends to vary

with tlfe^ate of i^pulation <,rowth " (assuming a constant income

rtructure), then a drop in the rate of population grow h will probably

be accompanied by a decline in residential construction, which

constitutes an important investment out et.
^^^.^nrl for

The prosperitv of the 192()'s was clearly connected with demand tor

capital in several directions. The greatest building boom m our

Sory occurred during the years 1923-28.-' Exports of capita
,
par-

ticularly to war-torn European countries, averaged around $1,000,-

000,000 a year.^=> State and local governments borrowed heavily tor

construction of roads, schools, and other public works.- Consumei:

credit expanded enormously -^ And, last, but by no means least the

great automobile industry, with all the supplementary and subsidiaiy

industries dependent upon it, was growing to its tul statTire during

the twenties, and in tlie process opening vast outlets tor capital

"^Noiirof "these factors regained its importance during the thirties,

Keal estate values collaps'ed, the percent of occupancy tailing by

1932 to all-time low levels. The yearly hicrease m the number ot

new families became less and less. Consumer credit institutions were

lendino- money with caution. State and local governments became

so ennreshed ii"i financial difficulties that some of our largest cities were

unable even to meet oreutly reduced pay rolls, much less to continue

makino- capital outlays, the Federal Government, to be sure, tried

to take up the slack' in its program of public works, but the total

amount of public construction was on the whole less than that during

the middle and late twenties."

The automobile industry began to focus much ot its attention on

the "used car problem" and replacement markets.^« Foreign coun-

tries instead of absorbing American capital, were suftering from

economic and political di^urbance of sucli catastroi)hic proportions

that funds flowed, or rather fled, to the United S':ates on the most

gigantic scale ever witnessed in the history of international gold

movements. . -, , n „^i„
Two further considerations of a less tangible sort are equally rele-

vant in this connection. First, as Hansen says, "we must face the tact

that we live in a peculiarly risky world, and this fact does have a re-

pressive effect. It makes the problem of adequate investment outlets

more difficult."^'' It would doubtless be over-optimistic to look tor-

ward to an early stabilization in the political and international spneres

which would effect a material reduction in this high risk factor. Sec-

ond, the researches of the Committee, summarized and analyzecl m
foreooing chapters, make it clear that economic power and control

over investment decisions are now concentrated m relatively tew

hands.

"> Ibid., p. ".'06.
11 Ibid., p. 3512.
12 Idem.
w Ibid., p. 3'>13.

iMbid., p. .''..'12.

I-"' Ibid., p. 3.")lo.
1" IdPiii.

"Id<^m. ,_^„
IS Ibid., exhibit No. 545, p. 3ol6.
1" Iliid., p. S.545.

.300282—11 19
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EXPAXDiNG inat:st]vie:n't by expanding oonsumition

Some argue that so long as there exists an nraent need—as there
iin(h)ubtcclly does todaj'^—for a great increase in the provision of con-

sumers' goods and services, these unsatisfied consumers' wants per se

provide tlie basis for vast expansion in phmt and equipment for an
indefinite period in the future.

This ai'gument identifies the social need for increased output of con-

sumers' g<jods with opportunities for profitable investment in making
provision for such increased production of consumers' goods. Un-
fortunately, needs and wants must be backed up by purchasing power
before they count in the market place. The proponents of the view
that unsatisfied consumers' wants provide an inexhaustible reservoir

of investment outlets usually fail to show where the great mass of con-

sumers can get the purchasing power necessary to make their wants
economically eifective. There is no automatic mechanism in the
economy to insure the ever-increasing flow of funds into consumption
channels necessai^^ to translate hmnan needs into opportunities for

profitable investment.

Starting from a low level of national income, an increase in con-

sumption would probably provide a net investment outlet.-*^ Thus for

a time income would rise because both of its components, investment
and consumption, rise. In a high-savings economy, savings requiring

investment outlets are greatest when income reaches its maximum.
This brief and necessarily oversimplified consideration of certain

fundamental economic relationships should be sufficient to warn
against the eas}^ assumption that unsatisfied consumers' wants can
be relied upon to provide the investment outlets which a high-savings

economy must have if it is to achieve and maintain a state of genuine
prosperity and full employment. Consumers' wants must be imple-

mented with purchasing power.^^

To transform a high-saving economy into a high-consumption econ-

omy requires devising means of reducing the amount of savings, and
hence increasing the amount of consumption to a point commensurate
with a full-employment national income. This requires not merely
the stimulation of consumption, but also raising the proportion of

consumption, to total income. Assuming full-employment income,

it is clear that the greater the ratio of consumption to income the

smaller will be the need for investment outlets of the expansion and
innovation variety. A pure consumption economy (where consump-
tion and income coincide) would require no new investment outlets

at all.-^ If appropriate means can be devised for increasing the ratio

of consumption to national income, employment would be maintained
and many consumers' needs would be met which at present go un-

satisfied.

Generally speaking, there are two ways of influencing the ratio of

consumption to income. The first is through the medium of gov-

^ "Net" investment means additions to plant and equipment beyond replacements

;

similarly "net" savings means funds withheld from consumption over and above deprecia-
tion charges.

21 See T. J. Kreps, Consumption—A Vast Underdeveloped Economic Frontier, American
Economic Review, vol. 30, No. 5, Feb. 1941, pp. 177-199.
^ This does not imply that such an economy would be technically stationary. On the

contrary, it is possible to "have a very great improvement in capital equipment merely
through the expenditure of depreciation and depletion allowances, without using any
new savings at all." (Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee,
Part 9. p. 3511.) In other words, capital can always be renewed in a more productive
form in a pure consumption economy just as in any other.
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ernment policy with respect to taxation and expenditure. Theoreti-

cally, government revenues could be raised to almost any desired degree

from' that portion of income which would otherwise be saved
;
and

government expenditures would supplement the community's con-

sumption, both collective and individual Prior to the outbreak of

the present war in Europe, Great Britain had already gone far with

such a policy. Hansen produced evidence to show that by 1937

Britain was savinc: litlle more than half as much of lier national income

as in the pre-World War period.-^ But Britain had recovered from

the depression of 1929-33 to a greater extent than the United States.

Thouo-h Britain's experience demonstrates what the taxation of high

inconres and the expenditure of the receipts on expanded social serv-

ices of various kinds can accomplish -^ it would be unwise to expect the

results to be the same in this country. And the effect of increased

taxation on the incentive to save should not be overlooked.

The second way of raising the ratio of consumption to income is

throuo-h price and wage policy. Higher money wages with no change

in prices, or, alternatively, lower prices for goods entering- into mass

consumption with no change in money wages will certainly increase

real wao-e rates and reduce the total volume of profits. Since wage

earners %y and large spend the gi'eater part of their incomes, while

profit -receivers do the bulk of the Nation's saving,^^ this appears to be

a method of raisins; the ratio of consumption to income. But if wages

are increased, cost&^may be increased, and profits decreased. This may

cause iinemplovment. . .

But there are certain consumption goods industries m winch prices

are controlled and lar2:e monopoly profits are made. Wherever this

is the case, a forced price reduction would not reduce production and

create unemployment, as it would under competitive conditions,-'^ but

rather Avould reduce profits and expand production. If the commodity

ill question is an object of mass consumption, it is safe to assume that a

net increase in consumption and a net decline m savings would result,

which is precisely what is desired.

The devices for increasing consumption are as numerous as the de-

vices for (1) increasing the earning capacity and productivity of those

of low income, (2) increasing their money income, and (3) increasing

the buyiiur power of the income they receive by wiser spending and

lower prices. To increase their earning capacity means increasing

their skills and capacities, decreasing their number m congested occu-

pations or areas, strengthening their bargaining power To increase

their money income may mean removing the burdens placed on con-

sumers by protective tariffs, sales taxes, and the like, and providing

more free income—libraries, parks, recreation, education, old age pen-

sions, unemplovment compensation, etc. To increase the buvmg

power of their "income means lower industrial prices, removal ot in-

efficient and wasteful practices in distribution, etc.
.

There is no inconsistencv between attempting to raise the ratio or

consumption to income on the one hand, and increasing the volume ot

investment on the other. On the contrary, it seems obvious that a

^ Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 3554-3555.

^ Ibid., p. 3.^5G.

S rnde?'comDetitive conditions a forced price reduction also creates an artificial shortage

in the sense Zt more ?s demanded than is supplied at the new pnce.
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soundly conceived campaign against unemployment and stagnation
should include simultaneous assaults along both the consumption and
investment fronts.

METHODS OF STIMULATING PRIVATE INVESTMENT

Businessmen invest in plant and equipment when, and only when,
they expect to make a profit thereby. Their expectations are gov-

erned, generally speaking, by the rate of current sales and orders.

Consequently, an important stimulus to private investment is the

maintenance of a steadily increasing level of consumer expenditures.

Given this initial confidence in future demand, businessmen may ex-

pect to make a profit if expected receipts are larger than interest and
depreciation charges over the life of the capital facilities to be ac-

quired. Consequently, the decision whether to invest depends upon
(1) the expected size of future sales, (2) the rate of interest, and (3)

the present cost of investment which determines the size of the capi-

tal outlay involved. Expectation of larger sales, a lower rate of in-

terest, and a lower cost of investment will tend to raise the level of

investment, and, conversely, smaller returns, an interest rate, and a

higher cost of investment will tend to lower the level of investment.

This applies to an individual business enterprise. So far as the

economy as a whole is concerned, there are other factors which enter

into the determination of the total volume of investment, chief among
which are the availability of new fields for investment and the ease

or difficulty with which business firms may move in to take advantage

of such opportunities. Thus barriers of a monopolistic or legal

character may restrict investment by preventing entrepreneurs from
taking advantage of profitable investment opportunities.

Generally speaking, the cost of investment may be taken as synony-

mous with the prices of investment goods. Where prices are held

high due to monopolistic or other restrictive means, there is a clear

case for a dynamic policy of price reductions which will sell more
goods and lower costs. If artificially maintained prices are attacked,

the net efi'ect will be to increase investment through lowering the costs

of investment goods. Attorney General Thurman Arnold's cam-

paign has verified this many times over.

Prices of producers' goods have been at uneconomically high levels

since the early 1920's. In prosperity and depression alike, producers'

goods have been consistently higher in price than all commodities,

whether one takes 1913, 1923, or 1929 as a base. There has been a

pronounced tendency for the gap to become wider in recent years.=^^

There may be definite limits to the efficacy of price policy as a stimu-

lator of new investments. The adjustment downward of various im-

portant producers' goods' prices to bring them into proper line with

costs of production, however, may open up favorable opportunities

for investment. To mention one example, residential construction dis-

cussed in detail in the next chapter, offers considerable possibilities.

But when the adjustment has been completed and prices everywhere

bear a proper relation to costs of production, this source of new invest-

ment opportunities may tend to disappear. Even a perfectly function-

ing price system is no guarantee of a continuous increase in the volume

^ See ch. Ill above.
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of investment outlet, though it may raise and maintain it at a much

hiffher level than at i^resent.
,2^ ui • +

It has frequentlv been assumed that outlets for prohtable invest-

ment could be exmnded almost indefinitely merely by lowenng the

interest rate. Kealisticallv viewed, there are two hmitations on the

validitv of this assum})tion, thouirh its underlying logic is sound.

(1) The elasticity of investment with respect to changes m the

interest rate may be smaller than, has been usually believed. In tlie

case of short-lived capital goods, interest is a relatively unimportant

cost In a dynamic world in which teclinological changes bulk lai-r>e,

no practicable cliange in interest rates is likely to have a large intiu-

ence on investment decisions of this kind. In the case of long-lived

capital o-oods. interest costs are significant but it is also true that the

factor oi risk increases in importance with the length of the invest-

ment period. No one will invest in a 50-year project, no matter how

low the interest rate, if he feels that there is a good chance that

intei'\^ening disturbances may completely destroy its value, (generally,

economists are becoming increasingly cautious in estimating the re-

sults to be expected from interest rate reductions.-*
,

(2) It is evident that discussion of the interest rate may involve

over-simplification, since there is no universal rate. While rates on

Government borrowing have fallen to record low levels, capital costs

in certain fields and to certain classes of borrowers remain relatively

high. Since these may be the areas of highest sensitivity of invest-

ment to interest rate changes, it appears that a general attack on the

problem is not likely to be fruitful. Wliat is needed is rather a two.

sided program designed (1) to discover the fields m which the elas-

ticity of investment with respect to interest rates is high, and (2) to

devise appropriate means of reducing rates in these fields.

The investigations of the Temporary National Economic Committee

have served to establish the fact that there are at least two fields m
which interest rate reductions might be expected to have a substantial

effect on the volume of private investment. These are residential

construction and small business.

Interest charges constitute a large part of the monthly or annual

cost of housing and consequently a reduction in mortgage interest

rates acts as a stimulant to the demand for dwelling facilities. More-

over, during the past 10 years substantial reductions in the effective

interest rate have actually been brought about through the interven-

tion of the Federal Government, chiefly by means of the Federal Hous-

ing Administration's mortgage guarantee system.^^

As to small business, a study prepared for the Committee indicates

that unfilled demands for capital, both equity and loan, loom large

and that the obstacles to their satisfaction are inadequate facilities and.

exorbitant interest rates.^° There is a great variety of ways suggestecl

for increasing the availability and reducing the cost of capital to small

business, running all the way from application of the loan insurance

])rinciple to the establishment of a new S3^stem of capital banks under

Government auspices.'^ Through the artificial maintenance of un-

^ See for example, .T. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, Oxford Toronto, 1939

"Teinporary ™itional Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, Toward More Housing,

^^»
TernJorar^National Econom/c'*'Committee Monograph No. 17. Problems of Small Busi-

ness.
'1 Ibid., p. 236 flf. See also ch. XIV, infra.
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justifiably high prices for investment goods, monopoly may restrict

the volume of investment in industries using these monopolized prod-
ucts. This is, however, by no means the full extent of the repressive
effect which monopolistic conditions exercise on tlie volume of invest-

ment.
High prices mean low volume and low volume means relatively small

requirements for plant and equipment in the monopolized industry
itself. To an outsider the industry might appear to offer excellent op-
portunities for investment. The product of additional plant could be
sold at prices somewhat under the monopoly price and still earn a good
profit. But to the monopolist extra production would mean lower
prices for his entire output. The profit gained on the additional plant
would be more than offset by the loss from lower prices for his existing
volume of output. Hence the monopolist not only does not increase
his own investment; he also does everything in his power to prevent
others from entering his industry. The way must be cleared for new
competitors to enter the industry to take advantage of what is to them
a favorable investment opportunity.
While underinvestment in the sense indicated is an almost universal

accompaniment of monopolistic conditions, there is yet another way in

Avhich monopoly may exercise a restraining effect on investment. This
concerns the rate of adoption of new techniques of production.

In a competitive industry an entrepreneur who develops an improved
product or a superior method of production will proceed at once to

make whatever outlays on new plant and equipment may be necessary
to put it into operation. His doing so inevitably results in losses to

his competitors. Their earning power is damaged by the better prod-
uct or lower cost of their rival ; their capital suffers a decline in value

;

some may even be forced into bankruptcy: others will be saved only
by making fresh outlays in order to adopt the new and improved tech-
niques which are now available. From some points of view the results

of this competitive struo-gle are favorable. New investment is main-
tained at a relatively high level, and consumers reap the advantages of
technological progress in the form of higher quality or lower price or
both.

The case is quite different in monopolistically dominated indus-
tries.^2 The rate of introduction of new techniques and improved
products and hence the volume of new investment is less under monop-
olistic than under competitive conditions. This does not mean that
monopolists habitually suppress new inventions and technological im-
provements, though the contrary is frequently assumed to be the case.

The real problem turns around the rate of introduction of new tech-

niques. The monopolist is always under temptation to put new
techniques in the place of old only as the latter wear out, and depre-
ciation reserves become available as a source of necessary funds. In
this way no net investment whatever results from the technological
innovation, though suppression is not involved. In short, under mo-
nopoly new methods tend to succeed old methods; under competition
new methods tend to replace old methods. The difference from the
point of view of the volume of investment may be large.

Some obstacles to potential investment opportunities, aside from
those stemming from monopolistic control over industry, are undoubt-

^2 See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 22, Technology in Our
Economy, and ch. V, supra.
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edlv to be found in various laws of both Federal and local govem-

ments. Most such leo-islation, however, is directed at problems other

than investment, which militates against any smiple solution. J^or

example, no one would suggest repealing laws forbidding the sale ot

narcotici simplv because this would be one method of providing a

profitable investment opportunity. On the other hand, there are clear

cases of legislation so ill-suited to its ostensible purpose that its etiect

on investment may well be predominantly considered i his is true,

for example, of local constniction codes prescribing building specitica-

tions which prevent the utilization of the most modern materials and

the most efficient methods.
_ , r^..;cio

Between these two extremes there are innumerable types oi legisla-

tion which directly or indirectly restrain the volume of investment

Some of these laws, like those which obstruct the interstate flow of

ffoods,^^ could certainlv be advantageously repealed or modified. But

lach law should be carefully examined on its i^^^^ts, ancl itseftect on

investment, too often overlooked in tlie past, should be given full

weight in reaching a final decision.

INCREASING PUBLIC INVESTMENT

Public investment is distinguished from private investment by cer-

tain important general characteristics which stem from the fact that

the former, unlike the latter, is not dominated by considerations ot

^^There are'and always have been many vital social needs requiring

larcre capital outlavs for their satisfaction which do not create protit-

makin- enterprises: The scope of the fields in which private enterprise

cannot operate on this account varies greatly m the course of social

evolution. Such items as fortresses, cantonments, and the varied para-

phernalia of war ; housing and equipment for police, firemen, and pub-

lic officials ; schools, public roads, improving navigable^waterways etc.,

have long been regarded as necessary and proper fields for pub ic

investment. Toda v the number of things which the people expect the

Government to provide is probably larger than ever before m history.

The doctrine that Government should plan the volume and timing

of its public works ^* expenditures in such a way as to alleviate the ups

and do^^ ns of the business cycle has long been familnir and, it is prob-

ably safe to say, is accepted in one form or another by many business-

men and professional economists. Many agree that government should

concentrate its investment activities in times of depression and with-

draw from the scene in times of prosperity.

To reco<Tni7e the vital interconnection between Government invest-

ment and national income does not imply advocacy of an expanded

lon<T-range Government investment program. It is not only possible

but"prob"ible that a policy of stimulating private investment or of

increasing the ratio of consumption to income, or some combination ot

these will in the end overcome the main obstacles to lasting prosperity

in a hlo-h-savin<Ts economy. But in the interim, according to one school

of econ'omic thought, shoring up by public investment may be necessary.

As Hansen stated to the committee

:

«« Rpe cb. VI. supra.
*ThP*'IVrm^""miblfc works' if hropdly interpreted, may he taken as synonymous with
'The tP™ piiDiic woTKs

. 11
,U$er exDrcssion is employed throuRhout the present

oha^^^rTo^U irS^theSifl™ -^tivity in terms of the savings-

and-investment theory.
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Considering the current investment outlet deficiencies compared to the decade of
the twenties, to wliich I have referred, it api)ears very doubtful that we can solve
our problem of full employment by relying exclusively on private investment.
Private investment, it seems to me, will have to be supplemented and, indeed,

stinmlated by public investment on a considerable scale. Public investment could
furnish an outlet for a part of our flow of savings and thus put them to active use,

raising income and employment above the current chronic stagnation level.'^

And again

:

We cannot afford to engage in irresponsible public spending. 0)i the other side,

we cannot afford to be niggardly with respect to public investment prospects which
(ire either directly or indirectly productive, and which serve to raise the standard
of living and thereby contribute to private business expansion, and especially is

this the case when we have huge unused and idle resources.''*

What are the implications of tliis view? What problems arise in

connection with an attempt to formulate a long-range progi-am of

Government investment as one method of attacking the stagnation of

national income and employment which a high-savings economy tends

to generate ?

Fiel(h for Public Investment.

There are many types of projects requiring capital outlays which
fall within what is generally conceded to be the proper sphere of Gov-
ernment activity. Some of these, such as the construction of public

school buildings, have long been responsible for the expenditure of very
considerable sums of money. While the aging of the population which
accompanies a slowing down in the rate of growth has already brought
about a diminution of numbers in the lower grades, and though even-
tually the total population of school age will be considerably smaller
than now, physical facilities for educational purposes are woefully
inadequate in many parts of the country, so that substantial capital

outlays will be needed for a long time to come.
Other types of Government construction, such as sewers and water

systems, noneducational public buildings, and miscellaneous construc-
tion projects, which have also bulked large in the past, will continue to
demand attention in the future but probably not on a greatly expanded
scale.

The outlets for Government investment activity which have just been
listed—educational buildings, sewers and water systems, noneduca-
tional buildings, and miscellaneous construction—accounted in the
period 1920-36 for a yearly outlay of about $800,000,000, or 40 percent
of total government construction.^^ A continuation of outlays of
roughly the same magnitude may probably be anticipated in the near
future. Careful plannins', particularly with a view to timing projects
in such a way as to offset unavoidable economic fluctuations, is of
enormous importance in these fields.

The broad fields in which expanded government investment is most
urgentlv needed are well known, and require no extended discussion
here. National defense stands in a category by itself. Recent develop-
ments abroad have forced the United States to embark upon a huge
program of building up its armed forces. This will provide by all odds
the largest outlet for government investment in the near future.

25 Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, p. .3546.
^ Tbid., p. .3548.
5'' Maintenance and worlc-relief construction are excluded. Hearings before the Tem-

porary National Economic Committee, Part 9, exhibit No. 616, p. 406.5.
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Military and naval expenditures averaged more than $7,000,000,000

a vear in the period 19l7-21.-« Of this amount a large part can

properly he called investment. During the next 17 Jears. liowever,

militarv and naval construction averaged only a little more than $100 -

000.000 annuallv.-> These facts illustrate what ^ay be expectexl to

hai)»en aaain when the present emergency has passed. National de-

fense cannot and should not be regarded as a permanent solution to the

problem of investment outlets. Hence, however large defense may

bulk in the near future, Government investment m peacetime should

not be overlooked.
.

. . , ^

The Greatest fields for Government investment, quite aside tiom

nationaT defense in the narrow sense of the term, are those which

provide basic facilities for preserving our precious heritage of natural

resources and for making the country a healthier, safer, and pleasanter

place in which to live.
^ These include such activities ^^ Ao^d ^oii^^^^^^

soil conservation, and reforestation, on the one hand, and the buiMing

of bridges, highways, hospitals, parks, playgrounas. on tlie other.

It would be out of place in a general discussion to attempt an estimate

of the quantitative extent of the connnunity's needs m these respects.

It is sufficient to point out that the possibdities of expansion are

enormous.

Finmicial ProhJems of GovernTmnt Investrmnt.

Vmono- the most important problems involved in a program of

Governinent investment are those connected with costs incurred and

methods of financing employed. It is essential that these problems be

given the most careful consideration in the ultimate determination of

^'^Tl?e fundamental financial question in connection with Government

investment is one of fiscal policy. Government investment is
^^\^J^y

an aid to private investment; it is also an olfset to savnigs But tins

is true only when it is financed by borrowing or by taxes which reduce

savin o-^o "investment can be stimulated by public works financed out

of consumption taxes, but to the extent to which that is done, the two

parts of the program are working against each other, and the invest-

ment is not realizing its potential value.
• . i

•

i a
V sharp distinction is drawn between those projects which are, and

those which are not self-liquidating. A self-liquidating project is

one which earns interest and enough more, over the life of the project,

to repay the original capital outlay. Such a project is, so tar as

financial theory is concerned, on a par with an ordinary private in-

vestment The money can be raised by borrowing; both interest on

the loan and repayment of the principal can be taken care of out of

earnino^ Public 'investments of a self-liquidating character involve

no burden, direct or indirect, on the public treasury, and their financial

soundness can scarcely be the subject of dispute. Hansen expressed a

widely held view when he told the committee

:

These offer no difficulty with respect to fiuaiic-ing, aurl about tliese tliere can

be, I think, no serious ground for controversy."

"*'«"'»".""
-^ss".?,^„';?"ffi ssk-r'^-sa' "ll^^s ss.S-UJfi!

years) 1917-21, Ilea

p. 41."0.
^ Ibid., exhibit No.
*" See Temporary >

^""HSls^b^efor^e'the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 9, p. 3547

p. 41."0.
^ Ibid., exliibit No. (516, p. 4065. _ ^ ^(. rr.oYation Recovery,
*o See temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 2U, laxauou, rv«t.u -c ,,
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Just how much room there is for public investment of a clearly

self-liquidating character is certainly not easy to estimate. Hansen
mentioned, as possibly falling into this category : Toll roads, bridges,

tunnels, municipal express highways and boulevards through con-

gested areas, rural electrification and rehabilitation projects, a rail-

road equipment authority to purchase and lease equipment to rail-

roads.^- The list is far from exhaustive, and it is conceivable that a
careful canvass of the field would reveal potentialities of a magnitude
at present unsuspected.

Self-liquidating and nonself-liquidating projects are not contra-

dictory nor mutuall}' exclusive categories. In reality, the dividing
line is not so distinct nor its location so definite as people assume. At
a 5 percent interest rate, a million-dollar project which will last 10
years will be self-liquidating if it yields $150,000 ])er annum. If,

however, the interest rate is 2 percent and the project will last 50
years, it will be self-liquidating if it yields only $40,000 per annum.
Thus one must know more about a given project than its probable
cost and revenue in order to determine whether or not it is self-

liquidating. These are important factors, but equally important are
the rate of interest and the probable life of the project. A project
which is nonself-liquidating at 5 percent may well fall into the self-

liquidating category at some lower rate of interest.

In this connection, Berle's proposal to establish a new system of
capital banks has special significance.*^ He suggested that there be
created a system of banks under public, or joint public and private,
auspices which would be empowered to create credit for long-term
capital purposes just as commercial banks now create credit for short-
term uses. These banks would be entitled to lend for either public
or private projects. Further, they would be empowered to graduate
interest rates in accordance witli the nature of the x^rojects to be
financed. As Berle explained:

There may be every reason for asking 4 or even 5 percent return from a com-
mercial enterprise; but there should be the possibility of ehargiiig, say one-
eighth of 1 percent for a noncommercial enterprise, sucii as a hospital. It is to
be remembered that when the Government gives to a banking organization the
power to create money, it no longer is necessary to offer an interest rate to
stimulate that creation."

Even with low interest rates, many of the most desirable public
projects from the point of view of community welfare must be classed
as nonself-liquidating for the simple reason that it is not feasible
to charge for their services. By their very nature, most highways,
conservation works, recreational facilities, to mention only a few,
cannot be revenue-yielding. Yet obviously these are just as significant
socially as any which can be made self-liquidating.
Once this is realized, certain popular objections to nonself-liquidat-

ing public investment are seen to rest on faulty reasoning. In par-
ticular, the notion that a revenue-yielding project is wealth while a
nonrevenue-yielding project is a dead loss is entirely fallacious.
Berle, in his testimony before the committee, illustrated this point
in the following example

:

^^ Idem.
*^ Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 3809 flf.
** Ibid., p. 4073.
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lu New York there are two bridges: The Brooklyn Bridge
^J^i^-^^^f^.f''^^' .'J"^

thpreor^-e Washington Bridge, which is a toll bridge. The Brooklyn Budge

makS Tof.iWo tle fre? flow of traffic from one part of New York to anothel^

?id the^eSie adds to the wealth of the entire city, though it does not charge

bTtheunfta'nd is supported out of the tax roll, ^he Gc.n-ge Was^^^^^^^^^^^

1<f owned bv the Port Authority and pays its way by a standard ^^l^'^^S'-^^'^"',^"^^

from eacl passing car. It likewise assists the free flow of goods, hough a

dS-ent method of payment is used. It is absurd to say that the Brooklyn

Bridge is not "wealth" and that the George Washington Bridge is wealth,

merely because of this difference."'

The financial differences between self-liquidating and nonse f«

liquidating projects are, however, real and important. A nonse t-

liquidatinS pro cct, if it involves any considerable capital outlay,

Z t ordmaJily though not always, be paid for m the first instance

from borrowed funds In this respect it does not differ from a sell-

liquidating project. But money for interest and amortization must

be raised by taxation, and this involves a transfer ot funds fjom tax-

navers as a eroup to Government bondholders as a group. it tiie

Ss to be tSerred are moderate, no special difficulties are pre-

sented But the fear is often expressed that a ong-range program

which envisages a continuation of nonself-liquidatmg Government

hivestment as a method of absorbing a part of the savings stream,

will inevitably result in steadily increasing transfers which event-

ually will leacl to some sort of a breakdown m the Government s fiscal

system. It is therefore argued that nonse l-hquidatmg Oo..vnment

investment financed out of borrowed funds is unsound Accoicling

to this view, the amount of nonself-liquidatmg projects should be con-

fined to those which can conveniently be financed out of current tax

""' BuUhe financial problems of nonself-liquidating Government invest-

ment take on an altogether different aspect il revenue and taxable

capacity move ahead in roughly the same proportion. I^ is obvious

that the difficulty of transferring larger sums from taxpayers to bond-

holders would not then be increased
-Wl nntlnv^ on

This does not constitute a lustification for unlimited outlaws on

projects of a nonself-liquidating character. On the contrary, care

should be exercised to insure that the rate of increase of carrying

charges to be met from taxation should not get seriously out of line

with the rate of increase of national income. But, so long as tlie limits

imposed by this relationship are observed, nonself-liquidatmg Govern-

ment investment is a sound financial proposition.

BUDGET REFORM : THE QUESTION OF THE DOUBLE BUDGET

An aspect of public investment closely related to those just considered

is that of budgetary procedure. The purpose of the budget m public

affairs is to provide a clear and accurate account of the sta e 1 the

Government's finances as a guide to the wise formation o^ P«
^^f/

^^

a democracy, moreover, budgetary procedure should also be intelligible

contractors, manufacturers and ^^oi^Ki^s iinsieaa oi lo uuou
makinu is also usually

^^^"^^.^S ^l ^re"u'he?'efser°ho\^;iir?he ^^ly^^^iaT t^^a^^^fer'^probl'em is essentially

the same.
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to the general public. There can be no doubt that our present budget
fails in several important respects to meet these criteria. Only those
aspects of the budget, however, which are relevant to public investment
will be touched upon here.

At present the Government has no property account; war debt
and debt incurred for relief purposes are lumped together indis-
criminately with debt contracted in the course of acquiring valuable
physical assets; the same is true of interest payments; depreciation
of Government property is not calculated; revemie from earning assets
is recorded in a multii)Iicity of accounts and no effort is made even
to calculate the total. In short, present budgetary procedure is ill-

suited to assist in the difficult task of formulating a rational long-
range program of Government investment.
Many of the weaknesses of the present budget could be largely

eliminated without any fundamental change ni accounting principles,
simply by attending to such matters as depreciation and write-ofl's;

and by such a regrouping of accounts as would display significant
items in their relation to each other.

On the other hand, it may be that more fundamental reform, along
the lines of the so-called double budget discussed by Hansen,^' is now
desirable. The double budget, which has already been adopted by
Denmark and Sweden, is essentially the application of the account-
ing i^rinciples of private business to Government bookkeeping. Trans-
actions on capital account are sharply distinguished from those which
pertain to current revenues and expenses, and the two are recorded
in separate sets of books. This merely corresponds to the distinction
between capital and income which is the cornerstone of profit-and-
loss accounting as it is practiced in private business.

Suppose the Government borrows $10,000,000 to construct a dam.
Under a double budgetary set-up the capital budget will show an
increase in Government assets of $10,000,000 and an offsetting increase
of liabilities in the form of debt of an equal amount. Into the operat-
ing budget will go operating costs, depreciation, and interest, along
with revenue, if any, from the sale of the services of the dam. To
the extent that revenue falls short of operating costs, depreciation
and interest, as it Avould in the case of nonself-liquidating projects,
the balance must be made up from the proceeds of taxation.
One further advantage of the double budget should be noted. The

public by and large is accustomed to and familiar with the account-
ing methods of private business, and is, therefore, likely to be con-
fused or misled by the Government's unitary budget system. Insofar
as Government accounting can be brought into line with business ac-
counting, it is evident that public understanding of Government
finances, and hence public participation in the formulation of policy,
would be materially advanced.

*'' Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 9, pp. 383'9-3854.
See also Temporary National Ecoonmic Committee Monograph No. 20, Taxation, Recovery,
and Defense.



CHAPTER XIII

INVESTMENT IN THE HOUSING INDUSTRY ^

THE IMPORTANCE Or THE HOUSING INDUSTRY

The construction of houses is one of our most important industries,

but for the past 10 years it has been one of the most depressed indus-

tries. In 1929 the 'contract-construction branch of the construction

industry, of which residential building forms a large part, accounted

for 4.5 ^percent of the national income. By 1933 this had fallen to

1.3 percent of a much reduced national income. The ensuing recovery

in national income was attended by a recovery in the relative impor-

tance of contract construction, but the figure had only reached 2.7

percent by 1938.- The same picture emerges if we view the problem

fi-om theSingle of investment outlets. During the period 1921-29,

residential and nonprofit construction accounted for approximately

30 percent of all income-producing expenditures that offset saving.

But in the period 1930-38 this had fallen to 15 percent, despite the

sharp decline in the total amount of such expenditures.^

This explains in large part both the disastrous depression of 1929-33

and the haltino- nature of the subsequent prosperity. Building was

one of the mainstays of the boom of the twenties ; its failure to make

a real comeback must count heavily in the explanation of the relative

stagnation of the thirties.

It would ai)pear that, insofar as our economic problems can be

solved by increasing investment, there is no more suitable or im-

portant field than that of residential building.*

THE nation's HOUSING NEEDS AND HOV.' THEY ARE BEING MET

There is no doubt about the existence of a great social need for new

residential construction, particularly of a type suitable for the lower

income groups. The salient facts in this comiection were presented

to the conunittee by Dr. Isador Lubin, Commissioner of Lalwr Sta-

tistics, on opening the hearings in the construction industry and may
be usefully summarized here.^

In 1939 the vacancy rate was very low, about 2 percent for the

countrv as a whole, this indicates that there is no surplus of houses

1 This chapter was writton bv Dr. Paul M. Sweezy, department of economics, Han-ard
University It was reviewed and criticized by Dr. Theodore J. Kreps, professor of busi-

ness economics Stanford University : Dr. Alvin H. Hansen, professor of economics, Har-

vard University : and Dr. Seymour E. Harris, department of economics. Harvard I niversity.

= Temporary "National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, Toward More Housing, by

Peter A. Stone and H. Harold Denton, p. 126. ^ ,

3 Percentases computed from Dr. Lauchlin Currie's revised fiEfures on Income Producing
Expenditures That Offset Savings. Hearings before the Temporary National Economic
Committee. Part 9, p. 4122.

. ^ ^ ..

,

* See Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 11.

5 Ibid., pp. 4966—1!>68.
285
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available for increased future needs. Over the next decade there

will be an annual increase in nonfarni families requiring homes of at

least 280,000." Some 45,000 dwelling units can be expected to be re-

tired ever}' year through demolition. It follows that annual construc-

tion of new units at the rate of 325,000 will be necessary if the vacancy

rate merely remains at its present level.

This figure is, however, by no means an adequate measure of housing

needs. There are now at least 4,000,000 substandard dwellings—units
which are either unfit for human habitation or in need of major re-

pairs, which will eventually require replacement. If these should be

replaced with new houses over a period of 20 years, or at the modest
rate of 5 percent per year, a further 200,000 units will be needed every

year. This calculation makes no allowance for the large number of

houses which will sink into the substandard category in the future.

It appears, then, that during the next decade a total of 525,000

units (325,000 to prevent an actual shortage in accommodations and
200.009 to replace obsolete structures) will constitute the minimum
annual need for new construction. As Lubin pointed out, however:
"With 525 000 additional units for the next 10 years, there will hardly

be any increase in the standards of the American people in terms of

their housing."
"^

The other side of the picture is the actual volume of new construc-

tion. During the 1930's the average rate of new nonfarm residential

building was 220,000 units per annum. The largest amount of build-

ing in any one year was 465,000 in 1939.* It seems clear that the

deficit in American housing has been increasing, and that even now
private enterprise is not producing at a rate sufficient to meet minimum
requirements.
Housing needs are by no means revealed in overall figures. Only

slightly less important is the type of new housing built. It would
appear that each income grouj) should get its fair share of new houses.

As a matter of fact, however, this does not happen; the great majority
of new units are so expensive that only the more well-to-do can afford

to live in them. Stone's estimates illustrate this situation very clearly.

In 1938 about one-tenth of 1 percent of the new houses built were
within reach of tlie 37 percent of nonfarm families with incomes
under $1,000; 3.7 percent of the new houses were within reach of the

21 percent of nonfarm families with incomes between $1,000 and
$1,500; 15 percent of the new houses were within reach of the 15
j)ercent of nonfarm families Avith incomes between $1,500 and $2,000;
and the remaining 81 percent of new houses could be afforded only by
the 24 percent of nonfarm families with incomes over $2,000. In other
words, less than one-fifth of our new building is suitable for those

with incomes under $2,000, who constitute more than three-quarters

of total nonfarm population.''

The implications of these figures are clear. New housing for the
upper income groups is relatively abundant, while the increasing needs
of the lower income groups must be met largely from hand-downs
which become sufficientlj cheap through depreciation. If a similar

" stone puts the figure at 340,000. (Temporary National Economic Committee Mono-
graph No. 8, pp. 20, 21.) If this be accepted as the more accurate figure, all the estimates
of needs should be correspondingly increased.

^ Plearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 11, p. 4967.
* Tpinporary Nntional Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, pp. 22-23.
» Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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situation existed in the automobile industry, new production ^YOuld be

concentrated on Rolls-Koyces and Cadillacs while the less we 1-to-do

would drive second- and third-hand cai;s, and the poor would h.we to

be satisfied with eleventh- and twelfth-hand jalopies of a pre-World

^^'Kirthennore, it is evident that at the present inadequate rate of

new construction, the burden of declining housing standards falls not

on the wealthy but on the lowest income groups who are in need ot

healthy and decent surroundings.
, , , . ^ -c ^„

So far the discussion of housing needs has been m terms ot main-

taining present standards of housing. If our aim isan improvement

in standards the scope of the problem is obviously widened. Suppose

it were considered desirable to step up the rate of replacement of

substandard dwellings to 10 percent per aniuim "^^^^«^^\
[^^ '^.li^^'^^^lf

as postulated above—in other words, to replace our 4,0O0.OJO sub-

standard units in 10 years instead of 20. In this case, total new_^ require-

ments for the next decade would be advanced to some 725.000 units

a year This is a large fia-ure, but certainly not unattainable; new

construction, averaged 700,000 during the g/^^^t ||0"^Xa- boom of the

twenties, and in the peak year of 1925 more than 900 000 dwellings were

built ^'^

The stimulation of residential construction, therefore, would be a

method not only of providing an investment outlet for savings, but

also of meeting one of the Nation's most urgent social problems, decent

housing for its people.

STIMUL.\TING PER"ATE INVESTMENT IN HOUSING

Tl^^ problem of stimulatina: private investment in residential con-

struction is altogether one of reducing the cost of housing to_ levels

within the financial reach of the great mass of medium- and low-mcome

families. If new houses can be profitably produced to rent or sell

cheaply enough, there need be no fear of a lack of demand. People

must be housed, and most of them prefer decent modern quarters.

The cost of housing to the consumer is a monthly or annual cost

made up of maintenance and operation, interest, depreciation or

amortization, and taxes. The stimulation of private investment

activity, therefore, requires the reduction of some or all of these

components of the annual cost to the consumer.

To effect this end, two lines of action are open: (1) Attempt to

reduce the initial cost of new houses, without impairing standards

of quality and durability. This decreases the capital outlay and

hence interest, depreciation, and tax charges. (2) The reduction o±

mortgage interest rates. This would operate directly to reduce

annual cariying costs.

Redwtion of the Initial Cost of Homing.

The overall, initial cost of a house includes land and construction,

plus a variety of legal and professional fees. In. general, construction

costs average between 70 and 80 percent of the complete overall

costs.^^ Here is where effective action must be centered.

i«Ibid., pp. 22-23. ^ .^^ .^ ,, v q r^ a-*
"Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. S, p. 16.
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Construction costs consist of on-site labor costs, material costs,

profit and overhead in approximately the followino: pi-oportions: ^-

Pcrcent
Labor 30
Materials 60
Profit and overhead 10

Total 100

The problem of reducing construction costs may be approached sim-
ply from the point of view of reducin*; wages, material prices, and
builders' profits without in any way disturbing existing techniques and
methods in the industry as a whole. The limitations of this approach,
however, need at least as much stress as its advantages.
So far as labor is concerned, hourly wage rates under union pay

scales are uncloubtedly high. But employment is highly seasonal and
intermittent in character, and, considering the large proportion of
skilled labor in the building trades, annual earnings, even in years of
great activity, are not out of line with other industries." In years
of depressed activity annual earnings, despite high hourly rates, drop
to disastrously low levels.^* There have been some efforts to promote
the idea of lower hourly rates along with guaranteed annual earnings
as a method of reducing labor costs,'-^ but with the industry organized
as it is at present this is an impractical scheme. Tens of thousands
of small contractors employ the great bulk of building trades labor;
business is as uncertain for them as employment is for workers. It
is quite impossible for most of them to enter into commitments vrhich
extend much beyond the duration of a particular job.^**

With respect to building materials, it is possible to anticipate more
success from a policy of price reductions. Generally, in the thirties,
the index of building material prices ran higher than all commodities,
although the volume of construction Jias been sharply down.^' This
is prima facie evidence that artificial restraints are at work, and the
recent series of indictments resulting from the Antitrust Division's
investigations in this field bear out this view. Generalization, however,
must be undertaken with caution since data are scarce, wide variations
between different localities, and a lack of standardization with respect
to quality and dimensions make comparisons difficult.

Some important building materials are subject to producer control
of a mono]xjlistic sort on a national scale. This is true of steel,
cement,^* and g^^psum ^^ (the basic material in plaster). Brick prices
are controlled in some areas.-° Trade associations exercise a most
important influence in millwork prices.-^ Plumbing supply prices are
closely regulated by a few companies which manufacture' 75 percent
or more of the leading articles.--

Moreover, a variety of restrictive practices has grown up in the
distributive end of the building materials iiulustries. Manufacturers,

^ Ibid. p. 44 No general survey of the eompcsition of construction costs has yet been
™'^??;-,".'1, x-Tr*""t*' opinion the above figures -'appear to be typical."" Ihid., table XII. p. 52.

^*Ibid., pp. 52-53.
!;• See e. g., William Plaber, Industrial Relations in the Building Industrv. HarvardUniversity Press, Cambridge. 1930. . .

a a
i« Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No 8 p 63
^' Ibid., p. 58, chart XII.

\l
Teniporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, p. 62.

'" Inid., pp. 62—63.
20 Ibid, p. 63.
21 Ibid., p. 64.
"Ibid., pp. 65-66.
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wholesalers, jobbers, and retailers ai-e all truilty of collusive practices

designed to protect existiiio- channels of distribution from competition

of new methods and materials, and to hold up excessive profit mar-

gins ^=' The small contractor, with meager capital resources of his

own is obliii-ed to rely on credit from retailers and has no choice but

to pay prices which in many cases include a substantial padding of

unnecessary charges.^* The'large builder in some cases escapes some

of the'^e otistacles by buying in bulk direct from manufacturers or

wholesalers. But he is subject to an abuse which hardly touches the

small fellow, namely, collusive bidding, through the use of so-called bid

depositories, on the' part of contractors and subcontractors. Arrange-

ments of this kind are not infrequently policed by labor unions, a fact

which makes them unusually difficult to circumvent.-' What the large

builder may gain through mass buying is likely to be lost through the

concertedactionof still other groups in the industry.

Preci'^elv how much these various types of monopolistic, collusive

and restrictive practices add to the final cost of construction m the way

of unnecessarily high prices and profit margins is impossible to say,

but the sums must be substantial.
, -,. i , ^.

To combat this unsatisfactory situation, the I^ederal Government

possesses one important and effective weapon—the antitrust laws. Al-

ready under the direction of Assistant Attorney General Thurman

Arnold the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has been

enoa<red for nearlv 2 years in a broad campaign to clean up restraints

oflrade in everv "branch of the construction industry. The program

in the words of Mr. Arnold, is one of "simultaneous action on a Nation-

wide scale against all the restraints which affect the price of the final

product—the completed house." ^*^ Since the purpose is constructive

rather than punitive, the equity suit and civil decree are used wherever

possible and practicable.-'
<?

. i i ^•

:^Ir Arnold in a recent book dealing Avith the activities of the Anti-

trust Division, finds certain definite evidences of concrete achievement.

'Tn one city, for example." he states, "since our investigation began,

himlier prices have dropped 18 percent and saixl and gravel prices have

declined 22 percent. The low bid on a large electrical contrax^t which

was readvertised was 21 percent under the previous low bid. - in

another city, "there were a number of bid depositories operating m a

way which we considered to be restraint of trade. The members of

these deijositories were intervie^^ed by our investigators. In a short

time every one of them informed us that he was ceasing the practice we

were invelligating." Mr. Arnold believes that this is 'typical of what

is hapijening in manv places."
-"

„ . ,. ^ ^^i

The favol able character of the results of antitrust enforcement m the

construction industry is established, and there is every reason tor

continuing to push ahead vigorously along this path.

So far in this chapter attention has been confined to the possibilities

of lowering construction costs through reducing the money prices of

33 Ibid p 69 ff See also the testimony of Assistant Attorney General Thurman

Arnold Hearings before the Temporary National Economic C ommittee, Part 11. pp.

^^^4'Tenuwrary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, p. 72.

'M"l\\Vin^2s behfre the Temporar National Economic Committee, Part U. p. .514.5.

"
Thilrma/' W^ArnoUl. The Bottlenecks of Business. Reynal and Hitchcock. New York,

1940. p. 1!I7.

29 Ibid., p. 202.

300282—il 20
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the various materials and services entering into tlie building of houses.
This is, however, only a small part of the whole problem.
Throughout the economic system, the factor which underlies and

dominates cost is preeminently the factor of productivity—the rela-

tion of input of productive resources to output of finished goods. In
case after case, manufactured articles of convenience and luxury have
been brought within reach of the great mass of consumers not through
the mere reduction of the money prices paid for labor and materials
but through enormous increases in productivity—increases in the out-
put of finished goods per man-hour of input. Productivity, in turn, is

governed by industrial progress in the fields of technology and organ-
ization. Wherever organizational skill has been combined with rapid
technological improvement, productivity has gone forward by leaps
and bounds, and unit costs have steadily fallen.

The basic method of constructing a house has changed little for
literally hundreds of years. New features and materials, like sanitary
plumbing and electric lighting, have been added from time to time.
But the assemblage of materials, layer on layer, on the site of the
house, by handicraftsmen working with primitive tools and in rela-
tive independence, has undergone virtually no change since the earliest
periods for which we possess records.^° The backwardness of the
building industry is well described by R. Harold Denton, in a mono-
graph prepared for the T. N. E. C. in the following words

:

The building industry has not kept pace with other major industries in many
important respects. It is only slightly mechanized ; each group in the industry
operates on the unsound doctrine that there is only a limited amount of work to
be done, and each has imposed a variety of restrictions designed to protect its
share of the work

; the industry has refused to recognize methods of production
management which have greatly increased productivity and reduced costs in the
manufacturing industries; there is little standardization even of essential ele-
ments

; each specialized group in the production of a house has set itself up as an
independent business with practically no coordination or over-all management

;

the attitude of the public, of governing bodies, or architects, of labor, of real-estate
boards, contractors, and materials manufacturers alike toward the production of
housing has been rigidly bound to tradition; there has been practically no
scientific laboratory research upon the house as a complete unit.^

Given these conditions, it is small wonder that the cost of construct-
ing houses remains high. We need not look to artificially high wages
and prices as the explanation. "The real problem is that of"low pro-
ductivity." ^^ gy ^]^g Q^^^Q token, the real solution is to raise pro-
ductivity.

Reduction of the Interest Rate.

Interest is an extremely important component of the annual cost of
housing to the consumer. According to Stone, the annual cost of
rental housing is divided somewhat as follows :

^^

Percent
Interest 3q
Depreciation 20
Operation and maintenance 35
Taxes and assessments '.

15

Total 100

30 pqp ^jjg history of building methods, see A. F. Bpmis and John Burchard, The Evolving
House, vol. I, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge, 1933

31 Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, p. 133.
32 Ibid., p. 130.
3' Ibid., p. 45.
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Lower costs to the consumer may be achieved by a reduction in the

total initial cost of the house, or by reducmg any or all ot the com-

ponents of the total. It is apparent from the figures given above that

a 50-percent reduction in the interest rate wdl be reflected m a 15-

percent reduction in annual cost to the consumer.

Morto-acre interest rates have declined substantially m the past 10

years 11^931 the effective rate for building and loan associations was

8 percent. For Federal savings and loan associations this had fallen

to 6.3 percent by 1936.^* In 1939, John H. Fahey, Chairman of the

Home Loan Bank Board, told the committee that, "Ihe country over,

rates on home mortgages are now ranging from 5 to 6 percent in some

cases they are as low as 4 and 41/0 percent, while m some localities they

run UP to 61/. and 7 percent.^^ Some reductions in mortgage interest

rates in sympathy with the general decline in interest rates would

almost certainly liave taken place in this period apart from any poli-

cies pursued by Government. But there is little doubt that Federal

action in the field of mortgage rates produced a sharper and more con-

sistent movement than would otherwise have taken place. Stone goes

so far as to assert that, "The substantial decline m effective interest

rates between 1931 and the present time has been 1^1'^^!^. ^^^^
7;||t

of various types of Federal intervention." ^« What policies did the

Government' pursue in order to bring about this result i

The Federal Home Loan Banks, founded in 1932, rediscount mort-

sa<res for all member institutions loaning on urban real estate. ' 1 liese

institutions exercise a general steadying influence on the mortgage

lending business, though their direct effect on interest rates has prob-

ably been small.
. . „ ^ i.i

•
i •„ 1000

the Federal savings and loan associations, first authorized in 1 Jo3,

are local mutual thrift and home financing institutions. By 1939 the

Fed rll Governnient had subscribed more than $200,000 000 to their

shares, and their assets amounted to almost 1.5 bilhon dollars.- The

deposits of these Federal associations are insured by the Federal ba%-

ings and Loan Corporation (1934).^^ In this way some influence on

mortiraoe interest rates was undoubtedly exerted.

The Home Owners' Loan Corporation was active m lending opera-

tions from 1933 to 1936. The H. O. L. C. was created to refinance exist-

ino- mortgages on relatively liberal terms m the thousands of cases

where owSe?s were about to lose their homes through foreclosure at the

bottom of the depression.^" The effect on new mortgage rates was

indirect, but probably important.
. * i

• • ^ 4--^.^

Finally, and most "important, the Federal Housing Administration,

created under the terms of the National Housing Act of 1934 insures

morto-ao-es in order to reduce the risk element m the cost ot housing

capital. Originally, insurance would be gi-anted on mortgages up to

$16,000, on terms up to 20 years, in amounts not exceeding 80 percent

of appraised value. An insurance charge of one-half of 1 percent m as

-Heirin^^s^iloforo the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 11 P- ^f
5- T!;«

flgur"s'"presVntol above are admitteclly "O. n^«^«
f^f^.'le anfdep.'nfa rin^n.rmall"^^

^^Lri^ SeJS'SaSd'^o^ ^^l^Z^'^'^^n^^o, the country- (Ibi...

''illl^^^^^'^^SSryS^Sl^^lS^e'?^^^ H. PP- 5381-5382.

=« Ibid., pp. ,5383-5384.
39 Ibid., p. 53S5.
« Ibid., p. 5385 £E.
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made, and a maximum interest rate of 5 percent on the outstanding
obligation was prescribed.*'^ Total cost to the borrower could there-
fore not exceed 5I/2 percent. Subsequently (1938), these terms were
liberalized for housing costing less tlian $6,000. The amortization
period was extended to 25 years and the maxinunn loan increased to 90
percent of appraised value, while the insurance premium was cut to
one-fourth of 1 [)ercent.*- In 1939 the interest rate itself was decreased
from 5 to 4V2 percent.*^

In the field of rental housing the F. H. A. is empowered to insure
loans to limited dividend corporations undertaking low-cost housing.
Mortgages must not exceed 80 percent of valuation. Interest rates have
been reduced from 5 to 4V2 and then to 4 percent in an effort to reach
reasonably low-income groups.
The F. H. A. has certainly played a very important role in the

single-unit dwelling field. For example, in 1938 about 35 percent of
all new one-family nonfarm homes w^ere financed by the F. H. A.
insured mortgages,'" and it is clear that the influence of F. H. A.
standards and rates has extended beyond the limits of its immediate
activities. In general, the experience of the F. H. A. has shown
conclusively that mortgage insurance is a thoroughly sound and
workable method of reducing the cost of housing capital. Even though
the risk of loss on F. H. A. mortgages is quite insignificant, lenders are
still able to get 4V^ percent on loans of this type. Municipal and utility

bonds of comparable maturity, and certaiidy no greater safety, yield
anywhere from 1 to II/2 percent less, while long-term Government
bonds yield 2 to 2I/2 percent less. There seems to be no good reason
for discrepancies of this magnitude. If F. H. Ji.. insured mortgage
rates could be lowered, it is not likely that lenders would refuse to
accept lower rates, and the effect on private investment in residential
construction w^ould be altogether favorable.

GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT IN HOUSING

The production of houses has thus far been analyzed as though it

were similar to the production of automobiles, radios, or some of the
other durable consumers' goods. But the differences are quite as sig-
nificant as the similarities. Many of the social evils of modem urban
living are traceable, in whole or in part, to slum housing conditions.
It has become increasingly clear that public action to eliminate these
conditions springs not so much from humanitarian concern for the
welfare of the slum-dwellers—though that is an important consider-
ation—as from a desire to raise the level of social existence for the
whole community.

History of Public Hoiosing in the United States.

Though experiments in governmental aid to private housing activ-
ity in the United States date back to 1871 ^^ it was not until the World
War that the Government actually undertook the direct construction
of houses for rental purposes. The United States Housing Corpora-
tion, which was set up at that time as a special war measure, spent

" Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, p. 86.
*2 Ibid., p. 87.
« Ibid., p. 88.
" Ibid., p. 87.
*^ Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, p. 111.
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$42 000,000 but retired from the field as soon as the war was over/^

Not until 1933 did Government again enter the field of housnig.

Within the next few years four Government agencies, the l^iiblic

Works Administration, the Resettlement Administration, the J^ederal

Emergency Kelief Administration, and the Farm Security Admm-
istrati()n enoaoed in housing construction on a modest scale.*^

The total number of dwelling units erected under the auspices ot

these agencies to the end of the fiscal year 1939 amounted to less than

40,000, a mere drop in the bucket compared to the amount of private

building even in those years of very restricted residential construe-

tion *^

The first step toward the development of a planned program of

Government investment in housing was taken with the passage of the

United States Housing Act of 1937. which inaugurated a period ot

consideiablv increased activity. Bv the end of 1939 loan contracts

amounting to nearly $600,000,000 had been signed, which will eventu-

ally provide dwellings for some 160.000 families.'"' In contrast. Great

Br'itain has engaged in public housing on a large scale ever since the

last war ITncler a plan very similar to that embodied m the United

States Housing Act, some* 1,100.000 dwellings have been built m
Eno-land and Wales since 1919. This amounts to about one-third ot

all houses constructed during the period.^^' Adjusting for our larger

population, a comparable figure for this country would have been more

than 3,000,000 units, or about 150,000 per annum for the past 20 years,

as against the actual total, both under construction and authorized,

of lillle more than 200,000.

The United States Homing Authority.

The United States Housing Act established the United States Hous-

in<r Authority, the basic functions of which were described to the com-

mittee by the Administrator, Nathan Straus, as follows

:

The U S H A makes repayable loans to local public-housing agencies, called

local housing authorities, to help them construct local low-rent housing pro.iects

and to clear slums. It makes annual grants-in-aid, annual contnbutuuis to help

the locality bring rents on tlie completed projects within the hnancial reach of

families in the lowest income group now liying in slums or substandard housing.

The U. S. H. A. cannot itself construct housing projects.'

The terms of the act tie the U. S. H. A. rigidly to slum-clearance

activity, not indeed in the sense that new projects must be located on the

site of cleared slums, but in the sense that for each dwelling unit con-

structed under U. S. H. A. auspices one substandard unit must be de-

molished or renovated by the local authority. In practice this severely

limits the ability of the U. S. H. A. to aid in the construction ot

additional housing capacity."^-
. , , , . i

•
i ^

The size of the anmial contributions m aid of low rentals is deter-

mined bv the general objective of reducing the full economic rent on

the projects to what theU. S. H. A. calls the "social rent,' in effect,

^°Ibirt:: pp" (13-114. Total new nonfarm construction in the years 1933-39 amounted

to 1.().'0,'600 Ohid.. p. 23).
^ Ibid., pp. 113-llG.

•0 Ilea rinks before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 11, p. .5429.

^= It
'
siio'^uld^ be noted, however, that under the terms of recent defense legislation the

U S H A is authorized to meet emergency housing needs growing out of the fi^f^'^l^^^'^
gram and that in connection with this work there are no slum-clearance or equivalent dem-

olition provisions. How important this will he remains to be seen.
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M'liat prospective low-income tenants pay for tlieir present substandard
dwellings.^^

Tlie U. S. H. A. operates as a banker for local housing authorities.

In this capacity it borrows from the public on its own Treasury-
guaranteed debentures, and lends up to 90 percent of the project cost

to the local authority at the current Federal interest rate, plus one-half
of 1 percent. The local authority must raise at least the remaining 10
percent from other sources. Loans to the local authorities are repay-
able in 60 years, the period during which the projects are expected to

be occupied. So far the U. S. H. A. has been borrowing at a little

under II/2 percent and lending at 3 percent, thus earning a profit on
its banking operations. This banking profit is lowered to the extent
that the project is financed from sources other than U. S. H. A. loans.

The U. S. H. A. also acts as the agency of the Federal Government
in fixing and disbursing annual contributions in aid of low rentals.

Such contributions may not exceed the current Federal interest rate,

plus 1 percent, on the project costs. To date this has meant that the
maximum allowable contribution has averaged about 3I/2 percent. In
order to insure local cooperation, localities are obliged to make annual
contributions, usually in the form of tax abatement, equal to at least

20 percent of the Federal contribution. Actually Straus testified that
to date local contributions have averaged about half the Federal
contributions.^^

Up to June 1939 the U. S. H. A. had found it necessary to make the
maximum contribution allowed, 31^2 percent, in order to bring rentals
within reach of families with incomes under $1,000.'^^ Since that time
"the annual contributions now being approved have been reduced to an
average of about 2.8 percent, and in some cases only 214 to 2V2 percent,
of the total cost of the projects" due to "carefully planned economies
in operation and management." ^®

It should be noted that the net cost to the Federal Government in-

volved in the U. S. H. A. program is measured not by the amount of
the annual contributions, but rather by this amount less the profit

which the U. S. H. A. makes on its banking operations. Under the
most favorable circumstances, assuming that the U. S. H. A. lends
money for 90 percent of the initial outlay and the annual contribution
is 2.8 percent, the cost to the Federal Government works out at ap-
proximately 11/^ percent." This is almost exactly equal to the interest

rate paid by the U. S. H. A. for its funds. This is the whole amount
of burden on the Federal Treasury.
At the present time costs to the Federal Government are likely to

rise above this level only to the extent that the U. S. H. A. lends less

than 90 percent of the initial outlay, for this reduces the U. S. H. A.'s

banking profit and hence increases the net burden of the annual con-
tribution.

As to the burden assumed by local treasuries in supporting the hous-
ing program, this is much more apparent than real, even in a strictly

financial sense. It has already been pointed out that local contribu-

^ Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 11, p. 5414.
^ Ibid., pp. 5415-5416.
'>«Ibid., p. 5415.
^ TT. S. H. A.. What Does the Housing Prosram Cost? March 1940, pp. 3, 4.
^^ The U. S. H. A. lends the local authority 90 percent of the cost at 3 percent. For these

funds it pays about 1.5 percent. Hence its interest profit is 1.35 percent of the total cost.
This must be deducted from the contribution of 2.8 percent, leaving a net cost of 1.45
percent.
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tions take the form of tax exemption. Usually, however, the direct

financial sacrifice is much less than the theoretical tax loss, since de-

linquencies are high and collections difficult in the case of run-clown

slum property of tlie type frequently involved in U. S. H. A. projects.

The replacement of shuns by decent "well laid-out houses reduces crime,

disease, fires, and juvenile clelinquency, and hence makes possible a cut

in the city budget. The scientific study of urban problems in recent

years has shown what a terrible social and financial liability slums

are; ^^ their elimination, therefore, undoubtedly involves actual finan-

cial' savings of a substantial sort. Also, a housing project invariably

raises the value of adjacent real estate, and hence indirectly creates new

sources of tax revenue ; and, finally, at least during the period of con-

struction, the added employment caused by a project means lower

relief and welfare costs.

It is almost impossible to measure the exact size of these hnanciai

offsets to the contribution of the locality, and there is considerable

variation from project to project. But it seems safe to assume that

on the average the net financial cost to the localities is negligible.

Hence the only financial burden imposed upon taxpayers by the U. S.

H. A. prograni is the net cost to the Federal Government—m other

words, the difference between the annual Federal contribution and

the U. S. H. A.'s banking profit.
. . , -, ,

In the spring of 1940, U. S. H. A. authorizations tor anual rent

subsidies totaled nearly $700,000,000,^^ which, with present techniques

and building costs wiU'eventually construct more than 160,000 dwelling

units for families in the lowest income group.*"' The U. S. H. A. calcu-

lates that the probable annual net cost of this program will be $13,-

400,000, or just under 2 percent of the total capital outlay .^^

This net cost figure will probably be reduced in future expansions of

the prograni. Steadv progress, according to Straus, has been made

in the direction of lower construction costs. "We are learning how

to build cheaper and plan more economically on every project," he

told the committee, "and I believe it is re;isonable to assume that the

amount of our annual contributions will tend to decrease." <^- On the

other hand, Mr. Straus also expects the projects to secure a larger

share of their capital from local sources in the future; if so, this will

reduce the U. S. H. A.'s banking profit and hence raise the net cost

to the Federal Government. This would ajjpear to be an undesirable

development which could be prevented either by a change m policy or

by a slight change in the United States Housing Act.

Expanding the United State.^ Homing Authority Program.

As already indicated, the U. S. H. A. is designed to provide housing

for really low-income families. The lowest income reached is be-

tween $400 and $500; and tenants are limited to famihes with maxi-

mum incomes ranging from $612 from the smallest-size families in

Austin, Tex., to $1,399 per annum in New York City.- I" f
^o^

every project the average income of those housed is less than $1,UUJ.

« See. e. g., Bof^ton City rianning Board. Report on Income and Cost Survey of Boston.

^'
5M>mporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 8, p. 117.

*" Idem. „ . -r^ /-. if)„ p
"F S H A What Does the Housing Program Cost .'p. <>.

t. < 1 1 r^ ^^sin
«=He.^rings before the Temporary National Economic f^ommittce Part 11. p. 5415.

«3Tpmr)orarv National F.oonomic Committep Monograph ^o. ^ p. '" _ ^ _,„«
« eSgsLfore the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 11. p. o428.
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Since private building for families with incomes under $1,000 is

virtually nonexistent."^ an important source of new houses foi- this

group is tlie IT. S. H. A. progi-am. However, the magnitude of the

housing problem for this income chiss is so great tliat the pi'esent

U. S. H. A. program is not sufficient for its sohition.

There are more than 8.000,000 nonfarm families with incomes mider
$1,000. It may be taken for granted that an overwhelmingly large

percentage of our 4,000,000 substandard houses are inhabited by fam-
ilies falling in this category. It follows that the potential field for

U. S, H. A. activities is enormous. Some of the substandard dwellings,

however, w^ill be replaced by relatively serviceable hand-downs from
higher income gi-oups. Even so there is a genuine social need for
more than 3,000,000 new units suitable for occupiincy by families with
incomes under $1,000. If it is assumed that these new units should
be provided over a period of 20 years, the U. S. H. A. program would
have to be stepped up to an annual rate of 150,000 new units per annum.
An expansion of the U. S. H. A. program in the manner indicated

would in no sense constitute a threat to the private building industry,
which does not provide for the lowest income grouj). On tlie contrary,
it w^ould stimulate private building, through absorbing more than
$600,000,000 annually of what might otherwise be idle savings, and
in this way lifting the level of employment and national income.
The annual cost to the Federal Government of constructing 3,000,-

000 new U. S. H. A. units over a 20-year period would gradually amount
to a maximum of about $250,000,000, and the average for the next 2

decades would be $125,000,000. These figures are based on the as-

sumption that the net cost for every 150,000 units is apprbximately
$13,000,000 per annum. To the extent that construction costs can be
brought down in the future the burden on the Treasury would be
correspondingly reduced.

^ See above, p. 286.



CHAPTER XIV

SMALL BUSINESS^

The problems of small business are in part those of all business,

and center on the need for a larger market. All firms face questions

affecting income and mortality in periods when national income as

a whole is low. There are, however, several problems which must be

faced primarily by small firms and for which small firms have sought

their own solution. It is to these that attention is directed m this

chapter.

NUMBER or SMALL ENTERPRISES

Satisfactory figures on the total number of business establishments

in the United States are not available. It is estimated that there

are roughly 2.400,000 separate units, or about 16 firms for each 1,000

persons.- n„ / -^i i ^i

Of the total, more than 92 percent are "small" (with less than

$250,000 in total assets), and about 7 percent are intermediate (with

$250,000 to $5,000,000 in total assets). Only about 1 percent of the

business population has assets over $5,000,000. Arthur Whiteside,

president of Dun & Bradstreet, estimates that 1,680,000 concerns have

a net worth under $120,000.-^ Excluding banks, insurance companies,

and service concerns not seeking credit, 30 percent of all commercial

units have an investment of $500 or less; 48 percent have between

$500 and $10,000; 21 percent have more than $10,000.

There are a number of parttime and marginal enterprises which

bulk large in the economy, although there are no comi)rehensive data

concerning them. The manv homes in which a room or so is rented;

the small lumberin<T, gravel-mining, produce-vending, and other side-

lines of farmers; the worlc of the occasional or parttime dressmaker

carpenter- the talent or "hobby" of an otherwise employed individual

which results in commercial ]3roduction—all these activities are im-

portant to the dynamics of the national economy. The small per-

sonal operation liiay be embryonic of a larger business growth, ihis

indeterminate area' shades over into the group of small, but clearlv

established business units which are operated by their proprietors and

their families. The Census of Business gives the number of units

of this kind as between 800,000 and 900,000.

According to records of the Social Security Board there were, in

the first quarter of 1938, about 1,500,000 employing units engaged

iThi'? chanter was written bv William B. Saunrlers. econonric analyst. Demrtment of

anfl .John Cover. National Resources I'lannniK Board. -Pv^Momo nf s^mall
Vspp Temporary National Economic Committee Monosraph No. 17, Problems of Small

^
Mi"e^irin?s Tef" c the Temporary National Economic Committee. Part 9. Sayings and

Investment, p. 3873.
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in "business" (as covered by the act). There were also some 300,000
financial, professional, and other "nonbusiness" units. Of the total
1,800.000 enrolled eniployin<v concerns, 123,000, or 6.8 percent, were
only occasional employers, havin^j repoi'ted some wages' paid during
the first quarter of 1938, but employing no workers at the end of the
quarter. This measure does not truly reflect the volume of business
and also tends lo overstate the size of enterprise progressively as
actual size decreases ; it is, however, a rough guide to the size dis-
tribution of firms. Small firms (with less than 20 workers) consti-
tuted 92.5 percent of the total and employed 25.2 percent of the
covered workers. Intermediate firms (with from 20 to 800 workers)
comprised 7.4 percent of the total, but employed 44.1 percent of the
workers. The large firms, with only 0.1 percent of the total organi-
zations, nevertheless employed 30.7 percent of the total number of
workers.^ The conclusion is inescapable that the vast majority of
firms are small.

MamufactuTing.

In the field of manufacturing, the great multiplicity of small busi-
ness units is confirmed by an additional measure of size—the value of
annual product. In 1937 of 167,000 establishments covered by the
Census of Manufactures, only 1,653 (1 percent of the total) produced
$5,000,000 or more in value of product. Some 30,000 concerns (of
intermediate size) had product values between $250,000 and $5,000,000,
and 135,000 may be classed as small, having less than $250,000 annual
product. In this group, representing 81.1 percent of all covered
establishments, those producing less than $5,000 annually are not
covered.

Similar results are obtained from analysis of Statistics of Income,
which refer only to corporate business.

* In 1936, there were 85,000
manufacturing corporations filing returns with the Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Small firms (assets under $250,000) numbered 69,000,
or 80.6 percent of the total, but held only 6 percent of the capital assets

and made 14 percent of the gross sales.

If manufacturing is broken down into its component subdivisions,
the percentages of smaller units are, found to vary considerably.
Small business in 1936 ranged from 92 percent of total corporations
in the clothing and apparel industry, and 89.4 percent in the printing
and publishing industry, to 66.3 percent of the corporations in
paper and pulp production, and 63.2 percent in petroleum and oil

production.

Trade.

Of the 2,400,000 business establishments in this country, consider-
ably more than half are engaged in trade. Despite the severity of
large-unit competition, trade is still numerically the chief strong-
hold of small business. Among the corporate establishments report-
ing to the Bureau of Internal Revenue in 1936, 121,000, or 93 percent
of the total, were in the category with assets under $250,000; this
group had 29 percent of the capital assets and 39 percent of the
gross sales.

* Social Security Board tabulation, cited in Temporary National Economic Committee
Monograph No. 17, table 3, p. 285.
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There, is a statistical bias in the corporate data in favor of hirjre

units, which tends to nnderrepre^ent considerably ^^^e role of snm 1

business since most unincorporated trade units are small The Census

of Business for 1935 states that there were 1,650,000 retail and 1^7,000

wholesale'trade units, whereas the total number of trade corporations

was onlv 130,000. Since the Social Security Board reports that m
1938 there were only 398,000 retail establishments m the employing

trade ^roup. there must therefore be a very laro-e number of trade

establishments so small as to hire no workers.

The second largest stronghold of small business is the seiwice field-

including amusements, hostels, restaurants, cleamng establishments

the Dersxjnal services, and other noncommodity enterprises, ihe

statis^tics of income for 1936 show that, of 49,000 service corporations

41000 or 84.8 percent of the total, were m the small business class

this gi-oup had only 17 percent of the total plant investments but 45

percelit of the gross sales.
. Ppnmm

Here too most establishments are unincorporated. 1 hi s the Census

of Business figures give the total niuuber of
«fy^^jl^^^^f

/"
.^^^^l*^^

616 000 contrasted with the corporate total of 49,000 m IJob. lire

nuiS of nonemploying units is considerably less than in ti;ade, as

Z Sodal Securitv Board reports some 418,000 service establishments

wfth employees in 1938. A considerable number of the remamder

were proprietor-manned.

While the' building supply industries, classed as manufacturing,

include many firms of large size, construction itself is predominantly

a sn^ll business industrv. Even among the 15,000 mcorporated units,

there were in 1936 onlv 31 construction corporations that could be

called laro-e. At the other extreme, 13,500, or 92.5 percent, were units

havin- lels than $250,000 in total assets; these had 32 percent of the

capites assets and 64 percent of the gross sales.

lu 1938, the Social Security Board found that there were 99,000

employing units in this industry, which, compared with the la,000

corporations, indicates an overwhelming preponderance of unincor-

porated units in construction.

Mining and Quarrying.
^ . i j:

In 1936, 8,555 mining and quarrying corporations out o± a total ot

11 531 reporting to the Treasury fell into the small busmess category,

ilthough they^formed 74 percent of the total munber he.r gi-oss

sales ^^re only 8 percent of the total, as compared with 2<5 huge

corporations accounting for 57 percent of gross sales.

Minino- has largely become a deeprock operation requiring large

capital ?nd costly smelting equipment. Quarrying however, is a

surface operation successfully carried on by the smaller units.

FACTORS AFFECTING NUMBEES IN VARIOUS GEOTJPS

Small business is, in general, to be found wherever the capital re-

quirement for moderately efficient operation is small, wherever small-

unit machinery or other equipment is as efficient as the large and

costly plant, wherever the preference of consumers favors a distinc-
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tive product or service involving direct intimate response in other
ways to the varieties of consumer demands.
In retail trade, the required capital is relatively small, the amount

of mechanization is slight. In the service field, by and large, indi-

vidual skill and personality are basic to success. Construction simi-
larly calls for an almost endless variety of performance. The
technical problems encountered are highly varied and resist standard-
ization of method. Construction equipment is largely of portable
nature, requiring a relatively small outlay of capital, and involving
no very heavy fixed charges wlien not in use.

Tlie proportion of small firms in manufactiu'ing varies greatly
among industries. The machinery used in garment-making, printing,
planing, leather-working, and other groups in which the smaller units
are strongest, is of the type which is virtually as efficient in small or
medium-sized shops as in large factories. For example, the large
printing plant merely has more linotypes, not better linotypes, than
has the small plant. Small enterprise is often found in industries
where the ratio of machine production to manpower is relatively low.
Thus, not only may the investment necessary for efficiency of plant
be relatively small, but the small units may have an efficient techno-
logical base.

Practically all large business is in corporate form. Moreover, the
corporate segment of small business enterprise is, on the whole, larger
and stronger than noncorporate small business. Consequently, the
difficulties of small business are not exaggerated when, as appears later,,

a comparison of the relative financial and economic position of large
and small businesses is made on the basis of the corporate segments
of each.

Small enterprise, while traditionally considered to be in competition
witli large enterprise, is in many instances supplementary to it and
dejxMident upon it. Many small firms perform functions without
which the large ones would find it difficult to exist. In manufactur-
ing, the large central enterprises rely heavily upon the smaller inde-
pendent units for secondary and tertiary processings, which translate
much of semifinished production into consumer goods. In other in-
stances, such as in the automobile industry, small enterprises, such as
the producers of accessories, provide highly specialized parts for the
output of the large firm. Such specialization brings with it inter-
dependence and the x^ossibility of abuse of economic power.

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Effects of Structural Changes in the Econoiny.

The structural changes that have taken place since the beginning
of the industrial revolution in manufacturing are sufficiently familiar
to warrant being left unmentioned. Economic literature has for a long
time featured the economics of large-scale production and, in some
cases, of multijn-oduct, multiplant consolidations.
But in recent years the pressure on the small firm has spread to

other areas. Since the field of marketing is such an important habitat
for small business, the recent struggle for marketing control provides
an excellent illustration in point. Mass production has greatly in-

creased the importance of manufacturers and lessened their dependence
on wholesalers for capital. They developed their own brands and
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packamiiff only to find wholesalers resisting pressure to add new items.

Seekimr increased ])rofit throuoh larger volume and lower costs, the

manufacturer turned from the wholesaler to other channels or sought

means of compelling cooperation from wholesalers.

At the same time, a new crop of retailers appeared. Havmg tailed

to secure adequate concessions from wholesalers, and believing lower

prices a key to larger volume and greater profits, they bought directly

from manufacturers and sought clientele by lower prices and reduced

services. The department store was followed by the mail-order houses

and the chains; more recently, supermarkets have appeared m the

competition for control of the market.

Manufacturers found convenient weapons m product dilterentiation,

packao-ino-, labeling, and especially in Nation-wide advertising. They

built up In the consumer's mind recognition, acceptance, and even

insistence upon a particular product and thus forced wholesalers and

retailers, throuo;li the consumer, to carry the item. As a counter-

offensive, wholesalers and large retailers adopted, private brands.

Wholesalers also sought closer cooperation with independent retailers

by building up '^'oluntary chains*', which strengthened the independ-

ents and indirectly bolstered up the wholesalers.

As the manufacturing establishments increased m size and strength,

they exerted more and 'more control over the channels of distribution.

In most lines of merchandising, wholesalers lost business to direct

distribution. On the other hand, large-scale retailing became a more

powerfid factor. The rise of supermarkets and the tendency toward

larger stores mean increased problems for the small independent.

Faced with these structural changes in the marketing system, inde-

pendent retailing has had two developments. First is the cooperative

chain movement'^ or distributive cooperation, oifering the advantages

of corporate chains with a substantial measure of independent auton-

omy. Second is the rapid appearance of neighborhood shopping

centers containing independent drug stores, bakeries, etc. Thus the

small enterpriser is facing a more intense struggle even in his inner-

most stronghold. .

Increasingly rapid and more numerous structural changes m the

economy, making for greater knowledge on the part of the consumer

as well as for standardization of products, have made it increasingly

necessary for the small enterpriser to bring his merchandising skill

and technical service in line with the best but have also facilitated

the invasion of his business territory by large enterprise.

Econom'/c Position.

Business failure is an ever present spectacle. Even in the prosper-

ous year 1929 there were 22,909 commercial and industrial failures

with total current liabilities of $483,000,000.^ In 1932 the number

had increased to 31,882 with $928,000,000 in current liabilities. In

recent years, the number has been greatly diminished; thus in 1937

only 9,490 failures were recorded with total current liabilities of

$183,000,000, or slightly more than a third of 1929 levels.

Of those who failed in 1937, over 5,400 (liabilities, $47,000,000) were

retailers. An additional 1,000 (liabilities, $21,000,000) were whole-

salers. Failures among manufacturing concerns numbered less than

s See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 17, Part I.
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2,000 but liabilities totaled $92,000,000. The number of failures in

the construction industry was 584 with liabilities of $11,600,000,

whereas in connnercial service 483 concerns failed, with liabilities of

$11,800,000.
_

.

In a study of Births and Deaths of Retail Stores in Indiana,
1929-37,« it was found that—

out of a total of 10,430 stores in business at the end of 1929 and 13,585 starting

during the next 8 years, disappearances aggregated 14,509 or 139 percent of the
number of stores operating at tlie end OJ: 1929. Since tlie actual number of

closings exceeded openings by 924, there were 9 percent fewer retail outlets in

1937 than in 1929. * * *

In general, the lines with the smallest capital investment might be expected
to have the highest turn-over, since the ease with which a person may enter an
unregulated business is determined in large part by the capital necessary to start
the business.

About 54 percent of the disappearances were registered in the class

with less than $2,000 in net worth; another 24 percent were in the

$2,000 to $20,000 grouping.
Moreover, 90 percent of the manufacturing concerns failing in the

period 1935-39 had liabilities under $100,000.^ In wholesale trade,

this proportion was 97 percent and in retail trade 99 percent. More-
over, in each group, at least three-fourths had liabilities under $25,000.

It is clear that small firms are most susceptible to failure.

Earnings.—Small firms have the most unstable earnings, and in

depression years the lowest. Thus, although the relative number of
corporations in the class with assets under $50,000 increased 7 percent
between 1931 and 1936, they formed a decreasing proportion of the
profitable firms and a sharply increased proportion of the unprofitable
companies. The facts are shown in table 61.

Table 61. -Ratio of compiled net profit {after tax) to net worth {average
equity), manufacturing industries, average J931-S6

Size of asset class ($1,000)
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2)glt.—Sinn\\ firms tend to struo-gle with relatively larger burdens

of debt. The larger corporations get a larger proportion of their

capital from stockholders and a smaller proportion from lenders, with

less of it demand money. In manufacturing as a whole, about 80

percent of the borrowed capital of the smallest corporations is subject

to the demand of creditors ; in the largest class only about 50 percent

of the borrowed capital is callable.

In the smallest class of cor]3orations in 1936, debt was equal to 47

percent of total assets; in the largest, about 20 percent.

Working capital—One of the key factors in carrying on business is

adequate working capital. Table '62 shows that the large firms are

much better able to maintain working capital than the small firms,

pernaps in part because the latter are compelled to pay interest and

principal of their demand obligations.

Table 62.- -Aggreyate volume of working capital in manufacturing industries,

1926-38
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Table 63.

—

Ratio of current assets to current Uaiilities aecorilimi to asset sizes,

1931-36

[All corporations submitting balance sheets]

Asset class ($000) 1S31
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Since 1929 the independents have lost part of the market to chains

and other types of retail units. The independents' share of gross sales

had decreased by 4.4 percent in 1935, while the number of stores they

operated remained constant. The chains, on the other hand, increased

their sales by 2.8 percent while the number of stores decreased by 1.9

^^^The position of small business in the service trades is analogous to

that of '^mall business in retailing. Most of them are small businesses,

about one-third being operated solely by their proprietors and mem-

bers of their families, since the volume of their receipts does not ]us-

tify the emplovment of paid personuel.^^
. , ^i .. :„

Of the total' number of establishments covered by the Census in

1935 203,000 or 35.3 percent, reported receipts per establishment ot

less han $1 000. An additional 227,000 firms, or 39.5 percent of the

total had receipts between $1,000 and $3,000. These two groups rep-

resent 75 percent of the service establishments but they account tor

only 24 percent of the total receipts. The large businesses m this

fielJ-thise with receipts in excess of $50,000--had 23 percent of total

receipts and numbered 996, or 0.2 percent of the total number of pro-

^'inuT; field of manufacturing, data are available only for corpom-

tions These show that, at one extreme, 51 percent of the firms made

4 percent of tiie sales, and, at the other extreme, 0.8 percent made 45

percent of the sales.^-

CREDIT AND CAPITAL PROBLEMS

The Commercial Bavk as a Source of Ored if.

Traditionally, the commercial bank has been a major source ot

credit fr local enterprise. The local bank was completely integrated

in? he life of its cmnmunitv; its management and ownership were

in lical hands ; the business potentialities of its borrowers were matters

of intimate knowledge.
.i i •

-t; ^^^ l'i.ir1« nf col-
Customarily, credit was extended on the basis of two l^incls ot co

lateral security: (1) Short-term promissory notes, and (2) s loit

te-rimXao-^s on real property. In many cases local moneyed cit-

^ " ""!^^ the papet oi borrowers.
^^^^^X^forMiose'slS

stability this method was, on the whole, adequate foi those small

businesses havino- normal banking connections.
. . ^, . -, ^,^

W h tlie advent of the depression of the tlj^rt.es, t iis progdu e

broke down ^'^ ^lanv local banks were seriously weakened. 1 oten^

^S^l^^-^enaers were generally unable to eva uate tlie
.^^^^^^^^

local loans. Kealization on such loans wasf^^^
^^^^"^^^^^ ^^^^^ IZ^

depended primarily upon the continuance of he
^\«^^«77'.^^J''lfc

concerns In the case of mortgages on small industrial A m^, the

specfal purpose value of the underlying physical assets erea ed difl^-

cultTes; in the case of pledged securities of local concerns, theie ^Nas

""X'^^wnthe average size of the commercial bank, the spread

of bnicl? banking, and the closing of the doors of thousands of

iSlSfSl?^S^coSSffiaSiS;fS^nograpl. No. 17. Part HI.

300282—41 21
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small unit banks, has resulted in a situation where bank officials no
lontrer have the same intimate knowledge of local manatrement as
formerly. The new- type of banking personnel is disposed to pay
more attention to the static elements of assets and liquidity than to
the dynamic factors of growth and expansion.
There are a number of legal and practical considerations which

limit the acceptability of both inventories and receivables. In a
review of rejected K. F. C. applicatic^ns conducted by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, it was pointed out that

—

In order that chattel mortgages on inventories may provide a practicable
security, they should (1) permit the sale of goods in tlie usual course of trade,
and (2) cover goods acquired to replenish stock tliat is sold. According to a
survey made by the Legal Division of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
however, there are only eight States where such security is acceptable from
a practicable point of view. In nine States a chattel mortgage covering a
fluctuating stock of goods exposed for sale is absolutely invalid, and in all the
others, including the District of Columbia, the steps necessary in order to main-
tain a valid and effective lien are too complicated (or too uncertain) to be
practicable. In all States except the eight first referred to, a chattel mortgage
on inventories does not constitute satisfactory collateral unless the goods are
warehoused. The latter requirement would probably make it impossible for
retail businesses to continue oi^erations in the majority" of cases.
As already indicated, accounts receivable are, in general, acceptable as security

by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation except where they are composed of
so many small or delinquent items that administrative costs would be pro-
hibitive or recoveries doubtful. Unfortunately, the latter conditions obtain with
respect to many small retail businesses desiring credit."

While the collateral position of the small manufacturing concern
is bad, the position of the small wholesaler or retailer is worse. The
latter have most of their assets in the form of inventories and receiv-
ables, and only a small portion in mortgageable plant or equipment.
The emphasis on liquidity and negotiability of collateral thus restricts
the potential volume of credit.

In the past banks have financed the purchase of fixed assets and
working capital, with full realization that so long as the business
remains a "going concern" inventories are sold and accounts are col-
lected frequently. In short, money comes in just as in the case of
a true commercial loan ("one turnover"). However, the money
cannot be used to repay a working-capital loan without restricting
business operations. It was common practice to allow such loans to
run on for several years, so long as the interest was paid and the
principal gradually reduced. The present difficulty arises out of the
nature of these working-capital loans, which, while ostensibly short-
time, are in reality long-run advances by the banks.

Small businessmen epitomize the situation by saying, "If your
business is in shape to get a bank loan, it doesn't need^one." To this
the banker counters with the statement that "No sound business is
ever refused credit."

Trade Credit.

Probably the most important type of nonbank credit to small firms
IS trade credit, or credit stemming from goods bought for resale and
inventory, and from the purchase of equipment.^^ It is both short-
and long-term. The dominant form is the short-term trade credit

« Cited in Hearings on S. 1482 (Mead bill), 76th Cong., 8d sess., p 413.
^5 Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 17, Part III.
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which provides working capital, though there seems to be a trend

toward financing investment goods.

The weaker the financial position of a firm, the greater is its de-

pendence on trade credit. Firms which can pay cash are in a position

to bargain for price and quality concessions. Those who nuist depend

on trade credit can buy only where credit is available. They are tied

to the suppliers to whom they are already indebted unless they can pay

their debts. In hard times they are faced with the prospect that their

suppliers mav lose "confidence'' and press for immediate payment of

both interest^and principal, compelling them to throw their stocks on

the market at sacrifice prices. Firms which must depend on trade

credit are essentially outlets or appendages of the large suppliers.

Aeeowifs Financing CoTiipanies.

Today the accounts-receivable finance companies support the pur-

chase of virtually every type of consumer durable goods. At the end

of 19t23, these agencies held receivables of $356,000,000, largely automo-

bile paper; at the end of 1929, the amount held had increased to $1,373,-

000,000. After a depression decline, the volume swelled to $2,173,-

000,000 in 1937.^

«

These companies play an important role in the financing; of small

business. They purchase certain customer accounts of their clients,

although the customer is generally unaware that his debt has, in re-

ality, been transferred. Kepayments by the customer are forwarded

to the finance company. Generally the^company advances from 60 to

80 percent of the face value of all assigned accounts. Customers, of

course, pay the full amount, the excess being retained by the finance

com})any. ' From this excess, deductions are made for losses on the

uncollectible accounts, interest, service charges, additional interest on

unpaid accounts, bonding fees, flat annual charges, fees for "business

advice," etc.; any remaining balance is credited to the client.

Other Credit Sources.

Among other credit sources open to small business, the factor is most

important.^" His function is distinct from that of the finance company

in that he determines who shall get credit, not the dealer or seller.

Consequently, he develo])s a credit-rating system for the client's pros-

pective customers.

Factoring tends to shorten the periods during which credit is out-

standing because of the flat fee charged—generally 1 or 2 percent on

the receivables purchased. Since a 1 percent fee with a turnover of

30 days nets the factor only half as much as the same fee with a 15-day

turnover, it is to his advantage to shorten the credit period.

In addition to these sources of credit, small business has resorted to

the personal loan company, the personal loan departments of banks,

private lenders, credit unions. In general, these "retailers of credit-

attract equity capital and can tap the credit of banks and the capital

market because of their ability to organize a great number of small

transactions into aggregates. To an increasing degree small business

is turning to the specialized agencies—finance companies, factors, and

accounts-financing companies. The cost of such credit is far in excess

I'Rolf Nugent, Consumer Credit and Economic StabiHty, Russell Sage Foundation, New
York, 19:!0, p. 80. .^, ,- ,. ^ ttt

17 ,See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. Ir, i art III.
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of the cost, of bank credit. Since this field is largely unregulated,

practices vary widely, abuses exist, and the small business utilizing

these media is definitely at a disadvantage.

Sources of Capital.

The major source of equity investments in small enterprise has
always been the M^ealthy individual familiar with the business, its

management, and the locality in which it operated. Investment bank-
ing has played almost no part in the financing of small business. The
underwriting and marketing of securities—the traditional business of
investment banking—is geared almost exclusively to the requirements
of large enterprise. The vast majority of small firms are unincor-

porated ; consequently only a very small segment at best can avail itself

of investment banking machinery.
The statistics of the Securities and Exchange Commission illustrate

the limitations on effective utilization of the capital markets. Among
registered issues with expected proceeds of less than $1,000,000, the

cost of flotation amounts to about 20 percent of the proceeds for common
stocks, about 16 percent for preferred stocks, and about Y percent for

bonds. Between 80 and 90 percent of the cost of such stock issues and
about 70 percent of the flotation cost of bonds represents compensation
paid for underwriting and distribution.^^

Even if the small firm is willing to stand the cost, it finds that its

issues have few purchasers. Most large issues sell 100 percent of the

registered amounts offered. However, in a survey of sales by small
and unseasoned companies, a considerably different picture is presented.

Of the $321,000,000 of securities registered by the 584 registrants, only $74,000,-

000, or 23 percent, was sold within a period of about 1 year following the effective

date of registration. Reports from 191 registrants show that none of the $105,-

000,000 of securities registered by them—about one-third of the total registration
covered by this study—was sold. For the remaining 393 registrants reporting
some sa'es, total sales of $74,000,000 were equivalent to 34 percent of the .$216,-

000,000 of securities registered by them.''

Obviously, the firm that cannot tap the community's supply of long-

term capital except at high cost, and that cannot rely upon an immedi-
ate short-term credit extension when opportunity knocks, is at a

considerable disadvantage. The role of capital and credit in business
expansion and success has been, and in many respects will continue io

be, crucial.

OTHER FACTORS IN MORTALITY

According to estimates based on Dim and Bradstreet data, the num-
ber of new enterprises averages about 390,000 each year—a birth rate

of 191 per 1,000 of firms in business. The annual mortality of about
340,000 gives a death rate of 167 ])er 1,000. The net gain in new firms
has been at the rate of about 50,000 per year or a net increase of 24
per 1,000 firms.'° The data exclude financial institutions, railroads,
professional enterprises, and other types not ordinarily concerned
with commercial credit.

In 1936, 73.9 percent of new enterprises and 74.5 percent of the
disappearances were in retailing; 10.3 percent of the new firms and

IS Ibid., ch. XVII.
^^ Securities and Exchange Commission, Selected Statistics on Securities and on Ex-

chance Markets, August 1939. p. 35.
2" See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 17, ch. XVIII.
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102 percent of the closures were in nianiifactiirin^. Wholesaling

accounted for 5.5 percent of the new concerns and 5.0 percent ot the

disappearances. It is clear from these figures that the bulk ot the

turnover rate can be attributed to mortality in retailing.

Local studies ~^ of retailing in scattered communities indicate that

30 percent of retail firms discontinue business within their first year;

aJi additional 14 percent dissolve before reaching their second anni-

versary. If a store survives 2 years, the prospects of continuing 2

more years are much brighter. Infancy is the period of highest

mortalitv.
, . , £ i

•

The corporate form of organization is relatively more successtui in

sm-vival, especially during the early years of business, since size and

credit factors give the corporation some advantage. It is probable,

however, that this advantage disappears after about 5 years of ex-

istence, since larger sized individual ])ioprietorships survive almost as

Small business failure is often the result of practices ot giant con-

cerns whose endeavor to creat monopoly control goes to unusual lengths.

For example, a national baking corporation may invade and secui;e

control of new territory by selling its product far below cost until

local concerns capitulate to such aggression. Here, the resources

of industrial giants prevent small businesses from operating success-

fully, despite the capacity of their proprietors. Forces entirely be-

yond the control of the individual businessman thus serve to lasten

the hold of large corporations on the business community regardless

of the relative efficiency of such organizations.

Other reasons for failure are: Incompetence; inexperience; inade-

quate foreknowledge of requirements in the way of capital, markets,

and managements; excessive or over-extended credit ; over-heavy with-

drawals of funds from business income for personal use of the pro-

prietor, sometimes determined not by what the business has earned

but by family needs or by desire for a certain standard of living;

inadequate accounting records and the consequent ignorance of actual

costs or profits in various lines or in alternative activities; failure

to move inventories or stock with resultant loss of good will; adher-

ence to "customary" prices; failure to keep on the alert, for substitute

commodities, sty le*^ changes, new competitive devices, and rapid changes

in market conditions; office politics and internal struggles for power;

failure of customers; and human frailties such as extravagance, in-

dolence, speculation, unfortunate personality, negligence. These

among other factors have caused small businesses to fail and will

no doubt continue to do so as long as businessmen are fallible human

beings.
AIDS TO SMALL BUSINESS

General Federal and State Regulation.

Small business has been the concern of government since the de-

velopment of the common law and its prohibitions against forestalling

and engrossing. The whole of both legal and economic theory tra-

ditionallv assumes a small business society. It remained for the Sher-

man Antitrust Act of 1890, together with such additional legislation

21 For discussion of these studies, see Ibid., chs. III-V.
22 Idem.
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as the Clayton Act of 1914, to reaffirm and reemphasize these tradi-
tional principles. It was big business which technology thrust into the
economic and political structure, and it was against this huge new-
comer that protection was sought for the Lilliputian members of the
economic household.

Conspiracies in restraint of trade, attempts to monopolize, tying or
exclusive leases, sales, or contracts, acquisition of competitor's stock,
interlocking directorates—all were seen as dangerous to competition
and hence to the survival of small firms. The primary agency designed
to protect small business against "unfair methods of competition and
unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce" is the Federal
Trade Commission.

In the States, the pressure for legislation resulted in a variety of
acts, some aiding the small firm and some indirectly harmful. In
addition to the requirements for corporate charters (whicli differ
widely as between States), most communities have license and fran-
chise requirements for entry into various fields, or for dealing in par-
ticular commodities. The license requirements may stipulate the
minimum capital needed, the qualifications or number of persons em-
ployed, the location approved, or may include posting of bonds or pay-
ment of special fees. These restrictions on entry into business tend
to operate against the small firm.

The small concerns' complaint that the advantage lies with the
large and financially powerful firm has resulted in the passage of a
number of laws on marketing control.^^ Some of the restrictive pro-
visions of State laws in this field cover

—

(1) capital combinations by consolidation, merger, trust agree-
ment, interlocking directorate, intercorporate stockhold-
ing, contract, or other formal device

;

(2) voluntary associations, including pools, trade associations,

trade agreements, codes, and gentlemen's agreements;
(3) concerted action leading to price-fixing, price information,

and agreement upon terms;

(4) agreements regarding production quotas, sales, and market
allocations

;

(5) patent pools and cross-licensing for the sharing of patent
rights

;

(6) "blacklisting" practices in the exchange of credit informa-
tion;

(7) interference with a competitor's access to the market, by
obstructing channels of distribution, or interfering with
materials, equipment, or credit

;

(8) agreements between seller and distributor to exclude an-
other's products from their transactions

;

(9) exclusive dealing, in which distributor agrees not to handle
goods of a manufacturer's competitors;

(10) exclusive representation, an arrangement the reverse of the
item above

;

(11) tying contracts compelling a purchaser of one item to pur-
chase other goods as well

;

(12) market boycotts in which there is concerted action to refrain
from buying or selling

;

*» See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 17, ch. XIV.
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(13) contracts not to compete, usually upon disposing of a busi-

ness
;

(14) predatory practices calculated to injure competitors;

(15) obstruction, intimidation, and molestation, including sal)ot-

age, espionage, blocking of credit or supplies, suits in

bad faith;

(16) "bogus" competition, operations through concealed subsidi-

aries; . .

(17) brands and sales forces used for deceptive competition, usu-

ally called '^fighting brands" and "flying squadrons";

(18) ]>redat()ry price cutting to injure particular competitors;

(19) imitative goods, inferior in quality but resembling a com-

petitor's products;

(20) disparagement of competitor's character, products, and

business methods;

(21) the misappropriation of a competitor's formulas, designs,

trade secrets, and other intangible property;

(22) bribery of employees or customers of competitors;

(23) interfei-ence by a third party with a transaction between

others.

Each of these practices has been effective in eliminating enterprises

from business. The small proprietor is alertly aware of their dis-

criminating nature. He associates them with "big business,' with

"corporations," and with the "interstate dealer."

The inter- versus intra-state struggle is currently presenting one ot

our greatest national problems, that of interstate trade barriers, for

the local merchant has been seeking the aid of his community and State

governments against the competiiion of the "foreign" competitor from

the neighboring State.^*

Other Legislative Aids.

Some small businessmen have sought the aid of Government in other

ways. Some have souglit the passage of numerous State hxws and the

Miiler-Tydings Act to implement programs of resale price mainte-

nance. Other organized independents have obtained passage of the

Robinson-Patman Act, prohibiting discrimination in sales. No "dis-

count, rebate, allowance, or advertising service charge" may be given

to any purchaser greater than that available to his competitors ' in

respect of a sale of ffoods of like grade, quality, and quantity." Selling

goods at unreasonably low prices for the purpose of destroying compe-

tition or eliminating a competitor is outlawed. It is illegal for a dis-

tributor to sell goods at prices lower than those charged elsewhere by

the same distributor "for the purpose of destroying competition.

There have been "unfair practices" acts designed to protect margins

and even a recrudescence of chain store tax legislation, a more direct

attack on the mass distributing outlets.
,

None of these laws appear to have been as effective m achieving

the objectives of their sponsors as was originally anticipated. Some

have offered potential danger of back-fire, as, for example, the Colo-

rado chain store tax law, which was held to apply to a voluntary-chain

group. The loss of brokerage fees and discounts, an important source

of income for some of the voluntary groups, was not anticipated by

^ See ch. VI, supra.
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sponsors of the laws. Then, too, the laws contain looplioles; the

Robinson-Patman Act, for example, j^ermits concessions reflecting

savings to nonexclusive buyers.

Another type of Government aid to business is that of special in-

ducements offered by the States. By this is not meant merely the

extensive advertisements of resources, etc., made by many States and
localities, but, rather, the bids to lure industry. The chief inducements
offered new industrial firms are tax exemptions for periods of from
5 to 15 years and the provision of free or partly free land, plants, and
equipment. This has encoia-aged uneconomic location, unwise pro-

motion, and guerilla comjjetition by roving entrepreneurs absorbing
for the duration the special subsidies offered only to move on and leave

behind worthless plant and disappointed local stockholders.

Government Financial Aids.

The present system of Government financial aid to small business

is vested in two agencies : the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
the Federal Reserve System. In June 1934 Congress passed an act

liberalizing the loan policy of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
and the Federal Reserve Board, adding section 5d to the R. F. C.
Act and section 13b to the Federal Reserve Act.

Administrative regulations of the R. F. C. emphasize loans to suj^ply

working capital, but demand ''adequate security." Bank participation
in the loans is sought wherever possible. Borrowers are eligible when
credit "is not otherwise available."

No information has been published by the R. F. C. as to the size

of borrowing firms, but the size of the loans authorized indicates that
small business has received little aid. Of $450,000,000 in loans au-
thorized by R. F. C. between 1932 and 1939, less than 4 percent were
for loans under $10,000 and only about 30 percent were for loans
under $100,000; at the other extreme, loans for $1,000,000 or more
represented almost 30 percent of the total amount authorized. ^^

Actual disbursements in the 7-year period totaled only $180,000,000;
if the distribution of disbursements is assumed to be identical w^ith

that of authorizations, the total credit extended in loans of $100,000 or
less was about $55,000,000 during the period.
The reasons offered to explain the discrepancy between authoriza-

tions and disbursements need not be detailed here. R. F. C. author-
izations are a means whereby the small businessman convinces his
bank that he is a good risk. Businessmen naturally prefer to build
up local standing by borrowing from the bank, and so forth. Suffice

it to point out that in actual fact the volume of loans made to small
business by the R. F. C. has been small.

Section 13b of the Federal Reserve Act provides that "in ex-
ceptional circumstances," wdien a Federal Reserve bank is satisfied

that an "established industrial or commercial business" in its district

cannot secure funds "on a reasonable basis from the usual sources,"
the bank may "make loans to or purchase obligations of such busi-

ness," or make commitments to do so.-® Such loans or obligations may
be for working capital jDurposes only. Bank participation in loans is

encouraged.

^ Cited in Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 17, cii. XVII.
^ See ibid, for discussion of Federal Reserve policy on small business loans.
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After the first 6 months of operation, about 40 percent of all appli-

cations were approved. As of January 17, 1040 a httle over $400 -

SoOOO had beeii applied for and $189,000,000 had been approved.

Of 'this only $22,000,000 of advances and commitments ^yere out-

stand no-, wifh the largest amount, $60,000,000 in 1935. Of the loans

?nd c mnitnients approved at the end of 1937, 23 percent were for

^rioOo less Te percent were between $5,000 and $25,000, 29 percent

were between $25,000 and $100,000, and 12 percent were for more than

^^lUs dear that both the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and

the Federal Reserve banks are operating in the same area and with

essentially the same powers, although the Reconstruction I^ inance Cor-

poration i less restricted by statute than the I^^^^-^^^-^^s. Fi^m

several quarters the recommendation has been made that if the Re-

serve System is to continue making industrial advances, lending of-

ficials should adopt a less stringent policy toward j^^^l^^^o clear up

existing debt and prevent forced liquidation.- It has a so been

pointecT out that the industrial advisory committees, generally com-

Dosed of "sound" businessmen not likely to be sympathetic to the

needs of their smaller competitors or associates tend to duplicate

the functions of the regular lending officers, and bring about divided

''^'Construrtion Finance Corporation policy has also been criti-

cized ^'« Since audits and appraisals are an additional expense piled

on the high costs for technical assistance arising from legal work on

titles and mortgages, they ought not to be required except on fairly

arS loans. The pilicy of requiring "subordination" is a serious

huiTlle: mortgage holders who are asked to waive priority and create

a fir^t lien in fJvor of Reconstruction Finance Corporation may not

feel that their own position will be improved by a Reconstruction

Finance Corporation loan. Borrowers feel that centralization of Re-

construction Finance Corporation activity in Washington results m
waste of time and effort. Much more discretion might be _left to the

>ao-encies, while one central office limited itself to consideration of pol-

ic"y, hearing appeals, and handling large loans or cases of disagree^

ment among the members of the local agencies.

Whatever the reasons, the facts indicate that the role played by both

organizations in solving the financial problems of small business has

been relatively slight.

SUGGESTED AIDS

Small firms are weaker and more susceptible to failure than are

larcre firms. Depressions hit them more serevely. They have serious

ancf unsolved credit and capital problems. Many of them are strug-

olino- hopelesslv against deep-rooted changes m economic organiza-

tionrtechnology, and interregional trade. In their
^^^f

J to remain

afloat, small businessmen have sought and received aid ^/.^m F^^^^^^'^]'

State, and local governments, but they are still at a disadvantage.

What can or should be done to salvage such firms?

Some suggest Federal financial aid m one of three ways: (1) 1 he

supplying of equity capital through Government purchase of the

^ For discussion see ibid., pp. 231-236.
=8 Ibid., pp. 228-231.
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stock of small businesses; (2) the extension of ]on<;-term credit to
small business by an agency of the Government; and (3) insurance
by the Government of private loans.-^

Equity Capital Proposals.

Equity capital, it is said, can be provided through Government or
private agencies purchasing preferred stock of small businesses. The
argument for this proposal is that small businesses are already loaded
with debt. More credit would involve a rigid system of interest and
amortization payments, independent of the varying business fortunes
of the small concern.

Private sources must be ruled out as a pi'actical method of providing
equity capital at the present time. Objection is raised to the Gov-
ernment's undertaking this task, on the grounds that it would be
entering business as a part owner of the concern. However, the Gov-
ernment might take nonvoting preferred stock so that it would not
have to set up an administrative mechanism for participation in the
direct control of the business.
The short duration of business life of many small concerns and the

fact that the Government would have no claim on any specific assets
but only on the unimpaired assets of the business raises the question
of the possible losses that might be incurred. Preference as to assets
would in part eliminate this difficulty. The rate of return on stock
of this kind, however, according to the proponents, should be put suf-
ficiently higher than the interest rate on loans so that additional losses
are covered by the additional profit from the successful firms.

Direct Loan Proposals.

The idea behind these proposals is that it would be easier for the
Government than for private sources to extend credit to small busi-
ness. The Government would not necessarily be seeking a profit from
the loan and could more easily carry the risk burden which is in-
volved in loans to small business. Moreover, the Government can lend
in greater volume than any single private source and thus minimize
the possibility of loss through a better distribution of risks. These
proposals recognize that private sources cannot or perhaps will not
grant sufficient credit to small concerns at the present time.

Tlie direct loan schemes differ from each other on the issue of using
existing agencies or creating new ones to administer the program.^"
The plans which favor existing agencies provide that the R. F. C. or
the F. R. B. lend to small firms on more liberal terms. The advantage
of such plans is that the organizations are already set up and would
therefore incur less delay and expense in getting the program going.
On the other hand, the utilization of existing facilities and personnel
would tend to bring to bear, in the operation of the plan, the full
weight of ordinary banking practice. The effectiveness of any plan
depends, in part, upon th% people and facilities who put the plan
into practice. It is argued by those advocating the creation of new
agencies that this factor would restrict the volume of small business

=» See testimony of A. A. Berle, Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Com-
™'^*Sf ^^^^ ®' Savings and Investment, pp. 3809-3835 ; exliibit 620, pp 4066-4079.

'" Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No 17 Part III
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loans regardless of any new powers that might be authorized. Even

a new agency would be free of this objection, however, only if the

workin^T and executive personnel wei-e open-minded and creatiya

enouglAo devise dynamic policies to fit the special facts. On the

other hand, it would suffer from the organization difficulties of all

new agencies and would be open to the charge of unnecessary dupli-

cation of facilities.
j? r .

Re<rardless of the type of agency employed m such a system of direct

loans the experience"^ of the extra-banking "retailers of credit indi-

cates some of the basic principles which must be considered m making

the plan a success. Tlie factors and accounts financing companies

have developed techniques for pooling risks and for standardizing the

procedures of appraisal, accounting, and servicing; what is more im-

portant, they have been able to group classes of risks as well as

individual risks and have established charges appropriate to them.

Fundamentally, their success is due to their being geared specifically

to the financing of small firms.

Inmiranee Proposals.

The central feature of all the insurance plans lies in the attempt

to obtain the requisite funds from private banking sources. Tliey

aim to make the fullest use of existing facilities and consequently

eHminate the necessity of setting up extensive administrative machin-

ery for field investigation. These proposals differ in two ways: (1)

The type of agency ; and (2) the type of insurance.

The type-of-agency differences revolve around the issue of creating

a new agency or using present facilities. The need for administrative

decisions would not be entirely eliminated under this arrangement,

and the effectiveness of the plan would be limited by the restrictions

on the types of loans insured. Thus the arguments for new as against

existing agencies are much the same as those already mentioned under

direct loans.

The type-of-insurance differences hinge on the issue of guaranteeing

a specified portion of every loan or insuring each loan completely,

but limiting total payments to a specified proportion of the total

loans insured. ^^

The first plan would insure every loan a bank made to the extent

of a specified proportion, say 90 percent; then the maximum insur-

ance would be 90 percent and banks would in every case of failure

bear 10 percent of the loss. The second plan would guarantee each

loan 100 percent but the maximum Government insurance would apply

to only a part of the total volume of loans. The maximum percentage

wliicli the Government should insure under this plan could best be

worked out in practice. In the housing field the experience of F. H. A.

under title I of the National Housing Act indicated that 10 percent

is sufficient insurance: in the small business field a somewhat higher

percentage would probably be necessary. This second method would

probably produce a greater volume of loans than the other method

of insurance. It would also be more costly, unless the percentage

of failures exceeded the proportion of loans insured by a percentage

«' See ibid., Part III, for list of bills introduced.
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greater than the ratio of the uncovered to the covered proportion
of each loan insured under the first plan.

Mixed Proposals.

A number of measures which have been proposed in Congress recog-
nize that commercial banks cannot handle the problem adequately
Avithout additional mechanisms for the distribution of risk and for
guidance to banks unfamiliar with the handling of small business
credits, as well as for extension of aid which local banks cannot
provide.

One such proposal provides for the creation of an- Industrial Loan
Corporation which would utilize the machinery of the Federal Re-
serve System.^' In its operations such a corporation would finance
small and intermediate businesses through the acquisition of their obli-

gations or by the purchase of preferred stock. The corporation could
also make advances directly or in cooperation with local banks or
guarantee loans made directly by banks. Losses would be prorated
between the lending bank and the corporation. As in the case of
title I of the Federal Housing Act, this proposal utilities the existing
banking system but endeavors to overcome some of its deficiencies.

A system of regional finance companies has also been suggested, with
common stock owned by private individuals in the district. The Gov-
erment would invest in their preferred stocks, though with little or no
voting power. The primary interest of such companies would be pro-

vision of equity capital, although loans might also be made. Private
individuals would own, control, and operate the banks under this

system ; by purchasing only nonvoting preferred stock, the Government
could not own or control the businesses in which investments were made.

It is clear that proposals for purchase of stock are of little aid to

unincorporated small businesses, which constitute the vast majority
of firms. Moreover, the mere reduction of costs or increase in supply
of credit will not solve all the problems of small business. There is a
need for obtaining the benefits which large business enjoys through its

research and analytical services. Small business would be greatly aided
by a systematic informational and research service, introducing modern
accounting techniques and the wider application of efficient business
practices. It has been suggested that the Department of Commerce
could be authorized to conduct research and to supervise business
research stations among the State universities.^^ Studies of organi-
zation, policies, and operating methods could be carried on with specific

attention to the accounting, financing, and marketing problems of small
business in various industries and regions. In this way small firms can
be given some of the advantages which now are restricted to large-scale

operations. Tlie effectiveness of agricultural extension work and
experiment stations indicates the value of a decentralized program to

aid small business.

^ See S. 2998, 76th Cong., 2d sess. For other suggestions see Temporary National Eco-
nomic Committee Monograph No. 17, ch. XVIII.
M See hearings on H. R. 3395 and S. 1740 and S. Rept. No. 599 on S. 1740, 76th Cong.,

1st sess. ; also Hearings on H. R. 3395, 76th Cong., 3d sess.
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INCREASING NATIONAL INCOME

The success of any policy designed to aid small business depends in

part upon the trend of general business activity. Small business can-

not be prosperous unless the whole Nation is equally well off. It is

indisputable that many firms would show profits rather than deficits

if their sales volume increased. A broad recovery program anned at

achieving full utilization of both idle labor and idle capital wouk

greatlv lift the level of sales and insure that the assistance to small

business would be a profitable venture. Any program to aid small

business must be part of a wider program to stimulate business activity

and employment. If the economy as a whole does not rise to higher

levels of employment and business activity, the effectiveness of any

capital or credit program w^ll be greatly reduced.





CHAPTER XV

CONSUMERS

'

CXDNSUMER ENTERPRISE

American consumers operate the largest business in the world. This

year they will take more than $60,000,000,000 of spending money and

convert it into 200.000.000 pounds of foodstuffs, countless items of

clothing, shelter, recreation, transportation, and the many other goods

and services which today make up the living of American families.

Not onlv is consumer purchasing the largest branch of American in-

dustry, 'it is also the purest example of individual enterprise remam-

ino- on the American scene. Excep(t for consumers' cooperatives,

which handle only a small percentage of total consumer business, con-

sumers still work alone.
_ . . • ., i

•

Likewise consumer purchasing is by tar the most strictly laissez

faire division of American industry. The businesses of banking,

manufacturing, transportation, merchandising, mining, agriculture,

and wao-e earning command more earnest attention of Government by

wav of^'promotion, protection, or grants-in-aid, whichever they may

deinand than is given to the business of spending family income for

the ixirposes of familv living. In spite of our busmess-mmded cul-

ture we seldom think" of the consumer transaction as a business ven-

ture' thouo-h it involves all the business elements of anticipation, risk,

investment, and barcaining. Perhaps that is why it is still performed

in much the same manner, and in many respects not so efhcientiy, a9

in the earPy^ days of the era of free enterprise some 300 years

ao-o Face to face with all the asrgi'egations of power, controls o±

practice, and aids from Government in those i^arts of American busi-

ness which produce and distribute goocls and services, the business

which consumers manage is an anachronism.

In the words of two business authorities

:

It is not surprising tliat the consiimor today pets so little for liis d..llar The

womlei- X hat he gets as much as he does. Think it over for a few nnnutes

Many large interests are arrayed against you. The manufacturers are ahle to

employ the ablest men-froin chemists to psychologists-to fool you. The mer-

Sn so u employ the ablest literary and artistic brains to prepare advertisements

?o mislead vmi.
' The publishers of newspapers and magazmes, whose income

leZds il.n these advertisements, are almost forced to shade their news c-olumns

o^d the siller of the goods rather than the buyer. This applies even to your

Ima i estments in case you have a dollar left after all the various vultures

have had a turn at you. Railroads, lawyers, doctors, and candlestick makers

all st^m combined to milk you. * * *

Manajrement. „^q
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* * Living costs for any family can easily be reduced about 30 percent by
system and study. This is equivalent to an increase in salary or income of over
30 i^ercent. * * * The not result would be that your family's standard of

living would increase over 30 percent while the general price level is rising

and the standard of living for most people is declining.^

One of the witnesses (L. K. Walker, Sears, Roebuck & Co.), before

the Temporary National Economic Committee likewise believed that

"if the consumer knew the standards" he could save "25 percent at

least" on many products he buys and thus improve his standard of

living by about the same percentage.^

THE CONSUMER INTEREST

Consumer interest centers on the kinds, qualities, and quantities of

goods and services that may be obtained for individual or family
purposes. It is concerned with income spending, wdiereas the various

occupational interests of people are concerned with income getting.

Everyone must be a consumer in order to remain alive. Most people
probably think of themselves as consumers primarily, with only an
acquired or enforced interest in the things they have to do in order to

keep on consuming. This tends to obscure the fact that tlie con-

sumer interest, like other economic interests, is specialized in character

and limited in scope. Though it is common to everyone, it is not
anyone's sole interest.

The citizen is a bundle of economic, social, and cultural interests

—

working, earning, investing, voting, taxpaying, spending, worship-
ping, playing, and loving. But only in his spending does he perform
in an economic sense as a consumer, although, to be sure, his spending
and what he gets for it are intimately related to all other phases of his

living interests.

Just as each person is a compound of a great many individual inter-

ests, so the public interest is a compound of many group interests. At
times the interest of the Nation, or the public interest, focuses on
strengthening its productive forces; at other times, on increasing its

defensive power; at still other times, on safeguarding its civil and
political liberties. To claim that the consumer interest of all citizens

together is identical with the public interest is to say that a man
exists only to consume, not to love, not to exert power, not to work,
not to join with his fellows. The consumer interest of all citizens to-

gether is only part of the public interest. Other parts of the public
interest are the interests people have in taxes, in earning incomes, in
freedom of speech, in the right to vote.

Nor is it true that the consumer interests of all citizens are similar.
The $5,000-income spender concerns herself with very different prob-
lems from those which engage the typical American housewife with
$100 a month to spend, or the hard-pressed mother who keeps a family
of four together on $10 a week. These differences are as great as
those which divide the income interests of employers and wage earn-
ers, farmers and city workers, skilled and unskilled, though with
consumers, as with the others, what concerns one is of concern to all.

2 Roger W. Babson and C. N. Stone. Consumer Protection—How It Can Be Secured.
Harper & Bros., New York, 1938, pp. 200-201.

3 Hearings before tlie Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 8, Problems of the
Consumer, p. 3432.
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The consumer interest, then, is a special interest. Only when it is

so understood will fruitful efforts be made to do something about it.

To lump it indiscriminately with the public interest serves merely to

dismiss it from further con"siderution. To define it vaguely as every-

one's business is to make it precisely no one's business. Its stunted

o-rowth as an object of public concern until now is most readily ex-

plained as beinir due to just such protective thinking concerning it.

Though a special interest, the consumer interest ranges more com-

prehensTvely than most others over the whole field of economic be-

havior. Consumers are wary lest they be cheated an ounce or two

on a pound of groceries. But they are concerned also with larger

matters: The stability of the spending dollar: the total supplies of

goods made availalile for consumption; the ability or willingness of

industry to find and to use cheaper ways of making better things; and

what governments can do to prevent fraud or to provide trustworthy

information. AVhen he appraises his economic world with a con-

sumer eye, the citizen begins to approach a comprehensive judgment

concerning it. Then he becomes aware not merely of who is getting

what out of it, and at whose expense, but of its overall continuing

ability to produce the goods, and to keep doing so, and to do it better

year after year with an ever lessening burden of human toil and

dearadation.
. , j,

In the theory of free enterprise this consumer habit ot appraising a

nation's economy by what it produces for use and enjoyment is more

than an intellectual exercise; it is an essential feature of the system.

What the theory calls for is that those who engage in enterprise shall

not be hindered by Government interference from competing freely

with one another for the favor of the ultimate consumer. In practice

public government is required to enforce competitive conditions by

protectins: entrepreneurs from interference by the private government

of monopoly. Then, the goods having been produced and priced under

cordition'; of free competition, consumers freely choose those they like

• at the prices they can afford to pay. According to the aggiegate

weio-ht of their choices, success or failure in enterprise is determined.

It is the essence of a system of free enterprise that consumers exercise

this final control of it.
^ i

• n. i

The essence of consumer control, in turn, is free choice. lo compel

the operation of industry along those lines which produce results most

satisfactory to themselves, consumers must be allowed to choose freely

amono- all the available alternatives of kind, quality, service, and price.

The essence of free choice, in turn, is twofold : The existence of al-

ternatives from which to choose; and knowledge of what the alterna-

tives are. :^Ionopoly may destroy the first; misrepresentation and

concealment deny the secoiid. Only to the extent the consumer knows

at the time he niakes his choice what products and services are avail-

able how each one will serve him over the period of its usefulness,

and how they compare one with another for the purpose he has in miiid

can he express his desires in the choices he makes and cast his con-

sumer vote to constrain free enterprise to serve his ends.

This is the point at which consumers come into contact with re-

straints imposed upon them and feel the impact of concentration of

economic power in industry and trade. Those who would escape the

3002S2—41 22
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controlling force of consumer choice attempt to restrict it by imposing
their own controls. Instrumental ahvays to that pur])ose is the i)rac-

tice of withholding from consumers knowledge of wliat their alterna-

tives actually are or what they might be if concentration of control did
not exist.

Resistance to such concentration of control takes many forms in the
variety of activities that consumers have undertaken as parts of what
is known as the consumer movement. Varied as these activities are in

immediate purpose or ultimate ambition, all have the connnon purpose
to bring knowledge to consumers with which they may choose wisely
in their own interest.

IMPACT OF CONCENTRATION OF POWER UPON CONSUMERS

Price Control.

Most obvious and direct in its effect upon the interest of consumers
is the power to control output or to fix prices. The consumer interest

of the Nation requires that an abundance of useful goods be made
available at prices which people can afford to pay. Therefore, when
people view the economy as consumers, they endorse a policy of low-
cost high-volume operation. Such a policy serves consumers by mak-
ing goods more accessible to their purses and at the same time recom-
penses producers by providing a wide market for their products.
Looking at the trade or occupation in which they themselves are

engaged, however, the same consumers may take a different view.
Then they use producer eyes and are likely to see greater security in a
limited output gaged to a high price. From the consumer view, vol-

ume operation in one industry is seen as creating purchasing power
for the volume operation of others. Production begets production.

From the producer view, each occupation sees an advantage to itself

in producing less while others produce more. Restriction begets re-

striction.

Where concentration of power exists, the producer view of the mat-
ter is likely to prevail unless Government intervenes to enforce ac-

ceptance of the consumer view. Where concentration of power is

lacking, a decision for consumers is more likely; but experience indi-

cates that this result is assured only when Government polices the

channels of trade to maintain competitive conditions, and refrains

from exercising control of the outcome in favor of a particular pro-

ducer interest. A third possibility arises in the case of public utili-

ties operating under exclusive franchise. There the concentration of

power is absolute, and Government steps in to divide the issue be-

tween consumer and producer interests, protecting the former from
outright extortion but assuring to the latter a sustaining security of

investment.
As stated above, the primary protective wea})on of consumers is

their freedom to choose, based upon knowledge. Yet the mere knowl-
edge that production or price of a given product is subject to control

may not offer consumers immediate practical relief from the restraint

it imposes upon them. That will depend upon the alternatives avail-

able to them and their own power.
If substitute products free from control are available, it is possible

that effective publicity on the facts of control and how it injures
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consumers would stimulate them to exercise their freedom of choice.

Singly or collectively they might switch their patronage to the sub-

stitute products. This assumes, however, that consumers have at

their disposal enough of the facts about the actual qualities of mer-

chandise to know which goods are substitutes for which. Withhold-

iuir of quality facts from consumers is discussed below. Here it is

sufficient to note that one of the most common devices for achieving

at least partial control of price is to create the illusion among con-

sumers that a given commodity is beyond comparison and that sub-

stitutes are not acceptable. It is appropriate to note also the prac-

tice of conti-olling volume and price of that part of the total ouput

of a connnodity which is sold under a particular name, or in a particu-

lar market, or for a particular purpose, while offering it at a lower

price under a different name, in a different place, or for another pur-

pose.* Concealing the identity of the product sold under two names

is essential to this exercise of control over consumer choice, unless

the markets or the purposes in which the dual merchandising takes

place prevent consumers from choosing to buy the product at the

lower price. =5 For example, as employed by the Government under

grant of power in one of the farm laws, this practice of two-pricing

the same product does not require concealment of ideiitity because

consumers are not in a position to switch from the higher- to the

lower-priced offering. The latter is changed in form before it reaches

them, or it is shipped out of the country to consumers abroad.

Knowledge of control exercised over'a commodity for which there

is no available substitute would seem to offer consumers little oppor-

tunity to exercise freedom of choice to correct the situation imposed

upon them. Acting individually in such matters, as consumers alone

among the characters of our economic drama almost invariably do,

they can take it at the price charged or do without. Should they

adopt the collective bargaining methods common to all other interests

they might visit penalties upon price-fixing industries if the facts

were known to them.

As matters stand, however, the issue is moot. Only governments

can get these facts for consumers. "WHiere express power to obtain

and disclose the facts of economic control has been granted, there is

a noticeable shoi-tage of funds to make the power good or sometimes

a lack of administrative virility in putting it to use. Decisions of the

courts have tended to impede the exercise of Govenmieiit fact-finding

powers by clothing corporations with the rights of privacv guaran-

teed to tile citizen. This degree of immunity from examination by
Government, enjoyed by corporate concentrations of economic power

deriving their corporate powers from Government, is a major obstacle

to the programs of self-protection against monopoly which consum-

ers might evolve if the facts were known to them.

Control of Progress.

When the economic power of an industry is used to prevent or dis-

courage the offering of new or different ])i-oducts, or the use of other

* For illustrations of this, soo Hearincs before the Temporary National Economio Com-
mittee, Part 8. Problems of the Consumer, testimony of Milton R. Maddux, purchasing
agent, Hamilton County. Ohio. For example, he buys on specification oil at oo cents a
gallon which retails at i't cents a ouart (ibid., p. .344.5K

* Said L. R. Walker, of Sears, Roebuck & Co., on this point : "We have a tooth paste for

10 cents tiiat is the same tooth paste that is sold in our store under different brands for

around 49 cents. * * * And you find that generally'' (ibid., p. 34.'^2).
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methods of manufacture, sale, or in^sta]latioll tlian those currently
employed, the effect upon consumers is to limit the altei-natives from
which they can choose. The ])roscribe(l ^oods or methods mio;ht not
find favor with consumers even if offeretl freely alono;side those Avhich
the industiy does offer. When, however, by the shelvin^: of patents,
or the use of tyin^ contracts for full-line forcing, or through trade
and labor agreements, the alternative products or metliods are ex-
cluded from the market, freedom of choice is denied to consumers and
is exercised for them by parties with an adverse interest.
No other form of control strikes more directly at the vitals of a

system of free enterprise or more certainly threatens its disi)lacement
than those which preclude experiment and innovation. A major
virtue of free enterprise, distinguishing it from centralized planning,
is the trial-and-error process by which entrepreneurs when unre-
strained seek to find new products or new metliods for winning a share
of the consumer market. This provides stimulus to invention and is
the source of progress. As a guide to progress in goods or services,
there can) be no permanently satisfactory substitute for the exercise of
choice and the expression of opinion by consumers after alternatives
have been offered for their sampling.

Control of Choice.

Witnesses testifying before the Temporary National Economic
Coimnittee m May 1939 described the handicaps experienced by con-
sumers through lack of reliable and useful information when they
are making choices in the marketplace. Two witnesses from industry
illustrated from their experience how this lack on the part of con-
sumers interferes with competition and contributes to concentration
of control m the consumer market. A municipal purchasino- a^ent
drew upon his professional experience to show how accurate infonna-
tion about commodities can effect large savings for a i)urchaser.«
Consumer difficulties on this score are: Misinformation, lack of

information, and lack of objective standards upon which to base use-
ful commodity information. As a remedy for the first, there is an
acknowledged responsibility of governments to afford protection to
consumers. For the second, consumers employ their own devices for
testing and rating commodities, and collaborate wdth merchants on
mtorniative selling programs. These undertakings, however, are seri-
ously hampered by the inadequacy of existing standards bv which the
use characteristics of consumer commodities can be tested', rated, and
described, and the failure on the part of merchandisers to use such
standards as are available for that purpose.

Before the advent of modern business enterprise, merchandising
escaped these consumer problems because the variety of commodities
offered was severely limited, and those that were available Avere con-
trolled as to quality and representations by rules of the producer guilds
Kelease from the freezing traditions and controls of that system cleared
the w^ay for the great advances of modern industry, the resulting
variety of goods open to consumer choice has been phenomenal The
advance in quality and usefulness of available products has been rapid
and persistent. ^

ConSmen^'"
''^^'"'*' *''^ Temporary National Economic Committee. Part S, Problems of the
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To enable consumers to keep pace with these chano^es a corresponding

improvement in the technique of describing and rating commodities

is necessary, so that consumers, without themselves becoming masters

of each craft, mav compare goods and select them according to their

own needs and purses. Quality standards could do for the distribution

of goods what scientific and eiigineering skills have done for produc-

tion. They would provide objective measures of content, construction,

or utility.' They would be modified and expanded as advances in

production technique become established. They would facilitate com-

iDarison of one commoditv with another in terms comprehensible to the

lay purchaser of household goods. The ever increasing use, indeed,

the necessity, of objective standards in the productive process itself

and in transactions between buyers and sellers antecedent to the sale

of final products to consumers gives convincing evidence of what,

standards can accomplish for both production and distribution.'

Development of such standards for consumer use has been negligible.

This fact, coupled with marked development over the last 20 years of

the devices of sales promotion, has tended to retard rather than advance

what consumers are able to know about their aUernatives, and conse-

quently to limit their freedom of choice. Opportunity for choosing

among many possibilities has continued to expand, but the means of

exercising it"intelligentlv are more difficult than in the days of a simpler

economy.'^ One of the changes in emphasis that marked the decade of

the 1920"s was a shift in promotional effort from the creation of goods

to the creation of mass acceptance on a Nation-wide scale. New skills

were developed for influencing consumer choice, but the application of

objective standards to that problem was not one of the means employed.

Because standards for consumer use have not been developed to

appreciable extent, neither the obligation of Government to protect

consumers from misinformation nor the effort of consumers to supply

themselves with true information has measured up to the task of keep-

ing consumers abreast of the rapid evolution of modern industry.

A? ultimate controllers of the economic system they are, so to s])eak,

disfranchised for want of useful information about the choices offered

to them.
^ .

What the Federal Government has been doing to protect consumers

from misinformation is cataloged in a subsequent section. Its work

in this field has been enlarged bv recent laws. There is at least a

beginning in these laws and their administration to advance consumer

protection into the field of requiring that true and necessary facts be

told as well as to penalize the telling of untrue facts. Court opinions

seem to tend in the direction of holding the consumer's right to be

told the truth above the vendor's right to take advantage of what the

consumer doesn't know." There is a beginning, too, in some btate

governments to get the facts about rival products and to tell them to

consumers with trade names identified. However, budgets for all

> See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 24, Consumer Standards,

bv S. P Kaidanovsky and Alice n. Edwards
c. * ^f „7 ^oaot' q i i •> 11R^

» Federal Trade Commlaaion v. Standard Educatton Society et al. (302 L. S. 11- llh).

'4he feet that a fa se statement may be obviously false .to those who are trained and ex-

peritnced does not change its character, nor take away tspo^^^r to d^^^^^^

exnerienced There is no duty resting upon a citizen to suspect the Honest j oi inose -wiiu

XmTe transact 'business. ' Laws lre\iade to protect
"^f

trusting as won as the
^^^^^^

nicioiis The best element of business has long since decided that honestj snou u govern

Setitive enterprtses! and that the rule of caveat emptor should not be relied upon to

reward fraud and deception."
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such work, State or Federal, are insignificant in amount, with the
result that the protection given to consumers is decidedly incomplete.
A further drawback is the failure of most Government agencies to
see to it that consumers learn of the actions taken in their behalf
against misrepresentation. Formal rulings, wholly legal in concept,
are released to the press in due course, but come to the attention of
consmners only insofar as they are rewritten in consumer language and
published where the average reader is likely to see them. Most funda-
mental of the limitations on this protection of consumers is the lack
of objective commodity standards by which falsehoods and half-
truths might be gaged, or truth defined. In the absence of such
standards each action against alleged misrepresentation calls for
elaborate, expensive, and time-consuming proofs. By the time a de-
cision is reached it is likely to have historical interest only, because
meanwhile a new form of misrepresentation of the product may have
been substituted for the one in question.

Limitations of the testing and rating services operated by consumers
themselves have been well stated in testimony before the committee.®
Here, again, the chief hi]idrance is lack of commodity standards as a
basis for rating the products tested. Comparative information con-
cernnig similar or substitute products is necessary to informed con-
sumer choice. Standard scientific descriptions of' the quality factors
of goods are necessary if such comparisons are to have any objective
basis in fact." The same problem confronts and delavs the effort of
consumer and trade groui)S working together to promote more in-
formative selling practices.

Voluntary adoption of informative selling methods bv individual
concerns incurs the same difficulty. Full and accurate description of
a particular product is usually inipracticable and, in itself, not wholly
serviceable. It does not permit comparison of that product with
another product, except when the latter also is fully described and
then only if consumers are sufficiently expert to make comparative
judgments of the two sets of facts. Standards, if available, would?
provide a system of rating all like products in such manner that any
consumer might compare them.
Consumer standards, however, cannot be fixed by individual con-

cerns. By their very nature they must be applicable to all concerns
alike. They must be based upon' the experience of all and arrived at
through group or Government action. Furthermore, much remains
to be discovered about the quality and use characteristics of consumer
goods if standards are to be developed. Sampling, inspection, and
test techniques must be ]:)erfected. This will require extensive investi-
gation drawing upon all available research resources. In short, the
standards which consumers must have if they are to function effecr
tively in their own interest and for the economy as a whole call for
an extensive program of organized action, involving manufacturers,
distributors, consumers, and Government agencies.
The task is extensive, but not overwhelming. Compared with the

accomplishments of applied science in the development of production

^h71^^\'?.°^Ju'^^ ^''oo'o^n^.*^^.*!^*'
Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Com-mittee, Part 8^ pp 3329-3343. See also Consumers' Union Reports, January 1941, p 3,The January Wonderland. '

>
i

>

CommUtle^p|rt'8°pp^3413-^43^'^^''^'''
^''**"°^'^ ^^'^o^e the Temporary National Economic

I
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techniques, it is relatively simple. Not lack of ability, but lack of

interest, seems to be the cue for failure of our economy thus far to

adopt appropriate methods for transferring the products of nidustry

into consumer hands—lack of interest on the part of vendors who hnd

it easier to deal with uninformed consumers ; lack of niterest on the part

of o-overnments which to date have recocrnizcd few specific obligations

to *serve consumer welfare; and lack of interest among consumers

themselves.

This is about where matters stand today on the question ot the con-

sumer's freedom to choose, rrogress is being made toward providing

those standards \vhich would liberate and implement consumer choice.

Yet it is slow and is made against great odds. It is a collective task,

but there is no wides])read agreement that it should be undertaken and

carried through. On the contrary, there are many evidences of un-

willingness to take part or to permit progress to be made. It is a social

development that appears essential to the expressed desire of many to

preserve and make workable a system of free enterprise; yet it is ig-

nored, even derided, as a step which concerns consumers only, and

anumg consumers only the articulate minority.

It is true there is widespread consumer indifference, which is valuable

to any who may desire that consumers be not able to influence the

trends of industry through the power of their informed choice. Their

indifference mavl)e cultivated by diverting attention to the many de-

lightful but irrelevant features of the commodities they buy. So cul-

tivated, consumer choice tends to escape from the realm of fact to the

field of fantasy. It becomes something quite different from the matter-

of-fact pursuit of self interest which characterizes alike the buying

habits of a shrewd, necessitous housewife and of the purchasing agent

of a muhi-million-doUar corporation. It becomes more emotional than

reasonable. It is mass acceptance. To the degree their purchasing

decisions can be regimented in this manner, consumers become the con-

trolled rather than the controlling factor in the economy.

This leads to the consideration of what part is played by concentra-

tions of economic power in the control of consumer choice. Selling

pressure is more compellingly exerted by larger concerns. Persistent

persuasion on a large scale can establish, if successful, what economists

speak of as the quasi-monopoly of a brand name.^^ It can also exact

a remunerative differential in price for actual or supposed extra values

in the branded product, or for credit or other services sold along with

the product. On tlie other hand, it is true that sales pressures exerted

by several powerful rivals tend to cancel each other in their persuasive

eifect on consumers without, however, substituting for the conflict of

bewilderments in their minds the wherewithal of informed choice."

Monopolies, however, enjoy no monopoly of the art of telling con-

sumers as little as possible about what goods are good for. Sales

methods that are as little informative as high-pressure Nation-wide

campaigns are used by smaller concerns which can spend no great

sums to put their products across. When the withholding of useful

comparative information about products is the established practice,

" Whether or not suoh brauds represent better values for the consumer than less suc-

ces-sful brands is not here in question. The question is whether the preference they enjoy

is decided by consumers or for them.
, .. , , , .. ^ ... i- . v _M Also without yielding up to the multitude of little brands any part of the lion s share

of the marlvet which a few large brands in many commodity lines enjoy.
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the large withholders can do so to better effect than the little with-
holders.

Concentrated economic power alone is not responsible for the prac-
tice of not telling consumers what they need to know; but neither
has it contributed very much as yet to the elimination of that practice.
Several of the good examples of informative selling now to be found
are furnished, to be sure, by large factors in manufacturing or dis-
tribution. But they are few. Big business has done very little to
date to modernize its selling practices in the same way it has mod-
ernized production. Big names still inspire consumer confidence
more because they are big than because of what they tell about the
goods they have to sell. Large concerns do not appear to feel that in
return for the faith expressed in them by mass acceptance of their
products they have a duty to deal more candidly with consumers.
That still is not recognized as a quid pro quo, except by a few.
Whether or not the withholding of information is a peculiar device

of concentrated economic power, for consumers it remains a central
fact of modern life. With the complexity and variety of products
offered on today's markets, scientific objective commodity standards
are the only means in sight whereby the interest of consumers can be
geared in a sound and satisfactory way to the modern processes of
production and distribution. Freedom of choice is not something that
happens; it must be created by establislnng and maintaining conditions
that permit people to know what they are choosing and to choose as
suits them best. To achieve it under modern conditions of manu-
facture and sale requires more than lip service; it requires the co-
operative, far-sighted labors of many people.
The prosperity and indeed the preservation of the Nation are linked

to business success. Encouragement to business is a major concern
of public policy. Business enterprise permeates our culture. Almost,
it seems, consumers exist to make business successful. But only when
the ultimate customers of business are able to evaluate its performance
in terms of their own well-being—the goods it makes, the services it

renders—can we be sure that business success is firmly linked to the
general welfare.

GOVERNMENT AID FOR CONSUMERS

Consumers are assisted by whatever government does to keep open
the channels of trade, to promote conditions in which a larger and
better supply of goods regularly comes to market, and at prices which
permit consumers to purchase them. They are directly assisted by
what government may do to keep harmful products off the market, or
to bring more information to consumers about commodities. They
may find indirect assistance also in government information that
would interpret to them the current controls and conditions in in-

dustry which determine the quantity and value of its output.
Because consumers transact their business almost entirely on an

individual basis, they possess unequal bargaining power with other
economic units, most of which are organized and are steadily extend-
ing the scope and power of their organization. Consumers generally
would not desire to reverse that trend, since most of them probably
take part in some form of organized action in their income-earning
capacity. But in their income-spending activites for the most part
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they work alone, and therefore rely upon such assistance as Govern-

ment niav offer to make their bargaininji power more nearly equal.

There 'are exceptions to this. In slowly but steadily increasing

numbers consumers are associatinjLr themselves with cooperative enter-

prise in the distribution, and to a more limited extent production, of

goods under their own control. In so doing they acquire a collective

bargaining power which may eventually win them some measure of

equality with other organized groups. In that event they may not

look to government to even things up. It is a cardinal point m the co-

operative philosophy that government assistance be avoided lest it in-

vite interference or weaken the self-reliance of the cooperative pro-

gram.
1 1

• X

Cooperative expansion, however, if it is to be soinul and is to remain

subject to consumer control, in fact as well as in principle, will be sl()\v.

Today it probablv accounts for not more than 2 percent ot all retail

sales of commodities, much of which is accounted for by supplies for

farm operation. The commodity areas in which, during its period ot

new growth, it finds satisfactorv conditions for successful operation

are still limited, although tliev embrace a sizable proportion of the

normal familv's budget. The population groups which it is presently

reaching are "restricted. Onlv a small fraction of all American con-

sumers have yet come into direct contact with a going cooperative enter-

prise that is prepared to serve their needs, and many of these people

have not yet shared in a cooperative undertaking.
, , •

Yet the demonstration which cooperatives have already given of

their abilitv to serve consumers effectively is not to be overlooked. In

supplyino- accurate information for the guidance of consumer selection

thev are not yet doing all that is possible, but they are doing it more

thorouo-hlv than any but the most exceptional noncooperativc enter-

prise ^Furthermore, thev have shown bv their handling of some farm

supplies and some forms of insurance that they can effect major sav-

ings for consumers in direct competition with established industries.

Such savino-s are most striking where the distributing cooperatives

reach back into production and supply themselves with their own

products. Such expansion of operations goes forward steadily.

Consumers' cooperation mav prove to be the one sound answer to

the consumer demand for an abundance of sound ])roducts priced tor

use and for reliable information about commodities. But it will not

be an earlv solution of all consumers' problems, nor will it obviate the

need for Government aid. Even the strongest consumers cooperatives

find on occasion that they require attention of government, either by

way of assistance to themselves comparable to the assistance given to

competing forms of enterprise or by way of remedial action against

competitors who seek to exclude them from the common channels ot

trade Furthermore, thev will need the assistance of government and

others in devising standards for giving useful information to their

members about the goods they handle.
. .

In wavs other than cooperative enterprise consumers are beginning

to organize to serve themselves and to express their demands. 1 hrough

their own testing and rating agencies they are getting facts about the

utility and i^erformance of identified commodities.^^ Education m

"Description of one of these agencies is contained i". the ^|fSimony of Dexter Ma^^^^^^^

Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Part 8, pp. 3329. 666i) 66*6.
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home economics, wliich for many years lias concentrated on training
(he individual consumer to make such use as she can of the informa-
tion available to her in the marketplace, drives rise now to an oro-anized
ettort to increase the supply and accuracy of such information Three
national women s organizations work regularly with representatives
of manufacturing and trade for the voluntary ado])tion of informative
iabels and for the definition of commodity standards as a basis formore useful information." They have drafted a formal platform of
their obiectives m these fields. Other consumer organizations, local in
scope, work on specific problems confronting consumers in their mar-
kets Most striking m this field are those which participate actively
in htate or Federal hearings for the fixing of milk prices, and others
w^liich have organized tenants to voice collective protests and demands
on rent scales and housing conditions. Finally there is a beginning of
formal collective bargaining by consumers with respect to the prices
they pay, similar to the bargaining of labor unions on wages and
working conditions. This has appeared so far onlv in agreements on
prices to be paid for milk and milk products bv two local consumer
committees of several hundred families each, bargaining collectivelv
with distributors.

^^ b j

The vast majority of consumers, however, lack organization for
better bargaining and self protection. They also occupy an isolated
position m the expanding field of collaboration between government
and industry. More and more government is being called upon to
take part in the operating details of the economy, usually on behalf
of a producer interest concerned primarily with the security of its
income or its investment. New steps are being taken by government
for consumers, too, but they scarcely classify on the same level as the
vigorous and expensive programs undertaken in response to producer
pressures. The aid which government renders to producer gi'oups
solves some problems for them, bnt mav create new ones for con-
sumers. This possibility gives additional ground for recognition by
government of the special problems which arise in the consumer phase
of the lives of people whose government it is.

T-i/pes of Government Action.

To approach most realistically the appropriate services which gov-
ernment can render on this aspect of economic life, consideration
should be given to the broad types of activity in which government
engages on behalf of other economic interests of the population.
VVliat government does in a democracy is what the people require and
approve, doing it as and when the need becomes imperative or is made
apparent by the articulate expression of the people involved. Conse-
quently, the activities of the Federal Government embrace a wide
variety of specific purposes, but for simplification most of them can
be covered within three major purposes: (1) promotional—To pro-
mote by education, research, or direct participation, the purposes and
success of people engaged in their private activities, and by so doing
to promote the general welfare; (2) protective—To protect people
from physical and economic injury by others, including those with
whom they must trade or bargain and tliose who compete with them;

«T,H^®^^''?'
Federation of XVomen's Clubs, American Association of University Women

«n^i rI'^''^-^ n°™*^
Economics Association cooperating in the work of the National Conlsumer-Retailer Council and tlie American Standards Association

i-t^tioi.ai <„oq
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(3) financial—To provide assistance in the form of loans or grants

to persons, corporations, and associations, in order to maintain sol-

vency at points in the economic structnre where collapse is threatened,

or to snbsidize new and unprofitable undertakings rendering a neces-

sarv public service.
-, j-

Promotional research and education has been carried on tor years

by the Government, especially for the improvement of productive

methods in aoriculture and industry. In later years economic re-

search and the reporting of current economic data have been greatly

ex])anded with particular reference to agriculture, labor, industry,

and domestic and foreign commerce. Both laboratoiy and statistical

research in the field of public health are carried on by the CTOvern-

ment The special problems of child gi^owth and health, and ot

women in industry, are studied and action on them is encouraged

through government educational services. Trade standards for use in

industry and commerce are developed with government assistance.

In addition, there are ;i great many services rendered to productive or

business undertakings with the general purpose of enabling themi to

perform more efficiently, to find wider markets for their output, and

to enhance the possibilities of profit. By and large the (lovernment

is called upon to render in-omotional services to economic enterprise

when a service desired is not already being rendered on private initia-

tive, or extends in scope beyond the range of private resources, or can

be more economically or more impartially rendered by government.

The protective services of the Government include controls of rates,

prices, waires, hours, and volume of supply; arbitration of employer-

emplovee disputes: protection against prices and controls of foreign

competitors or governments, and against unfair practices of competi-

tors or emplovers : and protection of trade-marks and patents.

Prices are controlled or enhanced for agriculture through acreage

allotments, marketing quotas, marketing agreements, loan rates sur-

plus diversion operations, and, in the case of milk, by price^fixing

orders Permission to fix resale prices for commodities identified by

their trade-mark is given to manufacturers operating m interstate com-

merce Minimum prices for bituminous coal at the mine are fixed by

Government order. Prices of crude oil are supported by exclusion

from interstate commerce of oil shipped in excess of State-fixed quotas.

Transportation rates are i-egulated for the protection of shippers and

of the financial stability of transportation agencies. Tariff laws pro-

tect domestic producers in their competition with imported commodi-

ties. Minimum wages and maximum hours are prescribed for large

groups of wage earners.
. ^ .1

Prohibition of unfair and deceptive acts and practices under the

Federal Trade Commission Act and similar laws pertaining to par-

ticular industries protect manufacturers and merchants from some

forms of competition. Enforcement of the antitrust laws preserves

for bu'^inessmen the opportunity to transact business m unrestricted

channels of trade. Similarly the National Labor Relations Act pro-

tects the opportunity for collective bargaining by labor unions from

unfair interference by those opposed to it.

Financial aid is extended to banks and industry through loans at low

rates, and to agriculture through commodity loans, parity and con-

servation payments, subsidies on surplus removal operations, and loans
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to aj^ricultural cooperative associations. Coimnercial air lines and
tlie merchant marine receive financial aid from the Government.
This brief outline illustrates the <^eneral nature, though not the whole
extent, of Government aids on behalf of producer and commercial
interests.

Gove7mm\zrd Services to Consumers.

Promotional.—In the consumer field the promotional function of the
Federal Government gives rise to a variety of activities. Invaluable
research in nutrition and on many kinds of consumer goods and their
uses has been conducted by the Bureau of Home Economics for many
years. This is one of few distinctly consumer agencies in the Govern-
inejit. Of primary importance also are the retail price and cost-of-
living reports published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. At least

10 Government agencies publish materials which help the family do a
better job in meeting its living problems. Consumers' Guide, pub-
lished by the Consumers' Counsel Division of the Department of Ag-
riculture, is the most widely distributed bulletin, going to 150,000
subscribers 20 times a year. It aims to help the family with its prac-
tical problems and to give that help in popular and attractive form.
Another service promoting the interest of consumers is tlie instruction
and supervision given to cooperative saving and lending organizations
known as credit unions. There is a promotional aid to consumers in
the projects of the Farm Security Administration and the Tennessee
Valley Authority in the better utilization of income by families
included within their projects.

Protective.—The Federal Government exercises its protective func-
tion on behalf of consumers in three ways: (a) control of the kind of
goods that may be sold; (b) control of representations made in the
sale of goods; and (c) maintenance of competitive conditions or regu-
lation of controlled prices. These controls apply only to transactions
in interstate commerce, except where the weight and measure power
of the Constitution is invoked.
For the most part control relates to the commodities themselves only

where this has seemed necessary as a protection to health. Foods,
drugs, and cosmetics may be kept off the market, or their vendors
may be prosecuted, when the product is adulterated. Such products
are defined as adulterated unden the law when they are poisonous or
harmful, filthy, putrid, or decomposed, processed under insanitary
conditions, processed from a diseased animal, packed in a poisonous
or injurious container, or when they contain coal tar colors not certi-

fied to be harmless. Drugs which fail to meet the prescribed stand-
ards of quality or purity, or fail to disclose by how much they fall
below the standard, are deemed adulterated. New drugs may not be
marketed until the Government has had opportunity to check on
them. Confectionary may not contain alcohol or any inedible sub-
stance such as toys or pennies.
Meats and edible meat products (from cattle, swine, sheep, and

goats) not sold by farmers may not be marketed in interstate com-
merce unless the animals have been inspected for disease and whole-
someness by the Bureau of Animal Industry in the Department of
Agriculture. Almost all canned shrimp, by voluntary arrangement,
is packed under supervision of the Food and Drug Administration.
These prior inspections of meats and canned shrimp for wholesome-
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ness are unique. Most controls operate by samplincr and corrective

action after the commodities reach the market. There has recently

been added a supervisory service for canned fruits and veo-etables

throu<Th which canners are enabled to certify on the label that the

product has l)een packed under continuous Government mspection,

and, if oraded, that the <,n-ade shown is officially certified. The Agri-

culturafMarketing Service which furnishes this supervision, also pro-

vides an inspection for health and condition of poultry for those

who want to use it. The new food law also authorizes local emergency

permit controls of food manufacturing and packino- \vhen conditions

of contamination are found to exist. State and local jrovernments

control the marketing of various foods, especially milk and dairy

products, i^rovidino- for elaborate and often costly inspection of the

sources of siipplv.

To a more limited deo-ree govermnental conti-ol of commodities pro-

vides pocketbook. as well as health protection. Food, for example,

is banned as adulterated when it is unfit to eat, but it is also caviled

adulterated when a valuable element has been removed from it, or

somethino- has been done to conceal inferiority or damage, or to make

it appear better than it is. The tea law of 1897 with its unique

Board of Tea Appeals, prior to termination of its appropriation in

1940, denied admission to the country of tea which failed to meet the

standards of quality, purity, and wholesomeness. The primary pur-

pose is pocketbook, "rather than health protection.

Slowly, over a long time statutes have been creeping in on the rule

of caveat emptor and buttressing and expanding the common law of

fraud. Deception and misrepresentation are statutory offenses in

several fields. Foods, drugs, therapeutic devices, and cosmetics may
not be misbranded. They are misbranded, under the law, if the label

is false or misleading in anv particular, or if the container is so made,

formed, or filled as to be^nisleading. In addition, a drug is mis-

branded when it is dangerous to health if used as prescribed on the

label, and when it is not packaged and labeled as prescribed in the

official compendium, if such a prescription exists.

The Federal Trade Commission Act rules against unfair and de-

ceptive acts and practices in commerce, and against false advertising

of foods, drugs, and cosmetics. The Alcohol Tax Unit of the Bureau

of Internal Revenue is empowered to prevent false or misleading

statements on labels and in advertising of liquors, wines, and malt bev-

erages. The Post Office Department can i)rosecute those who use the

mails to defraud their customers. The Securities Act of 1933 gives

to the purchaser of securities a substantial right of action against those

who issue or sell securities by means of false or misleading statements.

In these and other ways the'statutes protect against misrepresentation

and deceit.

Misrepresentation is not accomplished by falsehood alone. It may
result from inference and understatement. The half-truth can be inore

deceptive than the lie. Since 1933 Congress on three separate occasions

has legislated against the half-truth. The Securities Act of 1933, the

amended Federal Trade Commission Act. and the new Food. Drug,

and Cosmetic Act, all define false or misleading statements in such a

way as to penalize the failure to say all that is necessary to make those

things that are said not misleading. Thus the laws protecting con-
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siimers begin to reach the evasions of those who avoid the lie but fail

to achieve accuracy.
In fact, if not in hiw, misrepresentation may be accomplished by

witliholdino: information about goods. Some statutes begin to offer
protection to consumers against this. The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act and others require that certain descriptive facts be disclosed to the
customer on the labels of products. Standard foods and drugs must
be sold by their standard names. If they fall below standard, that fact
must be stated. If tliey are not standard products, their ingredients
must be listed on the label. If they contain artificial flavor, color, or
preservative, the consumer is to be made aware of that situation, except
when he is buying butter, cheese, and ice cream. Habit-forming
ingredients and certain potent drugs must be disclosed on the label.
Adequate directions for use, warnings against use under certain condi-
tions, and precautions as to deterioration must also apj^ear on drug
labels. Under the alcoholic liquor law, classification and proof must
be stated on the labels. Net weight of contents, name of manufacturer,
country of origin, must be shown on these and other commodities.
Statutory requirements of this kind do not by any means require that
consumers be told all the important facts about "the goods they buy.
However, so far as they go, they put the burden upon vendors to tell

tlie truth rather than leave the burden upon purchasers and the
Government to discover misrepresentation and the half-truth.
Whatever Government does to promote the use of standards for con-

sumer goods contains great possibilities of furnishing to consumers a
still more direct form of pocketbook protection. Already much has
been done along this line to enable industries to purchase "goods more
intelligently and to use materials more economically in their nnmufac-
turing operations. On the consumer front the Food and Drug Admin-
istration is empowered to define mininnnn legal standards for foods.
Standards for drugs are available in the official compendiums and are
the legal standards under the new act. Standards and grades for fresh
fruits and vegetables, grains, tobacco, and cotton are available, but
serve primarily the needs of wliolesalers of those commodities. Quality
grades for canned fruits and vegetables, meats, poultry, eggs, and
butter are available under Government auspices, but the use of them
in the sale of goods to consumers is both voluntary and infrequent.
Standard classifications by which alcoholic beverages are to be described
are drawn by the Alcohol*Tax Unit of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Standards of weight and measure are maintained by the Federal
Government for the use of such States, counties, and cities as choose to
adopt them. Their usefulness to the consumer depends, however,
entirely upon local law and local enforcement. Barrels and various
kinds of baskets for fruits and vegetables are standardized by law, and
some of these are the packages in w^hich delivery is made to ultimate
consumers. The Alcohol Tax Unit may prescribe standard sizes for
liquor bottles.

The niost far-reaching protection that Goverimient can give con-
sumers is enforcement of the antitrust laws. Consumers cannot buy
commodities if they are not produced, and they will not care about
false claims made about commodities which are priced out of reach.
Quality protection also may be afforded by these laws. Holding new
or better products off the market can be assailed if, as is often the
case, it has been accomplished through conspiracy. There seems no
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reavson to doubt, also, that a conspiracy to degrade a product might
be held to be in restraint to trade. Whilo antitrust laws are directed

against malefactoi-s and against, the prohibited })ractices, their serv-

ice to consumers is far from a negative one if enforcement is suffi-

ciently compi'eliensive and persistent to keep the channels of trade

open so that productive and inventive enlerjjrise can function at full

speed. Tlie positive })rotecti()n to consumers that would result is an
abundant suj)ply of more kinds of goods, more cheaply produced
and distributed, witli encouragement to new and better ways of

accomplishing such results. These ai-e the basic factors in a higher

standard of living without which all other aids to consumers can
serve as little more than embroidei^ on shoddy cloth.

An additional ])i-otective function is the beginning that has been
made to provide representation for consumers within the administra-

tive framework of Government. Consumers have no genei'al focus

in the Government sti'uctui'e such as is given to commerce, labor, and
agriculture. Si)ecific recognition of consumers with relation to the

farm program is provided administratively by the Department of

Agriculture through the Consumers' Counsel. Statutory and inde-

pendent representation of consumer interests has been provided by
Act of Congress only once in liistoi-y. The Consumers' Counsel of
the National Bituminous Coal Commission was set up by law as an
independent agency charged with the representation of consumei"S in

the Govei-nment regidation of bituminous coal ])rices. He reported
directly to Congi-ess. By Executive order in 1939 this office was abol-

ished and its functions transferred to the solicitor of the Department
of the Interior.

FlncDncud.—Most of the financial assistance given to consumers goes
only to those who are eligible for classification in a relief status.

W. P. A., N. Y. A., C. C. C, and F. S. A. aids are not consumer sub-

sidies as such, but largely serve that purpose. Food-stamp and cotton-

stam}) payments are dii'cct consumer subsidies de,signed to increase

the consumption of designated kinds of foods and cotton goods. These,
too. go only to those of relief status, except in one food-stamp experi-

ment in Oklahoma. Low-cost Federal housing provides financial

assistance to low-income consumers, as do also home owners'* loans

and the Government guarantees of mortgages on owned homes. Loans
and the engineering and ])urchasing services provided to rural coop-

eratives by the Rural Electrification Administration furnish aid to

the consumer side as well as the producer side of farm living.

Shortcomings in Consumer Services.

This itemized recital of the Government's services to consumers
tends to enlarge beyond actual performance the picture of what is

done. To provide correction, the following section notes the more
significant omissions.

In the promotional field of service the most significant omission is

that no specified agency of Government is authorized to promote
consumer \velfare generally or to lend such assistance to the consumer
enterprise of money-spending as is furnished, with great elaboration,

to the money-getting enterprise of industry, agriculture, and com-
merce. Every public official supposedly perfonns with due regard
to the consumer interest, on the theoiy that the consiuner interest is

identical with the public interest which he serves. The theory, as

already pointed out. is inaccurate; in practice what turns out is that
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the consumer intei-est is disi-e^arded as a matter of course in the legis-

lative and administrative functions of Government. Promotion of
the consumer inteiust requires more than acting "with re<jard to it";

it calls for research, fact finding, and puhlicatioii to the end that tliis

interest may be helped in inirsuing its i)urposes and in assuming its

proper place in that exchange, and contiict of viewjjoint which is the
basic fiber of democracy. This is what Government promotional
activities aim to do for the many economic interests that are recog-
nized as having a claim upon Government for its services.

Such promotion of the consumer interest as issues from Federal
Government sources is for the most part provided as a byproduct of
some other purpose which the agency furnishing it is designed to
serve. All of the work of the Bureau of Home Economics lies in the
field of promoting consumer welfare, but it is supported as an ad-
junct to agriculture. The only regular rei)orts on retail prices pub-
lished by Government come from the Departments of Labor and Agri-
culture. The Agricultural Extensif)n Service and the Farm Security
Administration promote the consumer well-being of farm families.

The money which pays for this work is part of the agricultural ap-
propriation. It should be noted, of course, that consumers benefit

greatly from governmental research in many fields, the direct purpose
of which is to aid some form of productive enterprise.

Essential to promotional service are research and the reporting of
current trends and developments. Fact finding for consumers by Gov-
ernment agencies is restricted in character and limited in amount. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports on retail prices and the cost of
living. The coverage given is more limited than its reporting of
wholesale prices. It reports the changing trend of retail prices but
performs no research by which consumers might be informed as to

the reasons behind these trends and what they signify. Such back-
ground information, however, is published to a limited extent with
respect to food prices by the Department of Agriculture. The Con-
sumers' Guide is limited to subject matter directly related to author-
ized activities of the Department of Agriculture, though this may
mean, and frequently does, that the story in which the consumer reader
is interested must be cut in two and the other part left unwritten be-

cause it is derived from the work of some other agency, a fact which
probably does not interest the consumer reader.

Information on wdiat may be taking place in the Nation's economy
that affects, or will in the future affect, the problems with which con-

sumers are coping is not prepared or published by Government, al-

though just such reports are published regularly and in great detail

for agriculture. There is no current review of the state of business

at the consumer level, as there is a review of business published by the
Department of Commerce. There are no studies describing industrial

activities relating to consiuner interests as are published on the status

of labor in many industries. The recent Consumer Purchases Study,
supervised by the National Resources Committee, was the first major
excursion of Government research into the facts of consumption and
expenditure of personal incomes. It covered one period of 12 months
more than 4 years ago, and no provision is made for keeping its facts

up to date.

In the protective services which Government renders to consumers
are many gaps. The control of commodities, as described above, ap-
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plies only to foods, drugs, cosmetics, and therapeutic devices, and does

more to protect consumers' health from injury than to protect their

pocketbooks from loss. Commodities in other lines which are dan-

gerous or injurious may be marketed, and so may commodities that

are so wortliless in character that their sale for any purpose at any

price is necessarily fraudulent in effect if not at law.

In the control of representations made in the sale of goods a major

defect is the limited extent of policing of unfair and deceptive prac-

tices. Government activities of this kind cover a very small part of

the area in which consumers are exposed to such practices. Much of

that field, of course, lies outside of Federal jurisdiction. Another

nmjor defect is that the laws fail, with some exceptions, to require that

consumers be given even a minimum of essential information concern-

ing the goods they buy.
, ., , T 1 .^U

To make such a requirement of law feasible, standards would be

necessary. To date most standards evolved through Government

process are designed for use in Go\-ernment purchases, or m a manu-

facturing i)rocess, or in wholesale transactions. Many of the stand-

ards for^farm products are designed primarily to aid the producer m
his marketing rather than the consumer in his buying, and some of

them are defhiitelv uusuited to the latter purpose. Minimum stand-

ards now authorized for foods and drugs are serviceable to consumers.

But a major irap with respect to foods is the lack of authority for

establishing mandatory standards for quality grades above the mini-

mum. Mniimum standards tell the consumer the food is good enough,

hut tell him nothing about its relative quality. Such standards, it

should be noted, ai)plv onlv to descriptions used on the label or con-

tainer There is no requirement that thev be used in advertisements.

Grade standards are available for canned fruits and vegetables, meats,

eggs, and butter, but the use of these in sales to consumers is volun-

taiT and consequentlv infrefiuent. In short, the food standards that

must be used provide onlv part of the information consumers need,

while those that provide more useful information need not be used,

and for the most part are not. For almost all other types of consumer

goods no standards are regularly employed. ,
i .

A beo-inning has been made by Government to define standards tor

containers, but here again the commercial buyer is served and the

household buver is neglected. Most of the standardized contamei-s

for fruits and vegetables are of sizes not purchased by ultimate con-

sumers. Practically all of the containers m which consumers do

purchase foods are not standardized, but on the contrary are manu-

factured in an array of shapes and sizes confusing to the careful

buyer who wishes to^compare costs of rival products. Deceptive con-

taijiers, however, of foods, drugs, and cosmetics are banned under the

new Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
. ,i i ^

Another gap in consumer protection against deceptive methods of

sale is the nedect of the Federal Government to exercise^ its consti-

tutional power to fix standards of weight and measure. Apart from

coinage weights, less than a score of such standards have received

congressional approval during the Nation's history, many of these are

for a limited purpose only, and only two or three bear any direct rela-

tion to consumer transactions. Likewise the Federal Government lias

left wholly to State and local governments the application and en-

300282—41 23
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forcement of the customary weiolus and im-a.sures. Thr()u<>hout Jar^e
areas of the United States ])ra('ti('ally no effort is made to see that
consumers ^et pounds when tliey pay for i)oimds or yards when they
buy yards. Tlirou^h an additional siza])le teri-itory the policino; of
\vei<rhts and measures is so frapncntary as to favor tlie probability
that consumers will ^et less than tliey pay for. In the absence of ade-
quate supervision of weii>hts and measures, the force of competition
is inevitably on the side of short weii^lit, and absence of supervision
is more the rule than the exception in tliis field of consumer exj)erience.
The outstanding defect in the most valuable of consumer protec-

tions—the antitrust laws—is not what the laws fail to j)rovide but
insufficient appropriation with which to provide it. Althouirh funds
available to the Department of Justice for antitrust enforcement are
from 4 to 6 times what were provided i^rioi' to 19:36, the total seems
small for the purpose in view. Of the $1,325,000 a]3propriation to the
Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice, probably not more
than $1,000,000 is available for antitrust enforcement as such, the
remainder bein^ required for enforcement of the manv other laws
which come under its jurisdiction. A sum of $1,000,()06 for keeping
open the channels of trade of American industry and connnerce prom-
ises little practical aid to consumers from that 'source when it is con-
trasted with $5,330,000 for the Securities and Exchange Commission,
$6,800,000 for the Fair Labor Standaixls Act, $-1,600,000 for the Patent
Office, and $2,100,000 for the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce. In addition to the antitrust work of the Department of Justice,
It should be noted that some part of the $2,300,000 appropriation of the
Federal Trade Commission is expended on actions against restraints
of trade in violation of the provisions of the Clayton Act and the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

Finally, among the protective services, should be the provision for
specialized personnel to represent the interests of consumers in govern-
mental procedures. As the Government assumes increasing respon-
sibilities in the Nation's economic affairs, an increasing number of
administrative determinations are made which decide issues as between
consumers and other economic interests. Whatever the tradition of
public office may be, the actual exercise of administrative discretion in
matters affecting the wealth and income of various groups is bound to
be conditioned by the ability of those groups to impress their particular
wishes upon the administrative agency. Consumers enter that arena
under the basic handicap that many such determinations are made by
Government agencies wdiich by name and tradition and as a condition
of appropriation are held accountable for service to a particular eco-
nomic interest. For example, determination of the balance of interest
between producers and consumers of fluid milk is assigned to the
Department of Agriculture in its power to fix prices M'hich milk dis-
tributers shall pay to producers. Consumers face the further handicap
that, being unorganized, they cannot send representatives to the council
table where administrative determinations are informallv but force-
fully discussed.

There is no consumer establishment in Government in the sense
there are farm, labor, commerce, investor, mining, oil, bituminous
coal, merchant marine, and fish and wnld life establishments. As al-
ready noted, the independent consumer representation once provided
for by Congress with reference to Government fixing of bituminous
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coal prices is now vested in the Depaitnunit of the Interior wlncli

detemiines those prices. In the Departni.Mit of A<rricuhure the C on-

sumers' Counsel, existinfi" only l)y virtue of administrative order, ex-

presses opinions only to officials within the Department on the con-

sumer aspects of decisions made in administering the farm programs.

Many o-overnmental agencies render servic-es or administei- regulations

for the''«reneral public welfare, but without specialized attention to the

consumer phases of that welfare. Ultimate consumers are not, tor

example, deemed parties at interest in a proceeding before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission on the raising of railroad tariffs. Nor

does any Government agency appear on their behalf, except formerly

in cases involving rates on bituminous coal for which the National

Bituminous Coal Act autliorized the Consumers' Counsel of the Bitu-

minous Coal Commission to appear and be heard. Farmers, however,

as shippers or receivers of railroad fi-eight may be represented m
I C. C. hearings by the Secretary of Agriculture or his agent, because

Congress has Specifically authorized such representation of farm

interests.
i

•
i i i j

As there is no one Government agency charged with the duty ol

giving independent representation to the interest of consumers in

administrative ])rocedures, likewise there is no source to which Con-

o-ress can turn for informed counsel on the consumer aspects of pro-

posed legislation, should it desire to do so. The increasingly complex

character of economic legislation has made it the usual practice of

congressional committees to refer pending bills to the executive de-

partment or administrative agency competent in the field to which the

bills relate. Tlie bearing of many measures upon the interest of

consumers mav also be a question for expert analysis, since casual

examination will not always reveal what its consumer effect will be.

In the legislative as in the administrative process advancement of the

general welfare is always the primary purpose in view, but the average

citizen as a money spender sometimes pays dearly for advancement of

his general welfare at the expense of his consumer interests.

This bill of particulars on what the Federal Government omits from

its service to consumers suggests that at least passing mention be made

of Government measures, both State and Federal, which work defi-

nitely against the interest of consumers. Trade-barrier laws and

regulations of manv kinds have been much publicized in recent years.

They are special instances, operating at State boundaries, of the power

of some interests to prevail upon legislatures to use their public power

for private purposes.^^ Other laws, such as those which legalize arti-

ficial pricing, are adopted as a means of settling commercial disputes

rooted in competitive inequalities. Still others, like the local meas-

ui-es enacted to safeguard the sanitary quality of milk, may embody a

necessary public sen-ice but restric^t. trade and burden consimiers

beyond what is necessarv to accomplish their primary purpose. Laws

of this kind provide illustrations of a general principle. Because

consumers do not have that degree of organization which compels

consideration of their interest at every stage m the governmental

process, they stand to suffer injury from governmental actions, which,

though' not^directed against them, overlook their interest and let the

burden fall upon them simply as a by-product of the producer pur-

poses which the actions are intended to seiwe.

-^ See ch. VI. supra.





CHAPTER XVI

FISCAL POLICY AND TAXATION '

FISCAL POLICY

Cim^ent Controversies over National Fiscal Policies.

Recent years have witnessed a greater expansion in Federal expendi-

tures, taxation, and borrowing than ever before, except m times of

war It resulted originally from the distressing impact of the depres-

sion on entrepreneurs, farmers, home owners, industrial wage earners,

and even State and local communities. Such was the plight o± these

groups that the Government came to their rescue m order to prevent

general economic and financial chaos. It extended loans to business

Snd property owners saddled with heavy debts and threatened with

bankiaiptcy; disbursed large sums in benefits to farmers, and tor the

relief of the unemployed; and launched a vast program of Federal or

Federally aided public works to provide employment to millions ot

workmen. .
,.

The Government financed these large outlays m a manner expedient

at the time—by borrowing. Had it done otherwise and resorted in-

stead to taxation, it would have imposed serious hardships on business

and consmners, aggTavated the depression and so nullified the salutary

effects of its expenditures and loans, without secunng all of the neces-

saiy funds. By borrowing the money, the Government avoided these

deflationary effects for it used money which otherwise would have

remained idle, for neither private enterprise nor the States and mimic-

ipalities were willing or able to employ it.

In making these large outlays and borrowing these vast sums, the

Government exi3ected, however, that it would not only relieve imme-

diate distress and stop the spiral of deflation, but also stimulate recov-

ery. In a word, it was believed that the depression responsibilities ot

Government were largely temporary and that it would be able eventu-

ally to curtail expenditures and restore budgetary balance within a

short period. rrv. \

The depression, however, proved to be no ordinary one. ihougii

business did respond to the spending and lending activities of the

Government, its response did not result in full recovery. Wliat is

more, when as in 1937, the Government sought to retrench on its

relief and public works expenditures and at the same time to increase

1 This chapter is the product of close collaboration among the .following persoiis : Dr.

Dewey Anderson, executive secretary, Temporary ^/-itional Economic Comm.^^^^^^^^^ Wn I ex
Studenski professor of public finance, New \ork I mversity ;

Dr. Gerhard Colni hscai ex-

pert Bureau ot" the Budget. Washington; Dr. Richard V. Gilbert, Director, Defense Eco-

Somics Section, Price Stabilization Division : and Clifford Hynning senior economic analyst

Price Section, Price Stabilization Division, Office for Emergency Management. In addition

To the ex^rt knowledge of the authors, it is based on the series of tax monographs of the

Temporary National Economic Committee, especiaUy Monograph No. 3, ^Vbo Pajs tne

tIxbs' by Gerhard Colm and Helen Tarasov ; Monograph No. 9. Taxation of Corporate En-

terprise, by Clifford Hynning ; and Monograph No. 20, Taxation, Recovery, and Detense,

bv Dewey Anderson.
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taxes on consumers, business activity relapsed. Consequently, the
Oovernmcnt Avas unable to abandon its newly assumed social and eco-

nomic responsibilities without causing widespread hardship and
risking the ])ossibility of another business collapse.

This failure of the national economy to achieve full recovery hasi

led certain economists to believe that full employment can be realized
only through the hiitiation by the (irovernment of enlarged programs
of public works outhiys on a permanet plan. According to tliis

view, private investment opportunities ha\e lagged behind private
savings not only during the depression, but as early as the turn of the
century, due to a gradual slowing down in the growth of the national
economy attendant upon its achievement of a high degree of devel-
opment in some of its most basic industries. Both the occurrence
and persistence of tlie depression are attributed in part to the failure

of investment outlets to develop in sufficient volume to absorb private
savings. So long as this disparity between saving and investment
continues, say these economists, business will be unable to employ
all of the productive resources of the country and to maintain pro-
duction and consumption in balance. This result can be attained
only if the Government embarks upon a permanent program of sub-
stantial capital outlays, financed sometimes by borrowing and some-
times by taxation, so as either to put to work idle private savings and
maintain a high level of national income,, or to absorb idle savings
through progressive taxation.

It has been contended by these same economists that the maintenance
of the national economy in any degree of balance will necessarily re-

quire that the Government, in the future, consciously apply its taxing
powers in a way to check any undesirable concentration of wealth.
At the same time, cyclical variations in business activity make it neces-
sary that the Government pursue a flexible fiscal policy. This would
involve, during periods of depression, the expansion of its economic
and social welfare expenditures and borrowings and the reduction of
taxes on consumption, and, during periods of prosperity a reverse pol-
icy, namely the conti"action of these expenditures and borrowings, in-

creased taxes of a progressive character, and the repayment of its debts.
It is freely admitted by these economists that such a fiscal policy,

by proposing extensive positive intervention by the Govenmient in
the economic pi^ocesses of production and distribution, constitutes
a wide departure from the traditional concept of neutral fiscal policy
presumably pursued by the Federal Government in the past. But, this

departure, it is contended, is a necessary adjustment to the profound
social, economic and political changes which have taken place in the
last decade or more not only in this country but in the world as a
whole. In the face of these changed conditions, it is maintained that
such a fiscal policy is essential, if we are to save the democratic institu-

tions of this country from destruction and enable private enterprise to
flourish: and that the onh' alternative is the institution of direct regu-
lation by the Government of business enterprise which would be much
more restrictive in character.
Many people have viewed with concern the recent gi-eat expansion

of the economic activities and fiscal operations of the Federal Govern-
ment, especially the suggestion that this expansion may become per-
manent. In their opinion, it has paralyzed business initiative by un-
dermining the confidence of businessmen in the soundness of the eco-
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nomic order. They liiive demanded, therefore, a reversal by the Gov-

ernment of its existing tendencies, tlie immediate curtaihnent of its

spending and borrowing activities, and the qnickest possible return to

a balanced budget, maintaining that therein alone lies the possibility

for a complete restoration of business confidence. They have denied

the existence of any such slowing down in the long-time growth of

the American economy and any such long-run insufficiency of invest-

ment opportunities as would justify a permanent extension of the

investment activities of the (lovernment. They have strenuously ob-

jected to Federal ventures into the fields of electric-power develop-

ment and housing. They have ui-ged ccmsistently the return by the

Government to its traditional economic and fiscal policies and strict

adherence thereto in the future. Failure to take such steps, they have

declared, will result in the continuance of the business depression, the

eventual bankruptcy of the Government and the complete collapse of

the national economy.
Objections also have been raised to the recent expansion of Federal

activity and spending on the gi-ound that it represents a dangerous

trend toward the centralization of government and a transference of

control over State and local affairs to a remotely located Federal

bureaucracy.
With the initiation of our national defense program, this contro-

versy over Federal fiscal policy has been somewhat modified in its em-

phasis. In this case at least, there is little or no questioning of the need

for the expansion of Federal fiscal operations. Yet even here vital dif-

ferences, essentially similar to those just reviewed, have developed

among economists and citizens generally regarding the character of

the fiscal policy to be pursued. It is proposed by some that the Gov-

ernment should continue with its efforts to maintain ancl expand pri-

vate and public civilian production, at the same time it is attempting

to increase militarv production in the quickest manner, so that all the

labor and other resources of the country not required at the moment

for national defense be productively employed. Others propose that

the Government abandon or sharply reduce its public works and relief

expenditures on the ground that the defense program soon will absorb

the unemploved. •,!/-.
The first scliool of thought favors: {a) Financing by the (xovern-

ment of the bulk of its defense expenditures in the begiuning by bor-

rowing and progressive taxation, so as not to interfere during tins

period with business recovery, and {h) the resort to taxation limiting

consumption only if and when full employment of the productive re-

sources of the countrv has been achieved and when drastic reductions

in civilian consumption and shifts from civilian to military produc-

tion have become necessarv. Moreover, this school of thought pro-

poses that progressive rather than regressive taxes be relied upon until

such time as consumption has to be curtailed.

The second school of thought, however, favors the immediate

resort to severe taxation, botli regressive and progressive, and the

curtailment of Government borrowings in the belief that such a course

would imin-ove the financial condition of the Government and save

its borrowing power for the defense emergency.

These current controversies over national fiscal policy embrace

questions which are of fundamental imi)ortance to the well-being of

the whole economv. Nevertheless, they are not a new development.
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They are rather the continuation of a broader issue which has run
through the entire course of our histouy as to what slioukl be the
scope of the activities of Government in our society and the extent to
which Government should be alh^wed to influence or participate in
economic activity.

Gradual Expansion of Scope of Govet'^mmtal Activities and Finaiwe.
The considerable expansion of the functions of Government in

the social and economic spheres and in the scope of its fiscal opera-
tions, which have occurred in this country over the past 150 yeare, re-
flects primarily significant changes in the structure of the American
economy. The pattern of expansion is largely that of the development
of a country from a simple and loosely organized agrarian state into
an extremely complex and closely knit industrial nation.

In the earlier stages of this country's growth most social and eco-
nomic services generally were supplied by local governments and pri-
vate institutions. Gradually, however, with the breakdown of localism
and the growing national character of the economy many such
functions were assumed first by the States and then by the Federal
Government, because of the greater ease with which they could be
administered and financed upon these broader levels. This shift of
responsibilities from lower to higher jurisdictions, however, has not
resulted in a complete centralization of governmental activity and
finance, for generally the lower jurisdictions of government after such
shifts assumed new responsibilities or exploited the remaining ones
much more intensively. This general trend has been somewhat inter-
rupted, however, by wars which have caused Federal activitie.s and
finance to expand greatly for temporary periods and to contract
sharply during the succeeding years.
From 1789 to 1860 the functions of Goveriunent were extremely lim-

ited. With agriculture the predominant form of economic activity
and with the population largely scattered through the countryside,
there was little need for the Government to provide extensive social
services. Business enterprise was essentially small-scale and local in
character and required little or no regulation. The country, with its
vast undeveloped resources, abundance of free land, and scarcity of
labor, afforded wide economic opportunities to all.

Taxes during this period were levied mostly on property, imports,
and business occupations, and were imposed at proportional ad valorem
rates, thus conforming with the prevailing notion that Government
should occupy a neutral position with regard to the production, accu-
mulation, and distribution of wealth. Except for the purchase of the
Louisiana Territory, Federal borrowing was limited to the financing
of war and temporary budgetary deficits. State borrowing flourished
only for a short while as a result of the brief experiments in State
ownei-ships described above and was soon severely restricted by State
constitutional amendments. Both taxes and public debts during this
period were very low.
Between the Civil and the First World Wars the structure of the

American economy changed fundamentally from a predominantly
agricultural country into one of the world's foremost industrial na-
tions. Population grew tremendously, concentrating to a great extent
in urban areas. The fi-ontiers began to close, business enterprise be-
came large-scale and national in scope, and the struggle between labor
and capital began to crystallize.
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In the face of these changed conditions, Government necessarily had

to enlarge the scope of its operations. The city governments more than

any others felt the impact of the groAvth of population and the expan-

sion of industrv. In response they had to provide a vast array of

services, to impose higher taxes and^ incur debts to finance them.

With the growth in business activity, State governments had to

extend considerablv their regulatory functions. They assumed, how-

ever, very few additional responsibilities in the field of social service,

preferriiiir instead to leave these responsibilities to the counties and

local comnumities to discharge. State expenditures dunng this

period, therefore, increased only moderately, requiring but a slight

expansion in State taxing sources and scarcely any resort to Stat«

borrowing.
The Fed(Mal Government likewise found it necessary to expand its

regulatory functions in order to control the many types of businesses

which had become interstate in character and which could no longer

be successfully controlled bv the States. At the same time it had to

extend both direct and indirect aids to business and agriculture in the

form of high i^rotective import duties for the benefit of domestic

mianufacturers, grants of land and loans of money for the benefit of

railroads, purchases of silver for the benefit of the western mining

population, and outlavs for improvements of rivers and harbors for

the benefit of business 'interests in various parts of the country. Most

of these subsidies, however, involved no actual expenditures of funds

and necessitated only slight increases in taxation.

Onlv at the turn of the century did the Federal Government really

he<rm to broaden its activities to include not merely aids to business

but also to better the general social conditions. Under the reforming

zeal of Presidents Roosevelt, Taft. and especially Wilson, important

social and economic reforms which ran counter to the prevailing

laissez-faire ]>hilosophy of political economy were introduced.

Measures were enacted 'to protect consumers against harmful foods

and drugs. For the first time in more than half a century tariffs were

reduced and simultaneous!v progressive income taxes were intro-

duced. A beginnhig was nmde in Federal labor legislation with the

enactment of the Clayton Act which was intended to exempt trade

unions from the provisions of the Sherman Act. Machinery for the

mediation of labor disputes in the railway industry was established

and control of working conditions of employees on American ships

was instituted. The Department of Labor was organized and the

Children's Bureau establishe<l. The conservation of natural resources

was vif^orously pressed, provision being made for the reclamation

and irrigatioirof desert areas, the effective control of national forests,

and the preservation of valuable mineral lands. Fmallv, m the held

of economic reform, antitrust legislation was tightened, the powers ot

the Interstate Commerce Commission were strengthened and the

Federal Reserve System was established to provide greater govern-

mental control of banking in the public interest and more adequate

credit facilities in all parts of the country. ^
^ ^

\lmost to the verv end of this period the Federal revenue system,

consi«tin(r laro-elv of liquor and tobacco taxes in addition to customs

duties was able not only to take care of the interest payments on, and

the liquidation of, the relatively huge Civil War debt, but also to cover

the costs of the various moderate extensions of Federal activity, t eel-
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eral credit liad to be exercised dmiiiji; this time only for the finaticing
of temporary deficits occasioned by a decline of revenue during periods
of depression, and for the financing of such self-licjuithiting under-
takings as the extensions of loans to railroads and the Federal land
banks, purchases of gold and silver, and the construction of tlie Panama
Canal.
Property and commodity taxes, with a sprinkling of business excises,

continued to be the chief sources of governmental revenue for the
entire period. Local govermnents exploited the property tax, State
governments the property and business license taxes, and the Federal
Government the commodity taxes. Only toward the end of the period
did the Federal and some State Governments resort to progressive
personal income and inheritance taxes and to proportional business net
income taxation, and the)i only on a mild scale. By the end of this
period the total tax burden amounted approximately to only 6.5 per-
cent of the national income, and the total public debt, although larger
in amount than at the beginning of the period, actually constituted
less of a burden.

Following the entrance of this country into the World War, the
functions and responsibilities of the Federal Government, particularly
in, the economic sphere, expanded tremendously. Direct Federal con-
trol was assumed of the railroad, communications, shipbuilding and
shipping industries. A system of national employment exchanges was
established and millions of dollars of Federal funds were expended to
provide needed housing facilities for workers engaged in war indus-
tries. Federal agencies were established to provide for the best pos-
sible coordination of trade and industry, to foster amicable employer-
employee relationships, and to control the prices and production of
essential raw materials and foodstuffs. In short, the Government
entered upon almost every sphere of private economic endeavor.
To finance its expanded activities the Government borrowed funds on
an unprecedented scale and raised the rates of its newly introduced
progressive taxes to unanticipated heights.
With the cessation of hostilities public and, in particular, business

pressure soon brought about a rapid withdrawal of the Government
from these extended fields of econonnc activity. Nevertheless, the
capacity of the Government successfully to assume vast responsibilities
and effectively to engage in activities hitherto regarded as the domain
of private enterprise was definitely proved. Thus a precedent was
established for the assumption of these respoiisibilities bv the Govern-
ment in times of emergency. In addition, the war revealed the great
revenue potentialities of progressive income and inheritance taxe^, and
so prepared the way for the extensive utilization of these taxes for
socially desirable purposes during peacetime periods as well. Fhially
the successfid flotation of billions of dollars of war loans served to
reveal the great borrowing potentiality of the Federal Government and
to establish a ready market for future issues of its obligations.
While Federal activities contracted after the war. State and local

functions greatly expanded. Many State and local responsibilities had
been held in abeyance during the war and once the emergency was
over the public demanded the extension of educational and other social
services. At the same time the development of motor veliicle trans-
portation made necessary a great improvement in roads, and the boom
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in private housing construction made necessary the extension of new

municipal services to previously undeveloped urban and suburban areas.

Since local rural governments were neither administratively nor

financially equiT)ped to undertake the difficult job of reconstructing the

rural roads to make them suitable for motor vehicle travel and of

organizing the tvpe of educational and social services that were

demanded bv the people, it became necessary lor the States to under-

take a large" pari of this responsibility. As a result. States, counties

and other local governments embarked upon a large-scale program ot

capital outlays for the construction of highways, schools, hospitals,

parks, parkways, plavgrounds, and other facilities. At the same time

a number of loc-al governments began to experiment with pubhc owner-

ship of gas and electric idaiits and street railway systems.

The scope of Federal ac-tivities changed little, however, during this

time The Federal Government was concerned mainly with the repay-

ment of it< war debt, the collection of debts owed by its former Allies,

the contraction of its exi)enditiires, and the reduction of its tax levies.

The onlv new social and economic responsibilities assumed by the J^ed-

i'Vdl Government during this period were the subsidizing and even the

actual ownership and operation of steamships; the extension ot grants

to States for the construction of roads considered of national impor-

tance- the establishment of a comprehensive system of agricultural

credit financed in part from Federal funds; and toward the end ot the

lOSO''- the establishment of the Federal Farm Board ''to promote the

effective merchandising of agricultural commodities and to place agri-

culture on a basis of economic equality with other industries.

During the period, the personal and corporate income and estate

taxes Avere productive of substantial revenues despite the grudging

accA'ptance of the principle of progressive taxation by the business

community, the successive reductions of the high wartime rates of

progression of these taxes, and the existence of many loopholes m
the 'tax laws. New taxes on business were introduced by States, but

there was great hesitancy to exploit this form of taxation tor

fear of interfering with the operations of private enterprise. Motor

vehicle and gasoline taxes also made their appearance and soon became

one of the most important sources of State revenues used mainly to

finance the construction and maintenance of highways. Ihe general

propertv tax continued to be the chief source of local revenue and

vielded^large sums as a result of increases in the assessed valuations

of propertv and additions of newly constructed buildings to the tax

roll« Local revenues were also substantially augmented by State aid

and the distribution to localities of shares of the proceeds from certain

State-collected taxes. The total tax burden, which before the war

amounted to 6.5 percent of the national income, rose during the war to

19 percent and remained at about that level throughout the 1920 s.

While the Federal Government was reducing its large war indebted-

ness the State and local go^'ernments because of their huge capital out-

lavs' went extensively into debt. The opposing trends practically

canceled each other with the result that the total public indebtedness

in 1930 was about the same as it was at the end ot \\ orld.W ar 1.

- Preamble to the Federal Farm Board Act.
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Fiscal Policies of the Depression.

The first 2 years of the depression were marked by an abnost

complete absence of positive steps to revive business. The State

and local governments, with their limited and strained resources,

merely tried as best they could to cope with the rapidly mounting

distress of the unemployed. The Federal Government did not con-

cern itself with this problem, however, as it appeared to fall in the

field of poor relief which traditionally was a purely State or local

responsibility. For the time being the Federal Govermnent con-

cluded that it would contribute most to business revival by restoring

balance in its budget and thus giving evidence to businessmen that

its finances were being conservatively and soundly managed. Ac-

cordingly, in the fall of 1931, it was proposed that Federal expendi-

tures be drastically reduced and at the same time its revenues be

increased by the imposition of a manufacturers' sales tax. These

proposals, however, met with strong opposition.

xls conditions became progressively worse, public clamor arose

for more direct and positive intervention by the Federal Govern-

ment to relieve the distressing economic situation. In response to

this public insistence the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was
established earlj^ in 1932 as a lending agency to make loans priinarily

to financial institutions, railroads, and other business enterprises in

distress. This aid, it was believed, would trickle down into the other

segments of business and stimulate recovery generally. At the same
time this aid was expected to strengthen the weakened financial

structures of the Nation's more important business institutions, and
thus to lay the foundation for economic recovery by promoting busi-

ness conficlence.

This initial step was inadequate to combat the severity of the

depression. As the public called for more energetic action the

Hoover administration in the summer and fall of 1932 and later the

Roosevelt administration in 1933 found it necessary to depart further
from the traditional Federal fiscal policy. At first this departure
took the form of a great expansion of the operations of the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation. At the same time Congress sharply
raised the rates of taxes applicable to the well-to-do. "Wlien economic
conditions failed to improve and the State and local governments
proved unable to cope with the problem of the unemployed, the new
administration assumed the initiative itself of directly disbursing
huge sums of money instead of merely placing funds at the disposal
of business in the expectation that this would be sufficient stimulus
to business recovery. In this way the Government sought (1) to
furnish direct aid to the unemployed, distressed farmers, and home
owners and (2) to stimulate recovery by increasing the purchasing
power of the consuming public.

Effect of Federal fiscal policies of the IQSO'^s.—The fiscal policies
of the Federal Government during the 1930's cannot be evaluated
solely in terms of their success in ameliorating the rigors of the
dejDression and stimulating business recovery since these policies
supported a great number of significant economic and social reforms
of a permanent character involving substantial outlays of money.
Most of these reforms, which undoubtedly represented a great for-
ward step in the direction of remedying many of the economic ills
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of the past, had been long overdue I^.^^^^^lf^^^.^^rXe'se .ri-

ownei^ ai fVi-mers In the field of social reform even more desirable

aX4epi^nrobLtive^ were realized. These included the
^f^^^^^'^\

Tibor Rehtfons Act, the establishment of an extensive system of

oMa'e and unemployment insurance benefits, provision for low-

oost hons ncr rS uction of farm tenancy and mortgage relief, the

esSb si inent of he Civilian Conservation Corps and other aids

ifvoutn^ provision of many new services to meet the cultural

neerof 'the people. The defrayment of the costs involved in these

sS arid econoniic reforms represented an important positive con-

tribntion of Federal fiscal policy. . ,

The fiscal operations of the Federal Government wei-e eminently

successful in relieving the great amount of ^^-^r-s occa^oned

deures^ion to both individuals and business. In addition, the\ weie

eauaHv effective in bringing about a substantial degree o± general eco-

SVecoveT' raising" business activity well above the depi:ession

;C cost-of IhHng index during the same period mcreased only troni

"De^ite the fact that, by 1937 a substantial degree of
f
o™'"i«;-

coverv had been achieved, unemployi™"' remained at a n'gli-Je™-
Th some extent this condition was the outcome of great technologica

^haZs brindustry which made possible -""^'derable mcreay^^

Droduction without conesponding increases in the munbei f fP^

KeHorkei. Thus even though the index of industrial production

ro* betree« m2 and 1937 froni^e* to 110, the index of employment

m manufactui-es rose during the same time only from 65 6 to 99
3^

Wliile the insufficient recovery of the heavy goods industries ^^-^s tlie

m- nary cause of cmtinued large-scale unemployment these tecli-

uoioJcal rvelopments which operated tliroughout industry in general

were important contributory causes.
i ,• n

Many diverse reasons have been advanced to explain why lull recm -

erv faX to develop despite the creation of favorable conditions by

lari stale Federal expenditures. The belief that widespread and

excSsvegovernniental business controls completely had hemmed in

Ind destroyed private initiative enjoys wide currency According to

thS view the controls exercised by the Securities and Exchange Com-

m^sSn theM Lal>or Relations Board, the Minimum Wage and

Hou Div sion and similar agencies, in combination with onerous in-

come and business taxes so restricted the opportunities for Profits as

to make nvestors extremely hesitant about making h.ng-time capital

foZitmeMsf?n the absence of which complete recovery was not

^ToweVer these so-called restraints contributed to rather than eon-

.^M^s^eco^ery^ For tW eliminated t^iec^i^s^t^^^^

the abuses of business which in part at least ^^ere responsible toi its
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collapse and wliich after 1929 were responsible for a feelinor of public
distrust in the soundness of our business structure. The continuous
rise of economic activity from 1933 to 1937 clearly indicated that these
"restraints" did not confine legitimate busine.ss expansion. In what-
ever field demand existed, sharp increases in business activity and
profits developed. It is evident that if the other necessary underlying
conditions had been present, these "restraints" would in no way have
prevented full recovery.

Somewhat less widely held as an explanation for the failure of full
recovery to develop is the thesis that there existed in the economy
a lack of investment outlets for private savings. According
to this view some of the more important elements in our economy
which in the past operated to provide such outlets were no longer
present, and no new outlets of sufficient consequence appeared to re-
place them. During the nineteenth century a great demand for sav-
ings was created by the ne^ed of business for capital to exploit the
country's vast undeveloped resources. By the time of the World War,
liowever. this outlet largely dried up. Economically, the United
States had now come of age in the sense that the period of the purely
extensive development of its resources was almost at a close. Most
of the country's basic industries such as agi-iculture. rail transporta-
tion, communications, iron and steel, coal and textiles, which had pro-
vided the momentum to industrial expansion during this entire period
had now been developed to a point where they were capable of meeting
the broader needs of the economy and so no "longer could absorb large
amounts of savings.

Possibilities for the future development of the country, however,
were not at an end. On the contrary, a period of intensive "utilization
of our resources was just beginning. Tliis intensive economic devel-
opment, with a shift in emphasis from capital goods production to
consumers' goods production chiefly designed to raise the standard
of living, provided new outlets for savings after the war. Chief
among these new outlets were the great housing boom, the tremen-
dous expansion of the automobile and related industries, and the
exports of capital to European and South American countries for
post-war reconstruction and industrial development. Concurrently,
large sums were borrowed and expended by the State and local govern-
ments for highways and educational and institutional facilities. Con-
sequently, the volume of capital outlays continued on a large scale until
1930, so that the economic system was able to maintain a high level of
income and employment.
By 1930, it is said, most of these outlets for savings had

begun to dry up. The automobile and related industries had attained
a high state of development, the housing boom had run itself out, and
loans to foreign countries came to an end. At the same time the de-
velopment of new industries was not of sufficient magnitude to absorb
all available savings. In addition, great technological advances now
enabled American industry to provide for a substantial increase in
its productive capacity by using funds originally intended merely to
provide for the replacement of worn-out equipnient. These develop-
ments, more than any others, are said to be responsible for the failure
of business to achieve full recovery during the 1930's.

It is not suggested by the more careful exponents of this lack of
investment, or "maturity", theory, that the national economv has
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reached its mcixiiniim development and that no opportunities exist

for its expansion in the future. On the contrary, it is contended by

them that the national econoiny has come mto the possession ot all

its powers and should be able to achieve its greatest development if it

oro-anizes these powers effectively. Unfortunately, however, this

theory has been rather widelv misunderstood. The term ''mature was

interpreted bv some to mean "senile,"' and consequently vigorous

l)rotests were made as to the validity of this theory.

Thi'^ theorv of a transitional lack of investment opportunities seems

to atiord a partial explanation for the persistence of the depression of

the 1930's and for the failure to achieve full recovery. Other factors

responsible for the incompleteness of the business recovery were the

political and economic dislocations of the world which had deprived

us of some of our foreion markets and opportunities for investment

of our capital abroad; and the unwarranted apprehensions entertained

by businessmen regarding the probable effects of the policies of gov-

ernment on business. XT X -.1 . T fi ;^

Ohiectiom to expan^wnht peal ;^o/^c^€.^.—Notwithstanding their

apparent stimulative effects, the Federal administration s expansionist

fiscal policies have been bitterly opposed. The objections have come,

for the most part, from businessmen and the larger propertied in-

terests, who feared that the consequent rapid increase m the l^ederal

debt would briuir in its wake a runaway inflation, the^ collapse

of investments in bonds and mortgages, onerous taxation for many

years to come, the destruction of property values generally, and even-

tually national bankruptcy.
. f ^^A

This fear of inflation and heavy future taxation was unfounded,

however, and was based upon a wholly inadequate comprehension

of the operations of our national economy. Those who entertained

these fears failed to recognize that as k)ng as private enterprise had

larcre unused productive capacity and was capable of meeting m-

creased demands of consumers, the eidarged expenditures of the Gov-

ernment could not possibly produce inflation. They observed only

"antkative aspects of the Government deficits and debts, and

completely overlooked or ignored their qualitative aspects Had

they examined the latter they would have discovered that the dehcit

opeTated as an instrument for the investment of idle savings and the

eon'ec uent restoration of balance in the private sector ot the econonn

and tC, at the same time by stimulating recovery, ^^^ deficit was

actually producing the very means for the payment of the reMilt ng

'ntei^lcos?s and^i foundation for tlie eventual amortization of the

'^""in their apprehension over future heavy taxes, the critics of the

expans^^nis fiscal policy overlooked the fact that gnnv.ng public

deb and taxe^ have never held back our economic development in

fhfpa' but on the contrary have contributed to it. ^Iisapprehensions

ooncernin ^ our past and present fiscal policies have their foundation

S the ii Klequa e conception of the public economy as an organiza-

ion com^^^^^^^ removed from the productive system proper. So long

.rthTcrhics of expansionist fiscal policies fail to recognize that the

pubhc econo^^^^^^ is just as much a part of the productive system as

pSe eiTiT^^ they will continue to misunderstand these policies

and to entertain unwarranted fears concerning them.
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Those criticizing the Federal Government for increasing its in-
debtedness completely overlook the fact tliat this increase has afforded
financial institutions and private savers almost the only means avail-
able for safely investing their idle funds at interest,"^ since neither
the State nor local governmenls nor private enter]H'ise were issuing
new obligations at the time. They fail to recognize that the increase
in the Federal indebtedness performed a useful function in the national
economy by thus sustaining private capital.

Critics of Federal fiscal policies have consistentlv concerned them-
selves only with the increase in the absolute size of tlie debt. However,
they ignore for the most part the fact that the interest payments,'
which alone are of importance in the immediate sense, have by no
means increased correspondingly. An examination of the figures re-
veals that as a result of a substantial decline in interest rates and the
expansion of the national income the interest charges on the increased
Federal debt were extremely moderate. In 1930 these payments
amounted to $659.4 million or 0.9 percent of the national income; in
1939 they amounted to $940.5 million or only 1.36 percent of tlie na-
tional income.
Another supposedly basic criticism of Federal fiscal policies was

that they so increased the immediate tax burdens on business as to
make investors extremely unwilling to risk their savings on new ven-
tures. This objection, however, as shown in T. N. E. C. Monograph
No. 20, did not accord with the facts.

The expansionist fiscal policy of the administration was also op-
posed on the grounds that it involved wasteful expenditures of money.
Those advancing this criticism implied that if the money in question
had been left in private liands, it would have been spent much more
productively. Their assumption v.as false for it presumed the exist-
ence at the time of vast opportunities for the investment of private
funds and the complete utilization by industry of the economic re-
sources of the country. Had this been the case, any great increasem public expenditures as took place might have constituted a diversion
of funds from private enterprise. However, there was no competition
between the public and private sectors of the economy over existing
resources. Private economic activity had shrunk and the expansion
of Federal activity merely took up this slack. Governmental expendi-
tures put to use labor, plant, and equipment which otherwise would
have remained idle. From an economic and material point of view
these expenditures of the Government represented a net gain to
society.

Ewpo.nsion and Reorientat'on. of Production for National Defe/nse.

The initiation of the national defense program in 1940 modified sub-
stantially the objectives of the Federal Government's fiscal policy.
During the depression fiscal policy aimed at the promotion of a higher
level of economic activity. Now it aims at a maximum expansion of
our existing productive facilities. Our economic system must be
geared to the production of huge quantities of plane's, tanks, ships,
and guns—all the materiel of war. The production of such mate-
rials on an adequate scale requires more than the use of a large frac-
tion of existing productive capacity; it requires as well the expansion
of that capacity to the limits set by our resources.
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Economic expansion is imperative from the standpoint of national

morale no less than from the standpoint of our need for war materiel.

The morale required to resist or to wage total war cannot be built on

the basis of widespread unemployment and insecurity. The contrast

between employment provided by totalitarian states and unemploy-

ment permitted under the democracies is strikino-. The experience

of France indicates that a democracy cannot hope to survive if it fails

to provide its citizens economic security as well as freedom. It must

provide both. So far as we are concerned, this means that we must

do away with unemployment as a matter of national defense.

It is frequentlv argued that it is far more important to divert re-

sources from noiidefense to defense production than to try to increase

<lefense production bv using idle resources. This contention is for the

most part without nierit. With regard to the production of most

facilities required for both defense and nondefense purposes, such as

strategic highwavs and airfields, the resources available are so ample

that defense reqiiirements can be satisfied without the curtailment of

civilian demand. Here, therefore, is a clear case for the immediate

expansion of production and employment.

The resources available for employment in the production of these

facilities cannot be effectively and 'immediately shifted to the pro-

duction of commodities which have already become scarce. If these

resources are not used in those fields of production in which they

are now available, they will not be used at all. Failure to expand

production in these fields will not merely be wasteftd, but—what is

much more serious—it will entail a permanently lower defense poten-

tial than lies within our grasp. For later on the labor and materials

so employed probably will have to be shifted to provide for the ex-

pansion of industries in which capacity already appears inadequate.

At such time it will no longer be possible to spare them to meet less

urgent defense needs. In short, it will be impossible then to build

strategic highways and airfields because the resources necessary for

such construction will, at that time, be required to produce more
important war materials. Consequently, if we do not build these

things now, we may not be able to build them at all.

The same proposition holds true for those industries whicli more
directlv minister to the needs of consumers, such as production of

food, clothing, and housing. Here, in general, operations are far short

oi capacity, and resources which cannot be used in the defense program
in the near future are available to raise the standard of living. Some-
time in the future the expansion of production for defense may re-

quire a volume of resources in excess of the available supply. At
such time, curtailment of civilian consumption will be necessary. But
this fact does not justify the failure on our part at the present time to

use our existing idle resources for the satisfaction of present wants.

The higher our standards of living are today, the greater the reserves

of strength and morale upon which we shall be able to draw if the

occasion requires.

On the other hand, in those industries in which defense and civilian

demands together exceed available productive capacity, such as those

producing steel, aluminum, and machine tools, steps must be taken

not only immediately to curtail civilian consumption, but at the same
time also to expand the productive capacity of the industries involved.

300282—41 24
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The materials released by the ciii-tailmeiit of consuiiii)ti<)n should hv

used not only for the production of more defense material, but also

to expand oiir i>roductive capacity in the areas of scarcity. Thus,

for exam])le, production of auton'iobiles for civilian use should be

restricted so that the steel released could be used to increase the pro-

ductive capacity of the steel industry itself or for the production of

additional nuichine tools and other producers' goods for defense pur-

poses. In this way the expansion of productive capacity in steel

and allied industries where shortages now exist can be obtained with-

out interfering in any way with the current output of tanks, air-

planes, shells, and other defense materiel.

The use of priorities and the curtailment of civilian demand, how-

ever, unless coupled with an ex[)ansion of productive capacity, inevi-

tably entails the freezing of production and employment at existing

levels. The use of these devices is Justified, thei-efore, only for the

sliort period and only in view of the fact that the expansion of pro-

ductive capacity and "the training of skills require time. Coupled with

priorities and rationing to limit the demand there must be a vigorous

effort to expand productive caj^acity and to train the skills required.

Prevention of inflatimi.—When full utilization of resources is

reached, further expansion of defense production will be possible

only by diverting resources from nondefense to defense uses. Such

diversion can be effected through inflationary financing, taxation,

increased national saving, or rationing.

Under inflationary financing, the Government obtains additional

credit from the banks, or resorts to the printing of more cun-ency.

or both, thereby increasing the total amount of active money and

credit in circulation. Since the total quantity of goods and services

available in the market remains the same, however, the increase in

the quantity of money and credit available for their purchase merely

results in the bidding up of prices. The Government, with its addi-

tional purchasing power, is able to produce goods and services even

though prices have increased. Private individuals engaged in busi-

ness who earn larger profits as a result of the higher prices are usvi-

ally able to obtain as large supplies of goods and services as they did

previously inasmuch as they can afford to pay the higher prices.

Persons with fixed incomes and the wage earner whose compensation

does not increase as rapidly as prices, however, are compelled to cur-

tail their purchases.

Thus, inflationary financing diverts resources from civilian to de-

fense uses mainly by forcing wage earners and recipients of fixed

incomes to curtail their consumption. In the meanwhile, the rise in

prices increases the costs of defense, making it necessai-y for the Gov-
ernment to obtain still larger amounts of purchasing power and
to inflate the supply of credit and currency to a still greater degree

with the result that the })rice level is pushed up still further. A
spii'ial of inflation is thus set into motion, raising the price level to

ever greater heights, depressing the standards of living among the

lower income groups, disturbing the relations between debtor and
creditor classes, spreading discouragement and demoralization among
the people and weakening the defensive powers of the Nation. The
results of inflation are so disastrous that the Government as a matter

of self-preservation, should try by every means at its disposal to pre-

vent its occurrence when full utilization of resources is approached.
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A moderate price inflation, however, may develop even long before

full utilization of productive capacity is reached. Accordinoly.

steps to prevent inflation may have to be taken considerably in ad-

A'ance of that time. This fact is all too often overlooked. It is

quite true that a cumulative price rise is extremely unlikely, if not

impossible, while a large volume of idle resources exists, but there

is ample experience to indicate that a general rise in prices, less

spectacular in character, can develop in the presence of a large volume

of unemployment. The expansion of production is a function of

time. It is*^ therefore quite conceivable that a large and ra]nd in-

crease in governmental and civilian spending could outstrip the rate

of increase of production. In such an event a general rise of prices

would be inevitable.

Fiscal policy should aim at tiie prevention of such a general rise in

prices under conditions of incomplete employment. In fact, the case

for preventing inflation is even stronger in these circumstances than

under full emplovment. In both cases there are grave distortions in

the distribution "^of income and wealth wliich undermine national

morale and threaten social stability; and the prospect of rising prices

encourages both the speculative withholding and the speculative ac-

cumulation of goods, thus impeding the smooth functioning of the

productive process. But under conditions of partial employment,

the rise of prices in addition limits the rate at which production

can expand. Higher profits, increasing the fraction of the national

income which the community seeks to save, coupled with a decrease

in investment demand as consumption is discouraged, accentuate

the existing lack of balance in the investment market and hamper the

expansion of production and employment.

Fiscal policy should be designed to prevent a general rise of prices

under conditions of rapidly expanding production by holding down

the rate of increase in total public and private spending to the pace

set by the expansion of production. This does not mean the freezing

of the total volume of governmental and private spending and, hence,

the level of production. It merely means a controlled expansion of

aggregate spending, accompanied by proper direct as well as indirect

means to increase the rate of expansion of production.

Along with appropriate fiscal measures, proper nonfiscal devices

will have to be ai)plied to prevent a general rise of prices. Programs

must be formulated for the expansion of productive capacity, the

training of skills, and the organization of the labor market to pro-

vide for the smoothest possible transfer of labor from occupation to

occupation as well as from one geographic area to another. Pleasures

must be taken to prevent undue inventory accumulation which would

withhold materials from the productive process and to check monopo-

listic restrahits on the expansion of })roduction, on the part both of

industry and labor.

The criterion of a general rise in prices is found not so much in

the rise of the general price index as in the rise in im])ortant com-

ponent price indexes. A substantial rise in some component indexes,

due to congestion or monopoly or both in particular commodities,

would of course cause a rise in the general index. This, however,

is not an indication that production in other ai-eas cannot expand

under the stimulus of an approj^'iate spending and other fiscal

policy. The problem of rising prices in these areas of congestion
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should be dealt with through the application of such devices as ration-

ing or priorities, rather than through general control over the total

volume of public and private spending. For even though the appli-

cation of any general restrictive fiscal policy might effectively dimmish

pressure in those areas of production where demand exceeds available

capacitv, it would interfere with the objective of general economic ex-

pansion. The problem of these restricted scarcities known as "bottle-

necks" can be dealt with most effectively through the use of nonfiscal

devices.

The present price problems are of the bottleneck rather than the

general type. Failure to deal effectively with them will doom us to

continued unemployment, while the failure to prepare the fiscal ma-

chinei-y for mastering a general ])rice rise, may lead to inflation.

Both dangers must be fought lest the defense effort be seriously ham-

pered and post-defense difficulties greatly increased.

Flexible expenditure policy.—The most significant fiscal aspect of

the defense program is the great increase in total Federal expenditures.

It has already secured a sharp acceleration of economic activity, and

further increases will jiroduce a still greater expansion of national

production. Second in importance is the change in the composition of

these expenditures, that is, the great expansion of items for national

defense. These expenditures already almost equal nondefense ex-

penditures, and before the end of the present fiscal year (1941) they

can be expected to exceed them.

Considerable pressure now is being brought to bear by some groups

in favor of an immediate and drastic curtailment in nondefense expend-

itures. Undoubtedly, with improved economic conditions some de-

creases in social welfare expenditures may be effected without any

lowering in the standards of living of their beneficiaries. However,

no considerable reductions can be made in the case of most expenditures

of o-overnment, without decreasing the efficiency of the services and

heiice the defensive powers of the country. Total defense involves

much more than the production of war material. It involves a maxi-

mum effort to protect the health and welfare of the people and to

increase the efficiencv of all departments of govermnent concerned.

The defense effort has already enormously increased the demands made

upon the regular departments of government for services.

So long as there is in this country large unused productive capacity

which cannot be absorbed immediately by defense requirements^ dras-

tic curtailment of nondefense expenditures is not m order. Reduc-

tions in nondefense expenditures should be limited to such expendi-

tures as compete with defense industries for resources and are not par-

ticularly urgent. Only as we approach full utilization of resources do

defense requirements demand a reversal of this policy, and the gradual

curtailment in the aggregate of nondefense expenditures.

If a flexible expenditure policy is to be truly effective, it may re-

quire the exercise by the President of the poAver to withhold from

the Work Projects Administration, and other agencies disbursing

funds for Federal projects and grants-in-aid for State and local

public works, such parts of the appropriations granted by Congress

as he may deem necessarv. In the case of appropriations for Federal

highway aid, the power to withhold appropriations may have to-

be specificallv vested in the President by Congress. This arrange-

ment would leave Congress free to fix the maximum amount of ap]:)ro-
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priations and make it possible at the same time for the Executive

to make such reductions therein as the prevaihng economic conditions

and the unfoklinj^ of national defense activities iimy require. Ihe

possibility of conflicts between the Government's civil and mihtary

expenditures would thus be greatly diminished.
•. n ,

Flexible tax<(tion cmd horrannng poJhks.—On its revenue side hscal

policv should likewise be flexible in cliaracter. chan«ino: with the jilter-

ations in underlying- economic conditions. In the early stages of the

defense prograni, wlien the primary consideration is to expand produc-

tion as rapidly as possible and to sustain consumption, the huge

amounts of monev required for the financing of the program should be

obtained primarilv through borrowing and the further extension of

prooressive taxation, neither of which will interfere with the achieve-

ment of these economic objectives. The imposition of additional con-

simiption taxes should be avoided at this stage of defense activity,

because it would interfere most with these objectives.

Taxation diverts funds from the taxpayer to the Government ihe

expenditure of these funds replaces, in whole or m part, expenditures

by individuals and business firms. To the extent that the Government

expenditures merelv replace private expenditures, they do not add to

the stream of income and the volume of employment. If taxes divert

to the Government funds which would otherwise be saved, tax-financed

expenditures have a net expansive effect on general economic activity.

Consumption taxes, however, divert to the Government funds which

would have been used for the purchase of private goods and services.

Any increase in taxes upon consumption would, therefore, curtail

production and employment.
i i

•

An increase in taxes falling primarily on savings, such as those im-

posed on the incomes of individuals and corporations, also would have

some repressive effect on production and employment through a

restrictive hifluence on the consumption expenditures of the well-to-

do. These repressive effects would offset in part the stimulus to em-

ployment provided by increased governmental expenditures

Borrowing under present conditions, when the funds available tor

private investment are far in excess of the demand, exercises no repres-

sive effects on produtcion and emplovment, since it employs funds

which otherwise would remain idle. Therefore, the impact of in-

creased expenditures financed by such borrowing is in its strictly

economic aspects purely expansive.

Psychological, political, and administrative considerations, however,

make it inadvisable to procure additional funds by borrowing alone,

even during the early stages of the defense prograni. It is desirable

to introduce some additional tax levies in order to give expression to

the sentiment of national unitv and the desire of the people to bear

some financial sacrifices because of the defense program. It is impor-

tant also as evidence of the intention of the Government to finance an

increasing proportion of its defense requirements by taxation.

Finally, it is desirable in order to make certain that tax revenues wdl

increase during the emergencv in an orderly manner and at the re-

quired speed. It takes time for Congress to enact new revenue laws

and for machinery for the collection of a large additional revenue to

be organized. Moreover, in the case of some levies, collection can

become effective only several months after authorization. Hence, it
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is impoilaiit as a matter of strengthening fiscal preparedness to enact

new revenue laws for defense j)nrposes at an early date.

But the new tax levies should be mainly in the form of increased

taxes on the profits of corjjorations and progressive taxes on personal

incomes, estates, and gifts, which interfere least with the expansion
of production, especially since they absorb, in the main, savings which
are not actively employed in private industry. For a policy of eco-

nomic expansion the financing of defense expenditures through
increased taxes on consumption is clearly inappropriate and should be

restricted to a minimum.
Once a condition of full employment is approached, how^ever, a

further expansion of defense production cannot be secured simply by
bringing idle resources into use. To finance the needed increase of

defense expenditures under conditions of full employment by borrow-
ing can result only in inflation unless specific measiu'es are taken to

avoid this result. Borrowing from the banks woidd be inflationary,

for the volume of purchasing power available to government and to

civilians would be increased thereby beyond the amount necessary to

purchase the total output at existing prices.

Borrowing from individuals, in the absence of special control meas-
ures, would be inflationary in an indirect way, since it would not
correspondinglj? curtail the funds available to them for the purchase
of durable consumers' goods or for investment so long as such
outlays could be financed through an expansion of bank credit or

through drawing upon cash balances. Steps must be taken, therefore,

at such time to prevent the expansion of the supply of money and
to prevent or to offset increases in the velocity of circulation if inflation

is to be avoided. Only such borrowing from individuals as results

in an equal decrease of their consumption and investment outlays will

be noninflationary. In other words, borrowing is an appropriate
fiscal device under the circumstances only to the extent that the com-
munity can be induced to save a larger fraction of the national income
and place it at the disposal of the Government.

Similarly, the financing of a further expansion in defense expendi-
tures under conditions of full employment of resources, through addi-

tional progressive levies if such were practical, w^ould likewise have
some inflationary possibilities, inasmuch as the well-to-do would still

be able to procure funds for either investment purposes or acquisition

of durable consumers' goods by borrowing from banks. These infla-

tionary^ possibilities can be reduced only by means of such credit con-

trols and restrictions of investments as have been indicated. But even
if higher progressive taxes were accompanied by such credit controls,

they would still be of little help in the financing of the additional

defense requirements because of the limited charactei' of the sources to

which they can be applied.

The most effective means of raising revenue foi- a further expansion
of defense expenditures under conditions of full utilization of produc-
tive facilities is to impose additional taxes on the broad body of con-
sumers. First of all. such levies on consumers would be most effective

in checking inflationary price rises, inasmuch as they would curtail the
purchasing power of consumers by substantially the same amount as

they increase the purchasing power of the Government. Fui'thermore,
thej' represent the onl}' way in which under the existing distribution
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of national income a large portion thereof can be applied to defense

purposes.

Tliere are several types of taxes on consumers whicli may be em-

ployed to effect a large-scale transfer of purchasing power to the

Government. One possibility is the broadening of the personal in-

come tax. Another possibility is an increase in the rates of the em-

ployees' pay-roll taxes, but this expedient is open to the objection that

it singles out for reduction the consumption of the wage earners.

From a superficial viewpoint it might appear that a national retail

sales tax may be especially effective in accomplishing this purpose.

Such a tax would distribute the burden over the whole population

and would exempt necessities of life as well as impose heavier burdens

on luxuries. The impact of the tax would fall with full force on the

final consumers and would act as a powerful brake on the expansion

of consumer purchasing i)ower. Its weakness lies, however, m its

inability to absorb profits resulting from the rise in prices and in its

regressive character.

Another tax which would act as a brake on consumption is a

manufacturers' sales tax. Its defect, however, lies in the fact that it

similarly applies onlv to one stage of economic exchange and hence

cannot be used to absorb profits resulting from the rise in prices at

other stages.
, • i j

A general excise tax on the "value added" ot all industry and

business could be drawn to avoid some of the defects of the retail or

the manufacturers' sales taxes. The tax would be imposed on the

gross value of the sales of each enterprise less the costs of materials

and services purchased from other enterprises. It would be levied on

the sum total of pay roll, interest payments, rental costs, and prohts

of each enterprise. Small enterprises having gross sales of, say, less

than $5,000 a year might be exempted for administrative reasons from

the application of the tax.

Such a tax on value added, according to its proponents, would

permit the greatest possible diffusion of the tax burden. In a period

of an incipient price rise, it would absorb some of the profits which

would otherwise accrue. Against the amounts due under this tax,

credits could be allowed to employers for pay-roll taxes paid by

them to avoid duplication of tax burdens and, incidentally, to

equalize the burden imposed by pay-roll taxes as between non-

mechanized industries employing much labor and highly mecha-

nized industries emplovina- relatively little labor. The tax, it is sug-

gested, could be introduced first at a relatively low rate which

subsequently could be raised as conditions would require. Only when

the rate of the tax is increased above 4 percent (the present rate of

the employers' pay-roll taxes) would additional burdens be imposed

thereby oil the pay-roll base. Up to this point the amount of the

"value added" tax 'would be determined in each case entirely by the

amount of the enterprise's capital.

Whatever type of tax on consumers is used at the time ot full

utilization of resources in order to make possible the further expansion

of defense activities, its introduction must be effected qiiickly

and in the pro])er degree. Obversely, as soon as an expansion of pur-

chasing power becomes possible because of an expansion of {)roductive

capacity, reductions in the levies on consumers similarly should be
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effected promptl3\ Unless these conditions are met, taxation as an

instrument of control of inflation will fail of its objective.

Some persons believe that Congress could be prevailed upon to enact

such a tax with sufficient speed when the threat of inflation becomes

visible. They also believe that Congress would act quickly enough
whenever an increase or a decrease in the rate of the tax is called for

by a change in economic conditions.

"others maintain that congressional procedure is too slow t« permit

of such (|uick and exact application of a flexible tax policy for the

control of inflation. They point out that the operation of such a policy

is comparable to the controls exercised by central banks over interest

rates. They propose, therefore, that the operation of the flexible tax

policy be eiitrusted by Congress to an administrative agency, under

terms fixed in the "law, so that speed and flexibility of action

could be obtained without any surrender by Congress of its essen-

tial controls over the taxing policy itself. Congress, they say, should

at once enact a law providing the machinery for control of inflation

through taxation. It should determine which tax should be used for

the purpose, under what exact conditions of price rise and other eco-

nomic changes it should be applied, at what rates it should be applied

and under what conditions the tax should be withdrawn, so that con-

sumption could be alternately restricted or released, as conditions

may require.

It is contended by the proponents of such advance action for the

control of inflation that the "value added" tax would be most appro-

priate and that the law providing for its application should also pro-

vide for the automatic adjustment of the rates to the requirements

of diverse economic situations. The possible economic conditions

calling for variations in its rates could be specifically described in the

law with reference to changes in the indexes of prices, unemployment,
unused capacities, the Federal deficit, and so forth. The executive

could be authorized to proclaim the existence of these defined situa-

tions whereupon the applicable tax rates prescribed by law^ would
become efl^ective. In proclaiming the existence of any specified situa-

tion the President could be advised by a defense finance committee.

Such an arrangement, it is believed by the proponents of the meas-
ure, may bring about the desired flexibility without involving any
unconstitutional delegation by Congress of its taxing power, since

it would delegate to the executive merely a fact-finding function. This
device, it is said, would permit the pursuance of a long run fiscal

policy in the best interests of the economy as a whole, leaving neces-

sary short-run adjustments to the flexible elements of the policy. The
plan would pei-mit a bold policy of making the fullest possible use

of productive forces, while avoiding the dislocations bred by an uncon-
trolled price rise. It would not be a substitute for, but rather a supple-

ment to, nonfiscal measures designed to prevent bottlenecks and to

expand capacities before the shortage becomes serious.

The relative merits of these two methods of restricting civilian con-

sumption through taxation—congressional action only at such time as

inflation makes its appearance or automatic application of levies

authorized in advance—should be carefully considered. Some meas-
ure is necessary to make certain that in pursuing a bold policy for the

mobilization of all our national i-esources for defense purposes we do
not drift into inflation.
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Farther cansiderations mvolved in borrowing.—It has been argued

above that, as fuller utilization of resources is attained, an increasing

propoi-tion of tlie funds required for defense should be derived froni

taxation, and a decreasing proportion from borrowing. Once full'

employment has been achieved, the question arises whether all defense

expenditures should not be financed by taxation—in short, whether the

budget should not be balanced.
^ , ,

In view of the magnitude of a total defense eftort and the large part

of the national income which it may require, it is open to serious doubt

whether a policy of balancing the budget would not seriously imi3ede

the mobilization of the full productive energies and the morale of the

community. The portion of the national income which we may be

oblio-ed to' devote to defense will be determined, not by our choice, but

by events abroad. This fraction may rise to a quarter, a third, or per-

haps even a half of our national income. To secure so large a part of

the national income for the Government would require extremely

drastic taxation not only of incomes in the middle and upper brackets

and the earnings of business units but of lower incomes as well.

Realistically considered, there are limits to the burden of taxation

which can be placed upon the community without impeding the smooth

functioning of enterprise and impairing morale. Financing some part

of the defense program through borrowing, though not required for

purposes of expansion, is unavoidable if the full economic and moral

strength of tlie Nation is to be engaged in the defense effort.

It has been pointed out that borrowing under conditions of full em-

ployment may be inflationary in character unless specific measures are

taken to avoid this result. Measures would have to be taken to induce

the connnunity to save a larger fraction of its income and to reduce its

consumption "expenditures, as well as its nonessential investments.

There are various devices by which this could be done. J. M. Keynes

plan of compulsory loans through the sale of nonnegotiable bonds to

all income recipients deserves special attention.

The proposition that the balancing of the budget would be unde-

sirable does not alter the proposition that an increasing part of the

defense progi-am should be financed through taxation as full employ-

ment of resources is approached. The extent to which the defense

progi-am is financed by borrowing determines the rate of gi-owth of the

public debt. Even thouah this debt is internal in character and the

interest payments on it do not entail the transfer of income or resources

outside the country, they do impose a substantial burden on the national

budget and the tax system. Although the effectiveness of our defense

effort must be our primarv concern, fiscal policy must be formulated

with a view to the problems of the post-defense period as well. Every

effort should be made, therefore, to control the increase in the national

debt and to increase the proportion of the total means of financing

secured through taxation up to the limit where taxation hampers the

defense program.
The relation of fiscal and monetary policies.—The use of monetary

controls to meet the problem of the bottleneck price movements is as

inappropriate as the use of general fiscal measures for this purpose,

and for the same reasons. But a general inflationary situation short

of full employment can be dealt with through monetary and fiscal

measures, which must be integrated if the underlying economic

objectives are to be served.
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This is not (ho phiee for a careful treatment of the nature and
effectiveness of instriunents of monetary control In its simplest
terms, tlie control over prices and production which can be exercised
through monetary means centers on conti'ol over interest rates. It is only
throuo-h the inii)act of changes in the structure of interest rates on the
volume of investment and the level of expenditures for durable con-
sumers' goods that changes in the volume of bank de])osits can have
any effect upon the flow of expenditures.

It has long been recognized that monetary controls o])erate much
more effectively in restraining than in stinudjiting investment and eco-
nomic activity. These controls are oidy moderately effective unless
used in a drastic fashion when their impact upon the economy is like-
wise abrupt. They are, therefore, not well adapted to situations which
call for smooth controls. It follows that monetary controls are not
appropriate to meet the problems of a general price rise under condi-
tions of partial employment. In such a case the rate of increase of
expansion of total expenditures nmst be controlled to match the rate
of expansion of production. Governmental effort must be directed at
securing an expansion of defense production which would avoid a
general rise of prices. The type of control to be exercised nmst be
delicate and flexible. Fiscal devices meet these requirements ; monetary
devices, by and large, do not. Some use can and should be made of
monetary devices to supplement the fiscal devices employed. For
example, aid of the banking system can be enlisted to discourage inven-
tory speculation and other undesirable forms of investment. But
primary reliance must be upon fiscal policy.

It is open to serious doubt whether modification of the interest rate
structure is an appropriate device for the control of prices even under
conditions of full employment. If fiscal measures are not designed to
prevent inflation, a moderate, or even a drastic, increase in interest rates
would be largely ineffective in preventing a general rise in prices.
Experience abroad with inflationary situations deriving from inap-
propriate fiscal policy is fairly conclusive on this score.
Furthermore, the use of interest rate controls during the defense

emergency to prevent inflation would cause difficulties during
the post-defense period. In that period we must expect again to be
confronted with the same tendency toward underinvestment which has
characterized our economy during the past decade. Whatever may be
the explanation of this phenomenon, whatever may be the longer term
prospect with regard to the factors in the investment market, there is
no immediate evidence that, as the national income rises, investment
opportunities will keep pace with saving. The only safe assumption
upon which to operate at this time is that in the post-defense period
monetary policy will still need to be geared to the encouragement of
investment. An easy-money policy will be essential at that time.
Consequently, if we should now introduce a hard-money policy, we will
find it difficult subsequently to make necessary readjustments.
Our experience with the easy-money policy pursued since 1933

has demonstrated that, while it is relatively easy to reduce short-
term interest rates, it is extremely difficult and time-consuming
to bring clown long-term rates, particularly on moneys obtainable by
industry in the open market. Buyers of securities, accustomed to
the high level of interest rates during the 1920's, believed that the
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i-o(]iietion of rates Avoiild be only teniporciry. They hesitated to

purchase securities at h)W yields wliich would expose them to the

danger of capital loss when interest rates a<>ain rose. To bi'inir

down lon;Li-term interest rates security buyers had to be convinced

that once brought down the rates would be kept down. It took a lono-

time for the Government to accomplish this result.

In 1937 the Treasury and the Federal Keserve authorities, in spite

of frecpient assurances to the contrary, permitted a rise in bond

yields. This revived the fears of security buyers. If interest rates

are permitted to rise durinfj the defense emerjrency, the reduction

of lontr-terni interest rates, so laboriously accomplished, will be

interrupted. It will be doubly diflicuh in the post -defense period to

persuade security buyers that interest rates must be l)i'ou<rht down

and kept down.
Primary reliance, even when full employment has been reached,

should continue to be placed upon fiscal techniques. Some use of

monetary measures is unquestionably called for, particularly when

the stao-e is reached at which it becomes desirable to check the ex-

pansion of investment not directly o-eared to defense production and

to check the expansion of expenditure for durable consumers' goods.

Even in this case, however, a rise of interest rates is to be avoided.

Discouragement of these types of expenditures would be effected by

other means than the tightening of interest rates. For example, the

down pavments required in the purchase of durable consumers' goods

on credit might be increased. The assistance of the banking system

might be invoked to exercise informal restraints on borrowing for

nonessential investment purposes.

It cannot be too greatly emphasized that, because of the long-term

problem of the inadequacy of investment, every proposal offered m the

field of monetary policy must be scrutinized to determine whether it

can be carried out without causing an increase in interest rates. The

proposal that excess reserves be reduced and the proposal that the

Treasury now sell securities to the general public rather than to the

banks must be considered in the light of this requirement. The pro-

portion in which new flotations should be sold to the banks and to

the pTiblic and the reduction of excess reserves to be effected now

and in the future should be determined largely uiion this basis.

Readjustment of Fiscal Policy After the Defeme Peciod.

The termination of the national defense program will cause serious

dislocations in our economy. Though it is difficult at this time to

forecast just what the nature and extent of these dislocations will be,

it can at least be anticipated that the ti-ansition from a war to a

peacetime economy will cause considerable unemployment and nonuse

of capital. . . . , ,

The slump in business activity during this transition period woulfl

be minimized if the Government were to introduce, immediately upon

tenninating its defense activity, a large scale program of useful con-

struction projects and to extend its existing social and economic

services. Suffice it only to mention the more extensive develop-

ment with Federal assistance of public housing for the lower income

o-roups, slum clearance, the construction of super-higliways i)ublic

airfields, and power projects, the replanning of our cities and towns.
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the extension of educational, recreational, hospital, and healtli control
facilities in backward areas; extension of the social security system
to g:roups not now covered as well as the inclusion of new benefits
and liberalization of old provisions. At the same time downward
adjustments will have to be made in any restrictive consumption taxes
introduced during the defense period.
Before the 1930-s the Federal. State, and local governments com-

bined contributed in services approximately 10 percent, and redis-
tributed in benefit payments to dependents "approximately 1 percent
of the national income. During- the 1930's these proportions rose to
approximately 15 and 4 percent, respectively. How high they will
become during the defense period and how sharp will be their decline
thereafter it is impossible to predict. It may be safely assumed
that they will be somewhat higher after the defense period than
before. In these figures payments of interest on war debts are
omitted because they are in a different category from the other out-
lays mentioned, since they merely involve transfers of funds from
one group of taxpayers to another and do not represent services
rendered or a contribution to the national income. Expenditures
by the Government for supplies and services purchased from private
enterprise are also omitted, inasmuch as they represent a contribution
to the national income by private enterprise and not by government.
In other words, even with their proposed extension during the post-

defense period, the services of government would not exceed 20 to 25
percent of the national income. Its expenditures for social security
and like benefits would not exceed 5 to 10 percent of the national in"-

come. Private enterprise probably would continue to supply from 75
to 89 percent of the national income, and the portion redistributed in
the form of social security and other benefits would still be relatively
small. The resulting alteration in the relative importance of the pri-
vate and public sectors of the national economy and redistributions
of national income would be far from revolutionary in character, and
could not be interpreted as representing a major move toward the
socialization of our national economy.

Finally, if a lack of investment outlets for private savings reappears
during the post-defense period, a program of governmental works and
new social and economic serAdces should prove helpful in mitigating
its eflPect. This program should be accompanied by a sufficiently
progressive tax system to absorb some of the idle savings. On the
other hand, if a lack of investment outlets should not recur and private
industrial activity after the brief period of readjustment should take
the initiative, it would be possible to curtail or abandon many aspects
of this program as soon as it has accomplished its purpose of bridging
the gap between the defense period and the new peacetime advance of
industry.

Federal Budget ReadjusfAnents Necessary for Greater FlexlhiMy of
Fiscal Policy.

To implement a flexible fiscal policy, adjusted to the requirements
of changing political and economic situations, it is desirable to develop
different legislative and administrative budget procedures for different
categories of expenditures. It is suggested that the usual budgetary
classification of expenditures according to departments and other
units of the Government doing the spending be supplemented by the
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following classification according to their basic economic and admin-

istrative characteristics

:

1. Kegular expenditures which are fairly constant and change little

from year to year, includmg expenditures for regular Government

operations, for benefit payments and grants fixed by legislative com-

mitments, and for statutory debt services;

2. Emergency or defense expenditures comprising all military ex-

penditures and' those nonmilitary expenditures which would not be

undertaken in the absence of the defense program ; and
3. Developmental outlays including economic and social programs

and extraordinary debt redemptions. These are the outlays which

can be either expanded or contracted in accordance with economic

conditions prevailing at a given time.

The regular expenditures should continue to be authorized by an-

nual appropriations. A carry-over of unexpended money should be

permitted only in exceptional cases if specifically authorized in the

appropriation act. Appropriations and estimated expenditures for a

specific year should be as close to each other as possible.

Defense appropriations should be devised to enable the Government
to carry out tlie defense xerogram with the greatest possible speed.

The whole program should be authorized in big lumps as it develops

irrespective of the year or years in which particular parts may become
effective. For this category of expenditures the total of the appropri-

ations and the disbursements made in any given year will nec&ssarily

differ substantially and a large carry-over will be the rule.

The developmental outlays should be planned long in advance and
should serve as the flexible element on the exj^enditure side of the

budget. These expenditures Avill be curbed during the defense pro-

gram and should be used as a shock absorber in the post-defense period.

One important step has already been made in developing appropriate

administrative procedures for this category of outlays. The National

Resources Planning Board has compiled, in collaboration with the

Bureau of the Budget, a 6-year construction j)rogram. It is also

preparing a list of desirable public works for the post-defense period,

arra.nged according to their urgency. This procedure certainly will

be of great value in preparing future budget recommendations for

public works programs. The incorporation since 1937 of an annual

"General Public Works Program" in the Budget as a special chapter,

composed of requests of various Federal departments and agencies,

marks a further step in this direction.

At present only Federal departments and agencies are required to

submit their construction programs for inclusion in the 6-year pro-

gram. In the future State and local governments should perhaps be

requested to submit any of their programs for which a Federal grant

might be sought by them later. Special consideration should be

given to joint Federal-State programs, such as the Federal aid high-

way system, which are rigidly fixed by legislative commitments. It

should be possible to work out a method by which legislative, if not

administrative, flexibility for these large dcA-elopmental outlays could

be achieA'ed.

There are other types of developmental programs besides construc-

tion which might be' included in the 6-year program—for instance, ex-

traordinary projects in the field of puijlic hygiene or education. Cer-
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lain new functions of an experimenial nature might fii"st be included

under the developmental category and could later be shifted to the

regular operations if it is decided to continue them as normal functions

of government.
The 6-year construction program of the Federal Government at

present is only an administrative pi-ocedure tlesigned to facilitate a

better preparation of the annual budget recommendations. The ques-

tion arises as to whether it is feasible to have sucli a i^i'ogram enacted

by Congress. In this respect the experience of the city of New York
with capital budgeting is of great interest. The new charter for New
York provided for a budget of capital outlays to be formulated and
acted upon each year for the next 5-year period. This method com-
bines long-range planning W'ith the possibility of annual adjustments
in the plan. The feasibility of a similar 6-3^ear developmental budget
for the Federal Government should be examined. Besides making
possible a careful comparison of the relative merits and urgency of

various proposed outlays, such programming in advance would permit

the Government to vavj the amounts of such outlaj^s from year to year

in accordance with changing economic circumstances. The flexibility

of Government expenditures in this res])ect could be especially en-

hanced if Congress would authorize the spending in any specific year

of either more or less than one-sixth of the 6-year outlay, depending
on economic circumstances. Appropriate devices for legislative

guidance or control in the timing of the outlays could be formulated.

The whole subject of the manner in which developmental outlays

should be set up and controlled in the budget should be carefully

investigated.

The proposal to adopt specific budgetai-y procedures for the three

main categories of expenditures should not be confused with proposals

for introducing "multiple" budgets or for the establishment of a so-

called "capital" budget as distinguished from an operating budget.

The present proposal calls for the continuance of the existing single

or unitary budget, and merely provides for a clear subdivision of

expenditure items into the three categories mentioned. The proposed

category of developmental outlays differs in several respects from the

customary categories of capital outlays. Capital outlays comprise,

as a rule, all expenditures for durable goods, such ns roads, buildings,

and the like, including even those which are recurrent in nature and
may last only a few years. Developmental outlays would include only

sucli capital outlays as are really of an extraordinary and long-range

nature. They may include projects of long-range significance which
do not necessarily involve the creation of durable propeities, but

the full benefit of which may be realized only years later. Programs
of extensive research are a case in point. Develojjmental outlays

may also include, as indicated, extraordinary redemptions of the debt.

Outlays for normal additions to the administrative plant under the

proposed classification would be included among regular rather than
developmental expenditures.

Advocates of the capital budget maintain that a businesslike

method of budgeting i-equires the separation of the capital account
from the operating expenditures, so that the value of tlie assets ac-

quired or created wholly or in part from borrowing during a given

fiscal period ma^^ be shown as an offset to the increase in the public

debt occurring at the same time. The creation of a separate capital
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budget is also advocated b}- some because of a l)eliet' that lapital out-

lays should bi> financed, in the main, by borrowing, while operating
expenses slioidd be taken care of normally from ordinary revenues.

The present suggestion for the introduction of a clear distinction in

the budget between regular, emergency, and developmental expendi-
tures is not made so much with a view to establishing dillcrent methods
of financing these expenditures as with a view to establishing different

methods of managing them.
It has already been indicated that the methods of financing defense

cxpetKlitures must vary with economic circumstances. Under certain
conditions, borrowing should supj)ly the major portion of the rec^uired

funds; tnider others, taxation sliould do so. Similarly, the methods of
financing developmental and ordinary ex})enditures should vary with
changes in economic conditions. During periods of prosperity, for
example, both these categories of expenditures should be financed
from ordinary revemie, but in the depths of a depression even the
ordinary expenditures must be financed at times from borrowing. The
ciiaracter of the expenditures nuist he given some, but not exclu-
sive, consideration in the determination of the methods of financ-
ing them. Attention nuist be given as well to broad economic and
administrative factors. There shoidd be as little earmarking as pos-
sible of s})ecific revemies for specific expenditures, because such ear-
marking would introduce into the budget vnidesirable rigidity. Some
of the earmarking now existing in the budget—such as, for example,
the allocation of 30 percent of customs receipts to the disposal of
surplus commodities—should be abolished. The present unitary char-
acter of the budget shoidd be preseiwed so that the Government's fiscal

policy continues to be as flexible as possible.

Consideration should be given to the possibility of making the Fed-
eral budget even more comprehensive than it is at present. During
recent years a multitude of special governmental corporations and
trust funds have been set up, whose operations are not included in the
budget. Unquestionably, there are good reasons for having a sep-

arate old-age and survivors' trust fund to disburse old-age benefit pay-
ments. There are probably equalh' good reasons for establishing spe-

cial corporations for the management of certain quasi-commercial
operations of the Government and providing them with special re-

volving funds which may be administered outside of the regular bud-
get. Nonetheless, a careful examination should be made of every ac-

tivity carried on by each special corporation, and of every special

fund set up so far and every type of revenue directed into it, with a
view to finding out whether adequate justification for such separate

treatment exists; or whether it might not be preferable, perhaps, to

carry on the activity involved by a regular agency of the (xovernment
and to redirect the particular revenue into the general fimd or even
merge the entire fund and subject the expenditures and revennes in-

volved to regular budgetary controls.

Moreover, care should be taken that so fa)' as ])racticable the receipts

and disbursements of all such corporations and special funds are at

least included with the receipts and disbursements of the general fund
in a single consolidated statement for purposes of information.

Budgetar}^ reform should move in two directions: (1) It should

bring about greater unity and comprehensiv^Jiess of the Ijudget and
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such improvement in its internal classification of expenditi es a,nd

means of financing them as will facilitate an intelligent interpretation

of current fiscal developments and controls, and (2) it should provide

for greater flexibility of the budgetary controls over the developmental

and emergency expenditures so that the budget will become a more

effexitive instrument in establishing a fiscal policy designed to promc ce

a steady and high level of national production at all times.

Desirable Improvements in Intergovernmental Fiscal Eelations.

It has been evident for some time that the respecti\ e capacities of

the Federal, State, and local governments to raise revenue )y taxation

do not accord with their respective requirements for rev^^nue. The
capacity of the Federal Government to raise additioval : avenue in-

creased up to the beginning of the depression even )n« ;> i pidly than

its expenditure requirements, with the result that the Fedv^ lal Govern-

ment experienced on the whole little difficulty in financi ig them. The
situation in the case of the States, and especially of the local govern-

ments, has been the reverse, their respective abilities to raise revenue

failing to expand as rapidly as their expenditure requirements.

The resulting difficulties experienced by the States, and especially the

local governments, in raising the required additional revenues have

been solved in part by a clear recognition of the possession by the

larger governmental jurisdiction of superior advantages in the levying

of taxes and, accordingly, by the introduction of Federal grants-in-aid

to States and State grants-in-aid to local govei nments for the support

of specified functions. These difficulties have Iso been solved in part,

in the case of local governments, by the inti iuction of a system of

State-collected, locally shared taxes. FinaLy, the problem of the

inability of the State and local governments to finance their increas-

ing expenditures out of their own revenue resources has also been

solved in part by transferring some of the actual expenditure respon-

sibilities from the local governments to the States, and from both

State and local governments to the Federal Government.
In addition to the difficulties experienced by the State and local gov-

ernments in raising required revenues, special difiiculties in this

respect have been encountered by the poorer States and, within each

State, by the poorer local communities. This problem of the unequal

ability of diflerent States and different localities to finance needed

services has been treated by the Federal and the State Governments by
means of grants-in-aid designed to equalize as far as possible the

abilities of the States and the local communities involved to maintain
certain minimum standards of required services.

Very little has been done, however, toward bolstering up State and
local revenue sources through a reallocation, of tax sources as between
the Federal and State Governments, on the one hand, and the State

and local governments, on the other. Yet unquestionably a great deal

could be done in this direction, if a concerted effort to that end were
made.
The existing system of taxation is defective also in that it is respon-

sible for uneconomic competition between the three levels of govern-
ment for new revenue resources, resulting in overlapping tax burdens,
mutual interferences bv the governments concerned with each other's
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efforts to levy taxes, and considerable losses of tax revenue for all of

them. It is responsible also for considerable duplication in the costs of

collection of revenue, unjustifiable diverg-ences in the provisions of the

Federal and State tax laws relatin<r to the same taxable objects, and

other unnecessary complications of the law resulting in undue liarass-

ing of the tax})ayers.

Our present tax system is characterized also by troublesome compe-

tition for tax revenue between governments operating on the same
level. Suffice it only to mention as examples the conflicting claims of

different States for jurisdiction to tax the same sources of wealth, which
result in cases of unfair double taxation, and the extension by certain

States and localities of special exemptions from taxation to certain

types of wealth, as an inducement to locate within their boundaries,

which results in considerable leakage of revenue for all governments

concerned.

It has already been suggested that the existing allocation of expendi-

ture responsibilities among the Federal, State, and local governments

is not uniformly satisfactory. The existing system of public expendi-

tures also suffers from a lack of coordination of efforts between gov-

ernments operating (m different levels, as well as those operating on

the same level. There is considerable waste and duplication of effort

in the pursuance by different governmental units of conflicting policies

Avhich reduce tlie efficiency of the government taken as a whole. There

is also insufficient cooperation between tlie Federal, State, and local

governments in the exercise of their credit.

Tliese are but a few of the problems in the financial relations of the

Federal, State, and local governments which urgently require solution.

They should be carefully studied by some properly constituted agency

froiii a broad national "))()int of view, so that the required solutions

may be found.

TAXATION

The preceding sections of this chapter have pointed out the general

role of taxation in adapting fiscal policy to the changing requirements

of modern government in the present era. The emphasis is now
shifted from the interrelationship of taxation, expenditures, and debt

to a somewhat detailed consideration of the various effects of taxation

upon the people and upon the industrial economy of the United States.

Who paj^s the taxes ^ Is the American tax system progressive or

i-egressive and whither is it tending? How do taxes affect savings

and consumption ? What is rhe relationship of taxes to the distribu-

tion of wealth and income? Does the present tax system prevent or

increase the fiu'ther concentration of economic power? Are investors

handicapped by high surtaxes? AV^hat is the effect of taxes upon

business profits!' How is small business treated? Was the undis-

tributed profits tax particularly onerous on it? Are monopolies or

holding comi)anies favored? How will the newly enacted excess

profits tax woi-k out ? Does the pay-roll tax favor mechanized indus-

tries? These are the questions for Avhich answers are sought, so far

as ]:)resent knowledge permits.

The tax system is at once a source of public revenue and an instru-

ment for social and economic regulation. Seldom has it been only one

3002S2—41 25
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to the exclusion of the other. The men ^Yho make our laws have been
ever mindful of the twofold nature of the tax system since the estab-
lishment of the Federal constitutional system. The tariff, for instance,
is an example of a tax for the collection of revenue as well as for the
development of native industry. The corporation income tax was
heralded in 1909 by President Taft as at once a Federal tax and "a
long step toward that supervisory control of corporations which may
prevent the further abuse of power."
The present tax system is an historical product—the result of a

variety of political, social, and economic pressures. It is a conglom-
erate of 1 Federal and 48 State tax systems, developed independently
of each other rather than as parts of a single or unified system.
Although some features common to all these systems may be cliscov-

ered, there are many differences between them which appear to be
Avholly accidental and unexplainable. In selecting new taxes under
the pressure of need for additional revenue both the National and
the State legislatures as a rule have been guided by considerations of
immediate political expediency and not infrequently have been in-
fluenced by the prejudices and self-interests of the political and eco-
nomic groups dominant in the affairs of government at the moment,
rather than by any long-run considerations of equity and economic
welfare of the National or State community as a whole. As a result
of this haphazard development, our American tax system today is

replete with inconsistencies and contains many inequitable and uneco-
nomic features.

A substantial tax increase has occurred in recent years, whatever
the yardstick used for the measurement of tax collections—be it total

dollars, per capita dollars, or in terms of goods and services. Per
capita tax payments in the United States were $23.42 in the year 1913.
They increased to $84.41 in 1920, $84.69 in 1930, and $114.09 in 1938.
The Federal Government's share in these sums was $6.87 in 1913,
$53 77 in 1920, $29.45 in 1930, and $46.48 in 1938.
But the same period which witnessed so considerable an increase

in tax payments was also attended by a corresponding expansion in
the number and nature of Government services. To speak of taxes
as a "burden" without giving due consideration to the productive use
to which they have been put—for example, highways, schools, sani-

tation relief, control of disease, police and fire protection, and social

security—distorts the facts. Taxes are not collected to be dumped as
waste matter into the sea. Like the sales income of a business enter-
prise, taxes are the operating income with which the Government pays
for its manifold activities.

Taxes vary greatly in their form and basis of application. One
form of tax is levied on ownership—for example, of a factory, a
house, or a corporate charter. These taxes must be paid without the
slightest regard to whether, for instance, the factory is humming with
activity or standing in idleness. A tax of this description is a "fixed

cost" that runs on year in and year out without interruption.

A second form of tax is levied on consumption, for example, of a
definite unit of production—a package of cigarettes, a bottle of liquor,

a gallon of gasoline, a kilowatt-hour—or on the dollar amount of retail

sales or on the number of employees in a business. The magnitude of
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such a tax rests directly upon the vohune of industrial activity—in a

word, it is a "variable cost" fluctuating from year to year.

A third form of tax is levied on profits or incomes of an individual

or a corporation.

Taxes which enter into tlie fixed or variable costs of an enterprise

do not end their effects with the first person who pays them.

It is likely that they will be passed on in whole or in part during

the course of business activity to other persons who will do the same

in their turn. In the terminology of public finance such taxes are

said to be shiftablc in character and may move either forward or

backward.

Changing Sources of Taxation.

The changing tax sources of the Federal, State, and local govern-

ments are pictured in chart XVL In 1913, the first year for which

reliable data by tax sources are available for all three levels of Gov-

ernment, the property tax supplied 56.7 percent of all revenues, while

consumption taxes (which include those on customs, liquor, and to-

bacco) supplied 30.5 percent of the whole. These taxes furnished the

principal mainstay for the Federal, State, and local governments.

The percentage yield of the property tax has decreased from more

than one-half of all revenues in 1913 to less than one-third of the whole.

In spite of this shrinkage it still retains its position as the principal

source of all public revenue, and continues as the financial foundation

of nearly every local government.

The principal sources of public revenues in 1930, before the tax

system had felt the fullest effect of the depression, were property

taxes (45.7 percent), income taxes (24.1 percent), and highway taxes,

including gasoline and motor veliicles (7.6 percent) . These three taxes

together accounted for 77.4 percent of the total revenue receipts.

Income and highway taxes, which supplied 31.7 percent of all the

1930 tax revenues, are taxes of relatively recent origin and hence were

scarcely in evidence in 1913. The Federal Government with its ex-

tensive" jurisdiction over mobile wealth and income placed its principal

reliance on the income tax, while the various States depended largely

on the highway taxes (on motor vehicles and gasoline).

During the "depression years the tax pattern was further trans-

formed. Income taxes declined as revenue producers, while taxes

on articles of mass consumption gained widespread favor. The differ-

ent States freely enacted various retail sales taxes, while the Federal

Government renewed its reliance on liquor and manufacturers' excise

taxes. Consequently consumption taxes, wliose importance had for a

time declined, by 1936 once again accounted for a substantial share of

the public receipts (21.7 pei-cent), while the income tax yield Avas

onlv 15.5 percent.

By 1938 the relative importance of consumption taxes had dimin-

ished even though they continued to account for a substantial share

(18.6 percent) of the total revenue receipts. Taxes on income (19.3

percent) and wealth (3.5 percent), though showing a relative increase,

have lago-ed behind 1930 proportions. The pay-roll tax, enacted in

1936 as a part of the social security program, has emerged as a new
and important revenue source (9 percent) to Federal and State

Governments alike.
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Chart XVI
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W/w pays the taxes f^

This is one of the most fiiiidamental questions in the domain of

modem taxation, thouoh the answer to it cannot be given with pre-

cision in the absence of so much essential data. The general dis-

tribution of the tax burden for 1939 is painted m broad strokes in

charts XVII and XVIII.
, ,

•
i

These charts suggest that pereons in the lowest income group, who

receive less than $500 per year, compose 17 percent ot al income

o-roups in the Nation, but receive only 3.4 percent of the total income.

They make no savings during the year but in fact run up substantial

deficits. In spite of the meagerness of their income one-htth ot it is

taken away by a variety of concealed consumers taxes. At the other

end of the income scale, persons with incomes of $20,000 and more

are but 0.3 percent of all income recipients, yet receive 8.4 percent ot

all income. Though paying out 37.8 percent of their income m taxes,

they accounted for 30.4 percent of all savings.
• . ^i

The operation of the American tax system is regressive at the

lowest level, proportionate at the middle levels ($1,000-$10 000) and

proo-i-essive at the higher levels. Persons with incomes of between

$5 000 and $10,000 pay a smaller percentage m taxes than does the

lowest group with incomes under $500. These figures indicate that

the existing tax system favors the income groups between $1,0U0 to

$10 000 more than persons in the lowest income groups, iheir net

incomes are small enough to escape the harsher effects ot the income

tax and large enough to provide a surplus over their expenditures

for taxable consumer goods. It is to be noted from the chart that

proportionate taxes fall with much greater weight on limited incomes

than on larger ones, where the capacity for making savings is con-

siderable, and thus are inequitable.

The income group of $20,000 and upward has been able to save

nearlv four-tenths of its income, which is equivalent to th? sum ot

its direct and indirect taxes. The income group between $10,000 and

$90 000 managed to save nearly a third of their entire income, m spite

of a tax load of 25.5 percent on the $10,000-$15,000 group, and one ot

31 7 percent on the $15,000-$20,000 group. The identical percentage

saved by these two groups is particularly impressive because ot the

25 percent difference in their respective tax loads.
, ^^ .

Re<n-essive and proportionate taxes supply the great bulk ot all tax

reven'iies. Only 25 percent of all taxes are based on capacity to pay.

Tlie hitdi proportion of regressive taxes, wdiich fall most heavily

on the lowest income groups, is the glaring inequality m the Ameri-

can tax system. State and local regressive taxes on specific con-

sumption \vere a direct charge of 4.3 P^^-ceiit o^^
^)^11

1938 incomes

below $500 but a mere 1.6 percent on incomes of $20,000 and upwaid.

The disparity of this arrangement grows more striking it the pre-

sum])tion be made that all business costs are commonly shitted to the

uhimate consumer. If that is the case, regressive taxes were a direct

charo-e of 13.8 percent on all 1938 incomes below $oOO and only 3.o

percent on incomes of $20,000 and more.

Within the last decade the yield from regressive taxes has multi-

plied faster than that from progressive taxes with distressing results

3 See Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph No. 3 by Gerhard Colm and

Helen Tarasov.
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Chart XA^II

<o
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Chart XVIII
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for persons hi the lower income brackets. Progressive taxes in 1930brought in <2.2 percent of all revenues, but decreased in 1938 to 54 6percent; regressive taxes, on the other hand, increased from 14.2 per-
cent m 1930 to 28.8 percent in 1938. In actual dollars progressive
ta^es yielded m 1938 an excess of $T25,T9(),00() over its 1930 fi<rure
while regressive taxes yielded $1,183,808,000 more than in 1930

"^

liie growth of sales taxes has been a major manifestation of thetrend toward increasingly regressive State tax systems. Sales taxeswere tirst enacted as emergency revenue measures to finance the tre-mendous re lef needs in the depression's depths, which had beenaccompanied by catastrophic declines in property and income tax
receipts. A negligible factor in the revenues of 6 States in 1932State sales taxes, spread to 27 States in 1937. Although the numberothtates levying sales taxes has since decreased to 22, higher rates
better enforcement, and the supplementary use tax have raised theaggregate annual revenue to $485,000,000. The trend has been levied

tt rVr^Ti ^^'' "emergency" character of the tax is disappear-
ing, but the defense program has renewed discussions of the revenue
possibilities inherent m sales taxes.
The imposition of use taxes and decisions makino- the tax applicable

n f"
P^«^^^^c/s used in the State penalize ont-of-State competitionBut the effect on business generally is less direct, depending in parton the elasticity of demand for the product, on general purchasingpower, and the degi^ee of retail competition-as well as the extent

01 eniorcement.
Even though the laws usually require that sales taxes be passedon to consumers, retailers are not alwavs able to do so As pmx-has-ing power contracts in the downward swing of the business cycle

the retailer may have to absorb his sales tax by cutting prices and

^™lf-. Regardless of the cycle, in a low-income community with
rigidly limited cash available, the retailer may likewise have to absorb
tlie sales tax since the consumer can pay it only by decreasing his
purchases and the retailer's volume. The retailer inay find it advis-
able to conserve his volume by lowering his prices and unit margin.

Ihe regressiveness of sales taxes is sharpened far beyond its tap-
parent extent by two characteristics of the laws as written— (a) theexemption of services, which account for a progressively laro-er pro-
portion of the spending of higher income groups, and foi^ almost
none in the lowest income families; and (b) the rate schedules, which
in tact tavor the bigger consumers who can atford to buy in quan-
titiej to minimize their tax, while low-income consumers 'frequentlvmust buy m driblets so that their tax, at a minimum of 1 cent, may
be more than three times the prescribed legal rate. To counteract
this undesirable feature food has been partially exempted, and tokens
or punch cards have been introduced in some States to cover fractional
purchases at a proper proportionate rate. But no exception can domore than ameliorate the regressiveness inherent in anv levy based on
spending rather than income.

"

It should be noted that property owners, in whose behalf sales taxes
have been extended, suffer from sales taxes in inverse ratio to the pro-
ductivity of the property. The poorer the property, the lower is its
owners income (assuming he has no other income), and the more he
overpays m sales taxes. Nor is the farmer an exception, as farmers
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too, buy a considerable portion of their needs at retail and an even

greater proportion of their expenditures is for goods rather than

services. Unless agricultural purchases be specifically exempted, the

farmer benefits little if at all from the substitution of a sales tax for

property taxes.

The intended proportionality of property taxes has largely evapo-

rated thanks to the multiplicity of overlapping taxing units (175,000

in all), assessment practices, and the variety of forms of wealth and
income, difficult to evaluate on a unified base. Property taxes are no

longer valid as a measure of ability to pay.

Actual studies have shown that property assessments on industry

and business are generally regressive, that is, assessed value varies in-

versely with business size and the profitability of a business. This

does not always mean that more profitable or bigger businesses pay

smaller property taxes; it means only that the ratio of assessment

value to true value declines with increases in the size and worth of the

business property. The inverse relationship of assessment to true

value largely holds true for residential property and farms as well.

A well-defined trend of the last few years has cut this factor of regres-

sion arbitrarily for some classes by exempting homesteads, small

homes, or owned farms valued below a certain level, from total or par-

tial payment of the tax. The rejection by referenda in 19-10 of nu-

merous proposals to introduce or extend such exemptions in many
States and localities suggests a cessation of the trend.

Somewhat different in effect has been another depression-born tend-

ency to freeze property tax rates by writing maxima into State con-

stitutions. This practice has resulted in higher assessments in some

cases, in near breakdowns of Government services in a few instances,

and in a general scramble among ]3ressure groups to prevent raised

assessments on their properties. The most powerful lobbies can ^et

the most favorable results ; railroads in New Jersey, public utilities

elsewhere, have litigated for years against higher assessments on their

properties, and sometimes have forced local gov(irnments to compro-

mise for far less than the tax levied. When one or two large owners

possess the most valuable properties in a county or other subdivision,

such maneuvers introduce a serious element of instability into the

unit's fiscal program. Conversely, dependence on one source of reve-

nue may lead to erratic changes of rate without regard to equity.

Most of the so-called reforms in the property tax have directly or

indirectly heightened the regression of the whole tax system. The

exemption of small home owners benefits primarily a low middle in-

come urban group. In the case of tenant farmers such tax exemp-

tion can in fact be detrimental, as it may lead to higher assessments on

the farms they lease, and consequently higher rents. A parallel case

is the urban poor, relatively few of whom are home owners. If con-

sumer taxes are extended as a substitute for the revenue lost through

property tax exemption, the tax burden is increased on the lowest in-

come groups. The exemption of new industries for a certain number

of years from payment of property taxes likewise shifts the duty of

supplying revenue to other groups, often less able to pay than the

business so privileged.

The Federal tax svstem has relied for its revenue on progressive

taxes to a greater degree, though its collections of regressive t-axes, such
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as customs, manufacturer's excises, and latterly on pay-rolls (social
security taxes), have been continued. Pay-roll taxes, of course, were
enacted for the purpose of financing unemployment and old age bene-
fits. The relationship of tax collection to expenditures must not be
overlooked, as has been repeatedly stressed in preceding sections of this
chapter. Progressive taxes brought in 52.6 percent of the 1938 Federal
revenues, and nonprogressive taxes 47.4 percent of them. The State
and local governments, on the other hand, have placed their principal
reliance on regi^essive taxes, though a limited revenue from income and
estate taxes is collected as well.

The growing disparity in the revenue returns from regressive and
progressive taxes testifies that it is the consuming public, and particu-
larly the lower income portion of it, which has borne the greater share
of the increase in the tax burden. The newer taxes have been levied
on a basis not of ability to pay but of inability to resist the imposition
of additional indirect taxes.

CoTisumption and Savings.

The great bulk of Federal, State, and local taxes, from the middle
decades of the nineteenth century to the second decade of the twentieth,
has fallen on consumption. Savings had not been subject to taxation
except for a short period during and immediately following the Civil
War, when the Federal Government levied a tax on incomes, and
indirectly immediately after the introduction of the property tax
which fell mostly on the wealthy landowners.
The unequal distribution of the tax burden between consumption

and savings has been the direct result of an uninterrupted expansion
in our geographic and economic frontiers. A vast American continent
was standing ripe for development. There were mines to be sunk,
mills to be put up, towns and cities to be laid out, railroads, bridges,
dams, and powerhouses to be built. Vast foreign loans were floated
and the speed and rhythm of this huge construction program had for
its only limitation the supply of available capital. As a stimulant
to the accumulation of funds for investment purposes the legislatures
of the nineteenth century had accorded to savings every preference
in their power to grant.
Today's economic order presents another picture altogether, as has

been pointed out in previous sections. The past decades have been
marked by a steady and substantial shrinkage in actual investment
opportunities, or, conversely, the accumulation of idle capital or "over-
savings." This transformation in the function of savings in the do-
mestic economy indicates that the position of special privilege it has
enjoyed under the American tax system is justified no longer.
But though the status of savings vis-a-vis consumption now rests

on a new order of things, the levying of taxes is to a considerable
degree continuing with the old order in mind. Henry Dennison
estimates in his volume, Toward FvM Employment^ that somewhere
between two-thirds and four-fifths of today's tax revenues of all

Federal, State, and local governments are a charge on consumption,
and only between one-third and one-fifth on savings.
The only present day taxes curtailing savings in any measurable

degree are those levied on income by the Federal Government as well
as by 34 States and those levied on inheritance by the Federal Gov-
ernment and the 48 States. Colm and Lehman iii their study, Eco-

I
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nomic Consequences of Recent American Tax Policy, estimate that

approximately $1,000,000,000 of the savings of individuals with ni-

comes above $5,000 has been curtailed by the Revenue Act of 1936

over the rates of the 1928 act, while the estate and gift taxes of the

Revenue Act of 1936 curtailed savings by approximately $300,000,000

over the rates of 1928.

Hence, the savings of persons in the upper income groups would be

o-reater by a billion and a quarter dollars had income and estate taxes

remained at the 1928 level and the distribution of income at the 1930

level. This sum represents a reduction of 25 percent m the savings

capacity of these income groups.
, x^ , , i o^ ^

In offset to this reduction the recently enacted Federal and btate

pay-roll taxes have served to create compulsory savings. If the in-

crease in savings from tliis latter source were to be subtracted from

the sum of everv personal tax, the net balance would show a reduction

of between one-half to three-quarters of a billion dollars in the national

supply of capital or between 4 and 7 percent of the total supply.

The conclusion should not be drawn from these figures that there

exists a gi-owing scarcity of investment capital. For, not only has the

center of gravity of the capital pyramid been moving downward, but

the role of institutional savings has been markedly increased.

DistHhution of Income and Wealth.

Income and death taxes (including estate, inheritance, and gift

taxes) have for one of their principal objectives a readjustment m
the distribution of wealth and income. Even at low rates the opera-

tion of these taxes will serve as something of an equalizing agent in

the income and propertv pyramid. This readjustment process had

attained no perceptible dimensions before the decade of the thirties.

Its effects on large fortunes during the latter years will become more

evident if a comparison is made of their average dollar incomes

before and after the imposition of Federal taxes.

Chart XIX shows the shifting role of the Federal individual income

taxes in reducing the incomes of the highest income recipients be-

tween 1926 and 1937. On the left side of the chart is plotted the

ratio of Federal income taxes to individual incomes, while on the

rio-ht side are plotted the average dollar incomes before and after

Federal taxes for the same period. The recent increase in Federal

income taxes was particularly substantial for the highest Vioo

of 1 percent of income recipients, where the ratio of taxes to income

rose from a 1931 low of 12.1 percent to a 1936 peak of 39.9 percent.

Durino- this same period, however, the average dollar amount of net

income remaining after taxes ranged from $189,000 in 1931 to $150,000

The sharp decline in individual incomes occurred between 1929 and

1931 when, it should be noted, the tax ratio also declined, falling from

14 3 percent in 1929 to 12.1 percent in 1931. It is obvious t^hat the

decline in the income received bv the highest income brackets between

1929 and 1936 cannot be explained in terms of the recent increase m
the Federal income tax. Other factors, such as the declining interest

rate are primarily relevant. It is likewise obvious that even m 1937.

or todav for that^ matter, tax rates on the individuals m the highest

income brackets were not substantiallr affected by revenue laws. 1 he

average dollar income after income taxes of the largest recipients is
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still quite large, amounting to $150,000. The average incomes in

recent years would be about 15 percent higher were prices at the same

level as during the late twenties.

Furthermore, the figures quoted above are based on the tax returns

of individuals and not on the joint returns of families. It is common

practice in the upper income brackets for a man's wife and children

to file separate returns insofar as his investment income is concerned

to secure tax reduction. Since unearned income comprises a con-

siderable share of net income, in these groups the filing of separate

rctui-ns serves to reduce the individual return substantially. Tlie

prevalence of this tendency is proof enough that the magnitude of

income after taxes is substantially understated.

The degree to which Federal and State inheritance taxes had re-

duced the size of estates in 1937, is demonstrated in charts XX, XXI,
XXII, computed from the S^atistics of Incomt^ The trends and

magnitudes involved in chart XX made three different scales neces-

sary in its construction. It expresses the average dollar amount of

the net estate before and after taxes. It indicates that below the

$30;),000 level inheritance tax^s have not taken more than 10 percent

of the estate; at the $2,000,000 to $3,0r,0,000 level, not more than 20

percent ; at the $10,000,000 to $20,000,000 level not more than 35 per-

cent.

Chart XXI plots the distribution of the net estate for exemptions,

taxes, charitable bequests and funeral and administrative expenses.

It offers evidence of the striking disparity between the existing statu-

torv and effective rates. Although there is a statutory rate of 67

percent on estates from $10,000,000 to $20,000,000 the effective rate on

these same estates has not been in excess of 35 percent.

Chart XXII shows the substantial preference which the present tax

laws extend to inter vivos gifts in contrast to transfer by estate. It is

indeed an appropriate question whether Congress intended that the

differential treatment of transfers under the death taxes should be

so marked as between transfer after and before death.

Thece charts provide a striking picture of the effects of present day

death taxes. There is nothing to bear out the often expressed fear that

their rates have been so exorbitant as to vitiate great fortunes. The

death taxes have certainly not until very recently (1934) foreclosed the

possibility of very large increases in those income and property in-

equalities which today exist in this country.

The Investor.

The recent trends in Federal taxation have been criticized on the

ground that they have deprived the individual investor of the incentive

to invest. It is alleged that capital is on a sitdown strike against the

high surtax rates and proof is offered in the reduced supply of new

securitv issues during the thirties.

Before the relationship betv.-een the high surtax rates and capital is

accepted as the reason for the small amount of private investment

capital available, however, consideration must first be given to the

degree in which the funds of the individual investor are required for

airincrease in production. Testimonv was presented before the Tem-

porary National Economic Committee—prior to the present defense

emergency, it should be stressed—which is impressive enough to war-

rant the belief that the largest corporations have little need in the
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Chabt XX
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See table 73, p. 409, infra.
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Chart XXI
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near future of applying to the capital market for fresh funds. These
corporations have made themselves self-financing, that is, the allow-

ances which they have set aside for depreciation and depiction plus:

their undistributed profits have been great enough in themselves to

finance all their current peacetime requirements for expansion. The
increase of this tendency may in itself be explanation enough for the
steady decrease during recout years in tlie number of new corporate
securities for large corporations.

It is frequently alleged that the skyrocketing in surtax rates of
Federal income and estate taxes has virtually confiscated the income"
of the upper bracket taxpayer. The statutory rates for the various
revenue acts since 1918 have been ])lotted in chart XXIII for the
individual income tax and in chart XXIV for the estate tax.

The surtax rate fixed by tlie statute presents a somewhat misleading
picture for it is not identical with the actual rate paid by the taxpayer.
On incomes of between $1,000,000 and $1,500,000, for instance, the
statutory surtax rate was 73 percent in addition to the 4 percent normal
tax. By this it is meant not that the full income is subject to this rate
but only the amount falling between $1,000,00.')-$1,506,000, while the
sum under $1,000,000 is in varying degree subJ3ct to lower surtax rates.

The Treasury Department has reported that the taxpayer in the
$1,000,000-$1,Y)00,00() bracket paid an effective tax rate in 1938 of 45.86
percent of his net income in contradistinction to the statutory rate of
73 percent on this same income.

There is no denying that the j^resent Federal tax system has inter-

posed a number of barriers to private investment. Tl\e resi^onsibility

for this condition rests, however, upon the interacting relationship of
high surtax rates and tax-exempt securities.

Constitutional necessity is the commonly cited ground for continu-
ing the present exemption of State and local bonds from Federal
taxation, although recent decisions of the Supreme Court may question
this. A commonly overlooked fact is the almost universal tend ncy
of the various States to tax fully income received by their residents

from securities issued by other States.

Table 65 indicates that a taxpayer with a million-dollar income who
received any income from 5 percent securities would receive no more
net income from those securities than he would from, holding exempt
securities. On the other hand, table 66 shows that if this same tax-

payer had derived his income out of 5 percent tax-exempt securities he
wonld be in no less favorable a position than a holder of 23.15 percent
nontax-exempt securities.

The larger investors have consequently tended to favor the pur-
chase of tax-exempt securities. Such would appear particularly to

have been the case during the years when the undistributed profits ^ax
was in operation, for the large taxpayer during this period could find

no loophole in the law by investing in the stocks of those companies
which had retained a high proportion of their savings. If the indi-

vidual stockholder had no taxes to pay the company did.

.S002S2—41 26
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Table 65.

—

Annual yield required on a ichoUy tax-exempt security to equal the
net yield after Federal ineonie taxes, on a taxable security

[A married man witli no children or other dependents]

Net income from other sources

$5,000.,,.
$10,000...
$20,000..
$50,0000,-
$100,000..
$500,000..
$1,000,000,

Gross yield on taxable security,
percent

1.91
1.74
1.45

1.03
.68
.50
.43

2.87
2. GO
2.18
1.55
1.02
.76
.65

3.82
3.47
2.90
2.06
1.3Q
1.01

4.78
4.34
3.63
2.58
1.70

1.26
1.08

Source: Treasury Department, Division of Tax Research, Nov. 15, 1940.

Table 6(i.—Gross annual yield required on a taxable security to equal the net
yield on a irholly tax-exempt security

[A married man with no children or other dependents]

Net income from other sources

.$5,000..,.

$10,000..,
.$20,000.,.

$50,000,.
$100,000.,
.$500,000..

$1,000,000

Yield on tax-exempt security, percent

1.05
1.15
1.38
1.94
2.94
3.97
4.63

2
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individuals in the hi<>hest brackets who typically own the tax-exempt

securities.

Table 67.—Distribution of tax-exempt and eoi'porate seeurities of e.'^iates. 1929,

1932, and 1937, hij size classes of vet estate

[Securities as percentage of gross estate]

Size classes (net estate)
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percent tax which prevailed through the decade of the twenties, but
then (1925-31) the maximum surtax rate was 20 percent while now it

ranges up to 75 percent. The maximum preference shown capital
gains during the middle and late twenties was 71/2 percent (difference
between 20 percent and I21/2 percent) while now this preference
amounts to 60 percent (difference between 75 percent and 15 percent)

.

The present flat 15 percent tax on long term capital gains, actually
introduces a seriously limiting element into the progressive income
tax structure, as shown in chart XXV based on the effective tax rate
in 1938 as reported by the Treasury Department.
The justification for the preferential treatment of long-term capital

gains has been made in terms of equity, revenue productivity, and eco-
nomic policy. It is argued that capital gains accrue over a period
of time and consequently should not be taxed in full at the time of
realization. This is in fact a criticism of the artificiality of the calen-
dar year (since income cannot constitutionally be taxed as it accrues
but only as it is realized) for determining an individual's income
tax liability, and is by no means peculiar to capital gains.
A substantial part of long-term capital gains derived from corpo-

rate securities—such securities account for 80 percent of all long-term
capital gains—is the result of the accumulated undistributed profits
of corporations which, being undistributed, have escaped the indi-
vidual surtax.

The second argument in favor of the preferential taxation of capital
gains is put in terms of revenue productivity. A low tax rate en-
courages wealthy individuals to realize their capital gains whenever
market conditions are most feasible, while high tax rates "freeze the
capital market" by discouraging wealthy individuals from realizing
their gains. In the latter case realized capital gains fall in magni-
tude with severe repercussions upon tax revenues. The problem is

the perennial one of where to draw the line, but it seems that the
present 15 percent could be substantially raised without serious revenue
consequences.

The economic policy argument is that wealthy individuals are
deprived of their incentive to supply "venture capital," because if they
win the tax collector insists upon taking their profits, while if they
lose they alone bear the loss. The result is stagnation unless capita'l
gains are preferentially taxed.
But there are obviously many factors involved, not least among

which is the question of the extent to which private individuals may
continue to serve as suppliers of risk capital. The decade when capi-
tal gains and losses were very favorably recognized in the Fedei-al
tax laws culminated in a stock market collapse and an economic de-
pression unparalleled in our history. It no more follows that the
preferential tax treatment of capital gains caused the stock market
debacle than that the removal of this tax preference in 1934 froze
the capital mai-ket or brought about the recession of 1937.

Corporate Profits.*

The amount of Federal income taxes paid by corporations and the
amount of corporate income available for reinvestment in or by cor-

* See TNEC Monograph No. 9, Taxation of Corporate Enterprise, by Clififord J. Hynning.
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ponitions or for distribution to individual investors is shown graphi-
cally in chart XXVI for all corporations reportiui^ net income in the
years 1916 through 1937. The length of the bar for any given year
shows, in billions of dollars, the amount of (1) Federal Income taxes
(2) corporate profits paid out as cash dividends (unavailable prior
to 192G), (3) corporate profits after taxes and dividends, (4) charges
for depreciation and depletion, and (5) interest payments.
In 1937, after paying $1,270,000,000 in income taxes (including the

excess-profits and undistributed-i)rofits taxes) to the Federal Gov-
ernment, corporations had at their disposal for plant leplacement and
industrial expansion and for distribution to investors some JfilO,700-
000,000. This sum consists of $6,100,000,000 profits after all charges,
$2,100,000,000 depreciation and depletion additions to reserves, and
$1,700,0(.0,(;00 interest payments to bondholders and other nonequity
investors.

The magnitude of Federal taxes in 1936-37 compares fairly closely
with the amount of Federal taxes collected from corporations during
the later twenties, Avhen corporate i)rofits were considerably larger
than in 1936-37. Taxes on corporate jirofits were largest during the
war era, reaching a peak in 1918 of $3,159,000,009, when the volume
of profits was more comparable to that prevailing in the later thirties.
As is to be expected, the volume of Federal corporation income

taxes varies closely with the volume of corporate profits. Profits
(after taxes) fell from $10.9 billion in 1929 to $2 billion in 1932, or
a decline of 89 percent. In the same period taxes declined from
$1.2 billion to $400 million, or 67 percent. Meanwhile, the revenue
act had been changed, increasing the tax rate from 11 to 13-J4 percent
and eliminating the specific credit of $3,000 available to corporations
with small incomes. Between 1932 and 1937 profits (after taxes)
rose from $2 billion to $6.1 billion, an increase of 205 percent. Taxes
increased in the same period from $400 million to $1.3 billion, or an
increase of 224 percent.
During the depression the volume of corporate profits dropped more

rapidly than the reported yield of Federal corporate income taxes.
With the improvement of business conditions. Federal corporation
income taxes tended to increase somewhat faster than corporate profits,
although the lag between taxes and profits was much narrower during
the later period than during the depression decline.
Have Federal taxes on corporates wiped out the incentive to expand

or to take risks? The foregoing paragraphs have suggested that the
ratio of taxes to profits has not been prohibitively high. In 1937 they
amounted to 17.7 percent of corporate profits (excluding intercorpo-
rate dividends).
But the data have not shown wliether corporate profits after taxes

represent a "reasonable" return on invested capital. Is the rate so low
as to make it useless for business enterprises to carry on ? Table 68
throws some factual light on this question, leaving the reader to judge
what constitutes a "reasonable" rate of return. The table is taken
from an S. E. C. compilation of the profits data for 1,710 registered
corporations for 1937, classified by industries and by the rate of profit.
The measurement of profitability is that of profits taken after Federal
taxes and all other charges in relationship to tangible net worth. Both
the nuniber of corporations and the dollar amount (in thousands) of
profits is given.
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Chakt XXVI

FEDERAL TAXES AND CORPORATE INCOME AVAILABLE FOR REINVESTMENT OR
DISTRIBUTION TO INDIVIDUALS, 1916-37 (NET-INCOME CORPORATIONS ONLY)

D

LEGEND
• *•*

I

Federal Corporate Income Taxes (Inc.
'excess-Profits Taxes for I317-21 and
1933-37 AND Undistributed Profits
Tax for 1935-37)

I

corporate profits (excluding inter-
I
corporate dividends) after payment
or federal income taxes & dividends

DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION
(including AMORTIZATION)

INTEREST PAID

s CASH DIVIDENDS PAID OUT TO
INDIVIDUALS (unavailable
PRIOR TO

"y.s J[u^

1926)

UNAVAILABLE

souRcr: statistics of income for respective years

DEPARTIj!ENT of COMf.'ERCE
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Table 6S.—Profltuhiliiy of 1,110 corporations regUtered with Sec-iirities and
Exchange Commission, 1937
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Table 69.- -Federal corporate income-tax payments of 10 large manufacturing
corporations, 1934-39—Continued
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Business Structwe and Tax Policies.

Small business.—Small corporations Avere favored by the Federal
revenue acts in existence between 11)09-12, 1918-31, and 1936 to date,

either by way of s])ecific exemptions of net income (ranging from
the first $2,000-$5,000) or by graduation of the rate structure.

The $3,000 exemption of small corporations in 1931 I'educed in a

fluctuatino- dcgi'ee the amount of the tax paid by various types of
small corporations, from what it would have been without an exemp-
tion. In the case of manufacturino- corporations with assets of less

than $50,000 it w^as pared down by some 300 percent.

The $3,000 exemption was repealed in 1932, at the very bottom of
the depression. An increase of substantial, and in several instances
of drastic, dimensions in the effective Federal tax rates on small cor-

porations resulted. The small manufacturing and trade corporations
(those with assets of less than $50,000) suffered a fivefold advance in

rates, while the larger corporations met an inxrease of only 15 percent.

In a word, it was the small corporation which bore the heaviest share
of the rise in the Federal corporate taxes during the depression years.

During most of their life the corporate tax rates have been on a flat

and not a graduated basis. This was in sharp contrast to the indi-

vidual income tax which from its begimiing under the sixteenth amend-
ment was on a graduated basis.

During the World War a graduated excess profits tax was enacted.
It fixed five income brackets with a sharply graduated rate structure
ranging from 20 to 60 percent of the income in excess of the pre-
sumed norm of profit.

Taxes on corporate bigness met with no legislative encouragement
previous to the decade of the thirties. Though the Senate introduced
a graduated rate structure into the Revenue Act of 1924:, its proposal
was rejected by the House of Representatives. The first graduated
tax on corporate ])rofits was enacted in 1932. A slight discriminatory
tax of three-fourths of 1 percent was levied (it was raised in 1933
to 1 percent) on those interafRliated corporations which had chosen to
make use of the consolidated returns device. Cor})orations of this
description tended to be of the larger variety, and were so taxed to
offset in some degree the undoubtecl advantages they enjoyed in mak-
ing a consolidated tax return.

Corporate size emerged as a central problem, of Federal tax reform
during the discussion of the Revenue Act of 1935. In a special mes-
sage to Congress on June 19. 1935, President Roosevelt directed atten-
tion to the favored position of the large corporations and recom-
mended the enactment of a graduated corporate income tax. Before
it could become effective, the 1935 act w^as replaced by the Revenue
Act of 1936 with a graduated range from 7 to 15 i^ercent.

In the Revenue Act of 1938 the graduated rates of the normal tax
were relaxed in some measure. Corporations with net incomes in

excess of $25,000 paid a flat tax of 161^ percent, while corporations
with lower incojnes were made subject to a graduated tax from 121/2

to 16 percent. This spread of 31^ percent was in contrast to the one
of 7 percent (from 8 to 15 percent) prevailing for corporations of
this category by virtue of the act of 1936. The second Revenue Act
of 1940 broadened the spread from 14.85 to 24 percent, or slightly
more than a 9 percent differential.
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The acts of 1938 and 1939 with their regressive normal tax rates

miiiht appear to favor the small corporation just as they had been

favored previous to the year 1932. From the available tax returns for

1936-37, however, it woidd seem that the graduated tax rates have not

been nearly so favorable to the small corporation as the $3,000 exemp-

tion had previously been.

Flwtuatlon and stability.—Empirical studies have demonstrated

ihat the profitableness of a corporation varies with its size as well

as with the character of the industry. However, the small corporation

mav in any single year tend to slunv a higher rate of profit than the

large one.
* The latter, in turn, yields a profit with a greater degree of

frequency. In brief, the large\*orporation suffers large losses with

infrequency; the small one leads a more uneven career with an occa-

sional report of a large profit counterbalanced against reports of more

frequent losses.
. , , . , ,

A corporation v.'ith a number of bad years and an occasional bright

one is nevertheless taxed on all its profits in the year in which they are

earned, while its losses are deducted in the years in which they are

contracted. Hence, a corporation of this description is subject to a

relatively higher tax rate than one whose profits are distributed over

the years M'ith greater evenness.

The various Federal revenue acts between 1918-32 permitted the

deduction from current income of operating losses incurred m pre-

ceding years. The carryover period was of 1 year's duration between

1918-21, of 2 years' duration again in 1940. No carryover was per-

mitted from 1933 to 1939, inclusive.

Tlie declared value excess profits tax, which has been m effect since

its enactment under the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, has

fallen particularly heavily on small corporations. An excess profits

tax in name alone, it is entirely dissimilar from its predecessor of the

World War era ; it has had no connection with monopoly profits.

The operations of the excess profits tax can be understood only to-

o-ether with that of the capital stock tax. The tAvo taxes are a pair of

Siamese twins, with the first serving as whipping boy to the second.

The excess profits tax is payable by those corporations only which have

made a miscalculation in the declaration of their capital stock for tax

purposes. . ^ i ^

In reporting its "declared capital," the corporation can set up what-

ever fiijure it' chooses. The most favorable figure is one of 10 times

the amount of the anticipated earnings for the year. (See chart

XXVII.) The selection of a favorable capitalization figure will de-

pend on the degree of accuracy with which the earnings figures have

been predicted beforehand, this factor will fluctuate with the eco-

nomic skill of the business management, the stability of the indus-

try and the good fortune of a given corporation in any single year.

The effective rate of the excess profits tax ranged m 1937 from

1.7 percent for corporations with assets of under $50,000 to less than

tAvo-tenths of 1 percent for corporations with assets of over $50,000,000.

In brief, the smallest corporations paid an excess profits tax eight

times greater in proportion than did the largest corporations, a dis-

parity whicli was lessened to a relatively modest degi-ee by the opera-

tions'of the capital stock tax.
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Dividend policy.—Tlie undistributed jH-ofits tax was designed to (a)
remove those tax inequalities which had arisen from the' faihire of
corporations to distribute profits to their stockholders, who thereby in
turn avoided surtax payments on their individual incomes and (b)
reduce the aniount of corporate savings wliich were having a tendency
to circumscribe the capital market for new security issues.

It probably achieved both objectives in some degree, as well as acted
as somewhat of a check on the operation of holding companies and
other forms of intercorporate affiliation. In doing so its burden fell,

however, with particular weight on corporations of small and medium
size, since it gave no proper consideration to the length of the account-
ing period, the pressing debt structure of the individual concern, or
the degree of access it had to the capital market. (See chart
XXVIII.)
One of the objects of the undistributed profits tax was to curb the

power of monopoly. However, the tax focused its exclusive attention
on that portion of the corporate profits which remained undistributed
and not on the relationship between profits and invested capital.
The percentage of profits paid out in dividends tendsi to vary in-
versely with the rate of corporate profit. The greater the rate the
smaller the percentage of distribution; the smaller the rate the greater
the distribution. Hence a special tax on undistributed profits tends
to act as a limited restriction on the rate of profit of a corporation
rather than on its size.

The undistributed profits tax is no solution to the monopoly prob-
lem in the case of the large corporation. If the latter is compelled
by the tax to pay out its profits to the stockholders, the financing of
its further growth can, without impediment, be carried out by recourse
to the capital market. The corporation of middle size is frequently
without ready access to the capital market and hence the undistributed
profits tax in that case may well serve as a barricade to growth. In
short, the operation of this tax does not curb existing monopolies,
though it may serve to check the growth of new ones.
The undistributed profits tax was revised in the 1938 Eevenue Actm the interest of small business. Corporations having a net income

of less than $25,000 were granted an exemption in full. In addition,
the carry-over of the previous year's losses was recognized, and the
noncash distribution of corporate profits (that is, consent dividends,
etc.) was permitted on a broader scale. These improvements in the
operation of the tax were nevertheless rendered ineffective by the
emasculation of the rate- provisions, which served to defeat the very
objectives of the tax itself. The Revenue Act of 1939 finally repealed
the last remaining vestige of the undistributed profits tax. The prob-
lem of taxing undistributed profits is thus still unsolved.

InteTcorporafe r-elafionships.—The holding company has had a
recognized legal existence dating from the vear 1888, when the State
01 New Jersey authorized the corporations which were chartered
under its laws to become stockholders in other corporations. Prior to
this the stock of corporations had been owned and controlled almost
exclusively by natural persons.
Other State legislatures soon authorized the use of this new power

so that by the first years of the thirties corporations had become owners-
of each other to no small degree. The most recent statistics (com-
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FEDERAL 8UBTAX ON UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS OF CORPORATIONS BY SIZE CLASSES AND MAJOR INDUSTRIES. 1937 (RETURNS WITH NET INCOME ONLY)
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puted from "Statistics of Income") indicate that of all the cash divi-

dends distributed by American corporations in 1934, 43.6 percent had

been acquired in turn from the dividends of other corporations; the

figure came to 50.7 percent in 1935, 3C.5 percent in 1936, and 34.4 per-

cent in 1937. It would appear from these data that from a third to

one-half the earnings of corporate America are paid out to the other

half or two-thirds of corporate America.
Intercorporate investments have grown in complexity as well as in

magnitude. The stated purpose of the holding company was to hold

the stock and control the policies "of two or more heretofore inde-

pendent corporations" with a minimum of risk and investment. This

method of industrial control has been described as "pyramidal," that

is, the holding company rests at the peak of the pyramid, possessing

a succession of small blocks of stock in the underlying members, over

whose policies and activities it exercises the fullest power.

The Federal revenue acts prior to 1934-36 had gi-anted corporations

substantial and far reaching concessions which served to encourage

the rise and growth of the interaffiiiated system. They permitted

the members of such a system to file consolidated tax returns in which

the losses of one could be set oil' against the gains of the second. They
also exempted from taxation the dividend income received by one

domestic corporation from another.

The corporate entity was the basic and original industrial unit under

the Federal income tax statutes. Particular cognizance was taken,

however, of the interrelated ownership of corporate stock and the

interlocking representation of common interests. The result was that

in 1917 the members of interlocking corporate systems were required

to file a consolidated Federal income tax return as though they com-

posed a single legal economic entity. The mandatory requirement was
made a permissive one in 1921 and retained this character during the

remaining years of the twenties.

During-^tiie prosperity years of 1928-29 the consolidated tax returns

seemed to offer no substantial tax benefits to the interaffiiiated corpo-

rate system. Where losses of considerable proportions did not exist

obviously deductions of considerable proportions could not be made.

With the coming of the depression years, however, and the intensifica-

tion of the downward swing of the business cycle, the consolidated tax

return became a vehicle of great importance for the reduction of cor-

porate tax liability.

The decrease in corporate income tax payments awakened a mighty

volume of criticism which was leveled at the consolidated tax return.

Its use was made subject to an additional income tax of three-fourths of

1 percent in 1932 and of 1 percent in 1933. It was repealed altogether

in 1934 except for "common carrier by railroad." The unit of the Fed-

eral corporate income tax has once again become the individual cor-

poration.

In. 1936 the deduction of intercorporate dividends was restricted to

85 percent of those received. The act of 1936 permitted mutual in-

vestment trusts, however, to claim full credit for all dividends paid

out but no credit for any dividends received. The partial taxation

of dividend income has exerted a relatively slight effect upon the

vast networks of affiliated corporations. The tax rates worked out

in 1936 to an equivalent of 2.3 percent upon all dividends received.
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from domestic corporations to 2.5 j^ercent in 1938 and to 2.7 percent in

]940. The mild consequences of these tax rates have not been any
deterrent to the operation of holding companies and to related forms
of iuteraffiliated corjwrations.

Equity -financing.—Corporate activities may be financed by the

sale of stocks or of bonds or after the corporation has been in existence

for a time, ont of undistributed j)rofits and dei)reciation funds. The
stockholder's contribution is conventionally labeled as ''equity capital,"

the bondholder's as "creditor" capital. Thoujih these various pro-

cedures for corporate financing may enjoy paiticular advantages over

each other the equity method appears to be preferable.

I'he Federal tax laws have nevertheless displayed a preference
toward creditor capital and a prejudice against equity capital. The
deduction from the coi-])orate tax of interest payments on bonds has
been permitted on the ground that they represent authorized busi-

ness expenses. This exemption applies to all interest payments, those

on obligations contracted by the purchase of tax exempt securities

alone being excepted. Interest payments ai'e, it is true, taxable in the

recipient's hands; yet dividend payments for that matter are equally

taxable. Thus from the corporation's viewpoint a distribution in the

form of interest is tax exempt while one in the form of dividends

is taxable.

The present Federal statute was enacted during the Avar boom year
of 1918. The deduction of interest payments previous to that period

was limited to those on obligations which stood in a certain definite

relationship to equity cajDital. The ])ros and cons of whether such
deductions were to be authorized at all was a subject of lively contro-

versy at the time of the enactment in 1909 of the first corporate excise,

tax. That statute consequently had tended to pursue a middle course.

Though permitting the deduction of interest payments on the one

side, it restricted its application on the other to a volume of bonds
not to exceed in amount the sum of the paid-in in capital stock.

The Income Tax Act of 1913 granted a wider scope to this exemp-
tion. Deductions might now be made on a volume of obligations

equal to one-half the sum of the corporation's interest bearing bonds

and paid in capital stock. This restriction was further relaxed in

1916, In addition to the deductions under the 1913 act, a supplemen-

tary one was permitted on one-half of the remaining interest bearing

bonds. The Revenue Act of 1918 removed the final reservations on
the deduction of interest payments which has remained in effect to the

present day.
The present preference of the Federal tax laws for creditor finan-

cing has served to favor public utility, financial and service corpora-

tions whose gi'eatest reliance is on the bondholder and to discriminate

against industrial corporations which as a class are more disposed to

turn for their capital funds to the stockholder.

Monopoly profits.—The Second Revenue Act of 1940 represents a

compromise between several contrasting varieties of excess profits

taxes. The Treasury wanted a tax measured by invested capital while

the Congress preferred a straight war profits tax applicable primarily

to recent increases in profits.

The measure is not a good tax act, in the sense that it will raise

a considerable revenue without substantial inequity. Nor is it a

I
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"simple" measure readily miderstood. It is of the hiohest importance,

nevertheless, that CongTess has seen fit to resurrect the excess profits

tax which had been defunct since 1921.
, , -, 14=,

The current excess profits tax has fixed a gradua,ted scale of rates

ran<rino- from 25 percent on excess profits ol less than $20,000 to 50

percent on those over $500,000. It is a rate scale which varies more

or less in direct proportion with the dollar magnitude of excess profits.

The excess profits provisions represent in principle the most direct

attack yet made on corporate bigness in the history of l^ederal taxa-

tion Nevertheless a number of jokers in the yardstick provisions for

the measurement of excess profits may make the higher brackets of

the rate structure of only academic interest to many corporations.

These "loopholes" include

—

1. Amortization provisions (particularly if the high rate of the

excess profits tax is repealed after 5 years).

2 The combination of the "income method" and the invested

capital" method, the taxpayer choosing whichever yardstick

leads to the lower tax.

3 The absence of a ceiling provision m the "income method.

4. The failure to make adjustments for capital reduction during

the base period. ^^^ ,-, .^

5 The special adjustments permitted for "abnormalities m the

computation of the starting point of the income subject to

the excess profits tax.
_ -,•1^1^ ,

6 The reintroduction of the permissive consolidated tax return.

7. The inclusion of borrowed capital in computing "invested

capital."

The current excess profits tax will favor certain types of corpora-

tions in particular: (1) Corporations engaged m the production ot

strategic materials (e. g., tmigsten, quicksilver, manganese p atinum,

antimony, chromite, or tin), the income attributable to which is tax

exempt- (2) corporations having mail or merchant marine contracts

which are also exempt from the excess profits tax; (3) holding com-

panies the investment income of which is tax exempt; (4) interathli-

ated corporations which by the use of the consolidated tax return are

enabled to offset the losses of one individual member against the profits

of another; (5) monopolistic corporations with relatively l;igl\ancl

stable earnings during recent years upon which the magnitude of the

excess profits credit is based. ,-,•••. ^ .
•

The current excess profits tax will also discriminate against certain

types of corporations: (1) Corporations with relatively low earnings

durino- recent years the excess profits credit of which is presumably

limited to 8 percent of invested capital; (2) corporations m industries

which have widely fluctuating profits, the net loss carryover of which

is limited to 2 years; (3) corporations organized since 1936, the excess

profits credit of which is limited to 8 percent of invested capital; (4)

corporations with expanding capital. Under the income method

this element is completely disregarded when occurring during the

base period or limited to an 8 percent return when occurring during

the taxable year. Under the invested capital method it is limited to

a return of 8 percent.

300282—41 27
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Labor versus mechcmization.—With a view to financino; its recently
enacted social security program, the Federal Government has imposed
{a) a special unemployment security tax upon the pay rolls of all

enterprises employing eight persons or more except certain classes
specifically exempted by name. The tax was to be at the rate of
1 percent in 1936, 2 percent in 1937, and 3 percent in 1938 and
thereafter; and (6) a special old age tax (1937) of 1 percent on the
pay rolls of all enterprises which had not been specifically exempted
without regard to the number of their employees. The first tax ap-
plied to total pay rolls while the second applied only to the first $3,000
of the wages or salary of every employee, and excluded the pay rolls
of individuals over 65.

Pay-roll taxes may vary with the size of the business enterprise
because of (1) the inapplicability of the unemployment tax to enter-
prises with less than 8 workmen, (2) the exemption of entrepreneurial
labor from the operation of the two pay-roll taxes, and (3) the exclu-
sion from the tax base in the case of the old-age tax of all wages in
excess of' $3,000. The first factor is clearly of importance to enterprises
which, if sufficiently small, are wholly exempted from taxation. The
second is probably of greater importance to small enterprises than to
those of middle or large size, since the relative importance of the labor
contribution of the entrepreneur diminishes at a rapid rate with the
size of the enterprise. The third factor is presumably of the greatest
importance to enterprises of middle or large size, since small enter-
prises are less likely to employ very many persons at wages or salaries
in excess of $3,000.

Yet the size patterns are not very pronounced except in a few indus-
tries where the variations in the pay-roll tax ratio may be due to a
different factor altogether, a factor whose coincidence with the element
of size is a matter of chance.
This factor is the relationship between the costs of labor and

capital in various types of enterprises. It is in all probability the
ingredient principally responsible for the variations in the 'pay-
roll tax from industry to industry. To isolate this factor with
gi^eater clarity every corporation involved in the special box sample
has been classified into one of six "labor cost" gi^oups, ranging from
cases with low labor costs (that is, with less than 10 percent of sales)
to those with relatively high labor costs (that is, with more than 50 per-
cent of sales). Data have been arranged in chart XXIX for 21 in-
dustries.

The ratio of the pay-roll tax to gross margin has fluctuated sharply
with labor costs. The variation in manufacturing ranged in 1937 from
0.67 percent to 1.78 percent, while in trade it ranged from 0.91 percent
to 1.94 percent. In short, the tax has fallen most heavily on those
enterprises in which labor is a major cost item and most 'lightly on
those enterprises which rely in great degree on mechanization (where
pay rolls are low with respect to capital costs)

.

These data on manufacturing and trade c<)rporations have failed,
unfortunately, to indicate the full range of the variation in the mag-
nitude of the pay-roll taxes since the data on corporations in other
industries are unavailable for comparison. It is a reasonable assump-
tion that the pay-roll tax in public utilities (other than transport)
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Chart XXIX

Federal-State Payroll Tax Payments as Percent of Gross Margin, 697 Large
Manufactdring and Trade Corporations by Labor Cost Classes, 1937

LABOR COST CLASSES
(PAYROLLS AS PER CENT OF SALES)

I UNDER 10

2- 10 TO 20
3- 20 TO 30
<» 30 TO 40
5 • 40 TO 50
16 OVER 50

PER CENT FOOD

1 2 3 4 5 6 12 3 4 5 6 12 3 4 5 6

LUMBER PER CENT

Jit :dz at Jll EE
oT^sc 19^4*6 123456 123456 123456

A
12 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6

BUILDING
PRODUCTS

Inli
I 2 3 4 5 6

IRON a STEEL

12 3 4 5 6

NONFERROUS
METALS

jt
12 3 4 5 6

BE jiUl Jilt jii± at
1 2 3 4 5 6

TRANSPORTATION
X EQUIPMENT

12 3 4 5 6

MISCELLANEOUS
MANUFACTURING

2 3 4 5 6

TOTAL
MANUFACTURING

2 3 4 5 6

CHAIN STORES

2 3 4 5 6

DEPARTMENT
STORES

Ht^iali'(23456 123456 123456 Mlz atz
X WHOLESALE

2 3 4 5 6

MISCELLANEOUS
MERCHANDISING

2 3 4 5 6

TOTAL
TRADE

1 2 3 4 5 6

jti jit itti
12 3 4 5 6 12 3 4 5 6

Source: Department of Commerce Survej' of Business Taxation.
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is a relatively light one, since its labor costs are relatively low and
its capital costs relatively high. In construction cori)orati()ns, on
the other hand, the pay-roll taxes are probably high since the labor-
capital relationship is i)robably tilted upward in favor of the labor
factor.

Enough data are available to indicate that the pay-roll tax has
added to the costs of production in various industries in substantially
different degrees according to their proportion of labor or of mechani-
zation. The differential at present is relatively slight, but with
the gradual increase in the pay-roll tax rates it may become of
^eat significance in the relationship between labor and mechani-
zation.

This conclusion must, of course, be understood in terms of the special
purposes for which pay-roll taxes have been levied—old-age and
employment security for industrial Avorkers. The differential has
arisen out of the selection of pay rolls as the tax base, but labor, as is
well known, is only one among several cost factors. The security
problems of which the solution or amelioration is to be obtained by
the pay-roll taxes are by no means peculiar to those industries in
which labor is employed in preference to machines.

_ 1.



Table d.—Alphabetical index of associations named as defendants

DEFENDANT ASSOCIATION

AUecheuy Container Association.

Allied Cleaners & Dyers of Seattle.
_

American Amusement Ticket Manufacturers Association.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians.

American Hardwood Manufacturers Association. „ , » • 4.-^„„

American Institute of Wholesale Plumbing and Heating Supply Associations.

American Malleable Castings Association of Cleveland.

American Medical Association.

American Petroleum Institute.

American Potash Institute, Inc.

American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers.

American Surgical Trade Association.

Appalachian Coals, Inc.

Armstrong Bureau of Related Industries.

Aroostook Potato Shippers Association.

Asphalt Shingle .Jc Hoofing Institute.

Associated Bill Posters.

Associated Marble Companies.

Associated Milk Dealers, Inc.

Associated Plumbing and Heating Merchants.

Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers.

The Association of American Railroads.

Association of Contracting Plumbers of the City of New York

Association of Contracting Plumbers of the City of New York, Inc.

Association of Retail Lumber Dealers.

Automobile Bumper Association.

Barbers Supply Dealers Association of America.

Bolt Nut, and" Rivet Manufacturers Association.

Building Trades Employers' Association of the City of New York.

Broadcast Music, Inc. „4„«^„
California Retail Hardware and Implement Association.

California Wholesale Grocers Association.

Canton Master Plumbers Association.

Cement Manufacturers Protective Association.

Central Supply Association.

Chicago Association of Candy Jobbers.

Chicago Container Association.

Chicago Mantel and Tile Contractors Association.

Chicago Master Steam Fitters' Association.

Cleveland Plumbing Contractors Association.

Coal Dealers Association of California.

Colorado and Wyoming Lumber Dealers Association.

Columbia Valley Lumbermen's Association.

Columbus Confectioners' Association.

Commercial Fixture and Store Front Institute

Contracting Lathing Association of Long Beach.

Cmitrnctine Plasterers' Association of Long Beach, Inc. „ ^ r.K„w.to,.

Snti-acting Plasterers Association of Southern California. Long Beach Chapter.

Corn Derivatives Institute.
_

Corrugated Paper Manufacturers Association, Inc.

Dade County Master Plumbers Association.

Detroit Association of Master Plumbers.

Defendants in one or more cases since March 24, 193S.
405
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Detroit Electrical Contractors Association.
Detroit Tile Contractors Association.
Dress Creators' League of America.
Eastern Soil Pipe Manufacturers Association.
Eastern States Retail Lumber Dealers Association.
Eighteen Carat Club.
Electrical Contractors' Association of Alameda and Contra Costa Counties Inc
Electrical Industry Depository of California, Inc.
Electrical Solderers Service Connector Institute.
Employing Plasterers Association of Allegheny (^ounty.
Engineering Survey & Audit Co., Inc.
Evansville Confectioners Association.
Excavators Administrative Association, Inc.
Fair Practices Association.
Fish Credit As.sociation.
Flower Producers Co-operative Association of New York, Inc.
Food Distributors Association.
Fur Dressers and Fur Dyers As.sociation.
Gasoline Pump Manufacturers Association.
Glass Container Association of America, Inc.
Glass Contractors' Association.
Glass Jobbers' A.s.sociation of San Francisco and Oakland
Greater Detroit Tile Contractors Association.
Greater New York Live Poultry Chamber of Commerce.
Greensboro Plumbing & Heating Contractors, Inc.
Gypsum Industries Association.
Half-Size Dress Guild.
Harbor District Builders Supply A.ssociation.
Harbor District Chapter, National Electrical Contractors As.sociation
Harbor District Lumber Dealers Association.
Harbor Material Dealers', Inc.
Hardwood Floor Institute, Inc.
Harris County Medical Society.
Hat Frame Manufacturers Protective Association.
Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning Contractors Association of Southern

California.
Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning Contractors, New York City Association,

Ice Cream Manufacturers Association of Cook County
Imperial Wood Stick Co.
Independent Refiner.s' Association of California IncThe Intercoastal Lumber Distributors As.sociation
Institute of Carpet Manufacturers of America, Inc
International Association of lee Cream Manufacturers
Jobbers' Credit Association, Inc. ^.
Joint Traffic Association. A
Kansas City Live Stock Exchange.
Kraft Paper Association.
Live Poultry Dealers Protective Association, Inc
Long Island Sand and Gravel Producers Association
Lumber and Allied Products Institute, Inc.
Lumber Institute of Allegheny County.
Lumber Products Association, Inc.
Maine Co-operative Sardine Co.
Manufacturers Clearing House of Illinois.
Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association.
Marble Contractors Association.
Mason Contractors Association of the District of Columbia
^Master Builders Association.
Master Horse.«hoers' National Protective Association of America

•^Master Plasterers Association of San Francisco
Master Plumbers Association of South Bend
The Medical Society of the District of Columbia.
Michigan Container Association.
Middle Atlantic Container Association.

*Defendants in one or more cases since March 24, 1938.
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Mid-West Cement Credit and Statistical Bureau.

Millinery Quality Guild, Inc.

National Alliance of Furniture Manufacturers.

National Association of Automobile Accessory Jobbers.

Nixtional Association of Chair Manufacturers.

National Association of Commission Lumber Salesmen.

National Association of Manufacturing Jewelers.

National Association of ISIaster Plumbers.
,, ., , „^ .

*National Association of Master Plumbers of the United States.

National Association of Retail Druggists.

National Association of Window Glass Manufacturers.

National Container Association.

*The National Fertilizer Association, Inc.

National Hat Frame Association, Inc.

National Liunber Mauufacturin-s Association.

National Peanut Cleaners and Shelters Association.

National Refrigerator Manufacturers Association.

National Retail Credit Association.

National Retail Monument Dealers' Association of America.

National Terra Cotta Society.

National Wholesale Jewelers' Association.
.

New Orleans (liapter, Associated General Contractors of America, Inc.

New Orleans. Louisiana Chapter of National Electrical Contractors Association.

Newsprint Manufacturers Association.

Npw York Electrical Contractors Association, Inc.

New York St^ate Association of Wholesalers of Plumbing and Heating Supplies.

New York State Container Association.

Norcross Audit and Statistical Bureau.

Northwestern Container Association.

Northwest Shoe Finders Credit Bureau.

Ohio Container Association.

Optical Wholesalers National Association, Inc.

Optical Wholesalers Association of New York, Inc.

Oregon Wholesale Grocers' Association.

Pacific Coast Container Association.

Pacific Coast Plumbing Association.

Party Dress Guild. Inc. ^ ,. .

Philadelphia Association of Wholesale Opticians.

Philadelphia Jobbing Confectioners' Ai5SOCiation.

Philadelphia Tile Mantel and Grate Association.

Piedmont Container Association.
_

Pittsbur"-h Tile and Mantel Contractors Association.

*P umMng and Heating Industries Administrative Association. Inc.

Plumbing and Heating Wholesalers of New England. Inc.

Poster Advertisers Association.

Protective Fur Dressers Corporation.

Pure Milk Association.

Racine Master Plumbers Association.

Redwood Lunch Club. • ^ „
San Francisco Electrical Contractors Association.

Seattle Produce Association.

Sheet Metal Association.

Sheet Metal Ware Exchange.
Southeastern Container Association.

Southwestern Container Association.

Southwestern Woodwork Association.

Southern California Marble Association.

Southern California Wholesale Grocers Association.

Southern Hardware Jobbers' Association.

Southern Illinois Finnish Club.

Southern Pine Association.

Southern Wholesalers Association.

Southern Wholesale Grocers' Association.

Defendants in one or more eases since March 24, 1938.
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Steamship Freight Brokers Association.
*St. Louis Tile Contractors' Association.
Sugar Institute, Inc.

Superphosphate Association, Inc.
Textile Refinishers' Association, Inc.
Tile Contractors Association of America.
Tile Manufacturers Credit Association.
Traders' Livestock Exchange.
Trans-Missouri Freight Association.
Union Painters Administrative Association, Inc.
Utah-Idaho Wholesale Grocers Association.
Voluntary Code of the Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning Industry lor

Allegheny County, Pa.
Washington Academy of Surgery.
West Coast Lumbermen's Association.
Western Pennsylvania Sand and Gravel Association.
Western Pine Manufacturers Association.
Western Red Cedar Association.
Western Red Cedarman's Information Bureau.
Western Washington Wholesale Grocers Association.
Wholesale Distributors Association of Texas.
Willamette Valley Lumbermen's Association.
Wire Goods Exchange.
Wood Products, Inc.

Wool Institute, Inc.
Woven Label Manufacturers Association.
Zone Seven Container Association.

i

Table 70.

—

Taxes, consumer mcome, and savings, fiscal year 1939

Income classes

Under $500 .__

$500 to $1,000.
$1,000 to $1,500-.
$1,500 to $2,000
$2,000 to $3,000
$3,000 to $5,000
$5,000 to $10,000
$10,000 to $15,000
$15,000 to $20,000
$20,000 and over

Average
income

$346
847

1,381
1,929
2,689
4,121
7,741

12, 872
19, 477
47,600

Percent of
income
units

17.0
29.5
22.1
13.1
11.3
4.6
1.5
.4
.2
.3

Percent of income paid in taxes

Federal

7.9
6.6
6.4
6.6
6.4
7.0
8.4
14.9
19.8
27.2

State and
local

14.0
11.4
10.9
11.2
11.1
10.6
9.5
10.6
11.9
10.6

Total

21.9
18.0
17.3
17.8
17.5
17.6
17.9
25.5
31.7
37.8

Percent of
income
saved

5.2
5.8
9.6
16.8
28.4
32.3
32.3
38.3

Source
: Estimates of Colm and Tarasov from TNEC Monograph No. 3, Who Pays the Taxes.

Table 71.

—

Consumption taxes and consumer expenditures, fiscal year 1939

Income classes
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Table 72,—Federal income taa? cmd average dollar income of largest income

recipients, 1926-31

1926.
1927-
1928.
1929.

1930.
1931.

1932.
1933.
1934.
1935.
1936-

1937.

Federal tax as percent
of economic income

Highest 1

percent

5.85
6.28
7.43
6.62
4.60
3.18

(0
7.38
8.43
12.23
11.39

Highest
J.<oo of 1

percent

14.3
14.4
15.0
14.0
13.5
12.1

Average dollar income of largest

recipients

Before taxes

26.9
29.9
39.9
37.8

$454, 650
502. 785
686, 660
702, 620
347,280
215,430

(')

(>)

177, 225

197, 595
249, 800
241, 165

After taxes

$389, 504

430, 323
603, 164

604, 605
300, 320

189, 291

(')

129, 516
138,415
150, 119

150,039

I No data available.

Source : Compiled from Statistics of Income by Adolpli Goldenthal
;
TNEC Monograph

No. 4.

Table IZ—Number of returns and average dollar magnitude of estates hefore

and after State and Federal taxes, ly gross estate size classes, WSl

Gross estate classes

40,000 to $50,000

$50,000 to $60,000

$60,000 to $70,000

$70,000 to $80,000

$80,000 to $90.000

$90,000 to $100.000

$100,000 to $120,000

$120,000 to $150,000

$150,000 to .$200,000,

$200,000 to $300,000

$300,000 to .$500.000

$500,000 to .$1,000,000-...

$1,000,000 to $2,000.000..

$2,000,000 to $3,000,000--

$3,000,000 to $5,000,000..

$5,000,000 to $10,000,000.

$10,000,000 and over

Total.

Average per return

Number
of re-

turns

1,053
1,605
1,362
1,076
906
766

1,209
1,230
1,178
1, 143
812
512
236
52
42
27
11

Net
estate '

State tax

13,220

$45, 700
52, 700
60, 600
68, 800
76, 200
82, 500

95, 100

116, 500

151,400
214, 800
337, 600

611. 200

1, 294, 300

2, 254, 300

3, 469. 200

5, 859, 400

20, 081, 500

199, 600

Federal
tax

Net estate
after

taxes 1

$100
400

1,200
3,700

11, 400
40. 700

84, 200
178, 200
395, 600

1, 536, 600

4,500

$100
200
500
900

1, 300
1,800
2.900
4.900
8,400

15, 900

30, 300
65, 500

169, 900
332. 900
592, 000

1, 127, 400

3, 801, 300

19, 300

$45, 600
52,500
60,100
67,900
74,900
80, 700
92,300
111,500
142, 600
197, 700
303,600
534, 300

1, 083. 700

1, 837, 200

2, 699, 000

4, 336, 400

14, 743, 600

175, 800

I Net estate is gross estate less debts.
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Table 74.

—

Distribution of net estates, by f/nMs estate size classes. 1937

[Percent of net estate]

Gross estate classes
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T\BLE IQ.Snrtax rates on individual incomes under the various revenue acts

applying from 1913 to 1940

[Percent of that portion of income within the magnitudes indicated]

Net income

'

Exceeding Not exceeding

Rate applicable to incomes for—

$4,000 $5,000-..

$5,000 $6,000...

$6,000... $7,500...

$7,500.. $8,000...

$8,000 $10,000..

$10,000 $12,000.

$12,000 $12,500..

$12,500 $13,000.

$13,000 $14,000.

$14,000 $15,000.

$15,000..-. $16,000.

$16,000 $18,000.

$18,000 $20,000.

$20,000 $22,000.

$22,000 $24,000.

$24,000 $26,000.

$26,000 $28,000.

$28,000.... $30,000.

$30,000 $32,000.

$32,000 $34,000-

$34,000 $36,000.

$36,000 $38,000

$38,000 $40,000

$40,000 $42,000

$42,000 $44,000

$44,000 $46,000

$46,000 $48,000

$48,000 $50,000

$50,000 .- $52,000

$52,000 $54,000

$54,000 $56,000

$56,000 $58,000

$58,000 $60,000

$60,000 $62,000

$62,000 $64,000

$64,000 $66,000

$66,000 $68,000

$68,000.. $70,000

.$70,000 $72,000

$72,000 $74,000

$74,000 $75,000

$75,000 $76,000

$76,000 .$78,000

.$78,000- .- $80,000

$80,000 .$82,000

$82,000 .$84,000

$84,000 $86,000

$86,000 .$88,000

$88,000 .$90,000

$90,000 $92,000

$92,000 $94.000

.$94,000 .$96,000

$96,000 $98,000

$98,000 $100,000...

$100,000 $150,000...

$150,000 $200,000...

.$200,000 --.. $250,000...

$250,000 $300,000...

$300,000 $400,000...

$400,000 $500,000...

$500,000 $7.50,000...

$750.000 $1,000,000..

$1,000,000 $1,500.000..

$1,500,000 .$2,000,000..

$2,000,000
i

$5,000,000..

$5,000,000 and i

over. I

1913
to
1915

1916 1917

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3

3

3
3

4

4

4
4

4
4

4

4

4

4

5

6
7

8
9
9

10
10
11

12
13

13

1918
to
1921

12
12
12
12

12
12
12

12
12
12

17

17
17

17

17

17

17

17
17

17

17

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
27
31
37
42
46
46
50
55
61

62
63
63

1922
and
1923 J

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
52
56
60
60
63
63
64
64
65
65
65
65

1

1

1

2
3

3

3
4

4
5

6
8
9
10
11

12

13
15
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1925
to
1931

1

1

1

1

2
2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9
10

10
11

12
13
13

14

15
16
17
18
19
19
20
21
21
22
23
24
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
30
31
31
32
33
34
35
36
36
37
37
38
38
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
40

1932
and
1933

10
10
11

11

12

12

13

13

14
14
15
15
16
16

17

17

17

1«
18
18

18

18
18

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

1934
and
1935

1

1

1

2
3

3
3

4
4
5

6
8
9
10

11

12

13
15
15

16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
50
51
52
53
54
55
55
55
55

1936
to
1939

9

9
11

13

15

17

17

19

19

19
21

21

21
24
24
24
27
27
27
30
30
30
33
33
33
36
36
36
39
39
39
42
42
42
42
45
45
45
45
45
50
50
50
50
50
52
53
54
54
55
56
57
58
sa
59
59
59

1940

11

13

15
17

17
19
19
19
21

21

21
24
24
24
27
27
27
31

31
31

35
35
35
39
39
39
43
43
43
47
47
47
47
51

51
51

51

51

55
65
55
55
65
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
73
73
74
75

10

12
12
12
15
15
18
21

24
27
27
30
30
30
33
33
33
36
36
36
40
40
40
44
44
44
44
44
47
47
47
47
47
50
50
50
60
50
60
63
63
53
53
53
66
66
56
56
66
68
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
73
73
74
75

. In arriving at the net income subject to stirtax for 1934^^^^^^^^^^^ allowed
''°°''

exemption and credit for dependent's is allowed as a credit, prior to 1934 no -^^^
^n^

( , ^^.^^

2 Tax for 1923 reduced 25 percent by credit or refund under bee. 1200 (a), Kevenut

Source: "Sources and Rates of Federal Taxation," corrected to Jan. 1, 1939, U. S. Government Printing

Office 1939; supplemented by rates from current statute.
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Table 77.—Federal estate tax rates, 1D16-Jf0

[Percent of net estate, before specific exemption, that is within the magnitudes indicated] i

Net estate before specific exemption

Exceeding

$40,000.-..
$50,000...
$60,000...
$70,000...
$80,000...
$90,000...
$100,0C0...
$110,000...
$120,000..
$140,000..
$150,000...
$200,000...
$240,000..
$250,000..
$300,000...
$440,000..
$450,000..
$500,000..
$640,000...
$650,000..
$700,000..
$800,000.
$840,000..
$850,000..
$900,000..
$1,040,000
$1,050,000

$1,100,000
$1,540,000
$1,550,000
$1,600,000
$2,040,000
$2,050,000
$2,100,000
$2,540,000
$2,550,000
$2,600,000
$3,040,000
$3,050,000
$3,100,000 .

$3,540,000
$3,550,000
$3,600,000 .

$4,040,000..
$4,050,000
$4,100.000..
$4,540.000..

$4,550,000 .

$5,040,000.

$5,050,000..
$5,100,000..
$6.040.000..
$6.050,000_.
$6.100,000..
$7,040,000--

$7,050,000-.
$7,100.000..
$8,040,000.-
$8,050,000-.
$8,100,000-.
$9,040,000.-
$9,050,000-
$9,100,000..
$10,040,000.

$10,050,000-
$10,100,000-
$20,040,000.

$50,040,000.

Not ex-

ceeding

$40,000
50, 000
60.000
70, 000
80. 000
90,000

100, 000
110, 000
120.000
140, 000
150, 000
200. 000
240,000
250, 000
300, 000
440, 000
450, 000
500, 000
640, 000
650, 000
700, 000
800, 000
840, 000
850. 000
900, 000

1, 040, 000
1, 050, 000
1, 100, 000
1, 540, 000
1, 550. 000
1. 600, 000
2, 040, 000
2, 050, 000
2. 100. COiO

2. 540, 000
2. 550, 000
2, 600, 000
3, 040, 000
3, 050, 000
3, 100, 000
3, 540, 000
3, 550, 000
3, 600, OGO
4, 040, 000
4, 050, 000
4, 100. 000
4, 540. 000
4. 550, 000
5, 040, OCO
5, 050, 000
5,100,000
6. 040. 000
6, 050. 000
6. 100. OCO
7, 040, 000
7, 050, 000
7, 100, 000
8, 040, 000
8, 050. 000
8, 100. 000
9. 040, 000
9. 050. 000
9,100,000

10, 040, 000
10, 050, 000
10, 100. 000
20, 040. 000
50, 040, 000

Effective date—approximate

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5
3

3

3

3

3

4.5
4.5
4.5
6

6

6

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
9

9

9

10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
12
12
12
12
12
12
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.5
15
15
15
15
15

15

15
15
15
15
15
15
15

15
15
15
15
15

15

1918
1919
to
1925

1926
to
1931

1932
to

1934

9
11

11

11

13

13

13
15
15
15

15

17
17

17

19

19
19
21

21

21
23
23
23
25
25
25
27
27
27
29
29
29
31
31
31
33
33
35
35
35
37
37
37
39
39
39
41
41
41

43
43
43
45
45
45
45

1935
1936
to

1939

2

4

6
8
10

12

12

14

14

17

17

17

20
20
20
23
23
23
26
26
26
26
29
29
29
32
32
32
35
35
35
38
38
38
41

41
41

44
44
44
47
47
47
50
50
50
53
53
56
56
56
59
59
59
61

61

61

63
63

63
65
65
65
67
67
67
69
70

1940

2.2
4.4
6.6
8.8
11.0
13.2
13.2
15.4
15.4
18.7
18.7
18.7
22.0
22.0
22.0
25.3
25.3
2.5.3

28.6
28.6
28.6
28.6
31.9
31.9
31.9
34.2
34.2
34.2
38.5
38.5
38.5
41.8
41.8
41.8
45.1
45.1
45.1
48.4
48.4
48.4
51.7
51.7
51.7
55
55
55
58.3
58.3
61.6
61.6
61.6
64.9
64.9
64.9
67.1
67.1
67.1
69.3
69.3
69.3
71.5
71.5
71.5
73.7
73.7
73.7
75.9
77

1 Net estate is gross estate less debts, funeral expenses, charitable bequests etc.

Source: Sources and Rates of Federal Taxation, corrected to Jan. 1, 1939, U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1939; supplemented by current statute.
Note.—1940 rates are 1936-39 rates plus 10 percent defense tax.
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TAKiF 78—NumUr of tawable returns and elective tax rate on mdividnaljn-

cimeslvZcoZe size elasses, for returns xoith alternattve tax (on eamtal

g^is) reZZwitn. no alternative tax, and for all taxable returns,^ 1938

[Total tax as a percent of net income]

Net income classes

Deficit... ---

$000to$l,0C0 2.--.

$1,000 to $2,000 2—
$2,000 to $2,S00 2..,

$2,500 to $3,000 2...

$3,000 to $4,000 8..

$4,000 to $5,000 2..

$5,000 to $6,000-.-.

$6,000 to $7,000...

$7,000 to $8,000...

$8,000 to $9,000...

$9,000 to $10,000..

$10,000 to $11,000.

$11,000 to $12,000.

$12,000 to $13,000.

$13,000 to $14,000.

$14,000 to $15,000.

$15,000 to $20,000.

$20,000 to $25,000.

$25,000-$30,000
$30,000-$40.000
$40,000-$50,000
$50,000-$60,000
$60,000-$70,000
$70,000-$80,000
$80,000-$90,000
$90,000-$100,000
$100,000-$1 50,000

$150,000-$200,000
$200,00O-$250,(K)0

$250,000-$300,000
$300,000-$400,000

$400,000-$500,000
$500,000-$7 50,000

$750,000-$1,000,000—
$1,000,000-$1,500,000.

$1,500,000-$2,000,000.

$2,000,000-$3,000,000.
$3,000,000-$4,000,0^0.

$4,000,000-$5,000,000.

$5,000,000 and over..

Number of taxable returns

Alterna-
tive

26

No alter-

native

Total taxable returns.

30
40

60
162
892

1,294
918
600
522
354
928
323
190
97
109
53
74
31

28
15
5

1

1

3

6,796

50, 502

1, 191, 970
208,449
208,057
498, 523

299, 258
164, 495
102, 956
66, 758
46,223
34, 485
25, 917
20.573
16, 559
13, 474
11,346
35, 002
17,819

10, 147

10, 652
4,423
1,649

857
544
319
202
398
97
39
20
33
12
7

6

2
1

1

All returns

Effective rate, percent

Alterna- No alter-

tive native

26

50, 502

1, 191, 970
208, 450
208, 059
498. 524

299, 260
164,502
102, 956

66, 758
46, 226
34, 488
25. 922
20,577
16, 566

13, 479
11,346
35, 032

17, 859

10, 207
10. 814
5,315
2,943
1,775
1,144

841-

556
1,326
420
229
117
142
65
81

37
30
16
6
1

1

3

3,041,775 3,048,571

(»)

354. 71

644. 06
925. 82
919. 65
44.31

125. 32
75.78
38.14
5.27
5.64

97.80

34.25
18.07

16.91
19.65
18.52
20.63
23.58
26.35
29.00
31.46
36.63
41.78
46.00
47.02
49.02
48.79
51.58
47.81
43.72
47.14
38.65
72.67
37.61
30.56

36.08

3.13
.87
1.68
1.03
.93

1.33
1.80
2.25
2.81
3.43
3.99
4.48
4.94
5.34
5.72
6. U
7.10
9.01

11.04
13.47
16.26
19.15
22.10
24.96
28.23
31.23
37.06
45.25
49.50
52.61
^6.41
59.71
63.86
67.02
70.30
71.68
72.67

All re-

turns

«

4.09

3.13
.87
1.69
1.03
.93
1.34
1.80
2.2&
2.81
3.44
3. 99'

4.49
4.94
5.34
5.76
6.U
7.13
9.03

11.07
13.56
16.66
19. 80
22. 87
25.69
28. 71

31.37
36.75
42. 58
46. 59
47.96
50.74
50.84
52.72
50.99
45.64
48.66
43. 20
72.67
37.61
30.5fr

6.04

1 Includes fiduciary returns.

» Estimated. ^ . _, .^„fi„,t
> Imaginary (negaUve) rate; net-mcome deficit.

Source: Treasury Department press release of Aug. 7, 1940.
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